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of two words in length and aligned Internal fragmentation the object, the subsystem can relocate the object al will and 
may result when the space needed by an object must be can implement arbitrary protection mechanisms. For 
rounded up to the next power of two words. However, this example, the subsystem could implement a per-process 
docs not result in much wasted physic.al memory, since access control list. Revoking a single process' access rights 
physical space is allocate on a page-by-page basis, indepcn- 5 can be performed by updating the access control list. Aa:cS&-
dent of segmentation. External fragmentation of the virtual ing an object through a protected subsystem is advisable if 
address space may occur when recycled segments cannot be the object must be relocated or have its access rights 
coalesced into contignous sections of usable sizes. A buddy changed frequently and if the object is ref.crcnced infrc-
memory allocation scheme, which combines adjacent free qucntly or only via the subsystem access methods. 
segments into larger segments, can be used to reduce this 10 Without indirection, address space is allocated "for all 
fragmentation problem. time," requiring the system software to periodically garbage 
Software Implementations collect the virtual addres.s space, so that addresses no longer 

While guarded pointers enable efficient implementation in service can be reused. This is simplified with guarded 
of many desirable operating system features, some short- pointers, as pointers arc self identifying via the tag bit. Thus, 
comings inherent in single-address-space and capability- 15 the live segments can be found by recursively scanning the 
based architectures can be addressed by the software system reachable segments from all live processes and persistent 
designer using guarded pointers. objects. 

The efficiency of guarded pointers is largely due to The M-Machine 
eliminating indirection through protected segment tables. The M-Machine memory system provides an example of 
With guarded pointers there is no need to store these tables 20 how guarded pointers may be used. The M-Machine is a 
or to access them on each memory reference. Without multicomputer with a 3-dimensional mesh interconnect and 
protected indirection, modifying a capability requires scan- multithrcaded processing nodes (Dally, W. J., Keckler, S. W., 
ning the entire virtual address space to update all copies of Carter, N., Chang,A., Fillo, M., and Lee, W. S. "M-Machinc 
the capability. This is nccdcd, for example, when relocating m;hitecture vl.O," Concurrent VLSI Architecture Memo 58, 
a segment or revoking access rights to a :segment. In some 25 Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Artificial Intelli-
cascs this ei:pcnsive operation can be avoided by exploiting gence Laboratory, January 1994 and Kr:cklcr, S. W., and 
the paging translation, user-level indirection or protected Dally, W. J., "Processor coupling: Integrating compile time 
subsystems. and runtime scheduling for parallelism", Proceedings of the 

All guarded pointers to a segment can be simultanconsly 19th Intemalional Symposium on Computer Architecture 
invalidated by unmapping the segment's address space in 30 (Queensland, Australia, May 1992), ACM, pp 202-213, and 
the page table. All subsequent accesses using pointers to this U.S. application Ser. No. 08/062,388). One of the major 
segment will raise exceptions. This directly revokes all research goals of the M-Machine is to explore the best usc 
capabilities to a :segment. Segments can be relocated by of the increasing number of transistors that cm be placed on 
updating the pointer causing the exccptinn on ea.ch reference a single chip. ' to the relocated :segment. One limitation of this approach is 35 The processing nodes of the M-Machine (known as 
that it operates on a page granularity while segments may be multi-alu processors,. or MAi's) operate on 64-bit integer 
any size, down to a single byte in length. Thus relocating or and floating-point data types and usc 64-bit gnanled pointers 
revoking access to a segment may affect the performance of (plus a tag bit) to acce&S a 54-bit., byte-addressable, global 
references to several unrelated bystander segments. address space, which is shared by all processes and oodes of 

Indirection can be pcrfonned explicitly in software where 40 the machine. FIG. 8 shows a block diagnun of a MAP chip. 
it is required. If a segment's location is unknown or is Each MAP chip contains twelve execution nnits: four integer 
expected to move frequently, a program can make all nnits, four floating-point, and four memory nails. These 
segment references to o:lli;ets from a single segment base execution units are grouped into four clusters 69, each 
pointer. Only this single pointer needs to be updated wbcn containing one execution nnit of each type. 
the segment is moved. With explicit indirection, overhead is 45 To increase the utilization of these hardware resources 
incurred on1y when indirection is needed, and then it is when executing programs that have insufficient instruction-
exposed to the compiler for optimization. Since no hardware level parallelism, the M-Machine implements multithrcad-
prevents user code from copying the segment base pointer, ing. FoUf uscr threads share the processing resources of each 
relocation or revocation through explicit indirection requires cluster, for a total of sixteen user threads in execution at any 
adherence to software conventions. 50 time. Each cycle, the hardware on each cluster examines the 

It is impossible in any capability-based system to directly threads in execution on it and selects one thread to execute 
revoke a single process' rights to access a segment without on the hardware resources. The three execution units in a 
potentially affecting other processes. Since possession of a cluster arc allocated and statically scheduled as a long 
capability conf.ers access rights, the only way to remove instruction word processor. 
access rights from a single process is to remove all capa- 55 Each M-Machine node cootains an on-chip 4-bank cache 
bilitics containing those access rights from the memory 70 and lMWord (SMBytcs) of off-chip memory 71. The 
addressable by the process. This can be accomplished by cache is virtually addressed, and addresses are interleaved 
sweeping tbc memory that the process can address, and across the banks. This allows the memory system to accept 
overwriting the correct capabilities, so long as none of the up to follf memory requests during each cycle, matching the 
memory containing those capabilities is shared. 1f the point- 60 peak rate at which the processor clustecs can generate 
ecs that need to be overwritten arc contained within a shared requests. Requests that miss in the cache arbitrate for the 
segment, all processes which rely on the pointer will lose external memory interface 72, which can only handle one 
access privileges. This is due to the lack of a protected table request at a time. The interface 72 also holds the L'ILB. 
that stores permission information on a per-process basis. Request to memory arc made by cluster 69 through an 

Protected indirection can be implemented by requiring 65 M-switch 73, and responses are passed back through a 
that all accesses to an object be made through a protected C-switch 75. Transfers between clusters arc also made 
subsystem. In addition to restricting the access methods for through the C-switch. 

' L 
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of two words in length and aligned. Internal fragmentation
may result when the space needed by an object must be
rounded up to the next power of two words. However, this
does not result in much wasted physical memory, since
physical space is allocate on a page-by-pagebasis, indepen-
dent of segmentation. External fragmentation of the virtual
address space may occur when recycled segments cannot be
coalesced into contiguous sections of usable sizes. A buddy
memory allocation scheme, which combines adjacent free
segments into larger segments, can be used to reduce this
fragmentation problem.
Software Implementations

While guarded pointers enable efficient implementation
of many desirable operating system features, some short-
comings inberent in single-address-space and capability-
based architectures can be addressed by the software system
designer using guarded pointers.

The efficiency of guarded pointers is largely due to
eliminating indirection through protected segment tables.
With guarded pointers there is no need to store these tables
or to access them on each memory reference. Without
protected indirection, modifying a capability requires scan-
ning the entire virtual address space to update all copies of
the capability. This is needed, for example, when relocating
a segment or revoking access rights to a segment. In some
cases this expensive operation can be avoided by exploiting
the paging translation, user-level indirection or protected
subsystems.

All guarded pointers to a segment can be simultancously
invalidated by unmapping the segment’s address space in
the page table. All subsequent accesses using pointers to this
segment will raise exceptions. This directly revokes all
capabilities to a segment. Segments can be relocated by
updating the pointer causing the exception on each reference
to the relocated segment. One limitation of this approach is
that it operates on a page granularity while segments may be
any size, down to a single byte in length. Thus relocating or
revoking access to a Segment may affect the performance of
references to several unrelated bystander segments.

Indirection can be performed explicitly in software where
it is required. If a segment’s location is unknown or is
expected to move frequently, a program can make all
stement references to offsets from a single segment base
pointer. Only this single pointer needs to be updated when
the segment is moved. With explicit indirection, overhead is
incurred only when indirection is needed, and then it is
exposed to the compiler for optimization. Since no hardware
prevents user code from copying the segment base pointer,
relocation or revocation through explicit indirection requires
adherence to software conventions.

It is impossible in any capability-based system to directly
revoke a single process’ rights to access a segment without
potentially affecting other processes. Since possession of a
capability confers access rights, the only way to remove
access rights from a single process is to remove all capa-
bilities containing those access rights from the memory
addressable by the process. This can be accomplished by
sweeping the memory that the process can address, and
overwriting the correct capabilities, so long as none of the
memory containing those capabilities is shared. If the point-
cs that need to be overwritten are contained within a shared
Sepment, all processes which rely on the pointer will lose
access privileges. This is due to the lack of a protected table
that stores permission information on a per-process basis.

Protected indirection can be implemented by requiring
that all accesses to an object be made through a protected
subsystem. In addition to restricting the access methods for
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the object, the subsystem can relocate the object ai will and
can implement arbitrary protection mechanisms. For
example, the subsystem could implement a per-process
access control list, Revoking a single process’ access rights
can be performed by updating the access controlList. Access-
ing an object through a protected subsystem is advisable if
the object must be relocated or have its access rights
changed frequently and if the object is referenced infre-
quently or only via the subsystem access methods.

Without indirection, address space is allocated “for all
time,” requiring the system software to periodically garbage
collect the virtual address space, so that addresses no longer
in service can be reused. This is simplified with guarded
pointers, as pointers are self identifying via the tag bit. Thus,
the live segments can be found by recursively scanning the
reachable segments from all live processes and persistent
objects.
The M-Machine

The M-Machine memory system provides an example of
how guarded pointers may be used. The M-Machine is a
multicomputer with a 3-dimensional mesh interconnect and
onultithreaded processing nodes (Dally, W.J., Keckler, S. W.,
Carter, N., Chang,A., Fillo, M., and Lee, W. S. “M-Machine
architecture v1.0,” Concurrent VLSI Architecture Memo 58,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Artificial Intelli-
gence Laboratory, January 1994 and Keckler, S. W., and
Dally, W. J., “Processor coupling: Integrating compile time
and matime scheduling for parallelism”, Proceedings ofthe
19th International Symposium on Computer Architecture
(Queensland, Australia, May 1992), ACM,pp 202-213, and
US. application Ser. No. 08/062,388). One of the major
research goals of the M-Machine is to explore the best use
ofthe increasing numberoftransistors that can be placed on
a single chip.

The processing nodes of the M-Machine (known as
multi-alu. processors, or MAPs) operate on 64-bit integer
and floating-point data types and use 64-bit guarded pointers
(plus a tag bit) to access a 54-bit, byte-addressable, giobal
address space, which is shared byall processes and nodes of
the machine. FIG. 8 shows a block diagram of a MAP chip.
Each MAP chip contains twelve exccationunits: four integer
units, four floating-point, and four memory units. These
execution units are grouped into four clusters 69, cach
containing one execution unit of cach type.

To increase the utilization of these hardware resources
when executing programs that have insufficient instruction-
level parallelism, the M-Machine implements multithread-
ing. Four user threads share the processing resources ofcach
cluster, for a total of sixteen user threads in execution at any
time. Each cycle, the hardware on each cluster examines the
threads in execution onit and selects one thread to execute
on the hardware resources. The three execution units in a
cluster are allocated and statically scheduled as a long
instruction word processor.

Bach M-Machine node contains an on-chip 4-bank cache
70 and 1MWord (8MBytes) of off-chip memory 71. The
cache is virtually addressed, and addresses are interleaved
across the banks. This allows the memory system to accept
up to four memory requests during cach cycle, matching the
peak rate at which the processor clusters can generate
requests. Requests that miss io the cache arbitrate for the
external memory interface 72, which can only handle one
request ai a time. The interface 72 also holds the LTLB.
Request to memory arc made by cluster 69 through an
M-swiitch 73, and responses are passed back through 4
C-switch 75. Transfers between clusters are also made
through the C-switch. °
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Messages are routed through the network by an output pointers obviate the need to check. protection data in the 
interface 77 using the GTI..B 79. Incoming messages are cache bank. This permits in-cache sharing, which is not 
queued in an input interface 81. possible with methods that append the PID to the cache tag, 

The M-Machine presents two challenges to a protection without the expense of providing protection tables in hard-
system. The first is cycle-by-cycle interleaving of instruc- 5 ware. 
tions and memory references from different protection Consequently, guarded pointers concentrate process state 
domains, while still allowing efficient sharing among them. in general purpose registera instead of auxiliary or special 
Because guarded pointers provide memory protection with- memory. Threads become more agile as less processor 
out requiring each thread to have its own virtual to physical resident state is needed. This will enable better resource 
translations, memory references from different threads may 

10 
utilization in parallel systems as threads may begin 

be in flight simultaneously without comprising security. This execution, migrate and communicate with other threads with 
enables zero cost context switching as no work must be lower latency. 
performed to switch between protection domains. Block Sllltus Bits 

Theotherchallengeforboththeprotectionandtranslation The addition of block status bits to a memory system 
systems is the interleaved cache of the M-Macbine, which allows relocation of data objects that are smaller than 
may service up to four references simultaneously. The single 15 individual pages, without requiring a lookup table entry for 
address space implemented with guarded pointers allows the each object. Each page of memory (4 KB) is divided into 
cache to be virtually addressed and tagged so that transla- 64-byte (8 word) blocks. Two block status bits are assigned 
tioos need only to be performed on cache misses. In 
addition, encoding all protection information in I gum'led to each of the 64 blocks in a page. The status bits are used 
pointer eliminates any need for table lookup prior or during 20 lo encode the following states: 
cache access. These two features eliminate the need to INVALID: Any attempt lo reference the block raises an 
replicate or quad-port the 11...B or other protection tables. exception. 
Guarded Pointer Conclusions READ ONLY: The block may be read, but an exception 

We have introduced guarded pointera as a hardware occurs if a write is attempted. 
mechanism to implement capability-based protection and 25 READ/WRITE: Reads and writes to the block are per-
allow fast multithrcading among threads from different milted. 
protection domains, including coDCU.ITent execution of user DIR1Y: Reads and writes to the block an:: permitted. The 
prognms and the operating system. We have described the line has been written at least once since the page table 
M-Machine as an example of an architecture which imple- entry was created. 
ments guarded pointers. 30 One method in which block status bits may be used lo 

A guarded pointer is an unforgeable handle to a segment control the relocation of data is to assign each block in the 
of memory. Each pointer is comprised of segment memoryahomenode,whichisresponsibleformanagingthe 
permission, length, base, and offset fields. The advent of relocation of the blocks assigned to it. A mechanism such as 
64-bit machines allows this information to be encoded the G1IB may be used to provide fast location of the home 
directly in a single word, without unduly limiting the 35 node of a block, but this is not necessary. 
memory address space. An additinnal tag bit is provided to The home node mainlllins a software rerord of which 
prevent a user from illicitly creating a guarded pointer. other nodes have copies of a block:, and the status of those 
Guarded pointers are an efficient implementation of capa- copies. Only one node is allowed lo have a copy of a block 
bilities without capability tables and mandatory indirection that is in the read-write state, but many nodes may have 
on memory aa:ess. 40 read-only copies of a block if no node has a read-write copy. 

Guarded pointers can be used to implement a variety of This p~nts different nodes from having different versions 
software systems. Threads in different protection domains of the data in a block. 
cansharedatamerelybyowuingcopiesofapointerintothat When a node requests a read-only copy of a block, the 
segment. A thread can grant another thread acx:ess lo private home node examines ils records of which nodes have copies 
data by passing a guarded pointer to it. Protected entry 45 of the block. If no node has a read-write copy of the block, 
points and cross-0omain calls can be efficiently imple- the home node issues a read-only copy of the block to the 
mented using an entry type guarded pointer. requesting node, and adds the requesting node to the list of 

The costs of implementing guarded pointera are minimal. nodes that have a copy of the block. If another node has a 
An additional tag bit is required to identify pointers, and the read-write copy of the block, the home node sends an 
virtual address space is reduced by the number of bits so invalidate message lo the node, telling it to give up its copy 
required to encode segment permissions and lengths. In a 64 of the block, and to inform the home node of the new 
bit machine, 54 virtual address bits are left, which is ample contents of the block if the block bas changed. When the 
space fur the foreseeable future. A small amount of hardware home node receives notification that the read-write copy of 
is also required to perform permission checking on memory the block has been invalidated, it issues the read-only copy 
operations. 55 of the block lo the requesting node and records that the 

like all single global virtual address space systems, requesting node has a copy of the block. 
guarded pointers permit processes from different protection Requests fur read-write copies of a block. are handled in 
domains to share the cache and paging systems without the same manner, except that any node that has a copy of the 
comprising security. Also like these systems, guarded point- block must invalidate its copy before the read-write copy 
ers eliminate multiple translations and permit processes to 60 can be given out, to pi:c:vent data inconsistency problems. 
access an interleaved virtual cache without requiring mul- Wben a node receives a message telling it to invalidate its 
tiple 11..Bs. Guarded pointera do share some of the deficien• copy of a block, it examines the block status bits of that 
cies of single address space memory systems (garbage block. If the block is in a read-only or read-write state, then 
collecting virtual address space), and capability systems the node has not changed the contents of the block, and tbe 
(relocating and revoking accc:ss to segments). 65 block can be discarded and the home node informed that this 

By encoding a segment descriptor in the pointer itself and has been done. If the block is in the dirty state, then its 
checking access permissions in the execution unit, guarded contents have been changed since the node received its copy 
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Messages are routed through the network by an output
interface 77 using the GTLB 79. Incoming messages are
queued in an inputinterface $1.

The M-Machine presents two challenges to a protection
system. The first is cycle-by-cycle interleaving of instruc-
tions and memory references from different protection
domains, while still allowing efficient sharing among them.
Because guarded pointers provide memory protection with-
out requiring ¢ach thread to have its own virtual to physical
translations, memory references from different threads may
be in flight simultaneously without comprising security. This
enables zero cost context switching as no work must be
performed to switch between protection domains.

‘The other challenge for both the protection and translation
systems is the interleaved cache of the M-Machine, which
may service up to four references simultaneously. The single
address space implemented with guarded pointers allows the
cache to be virtually addressed and tagged so that transla~
tions need only to be performed on cache misses. In
addition, encoding all protection information in « guarded
pointer eliminates any need for table lookup prior or duringcache access. These two features climinate the need to

replicate or quad-port the TLB or other protection tables.Guarded Pointer Conclusions

We have introduced guarded pointers as a hardware
mechanism to implement capability-based protection and
allow fast multithreading among threads from different
protection domains, including concurrent execution of user
programs aod the operating system. We have described the
M-Machine as an example of an architecture which imple-
ments guarded pointers,

A guarded pointer is an uoforgeable handle to 4 segment
of memory. Each pointer is comprised of segment
permission, length, base, and offset fields. The advent of
64-bit machines allows this infommation to be encoded
directly in a single word, without unduly limiting the
memory address space. An additional tag bit is provided ta
prevent a user from illicitly creating a guarded pointer.
Guarded pointers are an efficient implementation of capa-
bilities without capability tables and mandatory indirection
on memory access.

Guanded pointers can be used to implement a varicty of
software systems. Threads in different protection domains
can share data merely by owningcopies of a pointerinto that
segment, A thread can grant another thread access to private
data by passing a guarded pointer to it. Protected entry
poiats and cross-domain calls can be efficiently imple-
mented using an cutry type guarded pointer.

‘The costs of implementing guarded pointers are minimal.
Ag additional tag bit is required to identify pointers, and the
virtual address space is reduced by the number of bits
required to encode segment permissions and lengths. In a 64
bit machine, 54 virtual addressbits are left, which is ample
space for the foreseeable future. Asmall amountofhardware
is also required to perfonn permission checking on memory
Operations.

Like all single global virtual address space systems,
guarded pointers permit processes from different protection
domains to share the cache and paging systems without
comprising sccurity. Also like these systems, guarded point-
ers eliminate multiple translations and permit processes to
access an interleaved virtual cache without requiring mul-
tiple TLBs. Guarded pointers do share someof the deficien-
cies of single address space memory systems (garbage
collecting virtual address space), and capability systems
(relocating and revoking access to segments).

By encoding a segment descriptor in the pointeritself and
checking access permissions in the execution unit, guarded
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Pointers obviate the need to check protection data in the
cache bank. This permits in-cache sharing, which is not
possible with methods that append the PID to the cachetag,
without the expense of providing protection tables in hard-ware,

Consequently, guarded pointers concentrate process state
in general purpose registers instead of auxiliary or special
memory. Threads become more agile as less processor
resident state is needed. This will enable better resource
utilization in parallel systems as threads may begin
execution, migrate and communicate with other threads with
lowerlatency.
Block Status Bits

The addition of block stams bits to a memory system
allows relocation of data objects that are smaller than
individual pages, without requiring a lookuptable entry for
each object. Each page of memory (4 KB)is divided into
64-byte (8 word) blocks. Two blockstatus bits are assigned
to each of the 64 blocks in a page. The status bits are used
to encode the following states:

INVALID: Anyattempt to reference the block raises an
exception.

READ ONLY: The block may be read, but an exception
occurs if a write is attempted.

READ/WRITE: Reads and writes to the block are per-
mitted.

DIRTY: Reads and writes to the block are permitted. The
line has been written at least once since the page table
entry was created.

One method in which block status bits may be used to
contro] the relocation of data is to assign cach block in the
memory a home node, which is responsible for managing the
relocation of the blocks assigned to it. Amechanism such as
the GTLEB maybe used to provide fast location of the home
node of a block, but this is not necessary.

The home node maintains a software record of which
other nodes have copies of a block, and the status of those
copies. Only one node is allowed to have a copy of a block
that is in the read-write state, but many nodes may have
read-only copies of a block if no node has a read-write copy.
This prevents different nodes from having different versions
of the data in a block.

When a node requests a read-only copy of a block, the
home node examines its records ofwhich nodes have copies
of the block. If no node has a read-write copy of the block,
the home node issues a read-only copy of the block to the
requesting node, and adds the requesting node to the list of
nodes that have a copy of the block. If another node has a
read-write copy of the block, the home node sends an
invalidate message to the node,telling it ta give up its copy
of the block, and to inform the home node of the new
contents of the block if the block has changed. When the
homenode receives notification that the read-write copy of
the block has been invalidated,it issues the read-only copy
of the block to the requesting node and records that the
requesting node has a copy of the block.

Requests for read-write copies of a block are handled in
the same manner, except that any node that has a copy of the
block must invalidate its copy before the read-write copy
can be given out, to prevent data inconsistency problems.

When a node reccives a message telling it to invalidate its
copy of a block, it examines the block status bits of that
block. If the block is in a read-only or read-write state, then
the node has not changed the contents of the block, and the
block can be discarded and the home node informed thal this
has been done. If the block is in the dirty state, then its
contents have been changed since the node received its copy
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of the block, and the node must send the changed copy of the 
block back to the home node before its discards the block. 

When a data word is accessed in the memory, the block 
status bits corresponding to that word arc retrieved as well 
as the word being accessed. The block status bits arc S 

compared to the operation being attempted; and an excep
tion is raised if any operation is attempted on a word whose 
block status bits arc in the invalid state, or if an operation 
that modifies memory is attempted on a word whose block 
status bits arc in the read-only state. If an operation is not 10 

allowed, the operation is cancelled before it modifies the 
state of the memory. If the operation modifies the location 
being referenced, the block status bits corresponding to that 
location arc set to "dirty" if the operation is allowed. This 
allows the hardware to quickly determine if a block has been 15 

modified, as any modifications to a block will cause its status 
bits to enter the dirty state. 

Toe block status bits for each mapped page on a node arc 
contained in the local page table of that node. When the 
translation for a page is brought into the local translation 20 

lookaside buffer (LTI.B), the status bits for the blocks 
contained in that page arc copied into the LTI.B as well. 
When a block of data is brought into the cache from the main 
memory, the block status bits for that block arc examined in 
the LTI.B. The cache status of the block is set to read-only 2S 

if the block status in the LTI.B entry is read-only. If the 
LlLB block status is read/write or dirty, then the cache 
status is set to read/write. Attempts to bring a block in the 
invalid state into the cache causes an exception. The dirty bit 
oh block's status in the cache is always set to zero when the 30 

block is brought into the cache to reflect the fact that the 
block has not been modified since it was brought into the 
cache. This does not change the status of the block in the 
I:ILB. When 1. block is evicted from the cache, its dirty bit 
is cxaniined, a.ad the status of the block in the DLB changed 35 

to dirty if the cache dirty bit is set to one. When an LTI.B 
entry is evicted, its block status bits arc simply copied out to 
the local page table, as the LTI.B entry contains the most 
recent copy of the status bits. 

FIG. 9 shows the format of an 01..B entry, while FIG.10 40 

shows the transfers of status bits between storage locations, 
FIG. 11 shows the hardware that extracts the status bits for 
a block from the LTI.B, and FIG. U is a flow chart of a 
memory request using the block status bits. 

As shown in FIG. 9, an entry for each virtual page in the 45 

local page table and local table lookup buffer comprises 
three words. The first word includes the translation from 
virtual page to physical page. The virtual page is identified 
by the first 42 bits of the 54-bit virtual address. Since the 
translation to physical address is only for the physical space so 
on a particular node, 20 bits arc sufficient to identify the 
physical page location. The second and third words each 
include a single bit for each of 64 blocks of the virtual page. 

As shown in FIG.11, the first 42 bits of the virtual address 
are used to locate the page table entry n the LTI.B 71 and ss 
three words for that entry are output as shown. To select the 
appropriate block status bits, the next 6 bits of the virtual 
address, which arc the first 6 bits of the page offset, are 
applied to the select inputs of multiplexers 73 and 75, each 
selecting one of the two block space bits for that virtual 60 

address. 
Caching the block status bits in the LlLB and in the cache 

allows the memory system to examine a word's block status 
bits when that word is referenced without requiring a page 
table access on each memory reference. FIG. U shows the 65 

sequence of events involved in performing a memory access 
in a system that inlplcmcnts block status bits. First (not 

16 
shown on the flow chart) any permission checks that are 
necessary to determine whether or not the user is allowed to 
access the adrlress in question are performed. This includes 
a.II of the procedures of FIG. 2A if the system incorporates 
Guarded Pointers. 

Once that has been done, the request is submitted at 74 to 
the cache memory 77 (FIG. 10). If the address is found in the 
cache at 76, the block status bits corresponding to the 
address arc examined and compared to the operation being 
performed at 78 and 80. If the operation is allowed, the 
cache memory completes the operation at 82 and is ready for 
the next request. If the operation is not allowed, an exception 
is raised at 84. 

If the address is not in the cache 76, the local translation 
lookasidc buffer (LTI.B) 79 is probed at 86 to determine if 
it contains a translation for the address. If the LTI.B does not 
contain a translation, an exception occurs at 88 to check the 
local page table 81, and software is invoked at 90 to load a 
translation into the LlLB from the local page table. As 
shown in FIG. 10, the ll1..B entry which is evicted carries 
with it status bits for updating thase bits in the local page 
table. Sinlilarly, the new entry carries the status bits from the 
local page table. When the data is read into the cache 
memory 77, the status bits for the cache line arc copied from 
the associated entry of the LTI.B, with the exception that a 
dirty entry is entered in the cache as a read/write. The dirty 
designation is retained in the CTlB for purposes of.provid
ing the dirty flag to a. home node when requested. However, 
the operating program which loads from the cache need only 
determine whether it is authorized to read or write. Within 
the cache, the status bit will be converted to dirty with . a 
write- to cache in order to·.facilitatc updating the status bits 
in the CTlB and the data in memory with later eviction of 
the cache line. 

Once a translation has been found, either in the page table 
or the LTI.B, the block status bits corresponding to the 
address are compared at 92 and 94 to the operation being 
performed. If the block status bits allow the operation being 
attempted, the operation is completed from the main 
memory at 96. If the block status bits do not a.llow the 
operation, an exception is raised at 98. 

If no translation for the address can be found in either the 
CTlB or the local page table, the software attempts at 100 
to locate the data on mother node, possibly using 1. GTI.B 
as dcscnbcd below. 

The operating system must have the ability to change the 
status bits of a memory block. This can be provided either 
through privileged operations that probe the cache to change 
the status bits in the cache as well as in the LTLB entry, or 
by requiring the system to remove the appropriate block 
from the cache before altering its status bits, and to ensure 
that the block is not returned to the cache before the status 
bits have been updated. 

These states allow a variety of relocation and replication 
( cache coherence) schemes to be inlplemented efficiently, by 
handling the common case (the user attempting an access 
which is allowed) in hardware while giving the software the 
ability to determine how illegal accesses arc handled. For 
example, block status bits allow the efficient inlplcmentation 
of a system in which small data objects arc relocated from 
node to node. When a data object is brought onto a node, a 
page table entry is created for the page containing that object 
if one docs not already exist. The status bits for the memory 
blocks containing the object being relocated arc set to one of 
the three valid states, while the status bits for each memory 
block that does not contain valid data on the local node arc 
set to INVALID. Users can then access the object in any way 
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of the block, and the node must send the changed copy of the
block back to the home node before its discards the block.

When a data word is accessed in the memory, the block
status bits corresponding to that word are retrieved as well
as the word being accessed. The block status bits are
compared to the operation being attempted; and an excep-
tion is raised if any operation is attempted on a word whose
block status bits are in the invalid state, or if an operation
that modifies memory is attempted on a word whose block
status bits are in the read-only state. If an operation is not
allowed, the operation is cancelled before it modifies the
state of the memory. [f the operation modifies the location
being referenced, the block status bits correspondingto that
location are set to “dirty” if the operation is allowed. This
allows the hardware to quickly determineif a block has been
modified, as any modifications to a block will cause its status
bits to enter the dirty state.

Theblock status bits for each mapped page on a node are
contained in the local page table of that node. When the
translation for a page is broughtinto the local translation
lookaside buffer (LTLB), the status bits for the blocks
contained in that page are copied into the LTLB as well.
Whenablock of data is broughtinto the cache from the main
memory,the block status bits for that block are examined in
the LTLB. The cache status of the block is set to read-only
if the block status in the LTLB entry is read-only. [f the
LTLB block status is read/write or dirty, then the cache
status is set to read/write. Attempts to bring a block in the
invalid state into the cache causes an exception. The dirty bit
ofa block’sstatus in the cacheis alwaysset to zero when the
block is brought into the cache to reflect the fact that the
block has not been modified since it was brought into the
cache. This does not change the status of the block in the
LILB. Whena block is evicted from the cache, its dirty bit
is examined, and the status of the block in the LTLB changed
to dirty if the cache dirty bit is set to one. When an LTLB
entry is evicted, its block status bits are simply copied out to
the local page table, as the LTLB entry contains the most
Tecent copy of the status bits.

FIG.9 shows the format of an LTLB entry, while FIG. 10
shows the transfers of status bits between storage locations,
FIG. 11 shows the hardware that extracts the status bits for
a block from the LTLB, and FIG. 12 is a flow chart of a
memory request using the block status bits.

As shown in FIG. 9, an entry for cach virtual page in the
local page table and local table lookup buffer comprises
three words. The first word includes the translation from

virtual page to physical page. The virtual page is identified
by the first 42 bits of the 54-bit virtual address. Since the
translation to physical address is only for the physical space
on a particular node, 20 bits are sufficient to identify the
physical page location. The second and third words each
include a single bit for cach of 64 blocks of the virtual page.

As shown in FIG.11,the first 42 bits of the virnial address
are used to locate the page table entry n the LTLB 71 and
three words for that entry are output as shown. Toselect the
appropriate block status bits, the next 6 bits of the virtual
address, which are the first 6 bits of the page offset, are
applied to the select inputs of multiplexers 73 and 75, each
selecting one of the two block space bits for that virtual
address.

Caching the block status bits in the LTLB and in the cache
allows the memory system to examine a word’s block status
bits when that word is referenced without requiring a page
table access on cach memory reference. FIG. 12 shows the
sequence of events involved in performing a memory access
in a system that implements block status bits. First (not
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sbown on the flow chart) any permission checks thal are
necessary to determine whetheror not the user is allowed to
access the address in question are performed. This includes
all of the procedures of FIG. 2A if the system incorporatesGuarded Pointers.

Once that has been donc, the request is submitted at 74 to
the cache memory 77 (FIG.10). If the address is found in the
cache at 76, the block status bits corresponding to the
address are examined and compared to the operation being
performed at 78 and 80. If the operation is allowed, the
cache memory completesthe operation at 82 and is ready for
the next request.If the operation is not allowed, an exception
is raised at 84.

If the address is not in the cache 76, the local translation
lookaside buffer (LTLB) 79 is probed at 86 to determineif
it containsa translation for the address. If the LTLB doesnot

contain a translation, an exception occurs at 88 to check the
local page table 81, and software is invoked at 90 to load a
translation into the LTLB from the local page table. As
shown in FIG. 10, the LTLB entry whichis evicted carties
with it status bits for updating those bits in the local page
table. Similarly, the new entry carries the status bits from the
local page table. When the data is read into the cache
memory 77, the status bits for the cache line are copied from
the associated entry of the LTLB, with the exception that a
dirty entry is entered in the cache as a read/write. The dirty
designation is retained in the LTLB for purposes ofprovid-
ing the dirty flag to a home node when requested. However,
the operating program which loads from the cache need only
determine whether it is authorized to read or write. Within
the cache, the status bit will be converted to dirty with a
write to cache in orderto facilitate updating the status bits
in the CYLB and the data in memory with later eviction of
the cache line.

Oncea translation has been found, cither in the page table
or the LTLB, the block status bits corresponding to the
address are compared at 92 and 94 to the operation being
perfonned.If the block status bits allow the operation being
attempted, the operation is completed from the main
memory at 96. If the block status bits do not allow the
operation, an exception is raised at 98.

If no translation for the address can be foundin either the
LTLB orthe local page table, the software atlempts at 100
to locate the data on another node, possibly using a GTLB
as described below.

The operating system must have the ability to change the
status bits of a memory block. This can be provided cither
through privileged operations that probe the cache to change
the status bits in the cache as well as in the LTLB entry, or
by requiring the system to remove the appropriate block
from the cache before alteringits status bits, and to ensure
that the block is not retuned to the cache before the status
bits have been updated.

These states allow a variety of relocation and replication
(cache coherence) schemes to be implemented efficiently, by
handling the commoncase (the user attempting an access
whichis allowed) in hardware while giving the software the
ability to determine how illegal accesses are handled. For
example, block status bits allow the efficient implementation
of a system in which small data objects are relocated from
node to node. Whena data object is brought onto a node, a
page table entry is created for the page containing that object
if one does notalready exist. Thestatus bits for the memory
blocks containing the object being relocated are set to one of
the three valid states, while the status bits for each memory
block that does not contain valid data on the local node are
set to INVALID. Users can then access the object in any way
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that is consistent with the status bits associated with iL U a 
user attempts to reference a block that has not been brought 
on to the local node, its status bits will be in the INVALID 
state, and any attempt to reference it will cause an exception, 
invoking an exception handler to resolve the situation. 5 

Moving an object off of a node can be accomplished by 
copying it to another node, and changing the status bits 
associated with it to INVALID, prom.biting access to the 
object. This allows small data objects to be relocated 
throughout a multicomputer efficiently without requiring 10 

overly large tables to contain information about which 
objects arc located on a. given node. The system will have to 
maintain a table in software which contains information on 
where each object is in the system, but the space constraints 
on software tables arc not nearly as great as on hardware 15 
tables. 

Block status bits can also be used to implement cache 
coherence schemes. Many cache-coherence schemes assign 
states to data which are very sinrilar to the block status 
states: INVALID, READ-ONLY, READ-WRITE, and 20 

DIR1Y. The differences between these schemes lie in their 
handling of cases where data is referenced in a manner 
which is inconsistent with its state. Block status bits allow 
the hardware to handle the (common) case where data. is 
accessed in an allowed manner, with software being invoked 25 

to handle the uncommon case where an illegal access is 
attempted. Since system software can manipulate the status 
bits of a block, operations such as system-wide invalidation 

18 
Z-Coordinatc, and 5-bit X- and Y-coordinatcs to give the 
position of the start node within the machine. Six bits encode 
the basc-2 logarithm of the length of the page-group in local 
pages. Six bits encode the base-2 logarithm of the number of 
local pages of address space to be placed on each node. 
Three bits encode the basc-2 logarithm of the length of the 
prism of nodes that the page-group maps across in each of 
the X-, Y-, and Z-dinicnsions. 

FIGS. 14A, 14B, 15A and 15B show the manner in which 
the GTLB translates a virtual address. The virtual address is 
submitted to the GTI.B at 102. If a hit is not located at 104, 
a miss is signalled at 106 to call an exception which reads 
the global page table. FIG.15Aillustrates an example GTLB 
entry located with a hit. 

Since the GTLB is fully associative, the page identifier 
portion of each virtual address, that is, the first 42 bits of 
each virtual address, must be compared to the virtual page 
identifier of each entry in the GTLB. Further, since the 
grouping of pages allows for a single GTI.B entry for each 
page group, the least significant bits of the page identifier 
corresponding to the number of pages in the group need not 
be considered in the comparison. Thus, as illustrated in FIG. 
14B, the six bits of each GTI.B entry which indicate the 
number of pages per group can be decoded to create a mask 
in bit mask generator 124. Using the bit mask generator 124, 
only the more significant bits of the page identifiers required 
to identify a group arc compared in the mask comparator 
126. On the other hand, the full 42 bits of both the virtual 
address and the GTI..B entry arc applied to the comparator of a block so that one node can gain an exclusive copy of the 

block, can be efficiently implemented. 
Global Translation Lookasidc Buffer 

A Global Translation Lookasidc Buffer (G1LB) is used to 
cache translations between virtual addresses and the nodes 
containing those addresses. Translation of virtual addresses 

30 since groups can be of different lengths and thus require 
masking of different sets of bits. Applying the full 42 bit 
identifiers to the comparator allows for a. group of only one 
page. 

to physical addresses is handled by a Local Translation 35 

Look.aside Buffer (ULB) which may essentially be the same 
as a conventional translation lookasidc buffer. The intended 
use of the GTI..B is to allow hardware and software to 
quicldy determine which node of a multicomputer contains 
a given datum. A message can then be sent to that node to 40 

access the datum. On the node that contains the datum, the 
LTI.B can be used to translate the virtual address into a 
physical address in order to reference the datum. 

In order to allow luge blocks of virtual address space to 
be mapped by a small number of GTI.B entries without 45 

increasing the size of the smallest block of data that can be 
mapped, each GTLB entry maps a variable-sized page
group of virtual address space across a number of nodes. In 
order to siniplify the interaction between the local and global 
translation mechanisms, and to reduce the number of bits so 
required to encode the length of a page-group, each page 
group must be a power of two local pages in length. 

The address space contained in a page-group may be 
mapped across a 3-D sub-cube of oodes, with the following 
restrictions: each side of the sub-cube must be a power of 55 
two nodes long, and the amount of address space allocated 
to each node must be a power of two local pages. While 
these restrictions constrain the mapping of address space to 
nodes somewhat, they greatly reduce the size of the G1LB 
entry and the complexity of the hardware needed to perform 60 

the translation. 
FIG.13 shows the format of a GTLB entry. 42 bits encode 

the virtual page identifier, which is obtained by truncating 
the low U bits off a 54-bit virtual address, since these bits 
represent the offset within a local page. Sixteen bits encode 65 
the start node of the sub-cube of nodes that the page-group 
maps across. This node ID is divided into a six-bit 

From the entry illustrated in FIG. 15A, it is determined 
that the start node of the sub-cube is node [3,2,0] and that 24 

pages of address space arc mapped to each node within the 
sub-cube. The page-group is mapped across a sub-cube of 
nodes that extends 22 nodes in the Z-direction, 22 nodes in 
the Y-dircction, and 2 nodes in the X-<lircction. The start 
node [3,2,0] and the full cubic group of nodes is illustrated 
in F1G.15B. 

To determine the node containing the address being 
translated, the GTLB masks off at 108 the page offset bits of 
the address which contain the offset from the start of the 
local page to the address being translated. The next four bits 
of address 0101 arc discarded, as they all map to the same 
node, as shown by the value 4 in the "log pages per node" 
filed. The next bit of the address contains the X-offset from 
the start node to the node containing the address, as shown 
by the value of 1 in the X subfield of the "log sub-cube 
dimensions" field, and that bit is extracted at 110. Similarly, 
two bits contain the Y-offset and two bits contain the Z-offset 
from the start node to the ncxlc containing the address being 
translated, and those arc extracted at 112 and 114. Examin
ing the selected bit fields reveals that the node containing the 
address lies at offset X-1, Y-2, Z-3 from the start node. 
Adding these values to the coordinates of the start node at 
116 in the address 118 gives the coordinates of the node 
containing the address X~l, Y-4, Z-6, shown in FIG. 15B. 

FIG. 16 shows a block diagram of the GTI..B hardware. 
The GTLB comprises a content addressable memory CAM 
120 which contains the GTLB entries, a bit-field extractor 
122 to extract the X-, Y-, and Z-Offset fields from the source 
address, and three adders 118 to add the offsets to the 
appropriate portions of the start node. The SRAM array must 
be fully-associative, as the variable size of page-groups 
makes it inipossiblc to use a fixed number of bits (o select 
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that is consistent with the status bits associated with it If a

userattempts to reference a block that has not been brought
on to the local node,its status bits will be in the INVALID
state, and any attemptto reference it will cause an exception,
invoking an exception handler to resolve the situation.
Moving an object off of a node can be accomplished by
copying it to another node, and changing the status bits
associated with it to INVALID, prohibiting access to the
object. This allows small data objects to be relocated
throughout a multicomputer efficiently without requiring
overly large tables to contain information about which
objects are located on a given node. The system will have to
maintain a table in software which contains information on
where cach objectis in the system, but the space constraints
on software tables are not nearly as great as on hardware
tables.

Block status bits can also be used to implement cache
coherence schemes. Many cache-coherence schemesassign
states to dala which are very similar to the block status
states: INVALID, READ-ONLY, READ-WRITE, aod
DIRTY. The differences between these schemes lie in their
handling of cases where data is referenced in a manner
whichis inconsistent with its state. Block status bits allow

the hardware to handle the (common) case where data is
accessed in an allowed manner, with software being invoked
to handle the uncommon case where an illegal access is
attempted. Since system software can manipulate the status
bits of a block, operations such as system-wide invalidation
of a block so that one node can gain an exclusive copy ofthe
block, can be efficiently implemented.
Global Translation Lookaside Buffer

A Global Translation Lookaside Buffer (GTLB)isused tocache translations between virtual addresses and the nodes
containing those addresses. Translation of virtual addresses
to physical addresses is handled by a Local Translation
Lookaside Buffer (LTLB) which mayessentially be the same
as a conventional translation lookaside buffer. The intended
use of the GTLB is to allow haniware and software to

quickly determine which node of a multicomputercontains
a given datum. A message can then be sentto that node to
access the datum. On the node that contains the datum,the
LILB can be used to translate the virtual address into a
physical address in order to reference the datum.

In order to allow large blocks of virtual address space to
be mapped by a small number of GTLB entries without
increasing the size of the smallest block of data that can be
mapped, cach GTLB entry maps a variable-sized page-
group ofvirtual address space across a number of nodes. In
orderto simplify the interaction between the local and global
translation mechanisms, and to reduce the number ofbits
Trequired to encode the length of a page-group, each page
group must be a power of two local pages in length.

The address space contained in a page-group may be
mapped across a 3-D sub-cube of nodes, with the following
restrictions: cach side of the sub-cube must be a power of
two nodes long, and the amountof address space allocated
to cach node must be a power of two local pages. While
these restrictions constrain the mapping of address space to
nodes somewhat, they greatly reduce the size of the GTLB
entry and the complexity of the hardware needed to perform
the translation.

FIG.13 shows the format of a GTLB entry. 42 bits encode
the virtual page identifier, which is obtained by truncating
the low 12 bits off a 54-bit virtual address, since these bits
representthe offset within a local page. Sixtcen bits encode
the start node of the sub-cube of codes that the page-group
Maps across. This node ID is divided into a six-bit
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Z-Coordinate, and 5-bit X- and Y-coordinates to give the
position of the start node within the machine. Six bits encode
the base-2 logarithm of the length of the page-group in local
pages. Six bits encode the base-2 logarithm of the numberof
local pages of address space to be placed on cach node.
Three bits encode the base-2 logarithm of the length of the
prism of nodes that the page-group maps across in cach of
the X-, Y-, and Z-dimensions.

FIGS.14A, 14B, 15A and 15B show the mannerin which
the GTLB translatesa virtual address. The virtual address is
submitted to the GTLB at 102.If a hit is not located at 104,
a miss is signalled at 106 to call an exception which reads
the global page table. FIG. 15A illustrates an example GTLB
entry located with a hit.

Since the GTLB is fully associative, the page identifier
portion of each virtual address, that is, the first 42 bits of
each virtual address, must be comparedto the virtual page
identifier of each entry in the GILB. Further, since the
grouping of pages allows for a single GILB entry for each
page group,the least significant bits of the page identifier
corresponding to the number of pages in the group need not
be considered in the comparison. Thus,as illustrated in FIG.
14B,the six bits of cach GTLB entry which indicate the
number of pages per group can be decodedto create a mask
in bit mask generator 124. Using the bit mask generator 124,
only the more significantbits of the page identifiers required
to identify a group are compared in the mask comparator
126. Onthe other hand, the full 42 bits of both the virtual
address and the GTLB entry are applied to the comparator
since groups can be of different lengths and thus require
masking of different sets of bits. Applying the full 42 bit
identifiers to the comparator allows for a group of only one
Page.

From the entry illustrated in FIG. 15A, it is determined
that the start node of the sub-cube is node [3,2,0] and that 2*
pagesof address space are mapped to cach node within the
sub-cube. The page-group is mapped across a sub-cuhe of
nodes that extends 22 nodes in the Z-tirection, 22 nodes in
the ‘Y-direction, and 2 nodes in the X-direction. The start
node[3,2,0] and the full cubic group of nodes is illustratedin FIG. 15B.

To determine the node containing the address being
translated, the GTLB masks off at 108 the page offsct bits of
the address which contain the offset from the start of the
local page to the address being translated. The next four bits
of address 0101 are discarded, as they ail map to the same
node, as shown by the value 4 in the “log pages per node”
filed. The next bit of the address contains the X-offset from
the start node to the node containing the address, as shown
by the value of 1 in the X subfield of the “log sub-cube
dimensions” field, and thatbit is extracted at 110. Similarly,
twobits contain the Y-offset and two bits contain the Z-offset
from the start node to the node containing the address being
translated, and those are extracted at 112 and 114. Examin-
ing the selected bit fields reveals that the node containing the
address lies at offset X=1, Y=2, Z=3 from the start node.
Adding these values to the coordinates ofthe start node at
116 in the address 118 gives the coordinates of the node
containing the address X=1, Y=4, Z7=6, shown in FIG. 15B.

FIG. 16 shows a block diagram of the GTLB hardware.
The GTLB comprisesa content addressable memory CAM
120 which contains the GTLB entries, a bit-field extractor
422 to extract the X-, Y-, and Z-Offset fields from the source
address, and three adders 118 to add the offsets to the
appropriate portions ofthe start node. The SRAM array must
be fully-associative, as the variable size of page-groups
makes it impossible to use a fixed numberof bits to select
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Programming Languages and Operating Systems (ASPLOS 
VI), Oct. 5--6, 1994. 
EQUIVALENTS 

While this invention has been particularly shown and 

a set within the array lo be searched. When an address is 
submitted to the GlLB for translation, it is passed to the 
CAM array. If the address is found in the array, the Hit 
output is asserted, and the start node, the page-group length, 
the pages-per-node information, and the X-, Y-, and 
Z-lengths of the sub-cube of nodes containing the address 
being translated are outputted. The bit-field extractor takes 
the dimension of the prism, and the page-length and pages
pcr-nodc information, and extracts from the virtual 
addresses the bit fields containing the X-, Y-, and Z-o:IIscts 
from the start node of the page-group to the node containing 
the address being translated. The offsets arc then added to 

5 dcscnbcd with references to preferred embodiments thereof, 
it will be understood by those skilled in the art that various 
changes in form and details may be made therein without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as 
defined by the appended claims. Those skilled in the art will 

the appropriate field within the address of the start node to 
get the address of the node containing the address. 
Integration of all Three Systems 

10 
recognize or be able to ascertain using no more than routine 
experimentation, many equivalents to the specific embodi
ments of the invention described specifically herein. Such 
equivalents are intended to be encompassed in the scope of 
the claims. 

15 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a parallel processing system, a method of addressing 

data across plural processor nodes comprising: 
FlG. 17 shows a flow chart of the execution of a memory 

reference from U8 in a system that combines Guarded 
Pointers, Block Status Bits, and a Global Translation Looka
side Buffer. 1be fust step in performing a memory operation 
is to perform at 130 the pointer permission checks described 20 

in the section on Guarded Pointers. If those checks pass, the 
memory request is sent to the memory system. Otherwise, an 
exception is raised at 132. 

applying a virtual address to a global translation buffer to 
identify a mapping of a page group of plural pages 
across a set of plural but less than all processor nodes 
in the system, the page group containing the physical 
page to which the virtual address corresponds; and 

from the virtual address and mapping, determining a 
destination node as a node within the set of processor 
nodes which contains the physical page to which the 
virtual address corresponds. 

2. A method as claimed in claim 1 further comprising 
forwarding a message to the destination node. 

If the data is located in the cache at 134, its block status 
bits arc examined at 136, and an exception is raised at 138 25 

ii they do not allow the operation being attempted. 
Otherwise, the operation is completed in the cache at 140. If 
the data is not located in the cache, the LlLB is probed at 
142 for a translation for the address. If a translation is found, 
the block status bit of the address arc examined at 144, and 
the operation completed from the main memory at 146 if the 
status bits allow it, or an exception raised at 148 if they do 
not. 

3. A method as claimed in claini 2 further comprising, at 

30 the destination node, translating the virtual address to a 
physical address. 

4. A method as clainied in claini 1 wherein each page 
group is specified by a group size. 

If a translation for the address is not found in the LlLB 
at 142, software searches the local page for a translation at 
150. If a translation is found, the LlLB is updated at 152 to 
contain the translation, and the reference proceeds at 144 as 

5. A method as clainicd in claini 4 wherein the group size 
35 is logarithmically encoded. 

if an LlLB hit occurred. 

6. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein the translation 
buffer specifics a start node and the range of the set of nodes. 

7. A method as claimed in claim 6 wherein the range is 
specified in plural dimensions. If no translation is found in the local page table at 150, the 

software probes the GlLB at 154 to sec if the node con
taining the address can he determined. If a GlLB miss 
occurs, the global page table is searched at 156 for an entry 
corresponding to the address. If the node containing the 
address can be located either through the G1LB or the global 
page table, the software can send a message to that node to 
complete the request at 158. Otherwise, an error is signalled 
at 160, as the reference can not be completed. 

40 8. A method as claimed in claim 7 wherein the range is 
logarithmically encoded in each of the plural dinicnsions. 

9. A method as claimed in claim 8 wherein the translation 
buffer specifics the number of pages of the page group per 
node of the set of nodes. 

45 10. A method as claimed in claim 6 wherein the transla-
tion buffer specifics the number of pages of the page group 
per node of the set of nodes. 

11. A method as claimed in claini 1 wherein the translation 
buffer specifics the number of pages of the page group per 

50 node of the set of nodes. 

Wbi1c each of these mechanisms is useful separately, they 
complement each other to form the basis for the memory 
system of a multicomputer. Guarded Pointers provide a 
protection mechanism that allows a number of independent 
processes to share the resources of the multicomputer with
out compromising the security of those processes. The 
Global Translation Lookasidc Buffer provides an effective 
mechanism for distributing data objects across the multi- 55 
computer by mapping virtual addresses to nodes within the 
multicomputer. The block Status Bits make the process of 
moving or copying data from node to node more efficient by 
reducing the si7.e of the smallest datum that can be relocated, 
without increasing the number of translation table entries 60 

required if no remote data is accessed. 
A related paper bas been submitted for presentation at the 

6th International Conference on Architectural Support for 

U. A data processing system comprising a plurality of 
processor nodes, each processor node comprising: 

a global translation buffer for identifying relative lo a 
virtual address a mapping of a page group of plural 
pages to a set of plural processor node s in the system, 
the page group containing the physical page to which 
the virtual address corresponds; 

electronics which determines, from the virtual address 
and the identified mapping, a destination node as a node 
within the set of Pi:occssor nodes having the physical 
address corresponding to the virtual address. 
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a set within the array to be searched. When an address is
submitted to the GTLB fortranslation, it is passed to the
CAM array. If the address is found in the array, the Hit
outputis asserted, and the start node, the page-group length,
the pages-per-node information, and the X-, ¥-, and
Z-lengths of the sub-cube of nodes containing the address
being translated are outputted. The bit-field extractor takes
the dimensionof the prism, and the page-length and pages-
per-node information, and extracts from the virtual
addressesthe bit fields containing the X-, Y-, and Z-offscts
from the start node of the page-groupto the node containing
the address being translated. The offsets are then added to
the appropriate field within the address of the start node to
get the address of the node containing the address.
Integration of afl Three Systems

FIG. 17 sbows a flow chart of the execution of a memory
reference from 128 in a system that combines Guarded
Pointers, Block Status Bits, and a Global Translation Looka-
side Buffer. The first step in performing a memory operation
is to perform at 130 the pointer permission checks described
in the section on GuardedPointers. If those checks pass, the
memory request is sent to the memory system. Otherwise, an
exception is raised at 132.

If the data is located in the cache at 134,its block status
bits are examined at 136, and an exception is raised at 138
if they do not allow the operation being attempted.
Otherwise, the operation is completed in the cache at 140. If
the data is not located in the cache, the LTLB is probed at
142for a translation for the address.If a translation is found,
the block status bit of the address are examined at 144, and
the operation completed from the main memory at 146if the
Status bits allow it, or an exception raised at 148 if they donot.

If a translation for the address is not found in the LTLB
at 142, software searches the local page for a translation at
150.If a translation is found, the LTLB is updated at 152 to
contain the translation, and the reference proceeds at 144 as
if an LTLB hit occurred.

If no translation is found in the local page table at 150, the
software probes the GILB at 154 to sce if the node con-
taining the address can he determined. If a GTLB miss
occurs, the global page table is searched at 156 for an entry
Corresponding to the address. If the node containing the
address can be located cither through the GTLB orthe global
page table, the software can send a message to that node to
complete the request at 158. Otherwise, an erroris signalled
at 160, as the reference can not be completed.

While each of these mechanisms is useful separately, they
complement each other to form the basis for the memory
system of a multicomputer. Guarded Pointers provide a
protection mechanism that allows a numberof independent
processes to share the resources of the multicomputer with-
oul compromising the security of those processes. The
Global Translation Lookaside Buffer provides an effective
mechanism for distributing data objects across the multi-
computer by mapping virtual addresses to nodes within the
multicomputer. The block Status Bits make the process of
Moving or copying data from node to node moreefficient by
reducing the size of the smallest datum that can be relocated,
without increasing the number oftranslation table entries
required if no remote data is accessed.

Arclated paper has becn submitted for presentationat the
6th International Conference on Architectural Support for
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Programming Languages and Operating Systems (ASPLOS
VI), Oct. 5-6, 1994.
EQUIVALENTS

While this invention has been particularly shown and
described with references to preferred embodiments thereof,
it will be understood by those skilled in the art that various
changes in form and details may be made therein without
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as
defined by the appended claims. Those skilled in the art will
recognize or be able to ascertain using no more than routine
experimentation, many equivalents to the specific embodi-
ments of the invention described specifically herein. Such
equivalents are intended to be encompassed in the scope ofthe claims.

Whatis claimedis:

1. Ina parallel processing system, a method of addressing
data across plural processor nodes comprising:

applying a virtual address to a global translation buffer to
identify a mapping of a page group of plural pages
across a set of plural butless than all processor nodes
in the system, the page group containing the physical
page to which the virtual address corresponds; and

from the virtual address and mapping, determining a
destination node as a node within the set of processor
nodes which coniains the physical page to which the
virtual address corresponds.

2. A method as claimed in claim 1 further comprising
forwarding a message to the destination node.

3. Amethod as claimed in claim 2 further comprising, at
the destination node, translating the virtual address to a
physical address.

4. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein each page
group is specified by a groupsize.

5. Amethodas claimed in claim 4 wherein the group size
is logarithmically encoded.

6. Amethod as claimed in claim 1 wherein the translation
buffer specifies a start node andthe range ofthe set of nodes.

7. A method as claimed in claim 6 wherein the rangeis
specified in plural dimensions.

8. A method as claimed in claim 7 wherein the range is
logarithmically encoded in each of the plural dimensions.

9. Amethod as claimed in claim 8 wherein the translation
buffer specifies the number of pages of the page group pernode of the set of nodes.

10. A method as claimed in claim 6 wherein the transla-
tion buffer specifies the number of pages of the page group
per node of the set of nodes.

11. Amethod as claimed in claim 1 wherein thetranslation
buffer specifies the number of pages of the page group pernode of the set of nodes.

12. A data processing system comprising a plurality of
processor nodes, each processor node comprising:

a global translation buffer for identifying relative to a
virtual address a mapping of a page group of plural
pages to a set of plural processor node s in the system,
the page group containing the physical page to which
the virtual address corresponds;

electronics which determines, from the virtual address
and the identified mapping, a destination node as a node
within the set of processor nodes having the physical
address corresponding to the virtual address.

* * & t
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SET-ASSOCIATIVE CACHE MEMORY 
HAVING AN ENHANCED LRU 
REPLACEMENT STRATEGY 

2 
integer greater than 1), comprising a plurality of n RAMs, 
each RAM location holding a data item and a tag value 
identifying the data, addressing means for addressing the 
RAMs to access a set of locations, one in each RAM, and 

BACKGROUND OF TIIB INVENTION 

This invention relates to set-associative memories. 

One conventional form of set-associative memory com
prises a plurality of random access memories (RAMs), each 
RAM location holding a data item and a tag value identi
fying the data. An input address is hashed (i.e. transformed 
by a many-to-one mapping function) to produce a hash 
address, which is applied in parallel to all the RAMs, so as 

5 means for examining said set of locations to detect whether 
a required data item is resident in any of those locations, 
wherein the addressing means comprises means for perform
ing n independent hashing functions to hash an input 
memory address into n separate addresses for respectively 

to select one location in each RAM. The tag values in the 
addressed locations are then examined to see if the desired 
data is resident in one of them and, if so, the data is accessed. 

10 addressing said RAMs, characterised by means for saving 
the contents of a RAM location that is about to be over
written, means for using the saved contents to access the 
memory again to address a further set of locations, and a 
means for loading the saved contents into one of said further 

15 set of locations. 

As will be shown, this "shunting" operation can improve 
the performance of the set-associative memory, by effec
tively increasing its set associativity. 

If there are n RAMs, so that n locations at a time are 
examined, the memory is referred to as an n-way set
associative mcmnry and is said to have an associativity of n. 
The usual choice for the value of n is 2 or 4. 

Such a set-associative memory may be used, for example, 
as a cache memory for a computer system. The aim of a 
cache is to keep the most useful data of a large amount of 
data in a small, fast memory in order to avoid having to 
retrieve the data from the larger, slower main memory. If the 25 
required data is in the cache, it is said that a "hit" bas 
occurred· otherwise a "miss" has occurred. The percentage 

According to a second aspect of the invention there is 
20 

provided a contents addressable memory comprising a plu
rality of n RAMs (where n is an integer greater than 1 ), each 
RAM location holding a data item and a tag value identi
fying the data, means for performing n independent hashing 

of misse; is called the "miss rate". A common engineering 
problem in designing a cache is to minimize the miss rate 
while keeping the cache size, the access speed, the power 30 

consumption and the amount of implementation logic fixed. 

In general, the mias rate of such a cache decreases as its 
set associativity increases. 0a the other band, the cost of 
implementation increases as set associativity increases. 
Thus, in general, known caches that deliver minimum miss 35 
rates demand large amounts of logic and space to imple
ment, while known caches that are the cheapest to imple
ment deliver higher miss rates. 

Another use of set-associative memory is to form a 
content addressable memory (CAM). The aim of a CAM is 40 

to store and reference data according ta its contents. For 
instance, performing a join of two relations within ~ rela
tional database query can be implemented by first stonng the 
contents of one relation in the CAM, indexed by the join 
attribute, and then secondly by comparing the rows of the 45 

second relation to the CAM using the join attribute again. 
Content addressable memories can be implemented by fully 
associative memories but their size is limited by the space 
demanded by fully associative logic. 

50 
One object of the present invention is to provide an 

improved set-associative °:1emory which.is.capable o~ per
forming as well as conventional set-associative memones of 
higher set associativity, or better than conv~n~o?al set
associative memories of the same set associatiVIty. For 

55 
example, when the set-associative memory is use~ as a 
cache this means that it is able to deliver the same mm rate 
as co~ventional caches of larger size and cost, or lower miss 
rates than conventional caches of the same size and cosl 

A second object of the present invention is to provide a 60 

CAM using a modified set-associative memory. This allows 
both much larger CAMs to be constructed and an improved 
read performance over present CAMs. 

SUMMARY OF TIIB INVENTION 

According to one aspect of the invention, there is pro
vided an n-way set-associative memory (where n is an 

6S 

functions to hash an input memory address into n separate 
addresses, means for addressing the RAMs with said n 
separate addresses to access a set of locations, one in each 
RAM, a means for examining said set of locations to detect . 
whether any of said addressed set of locations is empty and, · 
if so, loading an input data item into that location and a 
means operative if none of said addressed set of locations is 
empty, for selecting one of said addressed set of locations for 
replacement, saving the tag value and data item of the 
selected location, loading the input data item into the 
selected location, using the saved contents to access the 
memory again to address a further set oflocations and, if any 
of the addressed set of locations is empty, loading the saved 
data item into that location. 

As will be shown, a set-associative memory with repeated 
shunting can deliver a content addressable memory without 
the need for full associativity thus reducing the logic needed 
and greatly increasing the size of CAM possible. Further, the 
read performance of such a "repeated shunting CAM'' will 
be faster than an equivalent fully-associative CAM. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a data processing system 
including II cache comprising a set-associative memory in 
accordance with the invention. 

FIG. 2 shows a set-associative memory with the enhance
ment of "shunting". 

FIG. 3 is a flow chart showing the operation of the cache. 

FIG. 4 is a flow chart showing the way that shunting is 
used in operation of the cache. 

FIG. 5 is a flow chart showing the operation of a contents 
addressable memory using the set-associative memory of 
FIG. 2. 

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS OF TIIB 
INVENTION 

A data processing system embodying the invention will 
now be described by way of example with reference to the 
accompanying drawings. 
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SET-ASSOCIATIVE CACHE MEMORY
HAVING AN ENHANCED LRU
REPLACEMENT STRATEGY

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This inventionrelates to sct-associative memories.

Ove conventional form ofset-associative memory com-
prises a plurality of random access memories (RAMs), each
RAM location holding a data item and a tag value identi-
fying the data, An input address is hashed(i.e. transformed
by a many-to-one mapping function) to produce a hash
address, which is applied in parallel to all the RAMs,so as
to select one Jocation in each RAM.Thetag values in the
addressed locations are then examinedto see if the desired
data is resident in one ofthem and, if so, the data is accessed.

If there are n RAMs, so that nu locations at a time are
examined, the memory is referred to as an n-way set-
associative memory and is said to have an associativity of n.
The usual choice for the value of n is 2 or 4.

Such a set-associative memory may beused, for example,
as a cache memory for a computer system. The aim of a
cacheis to keep the most useful data of a large amount of
data in a small, fast memory in order to avoid having to
retrieve the data from the larger, slower main memory.If the
required data is in the cache, it is said that a “hit” has
occurred; otherwise a “miss” has occurred. The percentage
of misses is called the “miss rate’. A common engineering
problem in designing a cache is to minimize the miss rate
while keeping the cachesize, the access speed, the power
consumption and the amountof implementation logic fixed.

In general, the miss rate of such a cache decreases as its
set associativity increases. On the other hand, the cost of
implementation increases as set associativity increases.
Thus, in general, known cachesthat deliver minimum miss
rates demand large amounts of logic and space to imple-
ment, while known caches that are the cheapest to imple-
ment deliver higher miss rates.

Another use of set-associative memory is to form a
content addressable memory (CAM). The aim of a CAM is
to store and reference data according to its contents. For
instance, performing a join of two relations within a rela-
tional database query can be implemented byfirst storing the
contents of one relation in the CAM,indexed by the join
attribute, and then secondly by comparing the rows of the
second relation to the CAM using the join attribute again.
Content addressable memories can be implemented by fully
associative memories but their size is limited by the space
demanded by fully associative logic,

One object of the present invention is to provide an
improved set-associative memory which is capable of per-
forming as well as conventional set-associative memories of
higher set associativity, or better than conventional set-
associative memories of the same sect associativity. For
example, when the set-associative memory is used as a
cache, this means thatit is able to deliver the same miss rate
as conventional cachesof larger size and cost, or lower miss
rates than conventional caches of the same size and cost.

A second object of the present invention is to provide a
CAM using a modified set-associative memory. This allows
both much larger CAMsto be constructed and an improved
read performance over present CAMs.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to one aspect of the invention, there is pro-
vided an n-way set-associative memory (where n is an

5

- 0

15

20

$0

a5

65

2

integer greater than 1), comprising a plurality of n RAMs,
each RAM location holding a data item and a tag value
identifying the data, addressing means for addressing the
RAMsto access a set of locations, one in each RAM,and
means for examining said set of locations to detect whether
a required data item is resident in any of those locations,
wherein the addressing means comprises means for perform-
ing n independent hashing functions to hash an input
memory address into n separate addresses for respectively
addressing said RAMs, characterised by means for saving
the contents of a RAM location that is about to be over-
written, means for using the saved contents to access the
memory again to address a further set of locations, and a
meansfor loading the saved contents into one of said further
set of locations.

As will be shown,this “shunting” operation can improve
the performance of the set-associative memory, by effec-
tively increasing its set associativity.

According to a second aspect of the invention there is
provided a contents addressable memory comprising a plu-
rality of n RAMs(wherenis an integer greater than 1), each
RAM location holding a data item and a tag value identi-
fying the data, means for performing n independent hashing
functions to hash an input memory address into n separate
addresses, means for addressing the RAMs with said n
separate addresses to access a set of locations, one in each
RAM,a means for examining said set of locations to detect |
whetheranyof said addressedset of locations is empty and,'
if so, loading an input data item into that location and a
means operative if none of said addressed set of locations is
empty, for selecting one of said addressed set of locations for
replacement, saving the tag value and data item of the
Selected location, loading the input data item into the
selected location, using the saved contents to access the
memory again to address a furthersetof locations and,if any
of the addressed set of locations is empty, loading the saveddata item into that location.

Aswill be shown,a set-associative memory with repeated
shunting can deliver a content addressable memory without
the need for full associativity thus reducing the logic needed
and greatly increasing the size of CAM possible. Further, the
read performance of such a “repeated shunting CAM”will
be faster than an equivalent fully-associative CAM.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a data processing system
including a cache comprising a sct-associative memory inaccordance with the invention.

FIG,2 showsa set-associative memory with the enhance-
ment of “shunting”.

FIG.3 is a flow chart showing the operation of the cache.
FIG. 4 is a flow chart showing the way that shunting is

used in operation of the cache.
FIG. 5 is a flow chart showing the operation of a contents

addressable memory using the set-associative memory ofFIG.2.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS OF THE
INVENTION

A data processing system embodying the invention will
now be described by way of example with reference to the
accompanying drawings.
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Referring to FIG. 1, the data processing system comprises 

, 

adata processing a main memocy 11, and a virtually 

f!~ 

aili:lrmed .. i:lll:Ht · 2 ... coi'ifiected"bet:Wee1nlic pro- . 
cessing unit and main memory. The cache within the cache 
controller is smaller and faster than the main memory, and s 
holds copies of the most recently used data items, allowing 
these items to be accessed by the processing unit without 

I!, having to retrieve them from the slower main memory. 
/ The cache controller 12 comprises a 4-way set-associative 

I. cache 13, a translation look-aside bulfer (TLB) 14, a con- 10 

tents addressable memory (CAM) 15, and a Jeast-recently
used replacement mechanism (LRU) 16. The set-associative 
cache holds the cache data, indexed by the virtual address of 
the data The 'TI...B contains a virtual address to real address 
mapping, indexed by the virtual address, for allowing virtual 15 
addresses to be translated into real addresses. The CAM 
contains a real.address to cache location number mapping, 
indexed by the real address, t)le purpose of. which will be 
described iater. Tiie LRU contain.s recency-of-usage infor
mation for the data items held in the set-associative memory. 20 

SET-ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY WITH 
SHUNTING 

FIG. 2 shows the 4-way set-associative memory in more 25 
detail. The memory comprises four RAMs 40-43, each of 
which contains a plurality of addressable locations. Each 
RAM location holds a data item and a virtual address tag, 
identifying the data item. 

An input virtual memory address is received in an address 36 

register 44. This input address is hashed in four different 
ways by four different efficient hashing functions 45-48 to 
produce four separate bash addresses. The hashing is done 
concurrently. A good implementation of the hashing func
tions can be achieved by using the random matrix bashing 35 

algorithm as described in British patent specification GB 
2240413. This algorithm generates an arbitrary number of 
independent hashing functions which can be implemented 
easily lllld which allow hashing to be completed witbin a few 
simple gate delays. "° 

The four hash addresses are used to address the four 
RAMs, so as to addre!s four locations, one in each RAM. 
Because the hashing functions are independent, these four 
hash addresses will, in general, be different The virtual 4, 
address tags in the four addressed locations are compared 
with the input virtual address by means of comparators 
49-52, to see whether any of these locatiom contains the 
desired data 

The set-associative memory also includes a register 53, 50 
referred to herein as the shunt register, the purpose of which 
will be described. 

OPERATION 

. Wheq, the data . 
processor requires unicceiis mb a request to 
the cache, specifying the virtual address of the required data. 
The virtual address is loaded into the address register 44, so 

55 

as to address four locations in the RAMs. If any of the 60 
addressed locations contains the required data, a hit has 
occurred, and the required data can be accessed immediately 
from that location. 1be LRU is updated to reflect the usage 
of this data. 

If on the other hand none of the addressed locations 65 
contains the required data, a miss has occurred. The opera
tion of the cache in the event of a miss is shown in FIG. 3. 

4 
The LRU is accessed to decide which of the four 

addressed RAM locations is lellllt recently used. and tbis 
location is selected for replacement with the desired data 
·The TLB is then consulted to calculate the real address of the 
required data. The entry in the CAM for the' data to be 
replaced is deleted. 

The CAM is then consulted, using the real address, to 
determine whether the required data is already resident in 
the virtual cache, in another cache location under a different 
virtual address. If the data is present in a different cache 
location, under a different virtual alias, it is moved to the 
required cache location, and the entry for that data in the 
CAM is updated to the new cache location number. If on the 
other hand the data is not present in the virtual cache under 
a different virtual alias, it is requested from the main 
memory using the real address obtained from the TI...B. 

When the required data has been fetched from the main 
memory it is stored in the replacement location of the 
set-associative memory, and a new entry is added to the 
CAM for the new data. 

In the case of a cache miss, after the required data bas 
been requested from the main memory, a shunting procedure 
is performed, as will be described with reference to FIG. 4. 
This shunting is performed while the required data is being 
retrieved from main memory. 

Referring to FIG. 4, the first step of the shunting proce
dure is to load the existing contents of the least-rccent1y used 
one of the four addressed locations (i.e. the location that will 
be overwritten by the requested data) into the shunt register 
53. 

The virtual address tag in the shunt register is then used 
to address the set-associative memory, in place of the input 
virtual memory address. Four RAM locations will therefore 
be accessed, one in each of the four RAMs. One of these 
locations is where the data was shunted from. However, in 
general, the other three locations will be different from those 
accessed by the input virtual memory address, because of the 
different hashing functioll.!I used to access the four RAMs. 

1be recency of usage of the data in theae other three 
addressed RAM locations is then compared with that of the 
data in the shunt register. If the data in the shunt register is 
more recent1y used than any of those three RAM locations, 
the RAM location with the oldest access time is replaced 
with the contents of the shunt register. The existing contents 
of the RAM location are loaded into the shunt register. 

1be shunting procedure is repeated, using the new con
tents of the shunt register, up to a fixed number of times or 
until it is found tha1 the shunted data is less recently used 
than the data in any of the addressed RAM locations. 

It can be seen that, after shunting is completed, the cache 
location lost is the least recently used cache location of all 
those examined. This implies that with a 4-way set-associa
tive cache, shunting once on each miss provides the equiva
lent of a 7-way set-associative cache. Repeating the shunt 
each time adds 3 to the effective set associativity. 

CONTENTS ADDRESSABLE MEMORY 

The set-associative memory shown in FIG. 2 may also be 
used as a contents-addressable memory (CAM) such as, for 
example, the CAM IS of FIG. 1. 

Since a CAM is only used to store a finite amonnt of data, 
we assume that the number of locations in the RAMs is 
enough to hold all needed data. 'This means that we never 
discard any data in the CAM. However, for the set-associa-
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Referring to FIG.1, the data processing system comprises
adata processing unit 10,a main memory 11, anda virtually. sgIngUn Aye tat sg rs, ,
addressedcathecontroller 12 Coinectedbetweethe pro- -
cessing unit and main memory. The cache within the cache
controfler is smaller and faster than the main memory, and
holds copies of the most recently used data items, allowing
these items to be accessed by the processing unit withont
having to retrieve them from the slower main memory.

The cache controller 12 comprises a 4-way set-associative
cache 13, a translation look-aside buffer (TLB) 14, a con-
tents addressable memory (CAM) 15,and a least-recently-
used replacement mechanism (LRU) 16. The set-associative
cacheholds the cache data, indexed by the virtual address of
the data. The TLB contains a vittual address to real address
mapping, indexed by the virtual address, for allowing virtual
addresses to be translated into real addresses, The CAM
contains a real.address to cache location number mapping,
indexed by the real address, the purpose of. which will be
described later. The LRU contains recency-of-usage infor-
mationfor the data items held in the set-associative memory.

SET-ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY WITH
SHUNTING

FIG. 2. shows the 4-way set-associalive memory in more
detail, The memory comprises four RAMs 40-43, each of
which contains a plurality of addressable locations. Each
RAMlocation holds a data item and a virtual address tag,
identifying the data item.

An inputvirtual memory addressis received in an address
register 44, This input address is hashed in four different
ways by four different efficient hashing functions 45-48 to
produce four separate hash addresses. The hashing is done
concurrently. A good implementation of the hashing func-
tions can be achieved by using the random matrix hashing
algorithm as described in British patent specification GB
2240413, This algorithm generates an arbitrary number of
independent hashing functions which can be implemented

5

2

25

35

easily and which allow hashing to be completed within a few ”
simple gate delays.

The four hash addresses are used to address the four
RAMs, so as to address four locations, on¢ in cach RAM.
Because the hashing functions are independent, these four
hash addresses will, in general, be different. The virtual
address tags in the four addressed locations are compared
with the input virtual address by means of comparators
49.52, to see whether any of these locations contains the
desired data.

The set-associative memory also includes a register 53,
referred to herein as the shuntregister, the purpose of which
will be described,

OPERATION

processor requires io'acceds 4dataitem,It'sends a request to
the cache, specifying the virtual address of the required data.
The virtual address is loaded into the address register 44, so
as to address four locations in the RAMs. If any of the
addressed locations contains the required data, a hit has
occurred, and the required data can be accessed immediately
from that location. The LRU is updated to reflect the usage
ofthis data.

T£ on the other hand none of the addressed locations
contains the required data, a miss has occurred. The opera-
tion of the cache in the event of a miss is shown in FIG. 3.

55

The operation of the cacheis as follows.When,thedate..

§tA

4
The LRU is accessed to decide which of the four

addressed RAM locations is least recently used, and this
location is selected for replacement with the desired data.
‘The TLB is then consultedto calculate the real address ofthe
required date. The entry in the CAM for the data to be
replaced is deleted.

The CAM is then consulted, using the real address, to
determine whether the required data is already resident in
the virtual cache, in another cache location under a different
virtual address. If the data is present in a different cache
location, under a different virtual alias, it is moved to the
reguited cache location, and the entry for that data in the
CAM is updated to the new cache location number. If on the
other hand the data is not present in the virtual cache under
a different virtual alias, it ia requested from the main
memory using the real address obtained from the TLB.

‘When the required data has been fetched from the main
memory it is stored in the replacement location of the
set-associative memory, and a new entry is added to the
CAMforthe new data.

In the case of a cache miss, after the required data has
been requested from the main memory,a shunting procedure
is performed, as will be described with reference to FIG.4.
‘This shunting is performed while the required data is being
retrieved from main memory.

Referring to FIG.4, the first step of the shunting proce-
dure is to load the existing contents of the least-recently used
one of the four addressed locations (i.e. the location that will
be overwritten by the requested data) into the shunt register
53,

‘Phe virtual address tag in the shunt register is then used
to address the set-associative memory, in place of the input
virtual memory address. Four RAM locations will therefore
be accessed, one in each of the four RAMs. One of these
locations is where the data was shunted from. However, in
general, the other three locations will be different from those
accessed by the input virtual memory address, because of the
different hashing functions used to access the four RAMs.

The recency of usage of the data in these other three
addressed RAM locations is then compared with that of the
data in the shunt register, If the data in the shunt register is
more recently used than any of those three RAM locations,
the RAM location with the oldest access time is replaced
with the contents of the shuntregister. The existing contents
of the RAM location are loaded into the shunt register.

The shunting procedure is repeated, using the new con-
tents of the shunt register, up to 2 fixed number of times or
until it is found that the shunted data is less recently used
than the data in any of the addressed RAM locations.

It can be seen that, after shunting is completed, the cache
location lost is the least recently used cache location of all
those examined. This implies that with a 4-way set-associa-
tive cache, shunting once on each miss provides the equiva-
lent of a 7-way set-associative cache. Repeating the shunt
each time adds 3 to the effective set associativity,

CONTENTS ADDRESSABLE MEMORY

‘The set-associative memory shown in FIG. 2 may also be
used as a contents-addressable memory (CAM)such as, for
example, the CAM 15 of FIG. 1.

Since a CAM is only used to store a finite amountofdata,
we assume that the number of locations in the RAMSis
enough to hold all needed data. This means that we never
discard any data in the CAM. However, for the set-associa-
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live memocy to be used efficiently as a CAM between 20 and 
30% of the total locations in the CAM should be surplus to 
requirement. This means that the expected number of sbunts 
is not greater than I and optimum efficiency is ensured 

Referring to FIG. 5, this shows the operation of the CAM s 
when it is required to load a new data entry into the CAM. 

The address of the data is hashed by the four hashing 
functions to access four RAM locations, one in each RAM. 
Toe four addressed locations arc then examined to see if any 

10 of them is empty. If so, the new data entry is loaded into that 
location, and the process is complete. 

If, on the other hand, none of the four addressed RAM 
locations is empty, one of these four locations is selected at 
random, and its contents arc loaded into the shunt register 15 
53. The address tag in the shunt register is tben used to 
address the set-associative memocy, in place of the original 
input address. A further three RAM locations will therefore 
be accessed together with the location from which the data 
was shunted This shunting process is repeated until, even-

20 
tually, an empty RAM location is found, and the new data 
entry is loaded into that location. 

When the CAM is searched for data, the data will always 
be found in one of the four cache locations initially searched. 
When adding data to the CAM it may talce one or more 25 

shunts in order to find an empty cache location, but an empty 
location will always be found eventually. Deletion of data 
can be achieved without the need of shunting. A special 
command is provided for clearing the CAM for reuse. 

Toe CAM described above has a number of advantages 30 

over CAMs implemented using a fully associative memory: 
less logic, less power consumption and faster access times. 
This will allow much larger CAMs to be constructed than 
normally possible. The CAM described above bas two 
advantages ovcrCAMs implemented using standard hashing 35 
techniques that must resort to inefficient means for resolving 
hashing collisions: better space utilisation and faster access 
times. 

We claim: 
1. A memory system including a main memory and a 40 

faster, smaller cache memory, wherein said cache memory 
comprises: 

a) a plurality of n RAMs (where n is an integer greater 
than 1) each RAM comprising a plurality of address-
able l~ations; 45 

b) hashing means for performing n independent hashing 
functions, to bash an input address into n separate 
addresses for addressing said RAMs; 

~) LRU means for storing recency-of-use information for 50 
each location in said RAMs; 

d) means for applying a memory address as an input to 
said hashing means, to access a first set of locations in 
said RAMs, one location in each RAM; 

e) means for using said LRU means to select a least 55 
recently used one of said first set of locations; 

f) means for applying data from said least recently used 
one of said first set of locations as a further input to said 

6 
bashing means, to access a furtbcc set of locations in 
said RAMs, one location in each RAM; and 

g) means for using said LR U means to select one of said 
further set of locations that is less recently used than 
said least recently used one of said first set of!ocations 
and for loading said data from said least recently used 
one of said first set of locations into said one of said 
further set of locations. 

2. A data processing system including a data processing 
unit, a main memory, and a faster, smaller cache memory, 
wherein said cache memory comprises: 

a) a plurality of n RAMs (where n is an integer greater 
than 1), each RAM comprising a plurality of address
able locations; 

b) hashing means for performing n independent hashing 
functions, to hash an input address into n separate 
addresses for addressing said RAMs; 

c) LRU means for storing recency-of-use information for 
each location in said RAMs; 

d) means for applying a memory address as an input to 
said hashing means, to access a first set of locations in 
said RAMs, one location in each RAM; 

e) means for using said LRU means to select a least 
recently used one of said first set of locations; 

f) means for applying data from said least recently used 
one of said first set of locations as a further input to said 
bashing means, to access a further set of locations in 
said RAMs, one location in each RAM; and 

g) means for using said LRU means to select one of said 
further set of locations that is less recently used than 
said least recently used one of said first set of locations 
and for loading said data from said least recently used 
one of said first set of locations into said one of said 
further set of locations. 

3. A method of operating a memory system including a 
main memory and a faster, smaller cache memory, the cache 
memory comprising a plurality of n RAMs (where n is an 
integer greater than 1 ), and hashing means for performing n 
independent hashing functions to hash an input memory 
address into n separate addresses for addressing said RAMs, 
said method comprising the steps:. 

a) applying a memory address as an input to said hashing 
means, to access a first set of locations in said RAMs, 
one location in each RAM; 

b) selecting a least recently used one of said first set of 
locations; 

c) applying data from said least recently used one of said 
first set of locations as a further input to said hashing 
means, to access a further set of locations in said 
RAMs, one location in each RAM; and 

d) selecting one of said further set of locations that is less 
recently used than said least recently used one of said 
first set of locations and loading said data from said 
least recently used one of said first set of locations into 
said one of said further set of locations. 

* * * * * 
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tive memory to be used efficiently as a CAM between 20 and
30% ofthe total locations in the CAM should be surplus to
requirement. This means that the expected number of shunts
js not greater than 1 and optimum efficiency is ensured.

Referring to FIG.§, this shows the operation of the CAM
when it is required to load a new data entry into the CAM.

The address of the data is hashed by the four hashing
functions to access four RAM locations, one in each RAM.
The four addressed locations are then examined to see if any
of them is empty. If so, the new data entry is loadedinto that
location, and the process is complete.

Tf, on the other hand, none of the four addressed RAM
locations is empty, one of these four locationsis selected at
random, and its contents are loaded into the shunt register
53, The address tag in the shunt register is then used to
address the set-associative memory, in place of the original
input address. A further three RAM locations will therefore
be accessed together with the location from which the data
was shunted. This shunting process is repeated until, even-
tually, an empty RAM location is found, and the new data
entry is loaded into that location.

When the CAM is searched for data, the data will always
be foundin oneof the four cache locationsinitially searched.
When adding data to the CAM it may take one or more
shunts in orderto find an empty cachelocation,but an empty
location will always be found eventually. Deletion of data
can be achieved without the need of shunting. A special
commandis provided for clearing the CAM forreuse.

The CAM described above has a number of advantages
over CAMsimplemented using a fully associative memory:
less logic, less power consumption and faster access times.
This will allow much larger CAMsto be constructed than
normally possible. The CAM described above has two
advantages over CAMs implemented using standard hashing
techniquesthat mustresort to inefficient means for resolving
hashingcollisions: better space utilisation and faster access
times.

We claim:

1, A memory system including a main memory and a
faster, smaller cache memory, wherein said cache memory
comprises:

a) a plurality of n RAMs (where n is an integer greater
than 1), each RAM comprising a plurality of address-
able locations;

b) hashing means for performing n independent hashing
functions, to bash an input address into n separate

_ addresses for addressing said RAMs;
c) LRU meansfor storing recency-of-use information for

each location in said RAMs;

d) means for applying a memory address as an input to
said hashing means,to accessa first set of locations in
said RAMs,one location in each RAM;

e) means for using said LRU means to select a least
recently used oneof said first set of locations;

f) meansfor applying data from said least recently used
one ofsaid first set of locations as a further inputto said

myo
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hashing means, to access a further set of locations in
said RAMs,onelocation in cach RAM; and

g) meansfor using said LRU meansto select one of said
further set of locations that is less recently used than
said least recently used one ofsaid first set of locations
and for loading said data from said least recently used
one ofsaid first set of locations into said one of said
further set of locations.

2. A data processing system including a data processing
unit, a main memory, and a faster, smaller cache memory,
wherein said cache memory comprises:

a) a plurality of n RAMs(where n is an integer greater
than 1), each RAM comprising a plurality of address-
able locations;

b) hashing means for performing n independent bashing
functions, to hash an input address into no separate
addresses for addressing said RAMs;

c) LRU meansfor storing recency-of-use information for
each location in said RAMs;

d) means for applying a memory address as an input to
said hashing means, to accessa first set of locations in
said RAMs, one location in each RAM;

€) means for using said LRU means to select a least
recently used one ofsaid first set of locations;

f) means for applying data from said least recently used
oneof said first set of locations as a further inputto said
hashing means, to access a further set of locations in
said RAMs, one location in each RAM; and

g) meansfor using said LRU meansto select one of said
further set of locations that is less recently used than
said least recently used one ofsaid first set of locations
and for loading said data from said least recently used
one of said first set of locations into said one of said
further set of locations.

3. A method of operating a memory system including a
main memory andafaster, smaller cache memory,the cache
memory comprising a plurality of n RAMs (where n is an
integer greater than 1), and hashing means for performing n
independent hashing functions to hash an input memory
address into n separate addresses for addressing said RAMs,
said method comprising the steps;,

a) applying 4 memory address as an input to said hashing
Means, to accessafirst set of locations in said RAMs,
one location in each RAM;

b) selecting a least recently used one ofsaid first set of
locations;

c) applying data from said least recently used one of said
first set of locations as a further input to said hashing
means, to access a further set of locations in said
RAMs,one location in each RAM; and

d) selecting oneof said further set of locations that is less
recently used than said least recently used one of said
first set of locations and loading said data from said
least recently used one ofsaid first set of locations into
said one of said further set of locations.
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locked while the data operation is pending. Other entries in 
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the invention, the changed congruence class directory 
entries in the CAM are accumulated and scheduled to be 
written back to the N-way associative directory. The con
gruence classes including the changed directory entries in 
1he CAM arc written back to the N-way associative directory 
when the N-way aS&Ociative directory is :idle. After the 
congruence cluses including the changed directory entries 
in the CAM arc: written back to the N-way associative 
dire,c:taEyrtheae CAM ontiicl am :marbd'IIIJ not busy and not 
dirty and,cansbe.reused. 
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(37) ABSTRACT

A method and apparatus are provided for maintaining a
N-way associative directory utilizing a content addressable
memory (CAM). A congruence class from the N-way asso- -
ciative directory including a directory entry identified for a
data operation is read into the CAM for the data operation.
The directory entry for the data operation in the CAM is
locked while the data operation is pending. Other entutes in
the congruence class are available, When the data operation

- is completed, checking for a state change is performed.
Responsive to an identified state change, the directory entry
for the data operation in the CAM is updated or marked as
changed. The congruence class including the updated direc-
tory sniry igimarked as-dinty.In accordance with features of
the invention, the changed congruence class directary
entries in the CAM are accumulated and scheduled to be
written back to the N-way associative directory. The con-
gruence classes including the changed dicctory cutrics in
the CAM are written backto the N-way associative directory
when the N-way associative directory is idle. After the
congmience classes including the changed directory entries
in the CAM are written back to the N-way associative
directory, these CAM entries are marked'ag not busy and not
ditty andccanzbe.reused.

16 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets
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1 

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
MAINTAINING N-WAY ASSOCIATIVE 

Dm.ECTORIES UTILIZING A CONTENT 
ADDRESSABLE MEMORY 

FIELD OF THE INVBNTION 

The present invention relates to a N-way associative 
directory, and more plll1ical.ady to an improved method and 
apparatus fer maintaining a N-way associative db:ectory 
utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM). 

DESCRJPI'ION OF THE PRIOR ARI' 

2 
BRlEF DESCRIPI'ION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The present invention together with the above and other 
objects and advantages may best be understood from the 

5 following detailed description of the prefmed embodiments 
of the invention illustrated in the drawings, whi:cein: 

FIG. 1A is a functional data flow block diagram of a 
directory system including a global or N-way associative 
directory with a content addressable mem01y (CAM) in 

1o accordance with the present illventlon; 
FIG. 1B is a block diagram filw;trating a conventional 

memory address format; 

A content addcessable memory (CAM) is known for many FIG. lC is a block diagram illustrating a global directocy 
diverse uses. For example, known system have used a of the present invention; and 
content addressable memory (CAM) for address translation, 15 FIGS. 2--' are flow charts illustrating directory mainte-
for example, as desa:i.'bed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,972,282 and nance methods in accordance with the .(ICScnt invention. 
5,457,788. 

DETAilED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,249,282 discloses a cache memory fer 
interfacing between a central processu:g unit and a .main. 

20 
system memory. The cacbe memory mcludes a pnmary The present invention provides an improved directory 
cache coonprised of SRAMS and a secondary cadte <Xllll- m:migemcnt and method for maintaining a global or N-way 
prised of DRAM. A i:cspcctive tag directmy is associated associative directory utilizing a content addressable mcmoxy 
with eadt of a plurality of secondary data cache memc.ries. (CAM) that can be used in supporting IDIIRY processor 
A respective content addressable mcmmy (CAM) b asso- 25 cadtc:;s. each with many outstanding operations; large nu:m,. 
ciated with each of a plurality of primary .data cache memo- bCl'II of line lill buffen in a processor (not shown); and in 
rles. Bacb of the CAMs stores data conmting of a tag and caches with many outstanding transactions, such as, shared· 
a value. cadtes and lock-up free cacbC11. · 

In cases where an N-way anociativc directory is used and Hllving reference now to FIGS. lA and lC, in FIG. 1A 
operations on multiple lines (inclDding whe.n those lines 30 there is shown a directory arrangement in aca:irdance with 
belong to the same set) need to be pctfomiedin parallel, then the invention generally desigllllted 100 including an N-way 
when updating the directoxy a read modify write must be usoclative or global, cohcreECC directory generally desig-
perf o=d. F« synchronous SRAMs, the per:fonnance deg- natcd GDIR 182 with a content addressable memory (CAM) 
radation far dtanging from a write to a read, or from a read generally designated GDIR CAM lN. GDlR CAM lN :is 
to a write can be significant. A need exists for a directory 35 used in accordance with the invention to improve the 
m:angement that provides improved efliclent petformance. performance of the N-way associative directmy GDIR 102. 

. SUMMARY OF THE INVBNTION 
In acca:danoe with features of the invention, a full congru
ence class Ol" row 11.2, the entry from each associativity class 

Important objectli of the present invention are to provide or column 114, u illnstrated :in FIG. lC including the entries 
an improved method and apparatus for maintaining a N-way 40 TAG O 108, SfATB O 110, TAG 1, STATE 1110, is the unit 
associative directmy ntilizing a content addres3able BlCillOIY of data moved between the coherence dlred:ory GDIR 102 
(CAM), to ?'ovidc sudt apparatus and mctho4 substant:Wly and the GDIR CAM 104. In FIGS. 1A and lC, a two-way 
without negative dfeca and that overcome many diaadvan- associtive directory GDIR 102 and GDIR CAM 104 are 
tages of Jrior art mangemeats. shown; however, it should be .understood that the present 

In brief, a method and appantus are prC!Vi.ded far main- 4S invention can be used generally with an N-way assoclatl:ve 
taining a N-way associative directory utilizing a content directory. In FIG. lB, a prior art memory address format 
a.ddi:essable memory (CAM). A congmence class from the including an index, tag, and byte is shown. In the prefen:ed 
N-way associative directory inclnding a directory entry embodiment, the lower orner address bits or byte of the prior 
identl:fled for a data operation is read into the CAM for the art memory address format is not used. 
data opetation. The directory entry for the dat& operation in ,o I:n the GDIR CAM 104, each GDIR CAM row 117 
the CAM i! locked while the data operatiOII is pending. includes a single index 118, multiple keys or tags 120 and 
Other entries in the congruence class m: availAble. When the associated states 122 together with BDIR CAM row state 
data operation is completed, checking for a state change Is infonm,tion 123 including respective BUSY O, BUSY 1, and 
pecfonned. Responsive to an identified stale change, the DIR!Ybits. Each key 120 and associated 5tate 122, such u 
directory enu:y fm: the data operation in the CAM is updated ss TAG 0, SI'Ja'E O, and TAG 1, Sf.Al'B 1, COiresponds to a 
oc marked as changed or dirty. respective usocitiviy class 114, CT.ASS 0, CLASS 1 of the 

In accordance with features of the inveution, the changed N-w•y associtive directory GDIR 102. Moving the full 
directory cnlries in the CAM ai:e accwnulated and scbcdllled cong,:uence class 112 avoids having to do read modify write 
to be written back: to the N-way associative directory. lbe when data is moved between GDIR CAM UM and roho::-
cbanged directory entries in the CAM can be used again 60 encc directory GDIR 102. The GDIR CAM 104 contains 
before being written back to the N-way associatlve directocy. GDIR entries that are in transmou from oue state to another 
A congruence da.sa incklding the dtanged directory entry in state. The lll!sociated state llt, 12:2 with a respective direc-
the CAM is written back to the N-way associative directmy tory tag 108, 120 include exclusive, shared, and invalid. An 
when the N-way associative directory ia :idle. After the exclusive state indicatea that one and ooly one cache in the 
dilectory eutrles in the CAM are written back to the N-way 6' system of the GDIR 102 has this block of data, where a 
associative dixectory, these CAM entries are Illlliked not shared state indicates that the block of data is shared. An 
busy lllld not dirty and can be reused. invalid state indicates that the block of data is not cached. 
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1
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

MAINTAINING N-WAY ASSOCIATIVE
DIRECTORIES UTILIZING A CONTENT

ADDRESSABLE MEMORY

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

‘The present invention relates ta a N-way associative
directory, and more particularly to an improved method and
apparatus foc maintaining a N-way associative directory
utilizing « content addressable memory (CAM).

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART

Acontent addressable memory (CAM) is known for many
diverse uses. For example, known system have used a
content addressable memory (CAM)for address translation,
for example, as described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,972,282 and
5,457,788.

US. Pat. No. 5,249,282 discloses a cache memory for
interfacing between a central processing unit and a main
system memory. The cache memory includes a primary
cache comprised of SRAMS and a secondary cache com-
prised of DRAM. A respective tag directory is associated
with each of a plurality of secondary data cache memories.
A respective content addressable memory (CAM) is asso-
Gated with each ofa plurality of primary data cache memo-
ties, Each of the CAMsstores data consisting of a tag and
a value,

In cases where an N-way associative directory is used and.
operations on multiple lines (including when those lincs
belongto the sameset) need to be performedin parallel, then
when updating the directory a read modify waite must be
performed. For synchronous SRAMs,the performance deg-
radation for changing from a write to a read, or from a read
to a write can be significant. A nced exists for a directory
arrangementthat provides improvedefficient performance.

. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Important objects of the present invention are to provide
an improved method and apparatus for maintaining a N-way
associative directory utilizing a content addressable memory
(CAM), to provide such apparatus and method substantially
without negative effects and that overcome many disadyan-
tages of prior art arrangements.

In brief, 2 method and apparatus are provided for main-
taining a N-way associative directory utilizing a content
addressable memory (CAM). A congruence class from the
N-way associative directory including a directory entry
identified for 2 data operation is read into the CAM for the
data operation. The directory cotry for the data operation in
the CAM is locked while the data operation is pending.
Other catrics in the congruence class are available. Whea the
data operation is completed, checking for a state change is
performed. Responsive to an identified state change, the
directory entry for the data operation in the CAM is updated
or marked as changed or dirty.

In accordance with features ofthe invention, the changed
directory entries in the CAM are accumulated and scheduled
to be written back to the N-way acsociative directory. The
changed directory entries in the CAM can be used again
before being written backto the N-way associative directory.
Acongmence class including the changed directory emtry in
the CAM is written back to the N-way associative directory
when the N-way associative directory is idle, After the
directory entries in the CAM are written back to the N-way
associative directory, these CAM entries are marked not
busy and not dirty and can be reused.

30

a5

40

a

63

2
BRIEP DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention together with the above and other
objects and advantages may best be understood from the
following detailed description of the preferred embodiments
of the invention illustrated in the drawings, wherein:

FIG. 1A is a functional data flow block diagram of a
directory system including a global or N-way associative
directory with a content addressable memory (CAM) in
accerdance with the present invention;

FiG. 1B is a block diagram illustrating a conventional
memory address format;

FIG. 1C is a block diagram illustrating a global directory
of the present invention; and

FIGS. 2-6 are flow charts illustrating directory mainte-
nance methods in accordance with the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THB
PREFERRED BMBODIMENTS

The present invention provides an improved directory
arrangement and method for maintaining a global or N-way
associative directory utilizing a content addressable memory
(CAM) that can be used in supporting many processor
caches, cach with many outstanding operations; large num-
bers of Hne fill buffers in a processor (not shown); and in
caches with many outstanding transactions, such as, shared
caches and lock-up free caches. ,

Having reference now to FIGS. EA and 1C, in FIG. 1A
there is shown a directory arrangement in accordance with
the invention generally designated 100 including an N-way
associative or global, coherence directory generally desig-
sated GDIR 102 with « content addressable memory (CAM)
generally designated GDIR CAM 104. GDIR CAM 104 is
used in accordance with the invention to improve the
performance of the N-way associative directory GDIR. 162.
In accordance with features of the invention, a full congra-
ence class orrow 112, the entry from cach associativity class
or colamn 114,as illustrated in FIG. 1C including the entries
FAG 0 108, STATE 0 116, TAG 1, STATE 1 180,is the unit
of data moved between the coherence directory GDIR 102
and the GDIR CAM 104. In FIGS. 1A and 1C, a two-way
associtive directory GDIR 162 and GDIR CAM 104 are
shown; however, it should be understood that the present
invention can be used generally with an N-way associative
directory. In FIG. 1B, a priot art memory address format
including an index, tag, and byte is shown. In the preferred
embodiment, the lower order address bits or byte of the prior
art memory address format is not used.

in the GDIR CAM 104, cach GDIR CAM tow 117
includes a single index 118, multiple keys or tags 120 and
associated states 122 together with BDIR CAM rowstate
information 123 including respective BUSY 0, BUSY 1, and
DIRTYbits. Each key 120 and associated state 122, such as
TAG 0, STATE 4, and TAG 1, STATE 1, corresponds to a
respective associtiviy class 114, CLASS 0, CLASS1 of the
N-way associtive directory GDIR 102. Moving the full
congruence class 112 avoids having to do read modify write
when data is moved between GDIR CAM 104 and coher-
ence directory GDIR 102. The GDIR CAM 104 contains
GDIR eniries that are in transition from one state to another
state, The associated state 116, 122 with a respective direc-
tory tag 168, 120 inclnde exclusive, shared, and invalid. An
exclusive state indicates that onc and only one cache in the
system of the GDIR 102 has this block of data, where a
shared state indicates that the block of data is shared. An
invalid state indicates that the block of data is not cached.
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GDIR CAM 104 serves as a CAM foe ctim:tacy enlries. priority writeback is perl'onncd with lhe sequential opera-
When an entry io the GDlR CAM 104 is updated aod the tions continuing following entiy puint W in FIG. 6. 
operation using that entry is completed, that GDIR CAM Othi:rwise when determined th.at it is not true at decision 
row 117 ill marked as dirty. Dirty GDIR CAM 104 enlries arc block 202 lh.at all indexes in the GDlR CAM 104 arc busy 
accumulated and scheduled for writing back to the global s or dirty and more than one index is dirty and not busy; or 
coherence directory GDIR 102. The accwnulation of write- more than the selected number of indexes arc dirty and not 
backs is more efficient because lhere is a number of cycles busy, then checking for a snoop data operation to process is 
penalty for switching from read to write and vise-versa. The perl'ormcd as indicated at a decision block 204. When a 
schcdlll.i:ng of these accumulated wrltebacks are more effl- snoop data operation to process is identified at dccwon 
cient because the writes arc done when the global coherence 10 block.204, then the sequential operations continue following 
directory GDIR 102 is idle. After the write-backs to the entry point S in FIG. 3. Otherwise whco a snoop data 
global coherence directocy GDIR 102 arc completed the operation to prOCCII! u not identified at decision block 204 
entries of the GDIR CAM 104 arc marked as not dirty and so th.at the global coherence dJrectory GDIR 102 is idle, then 
can be reused. checkiog whether the GDlR CAM 104 hill! more than one 

GDIR CAM 104 is a small CAM that duplicates some 15 GDIR CAM row or index that are dirty and not busy is 
number of the dlrectocy rows 112 of GDm 102. Global performed as indicated at a decision block 206. When 
coherence directory GDIR 102 can be implemented with detctmin.ed at block 206 fhaHhe GDIR CAM 104 has more 
external SRAM off-cllip because a large on-dtlp may may than one GDIR CAM row or index dirty and not busy, then 
not be feasible to implement the total size needed for 1he a low priority wrltcback is perfOI111Cd with the scq11cotial 
global coherence directacy GDm 102. An arbltrad.on (ARB) 20 ope:rations continuing following entry point W in FIG. 6. 
functional block 106 arbitrates access to GDIR 102 and When detmnined at block 206 that the GDlR CAM 104 
GDIR CAM 104. ARB functional bloci: 106 is implemented doe5 not have more thm one GDIR CAM row or index dirty 
will! logic ammgcd for directory access control of the and not busy, lhen 1hc sequential steps return to start block 
invention as illusb:atcd and described with iespect to FIGS. 200 with no operation as indicated at a blocli:: 208. 
Z-6. When an addre!s is presented to the GDIR CAM 104, 25 Refening to RG. 3, when a snoop data operation to 
!he address associated with the tag that matclies this address process is idcnlified at dcdsion block 204, then the scquen-
i.s accessed. A Hit/Miss indication u provided by compares tial operations continue following entry point S. Giecking 
116 and possibly, the location within the ODIR CAM 104 for a GDIR CAM row or index (M) and tag (N) hit is 
that address matched. provided as indicated at a decbion block 300. When a GDIR 

When a ~ta line is accessed, the directory set or congru- ,o CAM row (M) and tag (N) hit is not idelltlfted at blocli:: 300, 
ence class 112 of GDIR 102 that contains the line is read into then checking for a GDIR CAM row or inde.lt (M) hit is 
the GDlR CAM 104. While an operation is pending the pcdonn.ed u illdicated at a decision block 302. When a 
GDIR CAM row 117 including the particular congruence GDIR CAM row or inde.lt (M) bit u identified at block 3t2, 
class entry 120, 1.22, TAG t, ST>JE O, oc TAG 1, STJU'B 1 then chccli::lng wbet:hc' all tags arc busy at GDIR CAM row 
that contaim the line is locked in place and released when 35 (M) in the GDIR CAM ilJ performed as indicated at a 
the operation is finished. For an N-way associative clirectory decision blocli:: 31W. When a GDIR CAM row (M) hit is not 
GDlR 102, each of the N entries in a directory row may be identified at block 302, then checking for a global directory 
locked by a dtlferent operation. When an operation modifies tag (N) bit is prov:ided as indicated at a decision block 306. 
an entcy in a GDIR CAM row 117 held in the ODIR CAM When a global ~ tag (N) hit u not identified at 
104, that GDm CAM row 117 is marked dirty to be written "° decision blocli:: 30(i, then the sequential steps continue fol-
back to the directory when all entries are non-busy. 'Ihc lowing entxy point 1 in FIG. 4. 
uumba of ODIR CAM row1 117 that the GDIR CAM 104 Refelling to FIG. 4, following entry point 1 checking for 
can hold advantageously can be provided to be greater than a GDIR CAM row with all tags not busy and not dirty i:, 
a maximum number of outstanding possib1e operations. The provided as indicated at a decision block 480. When a GDIR 
writing back dirty GDIR CAM rows 117 in the GDIR CAM 45 CA'.M row with all tags not busy and not dirty i5 found at 
104 can be delayed until a number of GDIR CAM rows 117 dcdsion block 400, then the congruence class is copied to 
are ready to be written back. Thus providing improved the identified GDIR CAM row as inclicatcd at a block:: 402. 
performance, for exa.mple, in synchronous SRAMs, group- Then the sequential operations rotum following entry point 
ing writcs into adjacent cycles reduces the bandwidth taken 2 in FIG. 3. Olhcrwise when a GDIR CAM row with all tags 
up by writes lo the SRAM. Also, a dirty GDIR CAM row so not busy and not dirty is not found at decision block 400, 
117 can be used by another data operation before being then the snooped data operation is retried as indicated at a 
written back to 1he global coherence directory GDIR 102. biock.404. Then the sequential steps return to start block:200 

FIGS. i.... are flow diam illustrating directory roailJte.. in FIG. 2 as indicated at a block 406. 
nancc methods in acCOJ'dance with the present invention. Refelling ~ain to FIG. 3, when determined at block 304 
Rcfen:ing now to FIG. 2, arbitx'ation (ARB) for access to ss !hit all tags are bnsy at index (M} in the GDlR CAM, then 
GDIR 102 and GDIR CAM 104 start at a block 200. the snooped data operation retried as indicated at a block 
OJ.ecking whelhcr all GDIR CAM rows 117 or all indexes 308. Then 1he sequential steps return to start block 200 in 
in the GDm CAM 104 arc busy or dirty and more than one FIG. 2 as indicated ata block 310. When dctennined at block 
ODIR CAM row ll7 is dirty and not busy; or more than a 304 that all tags arc not busy atinde.x (M) in the GDJR CAM 
selected number of, for example, three GDIR CAM rows 60 and following an entry point 2 in FIG. 4, then checking for 
117 in the GDIR CAM 104 are dirty and not busy is a not busy tag (N) with an invalid state is pedccmed as 
performed as indicated at a. decision block:: 202. When indicated at a decision block 312. When II not bll$y (N) with 
detctmin.ed at decision block 202 that all GDIR CAM rows tag (N) having an invalid state is not found at deci.s.ioo block 
117 or all indexes in lhc GDIR CAM 104 are busy or dirty 312, then tag (N) that ~ not busy and not invalid state is 
and more than one GDIR CAM row 117 or index is dirty and 55 castout as indica'led at a block: 314. Then the snooped data 
not busy; or more than the selecte.d. number of GDIR CAM operations' tag is written to the GDIR CAM (M) and tag (N) 
rows 117 or indexes are dirty and not busy, then a high as indicated at a block 316. After 1hc snooped data opera-
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GDIR CAM 104 serves as a CAM for disectory entries,
When an entry in the GDIR CAM 104 is updated and the
operation using that entry is completed, that GDIR CAM
yow 197 is marked as dirty, Dirty GDIR CAM 104 catries ace
accumulated and scheduied for writing back to the global 5
coherence directory GDIR 102, The accumulation of write-
backs is more efficient because there is a number of cycles
penalty for switching from read to write and vise-versa, The
scheduling of these accumulated weltebacks are more effi-
cient because the writes are done whenthe global coherence 19
directory GDIR 102 is idle, After the write-backs to the
global coherence directory GDIR 102 are completed the
entries of the GDIR CAM 104 are marked as not dirty and
can be reused.

GDIR CAM 104 is a smalf CAM that duplicates some 15
number of the directory rows L112 of GDIR 102. Global
coherence directory GDIR 102 can be implemented with
extemal SRAM off-chip because a large on-chip amay may
not be feasibic to implement the total size needed for the
global coherence directory GDIR 102. An arbitration (ARB) 49
functional block 106 arbitrates access to GDIR 102 and
GDIR CAM 104, ARB functional block 166 is implemented
with logic smanged for directory access control of the
invention as illustrated and described with respect to FIGS.
2-6. Whea an address is presented to the GDIR CAM 104, 25
the address associated with the tag that matches this address
is accessed. A Hit/Miss indication is provided by compares
116 and possibly, the location within the GDIR CAM 104
that address matched.

When a data line is accessed, the directory sct or congru- 30
ence class 112 of GDIR 102that contains theline is read into
the GDIR CAM 104. While an opezation is pending the
GDIR CAM row 117 including ths particular congruence
class entry 120, 122, TAG 9, STATE 0, or TAG 1, STATE 1
that contains the line is locked in place and released when 35
the operation is finished, For an N-way associative directory
GDIR 102, cach of the N catries in a directory row may be
locked. by a different operation. When an operation modifies
an entry ina GDIR CAM row 117 held in the GDIR CAM
104, that GDIR CAM row 317 is marked dirty fo be written 40
back to the directory when all entries are non-busy. The
number of GDIR CAM rows 117 that the GDIR CAM 104

can hold advantageously can be provided to be greater than
a maximum owmber of outstanding possible operations. The
writing back dirty GDIR CAM rows 117 in the GDIR CAM 45
104 can be delayed until a number of GDIR CAM rows 117
are ready to be written back. Thus providing improved
performance, for example, in synchronous SRAMs, group-
ing writes into adjacent cycles reduces the bandwidth taken
up by writes to the SRAM.Also, a ditty GDIR CAM row 50
117 can be used by another data operation before being
written back to the global coherence directory GDIR 102.

FIGS. 2-6 are flow charts illustrating directory mainte-
nance methods in accordance with the present invention.
Referring now to FIG. 2, arbitration (ARB) for access to 55
GDIR 102 and GDIR CAM I@4 start at a block 200.
Checking whether ali GDIR CAM rows 117 orall indexes
in the GDIR CAM 104 are busy or dirty and more than one
GDIR CAM row 117is dirty and not busy; or more than a
selected number of, for example, three GDIR CAM rows 0
U7 in the GDIR CAM 1¢4 are dirty and not busy is
performed as indicated at a decision block 202. When
determined at decision block 202 that all GDIR CAM rows
117 or all indexes in the GDIR CAM 104 are busy or dirty
and more than one GDIR CAM row 117 of index is dirty and 65
not busy; or more than the selected number of GDIR CAM
rows 117 or indexes are dirty and not busy, then a high

4

priority writeback is performed with the sequential opera-~
tions continuing following entry point W in FIG. 6.

Otherwise when determined that it is not true at decision
block 202 that all indexes in the GDIR CAM 104 are busy
or dirty and more than one index is dirty and not busy; or
more than the selected number of indexes are dirty and not
busy, then checking for a snoop data operation to process is
performed as indicated at a decision block 204. When a
snoop data operation to process is identified at decision
block204, then the sequential operations continue following
entry point S in FIG. 3. Otherwise when a snoop data
operation to process is not identified at decision block 204
so that the global coherence directory GDIR 102is idle, then
checking whether the GDIR CAM 104 has more than one
GDIR_ CAM row or index that are dirty and not busy is
performed as indicated at a decision block 206. When
determined at block 206 that the GDIR CAM 104 has more
than one GDIR CAM row or index dirty and not busy, then
a low priority writeback is performed with the sequential
operations continuing following entry point W in FIG. 6.
When determined at block 206 that the GDIR CAM 104

does not have more than onc GDIR CAM row or index dirty
and not busy, then the sequential steps return to start block
200 with no operation as indicated at a block 208.

Referring to FIG. 3, whea a snoop data operation to
process is identified at decision block 204, then the sequen-
tial operations continue following entry point §. Checking
for a GDIR CAM row or index (M) and tag (N) hit is
provided as indicated at a decision block 300. When a GDIR.
CAM row (M) and tag (N) hit is not identified at block 300,
then checking for » GDIR CAM row or index (M) hit is
petformed as indicated at a decision block 3¢2. When a
GDIR CAM row or index (M) hit is identified at block 362,
then checking whether all tags are busy at GDIR CAM row
(M) in the GDIR CAM is performed as indicated at a
decision block 34. When a GDIR CAM row (M) hitis not
identified at block 302, then checking for a global directory
tag (N) hitis provided as indicated at a decision block 306.
When a global directory tag (N) hit is not identified at
decision block Wé6,then fhe sequential steps continue fol-
lowing entry point 1 in FIG. 4.

Referring to FIG. 4, following entry point 1 checking for
a GDIR CAM row with all tags not busy and not dirty is
provided as indicated at a decision block 400. When a GDIR
CAM row with all tags not busy and not dirty is found at
decision block 404, then the congruence class is copied to
the identified GDIR CAM row as indicated at a block 402.
Then the sequential operations return following entry point
2 in FIG.3. Otherwise when a GDIR CAM row with all tags
not busy and not dirty is not found at decision block 400,
then the snooped data operation is retried as indicated at a
block404. Then the sequential steps return to start block206
in FIG. 2 as indicated at a block 406,

Referring again to FIG, 3, when detezmined at block 304
that all tags are busy at index (M) in the GDIR CAM,then
the snooped data operation retried as indicated at a block
308. Then the sequential steps return to start block 200 in
FIG. 2 as indicated ata block 310, When determined at block
304 that all tage are not busy at index (M) in the GDIR CAM
and following an entry point 2 in FIG. 4, then checking for
a not busy tag (N) with an invalid state is performed as
indicated at a decision block 312. When a not busy (N) with
tag (N) having an invalid state is not found at decision block
312, then tag (N) that is not busy and not invalid state is
castout as indicated at a block 314, Then the snooped data
operations’ tag is written to the GDIR CAM (M) and tag (N)
as indicated at a block 316. After the snooped data opera-
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tiollll' tag is written at block 316 and when a GDIR CAM accumulating a predefined nwober of nid congruence 
:inde:x (M) and tag (N) hit ls identffled at block: 300, the busy classes including said updated directory entry in CAM; 
(N) is set as indicated at a block 318. Then the sequential and 
operations continue following entry point 3 in FIG. 5. writing one of said congruence classes iDduding said 

When a global directory tag (N) hit is identifted at ' updated directocy entry in CAM baclc to the N-way 
decision block 30Ci, th.en checking for a GDIR CAM row not associative directory responsive to said l!CClllllUl.ated 
busy And not dirty is provided as indicated at a decision predefined number of said congruence classes includ-
block 320. When a GDIR CAM row not busy and not dirty ing said updated directory entry. 
is found at decision block 320, then the congruence class is 3. A method for maintaioi.ng a N-way associative direc-
copied to the identtfted GDIR CAM row as indicated at a 10 tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as 
block 322. Then the steps continue at block 318 where the recited in claim 2 further includell the step of responsive to 
tag busy (N) is set. When a GDIR CAM row with all tags not writing said cong[Uence class including said updated diree-
busy and not dirty is not found at decision block 320, then tory entry in CAM back to the N-way associative directory, 
tile snooped data operation is retried as indicated at a block marking said congruence class directory entries in CAM as 
324. Then the sequential steps return to start block 200 in 1.5 not busy and not dirty, whereby said CAM entry can be 
PIG. 2 as indicated at a block 32'. reused. 

R.efening now to PIG. 5, following entry point 3, the 4. A method for maintaining a N-way associative diree-
snooped. data operation completes as indicated at a block toxy utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as 
Sot. Then it i4 determined whether a state change is needed recited in claim 2 wherein said step of wrltini said updated 
as indicated at a decision blocJc 502. When determined that 20 congrnence ~s directory entry in CAM back to the N-way 
a state change is needed at block 50.2, then the GDIR CAM as!IOciativc dircctoxy indudcs the stq» of: 
is updated with the new state as indicated at a block SG4. selecting An index in CAM to write back; said selected 
Next the index (M) is set dirty as indicated at a block S86. :inde:x being an index set dirty and not busy; 
When dctcmlined that a state challge is not needed at block writing said congruence class in CAM back to the N-wa.y 
S02 and afu:r the index b set dirty at block 506, then the tag 25 associative directory addressed by said selected inde,I; 
(N) busy is reset as indicated at a block 508. Tb.en tile and 
sequential steps return to start block 200 in PIG. 2 as resetting said dirty indication for said selected index in 
indicated at a block 510. CAM. 

FIG. Ci illustrates writeba.ck control flow fa writing dirty 5. A method for malntaining a N-way associative dfreo. 
entries of GDIR CAM 104 back to GDIR 10:2. The write- 30 tozy utilizing a content addrusable J:DeDD:Y (CAM) as 
back steps begin following entry point W in FIG. 6 with recited ill claim 1 wherein said step of locking said directory 
selecting a dirty and not busy index to write bade, index (A) entry for said dabt operation in CAM while said data 
as indicated at a block fiOt. 'The congruence class acldrcssed operation is pending includes the step of setting a busy 
by index (A) is written to the GDIR 102 as indicated at a indication fur a tag usociated with said data operation and 
block 602. Then the GDIR CAM 104 is set to not dirty fur 35 resetting said busy indication for said tag associated with 
Index (A) as indicated at a block Ci06. Then the sequential said data opci:a.lion when said data operation is completed. 
steps retum to start block zeo in FIG. z u indicated at a 6. A method for maintaining a N-way associative direc-
block 606. tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as 

While the present invention ~ been dcscnoed with ,l(l ~d ~ ~ ~ further includes the step of: . • • 
reference to the details of the embodiments of the invention identifying an tdle state for the N-way associative direo-
shown iJi. tho drawing, these details are not intended to limit tory; 
the scope of the invention as claimed in the appended ideutifying a second predefined number of said congru-
clai:n:ls. ence dassca including said updated directory entry in 

What is claimed is: ., CAM; and 
1. A method for maintaining a N-way associative di.rec-- writing a selected:one of said congruence classes includ-

tory utilizing a content addressable memocy (CAM) com- ing said updated directory entry in CAM back to the 
prising the steps of: N-way associative dircctcry responsive to said identi-

idcntifying a data operation to process; fied second predefined number of said congruence 
identifying a congruence class from the N-way associa- so classes including said updated directory entry in CAM. 

tive directory including II directory entry for said data 7. A method for maintaining a N-wa.y associative direc-
oper.ition; said congruence class dircctory entty l:ncllld- tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as 
ing inultiple (N) directory entries for each associativity recited in claim 6 wherein said step of identifying said idle 
class; state for the N-way associative directory includes lhe step of 

55 identifying no data operations to p:-ocess. 
reading said congruence class from tlleN-way associative 8. Appm:atus for maintaining a N-way associative direc-

dircctory and writing said read congruence clll.,3 into tor:y utiliz.ing a content addressable memoey ( CAM) com-
the CAM; prising: 

Iocld.ng said directory emry for said data operation in means for identifying a data operation to process; 
CAM while said data operation is pending; 60 means for identifying a congruence class from the N-way 

checking for a state change when said data opci:a.lion is associative dircctorY including a directory entty for 
completed; and said data operation; said congruence clan d.lrecta:y 

updating said dircctory entty for said data operation in enlry including inultiplc (N) directory entries for each 
CAM responsive to said identifted state chauge. associativity class; 

2. A method for maintainiDg a N-way associative dircc- 6' moans fur reading said congruence class from the N-way 
tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as associative directory and for writing said read congru-
rccited in claim 1 further includes the steps of: ence class into the CAM; 
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tions’ tag is written at block 316 and when a GDIR CAM
index (M) andtag (N) hit is identified at block 300, the busy
(N) is set as indicated at a block 318. Then the scqucntial
operations continue following entry point 3 in FIG.5,

When a global directory tag (N) hit is identified at 3
decision block 306, then checking for a GDIR CAM rew not
busy and not disty is provided as indicated at a decision
block 320. When a GDIR. CAM row not busy and not dirty
is foundat decision block 320, then the congruence class is

6

accumulating a predefined number of said congruence
classes including said updated directory entry in CAM:
and.

writing one of said congruence classes including said
updated directory entry in CAM back to the N-way
associative directory responsive to said accumulated
predefined number of said congruence classes includ-
ing said updated directory entry.

3. A method for maintaining a N-way associative direc-
copied to the identified GDIR CAM row as indicated at a 10 tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as
block 322. Then the steps continue at block 318 where the
tag busy (N}is set. When a GDIR CAM row with all tags not
busy and not ditty is not found at decision block 320, then
the snooped data operation is retried as indicated at a block

recited in claim 2 further includes the step of responsive to
writing said congmenceclass including said updated direc-
tory entry in CAM back to the N-way associative directory,
marking said congruence class directory entries in CAM as

324. Then the sequential steps return to start block 200 in 15 not busy and not dirty, whereby said CAM entry can boFIG. 2 as indicated at a block 326.

Referring now to FIG, 5, following entry point 3, the
snooped data operation completes as indicated at a block

reused.

4. A method for maintaining a N-way associative direc-
tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as

500. Then it is determined whether a state change is needed__Tecited in claim 2 wherein said step of writing sald apdated
as indleated al a decision block 502. When determined thar 2° congruence class directory entry in CAM back to the N-way
a state change is nceded at block 502, then the GDIR CAM
is updated with the new state as indicated at a block 504.
Next the index (M) is set dirty a9 indicated at a block 506,
‘When determined that a state change is not needed at block
502 and after the index is set dirty at block $06, then the tag 7
(N} busy is reset as indicated at a block 508. Then the
sequential steps return to start block 200 in FIG. 2 as
indicated at a block 510,

FIG.6 illustrates writeback control flow for writing dirty ..catries of GDIR CAM 164 back to GDIR 102. The write-
back steps begin following catry point W in FIG. 6 with
selecting a dirty and not busy index to write back, index (A)
ag indicated at a block 600. The congruence class addressed
by index (A) is written to the GDIR 102 as indicated at a
block 602, Then the GDIR CAM 164 is set to not dirty for
Index (A) as indicated at a block 606. Then the sequential
steps retum to start block 200 in FIG. 2 as indicated at a
block 606.

associative directory inckudes the steps of:
selecting an index in CAM to waite back; said selected

index being an index set dirty and not busy;
writing said congruence class in CAM back to the N-way

associative directory addressed by said selected index;
and

resetting said disty indication for said selected index in
CAM.

5. A method for maintaining a N-way associative direc-
tory Utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as
recitedin claim 1 wherein sald step oflocking said directory
entry for said data operation in CAM while said data
opezation is pending includes the step of sctting a busy
indication for a tag associated with said data operation and

35 resetting said busy indication for said tag associated with
said data operation when said data operation is completed.

6. A method for maintaining a N-way associative direc-
tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as
recited in claim 2 further includes the step of:ile th t i tion has beca described with

While the present invention Moet “ identifying an idle state for the N-way associative direc-reference to the details of the embodiments of the invention
shown in the drawing, these details are not intended to limit
the scope of the invention as claimed in the appended
claims.

Whatis claimed is:
1. A method for maintaining a N-way associative dircc-

tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) com-
prising the steps of:

identifying a data operation to process;

tory;
identifying a second predefined number of said congru-

ence classes including said updated directory entry in
CAM;and

writing a selected-one of said congrucnce classes includ-
ing said updated directory entry in CAM back to the
N-way associative directory responsive to said identi-
fied second predefined number of said congruence
classes including said updated directory entry in CAM.. 7 in. 40

identifying a congruence class from the N-way associa- 7. A method for maintaining a N-way associative directive directory including a directory entry for said data
operation; said congruence class directory entry iuclud-
ing multipic (N) directory entties for each associativity
class;

reading sald congruence class from the N-way associative
directory and writing said read congruence class into
the CAM;

locking said directory entry for said data opexation in
CAM while said data operation is pending;

checking for a state change when said data operation is
completed; and

updating said directory entry for said data operation in
CAM responsive to said identified state change.

2. A method for maintaining a N-way associative direc-
tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as
recited in claim 1 further includes the steps oft

tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as
recited in claim 6 wherein said step of identifying said idle
state for the N-way associative directory includes the step of

ss identifying no data operations to process.
8. Apparatus for maintaining a N-way associative direc-

tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) com-
prising:

means for identifying a data operation to process;
60 means for identifying a congrusnce class from the N-way

associative directory including a directory entry for
said data operation; said congruence class directory
entry inckuding multiple (N) directory entries for each
associativity class;

65 moans for reading said congruence class from the N-way
associative directory and for writing said read congru-
ence class into the CAM;
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means for locking said directory cnliy for said data directory responsive to said accwnulated predefined number 
operation in CAM while said data operation is pending; of said congruence classes including said updated directory 

mel!M for identifying a state change when said data enliy in CAM. 
operation is completed; and 14. Apparatu! for maintaining a N-way associative dircc-

5 tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as 
means for updating said directory cnliy for said data recited in claim 13 further includes me1111s responsive to said 

opa:ation in CAM responsive to said state change congruence class writing back means for marking said 
identifying means. mulliple directory entries (N) in said at least one congruence 

II. Apparatus foe maintaining a N-way associative direc- class in CAM as not busy and said at least one congruence 
tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as 

10 
class as not dirty, whereby said CAM index can be reused. 

recited in claim 8 whe.rein said congruence class in CAM 15. Apparatus for maintaining a N-way associative direc-
includes a single index. tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as 

10. Apparatus for maintaining a N-way usoclative direc- recited in claim 12 wherein said means for writing back at 
tory utilizing a content addressable Illllmory (CAM) as least one of said congruence classes including said updated 
recited in claim II wherein each said multiple (N) directory directory enliy in CAM to the N-way associative directory 
entries for each associativity class includes a tag and an 15 include means for selecting an index in CAM to write back; 
associated state. said selected inde.x being an index set changed and said 

1L ApparalUs foc maintaining a N-way associative direc- multiple directory entries (N) in said congruence class in 
tory utllizing a content addressable memory (CAM) a CAM set as not busy; DWllns for writing said congruence 
recited in claim 10 wherein said means for updating said class directory enliy in CAM back to the N-way associative 
directory entry for said data operation in CAM re!poll.!ive to 20 directocy addressed by said selected index; and means for 
said state change identifying means includes means for resetting said changed indication for said selected index in 
updating an associated state with a tag of one of said CAM. 
multiple (N) directory entries for said identified data operr,.. 16. Apparatus for maintaining a N-way associative direc-
tion. tory utilizing II content addressable memory (CAM) as 

ll. ApparalUs for maintaining a N-way associative direc- ZS recited in claim 15 further include means far identifying an 
tory utilizing a contelll: addressable memory (CAM) as idle state of the N-way 1mocl11tive directory; means for. 
recited in claun 11 further includes l1lCaJl$ responsive IO said identifying a second predefined nlllllbu of said congruence 
state change identifyiqg means for setting a changed indi- classes including sllid updated directory entry in CAM; said 
cation for said index for said congruerice clan in CAM. second predcfi.D.ed number being less than said :llm pre-

13. Appamtns for maintaining a N-way associative dircc- '° defined number; and lllC411S for writing a selected one of said 
tory utilizing a oontellt addressable memory (CAM) as congruence cl.asses including said updated directory eDIIy in 
recited in claim 11 further includes means for accnmnlating CAM back: to the N-way associative directory responsive to 
a predefined number of said congruence classes iDcluding said identifted second predefined nUlllbcr of said congruence 
said updated dircctuy cnlly in CAM; and mea:ns for writing cl.asses including said updated directory entry in CAM. 
back at least one of said congruence classes inclllding said 35 

updated directory entry in CAM to the N-way associative "' * * * * 
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means for locking said directory entry for said data
operation in CAM while said data operation is pending;

means for identifying a state change when said data
operation is completed; and

means for updating said directory entry for said data
operation in CAM responsive to said state change
identifying means.

9. Apparatus for maintaining a N-way associative direc-
tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as
recited in claim 8 wherein said congruence class in CAM
includes a single index.

10. Apparatus for maintaining a N-way associative direc-
tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as
recited in claim 9 wherein cach said multiple (N) directory
entries for cach associativity class includes a tag and an
associated, state,

Ui. Apparatus for maintaining a N-way associative direc-
tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as
recited in claim 10 wherein said means for updating said
ditectory entry for said data operation in CAM responsive to
said state change identifying means includes means for
updating an associated state with a tag of one of said
multiple (N) directory entries for said identified data opera-
tion.

12. Apparatus for maintaining a N-way associative direc-
tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as
recited in claim 11 further includes means responsiveto said
state change identifying means for setting a changed indi-
cation for said index for said congruence class in CAM.

13. Apparatus for maintaining a N-way associative direo-
tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as
recited in claim 1 further includes mcansfor accumulating
a predefined number of said congruence classes including
said updated directary entry in CAM; and means for writing
back at least one of said congreence classes including said
updated directory entry in CAM to the N-way associative

8
directory responsive to said accumulated predefined number
of said congruence classes including said updated directory
entry in CAM.

14. Apparatus for maintaining a N-way associative direc-
tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as
Tecited in claim 13 further includes means responsive to said
congruence class writing back means for marking said
multiple directory entries (N) in said at least one congruence
class in CAM as sot busy and said at least one congruence
class as not dirty, whereby sald CAM index can be reused,

1S. Apparatus for maintaining a N-way associative direc-
tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as
recited in claim 12 wherein said means for writing back at
ieast one of said congruence classes including said. updated
directory entry in CAM to the N-wayassociative directory
include means for sclecting an index in CAM to write back;
said selected index being an index set changed and said
multiple directory entries (N) in said congruence class in
CAM set as not busy; means for writing sald congruence
class directory entry in CAM back to the N-way associative

28 directocy addressed by said selected index; and means for
resetting said changed indication for said selected index in
CAM.

16. Apparatus for maintaining a N-way associative direc-
tory utilizing a content addressable memory (CAM) as
recited in claim 15 further include means for identifying an
idle state of the N-way associative directory; means for.
identifying a second predefined number of said congruence
classes including said updated directory entry in CAM;said
second predefined number being less than said first pre-
defined number; and means for writing a selected one of said
congruence classes including said updated directory entry in
CAM back to the N-way associative directory responsive to
said identified second predefined number of said congruence
classes including said updated directory entry in CAM.
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{37} ABSTRACT
In a digital computer system having a main memory
operable at a first speed, a high speed buffer operating
at a second speed for temporarily storing selected por-
tions of the main memory, an associative memory for
temporarily storing selected main memory addresses
and comparing the stored addresses with a newly re-
ceived address in a read/write operation to generate
comparison data, a read only memory a bit configura-
tion reflecting an algorithm, connected to the associa-
tive memory for generating a new order of priority for
the memory address stored in the associative memory,
and a storage unit connected from the read anly mem-
ory for storing that order of priority for subsequent
feedback to the read only memory in a subsequent
cycle as a previous order of priority.
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implementation of a least recently used technique hav
ing a bit configuration representing an algorithm, with 
an associative memory to keep track not only of the 
least recently used word, but in addition, to establish an 

MEMORY ACCESS TECHNIQUE 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 5 order of word state priority for manipulating cache 

riled simultaneously with thia application ii a patent ltOl'cd data. allowing a data priority Iocaung scheme to 
application ISligncd to the lafflfl -,nee as this appli- be dynamically updalcd as new usage information be-
cation and is identified as Ser. No. 436,022 filed Jan. coma available. 
23, 1974 for Automatic Data Priority Technique and, Anotllcr object of this invention is to provide a pro-
endtlcd Automatic Data Priority Technique by Joseph 10 gnimmed word state priority order based on usage that 
1bofflU West. . is normally not affected by effecting storage operations 

I. Field of the Imcntion in main memory. 
The field of art to which the present invention per- A further object oftbe pracnt invention is to provide 

fains is to memory aystcma in general and, in particular, a programmed word state priority based on usage, 
to the improvement of memory systems utilizing high 15 which when containing an address location in an aslO-
spccd buffers for establishing a storage hierarchy. ciativc memory that is subacqucntly written into in 

2. Dclcription of the Prior An main memory, invalidates the associative memory. 
Access to memories of high speeds is of utmoll con-

cern in order to provide for the rapid procct1ing of data DESCRIP110N OF nm DRAWINGS 
and to take advantage of the biab · speed CPU systems 20 FIG. 1 is an overall block diagram of the preferred 
available today. One manner of achicYing increased embodiment of the invention. 
memory speed is providing for a· memory hierarchy FIG. l is a cin:uit diagram of the CAM 34, program 
achcmc where a large slow memory and a am.all mt logic array 35 and priority register 36, and poniopa of 
memory are oonnectcd to a ccnlral proceaing unit memory control logic 37, shown in FIG. 1. 
(CPU). 1be fut memory, commonly known as a cache, 25 FIG. 3 is a Oow diagram depicting the sequence of 
scrvca as a window for the CPU to look at slow mcm- C'¥1Ctltl In the present inYention in a read cycle. 
ory. Data from slow memory ia loaded in the cache in FIG. 4 ia a flow diagram depicting the sequence of 
quantities ofUIWIOy several wonb (or bytes) at once in events in the pracnt invention in a write cycle. 
anticipation that aubllequcnt memory rcqucat will be FIG. 5 is a series of time based waveforms illustrat-
for that data, If ao, then memory speed is increased by 30 ing. with certain signals, the manner of operation of the 
serving the CPU from the cacbc. invention during a rad cycle. 

A memory syltaD of this type requires management FIO. 6 ii a tcriCII of time bacd -vefonm illustsat-
which bu to determine: lint. whether a CPU request ing, with ceJtam sipals, the manner of operation of the 
for memory is in cacbc and if so. wbc:rc; second. if not invention duriPa a write cycle. 
in cache, at what location in cache is the data from the 3S 
slow memory to be loaded; third, bow doea the CPU 
modify fall and slow memory, and; fourth, bow ii the 

DESCRIPl10N OF nm PRBFERR.ED 
EMBODIMENT 

system to be initialized on power-up. W'atb rcfenmce to the drawings, a block diagram 
Jnbcrcat in the cacbc achane is an aaoclatiw man- ,enerally dacribing the present invention ia illustrated 

ory which conaaina the addrcll of data in the cacho • 40 at FIG. 1, whcn:ia tbcrc is llbown a main sr:mk:onduc-
related to the lllow memory. 11m aaociadve memory is umcmory 31 having a cycle time, for example, of 600 
effectively implemeotcd as a cootcDtaddreaablc man- ns and a IIDllller fut Nmkonductor memory 32, gr:n-
ory (CAM) which providea for a simultaneom RUCb erally referred to as a cacbc. having a cycle time, for 
of aD ill locatiom t.o detennioe if the data deairecl by cumplc, of 100 m 1D 200 ns. Main memory 31 is con-
the CPU is in the c:acbe. and if so, where. 45 nccted from the memory data bus and, in addition, 

Amoa1 the acw:ral items governing the pcdbrnrmcc from a memory addn:u register 33, the latter in tum 
of a memory system of the type being dilCUllcd, ii the connected from the memory bus. 
ratio of speed between the slow memory and the cache. ~ted from the memory address on iegistcr 33 ia 
Thill allo may he determined by the relative liae of the an -,dative memory in the form of a content ad-
cache and stow memory. Once a cache me and speed 50 dresuble · memory (CAM) 34, which is designed to 
ii acJected that provides the dCliRble pcrfonnance, the compare data on its inputll with data already stored in 
problem arilea a1 to bow to derive an dlicieot method its memory and indicates a match when tbctc data are 
of n:placement of old words in cacho with new onea. identiaL This equality search is performed on all bits 

If the system ia to operate efficiently, ~t of in parallel. The stored data is four 12-bit words and the 
data in the cacbc must be cud'ulJy accomplished. Al- 55 signal input a one eleven-bit word from the memory 
thougb a complete knowledge of program behavior addraa register 33 and a valid"rty bit 33. The outputs of 
would produce the ideal replacement, this may be im- CAM 34 include a matdl signal to a cache memory 31 
practjcaJ became of the econqmics invom:d. A aood and the main memory 31 and, in addition, an address 
appromnation ii to replace ·ftic least recently used denoted as RA and RB, designating a fast memory 
entry. This will require maintaining a priority which ia 60 location in cache 32. 
updated at each memory accesa. Efficiency can be The main memory 31 is aho connected for loading 
further improved if invalidated addresae$ can be placed the cache 32 with four words or one block of memory 
at the bottom of the schedule so they can be replaced data when instructed to do so. 1be WA and WB signals 
lint without destroying the valid entries. which are supplied to the cache 32 will always denote 

6S the cache address where the data from main memory is 
SUMMARY OF 1HE INVENTION to be written, which is to be described in greater detail. 

Ac::cordingly, an object of the present invention is to This signal might also be called the LRU, as it identifies 
provide an improved high speed memory system by the location of the least recently used data in the cache 
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MEMORYACCESS TECHNIQUE

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

Filed simultancously with this application is a patent
application 3assigned to the same e as this appli-Cation and is identified as Ser. No. 436,022 filed Jan.
23, {974 for Automatic Data Priority Technique and,
entitled Automatic Data Priority Technique by Joseph
Thomas West.

1. Field of the Invention
The field of art to which the present invention per-

tains is to memory systems in general and, in particular,
to the improvement of memory systems utilizing high
speed buffers for establishing a storage hierarchy.

2. Description of the Prior Art
Access to memories of high speeds is of utmost con-

cern in order to provide for the rapid processing ofdata
and to take advantage of the highspeed CPU systems
available today. One manner of achieving increased
memory speed iz providing for a-memory hierarchy
scheme where a large slow memory and a amall fast
memory are connected to a central processing unit
(CPU). The fast memory, commonly known as 4cache,
serves as a window for the CPU to look at dow mem-
ory. Data from slow memory is loaded in the cache in
quantities of usually several words (or bytes) at once in
anticipation that subsequent memory request will be
for that data, if so, then memory speed is increased by
serving the CPU from the cache.

A memory system of this type requires management
which has to determine: first, whether 2 CPU request
for memory is in cache andifso, where; second, if not
in cache, at what location in cache is the data from the
slow memory to be loaded; third, how does the CPU
modify fast and slow memory, and; fourth, how is the
system to be initialized on power-up.Inherent in the cache scheme is an associative mem-
ory which contains the address of data in the cache as
related to the slow memory. Thisamociative memory is

implemented as a contentaddressable mem-
ory (CAM) which provides for a simultaneous search
of all its locations to determine if the data desired by
the CPU is in the cache, and if so, where.

Among the several items governing the performance
ofa memory systern of the type being discussed, ia the
ratio ofspeed between the slow memory and the cache.
This also may be determined by the relative size of the
cache and slow memory. Once 2 cache size and speed
is selected that provides the desirable performance, the
problem arises as to how to derive an cfficient method
of replacement of old words in cache with new onta.

If the system is to operate efficiently, replacement of
data in the cache must be carefully accomplished. Al-
though a complete knowledge of program behavior
would produce the ideal replacement, this may be im-
Practical because of the economics involved. A good
approximation is to replace ‘the least recently used
entry. This will require maintaining a priority which is
updated at cach memory access. Efficiency can be
further improved ifinvalidated addresses can be placed
at the bottom of the schedule so they can be replaced
first without destroying the valid entries.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, an object of the present invention is to
Provide an improved high speed memory system by

3

35

40

a5

3O

AL 3

implementation ofa least recently used technique hav-
ing a bit configuration representing an algorithm, with
an associative memory to keep track not only of the
least recently used word, but in addition, to establish an
order of word state priority for manipulating cache
stored data, allowing a data priority locating scheme to
be dynamically updated as new usage information be-
comes available.

Another object of this invention is to provide a pro-
grammed word state priority order based on asage that
is normally not affected byeffecting storage operations
in main memory.

A further object ofthe present inventionis to provide
a programmed word state priority based on usage,
which when containing an address location in an asso-
ciative memory that is subsequently written into in
main memory, invalidates the associative memory.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is an overall block diagram of the preferred
embodiment of the invention.

FKG. 2 is a circuit diagram of the CAM 34, program
logic array 35 and priority register M4, and portions of
memory contro! logic 37, shown in FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram depicting the sequence of
events in the present invention in a read cycle.

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram depicting the sequence of
events in the present invention in a write cycle.

FIG. 5 is a series of time based waveforms illustrat-
ing, with certain signals, the mannerofoperation ofthe
invention during a read cycle.

FIG.6 is a series of time based waveforms illustrat-
ing, with certain signals, the manner ofoperation of the
invention during a write cycle.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

With reference to the drawings, a block diagram
generally describing the present invention is illustrated
at FIG. 1, wherein there is shown a main semi-conduc-

tormemory 31 having » cycte time, for example, of600na and a smaller fast semi-conductor memory 32, gen-
erally referred to as a cache, having a cycle time, for
example, of 100 ns to 200 ns. Main memory 31 is con-
necied from the memory data bus and, in addition,
from a memory address register 33, the latter in turn
connected from the memory bus.

Connected from the memory address on register 33 is:
an associative memory in the form of a content ad-
dressable ‘memory (CAM) 34, which is designed to
compare data on its inputs with data already stored in
ita memory and indicates a match when these data are
identical. This equality search is performed on all bits
in parallel. ‘The atored data is four 12-bit words and the
signal input ie one eleven-bit word from the memory
address register 33 and a validity bit 33. The outputs of
CAM 34 include a match signal to a cache memory 32
and the main memory 31 and, in addition, an address
denoted as RA and RB, designating a fast memory

6 focation in cache 32.

65

The main memory 31 is also connected for loading
the cache 32 with four words or one block of memory
data when instructed to do so. The WA and WBsignals
which are supplied to the cache 32 will always denote
the cache address where the data from main memory is
to be written, which is to be described in greater detail.
‘This signal might also be called the LRU,as it identifies
the location of the least recently used data in the cache
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m and then the cache addrcll to be loadcd, lhould formation, enabling it to be n::-circulated during the 
~iuation call for loading of the cache. The LRU sig- next cycle back into the program logic array 35. 
:; is also supplied to an input of the CAM to update The memory control logic 37 is connected to each, 
the least recently med data location of the CAM wnh cache 3l, main memory 31, CAM :U, program logic 
the JllllDl memory address of the new data that is loaded S array 35, and priority register 36, to ensure that the 
·o the cacbc- proper sequence of information handling is maintamed. 
1 1be LRU ii derived from • program logic array 35 u will become eYident hen::inafter. 
which might comprise of a aelected combination of A more detailed description of CAM :U, priority 
~ gates or a read only memory (ROM). The n:gistcr 36, and program logic array 35, may be seen 

., program logic anay defines an I.RU algorithm for the 10 with rdcrena, to FIG. l, wherein there ii lhown a four 
four word aaocialivc memory or CAM 31. The LRU word, four-bit amay and 12 bit CAM 34 oomprising 
algorithm is such that not only will the !cut R!CCDtly units 41, 42 and .0. Four input I.RU leads. to each of 
uacd wont be known. but also the next to least recently these unilB conbdn I.RU information and four other 
uacd word and so forth. This allows the LRU algorithm leads to these respective units comprise three sets of 
to be dynamically updated in te111111 of a time and usage IS four bit inputs mutually denoted u M., Mt and M1-The 
batil a newly used information become• available. 1n outputs of the memory addrcll n::gilter 33 comprilc 11 
the praent embodiment, since four words of data are bits. reprcacnting the signal received frooi the memory 
to be used with the CAM :U and caclle 32. these might addrea bua. identifying the location in mam memory 
be defined u the MRU (most recently med), NMRU 31 at whicll data is to be read in or wriueo out. Tbc 
(next most recently med), NI.RU (next least iec:ently ,20 twelfth bit ii a validity bit to denote a validity condition 
med) and I.RU (least recently used). It i1cvidcnt, that of the lignal written in and thcrcforc if written invalid, 
for these four worda there lll'e 24 poaible ltatca of the lhc other 11 bitl will be ignored. Each of the three units 
algorithm defining 24 dislinct combinations of four 41, 42 and 43 arc also fed with a LOAD CACHE ADR 
word arrangements, depending upon the order of prior- signal whicll, when enabled, allows the I.RU identified 
hies uccrtained. · 2S addreu in CAM 34 to receive the newly cntered main 

In order fu dynamically update the algorithm, it ia memory addn:a from memory addrca register to up-
neceaary to know the state or ordcf' of priority of the date the unit.I 41, 42 and 43. 
immediately previous combination of four words, u The program logic array 35 • shown in the form of 
well as the address in CAM 34 of the n~w information two read only memoriea, ROM 44 and ROM 45, each 
loaded from the memory addrea register :U. The WA 30 having common inputs ~ La through L. from 
and WB signals on the I.RU lead denote the addn:u the priority repter; La + La RASV and RB.W, and; 
loc:atk,n in the CAM 34 of the newly entered main R.EMSV. The lignal REMSV to be dia:ulled bereinaf-
memory addn:u and the conaponding location in ter will indicate whether a CAM amrecl main IJICIIIOl'Y 
cache 51 of &hat addn:sa data for the newly entered address ia to be invalidated or not. One poaible pro-
information. The RASV and RBSV lipala are delayed 3S gram logic array table fur the ROM .. ii ahown ca the 
versions of the RA and RB ..,.as. a will be dillcuaed following page, where gm::n eacll of the 24 di&rcnt 
hemnafter, to identify the locations in the CAM. if word state ordcn of priority ia a binary output on leads 
any, which the new information raatcbm. Thc informa- L. through L,.. An oca.J output ia provided fur lhc eight 
lion u to the ablence of a match or if a match Wllll binary output valllCI on the leada of the combined 
matched, all oontnl>ute to l1Hltabliah the ..w order of 40 ROM'a ,U and 45. 

Aet,aal Word -1230 
1320 
2130 
2310 
3120 
3210 
0231 
0321 
2031 
2301 
3021 
3201 
l)t)l 
1)312 
1032 
1302 
l4112 
JIOl 
0213 
1)213 
IIJ23 
1203 
2013 
210, 

priority for determining the new LRU data. As may be 
seen, the priority n:gister is utilized for temporarily 
storing the immediately previous order of priority in-

I 111 

PllOGJtAM LOGIC AaJIAY ~OllD STATE TAIILE 
Olllplll ' Oo,lplll 

L, .... .... L, .... .... L, .... OcllllCod• 

0 0 0 I 0 I I l 027 
0 0 I 0 0 I I I 047 
0 0 l 1 0 I I I 067 
0 I 0 0 0 l 1 I 107 
0 I 0 I 0 l I I 127 
0 I I 0 0 I I I 147 
I 0 0 I I 0 I I 233 
I 0 l 0 I 0 1 I 2'3 
I 0 1 I I 0 I I 273 
I I 0 0 1 0 I I JI) 
I I 0 I I 0 I I )]3 
I I I 0 I 0 I I 3'3 
0 0 0 l I 0 1 036 
0 0 I 0 I 0 I on 
0 0 I I 1 0 l ffl 
0 I 0 0 1 0 I 115 
0 1 0 I 1 0 I n, 
0 I I 0 I 0 I 1,, 
I 0 0 I I I 0 236 
I 0 I 0 I I 0 2H 
I 0 I I I I 0 276 
I I 0 0 I I 0 316 
I I 0 I I I 0 336 
1 I I 0 I I 0 3$6 

In addition, lhcre is a portion of one poaible ROM 
truth table on the following pagi:: showing previous 
priority state poi;sibilities and lhc variations of the in
puts RASV, RBSV AND REMSV along wit11 the octal 

I 
I 

! 

i 

I 
l 
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mand then the cache address to be loaded, should: ryation call for loading of the cache. The LRU sig-

js also supplied to an input of the CAM to update
jeast recently used data location of the CAM with

cache.
The LRU is derived from a program logic array 35

which might comprise of a selected combination of
‘. discrete gates or a read only memory (ROM). The
5 program logic array defines an LRU algorithm for the 10 with reference to FIG. 2, wherein there ia shown a four

four word associative memory or CAM 34. The LRU
gorithm is such that not only will the least recentlyalg word be known, but also the next to least recently

yaed word and so forth. This allows the LRU algorithm
. to be dynamically updated in terms ofa time and usage !5 four bit inputs mutually denoted as M,, My and My. The

" gasis as newly used information becomes available. In
” the present embodiment, since four words of data are

to be used with the CAM 34 and cache 32, these might
be defined as the MRU (most recently used), NMRU
(next most recently used), NLRU (next least recently 20 twelfth bit is a validity bit to denote a validity condition

used) and LRU (least recently used).It is evident, that
” for these four words there are 24 possible states of the

algorithm defining 24 distinct combinations of four
word arrangements, depending upon the orderofprior-
ites ascertained. 25 address in CAM 34 to receive the newly entered main

ln order to dynamically update the algorithm, it is
necessary to know the state or order of priority of the
immediately previous combination of four words, as
well as the address in CAM 34 of the new information
loaded from the memory address register 33, The WA 3° having common inputs including: L, through L, from
and WB signals on the LRU lead denote the address
location in the CAM 34 of the newly entered main
memory address and the corresponding location in
cache 52 of that address data for the newly entered
information. The RASV and RBSV signals are delayed 35 gram logic array table for the ROM's is shown on the
versions of the RA and RB signals, 2s will be discussed
hereinafter, to identify the locations in the CAM, if
any, which the new information matches. The informa-
tion as to the absence of a match or if a match was
matched, all contribute to re-establish the new order of 40 ROM's 44 and 45.

Actual Word
States
1230
1320
2430
2n0
3120
3210
O231
ont
2031
2x01
3071
320
D132
O312
1032
1302
3082
3102
0213
O28
1023
1203
2013
2103

3,949,369
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formation, enabling it to be re-circulated during the
next cycle back into the program logic array 35.

The memory control logic 37 is connected to each,
cache 32, main memory 31, CAM 3, program logic

mory address of the new data that isloaded 5 array 35, and priority register 36, to ensure that the
proper scquence of information handling is maintained,
as will become evident hereinafter.

A more detailed description of CAM 34, priority
register 36, and program logic array 35, may be seen

word, four-bit array and 12 bit CAM 34 comprising
units 41, 42 and 43. Four input LRU leads to each of
these units contain LRU information and four other

leads to these respective units comprise three sets of

outputs of the memory address register 33 comprise [1 |
bits, representing the signal received from the memory
address bus, identifying the location in main memory
31 at which data is to be read in or written out. The

of the signal written in and therefore ifwritten invalid,
the other | 1 bits will be ignored. Each ofthe three units
41, 42 and 43 are also fed with a LOAD CACHE ADR
signal which, when cnabied, allows the LRU identified

memory address from memory address register to up-
date the units 41, 42 and 43,

The program logic array 35 is shown in the form of
two read only memories, ROM 44 and ROM 45, cach

the priority register, [, + [, RASV and RBSV, and;
REMSV.The signal REMSV to be discussed hereinaf-
ter will indicate whether a CAM stored ovain memory
address is to be invalidated or not. One posible pro-

nasilAcretrewersnaomeSememant
following page, where given cach of the 24 different
word state orders ofpriority is a binary output on leads
L, through L,. An octal output is provided for the cight
binary output values on the ieads of the combined

PROGRAM LOGK: ARRAY WORD STATE TASLE
Output .L, G&G

#28i
Ss= ACa+Debe'sTaneunnintemmeetnteserenetieoeHEOOOwaeOOOmewGOSemMooe -—OOommaeSOamaeOmeOeODmwowOf£ BeOeBwOwOeSmmtOwoeDeGow|ET DOBSDmeeeetoeeeeer 2&aeOOSIGOSwswanSOONG netODtaeetoODIO ttatkkeamlseFYSHESrepeecaewaeoe acneattENSSSweaeoeaooethee
 

Priority for determining the new LRU data. As may be
Seen, the priority register is utilized for temporarily
Storing the immediately previous order of priority in-

In addition, there is 2 portion of one posible ROM
truth table on the following page showing previout
priority stafe possibilities and the variations of the in-
puts RASV, RBSV AND REMSValong with the octal

ttAAETTARETEARINNrennin,
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outprt code for each output state depending on the 
variation of the input aignu. The ocral input on the 
folk>winl paae ii hued upon the following input signals 

6 

in a left to right order: LRl; LIU; LR3; LR4; LR.! + 
LR6; RB; RA; REM. For example, in word order O 132. 5 
tbc Ocllll Input for Octal OldpUt 047 would read left to 
right 000 10 000. 

prescru:c of a change in the order of priority, as when 
the addreSI of information to be written in main mem
ory matches a CAM address that CAM adc:hesl ii to be 
invalidated and made the LRU. The DATA TO BUS 
signal is used to clear the REMSV on the next cache 
accea. 

k is also noted, signal BUMP LR triggers the priority 
register to enter into the ROM's the old priority order 

Word 
Onlff 

0132 

1230 

0312 

1320 

020 
021 
022 
023 
024 
02' 
026 
027 
OlO 
031 
032 
033 
o:u 
03.S 
Ol6 
037 
(MO 

041 
042 
043 
044 
045 
046 
047 
050 
O.St 
O.S2 
053 
054 
055 
056 
057 

llOM TRUlll TAIIILI! and then receive the new priority order for the next 
Odlil Wonl Oclal Oc:tal 10 cycle in a manner to be hereinafter discussed. 

°"1plll Onlw Input Oulplll The output of the CAM 34, including units 41, 42 
047 
035 
253 
075 
035 
'36 
236 
135 
027 
236 
313 
027 
IU 
067 
l16 
127 
127 
05.S 
2'3 
075 
055 
27J 
236 
135 
047 
035 
353 
047 
115 
067 
316 
127 

1032 

2130 

l302 

2310 

oeo 
061 
062 
063 
064 
06!l 
066 
067 
070 
071 
072 
073 
074 
075 
076 
cm 
100 
IOI 
102 
IOl 
104 
105 
106 
107 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 

047 
035 
353 
075 
075 
l.56 
276 
155 
067 
256 
31) 
027 
115 
067 
3.56 
147 
047 
03.S 
333 
115 
IIS 
067 
276 
1.55 
107 
233 
313 
027 
1!5 
107 
3.56 
147 

and 43 provide, via an inverter ~R gate 50 
and inverter 49, a MATCH AND MATCH indication 
mipectively denoting whether or not the I I-bit address 

15 received from the memory addre:sa register is common 
to any one of the four word, 12 bit arrays iton::d in the 
CAM. Signals RA, RB denote the CAM location of the 
addrea of the data as to which a match has been de
tected. The signals RA and RB which are respectively 

20 derived from NAND gates 4, and 51 are mutuaUy 
routed to registers 52 and S3, 10 that the signals RA 
and RB can be stored and supplied as RASV and RBSV 
during a successive cycle depending on whether the 
conditions entered into C input of the registers 51 and 

25 53 are met. 
A:,. will be lleCD, memory control logic 37, upon the 

pmicnce of a read and match false signal, wi1J enable 
an AND gate s, connected to one input of a NOR gate 
SI, the second input of NOR gate 61 supplied from an 

30 AND gate 62 having write and match inputs. 1be:se two 
inputs to NOR gate 61 generate a LOAD CACHE ADR 
signal. The output of AND pte 62 also provides a 
signal which may be denoted as BUMP LR. The write 
signal supplied to an input of an AND gate 63 is a write 

3S signal and MATCH signal to generate an output RE
MOVE. Other lignals that an, cmm:ntional put out 81 

When RBMSV ia true. it indicalea a write instruction the memory control logic include a DATA 1u B 
bad occurred and addn:u waa matcbcd at the zero signal denoting that data ha been put on the memory 
location in the CAM 34 IO that the zero location had to daaa bus. A rcaet signal for a R*'llting condition is also 
be invalidated and made the LRU a new in1bnnation is "° generated and a MEM SEL signal ii generated denoting 
to be written into that main mcmory addreaa. the loading of an addrcu from the memory addn::a bua 

With reference to the above table, it wm be :ICCII that into the memory addrea register 33. A RESET sv 
given an order of priority al 0132 for loc:atiom in the signal ii aJso delayed for a suhlcquenl cycle. 
CAM 34 and cacbe 32, a diff'crcnt order or priority The BUMP LR signal from AND gate 62 occurs 
output ( octal code) will result for di:ffercat RASV, 4.S when the CAM has indicated a match in a WRITE 
RBSV and REMSV lipuals. Jf JtASV and RBSV are condition. BUMP LR will ahlo oa:u.r from the memory 
both zao& and REMSV ia true. the new order of prior- addrea register J3 in the form of a delayed load RA, 
ity ii changed to 1320 repraeated by octal code 047. whereby load RA denotes a previous READ operation 

If this were not done, it can be readily oberved that . with data loaded into the memory address register from 
confulion might occur during the reading of subae- 50 the memory address bus. Thus, BUMP LR always en-
quent information. When REMSV is false, information ables the priority register to load the ROM's each time 
ii not to be invalidated. However, since the zero loca- an operation has been effected in CAM 34 in a READ 
tion ii the one that ii matcbcd and actm; the same condition and a match occurs in • WRITE condition. 
order of priority 0132 ii maintained as is n:paented No BUMP LR signal occurs when in a WRITE opera-
by the octal output 03S wllicla can be verified by look- 55 tion and match is false. 
ing at the illustrated program logic array word state The variowi signals fed into the NOR gates 55 to 58 
table above. which are connected to AND gate 54. cscablish the 

The four outpulS from ROM 44 and the two outpum condition LOAD RA which is generated immediately 
La and La from ROM 45, are connected back into the following the MEM SEL signal that occurs with a 
priority register 26 L1 to L. to the inputa of ROM's 44 60 READ or WRITE signal at the loading of the memory 
and 45, for allowing this information to be med during address register. 

OPERATION 
a sublequcnt cycle to establish a new set order priority 
shouJd the signals RASV, RBSV and REMSV require 
such. The operation of the present invention will now be 

A:,. will be noted, the ,ignals La and L. in being IC· 6S discussed in connection with the ftow diagrams for 
turned to ROM's 44 and 45 are returned via a NOR READ and WRITE conditions respectively depicted in 
gate 46.. Furthermore, the REMSV signal from a regis- FIGS. 3 and 4 and the waveform diagrams for the 
ter 47 is cnten:d into ROM's 44 and 45 only upon the READ and WRITE condition, respectively depicted in 
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code for each output state depending on the
yariation of the input signals. The octal input on the
following page is based upon the following input signals
in a left to right order: LR1; LR2; LR3; LR4; LRS +
LR6; RB; RA; REM.For example, in word order 0132, 5
the Octal Input for Octal Output 047 would read left to
right 000 10 000.

ROM TRUTH TABLE
Word Genl Octal Word ‘Octal Octal 16
Order Input. Outpat Order Input=QuiputA—RCNNTNRNR
0132 920 047 1932 060 O67

O23 O35 61 O35
022 253 062 333
O23 O75 063 075
024 os 064 ams «(18
o2s 336 065 386
026 236 066 276
027 3s 067 183

1230 930 027 2p on B67
ou 236 on 256
032 313 a72 343
033 027 ora o27 020034 145 on 115
035 067 ors 067
036 316 O16 356
on 127 or? 147

O312 o40 127 1302 100 O47
O4 oss 401 035
042 233 102 333° «25043 O75 193 1s
ass oss ad TEs
o4s 273 10s 067
046 2% 106 216
O47 $35 oO? 155

1320 050 04? 2310 Ho 107
Os! 035 ty 33 06hCU4O
O52 353 ne 313
053 O47 13 027
054 15S ie 155
oss O67 iis ior
O56 36 116 346
os? wy a7 147 

When REMSV is true, it indicates a write instruction
had occurred and addreas was matched at the zero
location in the CAM 34 so that the zero location had to

35

6
presence of a change in the orderof priority, as whenthe address of information to be written in main mem-

ory matches a CAM address that CAM address is to be
invalidated and made the LRU, The DATA TO BUS
signal is used to clear the REMSV on the next cacheaccess.

It is also noted, signal BUMP LR triggers the priority
register to enter into the ROM’s the old priority order
and then receive the new priority order for the next
cycle in a manner to be hereinafter discussed.

The output of the CAM 34, including units 41, 42
and 43 provide, via an inverter ling OR gate 50and inverter 49, a MATCH ANDMATCH indication
tespectively denoting whether or not the 11-bit address
teceived from the memory address register is common
to any one of the four word, 12 bit arrays stored in the
CAM.Signals RA, RB denote the CAM location of the
address of the data as to which a match has been de-

tected. The signals RA and RB which are respectively
derived from NAND gates 49 and 51 are mutually
routed to registers 52 and 53, so that the signals RA
and RB can be stored and supplied as RASV and RBSV
during a successive cycle depending on whether the
conditions entered into C input of the registers 52 and
$3 are met.

As will be seen, memory control logic 37, upon the
presence of a read and match false signal, will enable
an AND gate 59 connected to one input of a NOR gate
51, the second input of NOR gate 61 supplied from an
AND gate 62 having write and match inputs, These two
inputs to NOR gate 61 generate a LOAD CACHE ADR
signal. The output of AND gate 62 also provides a
signal which may be denoted as BUMP LR. The write
signal supplied to an input ofan AND gate 63 is a write
signal and MATCH signal to generate an output RE-

the memory contro! logic include a
ignal denoting that data has been put on the memory

data bus. A reset signal for a resetting condition is also
be invalidated and made the LRU asnew information is 40 generated and a MEM SEL signal is generated dencting
to be written into that main memory address,

With reference to the above table, it will be seen that
given an order of priority of 0132 for locations in the
CAM 34 and cache 32, a different order or priority

the loading ofan address from the memory address bus

into the memory address register 33. A RESETSVsignal is also delayed for a subsequent cyciTne BUMP LR signal from AND poe62 occurs
output (octal code) will result for different RASV, 45 when the CAM has mdicated a match in a WRITE
RBSV and REMSV signals. lf RASV and RBSV are
both zeros and REMSV is true, the new order ofprior-
ity ie changed to 1320 represented by octal code 047.

If this were not done, it can be readily observed that .

condition. BUMP LR will also occur from the memory
address register 33 in the form of a delayed foad RA,
whereby load RA denotes a previous READ operation
with data loaded into the memory address register from

confusion might occur during the reading of subsc- 5° the memory address bus. Thus, BUMP LR always en-
quent information, When REMSYV is false, information
is not to be invalidated. However, since the zero loca-
tion iz the one that is matched and active, the same
order of priority 0132 is maintained as is represented

ables the priority register to load the ROM's cach time
an operation has been effected in CAM 34 in a READ
condition and a match occurs in a WRITE condition.
No BUMPLR signal occurs when in a WRITE opera-

by the octal output 035 which can be verified by look- 55 tion and match is false.
ing at the illustrated program logic array word state
table above.

The four outputs from ROM 44 and the two outputs
L, and L, from ROM 45, are connected back into the

The various signals fed into the NOR gates 55 to 58
which are connected to AND gate 54, establish the
condition CGADRAwhich is generated immediately
following the MEM SEL signal that occurs with a

priority register 26 L, to L, to the inputs of ROM’s 44 6 READ or WRITE signal at the loading of the memory
and 45, for allowing this information to be used during
a subsequentcycle to establish a new set order priority

should the signals RASV, RBSV and REMSV require

address register.
OPERATION

The operation of the present invention will now bewaewill be noted, the signals L, and L, in being re- 65 discussed in connection with the flow diagrams for
turned to ROM's 44 and 45 are returned via a NOR
gate 46. Furthermore, the REMSY signal from a regis-
ter 47 is entered into ROM’s 44 and 45 only upon the

READ and WRITE conditions respectively depicted in
FIGS. 3 and 4 and the waveform diagrams for the
READ and WRITE conditionsrespectively depicted in
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5 and 6. ~ fro!° ~e memory addrea regi&tcr, but the 
·. · .fl(}S, an assumption will be made that a READ con- pnonty register • not changed at all. 
{.. ~ust~xistl when: the computer is reading the addresa Thia._however, will n~t be the cac when.• MATI?f 
:. : ~ta word that is stored in the cache. The memory ~ m the CAM ~mg a WRITE operation. Apin, 
; rl• of the data ii read into the memory address S a loading of the mam memory 31 at the memory ad-
;,;'~ 33 from the memory address bull and then fed dn:u from the memory'addnlsa register. Al may be 
.~~ ~ CAM 34 on level line Ml M2 and Ml, The seen with refc:nmce to FIGS. 4 and 6 at the MEM SFL 
· · ~ baa already been updated at die leading edge of signal, the memory. addn:sl repster is loaded. I~ a 

AD RA with the previous LRU addrea infonnation match occun. ~ Signals RASV and RBSV ~tmg 
' tJ) ROM 45. In the CAM an equality search is made 10 the CAM location of the match cause that locanon to 
~ addreu and the fo~ memory addreaca stored be made ~ LRU lc,calion _upon the presence _of a 
• the CAM to ascertain whether or not a match exir.lL REMSV signal. At the same time, the REM~VE signal 
111 ming a matcli is detCCll!d, this indicatea that the at the twelfth bit of the memory addn:.a regilter cauaea 

AslU address is aln:ady in the CAM and therefore theaddrcsslcadedintotheCAMatthatlocationwh-
:~csponding memory data is stored within the IS a match occurred to be invalidated, u ~ SlllllC mem-
cachc· Upon occurrence of a match, a match signal ii °1,. ~.: now ~':!~~kl en? 

rated at the output of Inverter 41 and lignaJa RA . mte ng aspec me. may , ~n 
~ RB also o"neraled to identify at which one of with reference to when the computer would say 'write 
"'"' ~ • .,.. 11101Dething in a location" and then "read from that 
four 1oca~ns ~ the CAM a match.~· ~ ;zo same location. .. What hap to the ~ table in 
match locabOn m terms of RA and RB is set mto ~ • . . pens t'·-·-"1c if 

51 d 53 to be saved for updating the priority this caae • .that it never changes. For eu.mp • one 
ten an • . • ~~ 1• would consider the cue where the computer rads that 
register after this read cycle. At the IIIJlle time, -~- loca • • the addn,ss read · the CAM and 
RA and RB. idc:"tify the location of the data in the ma.i!::t ~!. recendy used in~ of priority. 
cache 3l which JS to '?«: read out onto the memory data 25 The immediately next period when it goca to write in 
bus. The BUMP LR sagnal, as may be aeen ~ FIG . . s, that same memory address localion. it deter"IIUDel that 
which is LOAD RA delayed. ~b!es the pnonty ~ the memory address location is in the CAM and im1ai-
1er 36 to store the order of ~ generated during datea that location to make it the least recendy med in 
the pment cycle. At the ~ of the next cycle, the priority troth table. The next occasion it goca to 
fhe RA and RB CAM locabml match saved from the 30 read that ame location, it will now read from the same 

·.,, . previous cycle is generated ~ ~r with the sis- main memory address and load that CAM location 
,<;: · nail Ls through L. from pnonty regmer 36 are fed (which is now the least recently med) and make it the 

alon1 with REMSV to ROM's 44 and 4.5. The infonna- IIIOllt n:cendy used location. Aa is eYident hen: the 
lion at the output LRU leads of ROM 45 is represented sequence goca back and forth but what ii bnpo-t ii 
by WA and we and is available for input to the CAM 3S that the other eotriea in the other three a&m:sae& in the 
34 allowing the CAM 34 location of the LRU infonna- CAM are undisturbed so that once a program stream is 
lion IO be identified for loading in a memory addresa of finished with this sort of re-cycling operation., it can 
new information upon the pn:sence of a LOAD proceed with pn:viously lltored information occurring 
CACHE ADR signal. The LRU information repre- before the mqding already in the cache. 
scnted by the WA and we lignala aJlo is available for 40 h llliould be noted that in a "power-up .. condition 
input to the cache 32 to identify the location in the all the data in the c:adlC is automatically invalidated by 
cache at wh~ data is to be ~ into from. the main automadc:ally Idling all valid bib to false. Thil ii cf.. 
memory 31, ma manae.r hereinafter to be dilcusaed fected for the n:atOll that when power-up condition 

Next, assuming that the computer reads a word occun, because of the fact that die cache and CAM 
which is not in cache, instead of having a MATCH 4S used are semi-conductor mer110tiell and therefore will 
output, a MATCH output is generated at the output of power up in a random state. It abould be evident from 
CAM 34. Thil output enables main memory to load the the oceummce of power-up, that although the CAM ii 
data at the address specified at the memory addrea completely invalidated, it ii fun:ed to a plCUdo-p,:iorit 
register into the cache 32. The cache location in which ao that one can never have the same two words in cache 
the data is loaded is indicated by WA and WB which SO aimultaneoualy. 
represent the location of the LRU information from the Thil occurt ua amsequence ~ use of the 
last cycle. Thill data ii !hen read out of the cache onto determinations MATCH and MATCH, whereby in a 
the memory data bus. The MATcII signal a1ao in tum CAM match. the order of priority of the addrasca 
~ the signal LOAD CACHE ADR to load the aln:ady within the priority register is properly updated 
CAM with the new memory address information in the 5S by the ROM's 44 and 4$ which consider the new loca-
l.RU/CAM location. This, of course, occun before the lion of the newly entered memory address which 
BUMP LR signal causes the priority regisler to store caused the MA.Tai signal to occur. 
the new order of priority. As may be oblcrved from the above, the two bits 

lf REMSV is false, no invalidity of the addreaa occun RASV and RBSV compme information for causing the 
and then the priority of the signals is changed ao that 60 ROM's 44 and 4.5 to the arrangement of the order of 
the previous lea$t recendy used location in the CAM is word stat&! priority stored in the priority register, 

"~· . provided with the new memory address and made the when:as the last bit or REMSV is used to invalidalc, if 
rnost recently used location and the previous next to necessary, information ston:d in a specifac location of 
least rccendy used location is now denoted aa the LRU the CAM. 
location. 6S What is claimed is: . 

Next. assuming that a WRITE condition exists, if the I. In a digital computer system having a main mem-
memory address information ill not matched in the ory means operable at a first speed, a high speed buffer 
C.\M 34. the data is written inlo the main memory means operating at a second and higher speed for tem-
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6.

FIGS.§asumption will be made that a READ con-
E: . eaten exists Where the computeris reading the address
“++ gfx data word that it storedin the cache. The memory
Es of the data ix read into the memory address
3 “ser 33 from the memory address bus and then fed

*. into the CAM 34 on level line Mi, M2 and M3. The
CAM has already been updated at the leading edge of

“LOAD RA with the previous LRU address information
a from ROM 45. In the CAM,an equality search is made

address and the four memory addresses stored
: a in the CAM to ascertain whether or not a match exists.

, Assuming 2 match ic detected, this indicates that the
-" memory address is already in the CAM and therefore

‘tthe corresponding memory data is stored within the
7 scache. Upon occurrence of a match, a match signal iz

rated at the output of Inverter 48 and signals RA
., and RB are also generated to identify at which one of
Sc. four locations in the CAM a match occurred. The

match location in terms of RA and RB is set into regis-
+ ters §2 and $3 to be saved for updating the priority

* register after this read cycle, At the sametime, signals
RA and RS identify the location of the data m the
cache 32 which is to be read out onto the memory data

bi: . bus. The BUMP LR signal, as may be ecen from FIG. 5,
°** which is LOAD RA delayed, enables the priority regis-

. ter 36 to store the order of priority generated during
"the present cycle. At the beginning of the next cycle,

' the RA and RB CAM location match saved from the

:. previous cycle is generated and together with the sig-
4s": pals Ly through L, from priority register 36 are fed
+. along with REMSV to ROM’s 44 and 48. The informa-

tion at the output LRU feads ofROM 45 is represented

 
 
 

 

 

 
 34 allowing the CAM 34 location of the LRU infonma-

3 memory 31, in a manner hereinafter to be discussed.
Neat, assuming that the computer reads a word

Output, a MATCH output is generated at the output of
CAM 34, This output enables main memory to load the
data at the address specified at the memory address
Tegister inte the cache 32. The cache location in which
the data is loaded is indicated by WA and WB which
represent the location of the LRU information from the
last cycle. This data is then read out of the cache onto
the memory data bus. The MATCH signal also in turn
Benerates the signal LOAD CACHE ADR to load the
CAM with the new memory address information in the
LRU/CAM location. This, of course, occurs before the
BUMPLR signal causes the priority register to store
the new order of priority.

If REMSVis false, no invalidity ofthe address occurs
and then the priority of the signals ix changed 90 that
the previous least recently used location in the CAM is
Provided with the new memory address and made the
Most recently used location and the previous next to
least recently used location is now denoted as the LRU
location,

Next, assuming that 2 WRITE condition exists,if the
Memory address information is not matched in the
CAM 34, the data is written into the main memory

La

 
 
 

8
address from the memory address register, but the
priority register is not changed atall.

‘This, however, will not be the case when a MATCH
occurs in the CAM during a WRITE operation. Again,

3 a loading of the main memory 31 at the memory ad-
dress from the memory ‘address register. As may be
seen with reference to FIGS. 4 and 6 at the MEM SEL

signal, the memory address register is loaded. If a
match occurs, the signals RASV and RBSV denoting

19 the CAM location of the match cause that location to

be made the LRU location upon thepresence of a
REMSYsignal. At the same time, the REMOVE signal
at the twelfth bit of the memory address register causes
the address loaded into the CAM at that location where

{5 a match occurred to be invalidated, as the same mem-
ory address has now been used for a write entry.

An interesting aspect of the machine, may be seen
with reference to when the computer would say “write
something in a location” and then “read from that

20 same location.” What happens to the priority table in
this case @ that it ncver changes. For example, if one
would consider the case where the computer reads that
location, it puts the address read im the CAM and
makes it the most recently used in terms of priority.

25 The immediately next period when it goes to write in
that same memory address location, it determines that
the memory address location is in the CAM and invali-
datea that location to make it the least recently used iin
the priority truth table. The next occasion it goes to

30 yead that same location, it will now read from the same
main memory address and load that CAM location
(which is now the least recently used) and make it the
most recently used location. As is evident here, the
sequence goes back and forth, but what is important is

by WA and WB and is available for input to the CAM 35 tics the other entries in the other three addresses in the
CAM are undisturbed so that once a program stream is
finished with this sort of re-cycling operation, it can
proceed with previously stored information occurring

fected for the reason that when power-up condition
because of the fact that the cache and CAM

Which is not in cache, instead of having a MATCH 45 used are semi-conductor memories and therefore will
power up in a random state. It should be evident from
the occurrence ofpower-up, that although the CAM is
completely invalidated, # is forced to a fori
ko that one can never have the same two words in cache

38 simultancously.
This occurs as a consequence ofthe use of the

determinations MATCH and » whereby in a
CAM match, the order of priority of the addresses
already within the priority register is properly updated

53 by the ROM’s 44 and 45 which consider the new loca-
tion of the newly entered memory address which
caused the MATCH signal to occur.

As may be observed from the above, the two bits
RASVand RBSV comprise information for causing the

60 ROM's 44 and 45 to the arrangement of the order of
word state priority stored in the priority register,
whereas the last bit or REMSV is used to invalidate,if
necessary, information stored in 2 specific location of
the CAM.

65 What is claimed is:
1. In a digital computer system having a main mem-

ory means operable at a first speed, a high speed buffer
_ means operating at a second and higher speed for tem-
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porarilY storing selected portkma of the main memory invalidating means for invalidating the addre111tored 
means, and aaociative memory means for temporarily in the associative memory means and identified u 
storing selected main memory addreaes and compar- the least recently used in response to an output 
ing the stored addresses with a newly received address generated by said logical circuit means output. 
in a read/write operation to generate comparison data. S 4. In a digital computer systcDl according to claim I 
the improvement comprising wherein said means for generating comparison data 

read only memory means having a bit configuration includes logic means for identifying for a matched ad-
representing an algorithm and connected to said dress, both _ita presence and the ll&'IOCiative memory 
BSIOciative memory means and responsive in a read means locatiOn. 
operation to both said comparison data and data IO 5. In a digi~ compu~ system aa:ording to claim 4 
representative of a previous order of priority for w~ the logic meana mcludes . 
said stored address, to provide an output represent- register means co_nnectcd to ~ ~ad o!11y ~ory 
ing a new order of priority for the memory ad- mean~ ~or stonng the location identified m the 

_.., . . . associative memory means of a matched address 
~ ston, ... m the assoctallve memory means, IS &om a first read/write cycle for a subsequent read/-

' d L, said _,. I write cycle. 
storage means conne~te ~om re .... on y mem- 6. In a digital computer system according to claim 1 

ory meaJJS for stonng said ~t and connected wherein the output representing the new order of prior-
for subsequent f~ back to said n:oo _only memory ity provided by said read only memory means is defined 
means ~ the previous order of pno':'ty. . 20 by 

. 2. I'! a digital computer system according t!' claim 1 a first 1et of sipials on a first set of leads connected to 
~g . . . . . said storage means, denoting an order of priority of 

logical circuit means responsave to a wnte operatlon the memory addresses in the associative memory 
in main memory and a comparison output indica- means and· 
tive of. an imociative _memory matched address 25 a second set ~ signals on a second set of leads con-
companson for gcnerabng an output, and; ncacd to said storage means and associative mem-

said read only memory means respomive to said ory means. denoting the least n::cently used loca-
Jogical circuit means output. for defining the tion of the -,dative memory means. 
matched addn::ss location in the 811SOCiative mem- 7. In a digital computer system accordins to claim 6 
ory means III the least recently used location during 30 whc::rcin said first set of leadl it connected to said 1tor· 
a succeaive read operation. age means and said second act of leads ii connected to 

3. In a digital computer system according to claim l said associative memory means. 
including • • • • • 
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porarily storing selected portions of the main memory
means, and associative memory means for temporarily
storing selected main memory addresses and compar-
ing the stored addresses with a newly received address
in 2 read/write operation to generate comparison data,
the improvement comprising

read only memory means having a bit configuration
representing an algorithm and connected to said
associative memory means and responsivein a read
operation to both said comparison data and data
representative of 2 previous order of priority for
said stored address, to provide an output represent-
ing a new order of priority for the memory ad-
dresses stored in the associative memory means,
and;

storage means connected from said read only mem-
ory means for storing said output and connected
for subsequent feed back to said read only memory
means as the previous order of priority.

2. In a digital computer system according to claim 1
including

logical circuit means responsive to a write operation
in main memory and a comparison output indica-
tive of an associative memory matched address
comparison for generating an output, and;

said read only memory means responsive to said
logical circuit means output, for defining the
matched address location in the associative mem-

. ory means as the least recently used location during
_ a suceessive read operation.

Bes 3. in a digital computer system according to claim 2
7 including

 

 
peiedinacy

 

5

30

35

40

45

55

65

10
invalidating means forinvalidating the address stored

in the associative memory means and identified as
the least recently used in response to an output
generated by said logical circuit means output.

4. In a digital computer system according to claim I
wherein said means for generating comparison data
includes logic means for identifying for a matched ad-
dress, both its presence and the associative memorymeans location.

5, In a digital computer system according to claim 4
where the logic means includes

register means connected to said read only memory
means for storing the location identified in the
associative means of a matched address

from a first read/write cycle for a subsequent read/-
write cycle.

6. In a digital computer system according to claim 1
wherein the output representing the neworder ofpricr-
ity provided by said read only memory means is defined

a first set of signals on a first set ofleads connected to
said storage means, denoting an order ofpriority of
the memory addresses in the associative memory
means, and:

a second set of signals on a second set of leads con-
nected to said storage means and associative mem-
ory means, denoting the least recently used loca-
tion of the associative memory means.

7. In a digital computer system according to claim 6
wherein said first set of leads is connected to said stor-
age means and said second act of leads is connected to
said associative memory means.* * . * ©
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CONTROLLIMES 129

memory module. A mask input slong with the pattern
determines which bits of the pattern are significant for
the match. Each cegister in the content-addressable
memory module has a bidirectiona! match line associ-
ated with it. A register’s bidirectional match line carrics _
a match signal only if that register contains data match- - ~
ing the pattern bits specified by the mask and the bidi- ~
rectional match line is receiving a match signal from an
external source. Clearing logic associated with each
register clears the register when a clear signal appears
on the clear line while the register’s bidirectional match~.
line is carrying a match signal. In content-addressable ©
memories constructed of such content-addressable ©
memory modules, memory match lines connect match
lines associated with a number ofregisters. Thememory
match line and all cf the match lines connectedtoit ©
carry match signals only if each of the registers associ-
ated with the match lines contains data matching the -
pattern and mask input to the content-addressable mem- -
ory module contzming the register. The content-
addressable memory module further contains logic al-.
lowing the use of encoded addresses to address individ-
ual registers in the content-addressable memory mod- +
ule. Lol

38 Claims, 14 Drawing Figures
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CONTENT-ADDRESSABLE MEMORY MODULE 
WITH ASSOCIATIVE CLEAR 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

2 
into a CAM register and the memory address into the 
corresponding register of the fast-access memory. 

The use of prior-art CAMs in applications such as 
that jost described has been hindered by the amount of · 

5 time required to clear the registers of prior-art CAMs. 
Such clearing is often necessary when a call or return 

1. Field of the Invention operation is performed or when one process is removed. 
The present invention relates to memory circuits for from a processor and another loaded onto a processor; 

use in digital computer systems and more specifically to Such operations occur frequently in modem digital qata 
content-addressable memory circuits. IO processing systems, and the amount of time required to 

2. Description of Prior Art perform them has an important impact on overall SYS-
In the prior art, content-addressable memory mod- tern performance. In CAMs of the prior art, a registct' 

ules (~) ~ve ~ developed which perform may be cleared only by performing a write operation to 
m~tch operations m addition to the read~ ~ opcr· the register to be cleared. Thus, clearing an entire CAM 
a_t:ions ~normed_ by standard memory circmts. In read ts requires separate write operations to each register in tl!_e 
and wnte operations, m~ory modules i:c5pond to ad· CAM and clearing a CAM entry for a given operand 
dresses. In the read operatton, an address JS presented to requires presenting the operand to the CAM to obtain 
the memory module and the ~ory .module i:cturns the address of the register containing the CAM and then. 
the data stored at that address; m the wnte operatton, an performing a write operation to the register specified by 
address and data arc presented to the memory module 20 the address. 
and the data is stored _at th!' address. . The foregoing problem of the prior art and other 

In the match operation, on the other hand, an ttcm of problems as well are solved by the the invention de-
data is input to a CAMM. and if a matching item of data scnlled below. 
is contained in the CAMM, the CAMM indicates its 
location by activating a match line corresponding to the 25 SUMMARY OP TIIE INVENTION 
register containing the matchmg item of data. The de- The present invention provides a CAMM in which all 
grec of match required to activate the match line may registers which contain data matching a pattern input as 
be contro~ed by~ a CAMM~ mask bits as modified by a mask input are simultaneously cleared 
well as with the mput data. Each mask bit com:sponds when a clear signal is received in the CAMM. The mask 
to an input data bit; if the mask bit is set, the correspond- 30 input modifies the pattern input by specifying that ccr-
ing inpnt data bit is ~ored when data in the registers is tain bits of the pattern input be ignored when testing for,. 
compared with the Item of data presented to the a match between the pattern inpnt and data stored.in 1lie 
CAMM. Eumples of such prior art CAMMs ~ the registers. If the mask input specifics that an bits of the 
Jntcl(R) 3104, the Signetica 10155, and ~ Fa.irchild pattern input are to be ignored, all data contained in the 
Fl00142. Such CAMMs me generally designed so that 35 registers matches the pattern input and all registers of 
they may be easily combined together to form content. the CAMM are simultaneously cleared on receipt of the·: 
addrcssalhle memories (CAMs). A CAM has the same clear sign.al. 
properties as a CAMM. except that a &ingle CAM regis- The CAMM includes input lines for receiving data to 
ter is made up of a corresponding register from each of be stored in the rcgistcra and the. pattern input. mask 
the CAMMs making up the CAM. 40 inpnt lines for receiving a mask. a clear line for ff!Ceiv. 

CAMs as described above may be used in digit.al ing a clear signal. registers for storing data, and bidirec> . 
computer systmm to construct caches allowing fast dona! match lines associated with each register for pro- · 
access to frequently-used values by means of keys repre- viding and receiving a mat.ch signal. The bidirectional · 
seating the values. For example. an operand in an in- match lines carry a match sign.al only when the register 
struction stream may contain information from which a 45 associated with the match line contains stored data 
memory address may be calculated. Once the memory matching the pattern input and the match line is simulta-
address bas been calculated, the memory address may neously receiving a match signal from an external 
be loaded into a cache and the operand may be used as source. · 
a key to access the memory address in the cache. Such The registers have three principal components: logic 
a cache may be constructed by combining a CAM with so forming flip-flops for storing individual bits of data, 
a fast-access memory. In the combination, each register match detection logic responsive to the data stored in · 
of the fast-access mcmary may com:spond to a register the register, the data input lines, and the mask input 
of a CAM. and a match line from the CAM register may lines for detecting a matching data item and providing a 
serve to address the corresporufiJlg register of the fast· match signal to the bidirectional match line associated 
access memory. The CAM registers contain operands, ss with the register, and clearing logic responsive to the 
and the corresponding registers of the fast-access mcm- clear line and the bidirectional mat.ch line for clearing 
ory contain the memory addrelltes corresponding to the the register in response to the simultaneous occurrcnce 
operands. When an operand appears in the instruction of a match signal on the bidircctonal match line and a 
stream, it is presented to the CAM. If the CAM contains clear signal on the clear line. 
the operand, the match line for the CAM register con- oo CAMMs of the present invention may be combined 
taining the operand becomes active and thereby ad- to form CAMs with the properties of the CAMM. In 
dresses the corresponding register of the fast-access such CAMs, clear lines from the CAMMs making op 
memory. TI:e fast-access memory then responds by the CA!d are co~ .to a memory clear line and 
providing the memory address contained in the corre- match lines from registers m the CAMMs are connected 
sponding register. If the CAM does not contain the 6S to memory match ~cs. A mem~ match line carries a 
operand, a fault occurs to which the digital computer match signal ~y if all ma~~ lines ~ to the , 
syste:01 responds by calculating the memory address memory match Jme ~ proV1ding match Stgnals. CollSC-
representcd by the operand and loading the operand qucndy, the match lines connected to a memory match 
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1

CONTENT-ADDRESSABLE MEMORY MODULE
WITH ASSOCIATIVE CLEAR

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to memory circuits for

use in digital computer systems and more specifically to
content-addressable memory circuits.

2. Description of Prior Art
In the prior art, content-addressable memory mod-

ules (CAMMs) have been developed which perform
match operations in addition to the read and write oper-
ations performed by standard memory circuits. In read
and write operations, memory modules respond to ad-
dresses. In the read operation, an address is presented to
the memory module and the memory module returns
the data stored at that address; in the write operation, an
address and data are presented to the memory module
and the data is stored at the address.

In the match operation, on the other hand, an item of
data is input to a CAMM, andifa matching item ofdata
is contained in the CAMM, the CAMM indicates its
location by activating a match line corresponding to the
register containing the matching item of data. The de-
gree of match required to activate the match line may
be controlled by presenting a CAMM with mask bits as

, well as with the input data. Each mask bit corresponds
to an input data bit; if the mask bit is set, the correspond-
ing input data bit is ignored when data in the registers is
compared with the item of data presented to the
CAMM. Examples of such prior art CAMMs ere the
Intel(R) 3104, the Signetics 10155, and the Fairchild
F100142. Such CAMMs are generally designed so that
they may be easily combined together to form content-
addressable memories (CAMs). A CAM has the same
properties as a CAMM, except that a single CAM regis-

2
into a CAM register and the memory address into the
corresponding register of the fast-access memory.

The use of prior-art CAMsin applications such as
that just described has been hindered by the amount of ©

5 time required to clear the registers of prior-art CAMs.
Such clearing is often necessary when a call or return
operation is performed or when one process is removed.
from a processor and another loaded onto a processor,
Such operations occur frequently in modern digital data ~

10 processing systems, and the athountoftime required to -
perform them has an important impact on overall sys-
tem performance. In CAMsofthe prior art, a register: ,
may be cleared only by performing a write operation to
the register to be cleared. Thus, clearing an entire CAM

15 requires separate write operations to eachregister in the
CAM and clearing a CAM entry for a given operand
réquires presenting the operand to the CAM to obtain
the address of the register containing the CAM and then.
performing « writeoperation to the register specified by

20 the address.
The foregoing problem of the prior art and other

problems as well are solved by the the invention de-

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION -:

Thepresent invention provides aCAMM in which all
registers which contain data matching a pattern input as
modified by a mask input are simultaneously cleared . —
when a clear signal is received m the CAMM.The mask

30 imput modifies the pattern input by specifying that cer-
tain bits ofthe pattern input be ignored when testing for.
a match between the pattern inputand data storedinthe. _
registers, If the mask input specifies that all bits of the
pattern input are to be ignored, all data contained in the _

35 registers matches the pattern input and all registers of _-
the CAMM are simultaneously cleared on receipt ofthe-: - --
clear signal. nO,

The CAMM incindes input lines for receiving data ta
ter is made up of 4 corresponding register from each of be stored in the registers and the pattern input, mask
the CAMMs making up the CAM.

CAMs as described above may be used in digital
computer systems to construct caches allowing fast
access to frequently-nsed valnes by means ofkeys repre~
senting the values. For example, an operand in an in-
struction stream may contain information from which a 45 associated with the match line contains stored data .-
memory address may be calculated. Once the memory
address has been calculated, the memory address may
be loaded into a cache and the operand may be used as
a key to access the memory address in the cache. Such

40 input lines for receiving a mask, a clear line for receiv- -
ing a clear signal, registers for storing data, and bidirec- .
tional match lines associated with each register for pro- -
viding and receiving 4 match signal. The bidirectional -
match lines carry a match signal only when the register

matching the pattern input and thematch lineis simulta-
neously receiving a match signal from an externalsource. .

The registers have three principal components: logic
a cache may be constructed by combining a CAM with 50 forming flip-flops for storing individual bits of data,
a fast-access memory. In the combination, each register©match detection logic responsive to the data stored in|
of the fast-access memory may correspondto a register the register, the data input lines, and the mask input
ofa CAM, and a match line from the CAM register may—_lines for detecting a matching data item and providing a _
serve to address the corresponding register of the fast- match signal to the bidirectional match line associated
access memory. The CAM registers contain operands, 55 with the register, and clearing logic responsive to the .
and the corresponding registers of the fast-access mem-_—clear line and the bidirectional match line for clearing
ory contain the memory addresses corresponding tothe _the register in response to the simultaneous occurrence
operands. When an operand eppears in the instruction of a match signal on the bidirectonal match line and a
stream,it is presented to the CAM. Ifthe CAM contains_—_clear signal on the clear line. ,
the operand, the match line for the CAM register con- 6 9=CAMMs ofthe present invention may be combined
taining the operand becomes active and thereby ad- to form CAMs with the properties of the CAMM. In
dresses the corresponding register of the fasi-access©such CAMs, clear lines from the CAMMs making op
memory. The fast-access memory then responds by the CAM are connected to a memory clear line and
providing the memory address contained in the corre- match lines from registers in the CAMMs are connected
sponding register. If the CAM does not contain the 63 to memory match lines. A memory match line carries a
operand, a fault occurs to which the digital computer match signal only if all match lines counected to the .
system responds by calculating the memory address©memory matchline are providing match signals. Conse-
represented by the operand and loading the operand quently, the match lines connected to a memory match
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line pro.vide a match signal to the clearing logic only if 
the match detection logic of each register in the CAM 
register detects a· match. CAMM registers whose match 
Jines arc connected to a common memory match line 
are therefore cleared only if each of the registers con- s 
oected to the memory match line contain data matching 
the pattern input to the CAMM containing that register. 

4 
memories are first described in gc:neral. Nellt functional 
descriptions of a content-addressable memory module 
of tlic present invention and of content-addressable 
memories formed from content-addressable memory 
modules of the present invention are presented. Finally, 
a detailed implementation of a content-addressable 
memory module of the present invention is disclosed. 

It is thus an object of the present invention to provide 
an improved digital computer system. 1.1 General Description of Content Addressable 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro- 10 Memories 
vide an improved CAMM for use in digital computer A content-addressable memory (CAM) is a memory 
systems. which not only stores data, but also performs a match 

It is another object of the present invention to pro- operation. Io this operation, the CAM is given an item 
vide a CAMM having an associative clear operation. of data as input and if the CAM contains a matching 

It is a still further object of the present invention to 15 item of data, i.e., one in which the values of certain bits 
provide a· CAMM wherein all "CAMM registers may be are the same as that of corresponding bits of the item of 
simul_taDeously cleared: . . data provided as input, the CAM indicates which regis-

lt ~s yet another obJect. of the present 1Dvenb'?° to ter of the CAM contains the matching data. In many 
proVJde ~ CAMM wherem a set of CAMM registers CAMs, a mask input selects the bits of the input data 
may ~ sunultaneously ~leared. . · . 20 which are compared with the corresponding bits of the 

It 18 a yet further obJect of the present IDVenbon to d . ed . th CAM · A data· red 
provide a CAMM having encoded addressing. . ata contain . ID e re~tcr. . item s~ . 

It is still another object of the present invention to ID a ~ re~ster matches ~e-1Dput data if ~e bits ID 
· de an improved CAM . the data item m the CAM regiSter corresponding to the 

p~~is a yet further object ~f the present invention to 25 bits of the inpnt da~ item sel~ by ~e mask inp~t 
rovide a CAM having an associative clear operation. match the selected btts of the data mput item. Other bits 

P It is a final object of the present invention to provide in the data item stored in the CAM do not affect the 
a CAM wherein.sets of regist.ers or the entire CAM may match. 

. be 'simultaneously cleared. 
Other objects, advantages, and features of the present 30 

· -.invention will be nndcrstood by those of ordinary skill 

1.2 CAMs of the Present Invention 

Besides performing maich opc:ratimis with or without 
masking, CAMs of the present invention perform an 
associative cl_ear operation. In a clear operation, all bits 
in a register of a CAM are set to O; in an associative 

··· in the art after referring to the following detailed dc
-=-scription of the preferred embodiment and drawings, 

wherein: 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 35 clear operation, all bits in a given register of a CAM arc 
set to O if there is a match between the data input to a 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an illustrative CAM as masked by the mask inpnt and the contents of 
:-embodiment of a content-addressable memory module a given CAM register. F'mally, CAMs of the present 
: .. having the properties of the present· invention; invention perform read and write operations like those 
- FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing an illustrative 40 of standard memories. 
·~J,odiment of a content-addressable memory module · 
•employing content-addressable memory modules hav- - 2 Content-Addressable ~emory Modules of the Present 
ing the properties of the present invention; Invenuon-FIG. 1 

FIG. 3 is a representation of the contents of a content' A CAM of the present invention may include one or 
addressable memory employing content-addressable 45 more CAM modules (CAMMs). Referring to FIG. 1, 
memory modules having the properties of the present there is disclosed a block diagram of a single CAMM 
invention before and after a clear operation; 101 of the present invention. CAMM 101 contains a 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing a second illustra- plnrality of ~en 105 for storing data. CAMM 101 
tive embodiment of a content-addressable memory em- further receives inputs of data to be stored in registers 
ploying content-addressable memory modules having 50 105 from data inpnt lines 117, masking inputs from mask 
the properties of the present invention; lines .J1:7, addresses of registers 105 from external ad-

FIG. 5 and SA are a simplified logic diagram of a dress lines 113, and control signals from control lines 
single register of a preferred embodiment of th~ con- 129. Control lines 129 include ong,ut enable (OE) line 
t~nt-addressable memory module of the present IDVCD- 131 for enabling output of data fom CAMM 101, write 
tion; ss enable (WE) line 133 for enabling the storage of data on 

FIGS._ 6 ~d 6A through 6F together ~ up a ~m- data input lines 117 in CAMM 101, and clear (CLR) line 
plete logic diagram of a. TIT. gate array unplementabon 135 for enabling the associative clearing of registers 105. 
of a preferred embodunent of a content-addressable CAMM 101 provides outputs of data stored in registers 
memory ~odule of the present. invention; ~ 105 on data output lines 119. Finally, CAMM 101 both 

FIG. 7 JS a truth table showmg the decoding of the ro receives inputs and provides outputs on bidirectional 
encoded addresses used in the TIT. gate array implc- external match lines us. Each external match line 125 
mentation of FIG. 6. corresponds to a register 105 in CAMM 101 and a extcr-

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFER.RED nal match line 1.25.may be connected to external match 
EMBODIMENTS lines 125 of other CAMMs 101. The input received on 

l Introduction 

In the following description of the preferred embodi
ments of the present invention, content-addressable 

6S a external match line 125 for a given register 105 indi
cates whether the contents of registers 105 of other 
CAMMs 101 whose external match lines 125 are con
nected ·to the external match line 125 of a given CAMM 
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line provide a matchsignal to the clearing logic onlyif
the match detection logic of each register in the CAM
register detects amatch. CAMM registers whose match
lines are connected to a common memory match line
are therefore cleared only if each of the registers con-
nected to the memory match line contain data matching
the pattern input to the CAMM containing that register.

It is thus an object of the present invention to provide
an improved digital computer system.

4

memories are first described in general. Next functional
descriptions of 2 content-addressable memory module
of the present invention and of content-addressablememories formed from content-addressable memory

5 modules of the present invention are presented. Finally,
a detailed implementation of a content-addressable
memory module of the present invention is disclosed.

1.1 General Description of Content Addressable
It is a further object of the present invention to pro- 10 Memories

vide an improved CAMM for use in digital computer
systems.

It is another object of the present invention to pro-
vide a CAMM having an associative clear operation.

A content-addressable memory (CAM) is a memory
which not only stores data, but also performs a match
operation. In this operation, the CAM is given an item
of data as input and if the CAM contains a matching

It is a still further object of the present invention to 15 i, of data, Le, one in which the values ofcertain bits
provide a CAMM wherein all CAMM registers may be
simultancously cleared.

It is yet another object of the present invention to
provide a CAMM wherein a set of CAMM registers
may be simultaneously cleared. .

It is a yet further object of the present invention to
provide 2 CAMM having encoded addressing.

It is still another object of the present invention to
provide an improved CAM.

It is a yet further object of the present invention to 95
provide a CAM having an associative clear operation.

It is a final object of the present invention 10 provide
a CAM whereinsets ofregisters or the entire CAM may

-be‘Simultaneously cleared.
Other objects, advantages, and features of the present 39

- invention will be understood by those of ordinary skill
“jn the art after referring to the following detailed de-
~-seription of the preferred embodiment and drawings,

wherein:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an illustrative
>embodiment of a content-addressable memory module
- having the properties of the present: invention;

are the sameas that of correspondingbits of the item of
data provided as input, the CAM indicates which regis-
ter of the CAM contains the matching data. In many
CAMs, a mask input selects the bits of the input data

20 Which are compared with the correspondingbits of the
data contained in the CAM register. A data item stored
in a CAM register matches theinput data if the bits in
the data item in the CAM register corresponding to the
bits of the input data item selected by the mask input
match the selected bits of the data input item. Other bits
in the data item stored in the CAM do notaffect the
match. :

1.2 CAMs ofthe Present Invention

Besides performing match operations with or without
masking, CAMs of the present invention perform an
associative clear operation. In a clear operation, all bits
in a register of a CAM are set to 0; in an associative

35 Clear operation, all bits in a given register ofa CAM are
set to O if there is a match between the data input to a
CAM as masked by the mask input and the contents of
a given CAM register. Finally, CAMs of the present
invention perform read and write operations like those

~ FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing an illustrative 49 of standard memorics.
‘embodiment of a content-addressable memory module
‘employing content-addressable memory modules hav- -
ing the properties of the present invention;

FIG.3 is a representation of the contents ofa content

2 Content-Addressable Memory Modules ofthe Present
Invention—FIG. 1

A CAM ofthe present invention mayinclude one or
addressable memory employing content-addressable 4, more CAM modules (CAMMs). Referring to FIG. 1,
memory modules having the properties of the present
invention before and after a clear operation;

FIG.4 is a block diagram showing a secondiilustra-
tive embodiment of a content-addressable memory em-

there is disclosed a block diagram of a single CAMM
101 of the present invention. CAMM 101 contains a
plurality of registers 105 for storing data. CAMM 101
further receives inputs of data to be stored in registers

ploying content-addressable memory modules having 9 105 from data input lines 117, masking mputs from mask
the properties of the present invention;

FIG. 5 and 5A are a simplified logic diagram of a
single register of a preferred embodiment of the con-
tent-addressable memory module of the present inven-
tion;

FIGS.6 and 6A through 6F together make up a com-
plete logic diagram of a TTL gate array implementation
of a preferred embodiment of a content-addressable
memory module of the present invention; and

FIG.7 is a truth table showing the decoding of the
encoded addresses used in the TTL gate array impk-
mentation of FIG. 6.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

1 Introduction

In the following description ofthe preferred embodi-
Ments of the present invention, content-addressable

lines 127, addresses of registers 105 from external ad-
dress lines 113, and control signals from control lines
129. Control lines 129 include output enable (OE) line
131 for enabling output of data fom CAMM 101, write

55 enable (WE) line 133 for enabling the storage ofdata on
data input lines 117 in CAMM 101, and clear (CLR)line
135 for enabling the associative clearing ofregisters 105.
CAMM 101 provides outputs of data stored in registers
105 on data output lines 119. Finally, CAMM 101 both

60 receives inputs and provides outputs on bidirectional
external match lines 125. Each external match line 125
corresponds to a register 105 in CAMM 101 and a exter-
nal match line 125.may be connected to external match
lines 125 of other CAMMs 101. The input received on

65 a external match line 125 for a given register 105 indi-
cates whether the contents of registers 105 of other
CAMMs 101 whose external match lines 125 are con-
nected'to the external match line 125 ofa given CAMM.
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6 . . 
121 m(i) in the CAMMs 101 whose external match Jines · .· 
125 are connected. · · 

Clear logic 111 determines the state of an individual .. 
clear line 123 c(i) in response to exiernaJ match line..125 '.'· ·. 

register 105 match the data inputs to those CAMMS 101 
as masked by the mask inputs. The output of an cxtcmal 
match line 125 for a given register 105 indicates 
whether the contents of that register matches the data 
and mask inputs received by its CAMM 101. 5 MA(i) and CLR line 125. H external match line 125 . 

MA(i) and CLR 135 arc simultaneously active. clear ' , 
logic ~11 actives clear.line 123 c(i). thereby setting cells, ::· ·, 3 Intcmal Structure of CAMM 101 

In~ly, ~ 101 is Jllllde up of register set 103 107 q(1,0 ••. m) of register 105 r(i) to a value indicating •. 
consiStmg of registers 105, address decoder 109 for a binary 0. As mentioned above. external match -line " .. 
decoding addresses of registers 105 received on external 10 MA(i) is active only if its corresponding internal match ,, , 
address lines 113, internal address lines 115 for transmit- line m(i) is active. Where external match lines · 125 · · ·',: 
ting decoded addresses from address decoder 109 to MA(i) of a plurality of CAMMs 101 arc connected :·· .. ·· 
registers 105, clear logic 111 for performing the associa- together, therefore, no register 105 r(i) in any of the · · · ... 
tive clear operation, internal match lines 121 for trans- plurality of CAMMs 101 is cleared· unless internal . 
milting match signals betwl!!Cll registers 105, clear logic 15 match lines m(i) 121 in all of the plurality 'of CAMMs · ·: · · 
111, and external match lines 125, and internal clear 101 arc active, that is, unless the contents of each rcgis- > : · 
lines 123 for transmitting clear sigm]s between clear · ter 105 r(i) in the plurality of CAMMs 101 matches the · :-
logic Ill and registers 105. inputs on data input lines 117 as masked by masldines. . : 

Each register 105 consists of a plurality of cells 107 125 in that CAMM lOL · . 
for storing a single bit of data. Each cell 107 in a given 20 External address lines 113 consist of a plurality. of · . 
re~ 105 corresponds to a single data input line 117, address lines A(O) •.• A(k) which transmit a binary . ·. 
a single data output line 11', and a single mask line rn. encoded address specifying a register 105 to address , . ; 
Thus, if each register 105 has O .•• m cells 107, there are decoder 10,. Address decoder 109 decodes the address·· . ,• ., 
0 •.. m data input lines 117, data output lines 11', and and activates internal address line 115 corresponding to .. ' 
mask lines ;125. In PIO. 1, the plurality of data input 25 register 105 specified on external address lines 113:.For, . ~ ,, , 
lines 117 is indicated by d(O) • , • d(m). the plunlity of example, in a CAMM 101 with 8 rcgjsten 105, the ex+ ·, 0

.:. 

mask lines by e(O) ••• e(m), and the plurality of data ternal address lines 113 may consist of lines A(O) . ; :. ·,-.,.. ., 
output lines by y(O) ••• y(m). Data input line d(O) carries A(2) and intemal address lines US may consist of lines:.··~' 
data to cell 107 (0) of a register 105 specified by an 

30 
a(O! • • • a(7). The~~ address lines 113 alJow' <'.: 

address on extemal address lines ll3,. data output line a binary representation of the mtegerS O through 7 and·:··.·,, 
y(O) Cl1'ries data from cell 107 (0) of a register 105 speci- address decoder 10!> decodes this binary represcntatio.n ,; ,. '. 
fied by m address, and mask line e(O) masks data input and ~ates in~ address line 115 for register t'os_'·;:.~:: 
line d(O). specified by the mtegcr repn:seoted by extemal address .. ·;. , 

Each register 105 corresponds to a single internal lines 113. · · . : ? 
~ line 115, a ~gle intcmal match line 121, and a 

35 
4 Operations Performed by CAMM 101 . · ., .. , .· 

single mternal cleu line 123. In PIO. 1, the plnrality of · .. . : 
registers 105 Is indicated by r(O) ••• r(l). the plurality of ~ mentioned abov~ CAMM.•~ ~ four op-_ t.'. : 
internal address lines 115 by 11(0) ••• a(l), the plurality erations: a read operattoo. a write.operation, a match · . 
of internal match lines 121 by m(O) ••• m(l). the plural- 40 operation, and a clear operation. In • read opmwon. ·. 
ity of internal clear lines 123 by c(O) ••• c(l), and the OE 131 is active, cncnw address lines 113 _specify a · 
plurality of memal match lines 125 by M.A(o) • • • register 105 r(i), and data output lines J,D y(O) ; •• y(m); 
MA(l). If i is in O ••• 1, then internal addrlea line us are set to the values of cells 105 q('i,O) ••• q(i.n,.).. In. a' · 
a(i), intcmal match line 121 m(i), internal cleu line 123 write ~OIi, 'YE 133 is active;.cxtemaJ address_lines:· ~,~-; 
c(i}. and extemal match line 125 MA(i) all com:spond 45 113 specify a register 105 r(i), and cells 105 q(i,O) •• : '. : . , 
to registerr(i) 105. Further, a given cell 107 in registers q('l,Dl) are set to the v~ucs on data input lines 117 d(, .. ; . , 
105 is indicated by q('ij), where i specifies register 105 to · · · d(m). · , · . 
which cell 107 q beJonp and j specifies a single cell of • In~ match ~tion, WE 133 and <:LR 135 are both,· , .· ' 
107 of cells 107 o ••• m in register i. Thus, cell 107 (O) iDaciivC. The mputs are data on data lines 117·d(O) • • • . . 
of register 105 r(l) is specified by q(l,O). 50 d(m) and mask co.able signals on mask lines U:, e(O) • ~ · ·. · : 

Internal match line Ul m(i) and cncnw match line • e(m). If a mask line rn e(j) is active, then the value of : 
125 MA(i) are related u follows: if either is inactive, the data line 117 d(J) is disregarded when testing for a ... 
other is also inactive. Intemal match line 121 m(i) is match. H the contents of cells 107 q('i.O) ••• q(1,m) for a· "'. . 
inactive if its corresponding register 105 r(i) does not given register 18:5 r(i) match all values on~ lines .117 : : 
match the data on data input lines 117 as masked by the 55 d(O) ..• d~m) which are n?t masked by active mask J?les • · 
inputs on mask lines 125. The electrical properties of 127, then mternal match line 121 m(i) becomes active. In 
extcmal match lines 125 are such that corresponding logical tenns,. this may be defined as follows: 
external match lines from a plurality of CAMMs 101 
may be connected together; sinc.e each such CODllected 
external match line 125 MA(i) is inactive if its corre- <,o 
sponding internal match line 121 m(i) is inactive. all 

m(,) = _'; l(f<L 1) • aVJ) + e(J)I 
/=0 

such c:onnc:cted cncnw match lines 125 MA(i) are where P is the logical product. 
inactive if any of the corresponding internal match lines In the associative clear open,.tioo, finally, WE 133 is 
121 m(i) is inactive, and if an external match lines 125 inactive and CLR 135 is active. As previously mcn-
MA(i) is i:nactive, all internal match lines 125 m(i) con- 65 tioned, if CLR 135 c(i). internal match line Ul m(i), and 
nected thereto are also inactive. In logical tenns,. there- external match line 125 MA(i) arc alJ active. match mid 
fore, the state of an extemal match line 125 MA(i) is the clear logic 111 clears register r(i). Since external match 
logical product of the states of all internal match lines line 125 MA(i) is active only if inte.mal match lines 121 
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register 105 match the data inputs to those CAMMS101
as masked by the mask inputs. The output ofan external
match line 125 for a given register 105 indicates
whether the contents of that register matches the data
and mask inputs received by its CAMM 101. 5

3 Internal Structure of CAMM 101

Internally, CAMM 101is made up ofregister set 103
consisting of registers 105, address decoder 109 for
decoding addresses ofregisters 105 received on external
address lines 113, internal address lines 115 for transmit-
ting decoded addresses from address decoder 109 to
registers 105, clear logic 111 for performing the associa-
tive clear operation, internal match lines 121 for trans-
mitting match signals between registers 105, clear logic 15
111, and external match lines 125, and internal clear —
lines 123 for transmitting clear signals between clear
logic 111 and registers 105.

Each register 105 consists of a plurality of cells 107
for storing a single bit of data. Each cell 107 in a given
register 105 corresponds to a singie data input line 117,
a single data output line 119, and a single mask line 127.
Thus, ifeach register 105 has 0... m cells 107, there are
0... m data input lines 117, data outputlines 119, and
mask fines 125. In FIG. 1, the plurality of data input
lines 117 is indicated by d(0) . . . d(m), the plorality of
mask lines by e(0) . . . c(m), and the plurality of data
outputlines by y(0). . . y(m). Data input line d(®) carries
data to cell 107 (0) of a register 105 specified by an
address on external address lines 113, data output line
y(0) carries data from cell 107 (0) ofa register 105 speci-
fied by an address, and mask. line ¢(0) masks data input
line d(0).

Each register 105 onds to a single internal
address line 115, a single internal match line 121, and a
single internal clear line 123. In FIG. 1, the plurality of
registers 105 is indicated by r(0). . . 1(1), the plurality of
internal address lines 115 by 2(0)«+. a(D, the plurality
ofinternal match lines 121 by m(0).. . m(1), the plural-
ity of internal clear lines 123 by cf{0) . . . (1), and the
plurality of external match lines 125 by MA(o). . .
MAQ(). Ifi isin @...1, then internal address line 215
a(i), internal match line 121 m(i), internal clear line 123
ci), and external match line 125 MA() all correspond
to register r(3) 105. Further, a given cell 107 in registers
105 is indicated by q(i,j), where i specifies register 105 to
which cell 107 q belongs and j specifies a single cell of
107 of cells 107 0 . . . m in register i. Thus, cell 107 (0)

ofregister 105 r(1) is specified by q(1,0).

i

258

x
Internal match line 121 m(i) and external match line =>

125 MAG)are related as follows:ifcither is inactive, the
other is also imactive. Internal match line 121 m(j) is
inactive if its corresponding register 105 r{i) does not
match the data on data putlines 117 as masked by the 55
inputs on mask lines 125. The electrical properties of
external match lines 125 are such that corresponding
external match lines from a plurality of CAMMs 101
Tay be comected together; since each such connected
external match line 125 MA() is inactive if its corre- @
sponding internal match line 121 m(i) is inactive, all
such connected external match lines 125 MA(i) are
inactive ifany of the corresponding internal match lines
121 m()is inactive, and if an external match lines 125
MAG)is inactive, all internal match lines 125 m(}} con- 65
nected thereto are also inactive. In logical terms, there-
fore, the state ofan exteraal match line 125 MAQ) is the
logical product of the states of all mternal match lines

121 m@ in the CAMMs101 whose external match lines: :
125 are connected. -

Clear logic 111 determines thestate ofan individual ce
clear line 123 c(i) in response to external match line125":
MAQ) and CLR line 125. if external match fine 125 |
MAG) and CLR 135 are simultaneously active, clear
logic 111 actives clear line 123 c(i), therebysetting cells.107 g(i,0 . . . m) of register 105 r(i) to a value indicating.
a binary 0. As mentioned above, external match-line ~
MA()is active onlyifits corresponding internal match .

line m()) is active. Where external match lines 125 nMA() of a plurality of CAMMs 101 are connected -
together, therefore, no register 105 r(i) in any of the”
plurality of CAMMs I01 is cleared: unless internal .
match lines m(i) 121 in all of the plurality of CAMMs +" ~
101 are active, thatis, unless the contents ofcack regis- 3 *:
ter 105 r{i) in the plurality of CAMMs 101matches the" ”

inputs on data input lines 117 as masked by mask Hines125 in that CAMM 101.

External address lines 113 consist of a plurality-of ~
address limes A(Q) . . . A) which transmit « binary —encoded address a register 105 to address -
decoder 109. Address decoder 109 decodes theaddress"
and activates internal address line 115 correspondingto .
register 105 specified on external address lines 113.For. ,

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

  

 

A) aad internal eddross Hees 418 may ooasist of lice.”
a(0) ... a(7). The three external address lines 113allow’ ~

a binary representation of the integers 0 through7 and::
address decoder 109 decodes this binary representation
and activates internal address line 115 for register 105

Feeaetet Teprencatead by extnrns] address *lines 113.

4 Operations Performed by CAMM 101 -
As mentioned above, CAMM 101 performs four op-, Be

erations: a read operation, a write.operation, a match—
operation, and a clear operation. In a read
OE 131 is active, external address lines 113. aaeinier 105 G) cad deta carat Hace 1199009)
are set to the valves of cells 105 9(,6) ... gGm). In a
write operation, WE 133 is active;external addresslines
113 specify a register 105 r()), and cells 105 G0)..:
aGom) are set to the values on dara input lines 117 a(0) Sot- d(m).

“In a match operation, WE 133 and CLR 135 are both--
inactive. The inputs are data on data lines 117-40)... -.
d(m) and mask enable signals on mask lines 127 e{0) . . ;
em). Ifa mask Hine 127 ef) is active, then the value of

data line 117 d(j) is disregarded when testing for a ._
match. If the contents ofcells 107 q6,0)...q@m) fora ~~..
given register 105 r{i) match all values on data lines 117 <-
d(0)...d(m) which are not masked by active mask lines * 5

127, then internal match line 124 m() becomes active. In + 2logical terms, this may be defined as follows: ve

 

mai) =Fotid- AD) +
where P is the logical product. a

In the associative clear operation, finally, WE 133 is
inactive and CLR 135 is active. As previously men- ~
tioned, ifCLR 135 cf), internal match line 121 mG), and
external match line 125 MA(i) are all active, match and
clear logic £11 clears register r@). Since external match -
line 125 MAGQ)is active onlyif internal match Eines 121

— TAAkn nnnEAETRtenet
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·m(i) for all CAMMs 101 whose external match lines 125 
MA(i) are connected together are active, a clear takes 
place only if there are matches for all CAMMs 101 
whose external match lines 125 MA(i) are connected. 

3 CAMs Composed of CAMMS 101-FIG. 2 
s 

8 
fled by D(O) ... D(p), those comprising CAM data 
output lines 214 by Y(O) ... Y(p), and those comprisin9 
CAM mask lines 215 by E(O) ... E(p), where p=sn-1 
as before. 

4.3.2 Operations Performed by CAM 201 
In most applications, an individual CAMM 101 like As a conseqencc of the manner in which CAMMs 101 

the one just described is combined with other CAMMs are connected to form CAM 201, all of the reading, 
101 to make a CAM. FIG. 2 is a block diagram repre- writing, matching, and clearing functions performed by 
senting a CAM 201 made up of a plurality of CAMMs 10 a CAMM 101 can be perf onncd by CAM 201. 
101. Inputs to CAM 201 include data on CAM data In a read operation, CAM OE line 221 is active and 
input lines 213, masks on CAM mask lines 215, control CAM address lines 211 specify an address. Conse-
signals on CAM control lines 211, and encoded ad- quently, control line OE 131 of each CAMM 101 is 
dresses on CAM address lines 211. Outputs include data active, external address lines 113 of each CAMM 101 
on CAM data_output lines 214 and CAM match.signals IS specify a corresponding register 105 r(i), and data out-
on CAM match lines 217. put lines 119 are set to the values of the cells 105 making 

4 3 1 Beba · f CAM 201 up register 105 r(i). Since all the registers 105 r(i) to-
. · VJor O gethc:r make up logical register 219 R(i), and all of the 

The behavior of CAM 201 is determined by the man- data output lines together make up CAM data output 
ner in which CAMMs 101 making up CAM 201 are 20 lines 214, the result is to set CAM data output lines 214 
connected by CAM address lines 211, CAM control Y(O) ... Y(p) to the values of cells 105 q(i,0) ... q(i,p) 
lines 212, and CAM match lines 217. CAM address lines in logical register 219 R(i). Similarly, in the write opera-
211 CA(O) ••. CA(k) are connected to external address tion, CAM WE line 223 is active, CAM address lines 
lines 113 A(O) ... A(k) of all CAMMs 101 in CAM 201, 211 specify an address, and cells 105 q(i,O) .•. q(i,p) in 
and consequently, an address i on CAM address lines 25 logical register 219 R(i) indicated by the address are set 
211 specifies register 105 r(i) in all CAMMs 101 making to the values of CAM data input lines 213 D(O) •.. D(p ). 
up CAM 201. CAM control ~ 212 consist of CAM In a match operation, CAM data input lines.213 D(O) 
O;& line 221, connected to OE line 131 or all CAMMs ..• D(p) specify the data to be matched with the con-

,· 101 making up CAM 201, CAM WE ~ 223, con- tents of logical registen 219 and CAM mask lines .215 
:: nccted to WE lin~ 133 of all CAMMs 101 m '?AM 201, 30 E(O) •.. E(p) specify whii:h bits of the data are to be· 
s. .and CAM CLR ~e 225, connected to CLR line 135 of ignored in determining whether there is a match. Since 
·· all CAMMs 101 m CAM 20L As a consequence of these CAM match line 217 CMA(i) corresponding to a logi-
,,.. i:onncctions, when a <?~ control line~ CAM con~ cal register 219 R(i) connects all external ·match lines 

lines 212 becomes active, rts corresponding control line 125 MA(i) for registers 105 r(i) comprising logical regis-
in control lines ~ in all CAMMs ~01 making up CAM 3S ter 219 R(i), CAM match line 217 CMA(i) and all extc:r-
201 becomes acllve. CAM match lines 217 CMA(O)_ · · • naI match lines 125 MA(i) are deactivated as previously 

"· CMA(l), finally, are ~ected to extemal ~ lines desc:nl>ed if the.contents of any register 105 r(i) fail 'to 
-,,..,,125 MA(O) .•. MA(l) m-all CAMMs 101 making up match unmasked bits on CAM data input lines 213 cor-
-<,· CAM 20L As previously explained, when external responding to the cells 105 contained in register 105 r(i). 
!;;1•match_ l,ines 125 corresponding to• register 105 r(i) in• 40 The state of CAM match line 217 CMA(i) thus indicates 
::.-_pmrality of CAMMs 101 are connected together, a whether the contents of ]ogica] register 219 R(i) match 
,. failure of the contents of a register 105 r(i) to match 1he the data on CAM data input lines 213 D(O) ... D(p). In 

values of register 205 r(i)'s data inputs 117 as masked by logical terms, this may be expressed as follows· 
its mask inputs 125 deactivates its enernal match line · 
125 MA(i), and this in tnrn deactivates all external 45 
match lines 125 MA(i) connected to it. Consequently, CMA(I) - f. [(q(LJ). d(J)) + <(/)) 
CAM match line 217 CMA(i) is active only if for each i=O 
register 105 r(i) in the group of CAMMs 101 forming 
CAM 201 the value of data inputs 117 as masked by where Pis the logical product as before. As may be seen 
mask inp\rts 1r1 of each register 105 r(i) matches the so from the above equation, a match operation for a logical 
contents of that register 105 r(i). register 219 R(i) ~ CAM 201 ~ completely _equivalent 

As a resnlt of these connections between CAMMs to a match operation for a register 105 r(i) m CAMM 
101 making up CAM 201, corresponding registers 105 lOL 
r(i) in CAMMs 101 making up CAM 201 behave as a The behavior of the clear operation in CAM 201 is 
single logical register 219 R(i), indicated by dashed lines S5 determined by the bcha~or of the match operation ~d 
in FIG. 2. if CAM 201 contains s CAMMs 101 and each by the fact that CLR lines 135 of all CAMMs 101 m 
register r(i) contains n cells 107 then logical register 219 CAM 201 are connected to CAM CLR line 225, aud 
R(i) contains sn cells 107. In FIG. 2 these cells are speci- consequently, all CLR lines 135 are active when CAM 
fled as cc1ls 107 q(1,0) ... q(i,p), where p=sn-1. Jnst as CLR line 225 is active. _As explain':'1 _in the descriptio~ 
all registers 105 r(i) in CAMMs 101 making up CAM 60 of CAMMs 101, a register 105 I{1) IS cleared only if 
201 form a·logical register R(i) 219, so do all data input CLR line 135 and external match line 125 MA(i) are 
lines 117 in these CAMMs 101 form CAM data input both active. External match line 125 MA(i) for a regis-
lines 213, all data output lines 119 form CAM data out- ter 105 r(i) in a logical register 219 R(i) is active only if 
put lines 214, and all mask lines m form CAM mask internal match lines Ul m(i) for all registers 105 r(i) 
lines 215. There are as many CAM data input lines 213, 6S making up logical register 219 R(i) are active. There-
CAM data output lines 214, and CAM mask lines 215 as fore, registers 105 r(i) making up logical register 219 
there are cells 107 q in a logical register 219. In FIG. 2, R(i), and thus, logical regist_er 219 ~ itself, are cleared 
the lines comprising CAM data input lines 213 are speci- only if the contents of logical register 219 R(i) match 
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“n(i) for all CAMMs 101 whose external matchlines 125
MAQ() are connected together are active, a clear takes
place only if there are matches for all CAMMs 101
whose external match lines 125 MA() are connected.

3 CAMs Composed of CAMMS 101—FIG. 2
In most applications, an individual CAMM 101 like

the one just described is combined with other CAMMs
101 to make a CAM.FIG. 2 is a block diagram repre-
senting a CAM 201 made up ofa plurality of CAMMs 10
101. Inputs to CAM 201 include data on CAM data
input lines 213, masks on CAM mask Jines 215, control
signals on CAM control lines 211, and encoded ad-
dresses on CAM address lines 211. Qutputs include data
on CAM dataoutput lines 214 and CAM matchsignals
on CAM matchlines 217.

43.1 Behavior of CAM 201

The behavior of CAM 201 is determined by the man-
ner in which CAMMs 101 making up CAM 201 are
connected by CAM address lines 211, CAM control
lines 212, and CAM matchlines 217. CAM address lines
211 CA(O) . . . CA(k) are connected to external address
lines 113 A(O). . . A(k) of all CAMMs 101 in CAM 201,
and consequently, an address i on CAM address lines 25
211 specifies register 105 r@) in all CAMMs 101 making
up CAM 201. CAM control lines 212 consist of CAM
OE: line 221, connected to OE line 131 of all CAMMs

:- 101 making up CAM 201, CAM WE line 223, con-
: nected to WE line 133 of all CAMMs 101 in CAM 201, 30
s and CAM CLR line 225, connected to CLR line 135 of
- all CAMMs 101 in CAM 201. Asa consequence ofthese
connections, when a CAM controlline in CAM control

lines 212 becomes active, its corresponding controlline
in controllines 129 in all CAMMs 101 making up CAM 35

- 201 becomes active. CAM matchlines 217 CMA(0).. .
+ CMA(D),finally, are connnected to external match lines
42125 MA(O) . .. MA(1) in-all CAMMs 101 making up
«:CAM 201 As previously explamed, when external
sematch lines 125 correspondingto a register 105 r(i) in a 40
>plorality of CAMMs 101 are connected together, a

» failure of the contents of a register 105 r(j) to match the
values of register 205 r(i)’s data inputs 117 as masked by
its mask inputs 125 deactivates its external match line
125 MA(i), and this in tum deactivates all external 45
match lines 125 MAG) connected to it. Consequently,
CAM match line 217 CMA(j) is active only if for each
Tegister 105 r(i) in the group of CAMMs 101 forming
CAM 201, the value of data inputs 117 as masked by
mask inputs 127 of each register 105 r(i) matches the
contents of that register 105 r(i).

As a result of these connections between CAMMs
101 making up CAM 201, corresponding registers 105
1G) in CAMMs 101 making up CAM 201 behaveas a
single logical register 219 RQ), indicated by dashed lines
in FIG. 2. ifCAM 201 contains s CAMMs 101 and each
register r(i) contains n cells 107,then logical register 219
RQ) contains sn cells 107. In FIG.2 these cells are speci-
fied as cells 107 qG,0) . . . qG,p), where p=sn— 1. Just as
all registers 105 r{i) in CAMMs 101 making up CAM
201 form alogical register R(i) 219, so do all data input
lines 117 in these CAMMs 101 form CAM data input
lines 213, all data outputlines 119 form CAM data out-
put lines 214, and all mask lines 127 form CAM mask
lines 215. There are as many CAM data inputlines 213,
CAM data outputlines 214, and CAM mask lines 215 as
there are cells 107 q in a logical register 219. In FIG.2,
the lines comprising CAM data input lines 213 are speci-

8
fied by D(0) . . . D(p), those comprising CAM data
output lines 214 by Y(0) . . . ¥(p), and those comprisin9
CAM masklines 215 by E(0).. . E(p), where p=sn—1
as before. 7 _

4.3.2 Operations Performed by CAM 201
As a consegence of the manner in which CAMMs101

are connected to form CAM 201, all of the reading,
writing, matching, and clearing functions performed by
a CAMM 101 can be performed by CAM 201.

In a read operation, CAM OEline 221is active and
CAM address lines 211 specify an address. Conse-
quently, contro! line OE 131 of each CAMM 101 is
active, external address lines 113 of each CAMM 101
specify a corresponding register 105 r(i), and data out-
put lines 119 are set to the values of the cells 105 making
up register 105 r(i). Since all the registers 105 r(i) to-
gether make up logical register 219 R(i), and all of the
data output lines together make up CAM data output
lines 214, the resuit is to set CAM data output lines 214
¥@) ... ¥(p) to the values of cells 105 q(i,0) . . . q(i,p)
in logical register 219 RG). Similarly, in the write opera-
tion, CAM WE line 223 is active, CAM address lines
211 specify an address, and cells 105 q(i,0) . . . q(i,p) in
logical register 219 R(i) indicated by the address are set
to the values of CAM data inputlines 213 D(0)... D{p).

In a match operation, CAM data input lines. 213 D(0)
. . - D{p) specify the data to be matched with the con-
tents of logical registers 219 and CAM mask lines .215
E(O) .. . E(p) specify which bits of the data are to be-
ignored in determining whether thereis a match. Since
CAM match line 217 CMAQ)corresponding to a logi-
cal register 219 RG) connects all external -match lines
125 MAG)for registers 105 r(i) comprising logical regis-
ter 219 RG), CAM match line 217 CMA()andall exter-
nal match lines 125 MA(j) are deactivated as previously
described if thecontents of any register 105 r(i) fail to
match unmasked bits on CAM data input lines 213 cor-
Tesponding to the cells 105 contained in register 105 r().
Thestate ofCAM match line 217 CMA()) thus indicates

- whether the contents of logical register 219 R(i) match
the data on CAM datz input lines 213 D(0) .. . D(p). In
logical terms, this may be expressed as follows:

CMA = } IGen- ay + tlj=o

wherePisthe logical product as before. As may be seen
from the above equation, a match operation for a logical
register 219 R() in CAM 201 is completely equivalent
to a match operation for a register 105 r@) in CAMM
101.

The bebavior of the clear operation in CAM 201is
determined by the behavior of the match operation and
by the fact that CLR lines 135 of all CAMMs 101 in
CAM 201 are connected to CAM CLR line 225, and
consequently, all CLR lines 135 are active when CAM
CLR line 225 is active. As explained in the description
of CAMMs 101, a register 105 r{i) is cleared only if
CLR line 135 and external match line 125 MA(j) are
both active. External match line 125 MAQ) for a regis-
ter 105 r{i) in a logical register 219 RG)is active only if
internal match lines 121 m(i) for all registers 105 r{i)
making up logical register 219 R(i) are active. There-
fore, registers 105 r(i) making up logical register 219
RQ),and thus, logical register 219 R(i) itself, are cleared
only if the contents of logical register 219 R(@) match

ee
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responding CAM data lines D(O) . . . D(l), and only 
internal match Ii~C!! Ul corresponding to these registers 
105 arc active. 

Further, since all internal match lines 121 m(i) ·in 

thi:: data on CAM data input lines 213 as masked by the 
input on CAM mask lines 215. As with the other opera
tions, the clear operation on a logical register 219 R(i) is 
thus completely equivalent to the clear operation on a 
register 105 r(i). 

4.3.3 Example Match and Clear Operations-FIG. 3 

5 registers 105 r(i) making up a logical register 219 R(i) 
must be active in order for the CAM match line 217 
corresponding to a logical register 219 R(i) to be actiye, 

A concrete example ofa match operation and a clear only CAM match lines 217 for logical registers 219 (1); 
operations in a CAM 201 is provided by FIG. 3. FIG. 3 (4), aniI (5) arc active. Finally, an intcroal clear line 123 
shows the state of cells 107, CAM data input lines 213, JO c(i) in CAMM O 302 or CAMM 1 303 is active only if : . .. 
CAM mask lines 215, internal match lines 121, intcroal CAM CLR 225 is active and cxtcmal match line MA (i) 
clear lines 123, and CAM match lines 217 for a CAM 125 is active. Since the state of cxtcmal match .line ., , 
201 comprised of two CAMMs 101. Each CAMM 101 MA(i) 125 is identical with the state of CAM match line · 
contains 8 4-bit registers 105, and consequently, CAM 217 to which it is connected and onJy CAM match lines 
201 of FIG. 3 contains 8 eight-bit logical registers 219. 15 219 for logical registers (1), (4), and (5) arc active, only 
FIG. 3 represents CAM 201 as follows: Table 301 rcprc- those intcmal clear lines 123 in CAMM O 302 · and 
seots the inputs to CAM 201 at the time of the match CAMM 1 303 arc active which correspond to ~rs 
and clear operations; row D corresponds to CAM data 105 making np logical registers 219 1, 4, and 5 .. As 
input lines 213, and row E corresponds to CAM mask shown in Table 307 of FIG. 3, showing the state of the 
lines 215; the columns specify individual CAM data 20 cells 107 in CAM 201 after the clear operation, all cells 
input lines 213 and CAM mask lines 215. The value at 107 making up these logical registers 219 have been set.· 
the intcrscction of a row and a colnmn specifics the to 0. . , 
value on the line specified by the colnmn in the set of The associative clear operation illustrated in FIG: 3. : . : 
lines specified by the row. may be used to simultaneously alcar all data having a . ·: 

Tables 305 and 307 show the state of CAM 201 before 25 certain type code from a CAM 201 while leaving data , · · 
and after an associative clear operation. In these tables, with other type codes undisturbed.· For example,' ihc., . .:. ·:: 
part 302 represents the state of CAMM 101 0 and part leftmost two bits of the data stored in·CAM 201·ofF.IG. ·' ·.: 
303 the state of CAMM 1011 making up CAM 20L In 3 might be such a type code. In the cxamplcofFIG.'.3/:'.·:·' 
tables 305 and 307, each row corresponds to a logical CAM mask lines 215 mask all bits.but.those containing·._;·., 
register 219 and the numbered columns correspond to 30 the type code, md the unmasked CAM data input lines :. 
cells 107. The value at the intcrscction of a row and a 213 have the value 10, specifying a type code. As appar, : · '. 
numbered colnmn is thns the value of that ccll 107 ~ cot in FIG. 3, when CAM CLR line ·225 is active, all.,·: · -
ificd by the colnmn number in logical register 219 spcci- CAM 201 logical registers 219 containing data with the.:~.-. , 
ficd by the row number.' Table 305 further contains type code 10 arc cleared. · · : .·. < · _; .. ·, 
lettered columns; the lcttcB heading thcac columns 35 ··, · ·-
specify lines in CAMMs 101 corresponding to registen 4.3.4 CA.Ms with Different Properties Formed from' ·.:. 
105 making up logical rcgistCB 219 in CAM 201 and CAMMS 101-FIG. 4 . .. . . . . 

lines in CAM 201 itself. The letter M 121 specifies inter- By varying the manner in which CAMMs 101 ·arc· -
nal match lines 121, the letter C 123 specifics internal connected together, CAMs with differing properties, .. : .. 
clear lines 123, the letters MA specify external match 40 may be formed. FIG. 4 pI'CICDb an cumplc of sucli a :, · 
line 125, and the letters CMA specify CAM match lines CAM, a CAM with status registers. CAM 401 has two ,\ ·. 
215. As previously explained, the state ofa CAM match main parts: status registers 415 and data registers 417.'",, 
line 215 is the same as the state of the cxtcmal match Data registers 417 contain data; each register in statµs . ··; · 
lines 125 connected to it. Again, the value at the inter- registers 415 is associated with a data register 417 and, .· · ·. 
section of a row and a lettered colnmn is the state of the 45 contains status information about that data register 417: ' , · 
line specified by the letter corresponding to the register Status information might include ·a bit indicating:that' ·. · · 
spccilicd by the row. the contents of the associated data register 417· am valid · .. 

Turning now to the operation illustrated in FIG. 3, or one indicating that the associated data register 417 is 
the values of CAM mask lines 215 determine which being loaded. The association of registers in status regis- · 
values on CAM data inpnt lines 213 are relevant to the 50 tcrs 415 with registers in data registers 417 is accom-
match. In FIG. 3, CAM mask lines E(2) ••. E(7) all plishcd by connecting all CAMMs 101 in CAM 401 to ··: 
have the value I; consequently, any value in cells 107 common CAM address lines 404, whereby a single ad-
q(i,2) ... q(i,7) produces a match when compared with dress refers either to a register in status registers 415 or 
the value on the corresponding line of CAM data input the register in data registers 417 associated with it. The · 
lines 213 D(2) ... D7) and only the values in cells 107 55 division of CAM 401 into two sets of registers is accom-
q(i,O) ..• q(i,1) may fail to match when compared with plishcd by connecting CAMMs 101 making up data 
the value of the corresponding data input line of data registers 417 to one set 403 of CAM input. output, mask- · ·. 
input lines 213 D(O) ... D(1). The effect of the masking ing, control, and match lines and CAMM 101 maldng · · 
can be seen in colnmn m for CAMM 1 303. Since all up status registers 415 to another set 405, thns malcing it 
CAM mask lines 215 corresponding to cells 107 con- 60 possible to perform read, write, match, and clear opera- . 
taincd in CAMM 1 303 arc active, the contents of these tions independently OD status registers 415 and data 
cells are indifferent and all internal match lines 121 in registers 417. 
CAMM 1 303 arc active. In CAMM O 302, OD the other 
hand, onJy CAM mask lines 215 corresponding to cells 
107 q(i,l) ... q(i,3) arc active. and thus, the contents of 65 
cells 107 q(i,0) and q(i,l) arc rclcvant to the match. As 
FIG. 3 shows, onJy in registers 105 (1), (4), and (5) do 
the contents of these cells match the values on the cor-

4.4 Implementation of a CAMM 101 

The discussion now turns to an CKIDplary implemen
tation of a CAMM lOL The exemplary implementation · 
is presented mcrcly for purposes of illustration; other 
implementations are possible which arc capable of_pcr-
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the data on CAM data inputlines 213 as masked by the
input on CAM mask lines 215. As with the other opera-
tions, the clear operation on a logical register 219 R(i)is
thus completely equivalent to the clear operation on a
register 105 r(i). 5
4.3.3 Example Match and Clear Operations—FIG.3
A concrete example of a match operation and a clear

operations in a CAM 201is provided by FIG. 3. FIG. 3
shows thestate of cells 107, CAM data inputlines 213,
CAM mask lines 215, internal match lines 121, internal
clear lines 123, and CAM matchlines 217 for a CAM
201 comprised of two CAMMs 101. Each CAMM 101
contains 8 4-bit registers 105, and consequently, CAM
201 of FIG. 3 contains 8 eight-bit logical registers 219. 1
FIG. 3 represents CAM 201as follows: Table 301 repre-
sents the inputs to CAM 201at the time of the match
and clear operations; row D corresponds to CAM data
input lines 213, and row E corresponds to CAM mask
lines 215; the columns specify individual CAM data
inputlines 213 and CAM mask lines 215. The valueat
the intersection of a row and a column specifies the
value on the line specified by the column in the set of
lines specified by the row.

Tables 305 and 307 show thestate ofCAM 201 before
and after an associative clear operation. In these tables,
part 302 represents the state of CAMM 101 0 and part
303 the state of CAMM 101 1 making up CAM 201. In
tables 305 and 307, each row corresponds to a logical
register 219 and the numbered columns correspond to
cells 107. The value at the intersection of a row and a
numbered column is thus the value ofthat cell 107 spec-
ified by the column number in logical register 219 speci-
fied by the row number. Table 305 further contains
lettered columns; the letters heading these columns
specify lines in CAMMs 101 corresponding to registers
105 making up logical registers 219 in CAM 201 and
lines in CAM 201itself. The letter M 121 specifies inter-
nal match lines 121, the letter C 123 specifies internal
clear lines 123, the letters MA specify external match 40
line 125, and the letters CMA specify CAM match lines
215. As previously explained, the state ofa CAM matchline 215 is the same as the state of the external match
lines 125 connected to it. Again, the value at the inter-
section of a row andalettered column is the state ofthe 45
line specified by the letter correspondingto the register
specified by the row.

Turning now to the operation illustrated in FIG. 3,
the values of CAM mask lines 215 determine which
values on CAM data input lines 213 are relevant to the 50
match. In FIG. 3, CAM mask lines E(2) . . . E(7) all
have the value 1; consequently, any value im cells 107
qG,2) . . . qG,7) produces a match when compared with
the value on the corresponding line of CAM data mput
lines 213 D(2) . . . D7) and only the values in cells 107 55
qG,0) . . . q(i,1) may fail to match when compared with
the value of the corresponding data input line of data
inputlines 213 D0) . . . D(1). The effect of the masking
can be seen in column m for CAMM 1 303. Since all
CAM mask lines 215 corresponding to cells 107 con- 60
tained in CAMM 1 303 are active, the contents of these
cells are indifferent and all internal match lines 121 in
CAMM 1 303 are active. In CAMM 0 302, on the other
hand, only CAM mask lines 215 correspondingto cells
107 q(i,2) . . . q(i,3) are active, and thus, the contents of 65
cells 107 q(i,0) and q(i,l) are relevant to the match. As
FIG. 3 shows, only in registers 105 (1), (4), and (5) do
the contents of these celis match the values on the cor-
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responding CAM data lines D(0) . . . D(#), and only
internal matchlines 121 correspondingto these registers105 are active. -

Further, since all internal match lines 121 m(®) -in
registers 105 r(i) making up a logical register 219 R(i) ~
must be active in order for the CAM match line 217 |
correspondingto a logical register 219 R(i) to be active, -. |
only CAM match lines 217 for logical registers 219 (1), -.
(4), and (5) are active. Finally, an internal clear line 123 -
c(@) in CAMM 0 302 or CAMM1 303 is active only if ©
CAM CLR 225 is active and external match line MA (i) -,
125 is active. Since the state of external match line |
MAG) 225 is identical witb the state ofCAM matchline.
217 to which it is connected and only CAM Taatch lines ©
219 for logical registers (1), (4), and (5) are active, only _ ‘
those internal clear lines 123 in CAMM 0 302:and |.
CAMM 1 303 are active which correspondto registers _ -
105 making np logical registers 219 1, 4, and 5. As ~ ”
shown in Table 307 of FIG. 3, showing thestate of the ©
cells 107 in CAM 201 after the clear operation, all cells

107 making up these logical registers 219 have been set,to 0. Q

The associative clear operation illustrated in FIG. 3. ar
may be used to simultaneously clear all data having a: ©
certain type code from a CAM 201 while leaving data LO

 3 might be such a type code. In the example of FIG.CAM mask lines 215 mask all bits.but those containin;
the type code, and the unmasked CAM data input lines
213 have the value 10, specifying a type code. As appar-:;
ent in FIG. 3, when CAM CLR line-225 is active,all:

CAM 201logical registers 219 containing data withthtype code 10 are cleared. .

4.3.4 CAMs with Different Properties Formed from .CAMMS101—FIG. 4 i

By varying the masner in which CAMMs 102-arc:
connected together, CAMs with differing properties.-
may be formed. FIG. 4 presents an example of such 2
CAM, a CAM with status registers. CAM 401: has two
main parts: status registers 415 and data registers 417.
Data registers 417 contain data: each registerim status . ~:"
registers 415 is associated with a data register 417 and. _°.
contains status information about that data register417:
Status information might include a bit indicating:that' .. ©
the contents of the associated data register 417are valid °..
or oneindicating that the associated data register 417 is
being loaded. The association ofregisters in status regis- -
ters 415 with registers in data registers 417 is accom- |
plished by connecting all CAMMs 101 in CAM 401 to ~~
common CAM address lines 404, whereby a single ad-
dress refers either to a register in status registers 415 or
the register in data registers 417 associated with it. The -
division of CAM 401into twosetsof registers is accom-
plished by connecting CAMMs 101 making up data
registers 417 to one set 403 ofCAM input, output, mask- ‘-.
ing, control, and match lines and CAMM 101 making © .
up status registers 415 to another set 405, thus makingit
possible to perform read, write, match, and clear opera- -
tions independently on status registers 415 and data
registers 417.

4.4 Implementation of a CAMM 101
The discussion now turns to an exemplary implemen-

tation of aCAMM 101. The exemplary implementation -
is presented merely for purposes of illustration; other -
implementations are possible which are capable ofper-
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4.4.1.2 Detailed Discussion of Cell 565 (i,O) 
· forming the same operations as the exemplary imple

mentation and arc thus equivalent to iL The exemplary 
implementation discussed herein uses TIL gate array Since all cells 565 in register 567 (i) arc identical, only 
technology. In this technology, all logic functions must cell 565 (i,0) is discussed in detail. Cell 565 (i,O)'s inputs 
be expressed by means of NAND gates and inverters. 5 are mask line e(O) 507, data input line d(O) 509, data 
Because of the complexities introduced into the imple- complement line d(O) 511, internal address line a(i) 513, 
mentation by this constraint, it is advantageous to first OE line 5118, ~. line 510, and intcmal cl':31" Jin7 cl(i) 
discuss FIGS. 5 and SA, which together present a sim- 523. Cell 565 (1,0) s 01;1tputs arc cell match l!°c m(t) 541 
plified logic diagram for a single register of a CAMM and cell output data Im~ y(i,O) 539. The logical co~po- · 
10L Thereupon, the discussion will turn to the exem- 10 ~ents of cell 5~ (i,O) are: A~ gate 515, r~ctvmg 

Jary implementation of CAMM 101 itself. mputs from WE hne 510, data line d(O) 509, and mtemal 
p address line a(i) 513; AND gate 517; receiving inputs 
4.4.1 Simplified Logic Diagram for a Single Register of from WE line 510, data complement line d(O) 511, and 

a CAMM 101-FIG. 5 internal address line a(i) 513; OR gate 525, receiving 
The logic diagram of FIGS. 5 and SA employs AND 15 inputs from internal -clear line c(i) 523 and AND gate 

gates, OR gates, and RS flip-flops, that is, flip-flops 517; RS flip-flop R~(~O) _529, receiving its S input from 
having an S input whose activation sets the flip-flop to AND gate 5~ ~d t~ R mput from 0~ gate 525; AND 
I, an R input whose activation ICts the flip-flop to 0, a y gate 533, recetvmg 1!1puts from data line d(O) 509 and 

tput which has the value to which the flip-flop was the>: ~utp1;1t of RS flip-flop.RS(i,O) 529; ~ ~ 534, 
ou - al . th 1 20 recetvtni mputs firom data complement !me d(O) 511 
last set, and a Y output whose v ue 15 e comp ement and the y output of RS flip-flop RS(i,O); OR gate 540, 

· of that of the y outpuL FIGS. 5 and SA represent a . . . ti AND t S33 d 534 d k 
· · ~- (i) tli ed · d ttcd Jin d addi recetvmg mputs rom ga cs an an mas 

smgle register...,, 1 • ou O m O es, an • r e(O) 507· d AND tc 535 · · g inputs from 
tional clements showing register 567 (i)'s relationship to . me • 30 

• ga • rcccivm 
th · d r CAMM lOl t bich ·t bcl R • mtcmal address line a(i) 513 and the y output of RS 

e remam er o o w t ongs. eg 25 flip-fl RS(" 0) 529 
ister 567 (i) is functionally equivalent to register 105 r(i) . op t, · 
of FIG. 1. Register 567 (i) is capable of storing four bits 4.4.1.3 Operations on Register 567 (i) 
and consequently is made up of four cc11s 565 (1,0) · · · ·When· read, write, match and associative clear opera-

__..· (t,3), equivalent to cells 107 q(1,0) · · · q("t,m) of FIG. "I. tions are performed on the contents of register Stn (i), -
,•. 4.4.1.1 Inputs and Outputs of Register s,n (i) 30 the components of cell 565 (i,O) interact as follows: In a 
'-'"· . . write operation to register Stn (i) to which cell 565 (i,O) 
:: Inputs to register Stn (i) ~ of: mask_ lines e(O) 501 belongs, WE -line 510 and internal address line a(i) 513 
,.. through c(3) 507, com:sponding to mask lines m c(O) · are both active. Consequently the states of lines 519 and 
• .• e(m) of FIG. I; data input !mes d<O) 509 and d(l) 571 521, carrying the outputs or'AND gates 515 and 517 

~ugh d(~) 575, corresponding to lin~ d(Ol:.:: d(m) of 35 respectively, depend on whether data input line d(O) 509 
mput data lines 117, data complement lines d(O) 511 and is active. If it is, then data complement line ii(ii) 511 is 

::-c!OO 577 through d(3) 581, carrying values which are inactive, line 519 is active, and line 521 is inactive. If 
~ the logical complement of the values on corresponding data input line d(O) 509 is inactive, the reverse is true. 
:.:, data i_nput lines d(O) 509 ~ d(l) 571 ~ugh d(3) 5?5; Linc 519 is connected to the S input of flip-flop RS(i.O) 
.-;;;,,OE _line 5118, co_m:sponding. to OE 1;inc liJl, WE ~ 40 529, and consequently, if line 519 is active, flip-flop 
.:·5.~0, corresponding to WE line 133, m~ clear line· RS(i.O) 529 is set to.I. Line 521 is connected to OR gate 
~c(i) 523 corresponding to clear line c(i) of mtcrnal clear 523, which in tum is connected to the R input of flip-

lines 123, and intcmal address line a(i) 513 correspond- flop RS("t,O) 529. Therefore, if line Sll is active, flip-flop 
ing to line a(i) of internal address lines 115. RS(i,0) 529 is reset to O. Thus, after a write operation, 

Register Stn (i)'s outputs include register data output 45 the value at tltc y output of flip-flop RS("1,0) 529 is idcn-
lincs y("t,O) 539 through y(t,3) 551 and an cµemal match tical to the value represented on data input line d{O) 509 
line com:sponding to line MA(i) of cxtcma1 match lines at the time of the write operation. 
MA 125 in FIG. 1. As previoualy mentioned, external As FIG. 5 shows, internal address line a(i) s:iJ and . 
match lines MA 125 are bi-directimtal and may be con- WE line 510 are connected to other cells 565 in register 
nected to other cxtcmal match lines MA 125. When so 50 567 (i) in the same fashion as they are connected to cell 
connected, an cxtcmal match line MA 125 is active only 565 ("t,O), and each of the other cells receives inputs from 
if all other extcmal match lines MA 125 connected to it its equivalents to data input line d(O) 509 and data com-
arc active. In FIG. 5, the bidirectional nature: of the plement line d(O) 511 in the same fashion as ccll 565 (i.0). 
external match line and its relationship to correspond- Thus, at the cod of a write operation, RS flip flops 529 
ing match lines of other CAMMs 101 is expressed by 55 (i.0 ... 3) in register 567 (i) contain the values on data 
representing the external match line for register 567(i) input Jines d(O) 509 through d(3) 575. 
as two lines, MA(i)out 556 and MA(i)in 559. MA(i)out In a read operation, internal address line a(i) 513 and . 
556 is a continuation of internal match line m(i) 555; OE line 508 are active. Internal address line a(i) 513 and 
MA(i)in 559 is cotmected to CAM match line CMA(i) line 531 from the y output of flip-flop RS(i,0) 529 serve 
564. corresponding to a line in CAM match lines 217 of 60 as inputs to AND gate 535, whose output is cell data 
FIG. 2. The relationship between lines MA(i)out 556, line 539 y(i,O). Thus, when intcmal address line a(i) 513 
MA(i)in 559, and their equivalents in other CAMMs is active, the value of the y output of flip-flop RS(i,O) 
101 is shown by means of wire AND gate 563 (in dotted 529 determines the value of cell output data line 539. 
lines). Inputs to gate 563 arc lines MA(i)out for Cell output data line 539 is an input to OR gate 569, 
CAMMs 101 whose external match lines MA 125 are 65 along with the equivalent lines from other registers 567. 
connected, its output is CAM match line CAM(i) 564, Thus, if cell output data line 539 is active, line 570, the 
and MA(i)in 559's value is determined by the value of output of OR gate 569, is active. Linc 570 is one input to 
CAM match line CMA(i) 564. AND gate 571; the other input is OE line 508; conse-
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* forming the same operations as the exemplary imple-
mentation and are thus equivalent to it. The exemplary
implementation discussed herein uses TTL gate array
technology.In this technology,all logic functions must
be expressed by means of NAND gates and inverters.
Because of the complexities introduced into the imple-
mentation by this constraint, it is advantageous to first
discuss FIGS. 5 and 5A, which together present a sim-
plified logic diagram for a single register of a CAMM
101. Thereupon, the discussion will turn to the exem-
plary implementation of CAMM 101itself.

4.4.1 Simplified Logic Diagram for a Single Register ofa CAMM 101-—-FIG. 5

Thelogic diagram of FIGS. 5 and 5A employs AND
gates, OR gates, and RS flip-flops, that is, flip-flops
having an S input whose activation sets the flip-flop to
1, an R input whose activationsets the flip-flop to 0, a y
output which has the value to whichthe flip-flop was
last set, and a y output whose value is the complement

‘of that of the y output. FIGS. 5 and 5A represent 2
single register 567 (i), outlined in dotted lines, and addi-
tional elements showing register 567 (i)’s relationship to
the remainder of CAMM 101 to which it belongs. Reg-
ister 567 (i) is functionally equivalent to register 105 r(i)
of FIG.1. Register 567 (i) is capable of storing four bits
and consequently is made up of four cells 565 G,0). . .

a G3), equivalent to cells 107 qG,0) ... q(i,m) of FIG. 1.
i 4.4.1.1 Inputs and Outputs of Register 567 @

Inputs to register 567 (i) consist of: mask lines e(0) 501
~~, through (3) 507, corresponding to mask lines 127 e{0).
* ,.e(m) of FIG.1; data inputlines d(0) 509 and d(1) 571

through d(3) 575, correspondingto lines d(0)...d(m) of 5
inputdata lines 117,data complementlines d(0) 511 and

15
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30
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4.4.1.2 Detailed Discussion of Cell 565 (i,0)

Since all cells 565 in register 567(i) are identical, only
cell 565 (i,0) is discussed in detail. Cell 565 (i,0)’s inputs
are mask line e(0)507, data input line d(0) 509, data
complementline d(0) 511, internal address line a(i) 513,
OEline 508, WE line 510, and internal clear line cl(i)
523. Cell 565 (i,0)’s outputs are cell matchline m(i) 541
and cell output data line y(i,0) 539. The logical compo- -
nents of cell 565 (1,0) are: AND gate 515, receiving
inputs from WE line 510, data line d(0) 509, and internal
address line a(i) 513, AND gate 517,receiving inputs
from WE line 510, data complement line d(0) 511, and
internal address line a(i) 513; OR gate 525, receiving
inputs from internal clear line c(i) 523 and AND gate
517; RS flip-flop RS(i,0) 529, receiving its S input from
AND gate 515 andits R input from OR gate 525; AND
gate 533, receiving inputs from data line d(0) 509 and
the y output of RS flip-flopRS(i,0) 529, ANDgate534,
receiving inputs from data complementline d(0) 511
and the y output of RS flip-flop RS(i,0); OR gate 549,
Teceiving inputs from AND gates 533 and 534 and mask
line e(0) 507; and AND gate 535, receiving inputs from
internal address line a(i) 513 and the y output of RS
flip-flop RS(i,0) 529.

44.1.3 Operations on Register 567 (i)
‘Whenread, write, match and associative clear opera-

tions are performed on the contents of register 567 (i), -
the components ofcell] 565 (i,0) interact as follows: In a
write operation to register 567 (1) to which cell 565 (1,0)
belongs, WEline 510 and internal address line a(i) 513
are both active. Consequently, the states oflines 519 and
521, carrying the outputs of AND gates 515 and 517
respectively, depend on whether data pnt line d(0) 509
is active. If it is, then data complementline d(0) 521is

>d(i) 577 through d(@) 581, carrying values which are
ss the logical complementof the values on corresponding —data input line d(0) 509 is inactive, the reverse is true.
3 data input lines d(0) 509 and d(1) 571 through d@)575; Line 519 is connected to the S imputofflip-flop RS(,0)
3:QEline 508, correspondingto OE line 131, WE line 4p 579, and consequently, if line 519 is active, flip-flop

- 510, corresponding to WE linc 133, internal clear line’—_RS(6) 529 is set to.1. Line 521 is connected to OR gate

inactive, line 519 is active, and line 521 is inactive. If

 
 

--C(i) 523 corresponding toclear line c(i) of internal clear
lines 123, and internal address line a(i) 513 correspond-
ing to line a(i) of internal address lines 115.

Register 567 @)’s outputs include register data output
lines y(i,0) 539 through yG,3) 551 and an external match
line corresponding to tine MA() ofexternal match lines
MA 125 in FIG. 1. As previously mentioned, external
match lines MA 125 are bi-directional and may be con-
nected to other external match lines MA 125. When so
connected, an external match line MA 125 is active only
if all other external match lines MA 125 connected toit
are active. In FIG. 5, the bidirectional nature of the
external match line and its relationship to correspond-
ing match lines of other CAMMs 101is expressed by
representing the external match line for register 567(i)
as two lines, MA(iout 556 and MA(i)in 559. MAG@)out
556 is a continuation of internal match line m(i) 555;
MAQ)in 559 is connected to CAM match line CMAQ)
564, correspondingto a line in CAM match lines 217 of
FIG. 2, Therelationship between lines MA@out 556,
MA(i)in 559, and their equivalents in other CAMMs
101 is shown by means ofwire AND gate 563 (in dotted
lines). Inputs to gate 563 are lines MA(out for101 whose external match lines MA 125 are
Connected, its output is CAM match lme CAM(G) 564,
and MA(Q)in 559’s value is determined by the value of
CAM match line CMAQ) 564.

6

65

523, which m turn is connected to the R inputof flip-
flop RS@,0) 529. Therefore, if line 521 is active, flip-flop
RSG,0) 529 is reset to 0. Thus, after a write operation,
the value at the y output offlip-flop RS(G,0) 529 is iden-
tical to the value represented on data inpat line d(0) 509
at the time of the write operation. .

As FIG. 5 shows, internal address line a(i) 513 and .
WE line 510 are connected to other cells 565 in register
567 (i) in the samefashion as they are connected to cell
565 (1,0), and each ofthe other cells receives inputs from
its equivalentsto data inputline d(0) 509 and data com-
plementline d(0) 511 in the same fashion as cell 565 (i,0).
Thus, at the end of a write operation, RS flip flops 529
(0. . . 3) in register 567 (i) contain the values on data
input lines d(0) 509 through d(3) 575.

In a read operation, internal address line a(i) 513 and .
OEline 508 are active. Internal address line a(i) 513 and
line 531 from the y outputofflip-flop RSG,0) 529 serve
as inputs to AND gate 535, whose outputis cell data
line 539 yG,0). Thus, when internal address line a(i) 513
is active, the value of the y outputofflip-flop RSG,0)
529 determmes the value of cell output data line 539.
Ceil output data line 539 is an input to OR gate 569,
along with the equivalentlines from other registers 567.
Thus, if cel] output data line 539 is active, line 570, the
output ofOR gate 569,is active. Line 570 is one input to
AND gate 571; the other input is OE line 508; conse-
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qucotly, when address line a(i) 513 and OE line 508 are match Jine MA(i) 125 is active only if all other external 
active, cc1J data output line y(O) S73*s value is deter- match lines MA(i) 125 from other CAMMs 101 con- . 
mined by the value of the y output of flip-flop RS(i,O) nected to it are active, and thus, if.an associative clear · : 
529. Since internal address line a(i) 513 and OE line 508 operation may be performed on register (i} 567, it may .. 
are connected in the same fashion in all cells 56S makmg 5 be perfonncd on corresponding registers 567 whose ·. 
up register (i) 567, the values at the y outputs of these external match lines are connected to regiscer (i) 5G7. 
registers' RS flip-Oops (t,O • • · 3) determine the values 4.5 A 1TL Gate Array Implementation of CAMM ·. ·. 
on data output lines y(O) 573 through y(3) m. When a 
register is not being addressed, the outputs of the AND 101-FIGS. 6 and 6A through 6P . : .> 
gates corresponding to AND gate 535 are inactive. 10 FIGS. 6 and 6A through 6P together contain a logic . 
Consequently, only the values in cdJs 56S (1,0 ••• 3) of diagram for an exemplary 1TL gate array qnplcmenta- .. :. 
the addressed register .567 (i) determine the values of tion of an eight-register by four-bit CAMM 101.' ThC: ·~ · 
data output lines y(O) 573 through y(3) m. form of the logic in this implementation is dictated by ·· · 

In a match operation, the value at the y output of logical and electrical characteristics of the 1TL gate . 
flip-flop RS(i,O) 529 is compared with the value on data 15 array. The only logical devices which may be formed 
input line d(O) 509 unless mask line e(O) 517 is active. from the gate array are NAND gates and inverters. ·, . 
When the operation is performed, the value at the y Further, each NAND gate must have three inputs and a , , 
output of flip-flop RS(t,O) 529, carried on line 531, and given NAND gate or inverter can drive a maximum of' . 
the value on data input line d(O) 509 arc both input ~ four other NAND gates or inverters. In FIG. 6,. only . " , 
AND gate 533. At the same time the value of the y 20 the cells of a llingle register are shown in detail; cell$ of · · · 

, .. /, 
output offlip-fiop RS(1,0) 529, carried on line 532, and :remaining registers are reptcSCDted as boxes with" la- . 
the value OD data complement line d(O) 511 are both belled ·ioputs and outputs; the cells and registers ·so· , · . 
input to AND gate 534. Consequently, if the value on represented are, however, identical to the cclls and . . ::'. 
data input line d(O) 509 matches the value at the y out- register shown in detail. < . . .', . 
put, either line 537, the output of AND gate 533. or line lS ·.: .. . . 
536, the output of AND gate 53t, is active. Linc 537 is 4.s.1 Inputs and Outplll:ll of~ Tn..,(;iate An,&Y · . '. 
active if data input line d(O) SOhnd line 531, carrying ImpJementati~ -:·, •. · .. ' 
the value of they output, are both active, that ls, if the CAMM 101 represented in FIGS.·6 and·fiA' through-,, ·. 
data on data input line d(O) SO, and the data in tlq:Hlop 6P, bas the following inputs: on FIG. 6, da~ input~ 
RS(i,O) both have the value 1, and line 536 is be active 30 DO 6167, Dl 6171, D2 6175, and D3 6179, correspond- . . ..:: ; 
if data complem~t line d(D) 511 and line 532. cmry:ing ing to data input lines 117 ofFIG.1; maslc.Jines~6169, .. : 
the value of they output are both active, that ls, if the El 6173, E2 6177, and E3 618~ com:sponding to.masli:',.;:; 
data on data input line d(O) 509 and the data in tlq:Hlop lines U7 and serving to mask th~~ data:·:...· 
RS(i,O) 5.2!1 both flave the value 0. LiDel 536 and 537 are input line when they are active; on FIG. 611:; external .'i: · '· · 
inputs toOR gate 540, and consequently, OR gate 540'1 35 address lines AO 6026, Al 6028, and ,Al 6030, com:-·: . ' 
output, line 5'1, is active if either line 536 or line 537 is sponding to external address lines.113; on FIG. 60;.0E · , ~·_: 
active. If, OD the other hand, the data on data input line line 6191, corrcspoll(ling to OE 131; and on FIG; 6A. •.: .. ' 
d(O) 509 does not match the data in flip-Bop RS(i,O) 52', write enable line WE 6068,, comsponding to WE 133, ·, · '. 
neither AND gate-533110t AND gate 534has two ac- and tDl line Ql8l, correspondmg ~CLR.,135. Lines ... ' 
tive ioputs, and output lines 537 and 536 are both inac- -40 WE 6068,, OE 6197, and alt 6081 · arc all, ,normally , :: ·· 
tive. active and are inactivated to specify a write,· read, oi:•, ·. '. 

The third input to OR gate 540 is mask line e(O) Sffl. dear operation respectively. Outputs from.c;AMM 101 .. 1·· -~ 
When data line d(0) 50!l is being masked, mask line e(O) repraented in FIG. 6 arc data output lines YO 6147,cYl ·,,:',· 
5ff1 is active and OR gate S40's output line Sil is active 6153, Yl 6157, and Y3 6161, on FIGS. 6D and·6P·~ .: ._ 
regardless of the values of lines 536 and 537, that ls, 45 sponcling to data output lines 1D and bidirectional ex~ ' . · · 
regardless of whether data line d(O) SO, has the same temal matcb lines MO 6182 through·M7·6196 on FI<;Y. · ·. 
value as flip-flop RS(1,0) 529. Line Sil and its eqniva- 6C corresponding to enc:rnal match lines 125 in FIG.1. ., , 
Jents from the other cells 56S in register 567 9el'Ve u As specified on FIG. 6C, enc:rnal matcb Jines MO 6182 '· · · 
ioputs to AND gate 553. whOle output is internal match through M7 6196 are COllDeCted to op:a collector out-
line m(i) 555, corresponding to one or internal match 50 pnlll. When one such enc:rnal match line MO· 6182 · 
Jines UL Comequendy, internal match line m(i) 555 for through M7 6J.9(i is connected to external match ·lines 
a register (i) 567 is active only if all cclJ match lines for from other CAMMs 101 of the type disclosed in FIG. 6, · 
register (i) S67's cells ate active. the result is a wire AND: none of the connected exter- · . 

The associative clear operation takes place when nal match lines will be active unless all of them are. 
CLR line 512 is activated. If extcmal match line MA(· 55 
i)in 559 is active when CLR. line 512 is activated, cell 4.S.2 Functional Subdivisions of the 1TL 
(i,O) 565 is cleared. CLR. line 512 and external match Implementation 
line MA(i)in 559 ate inputs to AND gate 514, which bu CAMM 101 of FIG. 6A has the following functional; 

·$, ,, 

~f 

internal clear line c(i) 523 as its outpuL Internal clear subdiyisions, outlined in dashed lines: on FIG. 6, ~ta:·· \ 
line c(i) 523 provides an input to OR gate Sl5, whose 00 and mask input 6183, for receiving inputs from data . · 
output is connected via line 527 to the R input of flip- input lines DO 6167 through D3 6179 and mask lines EO . 
flop RS(1,0) 529. Tims, when CLR. line 512 and external 6169 through E3 6181; on FIO. 6A, address decoder 

"' { 
match line MA(i)in 559 are active, internal clear line c(i) 6067, corresponding to ~ decoder 109, for receiv- · 
S23 is active, line 527 is active. and flip-flop RS(i.O) is set ing external address lines AO 6026 through Al 6028 and 
to O. Since internal clear line c(i) 523 is connected as 65 decoding~ received on these lines; on FIGS. 
desaibed above to all other cells 565 in register (i) 567, 6D and 6E, data outputs 6142 for outputting data rc-
all cdls 56S in registc.r (i) 567 ate cleared simultaneously ceived from registers 6176; on FIG. 68, clear logic 
with cclJ (1,0) S6S. As previously mentioned, an external 6090, corresponding to clear logic 111, for clearing 
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quently, when address line a(j) $13 and OEline 508 are
active, cell data output line y(0) 573's valuc is deter-
mined by the value of the y output offlip-flop RSG,0)
529. Since internal address line a{i} 543 and OFline 508
are connected in the same fashion in all cells 565 making
up register (i) 567, the values at the y outputs of these
registers’ RS flip-flops (1,0 .. . 3) determine the values
on data output lines y(0) 573 through y(3) $79. When a
register is not being addressed, the outputs of the AND
gates corresponding to AND gate 535 are inactive.
Consequently, only the values in cells 565 (1,0. . . 3) of
the addressed register 567 () determine the values of
data output lines y(0) 573 through y(3) 579.

In a match operation, the value at the y output of
flip-flop RSG,0) 529 is compared with the value on data
input line d(0) 509 unless mask line ¢(0) 517 is active.
When the operation is performed, the value at the y
output of flip-flop RSG,0) 529, carried on line 531, and
the value on data input line d(0) 509 are both inputto
AND gate 533. At the same time the value of the y
output offlip-flop RSG,0) 529, carried on line 532, and
the value on data complement line d{0) 511 are both
input ta AND gate 534. Consequently,if the value on
data inputline d(0) 509 matches the value at the y out-
put, cither line 537, the output ofAND gate 533, or line
$236, the outpat of AND gate 534, is active. Line 537 is
active if data input fine d(0) 509 and line 531, carrying

. the value of they output, are both active, that is, if the
data on data input line d(0) 509 and the data in flip-flop
RSG,0) both have the value 1, and line 536 is be active
ifdata complementlined@) 511 and line 532, carrying
the value of the Y output are both active, that is, if the
data on data inpot line d(O) 509 and the data in flip-flop
RS(L0) 529 bothhave the value 0. Lines $36 and 537 are
inputs to.OR gate 540, and consequently, OR gate 540’s
output, Hne 541, is active ifeither line 536 or line 537 is
active. If, on the other hand, thedata on data input line
(0) 509 does not match the data in flip-flop RSG,0) 529,
ocither AND gate 533 nor AND gate 534 has two ac-
tive inputs, and output lines 537 and 536 are both inac-tive.

‘The third input to OR gate 540 is mask line e(0) 507.
‘When data line d(0) 509 is being masked, mask line (0)
507 is active and OR gate 540's output line 541is active
regardless of the values of lines 536 and 537, that is,
regardless of whether data line d(0) 509 has the same
value as flip-Hop RSG,0) 529. Line 541 and its equiva-
lents from the other cells 565 in register 567 serve as
inputs to ANDgate 553, whose output is internal match
line m(i) 555, corresponding to one of internal match
lines 121, Consequently, internal match line m({i) 555 for
a register (i) 567 is active only if ali cell match lines for
register @) 567's cells are active.

The associative clear operntion takes place when
CLR line 512 is activated. If external match line MA(-
Din 559 is active when CLR line 512 is activated, cell
G,0) 565 is cleared. CLR line 542 and external match
line MA(@)in 559 are inputs to AND gate 514, which has
internal clear line c(i) 523 as its output. Internal clear
line cj} 523 provides an input to OR gate 525, whose
output is connected via line 527 to the R input of flip-
flop RS(i,0) 529. Thus, when CLR line 512 and external
match line MAG@)in 559 are active, internal clear line c(i)
523 is active, line 527 is active, and flip-flop RSG,0) is set
to @ Since internal clear line c(i) 523 is comnected as
described above to all other cells 565 in register (7) 567,
all cells 565 in register (i) 567 are cleared simultaneously
with cell (1,0) 568. As previously mentioned, an external

14
match line MA(i) 125 is active only if ail other external -~
match lines MAG) 125 from other CAMMs 101 con-
nected to it are active, and thus, if.an associative clear“ ‘
operation may be performed on register (i) 567, it may _--

5 be performed on corresponding registers 567 whose -.

external match lines are connected to register {i) 567.
4.5 A TTL Gate Array Implementation of CAMM -

101—FIGS. 6 and 6A through 6F

10. FIGS. 6 and 6A through 6F together contain a logic “
diagram for an exemplary TTL gate array implementa-_,
tion of an eight-register by four-bit CAMM 101. The. =”
form of the logic in this implementationis dictated by
logical and electrical characteristics of the TTL gate —-

15 array. The only logical devices which may be formed
from the gate array are NAND gates and inverters. |. -
Further, cach NAND gate must have three inputs and a on
given NAND gate or inverter can drive a maximumof
four other NAND gates or inverters. In FIG. 6, only .

20 the cells of a single register are shown in detail; cells of *
remaining registers are represented as boxes with’ da-
belied ‘inputs and outputs; the cells and registers ‘so’,

represented are, however, identical to the calls au ~register shown in detail. -

4.5.1 Inpets and Outputs ofthe TTE-Gate Array
Implementation :

CAMM 101 represented in FIGS.'6 and6Athrouigi
6F, has the following inputs: on FIG.6, data input nes

30 BO 6167, D1 6171, D2 6175, and D3 6179, correspond-
ing to data inputlines 117 ofFIG. 1; mask lines EO 6169,
El 6173, E2 6177, and E3 6181, corresponding to.mask
fines 127 and serving to mask the corresponding data
input ine when they are active; on FIG. 6A, external

35 address lines AO 6026, Al 6028, and A2 6030, corre.’
sponding to external address lines 113; on FIG. 6D,|

line 6197, corresponding£0 OF 13h: snd on FIG:Siwrite enable line WE
and CER line 6081,

40 WE 6068, OF 6197, and

v3

 

Fae

6153, ¥Y2 6157, and Y3 6161, on FIGS. 6D and6Fcorre--
45 sponding to data output lines 139 and bidirectiovial ex- *_

ternal match lines M0 6182 through’M7-6196 on FIG.
6C corresponding to external match lines 125 m FIG.1.
As specified on FIG. 6C, external match Enes MO 6182 ~
through M7 6196 are connected to open collector oit-

50 puts. When one such external match line MO6182-Frrough M7 6196 is comnected to external match lines
from other CAMMs 101 ofthe type disclosed in FIG. 6, -
the result is a wire AND: noneof the connected exter-
nal match lines will be active noless all of them are.

58 4.5.2 Functional Subdivisions of the TTL
Implementation

CAMM 101 ofFIG. 6A has the following functional. uo
subdivisions, outlined in dashed lines: on FIG. 6, data:

60 and mask input 6183, for receiving mputs from data.
input lines DO 6167 through D3 6179 and mask lines EO
6169 through E3 6181; on FIG. GA, address decoder
6067, corresponding to address decoder 109, for receiv- -

ing external address lines AO Oeeemae65 decoding addresses received on these lines; on FIGS. -
6D and 6E, data outputs 6142 for outputting data re-
ceived from registers 6176; on FIG. 6B, clear logic
6090, corresponding to clear logic 111, for clearing
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'indivi4ual registers 6176; and on FIG. 6B, match logic 
6189, for detecting matches. In addition, one register, 
register (0) 6187, on FIG. 6B, is outlined with dashed 
lines, and one cell of register (0) 6187, cell (0,0) 6185, is 
so outlined. Registers 6187 correspond to registers 105 
of FIO. 1, and cells 6185 correspond to cells 107. The 
cfu;cuss.ion deals first with each of these functional divi
sions and then with their interaction in the read, write. 
match. and associative clear operatioos. 

4.5.2.1 Data and Mask Inputs 6183 

16 
AO 6026, Al 6028, and A2 6030 and its outputs are 
internal address Jines 6065, corresponding to internal 
address Jines 115. Bach line in internal address lines 
6065 is associated with a register 6187 . . Lines in internal 

S address lines 6065 an: active unless register 6187 associ
ated with a line is being addressed; in that case, the line 
associated with register 6187 being addressed is inac
tive. Thus, address decoder 6066 operates by activating 
all internal address lines 6065 but theone for the register 

JO specified by external address lines AO 6026 through A2 
6830. 

Data and mask inputs 6183 on FIG. 6 include data Address decoder 6066 consists of inverters 6027 
input lines DO 6167 through D3 6179, mask lines EO through 6043 and NAND gates 6051 through 6054. 
6169 through E3 6181 paired with the data Jines, and Each address line AO 6026 through A2 6030 is input to 
associated ]ogic. Since each data input line-mask line IS an invcrl!;r and the output from that inverter is input to 
pair has the same ]ogic,.only that for data input line DO another inverter. Thus; for each address line AO 6026 
6167 and mask line EO 6169 is discussed in detail. Begin- through A2 6030, there is available from the first in-
ning with DO 6167, the logic includes inverter 6001, verter a signal which is the complement of the signal on 
with DO 6167 .as its input and line 6003 as its output; the corresponding external address line and from the 
inverter 6005, with line 6003 as its input and line 6011 as 20 second inverter a signal which is identical with that on 
its output; inverter 6007, with mask line EO 6169 as its the corresponding external address line. The signals 
input and line 6009 as·its output; NAND gate 6013, with obtained from the inverter outputs are then input to 
inputs from Jines ~ and 6009 and an output to line NAND gat.cs 6051 through 6054. Each of these gates 
6017; inverters 6023, having line 6017 as their input and . takes three inputs, one derived from address line AO 
lines to cells 6185 as their outputs; NAND gate 6015. 2S 61126, one from address line Al 6028, and one from 
with inputs from Jines 6009 and 6011 and an output to address line A2 ~ An input derived from a given 
line 6019, and inverters 6020, with inputs from line 6019 address line .is obtained from the output of either the 
and lines to cells 6185 as their outputs. In the following, . first or second inverter following: the address line. The 

.·/ only IDOA line 6025, the output of inverter 60.?1, and input's value is therefore either identical with the value 
:=· IDOA line 6024, the output of inverter 6022. are dill- 30 oftheaddrcsslineorthecomplcmentofthatvalue.For 
~ cossed in detail. CUJ11ple, NANO gate 6063 takes as its inputs line ti033, 
· In the portion of data and mask inputs 6183 associated line 6035; and line QM9. Line 6033'& value is the comple-
" with data input line DO 6167 and mask line E06169, the ment of:the value of extcmal address line AO 60l6, line 

inputs DO 6167 and EO 6169 and the outputs IDOA 6024 603S's value is the complement of the value of c.xtcrnaJ 
and IDOA 6025 have the following relati.onsbips: if data 3S address line Al 6028, and line 6049's value is identical 
input line DO 6167 is not being masked. that is, if mask with that of extemal address line A2 6830. The inputs to 

•;· line EO 6169 is inactive, IDOA line 6024 is set to the NANO gates 6051 through 60fi4 are distnl>uted among 
•F value of data input line DO 6167 and IDOA line.(;'025 is -the gaie.·in suc:h fimhimr that ·a. givelrcombination of 
,::;·set to the complement of that value; if data input line DO signals on extemal address lines AO 6026 through A2 
~' 6167 is being masked, that is, ifEO 6169 is active, IDOA 40 6030 causes one of NAND gates 6051 through 6064. to 
~line 6024 and ll'>oA line 60l5 are both inactive These have 1111 Jmctive output and the remainder-to have ac-
-~onships are achieved as follows: beginning with tive outpulll. For instance, NAND gate 60fi4 takes as its 

the case in which no masking is taking place, when inputs line 6037, whose value Is the complement of the 
mask line EO 6169 is inactive, line 6009 is active and the value on cm::mal address line A2 6030, line 6035, wh011C 
values of the outputs of NANO gates 6013 and 6015 4S value is the complement of the value OD cxtemaJ. ad-
depend OD the values of lines 6003 and 6011 rcspeo- dress line Al 6028, "and line 6033, whose value is the 
lively. The values of lines 6003 and 6011 in tum depend complement of the value on ex.temal address line 6026. 
onthevalueofdatainputlineD06167.Ifdatainputline NAND gate 6064's output 6067 is active unless line 
DO 6167 is active, line 6003 is inactive and ~e 6011 is . 60'r/, line 6035, and line 60ll are all simultaneously 
active. Consequently, line 6019,-the output of NANO 50 active. and the latter is true only if cxtemal address Jines 
gate 6015, is inactive, and its inversion, IDOA line 6024. AO 6026 through A2 6030 are simultaneously inactive, 
is active, while line 6017, the oUtpllt of NANO gate that is, only if the values on cxtamal address lines AD 
6013, is active. and its inversion, ffioA line 6025, is 6026 through A2 6030 represent a binary 0. With all 
inactive. If data input line DO 6167 is inactive, the re- other NANO gates 6051 through 6063, when external 
verse of the above is true. Thus, when mask line EO S5 address lines AO 6026 through A2 6030 are simulta-
616!> is inactive, IDOA line 6024's value is always identi- neonsly inactive, at least one input line to each of 
cal with that of data input line DO 6167 and IDOA line NAND gates 6051 through 6063 is inactive, and consc-
6025's value is always the complement of the value of quently, all NANO gates 6051 through 6063 have ac-
data input line DO 6167. When data input line DO 6167 tive outputs. . 
is being n;iasked on the other baud, mask line EO 6169 is (,() The complete relationship between combinations of 
active, line 6009 is inactive, and COll!CqUently, NAND signals on extcmal address lines AO 6026 through A2 
gates 6013 and 6015 have active outpub 6017 and 6019 6030 and outputs on internal address lines 61165 is illus-
and IDOA line 6024 and IDoA line 6025 are inactive tn.ted in the truth table in FIG. 7. In that table, the table 
regardJess of the value of data input line DO 6167. rows indicate the eight possible combinations of values 

65 on address lines AO 6026 through A2 6030 and the table 
4.5.2.2 Address Decoder 6067-FIGS. 6A and 7 columns indicate individual NAND gates 6051 through 

Tuming now to address decoder 6067, on FIG. 6A, 6054 and their input lines. The table entries ·themselves 
address decoder 6067's inputs are external address lines show the output of the NAND gate specified by the 
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‘individual registers 6176, and on FIG. 6B, match logic
6189, for detecting matches. In addition, one register,
register (0) 6187, on FIG. 6B, is outlined with dashed
lines, and one cell of register (0) 6187, cell (0,0) 6185, is
so outlined. Registers 6187 correspond to registers 105
of FIG. 1, and cells 6185 correspond to cells 107. The
discussion deals first with each of these functional divi-
sions and then with their interaction in the read, write,
match, and associative clear operations.

4.4.2.1 Data and Mask Inputs 6183

Data and mask inputs 6183 on FIG. 6 include data
input lines DO 6167 through D3 6179, mask lines EO
6169 through E3 6181 paired with the data lines, and
associated logic. Since each data input line-mask line
pair bas the same logic,.only that for data input line DO
6167 and mask line EO 6169 is discussed in detail. Begin-
ning with DO 6167, the logic includes inverter 6001,
with DO 6167.as its input and line 6005 as its output;
inverter 6005, with line 6003 as its input and line 6011 as
its output; inverter 6007, with mask line E@ 6169 as its
input and line 6009 asits output; NAND gate 6013, with
inputs from lines 6003 and 6009 and an output to line

10

6017, inverters 6023, having line 6017 as their inputand .
lines to celis 6185 as their outputs; NAND gate 6015,
with inputs from lines 6009 and 6011 and an output to

25

line 6019, and inverters 6020, with inputs froin line 6019 -
andlines to cells 6185 as their outputs. In the following,

2 Only IDOA line 6025, the output of iaverter 6021, and
IDGA line 6024, the output of inverter 6022, are dis-

2 cussed in detail.
. Inthe portion ofdata and mask inputs 6183 associated

: with data input line D0 6167 and mask line E06169, the
inputs D0 6167 and E0 6169 and the outputs IDOA 6024
and IDGA 6025 bave the following relationships: ifdata
input line DO 6167is not being masked, that is, if mask

yo line EO 6169 is mactive, IDOA line 6024 is set to the

 
 

 

~ ¥value of data input line DO 6167 and IDOA line6025 is
2rset to thecomplement ofthat valuc; ifdata input line DO
** 6167 is being masked, that is, if0 6169 is active, ID0A
syline 6024 and TDOA line 6025 are both inactive These
“relationships are achieved as follows: beginning with

the case in which ao masking is taking place, when
mask line EG 6169 is inactive, linc 6009 is active and the
values of the outputs of NAND gates 6013 and 6015
depend on the values of lines 6003 and 6011 respec-
tively. The values oflines 6003 and 6011 in turn depend
on the value ofdata input line DD 6167. Ifdata input line
DO 6167 is active, line 6003 is inactive and line 6011 is
active. Consequently, line 6019, the output of NAND
gate 6015,is inactive, and its inversion, DOA line 6024,
is active, while line 6017, the output of NAND gate
6013, is active, and its inversion, Ime 6025, is
inactive. If data input line D0 6167 is inactive, the re-
verse of the above is truce. Thus, when mask line EO
6169is inactive, IDOA line 6024's valuc is always identi-
cal with that of data input line DO 6167 and IDOA line
6025's value is always the complement of the value of
data input line D0 6167. When data input line DO 6167
is being masked on the other hand, mask line EO 6169 is
active, line 6009 is inactive, and consequently, NAND
gates 6013 and 6015 have active outputs 6017 and 6019
and EDOA. line 6024 and JDOA line 6025 are inactive
tegardless of the value of data inputline DO 6167.

4.5.2.2 Address Decoder 6067-—FIGS. 6A and 7

Turning now to address decoder 6067, on FIG. 6A,
address decoder 6067's inputs are external address lines

16
AO 6026, Al 6028, and AZ 6030 and its outputs are
internal address lines 6065, corresponding to internaladdress lines 115. Each line in internal address lines
6065 is associated with a register 6187. Lines in internal
address lines 6065 are active unless register 6187 associ-
ated with a line is being addressed; in that case, the line
associated with register 6187 being addressed is inac-
tive. Thus, address decoder 6066 operates by activating
all internal address lines 6065 but theonefor the register
specified by external address lines AO 6026 through A26030.

Address decoder 6066 consists of inverters 6027
through 6043 and NAND gates 6051 through 6054.
Each address line AO 6026 through AZ 6030 is input to
an inverter and the output from that inverter is input. to
another inverter. Thus,for cach address line AO 6026
through A2 6030, there is available from the first in-
verter a signal which is the complementofthe signal on
the corresponding external address line and from the
second inverter a signal which is identical with that on
the corresponding external address line. The signals
obtained from the inverter outputs are then input to
NAND gates 6051 through 6054. Each of these gates
takes three inpats, one derived from address lime AQ
6026, one from address line Al 6028, and one from
address line A2 6030. An input derived from a given
address lineis obtained from the output of either the

. first or second inverter following the address line. The

35

4

a5

50

33

a

65

input’s value is therefore either identical with the value
ofthe address line or the complementof that valuc. For
example, NAND gate 6063 takes ax its inputs line 6033,
line 6035,and line 6049. Line 6032's valucis the comple~
ment of-the value of external address line AO 6026, line
6035's value is the complement of the value of external
address line Al 6028, and line 6049's value is identical
with that ofexternal address line A2 6030. The inputs to
NAND gates 051 through 6064 are distributed among

-the gates in such fashiow that-a giver-combination of
signals on external address lines AO 6026 through AZ
6030 causes one of NAND gates 6051 through 6064. to
have an inactive output and the remainder'to have ac-
tive outputs. For instance, NAND gate 6064 takes as its
inputs line 6037, whose value is the complement of the
value on external address line AZ 6030, line 6035, whose
value is the complement of the value on external ad-
dress line Al 6028, and line 6033, whose value is the
complement of the value on external address line 6026.
NAND gate 6064's ontput 6067 is active unless line
6037, line 6035, and line 6028 are all. simultancously
active, and the latter is trae only ifexternal address lines
AO 6026 through A2 6030 arc simultaneously inactive,
that is, only if the values on external address lines AO
6026 through A2 6030 represent a binary 0. With all
ather NAND gates 6051 through 6063, when external
address lines AO 6026 through A2 6030 are simulia-
neously inactive, at least one input line to cach of
NAND gates 6051 through 6063 is inactive, and conse-
quently, all NAND gates 6051 through 6063 have ac-
tive outputs. .

The complete relationship between combinations of
signals on external address lines AO 6026 through AZ
6030 and outputs on internal address lines 6065 is illus-
trated in the truth table in FIG. 7. In that table, the table
rows indicate the eight possible combinations of values
on address ines AO 6026 through A2 6030 and the table
columns indicate individual NAND gates 6051 through
6054 and their mput lines. The table entries themselves
show the output of the NAND gate specified by the
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eQtry's column for the values on address lines AO 6026 
through A2 6030 specified by !h~ entry's row. 

4.5.2.3 Cell 6185 (0,0) 

18 
NAND gates 6103 and 6107 function as an RS flip-,, 

flop with R and S inputs which change the flip-flop's 
state when they become inactive. NAND gates 61~ 
and 6107 and NANO gates 6095 and 6097 together.thus, 

Turning now to cell 6185 (0,0), on FIG. 6B, cell 6185 5 are logically equivalent to AND gates 515 and 517 and ,:_ ·: 
(0,0) has the following inputs: data line IDOA 6024 and RS flip-flop 529 in FIG. 5. In the RS flip-flop formed by· , _: 
data complement line IDOA 6025 from data and mask NANO gates 6103 and 6107, line 6105, the output oL:;-
inputs 6183, intemal address line XAO 6067, from NAND gate 6103, is the Y output ~d line 6109, ·the.:.,': · 
NAND gate ~ of address decoder 6066, intemal output of NANO gate 6107 is the Y outpuL The set ,. _ 
write enable line WED 6078, whose value is derived JO operation works as foll~ws: line 6099 is the.S inpuL As ··: :·, 
from external write enable line WE 6068 by way of the output of NANO gate 6095, it is inactive· only-when , . · , 
inverters 6069 6071 and 6073 on FIG. 6A, and is there- input data line IDOA 6024, write enable line WED 6078,. ·· .. 
fore the ~lemei:t of the value of external write en- and line 6093, the _complemen! of inte~al- add~ess ~~ · ·, __ : 
able line WE 6068, and internal clear line CLRO 6089, XAO 6067, are lli;ttvi: When line~ IS macnve, hoe_·,., 
which corresponds to internal clear Jines 123 except IS 6105 ~m~ active, 1.e., they ou~ut !5 set to!; At.the _, 
that internal clear line CI.RO 6089 is inactive when an same time, lme 6109 becomes mactive, 1.e., the Y output. · . 
associative clear operation is takin~lace. Outputs from ~ set to 0. This actio? takes place. as follows: line 6105, _- :_. 
cell 6185 (0,0) are cell data line IYO 6113, whose value line 6101 and ~LRO Im~ 6089 are mputs to~ANJ?·gate; __ -
is the complement of the value stored in cell 6185 (0,0), ~107. On a wrrte,o~tion,.CLRO line 6089 IS active. If 
and cell match lines 6117 and 6Ul, which are both 20 lim: IDOA 6024 15 a~ve, Imes 6105 and 61~1 _are.~ : , : 
active when either data input line DO 6167 is masked or active; consequently, lin~ 6109, the Y ou~~t, 15·1.nactiye. ·. 

· · 85 (0 o~ match th al If, on the other hand, line IDOA 6024 JS mactive,--line 
the value contamed m cell 61 ' , es e v ue 6099. activ lin 6105 d 6101 . . . d"lin , . . 
on data input line DO 6167. !5 . e, es . ~ are inactive; an e: ::· 

Ccll 6185 (0,0,\ sists" f:· • ·--- """1, • . "ts 6109 ts active. Thus, m this case, the Y output bas ~e , ; · 
, con ° · m ........ """ recctvmg 1 25 val O d th Y tp t th val L. · · .. · ·, 

inputfromintemaladdresslineXA06067;NANDgate ~: ~ 9 :Su ~ R ~e- . the.,;..:-~·'.~::'.., 
6095 receiving its inputs from inverter 6091, WEO line fi ed b «;.,AND as 6 03 m~ut

07 
to. -~ _op··, : · -

-6078: and data line IDOA 6024; NAND gate 6097, re- ~ Y . . ~ 1 ·and 1 onl_y·w .CJl,nO!~ ),, 
· · · · from · 6091, WED Jin 6078 wnte operation IS taking place. Under these ~ ... , __ 

ceivmg rts mputs 1!1verter e • • stances, write enable line WEO 6078 is inactive,· .and'· : ' 
and data ~~t line !DOA 6025; NANO gate 30 consequently, lines 6099 and 6101 are active. When ·the . . ' 
6103, recctvmg itS mputs from NAND ~ .'°':i ~ flip-flop formed by NANO gates 6103 and· 6107~con-, /-\' 
NAND gate 6107; NAND gate 6107, recetvmg its m- tains the value 0, line 6105 is-inactive and line· 6109-is :--'. '; 
puts from N~ gate 6103, NANO gate 6097, and active regardless of the value ofcl:R line 6089 •. When'.~.;::;; 
m~ .c~ line cilW 6089; NAND gate 6~ re- the flip-flop formed by NANO gates 6103 and ·61:07-·-~,< 
ceivmg Its mputs from N~.~ 6~05 and mverter 35 contains the value], line 6105 is active along with.~-',.:· .. 
61191; NAND gate 6115, recctvmg its mputs from data 6101 and the value of c[R line 6089· determines--the :/ ;;, 
line IDOA 6024 and NAND gate 6107, and NAND gate value of lines-6109 and 6105. If CLR -Jine·6089 n:mafus-', · .· 1, 
61D, receiving its inputs from NANO gate 6103 and active, line 6109 remains inactive-and lin;.6105n:mains t:} 
data complement line IDOA 6025. Finally, connection active; if CLR line 6089 becomes inactive, line 61~ : :, ,:; . 
point 6122, comiecting the outputs of NAND gates 40 becomes active and line 6105·becomes inactive,·giving ·:_ s ,'. 
6115 and_ 6119, ii a wire~- ~~dy, if ei~or the flip-flop's Y output the value O and its Y output the · ,'.: __ : 

·.,: ·- ·""-· bothoflincs6117and61l9JSinactive,line61231Smac- value 1. Since either line 6101 or 608!> can·resct•the·, ... ,,. 
tive. flip-flop formed by NAND gates 6103 and· 6107; the· :<,; 

The.components of cell 6185 (0,0) perform the same connection of these lines to NAND gate. 6107.is func-·· ·:·: 
logical functions as the components of cell 565 (i,O) in 45 tionally equivalent to OR gate 525 in.-FIG. 5.- : .' ·. : ,:.,::; 
FIG. 5. NANO gates 6095 and 6097 take inputs which NAND gate 6111 in FIG. 6A inactivates cell.data line . :., . 
are equivalent to those for AND gates 515 and 517 in fi"o 6113 when both line 6093 and Iinc-6105 are active. : : , 
FIG. 5 and provide outputs which are the complemen.ts Line 6093 is the complement of internal address ·line:,:.'·_' 
of those of AND gates 515 and 517. Line 611!}1), the XAO 6067, and is therefore active when register 6187 :. ·. · 
output of NANO gate 6095, is active unless line 6093, so (0,0) is being addressed. Line 6105 is the Y output of the,:· .. · 
line IDOA 6024, and line WED 60711 are all active. Line flip-flop formed by NAND gates 6103 and 6107, and. _ . · 
6093 is the complement of internal address line XOA consequently, when register 6187 (0,0) is being ad- ·_' _-: 
6067, and consequently, is active only when register dressed, cell data line line IYO 6113's value is the com- : · 
6187 is being addressed, while line WED 6078 is active plement ·or the value on line 6105. As shown on FIGS.,:. · ' 
only when a write operation is taking place. Therefore, ss 6E and 6F, cell data line IY06113 receives outputs from: ·, -· 
line 6099 is inactive only when a write operation to equivalent cells of all registers in the CAMM 101 de-.. · .. 
register 6187 (0) is taking place and line IDOA 6024 is sca"bed in FIG. 6 and then serves as an input to tri-state. 
active. During a write operation to register 6187 (0), NAND gate 6145 on FIG. 6P. It thus effectively ORs ... 
line 6099's value is thus the complement of the value of these outputs and is equivalent to OR gate 569 in FIG;: , · , 
line IDOA 6024. NAND gate 6097's inputs are line 6093, <,o 5. Tri-state NANO gate 6145's output is data output line. · :· . · 
line WED 6078, and line IDOA 6025, and like NAND YO 6147. This line bas three states, activ~ inactive, and,' _: 
gate 6097, its output 6101 is inactive only when a write off. It is in the latter state when OE line 6D7 is_ inactive ,;, · 
operation to register 6187 (0) is taking place and line and its complement, line 6149, is active; otherwise, input· _ 
iDiiA 6025 is active. During a write operation, there- line 6143 is at VCC and is always active, and conse- · 
fore, Line 6101's value is the complement of the value 65 quently, data output line YO 614Ts value is the com.ple-
of line IDOA 6025 and also the complement of the value ment of the value of cell data line IYO 6113, or the value 
of line 6099. At other times, both line 6101 and line 6099 of the Y output of the Dip-flop formed by NAND gates· __ · 
are active. 6103 and 6107. Together, NAND gates 6145 and 6111 
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entry’s column for the values on address lines AO 6026
through A2 6030 specified by the entry’s row.

4.5.2.3 Cell 6185 (0,0)
Tuming nowto cell 6185 (0,0), on FIG. 6B, cell 6185 5

(0,0) has the followinginputs: data line IDOA 6024 and
data complement line IDOA 6025 from data and mask
inputs 6183, internal address line XAO 6067, from
NAND gate 6064 of address decoder 6066, internal
write enable line WEO 6078, whose value is derived 10
from external write enable line WE 6068 by way of
inverters 6069, 6071, and 6073 on FIG.6A, and is there-
fore the complementof the value of external write en-
able line 6068, and internal clear line CLRO 6089,
which corresponds to internal clear lines 123 except 15
that internal clear line CERO 6089is inactive when an

associative clear operation is takingplace. Outputs from
cell 6185 (0,0) are cell data line TYO 6113, whose value
is the complement ofthe value stored in cell 6185 (0,0),
and cell match lines 6117 and 6121, which are both
active when either data input line D0 6167 is masked or
the value contained in cell 6185 (0,0) matches the value
on data input line DO 6167.

Cell 6185 (0,0) consists of: inverter 6091, receivingits
input from internal address line KAO 6067; NAND gate
6095, receiving its inpots from inverter 6091, WES line
6078, and data line IDOA 6024; NAND gate 6097, re-

’ ceiving its inputs from inverter 6091, WED line 6078,
and data complement line IDOA 6025; NAND gate 5,
6103, receiving its mputs from NAND gate 6095 and
NAND gate 6107; NAND gate 6107, receivingits in-
puts from NAND gate 6103, NAND gate 6097, and
internal clear line CLRO 6089; NAND gate 6111, re-
ceiving its inputs from NAND gate 6105 and inverter 35
6091; NAND gate 6115, receiving its inputs from data
line IDGA 6024 and NAND gate 6107, and NAND gate
6119, receiving its inputsfrom NAND gate 6103 and
data complement line IDOA 6025. Finally, connection

- point 6122, connecting the outputs of NAND gates go
6115 and 6119, is 2 wire AND; consequently,ifeither or

« «~ both oflines 6117 anct 6119 is inactive, line 6123 is inac-
tive.

The components of cell 6185 (0,0) perform the same
logical functions as the components of cell 565 (1,0) in 45
FIG. 5. NAND gates 6095 and 6097 take inputs which
are equivalent io those for AND gates 515 and 517 in
FIG. 5 and provide outputs which are the complements
of those of AND gates 515 and 517. Line 6099, the
output of NAND gate 6095, is active unless line 6093, 5p
line IDOA 6024, and line WED 6078are all active. Line
6093 is the complementofinternal address line XOA
6067, and consequently, is active only when register
6187 is being addressed, while line WEO 6078 is active
only when a write operation is taking place. Therefore, 55
line 6099 is inactive only when a write operation to
Tegister 6187 (0) is taking place and line IDOA 6024 is
active. During a write operation to register 6187 (0),
line 6099's value is thus the complementofthe value of
line ID0A 6024. NAND gate 6097's inputs are line 6093, 60
line WED 6078, and line IDOA 6025, and like NAND
gate 6097, its output 6101is inactive only when a write
operation to register 6187 (0) is taking place and line
IDOA 6025 is active. During a write operation, there-
fore, Line 6101’s value is the complementof the value 65
ofline IDOA 6025 and also the complementofthe value

 

__ ofHine 6099. At other times, both line 6101 andline 6099
are active.
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NAND gates 6103 and 6107 function as an RSflip-. .
flop with R and S inputs which change theflip-flop’s .
state when they become inactive. NAND gates 6103 -
and 6107 and NANDgates 6095 and 6097 together.thus. -
are logically equivalent to AND gates 515 and 517 and ©’
RSflip-flop 529 in FIG.5. In the RSflip-flop formed by- = :
NAND gates 6103 and 6107, line 6105, the output of. :°
NAND gate 6103, is the Y output and line 6109, the |.”
output of NAND gate 6107 is the Y output. The set | -
operation works as follows: line 6099 is the.S input. As *:-".
the output ofNAND gate 6095,it is inactiveonlywhen | .
input data line IDOA 6024, write enable line WEO 6078, _“*..
andline 6093, the complementofinternal address line, *
XAO 6067, are active. When line 6099 isinactive, line .-/
6105 becomes active, i.e., the Y outputis set to 1; At-the .
same time, line 6109 becomes inactive, i.c., the Youtput,” -
is set to 0. This action takes place as follows: line 6105,-*:
line 6101 and CLRO Ime 6089areinputs to NANDgate" -
6107. On a writeoperation, CLRO line 6089 is active. If~ .
line IDOA 6024 is active, lines 6105 and 6101 are also -- .
active; consequently, line 6109, the Y output, is'inactive.- .--
If, on the other hand, line ID0A 6026 is inactive,-line ©: °
6099 is active, lines 6105 and 6101 are inactive; and’line. ©

6109 is active. Thus, in this case, the Y output has the 3
value 0 and the Y outputthe value 1-

CER line 6089 acts as the R input to.the flipflop
formed by NAND gates 6103-and 6107 only- when:no.
write operation is taking place. Under these ‘circum: :stances, write enable linc WEO 6078 is inactive,and": -
consequently, lines 6099 and 6101 are active. When ‘the . . ’
flip-flop formed by NAND gates 6103 and 6107-contains the value 0, line 6105 is inactive and linc6109is
active regardlessof the value ofCLR line 6089. When.

 

 
  

contains the value 1, line 6105 is active along with line
6101 and the value of aR line60!6089 determines: the
 
becomes active and line 6105-becomes inactive,giving
the flip-flop’s Y output the value 0 andits Y. output the -
value 1. Since either line 6101 or 6089 can-reset ‘the
flip-flop formed by NAND gates 6103 and6107, the ::
connection of these lines to NAND gate6107.is func-"
tionally equivalent to OR gate 525 in-FIG. 5. © 5 °c:

NAND gate 6111 in FIG. 6A inactivates celldataline .~ -
TY0 6113 when both line 6093 and line-6105 areactive. -:
Linc 6093 is the complement of internal address ‘line ~'
XAO 6067, and is therefore active when register 6187 --
(0,0) is being addressed. Line 6105 is theY output of the..- ..
flip-flop formed by NAND gates 6103 and 6107, and
consequently, when register6187 (0,0) is beingad- |:
dressed, cell data line line TYO 6113's value is the com- .
plement of the value on line 6105. As shown on FIGS..". “|
6E and 6F,cell data line TY0-6113 receives outputs from: * ~
equivalent cells ofall registers in the CAMM 101 de-..
scribed in FIG.6 and then serves as an inputto tri-state. _-
NAND gate 6145 on FIG.6F.It thus effectively ORS;
these outputs and is equivalent to OR gate 569 in FIG: «°
5. Tri-state NAND gate 6145’s outputis data outputline. -
YO 6147. This line has three states,tes,active, inactive, and : ~off. It is in the latter state when OEline 6197 isinactive .}~-

andits complement, line 6149,is active; otherwise, input- _ --
line 6143 is at VCC andis always active, and conse-"
quently, data output line YO 6147's valueis the comple- __
mentofthe value ofcell data line FY0 6113, orthe value —
of the Y outputoftheflip-flop formed by NAND gates..- ~
6103 and 6107. Together, NAND gates 6145 and 6111 |
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output the value of the Y output of ccll 6185 (0,0) when through· 6159. NAND gates 6145 through 6159 are 
. register 6187 (0) is addressed and output has been en- tri-state, that is. their outputs have three states, active, 
abled; 'NAND gates 6145 and 6111 are thus logically inactive, and off. The off state is controlled by OE line 

,. equivalent to AND gates 535 and 571 of FIG. 5. 6197. When OE line 6197 is active, line 6149 is inactive, 
Turning again to FIG. 6B, NAND gates 6115, 6119, S and NAND gates 614S through 615.9 have no output; 

and the wire AND fonned by connection 6122. between otherwise, their outputs arc the NAND of their inputs. 
the outputs of NAND gates 6115, 6119, and internal The other input to each of NAND gates 6155 through 
match lint 6123, fioally, perform the match function for 6159: is line 6143, which is always active. Consequently, 
cell 6185 (0,0) and are thus equivalent to AND gates 533 when mt line 6197 is inactive, the outputs of NANO 
and 534 and OR gate 540 in FIG. 5. NAND gate 6115 10 gates 6145 through 6159 arc the complements of the 
takes as its inputs line IDOA 6024 and line 6109 from the values on lines 6113, 6125, 6131, and 6137; that is, identi
Y output of the flip-tlop formed by NAND gates 6103- · cal with the values contained in cells 6185 (i,O) through 
and 6107. NAND gate 6119 takes as its inputs line IDOA (i,3) in register 6187 (i). · 
61125 and line 61D5 from the Y output of the flip-flop. If 
IDl!Sk. line EO 6169 is inactive, then, as descnoed in the 15 · 4.5.2.6 Match Logic 6189 
cfiscus.,ion of~ and lll1ISk inputs.6183 above, the ya). Match logic 6189 for Iegister 6187 (0), on FIG. 6C, 
ues on line IDOA 6024 and line lfioA 6025 are comple- consists of internal match line 6123, inverter 6125, 
mentary. As also explained above. the values on Imes NAND gate 61.2!), and external match line MO 6182. 
6105 and 6109 are always complementary. Couse- The mat.ch logic for the other registers 6187 is identical, 
quently, when the value on line IDOA 6024 is the same 20 and consequently, only that for register 6187(0) is ex-
• the value on line 6105, NAND gates 6115 and 6119 plained in detail. 
have complementary inputs and their outputs, lines lntmnal mat.ch -line 6123 connects the output of wire 
6117 and 6121, are both active. When the value on line . -AND 6122 with the ontpnts of equivalent wire ANDs 
IDOA is different from that on line 6105, one of NAND . in the other cells 6185 of register 6187 (0) and thereby 
gates 6115 and 61D has both inputs high, and lines 6117 2S forms another wire AND taking the output of wire 
and 6121 have have complementary values. When lines · AND .6122 and the outputs of its equivalents as inputs. 
6117 and 6121 are both active, the output from the Thus, intenial match line 6123 is active only if the out
AND formed by connection 6122 is active. indicati:ng a · puts of wire AND 6122 and iB equivalents are all ac-

:l:· match. When lines 6117 and 6121 have complementary tive.· that is,· only if each cell 6185 in register 6l87 (0) 
1: values, the output from the AND fonned by coilllCCtion· 30 indicases a match. lntemal match line 6123 thus per
;,c-6122 is inactive, indicating no match. Thus, when mask · forms the function of AND gate 553 of FIG. 5. 
:· line EO -6169 is inactive, the output from the AND Internal match line,6123 then serves a.s an input to . 
..,. •formed by connection 6122 is equivalent to the output . inverter 6125, whose output, line 6126, is an input to 
· of OR gate·540 when mask: line e(O) 507 is inactive.' NAND gate 612!). The other input to NAND gate 61.2!), · 

As mentioned in the discussioo of data and mask is line ·6143, is at Vee. and therefore always active. In 
inputs 6183, when mask line EO 6169 is aclive. both line· conseqw::nce, NAND gate 61.2!)'1 output is inactive 

: , IDOA 6024 and line IixiA'6025 ue inactive. Since line unless line 6126 is inactive, that is, unless internal match 
-~.JDOA 6024 serves as an input to NAND gate 6115, .and .\inc 6123 is active. As indicated on FIG. 6A, ·cxtcmal 
;;;; .line IDOA as an input to NANO gate 6119, the outputs match line MO 6182 is an open collector output; hence. 
.;.s..of-the NANO gates. lines 6117 and 6121 rcspect:ively, 40 it acts as the output of a wire AND connecting the 
"' . .are both active regardless of the values on lines 6105 outputa of.the equivalents of NAND gate 61.2!) in all 
-,and 6109 and the output from the AND Conned by CAMM registers 6187 whose equivalents to external 

connection 6122 is active, indicating a match. Thus,. match line MB 6182 are connected to external match 
data and mask inputs 6183, NAND gates 6115 and 6119 line MO 6182, and if any of these extemal mat.ch lines are 
and the AND formed by connection 6122 produce the 4S inactive, cuernal mat.ch line MO 6182 is inactive. 
same results when mask line EO 6169 is active as OR 
gate 540 in FIG. 5. 4.5.2.7 Clear Logic 6090 

Ocar logic 6090 on FIGS. 6A and 6B activates iuter-
4.5.2.4 Register 6l87 (0) nal clear line allo 6089 and its equivalents in other 

Cell 6185(0,0) and three equivalent cells 6185 form SO register.i 6117. Inputs to clear logic 6090 are CLR line 
register 6187(0). All cells 6185 in register 6187 (0) take 6081, which is active except when an associative clear 
internal addrCS5 line XAo 6067, and internal clear line operation is being perfonned, and external match lines 
CI,.R.O 6089 as inputs and output to internal match line MO 6182 through M7 6196. Clear logic 6090 includes 
6123. Because the cells in register 6187 share internal inverter 6083·and inverters 6084. Inverters in inverters 
address line XAo 6067, internal clear line allo 6089, 55 6084 are all identical to inverter 6088, and consequently, 
and internal match line 6123, they act as a single unit in only that mverter is descn1>ed in detail. Inverter 6088 
read, write, match, and associative clear operations. has a control input, entering at the side of inverter 6088, 

as well as an input for the signal being inverted. As long 
4.5.2.5 Data Outputs 6142 as the control input is inactive, inverter 6088's output is 

Data outputs 6142, on FIGS. 6D and 6F, outputs data 60 active; when the control input is active, inverter 6088's 
contained in CAMM 101 registers 6187 to data output output is the complemC'11t of the value of the signal 
lines YO 6147 through Y3 616L Data to be output is being inverted. Inverter 6088 thus behaves like a 
~ived from lines IYO 6113, ffi 6125, IY2 6131, and NAND gate in that inverter 6088's output is inactive 
IY3 6137. As previously explained, when a read opera- only if the control input and the input signal are both 
tion is being performed, the values on these lines are the 65 active. The control input for inverter 6088 is line 6095, 
complements of the values in cells 6185 (~O) through which is the output of inverter 6083 mid the signal input 
('l,3) of register 6187 (i) currently being addressed.. Each is ext~ match line MO 6182. Line 6095's value is thus 
of these lines is one input to one of NAND gates 614S the complement of the value of CLR line 6081, and 
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output the value of the Y output of cell 6185 (0,0) when through6159. NAND gates 6145 through 6159 are
« register 6187 (6) is addressed and output has been en- tri-state, that is, their outputs have three states,active,
abled; NAND gates 6145 and 6111 are thus logically inactive, andoff. The off state is controlled by OE line

. equivalent to AND gates 535 and 571 of FIG. 5. 6197. When OE line 6197 is active, line 6149 is inactive,
‘Turning again to FIG. 6B, NAND gates 6115, 6119, 5 and NAND gates 6145 through 6159 have no output;

and the wire AND formed by connection 6122 between._otherwise, their outputs are the NAND oftheir inputs.
the outputs of NAND gates 6115, 6119, and internal=The other input to each of NAND gates 6155 through
match line6123, finally, perform the match function for 6159 is line 6143, which is always active. Consequently,
cell 6285 (0,0) and are thus equivalent to AND gates 533.0 when OE line 6197 is inactive, the outputs of NAND
and 534 and OR gate 540 in FIG. 5. NAND gate 6115 10 gates 6145 throngh 6159 arc the complements of the
takes as its inputs line IDOA, 6024 and line 6109 from the values on lines 6113, 6125, 6131, and 6137,thatis, identi-
¥ output ofthe flip-flop formed by NAND gntes 6203 - cal with thevalues contained in cells 6185 (,0) through
and 6107. NAND gate 6119 takes asits inputs line DOA —_{i,3) in register 6187 (i). °

 
% 6025 and line 6105 from the Y output of the flip-flop.If .

mask line EO 6169 is inactive, then, as described in the 15 4.5.2.6 Match Logic 6189
a discussion of data and mask inputs6183 above, the val- Matchlogic 6189 for register 6187 (0), on FIG. 6C,
SE O° 7 ges on line IDOA 6024 and line FDGA 6025 are comple-—consists of internal match line 6123, inverter 6125,
cf mentary. As also explained above, the values on lines NAND gate 6129, and external match line MO 6182.

6105 and 6109 are always complementary. Conse- The match logic for the other registers 6187 is identical,
quently, when the value on line IDOA 6024 is the same 20 and consequently, only that for register 6187(0) is ex-
ag ihe value on line 6105, NAND gates 6115 and 6119—plained in detail.

eS have complementary inputs and their outputs, lines Internal match line 61273 connects the output of wire
i . 6117 and 6121, are both active. When the valne on line --AND 6122 with the ontputs of equivalent wire ANDs
a IDOA is different from that on line 6105, one of NAND . in the other cells 6185 of register 6187 (0) and thereby
.. gates 6115 and 6119 has both inputs high, and lines 6117 25 forms another wire AND taking the output of wire

4 and 6121 have have complementary values. When lines AND 6122 and the outputs ofits equivalents as inputs.
RS 6117 and 6121 are both active, the output from the Thus, internal match line6123 is active only if the out-
es AND formed by connection 6122 is active, indicating a © puts of wire AND 6122 and its equivalents are all ac-

: a»match. When lines 6117 and 6121 have complementary_tive,that is,only if each cell 6185 in register 6187 (0)
2 + values, the output from the AND formed by connection: 30 indicates a match. Internal match Ime 6123 thus per-
2 3+.6122 is inactive, indicating no match. Thus, when mask © forms the function of AND gate 553 of FIG. 5.
* -: line EO 6169 is inactive, the output from the AND Internal match line:6123 then serves as an input to -

q ~ formed by connection 6122 is equivalent to the output . inverter 6125, whose output, line 6126, is an input to
aa. - of OR gate’540 when mask line (0) 507 is inactive: NAND gate 6129. The other input to NAND gate 6129, -

' As mentioned in the discussion of data and mask 35 line 6143, is at Vcc.and therefore always active. In‘.
m inputs 6183, when mask line EO 6169 is active, both line consequence, NAND gate 6229's output is inactive

% ..: +: IDGA 6024 and jine IDGA‘6025 are inactive. Since line unless line 6126 is inactive, that is, unless internal match
a. ~~ID0A, 6024 serves as an input to NAND gate 6115, and—fine 6123 is active. As indicated on FIG. 6A, external
a zs line EDOA as an input to NAND gate 6119, the outputs match line MO 6182 is an open coliector output; hence,
Bg. «ofthe NAND gates, lines 6117 and 6121 respectively, 40 it acts as the output of a wire AND connecting the

4-are both active regardless of the valucs on lines 6105 outputs ofthe equivalents of NAND gate 6129 in all
: and 6109 and the output from the AND formed by CAMM registers 6187 whose equivalents to external

to connection 6122 is active, indicating a match. Thus, match line M6 6182 are connected to external match
data and mask inputs 6183, NAND gates 6115 and 6119 line M0. 6182, and ifany ofthese external match lines are
and the AND formed by comection 6122 produce the 45 inactive, external match line M0 6182 is inactive.

 

a same results when mask line EO 6169 is active as OR .
& gate 540 in FIG.§, 4.5.2.7 Clear Logic 6090
= . : Clear logic 6090 on FIGS. 6A. and 6B activates inter-
; 4.5.2.4 Register 6187 (0) nal clear line CLRO 6089 and its equivalents in other
Wi Cell 6185(0,0) and three equivalent cells 6185 form 40 registers 6187. Inputs to clear logic 6090 are CLR line

7] Tegister 6187(0). All cells 6185 in register 6187 (0) take 6081, which is active except when an associative clear
a internal address line KAO 6067, and internal clear line operation is being performed, and external match lines

CLRO 6089 as inputs and output to internal match line MO 6282 through M7 6196. Clear logic 6090 includes
6123. Because the cells in register 6187 share internal inverter 6083-and inverters 6084. Inverters in inverters
address line XAG 6067, internal clear line CLRO 6089, 55 6084 are all identical to inverter 6088, and consequently,

y and internal match line 6123, they act as a single unit in only that inverter is described in detail. Inverter 6088
i read, write, match, and associative clear operations. has a controlinput, entering at the side of inverter 6088,
a as well as an input for the signal being inverted. As long

i 4.5.2.5 Data Outputs 6142 as the control inputis inactive, inverter 6088's outputis 1
Data outputs 6142, on FIGS. 6D and 6F, outputs data 60 active; when the control inputis active, inverter 6088's

contained in CAMM 101 registers 6187 to data output output is the complement of the value of the signal i
lines YO 6147 throughY3 6161.Data tobe output is being inverted. Inverter 6088 thus behaves like a

¥ Teceived from lines [YO 6113, [Y1 6125, TY2 6131, and NAND gate in that inverter 6088's output is inactive
a TY3 6137. As previously explained, when a read opera- only if the control input and the input signal are both
a tion is being performed, the values on these lines are the 65 active. The control input for inverter 6088 is line 6095,
: complements of the values in celis 6185 (1,0) through which is the output ofinverter 6083 and the signal input

7 (1,3) of register 6187 ( currently being addressed. Each _is extenal match line M0 6182. Line6095's valuc is thus
of these lines is one input to one of NAND gates 6145—the complement of the value of CLR line 6081, and

ptaees
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internal clear line CLRO 6089 is inactive, clearing regis
ter 6187(0), only if CLR line 6081 is inactive when ex
ternal match line MO ·6182 is active. Taken together, 
therefore, inverter 6083 and inverter 6088 are equiva
lent to AND gate 514 of FIG. 5. 

4.5.3 Operations in the TIL Gate Array 
Implementation 

22. .. 
An associative clear operation, finally, is executed for ... 

a register 6187 (i) when external match line MO 6182 · ·. 
through M7 6196 corresponding to register 6187, (i)Js 0: • 

active IIDd CLR line 6081 is inactivated. As explained in : ,· .> 

s the discussion of clear logic 6090, under these circum~ · :·._;_, 
stances, the equivalent of line a:::mi 6089 is inactive,. · ' 
and as explained in the disc~on of cell 6185 (0,0), · 
when this is the case, all cells 6185,belonging to register. 

Operatiom in the TIL gate array implementation are 6187 (i) are simultaneously set to O. · . . , 
analogous to those discussed in reference to FIG. 5. On 10 Embodiments of the present invention may , pave 
a write operation to register 6187 (0), on FIG. 6B, WE specific forms other than those presented in .FIGS . . 1 . ·a • • 

line 6068 b .inactive and address lines AO 6026 through through 7. The functions of the present .invention may· : ·, 
A3 6030 specify register 6187(0). Consequently, in each be performed by arrangements of logical devices other .. · ·_ 
cell 6185 of th!: r~er, WEO line 6078 is active, inter- than those presented herein and different techniques 
nal address line XAo 6097 is inactive, the line corre- 1S may be used to implement the present invention. For .. 
spending to line IDOA 61124 in cell 6185 (0,0) has the cxmnple, the present invention may be-implemented,·:·· · 
value of the line corresponding to data input line DO using discrete devices, on a chip containing a. single ~: . 
6167, and the line corresponding to line IDOA 6015 has CAMM 101, or on a chip containing a plurality, oL· 
that value's cmnplernent. AB explained in the discussion CAMMs 201, and the devices on the chips may be • ; 
of cell 61115 (0,0), when WEO line 6078 is active and 20 formed osing various technologies. Similarly, the nnm 7 • 

internal address line XAO 6097 is inactive, the RS flip- ber of bits in a register and the number of registers in a ;. 
flop contained in eacli cell 6185 is set to the value on the CAMM 101 may vary from implementation· to imple- . · : 
data input line of data input lines DO 6167 through D3 mentation. 
6179 corresponding to that cell 6185. · The invention may be embodied in yet other specific~,., 

In a read operation on .register 6187 (0), output coable 2S forms without departing from the. spirit or· essential.:· 1 • 

line OE 61'7 is inactivated and cxtemal address lines characteristics thereof. Thns,.the present embodiments'.-';'. . 
,6026 through -6030 specify register 6187 (0), deacfivat. are to be considered in all respects as illustrative.and.not;.::·.'. 
ing internal address line XAo 6067. As 9Plained in the restrictive, the scope of the invention being indicated by,.::-.: 
discussion of cell-6185 (0,0), when internal address line the appended claims rather than the-foregoing d~p- -'g_:·_. 
XAO 6067 b inactive, line IYO 6113 and its equivalents 30 tion. and all changes which come within the meaning.'·:-, · 
in the other cells 6185 making up register 6187(0) have and range of equivalency of the claims are .therefore'.;',. · 
values which are the complement of the value at the Y intended to be elllbraced therein. · · ·-' ·. 
output of cell 6185'1 Oip-tlop. The discussion of data What is claimed is: • . . . . 
outputs 6142 further showed that when output enable L A cmw:nt-addressable memory module .comp~, 
line lffl 61'7 is inactivated, the complements of the 3S ing: · : · / · · \ ,,. 
values of line 6113 and its equivalents in the other cells (1) a p]unality of register means, each-register means of 
6185 making up register 6187 (D) are output at data said plunality of register means containing-one SIOred ::·; · 
outputs YO 6147 through Y(3) 616L Since the values item of data; - •. ..· . .-:-/,: 
output at data outputs Y(O) 6147 through Y(3) 6161 are (2) mean& for m:eiving a pattem item-of data;. . ,-. .. 
the complements of the values on line 6113 and its 40 (3) a plurality of means for detectiDg said .register m;.ans i, ; · 
equivalents, they are identical with the values at the Y CODWDiDs said stored items of. clata .matcbiug •said , ;::· . 
outputs of cells 6185 making up register 6187(0). paUcm item of data, each one of said plurality or·--~\; 

Turning now to a match operation, as previously match det:ection mans being associated with ouesaid',;·' -
explained with regard to cell 6185 (0,0), whenever a register means. being responsive to sa_id stored-item.or.,:;, 
valllC on a data line DO 6167 through D3 6179 matches 4S data contained in said one said register means and to . : 
the value of its com:sponding cell 6185 or whenever said pattern item of dam. and providing a match sig-_ · 
mask line EO 6169 through E3 6181 b active, the output nal when said one said registermeans associated with. · .· 
of the connectiou in cell 61115 corresponding to connec- said one match detection means contains said stored ' 
lion 6122 in cell 6185 (0,0) is active. All of the connec- item of data matching said pattern item o( data; and . 
tiom corresponding to connection 6122 in cells 6185 SO (4) a plurality of bidittctional match signalling- means . 
belonging to a register 6187 (i) are connected by the line for providing said match signal from said content- . 
in register 6187 (i) com:sponding to internal match line addressable memory module and n:cciving said -· 
6123 of register 6187 (0). As 91)1.aincd in the discussion match signal from an external source, each one of said,,. 
of match logic 618', internal match line 6123 and its bidkectional match signalling means being associated, -, 
equivalents function as wire ANDs taking the outputs SS with one of said register means and responsive to said 
from connection 6122 and its equivalents as inputs. The match signal from said match detection means associ-
equivalent of internal match line 6123 for a register 6187 ated with said asmciated register means and to said ··· 
(i) is therefore active only if all outputs from comiec- match signal from said extema1 soun:e, and acting to · 
tiom equivalent to ~ection 6122 are active. If the provide said match signal only when simultaneously 
equivalent of internal match line 6123 for a register 6187 60 n:cciving said match signal from said associated-
(i) is active, then, as explained in the discussion of match match detection means and from said external source.· , 
logic 6189, external match line MO 6182 through M7 .2. In the content-addressable memory module of 
6:196 corresponding to register 6187 (i) is active unless claim 1, and wherein 
external match line MO 6182 through 6:196 correspond- said bidirectional match signalling means is a match line 
ing to register 6187 (i) is connected to external match 6S connected to said associated match detection means 
lines MO 6182 through 6:196 belonging to other CAMMs for providing and receiving a match state and a no-. 
101 and one of these external match lines MO 6182 match state; 
through 6:196 is inactive. said match signal is said match state; and 
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internal clear line CLRO 6089 is inactive, clearing regis-
ter 6187(0), only if CLR line 6081 is inactive when ex-
ternal match line MO 6182 is active. Taken together,
therefore, inverter 6083 and inverter 6088 are equiva-
lent to AND gate 514 of FIG.5.

4.5.3 Operations in the TTL Gate Array
Implementation

Operations in the TTL gate array implementation are
analogous to those discussed in reference to FIG. 5. On
a write operation to register 6187 (0), on FIG. 6B, WE
line 6068 is Inactive and address lines AG 6026 through
A3 6030 specify register 6187(0). Consequently, in each
cell 6185 of the register, WED linc 6078is active, inter-nal address line KAO 6097 is inactive, the line corre-
sponding to line IDDA 6024 in cell 6185 (0,0) has the
value of the line corresponding to data input line DO
6167, and theline corresponding to line IDOA 6025 has
that values complement. As explained in the discussion
of cell 6185 (0,0), when WEDS line 6078 is active and
internal address line XAO 6097 is inactive, the RS flip-
flop contained in eachcell 6185 is set to the value on the
data input line of data input lines D0 6167 through D3
6179 corresponding to that cell 6185.-

Ina read operation on register 6187 (0), output enable
line OE 6197 is inactivated and external address lines

6187 (0), deactival-
6067. As.explained in the

discussion of cell-6185 (0,0), when internal address line
XAO 6067 is inactive, line TYO 6113 and its equivalents
in the other cells 6185 making up register 6187(0) have
values which are the complement of the value at the Y
output of cell 6185’e flip-flop. The discussion of data
outputs 6142 farther showed that when output enable
tine OF 6197 is inactivated, the complements of the
values of line 6113 andits equivalents in the other cells
6185 making up register 6187 (0) are output at data
outputs YO 6147 through Y(3) 6161. Since the values
output at data outputs ¥(@) 6147 through Y(3) 6161 are
the complements of the values on Hine 6123 and its 40 @) a plrality ofmeans for detecting said register mearis
equivalents, they are identical with the values at the Y

- Outputs of cells 6185 making up register 6187(0).
Turning now to a match operation, as previously

explained with regard to ceil 6185 (0,0), whenever a
value on a data line D0 6167 through D3 6179 matches
the value of its corresponding cell 6185 or whenever
mask line EQ 6169 through E3 6181is active, the output
ofthe connectiou in cell 6185 corresponding to connec-
tion 6122 in cell 6185 (0,0) is active. All of the connec-

belonging to a register 6187 (i) are connected by the line
in register 6187 (1) corresponding to internal match line
6123 of register 6187 (0). As explained in the discussion
of match logic 6189, internal match line 6123 and its
equivalents fonction as wire ANDs taking the ontputs
from connection 6122 and its equivalents as inputs. The
equivalent of internal match Line 6123 for a register 6187
@is therefore active only if ali outputs from connec-
tions equivalent to connection 6122 are active. If the
equivalentofinternal match line 6123 for a register 6187 60
(i) is active, then, as explained in the discussion ofmatch
logic 6189, external match line MO 6182 through M7
6196 corresponding to register 6187 (3) is active unless
external match line MO 6182 through 6196 correspond-
ing to register 6187 (7) is connected to external match 65
lines MO 6182 through 6196 belonging toother CAMMs
101 and one of these external match lines MO 6182
through 6196 is active.

35

“5
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22.
An associative clear operation, finally, is executed for,

a register 6187 (i) when external match line MG 6182

through M7 6196 corresponding to register 6187(i).is -
active and CLE line 6081 is inactivated. As explained iin.
the discussion of clear logic 6090, under these circum-:
stances, the equivalent of line CLRG@ 6089 is inactive,.
and as explained in the discussion of cell 6185 (0,0),
when this is the case, all cells 6185:belonging|to register.%oh,
6187 (i) are simultancously set to 0.

Embodiments of the present invention Tay.have‘“
specific forms other than those presented in FIGS. 1-2".
through 7. The functions of the present invention may°
be performed by arrangements oflogical devices other | -
than those presented herein and different techniques
may be used to implement the present invention. For..**-
example, the present invention may be implemented, ~~”
using discrete devices, on a chip containing a single ;'
CAMM 101, or on a chip containing a plurality.of.:
CAMMs201, and the devices on the chips may be, :
formed using various technologies. Similerly, the num- .”
ber of bits in a register and the number ofregisters ina =
CAMM 101 may vary from implementation: to imple- oomentation,

The invention may be embodied in yet other specific

 
ing: :(1) a plurality of register means, cachregister means of

said Plurality of register means containing-onestored:item of data; ta
(2) means for receiving a pattern item-ofdata;

containing said stored items of. data-matching-said
pattern item of data, each one of said plurality of
match detection means being associated with onesaid
register means, being responsive to saidstored.itemof.) -
data contained in said one said register means and to .-,

said pattern item of data, and providing a match sig-. ©.nal when said one said registermeans associated with |
said one match detection means contains said stored

item of data matching said pattern item ofdata; and :
tions corresponding to connection 6122 in cells 6185 50 (4) « plurality of bidirectional match signalling means -

for providing said match signal from said content- . —
addressable memory module and receiving -said --

match signal from an external source, each one ofsaid.bidirectional match signalling means being associated -
with one of said register means and responsive to said
match signal from said match detection means associ-
ated with said associated register means and to said ~
match signal from said external source, and acting to
provide said match signal only when simultancously
receiving said match signal from said associated.
match detection means and from said external source. -
2 In the content-addressable memory module of

claim 1, and wherein
said bidirectional matchsignalling means isa match line _

connected to said associated match detection means
for providing and receiving a match state and a no-.
match state; .

said match signal is said match state; and
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"said match line is connected to an open-collector driver (a) a plurality of means for detecting said register 
circUit in said associated match detection means and means containing said stored items of data match-
said open-collector driver circuit places said con- ing said pattern item of data, each one of said phi-
nected match line in said no match state unless said rality of match detection means being associated 
stored item of data in said register means associated S with one said register means and being responsive 
with said match detection IIICIIDS matches said pattern to said stored item of data contained in said one 
item of data. said register means and to said pattern item of data, 
3. In the content-addressable memory module of and each one of said plurality of match detection 

c1ail11 2, and wherein: means acting to provide a match signal when said 
said match state is a high voltage and m one wd register means associated with said one 
said no match siate is a low voltage. match detection means contains said stored item of 

4. In the content-addressable mCIIIOry module of data matching said pattern item of data; . 
claim 3, and wherein: (b) means for providing a register clearing signal speci-
a pattern sequence of bits in said pattern item of data fying any one of said register means in response to 
_ com:sponds to a certain.sequence of.bits in each one IS said clear signal and to said match signal; and 

of said stored items of data, said match detection (c) a pllll'lllity of means for clearing said register means. 
means is responsive to said pattern sequence of bits each r · · 
and to said certain sequence of bits, and said stored one O said register cJcanng means being usoci-
ite:m of data matches said pattern item of data when ated with one of said register means and being nespon-
said bits in said certain uence match said bits in 20 sive to said register cl~g signal. 

seq 8. In the content-addressable memory module of 
said pattern sequence. claim 7, and wherein: 
5. In the content-addressable- mcmo,y module of said content-addressable memory module further in-

claim 4, and wherein: 
said content-addressable memory module further in- eludes a plurality of bidirectional match signalling 

eludes means for receiving a masking item of data for 25 means for providing said match signal from said con-
specifying said pattern sequence of bits and tent-addressable memory module, receiving said 

said match detection means is further connected to said match signal from an i::xtemal source. and providing-
.• masking item receiving means and is responsive to said match signal to said register clearing signal pro-

.,;.· said masking item of data. viding means, each bidin:ctional match . signalling · 
•
1 

6. In the content-addressable memory module of 30 means of said plurality of bidirectional match signal-
:-claim S. and wherein: ling means being associated with one register means 
"( said masking item of da.ta further specifies a non-pattern of said plunlity of register means and being con-

sequence of bits in sai.d pattern item of da.ta; nected to said match detection rneam associated with 
said stored items of data further contain a second cer- said associated register mcam and to said· register 

tam sequence of bits oorresponding to said non-pat· 35 clearing signal providing means, and each said bidi-
tern sequence of bits; and rectional match signalling means providing said 

.,,. one said stored item of data matches said pattern item of match signal to said register clearing signal providing 
,,.. data wbcn>flllid first certain sequence of bits matches · means only when said bidirectional match signalling 
.- ,. said pattern scqucncc of bits, rcgardlca of the values means is simultaneously rccciving said match signal 
w· -0f bits in said second certain sequence of bits. 40 from said connected match detection means and from 
i!;, 7. A contcnt-addrcsuble memory module compris- said ~ source. 

-ing: 9. In the content-addressable memory module of 
(I) a plurality of register means, each register means of claiID 8, and · 

said plmality of rcgist.er means containing one stored wherein: 
item of data; • 4S said bidirectional match signalling incans is a match line 

(2) means for recc:iving a pattern item of data; COllDCCted to said match detection means and to said 
(3) means for receiving a clear signal specifying that register clearing signal providing means; 

certain ones of said plurality of register means are to said match line provides and receives a match state and 
be cleared,. said certain ones being said register means a no-match state; 
containing said stored items of data matching said so said match signal is said match state; and 
pattern item of data; and each said match line is connected to an open-collector 

(4) means for simultaneously clearing said certain ones driver circuit in said associated match detection 
of said register means, said simultaneous clearing means and said open-collector driver circuit places 
means being connected to said plmality of register said com1ected match line in said no match state un-
mcans, to said pattern receiving means, and to said ss less said stored item of data in said register means 
clear signal receiving means and responding to said associated with said match detection means matches 
stored item of data. said pattcm item of data. and said said pattern item of data. 
clear signal by simu1taneously clearing said certain 10. A content-addressable memory module compris-
ones of said regist.er means on receipt of said clear ing: 
signal in said clear signal receiving means; 60 (1) a plurlllity of register means, each register means of 

wherein: said plurality of register means containing one stored 
a panem sequence of bits in said pattern item of data item of data; 

corresponds to a certain sequence of bits in each (2) means for receiving a pattern item of data; 
one of said stored items of data and said stored item (3) means for receiving a clear signal specifying that 
of data matches said pattern item of data when said 6S certain ones of said plurality of register means are to 
bits in said certain sequence match said bits in said be cleared, said certain ones being said register means 
pattern sequence; containing said stored items of data matching said 

and wherein said simultaneous clearing means includes: pattern item of data; and 
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‘said match line is connected to an open-collector driver (a) a plurality of means for detecting said register
circuit in said associated match detection means and means containing said stored items of data match-
said open-collector driver circuit places said con- __ ing said pattern item of data, each one ofsaid plu-
nected match line in said no match state unless said rality of match detection means being associated
stored item of data in said register means associated 5 with one said register means and being responsive
with said match detection means matches said pattern to said stored item of data contained in said one
jtem of data. said register means and to said pattern item ofdata,
4. In the content-addressable memory module of and each one ofsaid plurality of match detection

claim 2, and wherein: means acting to provide a match signal when said
said match state is a high voltage and 16 one said register means associated with said one
said no match state is a low voltage. match detection means contains said stored item of

4. In the content-addressable memory module of data matching said pattern item of data; .
claim 3, and whereing . (b) means for providing a register clearing signal speci-
a pattern sequence of bits in said pattern item of data fying any one of said register means in response ta
_ cosrespondsto a certain sequence ofbits in each one 13 said clear signal and to said match signal; and ~
of said stored items of data, said match detection —_(¢) a plurality ofmeans for clearing said register means,
means is responsive to said pattern sequence of bits each one ofsaid register clearing being iand to said certain sequence of bits, and said stored ated with oneofsaid regi rime myand ing eeoon.item of data matches said pattern item of data when sive to said register cl erst iz signal. being respo
said bits in said certain sequence match said bits in 20g In the content-addressable memory module of
said pattern sequence. . claim 7, and wherein:

elem, fhe contentaddressable memory module of aig content-addressable memory module further in-
Sremay eile ateSgPybeneaig

cludes meansfor receiving a maskingitem ofdaia for 25) addressable memory module, receiving said
inestitnoass f furtherconnected to said EeAeeeeeeae pondingmatch signal to said register clearing signal pro-~

_. Masking item receiving means and is responsive to iding means, h bidirectional match signallingak i i item of data. . " ae * :3 Steenteataddremable memory module of 36 means of said plurality ofbidirectional match signal-
_@laim 5, snd wherein: Ting means being associated with one register meanssae i i f said plurality of register means and being con-+ said masking item ofdats further specifics a non-patiern ° ‘ : : ji .
3 Sequence of bits in said pattern item of data; nected to said match detection means associated with

said stored items of data further contain a second cer- said associated register means and to said: register
tain sequence of bits corresponding to said noa-pat- 35 clearing signal providing means, and eachsaid bidi-
tern sequence of bits; and rectional match signalling means providing said

one said stored item ofdata matches said pattern item of match signal to said register clearing signal providing
»- data whensaid first certain sequence ofbits matches means onlywits Seeensidmatdiawtw« said pattern sequence ofbits, regardless of the values m , tancously receiving Si
ag: Of bits in said second certain sequence of bits. 40 from aidconnected match detection means and from7 A t-addressable memory module pris- external source.Sng: conten ie “om 9. In the content-addressable memory module of

(1) a plurality of register means, cach register means of cisim &, and
said plurality of register means containing stored Crean:item'of dats * - one 45 said bidirectional match signallingmeans is a match line

(2) means for receiving a pattern item of data; connected tosaid match detection means and to said
(3) means for receiving a clear signal specifying that register clearing signal providing means;

certain ones of said plurality of register means are to said match line provides and receives a match state and
be cleared, said certain ones being said register means ano-match state;
containing said stored items of data matching said 50 said match signal is said match state; and
pattern item of data; and each said match line is connected to an open-collector

(4) means for simultaneously clearing said certain ones driver circuit in said associated match detection
of said register means, said simultaneous clearing
means being connected to said plarality of register
means, to said pattern receiving means, and to said 55
clear signal receiving means and responding to said
stored item of data, said pattern item ofdata, and said
clear signal by simultaneously clearing said certain
ones of said register means on receipt of said clear

means and said open-collector driver circuit places
said connected match line in said no match state un-
less said stored item of data in said register means
associated with said match detection means matches
said pattern item of data.
40. A content-addressable memory module comipris-

ing:

signal in said clear signal receiving means; 60 (1) a plurality of register means, each register means ofwherein:

a pattern sequence ofbits in said pattern item ofdata
corresponds to a certain sequence of bits in each
oneofsaid stored items ofdata and said stored item
ofdata matches said pattern item ofdata when said 65
bits in said certain sequence matchsaid bits in said
pattern sequence;

and wherein said sixultaneous clearing means includes:

said plorality of register means containing one stored
item of data;

(2) means for receiving a pattern item of data;
(3) means for feceiving a clear signal specifying that

certain ones of said plurality of register means are to
be cleared, said certain ones being said register means
containing said stored items of data matching said
pattern item of data; and
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{ii) means for simultaneously clearing said certain ones 12. In the content-addressable memory module . of \ ·. 

of said register . means, said simultaneoll$ clearing claim 11, and wherein: 
means being connected to said plurality of register said content-addressable memory module further ·in-
means. to said pattern receiving means. and to said eludes a plurality of bidirectional match signalling ; .. 
clear signal receiving means and responding to said S means for providing said match signal from said COifs. ,; \; 
stored item of data. said pattern item of data, and said tent-addressable memory module. receiving : said,, , -; 
clear signal by simultaneously clearing said certain match signal from an external source. and providing.: ,, · · 
ones of said register means on receipt of said clear said match signal to said register clearing signal pro-·:'. , 
signal in said clear signal receiving means; viding means, each bidirectional ma~h signalling·,-- . 

wherein: 10 means of said plurality of bidirectional match signal-:· ;· · 
a pattern sequence of bits in said pattern itt:m of data ling means being associated with one register means ., ·. 

corresponds to a certain sequence of bits in each of said plurality of register means and being eon-. · 
one of said stored items of data and said stored item nected to said match detection means associated with . · .: 
of data matches said pattern item of data when said said associated register means and to said register· : : 
bits in said certain sequence match said bits in said IS clearing signal providing means, and each said bidi- · 
pattern sequence. rectional match signalling means providing · said . , , 

and wherein: match signal to said register clearing signal providing ., , . , 
said content-addressable memory further includes means only when said bidirectional match signalling;· 

means for receiving a masking item of data for means is simultaneously receiving said match signal -.. 
specifying said pattern i;cquc:nce of bits and said 20 from said connected match detection means and from 
simultaneous clearing means is m:rther connected said extemaJ source. . . . 
to said masking item receiving means and is respon- 13. In the content-addressable memory of claim: 7, 10. ,· .. 
sive to said masking item of data; or 1, and wherein said content-addressable memory . · 

aud wherein: module m:rther comprises: · · '· 
said masking item of data further specifies a non-pat· 2S address receiving means CODDectcd to said pluralfty. ~(, · . 

tern sequence of bits in said pattern data item; register means for receiving an encoded address spec-~,: ;.: 
said stored items of data further contain a second ifying an addressed register.means of said plurality ot .,;: : 

certain sequence of bits corresponding to said non- register means from an extemal souree,decoding sa14 ··:: ··.; 
pattem sequence of bits; and encoded addiess to generate an address signal for·saiil .. -_, .. ' 

one said said stored item of data matches said patt.e.m 30 addRssed register means specified by said encoded. ',, · 
data itan when aid first certain sequence of bits address, aud providing said address signal : to Aid; i··; 
matches said pattem sequence ofbits, regardless of addressed register means. each register means of saido : ~ 
the values of bits in said second certain sequence of plurality of register means being respmisive to: said .. ; . ·· 
bits; address signal. . '. ~, : : :-.. :.' 

and wherein: 3S 14. In the content-addressable memory module of· .. ,':· 
said masking item of data specifies all said bits in said claim l3 and wherein: · · '· · 

pattern item of data as said non-pattern sequence of said address receiving means includes . , ; 
bits, whereby all said 1tored items of' data match (a) encoded address receiving~ for receiving an. , . 
said pattc:m itan ofdata, all said register means in encoded address specifying said adcb:esscd,re~ , . ,: 
said plurality of register means are said certain ones 40 IIICIDS from said extcmaI source; . · . ,. ,. . . · : : ~ • 
ofsaidpluralityofregistermeans.andsaidsimulta· (b) decoding means con.neeted·to said~ ad;, :. • 
neoUI clearing means simnltmeously clean all said dress receiving means and responsive to said en- . ·. · 
register DICIIDI in said plurality of register means coded address for decoding !IDl.encoded ~:._, 
upon receipt of said clea.r signal in said clear signal aud generating said address: signal, for saicf ad- ::; 
receiving means. 4S dressed register means; and . . 

IL In the content-addressable memory module of (c) means connected to said decoding mearu; and said :· 
claim JO, and wherein: plunlity of register means for providing said ad-: , 
said simnltaneous clearing means further includes dress signal to said addres.1ed.register means., . 

j 
I 

I 
(a) a plurality of means for detecting said register 15. In the content-addressable memory module of . 

mean& containing said stored items of data match· so claim 7, 10, or 1, and wherein said content-addressable 
ing said pattern item of data, each one of said plu- memory module further comprise&: . . 
rality of match detection means being associated data input means for receiving an input.item of data 
with one said register means, being.responsive to from an extemal source; · . 
said stored item of data contained in said one said means for receiving an address specifying an addressed. · .. 

l 
' I 

register means, to said pattern item of data, and to ss register means of said plurality of register means from· · 
said mask item of data. and providing a match an external source and providing an address signal for 
signal when said one said register m&:aDS associated said addressed register means; · 
with said one match detection means contams said data output means for outpntting one said stored item of · · 
stored item of data matching said pattern item of dat1t from said content-addressable memory module; · 
data, (,(I means for receiving an output enable signal from an · 

(b) means for providing a register clearing signal to external source; 
any one of said register means in response to said means for receiving a write enable signal from an exter-
clear signal and to said match signal, na1 source; 

(c) a plurality of means for clearing said register data writing means connected to said plurality ofregis-
means, each one of said register cleauing means 6S tcr means, said address receiving means, said data ·. 
being associated with one of said register means input means. and said write enable signal receivi;ng 
and being responsive to said register clearing sig• means for setting said stored item of data in said ad-
nal. dressed register means to the valne of said input data 
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(4) means for simultaneously clearing said certain ones
of said register. means, said simultancous clearing
means being connected to said plurality of register
means, to said pattern receiving means, and to said
clear signal receiving means and responding to said §
stored item of data, said pattern item of data, and said
clear signal by simultancously clearing said certain
ones of said register means on receipt of said clear
signal in said clear signal receiving means;

wherein: 10
a pattern sequence ofbits in said pattern item of data

corresponds to a certain sequence of bits in cach
one of said stored items ofdata andsaid stored item
ofdata matches said pattern item ofdata when said
bits in said certain sequence match said bits in said 15
paltern sequence.

and wherein:
said content-addressable memory further includes

means for receiving a masking item of data for
specifying said pattern sequence of bits and said 20
simultaneous clearing means is further connected
to said masking item receiving means and is respon-
sive to said masking item of data;

and wherein:
said masking item of data further specifies « non-pat- 25

tern sequence ofbits m said pattern data item;
said stored items of data further contain a second

certain sequence ofbite corresponding to said non-
pattern sequence ofbits; and

oue said said stored item ofdata matches said pattern 30
data item when said first certain sequence of bits
matches said sequence ofbits, regardless of
the values ofbits in said second certain sequence of
bits;

and wherein: 35
said masking item ofdata specifies all szid bits in sid

pattern ite ofdatz as saidnowpattern sequence of
bits, whereby all said stored items ofdate match
said pattern item ofdata, all said register means in
said plurality ofregister means are said certain ones 40
of said plurality ofregister means, and said simulta-
neous clearing means simnultanconely clears all said
register means in said plurality of register means
upon receipt of ssid clear signal in said clear signal
receiving Incans.

LL In the content-addressable memory module of
claim 10, and wherein:
said simultancous clearing means further includes

(2) a plorality of means for detecting said register
meant containing said stored items of data match- 50
ing said pattern item of data, cach oneof said plu-
rality of match detection means being associated
with one said register means, being responsive to
said stored item of daia contained in said one said
register means, to said pattern item of data, and to 55
said mask item of data, and providing «a match
signal when said one said register means associated
with said one match detection means contains said
stored item of data matching said pattern item of

45
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12. In the content-addressable memory module of,aclaim 11, and wherein: -?

said content-addressable memory module further in- .
cludes a plurality of bidirectional match signalling : ~
means for providing said match signal from said con:
tent-addressable memory module, receiving : said.
match signal from an external source, and providing
said match signal to said register clearing signal pro-.
viding means, cach bidirectional match signalling’ ~
means of said plurality of bidirectional match signal" >
ling means being associated with one register means _ *
of said plurality of register means and_ being con- :
nected to said match detection means associated with .

said associated register means and to said register’ --
clearing signal providing means, and each said bidi-
rectional match signalling means providing said ©
match signal to said register clearing signal providing ~:
means only when said bidirectional match signalling .-
means is simultancously receiving said match signal -
from said connected match detection means and from
said external source.
13, In the content-addressable memory ofclaim:7, 10,-..

or 1, and wherein said content-addressable memory .-module further comprises: .
address receiving means connected to said plurality. of, .

register means for receiving an encoded addressspec-_
ifying an addressed register.means of said pluralityof
register means from an external source,decoding said ~
encoded address to generate an address signal for'said -
addressed register means specified by said encoded.
address, and providing said address signal :to said.
addressed register means, each register means of said:

plurality of register means being responsiveto! saidaddress signal.
14. In the content-addressable memory moidule of “atclaim 13 and wherein: ,

said address receiving means includes

 

 
  

 
and generating said address’ steal.‘for said: ad«
dressed register means; and —-

(c) means connected to said decoding meansandsaid;
plurality of register means for providing said ad-:
dress signal to said addressedregister means. - .

15. In the content-addressable memory module of
claim 7, 10, or 1, and wherein said content-addressable
memory module further comprises: :
data input means for receiving an input item of data —_

from au external source;
means for receiving an addresss specifying an addressed.

register means ofsaid plurality ofregister means from |”
an external source and providing an address signal for
said addressed register means; ~

data output means foroutputting one said stored item of. ~
data from s#id content-addressable memory module;

data, 6 means for receiving an output enable signal from an: .
(b) means for providing a register clearing signal to

any one ofsaid register means in response to said
clear signal and to said match signal,

external source;
means for receiving a write enable signal from an exter-

nal source;
(c) a plurality of means for clearing said register data writing means connected to said plurality of regis- ©

means, cach one of said register clearing means 65 ter means, said address receiving means, saiddata -
being associated with one of said register means
and being responsive to said register clearing sig-nal

input means, and said write enable signal receiving
means for setting said stored item of data in said ad-
dressed register mesas to the value of said input data

Featsmeenatitchetnsttn
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28 
, . , , . . . .item· in ~nse to said· input item of data, said ad- means of said plurality of bicfirectional match ·signal-1 : , · . · . : I : : · : : , 1 , 

. :' . : ~a!%::a1= :~~!i ~~!!~~f::lii~;.'~}~~: 1 i;,: ;:~:d~l=.:.~;:~w~~~:~:::s~:11:.,:,,, .. · , , , . 
: '· · · , ; , .. ,~er: means,. .said :address· receiving .means,, said data ncctcd to said match detection mcansiassociatcd withi : . · : , i : • · ' • I , 

. : : · ' ' · , : , output means. ~~ said: '?utPIJ* e~le 5i~ ·~°!g ! ·~ , : · said , associated, register· means. and· to said .register 
· means for provtdmg wd stored item of data m:sa:id · ,clearing·signa] ,pl'oviding' meausi,and each:said 'bidi- .. : 1: . ·, · 
: ; ; , , , 1 , ...... addressed re~ter means !o said data ~ut means in , rectional match signalling means· providing said' · .. , ' · · · , ' · 

r~p1:1nse to m4I address Signal ;ll]!.d·sai'1 q~o~ ~!e ! , i , i , ,mawh :signal to :said register clearing, signal providing· . 
. , , . signal. . , . . . . . . . . 'meann,nly when said bidirectional match ~gnalling· , . : , · . : . . ! , · .. 

Ii I;::; .. , 116, A ~tent-llkldressabl~ ,memory .compnSJng; · : , , , _10· · · means in simultaneously receiving 'said mateh signal' · · ' : · · ' ' : 
(l) a plurality ·of content-addressable m~ry m~esi ! i : : : • :t'njm ilaid:connccu:d rmatcli klet=tion means and from, ' : : : 

each content-addressable memory module of said . said external ·source: and . · · 
. , I : : , · 1pl~_ty1 iOf: cont~t,add~ble: i~tY; ~oduj~: : ' ' said. ·COntent•addressable , memory , further includes 'if. 

.
t mcluding . . · , . · : · · · , · · plurality of; memoJ'}I match 1signa1ling means for. re,.: 
l (a} a pl~ty, o~ re~ter ~eans, each re~ means 15 ceiving said match signal Crom said' bidirectional · 
f .. I'::. . . 'I: ,of-said ;P\urality: pf:~~ co~~g: OI\C?: .. :: i_;matcli •signalling means and' serving as said external ':: 
f , _stored1temofd~~ , . '·. ·::·: •:1-_-sonrce:forpr;oviding;saidmatcbsignaltosaidbidireci-:•,•, iJi•, .·,,. 
;. ; j I : , : , , : : : ,(b) 11:'~ for:~~g- a patt~ ttem,of ~~ . . tional match signalling incam; t!lich one i:if said 'rilem-· · ; i : ; ; · . · ; I ' · : . 
:. '' (c). m~ for·recei~g•a;cJi:ar sigpai.~~n$ 1tl).ft:::: ! 'ioj"y:iJlatch. signa)J,ing means C:,m;sponding ~ one. ~f , , , j , ,~on~of.~dp]~tyof~~~an::29.: ~dbidiri:c:uonaJi11iatch

0

signallinimeans;beingcobr,;, :·: .. · '·" 
:(: ".; . to.be cleared; said ~:ones being said register . __ _. to •• ;d co ndin said tc' h ·gnallin· • · · · ·: · · 

, • • siud sto ed'' f da '-•-'- . '' ,..,._..,.. - qespo g ma SI g '•, ::::i;:iem~f~ta;·:t0 :,,~,m~,;:':,1,mc;ansiin:cacll,of.~,co~nt-addi~le memo~ ,:, · ,,, 

Iii. , 11,: {d) ,means! for. simultaneously. clearing said ·certain·.· · i:n~ules. ~ ,Prayidipg said, ~b.,~/P181 '~I?, smd·,;, : i:: .. 
: onesofsaiif registerm~ said·~ulfli.n~us clear-. is' · : ~cc;:ted:~~irccti0lll!1 ~ ~ailing ~ only. 

: '' ·: · ing·means being connected to said'pluriility of reg"·: · · ·~:hen·liU,offil,ld,co~~~~tiO~·D1•~:sagna)c· , : · , , . . , , . 
i" :. . " ' : .... , ister· means; to said pattern item :IICCCiving, means.: . : ·~$ ~ an: p~vtding,,saud matcli Signal; . : . . . . , : . . ; : . 

and to said ·cJem: siinal mitiving·iifc:ans ai1cbe: ·': i i'Yh~~Y:saidj~~tentr~~lp _memonr respo1:1ds.to . iii spondmg to•said 5toted item Of data, saJd patten1, ' ,sajd cl~~giw1pfQvidaf!by.~~~:cJear $;1ge;.,: I:!,,.·:,,,, 

·~ i:i · :1~. · · ·item· of1claui and,said! clear. ·si8nal -by.1simulta,;30 · · ·~ P{O~~g _m~. by_<:J~.said ~,meaus·';: . · · , , , . ·., 
~ .. neously cleanilg said' cc:rtam:ones of said register''! i: '·?nlYi :WbcinJ~d.r~ter ~~-~tam Sllld .stored , · · 

' i' : , · ,,: '. ; : meails on receipt: of. uid clear signal. in said cleat· · · ·1~- 0 f_-0a1a :matching :said ~ ·~ o_r ~~-~d, , , : " 1 . , . · , , , ! . · . 
: , .. . , , . _ . ,signal receiving means;· and .. . , , . . . , , . . . : , · ,~d register m~. ~ associated ~th llllld b1~1r~- .. , 

(2) memory clear signal-providing means connected .to· , i 1 , : -~ ,ma~ i~~g -~ whi'*: ;uc ·11.cqei~g· , 
·'' · , , · : ' , said clear signal rccc:i\tlng means in: each one of said : 3S ·smd match st_gnal from· said ~ey match s,.gulling : · , , · : , . · · · : : , 

plw:ality ·of memm,y modules for' simultaneously pro- · · · · : .~ · . . .. · · , · , - · · : . · · 
'. ;. viding said clear signal to all said conteritl-addtcssable ' ' ' ' : · ,17 • .In ,~e -~t.-adc\ressab~ memqcy ·of .claim. 16,, : , · , : , 
i:i Ii: i,: l,/.1 i memdcymadulesin:said pluralityo!c:ontent-addresl" · ·, .11Dd:w~ercm·$&ld conten~-~lcm~ further:·,! 1;;;::; ! ! 1 i 1 i · 

"". able memory modules; com~· . . · · · . 
• ,_.wherein: 40 an additional plunility of said content-addressable mem-
;;_4aid simultaneous clearing means includes ory modules; and . 
·- , (i) a plnrality of means for dctccting said register . an additional said .memory _clear aiP;-1. providing_ means 

means containing said stored items of data match- connected to said clear Slgnal recavmg means m each 
ing said pattern item of data, each one of said plu- . one of said additional plunility of memory modules, 
rality of match detection means being IIS90Ciated 4!5 and wherein each one of said plnrality. of memory 
with one Aid register means and being responsive match signalling means is further connected to said 
to said stored item of data contained in said one corresponding bidircctional match signalling means 
said register means and to said pattern item of data, in each content-addressable memory module of said 
and each one of said plurality of match detection additional plurality of content-addressable memory 
means acting to provide a match signal when said 50 modules. 
one said register means associated with said one 18. In the content-addressable memory of claim 16, 
match detection means contains said stored item of and wherein said content-addressable memory further 
data matching said pattern item of data; comprises: 

(ii) means for providing a register clearing signal to an additional plurality of said content-addressable mem-
any one of said register means in response to said ss ory modules; and 
clear signal and to said match signal; and an additional plurality of memory match signalling 

(iii) a plurality of means for clearing said register means, each one of said additi~nal plurality of mem-
means, each one of said register clearing means ory match signalling means being connected to said 
being associated with one of said register means corresponding said match signalling means in each of 
and being responsive to said register clearing sig- ro said content-addressable memory modules of said 
naI; additional plurality of content-addressable memory 

said content-addressable memory module further in- modules; and 
eludes a plurality of bidirectional match signalling wherein said memory clear signal providing means is 
means for providing said match signal from said con- further connected to said clear signal receiving means 
tent-addressable memory module, receiving said 6S in each content-addressable memory module of said 
match signal from an external source, and providing additional plurality of memory modules. 
said match signal to said register clearing signal pro- 19. In the content-addressable memory of claim 16, 
viding means, each bidirectional match signalling and wherein: 

'l: 'i:: 
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+ |... Jtenin response to saidinput item of data, said ad-

Me :; dress,signal, and. said: write enable.signal;: tifypieccale “Gata reading means connected to said plurality of regis-
| ., sta; Means, said address: receiving means, said data
.+; output.means, and saict outpyt enable signal receiving! a:
... means for providing said stored item of data in:said -

_. addressed register means to said data output means in

response to:said address signal and:said qutput enable i_ signal.

 

 
each content-addressable memory module of said

. :pluratity: jaf content-addressable; memory ; modules: :
including

SASSERSSONihe
: OFsaid plurality: of register means containing:tone: ._ Stored item of data;

., by means for,receiving. a pattern item,‘of‘data;

.«(q). means. for-receiying'a;clear signal specifying: that :°: 
adhesin:depen triersanetran orwellritaeE. means. containing said: stored! items: ofdata inatch::. "ing said pattern item ofdata; and ' ,(ji. 11:1 (d)} means! for. simiultancously. clearing said :certain:

23atimenmeBenimanarshanhitagAe
 

ing ‘means being connected to said’ pluralityofreg:' ‘
. ster means, to said pattern item receiving: means; : -

and to said ‘clear sigsial reddéiving’micans. aid:te:"
‘l1) sponding to-said stored item of data, said patterri:

5 "item: of 'date; and: said? clear. signal. by. isimulias 20‘neously clearthg said! certaia! onesiof said register’ '
: means on receiptofsaid clear signalinénidcleatop: i,  isignal receiving means; and. «|: ie

a : ~ @) memory clear signal- providing ‘means connected to:

folalan
 
#0, plurality-of memory modules for simultaneously pro-:-
5 . ;.  Viding said clear signal to all saidcontent-addressable ‘ :

eit ij memory modoles in: s#id plurality of content-address "-
ms: able memory modules,»wherein:

assaid simultaneous clearing means includes
“=. @ « plurality of means for detecting said register -

means containing said stored items of data match-
a ing said pattern item ofdata, each one of said plu-
By rality of match detection means being associated 4

4 with one said register means and being responsive
to said stored item of data contained in said one
said register means and to said pattern item of data,
and cach one ofsaid plurality of match detection

 
 pete:alana

SecsBie
one said register means associated with said one
match detection means contains said stored item of
data matching said pattern item of data;

winstnast

416, A cbntent-addressableMemory comprising: ::..: 10°.“ay a pluralityof content-addressable memory mmodales“'te

_& a plurality of register means, cach register means 35
 

 
 

_ certain ones ofsaid plurality of register means arc: ”. :.

ones ofsaid: fegister means, said:simultaneous clear-i a: whenallof said.connectedbidirectional.match signal:

 fiisc

“tt, said clear signal recciving means in each one ofsaid.35

618
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means of said plurality of bidirectional match ‘signal:+:-°-: [si °+ |
;.: ling means being associated :with one register means

‘+0f said: plurality .of registet means: and: being icom-.:::i:. 2° t+
nected to said match detection meansiassociated with: : -

. said :astociated register - means. and: to said register

 
  

rectional match signalling means: providing said‘:
imiatch ‘signal: to‘said register clearingsignal providing:

' means in simultaneously receiving ‘said match signal’
\- ifndin saidi¢onnectedmatch detection means and from:.

said external source; aud
: * ‘said. -content-addressable .-memory forther includes ‘a

’ plurality of| memory match isignalling: means forre-:
ceiving said match signal from said’ bidirectional °

‘Umatch signalliig means and: serving as said external
_ Source for providingisaid match signal to said bidirec- - :

tional matchsignalling means, éach one of said mem." °
ry: match. signalling :xpeans ‘cotresponding.to one. of

_ hected ta said correspondingsaid match signalling —
i mednsiin:eack‘ofsaid icontent-addressable memory:
‘Gonnected:bidirectional match signalling means ‘only.
;ding means are providingsaid matchsignal;i whereby, saidcontent:sddressable memory respondstto.
said clearsignal provided ‘by. said memory .clear sig-: .

. nal proyiding means by clearing said register:means.:
only;wien| said. register ‘jeans. contain said stored .

itemsofdata roatchingsaid pattern item of data and: :said register means. are associated with said bidirec-. .
‘tional. match :signajling means whichare receiving: ;
‘said match signal from said memory match signalling‘

 

,Deans..
17. In the content:adciressable memory:‘of claim. 16;

“and:“wherein: said ‘contentraddressable memory further:comprises:-

49 an additional plurality ofsaid content:addressable mem-
ory modules; and

an additional said memory clear signal providing means
connected to said clear signal receiving means in each

_ one of said additional plurality of memory modules,
5 and wherein each one of said plurality. of memory

match signalling means is further connected to said
corresponding bidirectional match signalling means
in each content-addressable memory module of said
additional plurality of content-addressable memory

means acting to provide a match signal when ssid 50 modules.18. In the content-addressable memory ofclaim 16,
and wherein said content-addressable memory further
comprises:
an additional plurality of said content-addressable mem-

an additional plurality of memory match signalling
means, each oneof said additional plurality of mem-
ory match signalling means being connected to said
corresponding said match signalling means in each of
said content-addressable memory modules of said
additional plurality of content-addressable memory

wherein said memory clear signal providing means is

z Gi) means for providing a register clearing signal to
4 any one of said register means in response to said 55 Ory modules; and
us clear signal and to said match signal; and
& Gii) a plurality of means for clearing said register
My means, each one ofsaid register clearing means

being associated with one of said register means
Zz and being responsive to said register clearing sig- 603 nal;
¥ said content-addressable memory module farther in- modules; and
g cludes a plurality of bidirectional match signalling

means for providing said match signal from said con-oom.
5 match signal from an external source, and providing
% said match signal to said register clearing signal pro-

viding means, each bidirectional match signalling

 

tent-addressable memory module, receiving said 65
further connected to said clear signal receiving means
im each content-addressable memory module of said
additional plurality of memory modules,
19. In the content-addressable memory of claim 16,

and wherein:
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* Clearing signal providing means, and each ‘said ‘bidi-.-:1:

‘meansonly when said bidiréctional match signalling:-:'

aid bidirectional ‘watch ‘signalling means: being con. ;.:
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a pattern sequence of bits in said pattern item of data tional match signalling means which are receiving · 
• corTCSpOnds to a certain sequence of bits in each one said mat.ch signal from said memory match signalling--

of said stored items of data and said stored item of means. 
data matches said pattern item of data when said bits 21. In the content-addressable memory of claim D, . · a 

in said certain sequence match said bits in said pattern 5 and wherein: · ·, ·· 
seqnencc. said content-addressable memory module further in- .. 
20. In the content-addressable memory of claim 19, eludes means for receiving a masking item of data for '. · ' 

and wherein: specifying said pattern sequence of bits and · 
said simultaneous clearing means includes said simultaneous clearing means is further connected lo .. 

(i) a plurality of means for detecting said register 10 said masking item receiving means and is responsive , 
means containing said stored items of data match- to said masking item of data. · . . . · ·. 
ing said pattern item of data, each on~ of said plu- 22. In the content-addressable memory of claim 21; ' .. : (. 
rality of match detection means being associated and wherein: · . . · 
with one said register means and being responsive said masking item of data further specifies a non-pattern 
to said stored item of data contained in said one 15 sequence of bits in said pattern data item; · · 
said register means and lo said pattern sequence of said stored items of data further contain a.second cer- :: \ . 
bits, ~ each one of said plurality of match detec- tain sequence of bits corresponding ·to said non-pat-· · 
tion means acting lo provide a match signal when tern sequence of bits; and · · 
said one said register means as.,oclated with said one said stored itl:m of data matches said pattern item·of 
one match detection means contains said stored 20 data when said first certain sequence of bits matches 
item of data matching said pattern item of data,. said pattern sequence of bits, regardless of the values . 

fli) means for providing a register clearing signal lo of bits in said second certain sequence of bit!:. .. . .. : .. 
any one of said register means in response to said 23. In the content-addressable memory of claim .22;., .. · · 
clear signal and to said match signal, and and wherein: · · . . , ·. '· -; · 

(w) a plurality of means for clearing said register 25 said masking item of data specifies all said bits in said, .' . .': 
means, each one of said register clearing means pattern item of data as said non-pattern sequence'of:·: .' 
being associated with one of said register means bits, · ·.. . . .. ·.:. ...,-: . .;:-· 
.and being responsive to said register clearing sig- whereby all said stored items of data match said'patter;n ,:~· ·•. 
nal; item of data, all said register means in said plmality of ,: · ; · 

said content-addressable memory module further in- 30 register means an: said certain ones of said plurality.: : . · 
eludes a plurality of bidirectional match signalling of register means, and said simultaeous cJearing, ·· -
means for providing said match signal from said con- means simultaneously clears all said register meas in 
tent-addressable memory module, receiving said said plurality of register means upon receipt:of ~ ., ' , ·, 
match signal from an external source, and providing clear signal in said clear signal receiving Il1CIUIL : • . , .-.;;;: 
said mat.ch signal to said register clearing signal pro- 3S 24. In the content-addressable memory. module :o( '.,. :, 
viding means, each bidirectional mat.ch signalling claim 21, and wherein: , · · . - · ~. 
means of said plurality of bidirectional match signal- said simultaneous clearing means further includes · ' ·: ·:: .: .. t 
ling means being associated with one register means (i) a plurality of means for detecting said register.::;. , 
of said plurality of register mmDS and being con- means containing said stored items of data, match'- .. ._ 
nected to said match detection means associated with 40 ing said pattern item of data, each one of siu!J pl:u,.7 • • . ·• 
said associated register means and to said register rality of match detection means being associated :"',' \ 
clearing signal providing means, and each said bidi- with one said register means, being responsive. to, : :.". 
rectiona1 match signalling IIHil'IDS providing said said stored item of data contained-in said one said:•_: . .. 
mat.ch signal td said register clearing signal providing register means, to said pattern item of data, ~- to • ·· 
lIICIID$ only when said bidirectional match signalling 45 said mask item of data. and providing a. match:_ 
means is simultaneously receiving said match signal signal when said one said register means IISS9Ciated · ·: 
from said connected match detection means and from with said one match detection means contains said,· .',' . 
said external source; and stored item of data matching said pattern item of. ·-

said content-addressable memory further includes a data, . 
plurality of memory match signalling means for re- so fli) means for providing a register clearing signal to 
ceiving said mat.ch signal from said bidirectional any one of said register means in respome to said · 
match signalling means and serving as said external clear signal and to said mat.ch si.gnal,.and . 
sourceforprovidingsaidmatchsignaltosaidbidirec- (ill) a plurality of means for clearing said register,· 
tioual match signalling means, each one of said mem- means. each one of said register clearing means· 
ory match signalling means com:sponding to one of 55 being associated with one of said registet means 
said bidirectional mat.ch signalling means, being con- and being responsive to said register clearing sig-
nected to said com:sponding said match signalling nal; 
means in each of said content-addressable memory said content-addressable memory module further in-
modules, and providing said match signal to said eludes a plurality or bidirectional match signalling· . 
connected bidirectional match signalling means only 60 means for providing said mat.ch signal from said con-
when all of said connected bidirectional match signal- tent-addressable memory module, n:ceivlng said 

r 

ling means are providing said mat.ch signal, mat.ch signal from an extcma1 source, and providing 
whereby said content-addressable memory responds to said match signal to said register clearing signal pro-· 

said clear signal provided by said memory clear sig- viding means. each bidirectional mat.ch signalling 
nal providing means by clearing said register means 65 means of said plmality of bidirectional match signal· 
only when said register means contain said stored ling means being associated with one register J:!1eaIIS 
items of data matching said pattern item of data and of said plurality of register means and being con-
said register means are associated with said bidirec- nected to said match detection means associated with 
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a pattern sequence ofbits in said pattern item of data
‘ corresponds to a certain sequence of bits in each one
of said stored items of data and said stored item of
data matches said pattern item of data when said bits
in said certain sequence match said bits in said pattern 5
sequence.
20. In the content-addressable memory of claim 19,

and wherein:
said simultaneous clearing means includes

(i) a plurality of means for detecting said register 10
means containing said stored items of data match-
ing said pattern item of data, each one of said plu-
rality of match detection means being associated
with one said register means and being responsive
to said stored item of data contained im said one 15
said register means and to said patiern sequence of
bits, and each oneof said plurality of match detec-
tion means acting to provide a match signal when
said one said register means associated with said
one match detection means contains said stored 20
item of data matching said pattern item of data,

Gi) means for providing « register clearing signal to
any one of said register means in response to said
clear signal and to said match signal, and

(ii) a plurality of means for clearing said register 25
means, each one of said register clearing means
being associated with one of said register means

a being responsive to said register clearing siz-
said content-addressable memory module farther in- #0

cludes a plorality of bidirectional match signalling
means for providing said match signal from said con-
tent-addressable memory module, receiving said
match signal from an eaternal source, aad providing
said match signal to said register clearing signal pro- 35
viding means, cach bidirectional match signalling
meansof said plurality ofbidirectional match signal-
ling means being associated with one register means
of said plorality of register means and being con-
nected to said match detection means associated with 40
said associated register means and to said register
clearing signal providing means, and cach said bidi-

rectional match signalling means providing foumatch signal té said register clearing signal providin;
means only when said bidirectional match signalling 45
means is simultaneously receiving said match signal
from said connected match detection means and from
said external source; and

said content-addressable memory further includes a
plurality of memory match signalling means for re- 50
ceiving said match signal from said bidirectional
match signalling means and serving as said external
source for providing said match signal to said bidirec-
tional match signalling means, each one of said mem-
ory match signalling means corresponding to one of 55
said bidirectional match signalling means, being con-
nected to said corresponding said match signalling
means in each of said content-addressable memory
modules, and providing said match signal to said
connected bidirectional match signalling means only 60
when all ofsaid connected bidirectional match signal-
ling means are providing said match signal,

whereby said content-addressable memory responds to
said clear signal provided by said memory clear sig-
nal providing means by clearing said register means 65
only when said register means contain said stored
items of data matching said pattern item of data and
said register means are associated with said bidirec-
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tional match signalling means which are receiving” -
said match signal from said memory match signalling: ©
means, . Lo

21. In the content-addressable memory of claim 19,.and wherein:
said content-addressable memory module further ine __

cludes means for receiving a masking item ofdata for -
specifying said pattern sequence of bits and 7

said simuitancous clearing means is further connected to __ -;
said masking item receiving means and is responsive ato said masking item of data. a
22, In the content-addressable memory of claim a1,+.and wherein:

said masking item ofdata further specifies a non-pattern .
sequence of bits in said pattern data item; mo aesaid stored items of data further contain a.second cer-~..”,

tain sequence of bits corresponding‘to said nom-pat-itern sequence ofbits; and of
one said stored item ofdata matches said pattern item:of

data when said first certain sequence of bits matches -
said pattern sequence of bits, regardless of the values _
ofbits in said second certain sequence of bits. at

23. In the content-addressable memory of claim 22,and wherein:

said masking item of data specifies all said bits in said. .
pattern iter of data as saidRon-pattern sequence’‘of--bits,

wherebyall said stored items ofdata match said’pattem
item of data, all said register means im said plurality of*--
register means are said certain ones ofsaid plurality. tae
of register means, and said simultaneous clearing. |
menos simultaneously clears all said register means in
said plurality of register means uponTeceipt'ofsaidclear signal in said clear signal receiving means:|

24. In the content-addressable memory. moduleOF|
claim 21, and wherein: .said simultaneous clearing means further includes tas

@ « plurality of means for detectingsaid register
means containing said stored items of datamatch

 

 
  

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

with one said register means, being responsive to | .
said stored item of data contained-in said one said:-~
register means, to said patternitem of data, and-to ~~
said mask item of data, and providing a. match:

signal when said one said register means associatedwith said one match detection means contains said-

stored item of data matching saidpattern item of-data,
(ii) means for providing a register clearing signal to

any one ofsaid register means in responie to said-
clear signal and to said match signal,.and .

Gii) a plurality of means for clearing said register.
means, each one of said register clearing means.
being associated with one of said register means

= being responsive to said register clearing sig-
said content-addressable memory module further in-

cludes a plurality of bidirectional match signalling.
means for providing said match signal from said con- -
tent-addressable memory module, receiving said
match signal from a0 external source, and providing —_-
said match signal to said register clearing signal pro-- : -
viding means, cach bidirectional match signalling
means ofsaid plurality of bidirectionsl match signal-
fing means being associated with ons register means
of said plurality of register means and being con- .
nected to said match detection means associated with . -
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said' associated register means and to" said register (b) means for receiving a pattern item -of data; 
clearing signal providing means,. and each said bidi- · (c) a plurality of means for detecting said register 
rectional match signalling means providing said means containing said stored items of data match-
Jlllltch signal to said register clearing signal providing ing said pattern item of data, each one of said plu-
means only when said bidirectional match signalling s raJity of match detection means being associated 
means is simultaneously receiving said match signal with one said register means, being responsive to 
from said connected match detection means and from said stored item of data contained in said one said 
said extcrnaJ source; and register means and to said pattern item of data, and 

said content-addressable memocy further includes a providing a match signal when said ouc said regis-
plunllity of memory match signalling means i'or re- 10 ter means associated with said one malCh detection 
ceiving said match signal from said bidirectional means contains said stored item of data matching 
match signalling means and se,:viag as said external said pattern it,em of data; and 
source for providing said match signal to said bidin::c- (d) a plurality of bidirectional match signalling means 
tional match signalling means, each one of said mem- for providing said match signal from said content-
ory match signalling means corresponding. to one of IS addressable memory module and receiving said 
said bidirectional match signalling means, being con- match signal from an external source, each one of 
nected to said corresponding said match signalling said bidirectional match signalling means being 
means in each of said content-addressable memory associated with one of said register means and re-
modules, and providing said match signal to said sponsivc to said match signal from said match de-
connected bidin:ctional matcll sign.ailing means only 20 tection means associated with said associated regis-
when all of said connected bidirectional match signal- ter means and to said match signal from said extcr-
ling means are providing said match signal. nal source, and acting to provide said match signal 

whereby said content-addressable memory responds to only when simnltaneously receiving said match_. 
said clear signal provided by siid memory' clear sig- signal from said associated match detection means 
nal providing means by clearing said register means 2S and from said enernal source; and 
only when said register means contain said ston::d (2) a plurality of memory match signalling means for 
items of data matching said pattern item of. data and receiving said-match· signal from said bidirectional 
said register means are associated with said bidirec- match signalling means and serving as said external 
tional match signalling means which are receiving source for providing said match signal to said bidirec-

' said match signal from said memory match signalling 30 tionaJ match signalling means, each one of said mem-
.. means. ory match signalling means corresponding to one of 

25. In the content-addressable memory of claim %4, said bidirectional match signalling means, being con-
,. ·· and wherein said content-addressable memory further nected to said corresponding said match signalling 

comprises: means in each of said content-llddn:ssable memory 
an additional plurality of said content-addressable mem- 35 modules, and providing said match signal to- said 

_ ory modules; and connected bidirectional match signalling means only 
·. an additional said memory clear sip providing means when all of said connected bidirectional J:l!&fch signal-

connected to said clear signal receiving means io each · ling means arif providing said match signal 
. one of said additional plurality of memory modules,, 28. In the content-addressable memory of claim rr, 
~ and wherein each one of said plurality or memory .co and wherein said content-«ddressable memory further 
'1' _ match signalling means is further connected to said comprises: 
, • correspondiog bidirectional match signalling means an additinoal plurality of said content-addressable mem-

in each content-addressable memory module of said ory modules; and · 
additional plurality of content-addressable memory an additional plurality of said memory match signalling 
modules. 4!5 means, each one of said additional plurality of mem-
26. In the content-addressable memory of claim %4, ory match signalling means being connected to said 

and wherein said content addressable memory further corresponding said match signalling means in each of 
comprises: said content-addressable memory modules of said 
an additional plurality of said content-addressable mcm- additional plurality of .content-addressable· memory 

ory modules; and 50 modules.: 
an additional plurality of memory match signalling 29. In the content-addressable memory of claim 27, 

means, each one of said additional plurality of mc:m- and wherein: 
ory match signalling means being connected to said said bidirectional match signalling means is a match line 
corresponding said match signalling means io each of connected to said match detection means and clearing 
said content-addressable memory modules of said 5S signal providing means; 
additional plurality or contcnt-addieasable memory said memory match signalling means is a memory match· 
modules; and line connected to a corresponding said match line in 

wherein said memory clear signal providing means is each one of said content-addressable memory mod-
further connected to said clear signal receiving means ulcs; 
in each one of said additional plurality of memory 00 said match line and said memory match line provide and 
modules. · - · ·· receive a match state and a no-match state; · 
Tl. A content-addressable memory comprising: said match signal is said match state; and 

(1) a plurality of content-addressable memory modules, each said match line is connected to to an open-collcc-
each one of said plurality of content-addressable tor driver circuit in said associated match detection 
memory modules including 65 means and said open-collector driver circuit places 
(a) a plurality of register means, each registef-means said connected match line and said connected mem-

of said plurality of register means containing one ory match line in said no match state unless said 
stored item of data; stored item of data in said register means associated 
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said’ assoclated register means and tosaid register (b) means for receiving a pattern itemof data;

an additional plurality of memory match signalling 29. In the content-addressable memory of claim 27,
means, cach one of said additional plurality of mem- and wherein:
ory match signalling means being connected to said—said bidirectional match signalling means is a match line
corresponding said match signalling means in each of connected to said match detection means and clearing
said content-addressable memory modules of said 55 signal providing means;
additional plurality of content-addressable memory said memory match signalling means is a memory match’
modules; and line connected to a corresponding said match line ia

wherein said memory clear signal providing means is each one of said content-addressable memory mod-
farther connected to said clear signal receiving means ules;
in each oneof said additional plurality of memory 60 said match line and said memory match line provide and . .

: __clearing signal providing means, and each said bidi-- (c) a plurality of means for detecting said register
* sectional match signalling means providing said means containing said stored items of data match-

match signal to said register clearing signal providing ing said pattern item of data, each one ofsaid plu-
means only when said bidirectional match signalling 5 tality of match detection means being associated
means is simultaneously receiving said match signal with one said register means, being responsive to
from said connected match detection means and from said stored item of data contained in said one said
said external source; and register means andto said pattern item ofdata, and

said content-addressable memory further includes 2 providing a match signal when said one said regis-
plurality of memory match signalling means for re- 16 ter means associated with said one match detectionceiving said match signal from said bidirectional means contains said stored item of data matching
match signalling means and serving 2s said external said pattern item of data; and
source for providing said match signal to said bidirec- * @a plurality of bidirectional match signalling means i
tional match signalling means, each one ofsaid mem~- for providing said match signal from said content- |
ory match signalling means corresponding.to one of 15 addressable memory module and receiving said j
said bidirectional match signalling means, being con- match signal from an external source, cach one of i
nected to said corresponding said match signalling said bidirectional match signalling mcans being
means in each of said content-addressable memory associated with one of said register means and re-
modules, and providing said match signal to said sponsive to said match signal from said match de-

2 connected bidirectional match signalling means only 20 tection means associated with said associated regis-
* when all ofsaid connected bidirectional match signal- ter means and to said match signal from said exter-
“ ling means are providing said match signal, nal source, and acting to provide said match signal -
4 whereby said content-addressable memory responds to =—only when simultaneously receiving said match. o
§ said clear signal provided by said memoryclear sig- signal from said associated match detection means
2 nal providing meansby clearing said register means 25 and from said external source; and
= only when said register means contain said stored _ (2) a plurality of memory match signalling means for
si items of data matching said pattern item ofdata and receiving said. match signal from said bidirectional
. said register means are associated with said bidirec- match signalling means and serving as said external

: tional match signalling means which are receiving source for providing said match signal to said bidirec- i
*. said match signal from said memory match signalling 30 tional match signalling means, cach one of said mem-
~ leans. ory match signalling means corresponding to one of
"25, In the content-addressable memory of claim 24, said bidirectional match signalling means, being con-
-~and wherein said content-addressable memory further nected to said corresponding said match signalling

comprises: means in each of said content-addressable memory
“ an additional plurality of said content-addressable mem- 35 modules, and providing said match signal to said
: _ ory modules; and connected bidirectional match signalling means only
q . an additional said memory clear signal providing means when all ofsaid connected bidirectional match signal-
. connected to said clear signal receiving meansineach ~ _—sfing means aréproviding said match signal. -

one of said additional plurality of memory modules, 28. In the content-addressable memory of claim 27,
‘Land wherein each one of said plurality of memory 40 and wherein said content-addressable memory further
4 - match signalling meansis further connected to said comprises:
", eorresponding bidirectional match signalling means am additional plurality ofsaid content-addressable inem-

in each content-addressable memory module ofsaid ory modules; and
additional plurality of content-addressable memory _an aciditional plurality of said memory match signalling
modules. 45 means, cach oneof said additional plurality of mem-
26. In the content-addressable memory of claim 24, ory match signalling means being connected to said

and wherein said content addressable memory further corresponding said match signalling means in each of
comprises: said content-addressable memory modules of said
an additional plurality ofsaid content-addressable mem- additional plurality of.content-addressable-memory  -- -- -

ory modules; and 50) modules: i

|

meetenetkkements
” modules. receive a match state and a no-matchstate;

71. A content-addressable memory comprising: said match signal is said match state; and {
(1) a plurality of content-addressable memory modales, each said match line is connected to to an open-collec- 1

each one of said plurality of content-addressable tor driver circuit in said associated match detection i
memory modules including 65 means and said open-collector driver circuit places :
(a) a plurality of register means, each register-means said connected match line and said connected mem- i

ofsaid plurality of register means containing one ory match line m said no match state unless said :
stored item of data; stored item of data in said register means associated t

i
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33 34 
, with said match detection means matches said pattern rality of register means from an external source, , .. 

item of data. decoding said encoded address to generate an ad- · 
30. In the content-addressable memory of claim 29, dress signal for said addressed registermeaus speci- ' 

and wherein: fied by ~d encod~ address, and providll!g said : 
said match state is a high voltage and said no match s address signal to wd addressed register means.. 

state is a low voltage. each r~ter means. of said. plurality of register ; . 
31. In the content-addressable memory of claim 30, means being responsive to Sllld address signaI;:imd . 

and wherein: (2) memory register address providing means con- .' 
a pattern sequence of bits in said pattern item of data nccted to each said address receiving means in said · .: 

corresponds to a certain sequence of bits in each one plurality of modul " • J ' ' 
Or -:d sto-" :.- of da•~ _,,. ma~'- d--"on IO memory cs ,or sunu taneously ., - ,.,... ,......., .... ....., """ ._........, providing 'said encoded address to said address·. · · 
means is responsive to said pattern sequence of bits receiving means in each one of said pluralit;y .of ' 
and to said certain seq11eoce of bits, and said stored memory modules,. · 
item of data matches said pattern item of data when whereby said e.ncoded address provided by said mem- ·.' 
said bits in said certain sequence match said bits in ory register address providing means specifies a mem- . 
said pattern sequence. IS ory register made up of said addressed register means ' · 
32. In the content-addressable memory module of in each one of said plurality of memory modules. , , ; 

cl~ 31, and wherein: . n. In the cooteot-addrcssable memory of claim 17 
said content-addressabl~ _memory ~od~e further m- 18. 25, 26, 28, or 35, and wherein:- ' !·' 

clud~ ~s. for receivmg a masking _Item of data for each content-addressable memory module of said plu- .· • , 
~g said .pattern se~ucnce of bits and . 20 rality of content-addrc:ssable memory modul and f 

said match detection means JS further connected to said es o · 
masking item receiving means and is responsive to said additional plurality of content-addressable mem- , · 
said masking item of data. ory modules further includes address receiving means .. 
33. In the coatent-addressable memory module of connected to said plurality of register .means for. re!·. ' ' 

claim 3l, and wherein: ceiving an e.ncoded address specifying an addresllcd · · · : 
said masking item of data further specifies a non-pattern 25 register means of said plurality ofi:cgister means from · •.•· '· 

sequence of bits in said pattern data item; an extemal source. ~ said CJlCO!led addri!ss to. ;, 
said stored items of data further contain a secood cer- generate an addrcss signal for said addressed register :1 -· 

-t • -· ta.in sequence of bits corresponding to said non-pat- !Deans .specified by ~d encod~ address; and provid-' · ·' 
;.:; ,. ·· tern sequence of bits; and mg said address signal to wd addressed register 
':, one said stored item of data matches said pattern item of 30 means, each _register me:aos of~ plnrali~ of regis- '· 

data when said first certain sequence of bits matches .ter means being :respoDS1ve to said ~ signal; and ; . 
said pattern sequence of bits, rcgardlels of the values said coo~·addressable ~ further includes~_ .. 
of bits in said second certain sequence of bits. ory ~ address ~g ~.connected, to . , 
34. In the cootent-addressable module of claim 33. each said address recavmg meansm said plurality of 

and wherein: 
3 

memory modules and to said address receiving means ; : 
said masting item of data ~ all said bits in said s in said additiooal phmility of memory modules for. ; . 

,:.::.:• pattern item of data as said non-pattern sequence of simultancousiy providing said encoded address· to'":-.• 
. .. .• bits, said address receiving IDCIDS bl each one of said plu-,': .::.-_ 

' : .. :-:;-• ~ whereby said memory match line is in said match state rality of memory modules .and in .each one of said,·.; 
", · ' · :'i ~ • when first certain memory modules of said plm:ality additional plurality of memory modules. .... - , 
:; ~~ of memory modules receive said masking items of «> H. In the CODtmt-addressable memory of claim 17, ' .. , 
' '·· "'-- data speclfying all uid bits in said pattern items of ta. 25, 2'. 28, or 35, and whenin: : . • .;. 

~ ~'"'·: data received by said first certain memory modules as each _coorent-addressable memory module .of ~- plu. . . ·, 
said non-pattern bits, second certain memory mod- ~of.~tent~ememory.modalcsandof: ... ,-, 
ules of said plurality of memory modules receive said said additional plurality of contellt-admcssablemem-·. · ,; · , 
masking itemS not specifying all said bits in said pat· 4S orymodules further includes address receiving means ,:, .-, ·. 
tern item of data as said bits, and said stored items of ~ to said plurality of register means .for re- , .. 
data in said register means associated with said mem- ceivmg an encoded address specifying an addressed-·; ., 
ory match Jines in Slkl second certain memory mod- regiltcr means of Did phmility of registermeans.fn!m '. · . -: 
ules match said pattern items received by said second ao external somce. d encoded address to 
certain memory items. so generate an address · addressed register 
35. In the content-addressable memory of claim 34, means specified by said e.ncoded addn:a, and provid- .-

and wherein said content-addressable memory further ing said address signal to said addressed register : , 
comprises: means, each register means of said plnrality ·or n:gis-
an additional plurality of said content-addressable mem• ter means being responsive to said address signal; and · · 

ory modules; and ss said content-addressable memory further includes 
an additional plurality of said memory match signalling memory register address providing means connected·. 

means, each one of said additional plnrality of mem- to each said address receiving means in said plural-
ory match signalling means being connected to said ity of 11),emory modules for simultaneously provid- · 
corresponding said match signalling means in each of ing said encoded address to said address receiving 
said content-addressable memory modules of said 

60 
means io each one of said plurality of memory 

additional plurality of content-addressable memory modules; and · 
modules. additional memory register address providing means 
36. In the content-addressable memory of claim lfi, coonectcd to each said address receiving means in 

19, 21. or rl, and wherein: said additional plurality of memory modules for 
said cootent-addrcssable memory module further in- simult11neously providing an additional said en- ·. 

eludes 65 coded address to said addr:ess rccciving means in 
address receiving means connected to said plurality each one of said additional plurality of memory 

of register means for receiving an encoded address modules. 
specifying an addressed register 1IICllllS of said plu-

''{,:. 
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, with said match detection means matches said patternitem of data.
30. In the content-addressable memory of claim 29,

and wherein:

said match state is a high voitage and said no match 5
state is a low voltage.
31. In the content-addressable memory of claim 30,

and wherein:

A pattern sequence of bits im said patisr item of datato a certain sequence ofbits in each one
of said stored items of data, said match detection 10
means is responsive to said pattern sequence of bits
and to said certain sequence of bits, and said stored
item of data matches said pattern item of data when
said bits in said certain sequence match said bits in
said pattern sequence. 5

: 32. In the content-addressable memory module of
_ claim 31, and wherein:

Pe, said content-addressable memory module further in-
a cludes means for receiving a masking item ofdata for

ae specifying said pattern sequence of bis andch said match detection means is farther connected to said”
masking itemreceiving means and is responsive to -
said masking item of data.
33. In the content-addressable memory module of

claim 32, and wherein:
said maskingitem ofdata further specifies a non-pattern 77

sequence of bifs in said pattern data item;
said stored items of data er contain a second cer-

tain sequence ofbits corresponding to said non-pat-
tern sequence of bits; and

one said stored item ofdata matches said pattern item of 30
data when said first certain sequence of bits matches
said pattern sequence ofbits, regardless of the values
of bits in said second certain sequence of bits.
34. In the content-addressable module of claim 33,

and wherein: 35
said masking item of data specifies all said bits in said

pattern item of data as said non-pattern sequence of
bits,

whereby said memory match line is in said match state
when first certain memory modules of ssid plurality ,,
ofofmemory modules receive said masking items of ©dam specifying all said bits imssid pattern items of
data received bysaid first certain memory modules as
said non- bits, second certain memory mod-
ules of said plurality ofmemory modules receive said
masking items not specifying all said bits in said pat- 45tern item of data as said bits, and said stored items of

a data in said register means associated with said mem-
7... ory match lines in said second certain memory mod-
i ules match aaid pattern jtems received by said second
:- certain memory items. 50

35. In the content-addreasable memory of claim 34,
and wherein said content-addressable memory further

AEa 

 
 
 

*
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a} comprises: ; ;
Qo. an additional plurality of said content-addressable mem-

. ory modules; and 55
an additional plurality of said memory match signalling

means, each one of said additional plurality of mem-
ory match signalling means being connected to said

Y corresponding said match signalling means in each of
- said content-addressable memory modules of said /.
pe additional plurality of content-addressable memorymodules.

36. In the content-addressable memory of claim 16,
19, 21, or 27, and wherein:
said content-addressable memory module further in-cludes

i address receiving means connected to said plurality
ofregister means for receiving an encoded address
specifying an addressed register means ofsaid plu-
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rality of register means from an external source, . ..
decoding said encoded address to generate an ad-
dress signal for said addressed yegistermeans speci- |
fied by said encoded address, and providing said:a.

address signal to said addressed register MEANS,each register means of said plurality of register
means being responsive to said address signal; ‘and

(2) memory register address providing means con- ~.-
nected to each said address receiving means in said -
plurality of memory modules for simultaneously 7 |
providing ‘said encoded address to said address’. *
Teceiving means in each one of said plurality.of‘memory modules,

whereby said encoded address provided by said miem- +" -.
ory register addressprovidingmeansspecifies amem- .is
ory register made up of said addressed register means *
im cach one ofsaid plurality of memory modules. >.
37. In the content-addressable memory of claim 17, :°- -

18, 25, 26, 28, or 35, and wherein; oe

»content-addressable memory module of said plu- -rality ofcontent-addressable memory modules and of .
said additional plurality ofcontent-addressable mem-¢
ory modules farther includes address receiving 4means,

connected to said pharatyofregistermeans for. reeceiving an encoded address specifying an addressed ‘at

wae

 

 
ing said address signal to said addressed register
means, cach register means ofsaid plurality of regis- *
ter means being responsiveto.said address signal; and; .

said content-addressable memory forther includes mem-- ;
ory register address providing means.connected 10 | ae
cach said address receiving meansin ssid pluralityof,memory modules and to said address receiving mieans /.’ <
in said additional plurality of memory modules for-:
simultaneously providing said encoded address: to~
said address receiving means in cach one of said plu-|-°"
rality of memory modules and in each one ofsaidadditional plurality of memory modules. 7
38. In the content-addressable memory of claim n:

18, 25, 26, 28, or 35, and where: =~ “e
each contentaddressable memory modale.of said-plu-, -

rality ofcontent-addrestable memory. modules and of:
said additional plurality ofcontent-addressable mem-
orymodules further includes address reeciving means |;

sommected 10 said platyOf reget mae: toe:ceiving an encoded address specifying an addressed - ~
register means ofsaid plurality of registermeansfrom aan external source, decoding seid encoded address to |
generate an address sigual for said addressed register
means specified by said encoded address, and provid- -
ing said address signal to said addressed register -
means, each register means of said pluralityof regis-
ter means being responsive to said address signal; and ~

said content-addressable memory further includes
memory register address providing means connected.

to each said address receiving means in said plural-
ity of memory modules for simaltaneously provid.-
ing said encoded address to said address receiving
means in each one of said plurality of memory —
modules; and

additional memory register address providing means -
connected to each said address receiving means in
said additional plurality of memory modules for
simultaneously providing an additional said en- ~.
coded address to said address receiving means in
each one of said additional plurality of memory
modules.
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the logical addrc:ss data and it is necc:sury to ddetc the 
ADDRF.SS CONVERSION APPARATUS logical address data not required for the time being, the 

lctst recently used logical address storing put 20 is 
BACKGROUND OF 111B INVENTION selected by the LRU 14. and the 1ogicaJ lddrC:!111 data 

This invention retata to 11D address convenion appa- 5 storing in that part is erased, and the data of the logical 
ratus used in a computer system employing a micro- addreu to be used newly will be stored. 
proa:saor, and more particularly to an addfflll conve:r- Thus, while a certain process is being eii:ci:uted, the 
sion apparatus capable of dl'idcndy converting from a input logical address 10 is converted at high speed by 
logical add:n:as into a physical addreu. the TLB into an outputted physical addn::ss 16, but in 

In a computer system, the central processing unit lO the CAM 1l of the TLB, there wu not field to recog-
outputs a logical addreu when CllCC'llting a certain pm- nize the pnx:c:ss to be executed. Aa::ordingly, when 
pm or a procesa. Since this logical addrea merely plural processes. that is, multiprocesscs arc cii:ccuted in 
indicates a _virtual addreu on ~ J!!OgnuD. when actu- the proceJIOr, if a content switching occurs due to a 
ally aecuting the program. mil logical addrcD must be change-over of the proceaa to be a:ccuted it is nece,. 
con!erted ~to a P~ addresa. that is. the~ 15 

suytoinvalidatealldataot"tbelogicaladdr::S.snewlyin 
storing the imtructiOn or data of the memory which each proccsa to update. This is because, even at the 
aton:s the content of the practical i111ttuction or data. It same logical address, if the proccsa to be CJ:CCUtcd is 
is~ add:n:as ~venion ~ that converts &om a different, the addn:sa content differs. 
logical addn:sa m.to a physical addiaa. p---'--- . • .. _ mul • . __ ..._ 

FIG. 5 shows a block diagram of a ttam1atioll Joob. 20 w~lllU~ m -. bJ)1'0CeSI en~~ ~ 
side buffer (TLB) u lUl addn:11 conve.mioa apparatus ~ UI scheduled. ~ the ~ ~ used m tune 
for converting a logical addresl into a physical addn:sa sbarin& and ~ore. m each process. it is necessa.rr to 
in the conveutkmal memory management system by update all logical addn:sses o~ the ~ every ~e 
paging. changed over by the conti:u switch until the process 1.1 

Thia UB is composed of a content addressable mem- :u completely terminated. Therefore, the system petfor-
ory (CAM) U for storing the logical addn:sa 10 deliv- mance was lowered. 
ered from the CPU, a lcaat recently used circuit (LllU) SUMMARY OP THE INVENTION 
14 for coutrolling the conteDt thereof. and a random 
accesa memory (RAM) 11 being acceued by the CAM It is hence a primary object of this invention to pres
ll and delivering. a physical addrea tel The CAM U 30 ent: an addtcsa conversion apparatu1 capahle of convert· 
possesses plunl Jogk:al addrc9I storing pam 20 for ing addres.,es efficiently even in the environment of 
storing plural logical llddrelles. In each Jogk:al addrea frequent contCJ:t switching. . 
storing part 1.0, a valid bit 22 is provided,. and depending It is llllOtbe:r object of this invention to prcseni an 
OD whetber the valid bit 22 is l or 0. it is known whetber addrcsl conversion appuatus comprising a content 
the logical addrea ston:d iD the com:sponding logical 35 llddrcsaable memory having a field for indicating a pro-
address storms put 20 is valid (oeceuary) or invalid ccss idc:ntification number, and capable of sroring Jogi. 
(IIIUlCCCIIU.TJ). The LRU 14 is composed of a number of cal addn:sses of different proce,scs at the same time. 
least n:cc:ntly used counten 24 corresponding to the While the novel feahlres of the invent.inn are set forth 
plural Jogical address storing pans 20, md these count- in the appended claims, the invention both as to organi-
en 24 and the logical addn:sa storing pal'tl 20 are mutu- 40 ation and content. wiD be better understood and appre-
ally lined by mam ofJeut recently used replace word ciated, along with other objects and features thereof 
wires 2' and content addn:llable memory word wires from the following detailed descripaoa takai in con: 
21. The CAM 12 and the LRU 14 an:~ by way of junction with the drawings. 
content addralable memory bit wiles 30_ The RAM 11 
possesses physical addras storing parts 31 corrcspond- 45 BRIEF DESCllIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
ing to the logical addre:is storing puta 20 of the CAM PIG. l is a block diagram of an addrca conversion 
12, and the logical addrcu atodng pana 20 and the iq,pantus according to one of the embodillleats of this 
physical. addrcu storing pal113l arc lined together by invention; 
way of random memory acccs1 word wires 34. FIG 2 • · · ·"·-- of ..... ___ ,.I 

U•nalt.. '-- ---'- • ----' '-' 50 • IS a cucwt ..._..... a content...,.........., e _..,, Wm;u a,_....,. process Ule..........,.. ..,, & pm- . .,__ 
and ·aa logical addreses converted into memory m LUC same apparatu1; :::.i ~ at a hip speed :; way of the 11..B, . FI~. 3 is a circuit diagram of a least recently used 

• .._ ,_.;,_ . _..,~_.. _ __.,_ •'-- fr"-·-'- circuit of the same apparatus; 
~~-- • .,., .... ..,.. _...,. ....... g to ...., uuuwwg PIG. 4A to FIG. 4L arc diagrams showing the 

A certain logical addn:ss 10 is fed from the CPU to 55 changes of data in address conversion by using the same 
the CAM 12, and it compared with the logical address apparatus; and 
stored in the content lddreslabJe memory u. H~ if a FIG. ~ is a block diagram of a conventional address 
logical address c:oinciding with the input logical address convemon apparatus. 

10 is pmient, the data corrc:sponding to the physical DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF Tiffi 
address stored in the physical lddfflll storing put 32 of liO INVENTION 
the RAM 11 com:spondmg to that logjca1 address is 
delivered. As a result of this output of the data corre- The address conversion apparatus or this invention is 
sponding to the physical address, the data on that physi• descn"bcd below while referring to FIG. 1 which shows 
cal address is read out by the CPU or the procesaor, and a t.tamlatiou loobside buffer (TLB) as one of the cm-
is processed. 65 bodimenl! thereof. The 11..B shown ill this drawing is 

At the time of the above descn"bcd logk:al addren limilar in basic stnJcturc to the conventional TLB 
retrieval. if no coinciding logical address is prexnt and shown FIG. 5 in and identical parts arc given same 
the content addre:ISable memory 12 is fully filled with numerals and detailed descriptions are omitted. 
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ADDRESS CONVERSION APPARATUS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to an address conversion appa-
ratus used in « computer system employing @ micro-
processor, and more particularly to an address conver-

sion apparatus capable of efficieatlyconverting from «logical address into a physical address.
In a computer sysiem, the centralprocessing unit 10

outpots a logical address when executing a certain pro-
gram or a process. Since this logical address merely
indicates avirtual address on the program, when actu-

storing the instruction or data of the memory which
atores the content of the practical instruction or data. It
is the address conversion apparatus that converts from a
logical address into a physical address.

FIG. 3 shows a block diagram of a translation Jooka- 20
side buffer (TB) as an address conversion apparatus
for converting a logical address into a physical address
in the conventional memory management system bypaging.

This TLB is composed ofa content addressable mem- 75
ory (CAM) 12 for storing the logical address 10 detiv-
ered from the CPU, a least recently used circuit (LRU)
14 for controlling the content thereof, and a random
access memory (R.AM) 18 being accessed by the CAM
12 and deliveringa physical address 16. The CAM 12 30

plaral logical addrese storing pacts 20 for
storing plural logical addresses. In each logical address
storing part 20, a valid bit 22 is provided, and depending
on whether the validbit 22 is 1 or0, it is known whether
the logical address stared in the corresponding logical 35
address storing pert 20 is valid (necessary) or invalid
{unnecessary}. The LRU 14 is composed ofa number of
least recently used counters 24 corresponding to the
plural logical address storing parts 20, and these count-
ets 24 and the logical address storing perts 20 are mutu- 40
ally linked by means ofleast recently used replace word
wires 26 and content addressable memory word wires
2%. The CAM 12 and the LRU 14 are joined by way of
content addressable memory hit wires 30. The RAM 18
possesses physical address storing parts 32 correspond. 45
ing to the logical address storing parts 20 of the CAM
12, and the logical address storing parts 20 and the
physical address storing parts 32 are linked together by
way of random memory sccess word wires 34.

Usually, When » certxin process is executed by « pro- 50cessor, and its logical addresses areShysical addresses at « high speed by way of the TLB,
the operation is effected according to the following
procedure.

A certain logical address 10 is fed from the CPU to 55
the CAM 12, and it compared with the logical address
stored in the contentaddressable memory 12. Here, ifa

address stored in the physical address storing part 32 of 60
the RAM 18 corresponding to that logical address is
delivered. As a result of this output of the data corre-
sponding to the physical address, the data on that physi-
cal address is read out by the CPU or theprocessor, and
is processed. 65

At the time of the above described logical address
retrieval, ifno coinciding logical address is present and
the content addressable memory 12 is fully filled with

2
the logical address data and it is necessary to delete the
logical address data not required for the time being, the
least recently used logical address storing pert 20 is
selected by the LRU 14, and the logical address data

3 storing in that part is erased, and the data of the logical
address to be used newly will be stored.

Thus, while a certain process is being executed, the
input logical address 10 is converted at high speed by
the TLB into an outputted physical address 16, but in
the CAM 12 of the TLB, there was not field to recog-
nize the process to be executed. Accordingly, when
plural processes, that is, avultiprocesses are executed in
the processor, if a content switching occurs due tw a
change-over of the process to be executed,it is meces-
sary to invalidate all data ofthe logical address newly in
each process to update. This is because, even at the
same logical address, if the process to be executed is
different, the address content differs.

Farthermore, in the multiprocess environment, cach
process is scheduled, and the processor is used in time
sharing, and therefore, in each process, it is necessary to
update all logical addresses of the TLB every time
changed over by the context switch until the process is
completely terminated. Therefore, the system perfor-
mance was lowered.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is hence a primary object of this invention to pres-
ent an address conversion apparatus capable ofconvert
ing addresses efficiently even in the environment of
frequent context switching.

It is another object of this invention to present an
address conversion apperatus comprising a content
addressable memory having a field for indicating a pra-
cess identification number, and capable of storing logi-
cal addresses of different processes at the same time.

While the novel features ofthe invention are set forth
in the appended claims, the invention both as to organi-
zation and content, will be better understood and appre-
ciated, along with other objects and features thereof,
from the following detailed description taken in con-
janction with the drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an address conversion
apparatus according to one of the embodiments of this
invention;

FIG.2 is a circuit diagram of a content addressable
memory in the same apparatus:

FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram of a least recently used
circuit of the same apparatus;

FIG. 4A to FIG. 41. are diagrams showing the
changes ofdata in address conversion by using the same
apparatus; and

FIG.5 is a block diagram of a conventional adciress
conversion apparatus.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

The address conversion apparatus of this invention is
described below while referring to FIG. 1 which shows
a trandation lookaside buffer (TLB) as one of the em-
bodiments thereof. The TLB shown in this drawing is
similar in basic structure to the conventional TLB
shown FIG. 5 in and identical parts are given same
numerals and detailed descriptions are omitted.
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The CAM 12 comprises, at the begiDDing of each to the reset circuit 51, and the AND of this control 
logical addresa storing part 211 for storing the logical signal and the amtrol signal .. l" of said reset wire 42a is 
iiddren produced from a certain procesa being executed obtained. in this reset circuit 51, and aa a result of this 
by the processor, a proc:aa identification DOlllbe:r part product, the node 21.a of the valid bit l2 becomes Low, 
(process ID part) for storing the identification number s and that word becomes invalid. Thia processing is con-
of that proccu. a valid bit 22 for indicating the validity ducted on all words having the same pnx:ess idcntifica-
of ooe word stored in one logical addresl part. and a tion number, and each invalid signal is entered into the 
priority cncoder (PENC) 31 for specifying by selecting priority encoder 31. In the priority encoder 28, with 
a specific invalid word disposed physically at a higher respect to the input of these plural invalid signals, they 
position than the word by referring to the valid bit 21 10 are indicated to the LRU 14 as being reloadable word 

Furthermore. the CAM 12 abo comprises a batch regions or logical addreSIICS, sequentially one by one, 
reset wire 40 for initializing the valid bits by simulta· from the higher ODel {the words u higher positions in 
neously re.,etling all valid bits D. a procea idendlica· FIG. 2). neref'orc, if the process identification mun-
tion number batch raet wire (procea ID batch reset hers are reset in batch and plunl reloadable words 
wire) 41 for referring to the procea ID part 36, and for ts should occur in the CAM 12, only the word at the 
resetting the valid bit 22 of the plunl words having the highest poli.tion ii noticed to the LRU 14 as a Rloadable 
smne wmeccsauy proceu identification number (pro- word. At the LRU 14, recc:iviog this notice, when the 
ccu ID) when the pIOCCS1, is unocx:esury or when the data of writing logical addreu is newly entered into the 
procesies haodled by the proc:eaor escecd the preset TLB. this new logical addn:sa data is written into the 
proc:ea oontrol number, a priority encoder word wire 20 word at the highm position, and the priority encoder 
(PENC word wire) 40 for trantmlttiag the specific 31oftheCAM lldelive.rs the next word in the priority 
word specified by a priority encoder (PBNC) 31 to the order II the word at the highest position to the LR.U 14. 
LRU 14, and a content addressable memory full wire Furthermore, wbco the CAM U is tilled completely 
(CAM full wire) 41 for indicating t.hal the CAM U ill with valid data without any invalid word, the nonactive 
tilled with valid data without my invalid word, to the 25 state of the priority encoder 31 is deta:ted, and it is 
LR.U 14. t:rmsmitted to the LRU 14 through the CAM full wire 

In the physical address part 32 of the random access 49. 
memory 11 is stored the address for storing the physicll The content addrasabJe memory hit wire 30 is coa-
addrcsa which stores the data or imUuction corrcspoad- nected to each word, and m indication as to whether 
ing to the process identification number of the~ JO each won:!. is hit or not is forwarded to the LRU 14. 
ID part 36 on each word or the CAM 12 and the lop.al Numctal 54 is a dmnm.y word part for adjusting the 
address of the logical addn:a storing pert 20. timing or retrieval of the CAM U. 

The LR.U 14 oomprilcs a oounter 24, a CODlltm' valid FIG. 3 shows the portion or the one lll(Ord ofLUR 14 
bit 44 to indicate whetlier the value of this counter 24 is of the TLB. The LR.U is roughly divided into the 
valid. a k:ut recently Wied batch reset wire 4' for batch- 3S counter part 24 lllld the other LRU control circuit 31. 
resetting thia counter valid bit 44, and & lcut recently The counter part 24 is & s-bit counter, and each bit 
Wied control circuit 41. (Z4a to :z.k) hu a coanter data part 61, & carry propaga-

Ref'erriug now to FIG. l through FIG. 4, the cin:uit tion part '4 for propagadng the carry or the counter, a 
strootme of the TLB is described 1D01C specifically reset part 72 for resetting the counter, and a comparator 
below, and the operation or the proc:ea ID part 36 40 part 70 for comparing the counter value with other 
which is one of the featores of this invcotioo during word. The LR.U comrol circuit 48 comprises a counter 
operation of TLB is abo explained in dctliL valid bit 44 to indicate whc:dler the c:ountcr or the word 

FIO. l ii a circuit diagnm specifically illustnting the is valid. a carry generating part 76 fol' generating a 
CAM 11 in FIG. L The CAM 11 shown comprises carry only to the words in which the counter valid bit 
logical addrcs ltoring parts 211 c:ompollCld of plunl data 4S 44 has been aet 90 far if the oompamive word wire 61 
bit cells 49, and a procesa ID part H for storing. fw become& active or CAM mishit should occu:r as the 
e:umple, four proc:as IDs 0. I, 2. 3, and in the proccsa retrieved logical address is not pl'CSCllt, and an LRU 
ID part, for cumplc, thc:rc are two proccsa idcntific:a- ICp1acc word generating part 71 for making the LRU 
tion amnbcr cells (ID1. ID2) 50, 52 for setting the four replace word wire 26 active for the purpose of keeping 
pnx:csa IDs O to 3. 50 uniformity of the LR.U 14 111d CAM 12, RAM 11 by 

For instaoa:, when the k:ut n:a:nt WICd rcpllce word racrring to the PENC word wire 40 and CAM full wire 
wire 26 becomes 1 and rq,1acement is effected for ltOr• 41. and CAM hit wire 30 and replace enable signal 86. 
ing new logical data, a node 21.a is set High, and the Numerals 140, 142. 144 ll.l"C the clock wires for adjusting 
valid bit 22 is set at L At the same time, the process the timing. 
ideotification number or the address data and the logical S5 The LRU COBtrol circuit 48, if there is the same as the 
ad.dress llRl catered into pnx:csa identification number retrieval logical address in its word and the bit signal 
cells (ID1, ID2) 50, 51 md plural data bitcells49 which from the CAM 12 is entered into the LRU control cir-
make up the logical address storing pert 211. cuit 48 through the amtent addressable memory hit 

When the procest identification number batch reset word wire 30, transmits the value of the counter of that 
of this invention is effected. a signal ..... is applied to an 00 word to the oountcr reference bit wires 66a to 6&! in 
arbitrary one of the four process identiftcatioo batch each bit Z4a to 14.r or the counter part 24. 
reset wires 42 to indicate four proc:CS\ICS from O to 3, for If there is no hit, on the other band, the value or the 
cum.pie.. the reset wire 42a correspoading to the ,econd counter of other word being hit is received from the 
process. 1n the process identification number part 36, counter rcfcrcucc bit wires 6'a to 6&!, and it is com-
the data corresponding to the second proc:ess. that is, 65 pared with the value of the own counter in the CODlf>aJ"· 
the data, for cnmple, of which proccsa identification ator 70, and if the value or the own counter is smaller 
number cell ID1 !O is .. 1" and procea identification than the value orthis hit countcx", the comparative word 
number cell IDz 51 is "0" outpuu a control signal of .. l" wire 611 b made active, and this signal is transmitted to 

I .., 
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The CAM 12 comprises, at the beginning of each

logical address storing pert 20 for storing the logical
address produced from a certain process being executed
by the processor, a process identification number part
{process ID part) for storing the identification number 5
of that process, a valid bit 22 for indicating the validity
of one word stored in one logical address part, and a
priority encoder (PENC) 38 for specifying by selecting
a specific invalid word disposed physically at a higher
position than the word by referring to the valid bit 22. 10

Furthermore, the CAM 22 also comprises a batch
reset wire 40 for initializing the valid bits by simulta-
neously resetting all valid bits 22, a process identifica-
tion number batch reset wire (process ID batch reset
wire) 42 for referring to the process ID part 36, and for 15
resetting the valid bit 22 of the plural words having the
same unnecessary process identification number (pro-
cess ID) when the process is unnecessary or when the
processes handled by the processor exceed the presetencoder word wire 20

LRU 14, and a content addressable memory full wire
(CAM full wire) 41 for indicating that the CAM 12 is
filled with valid data without any invalid word, to the 25
LRU 14

In the physical address part 32 of the random access
memory 18 is stored the address for storing the physical
address which stores the dataor instruction

; correspond-
ing to the process identification number of the process 30
ID part 36 on cach word of the CAM 12 and the logical
address of the logical address storing pert 20.

The LRU 14 comprises a counter 24, « counter valid
bit 44 to indicate whether the value of this counter 24 is
valid, a least recently used batch reset wire 46 forbatch- 35
resetting this counter valid bit 44, and « least recentlyused control circuit 48.

Referring now to FIG. 2 through FIG.4, the circuit
structure of the TLB is described more specifically
below, and the operation of the process ID part 36 40
which is one of the features of this invention during
operation of TLH is also explained in detail.

FIG. 2 is a circuit diagram specifically illustratingtheCAM 12 in FIG. 1. The CAM 12 shown conyprises
logical address storing parts 20 composed ofplural data 44
bit cells 49, and a process ID part 36 for storing, for
example, four process [Ds 0, 1, 2, 3, and in the process
ID part, for example, there are two process identifica-
tion number cells (1D:, 0D,) 50, $2 for setting the four
process [Ds 0 to 3. sx

For instance, when the least recent used replace word.
wire 26 becomes 1 and replacement is effected for stor-
ing new logical data, a node 22a is set High, and the
valid bit 22 is set at 1. At the same time, the
identification numberof the address data and the logical 55
address are entered into process identification sumber
cells (1D), [1D2) 50, 52 and plural data bit ceils 49 which
make up the logical address storing part 20.

When the process identification number batch reset
of this inventionis effected, a signal “1" is applied to an 60
arbitrary one of the four process identification batch
Teset wires 42 to indicate four processes from 0 to 3, for
example, the reset wire 42a correspondingto thesecond
process. In the process identification number part 36,
the data corresponding to the second process, that is, 65
the data, for example, of which process identification
number cell 0D; 50 is “1” and process identification
number cell 1D 52 is “0” outputs a control signal of “1”

4
to the reset circuit 51, and the AND of this control
signal and the controlsignal “i” ofsaid reset wire 42a is
obtained in this reset circuit 51, and as a result of this
prodoct, the node 222 ofthe valid bit 22 becomes Low,
and that word becomes invalid. This processing is con-
ducted on all words having the same process identifica-
tion number, and cach invalid signal is entered into the
priority encoder 38. In the priority encoder 28, with
respect to the input of these plural invalid signals, they
are indicated to the LRU 14 as being reloadable word
regions of logical addremes, sequentially one by onc,
from the higher ones (the words at higher positions in
FIG. 2). Therefore, if the process identification num-
bers are reset in batch and plural reloadable words
should occur in the CAM 12, only the word at the
highest position ia noticed to the LRU 14 as a reloadable
word. At the LRU 14, receiving this notice, when the
data ofwriting logical address is newly entered into the
TLB, this new logical address data is written into the
word at the highest position, and the priority encoder

_ Bofthe CAM 12 delivers the next word in the priority
order as the word st the highest position to the LRU 14.

Furthermore, when the CAM 12 is filled completely
with valid date without any invalid word, the nonactive
state of the priority encoder 38 is detected, and it is

cransmitted to the LRU 14 through the CAM full wire
The content addressable memory bit wire 30 is con-

nected to cach word, and sn indication as to whether
each word is hit or not is forwarded to the LRU 14.
Numeral 54 is a dummy word part for adjusting the
timing of retrieval of the CAM 12.

FIG. 3 shows the portion ofthe one word ofLUR 14
of the TLB. The LRU is roughly divided into the
counter part 24 and the other LRU control circuit 38.

The counter part 24 is a S-bit counter, and each bit
(24s to 24e) has a counter data part 62, a carry propaga-
tion part 64 for propagating the carry of the counter, a
reset part 72 for resetting the counter, and « comparator
part 70 for comparing the counter value with other
word, The LRU control circuit 48 comprises a counter
valid bit 44 to indicate whether the counter of the word
is valid, a carry generating part 76 for generating a
carry only to the words in which the counter valid bit
44 has been set so far if the ive word wire 68
becomes active or CAM mishit should occur as the
retrieved logical address is not present, and an LRU
replace word generating part 78 for making the LRU
replace word wire 26 active for the purpose ofkeeping
uniformity of the LRU 14 and CAM 12, RAM 18 by
referring to the PENC word wire 40 and CAM full wire
41, and CAM hit wire 30 and replace enable signal 36.
Numerais 140, 142, 144 are the clock wires for adjusting
the timing.

The LRU controlcircuit 48,if there is the same as the
retrieval logical address in its word and the hit signal
from the CAM 12 is entered into the LRU control cir-
cuit 48 through the content addressable memory hit
word wire 30, transmits the value of the counter of that
word to the counter reference bit wires 660 to 66e in
each bit 24a to 24e of the counter part 24.

if there is no hit, on the other hand, the value of the
counter of other word being hit is received from the
counter reference bit wires 66¢ to 66¢, and it is com-
pared with the value of the own counterin the compar-
ator 70, and if the value of the own counter is smaller
than the value ofthis hit counter, the comparative word
wire 68 is made active, and this signal is transmitted to
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tbe carry generating part 76, and the generated carry is 
trammiUcd to the counter part 24 through the carry 
wire llt, and the value of the COUDter is incremented by 
1. 

These actions or the LR.U circuit are practically de- s 
scribed below. In short, it is intended to prepare for 
updating the content of the logiall address or the word 
to the content or the logical address of the highest possi
bility or ue. by alwaYI recognizing in the TLB the most 
recendy Wied wont. or, in other words, by always rec- 10 
ognizing the least n:cmtly Wied word out or N words in 
the TLB. For this p~ data orlogical addresses are 
stored in N words in the TLB. and for tmmple, when 
the data or a certain word is Wied at the It-th time out of 
N words, the value of the counter part 24of the LRU 14 1S 
is k. Accordingly, by the nut COJDD111111i. if the logical 
address of this It-th word is med, tbe counter part 24 of 
this word is set to 0, and the counters of all words hav
ing so far the valua otO to (k-1) are iDcreued by 1. so 
that the most recently Wied word can be always recog- 20 
llized u the counter value becomes 0, or the least re
c.ently med word can be recognized as the counter 
value becomes N. 

Meanwhile, the exp)anauoo. or RAM 11 is omitted 
because it is a very common ooe designed to deliver the 2S 
content to a certain addn:a 

This bas been a brief explanation of aa embodiment or 
the TLB of this invention by CAM 12. LR.U 14, and 
RAM 11. Below is desc.::ribed the pracdcal operation of 
the TI.B capable or ide:ntifyiag the process by tbia in- 30 
vention, mainly relating to the LR.U 14. 

The circuit 111etion. is explained la FIG. 2, FIG. 3, and. 
data changes of the TI.B ia action are sivcn in FIG. 4. 
Herc, the TI.B is explained a I entrica (8 words). 

When the TI.B capable of ideatifying the procesa of 35 
this invention. is operated. two cues are roughly com.id
cml. 

(1) Ordinary 111etion. (not erued by pl'OCC'II ID batch 
reset wire 41. and valid bit 22 of CAM 12 and 
counter valid bit 44 or LR.U 14 are matched). 40 

6 
seen from one din:ction. while: the counter valid bit 
44 of the same word is set, and u a result or this 
series or actions, the content of the TLB changes 
from FIG. 4A to FIG. 4B. 

(d) Furthermore, when a new ID and a logic address 
(ID1, LOOi) get into the CAM 12, the content 
addresabJe memory hit wire 30 becomes inactive 
again. and the CAM 12 indicates a mis-hit. At this 
time, the carry gmcrati.ng part 7(i of the word in 
which tbe addrea was stored before generates a 
carry, and tbe counter is lllCfflllCd by l, and, the 
word to be set this time is set in the same process as 
in i) above as a result of nm-hit, and the logical 
address is newly ston:d. At this time, the content of 
the TLB changes from FIG. 4B to FIG. 4C. When 
nm-hit is repeated several times, the - opera-
tions or i) and ii') are repeatm, and the content of 
TLB becomes• in FIG. 4D. 

(m) Afterwards, nppose the previously stored logi
cal addreSles (ID1, LOCh) get in. At this time,. the 
CAM 12 makts the CAM bit wire 30 active, and 
indicates that the logical addresl entered into the 
LR.U 14 bu been bit. The LR.U 14 n:ccives it, and 
the CO'lnparator part 70 or the word which has been 
bit by tbe CAM 12 transmits the data of the 
counter data part 62 to the counter reference bit 
wires"-In the other words,. the individual counter 
data pctl 62 and the counter reference bit wires (i(i 
are compared. and when the value or the own 
counter is larger than or equal to the value of the 
counter rd'crence bit wires (i(i to be re£em:d to. the 
comparative word wire 61 is made active by this 
compa:rator .put 70, and this lignal is transmitted to 
the carry generating part 16. Receiving this signal, 
at tbe carry geaeming part 76, if the counter valid 
bit 44 bas been set, a carry is gencnted. and the 
carry ii propagated to the carry propagation pan 
(i4 through the carry wire IO. /u a result. in the 
word in which a carry bas oc:cam:d. the counter is 
increased by t only, but the COUDtcr valw: is not 
cbanged in the word having a counter value or 
larger than the hit word. 

(2) Extraordinary action (erased by procesa ID batch 
reset wire 4l, and valid bit 22 of CAM U and 
counter valid bit 44 or LR.U 14 are not matched). 

These actions are f'mther dacribcd. below. 

(I) Ordinary action 

As for the counter ortbe hit word, the reset wire S2 
is Dllide active by the logical gate 114. and the value or 

45 the counter is cleared. By thae actions, when the hit 
word is tbe ICCODd one from the top. the content of the 

For initialintion or the TLB. the batch reset wire 40 TI.B chaagm from FIG. 4D to FIG. 4B. 
for initializing the valid bit 22 ia made .:tive in the When ICYCl'll1 or such addnislles get in and bit and 
CAM 12. and the LR.U 'blu:h reset wire 4<i in the LR.U, nm-hit an: l'urther repeated. changing from FIG. 4E to 
and the value of the oounter 24and the counter bit 44to so FIG. 4F, theTI.Bilfilled up, and the CAM full wire41 
!ICC if the counter ii effi:cti:ve or not is rcact. and the becomes aa lldivc stat.e, which is received by the LRU 
TLB is initialized. At tbia time. the data holding each 14. 
dement of the TI.B becomes as shown in FIG. 4A. Tbe (IV) In tbe 6l1cd state of the CAM 12 as shown in 
solid line in FIG. 4A shows that the data is present. and FIG. 4F, when logical address process IDs not 
O of the counter valid bit 44, valid bit 22, md counter SS refem:d red to so far (ID:i. LC>O,) enter, the CAM 
part 24 indicates "n:tet"' md the su:bsc:quent 1 denotes U mmsmits the mis-hit to the LRU 14 in the same 
Msct" (valid}. manner u mentioned above. When a replace signal 

(i) When a new ID and a logical address (IDo. LOGt) 116 returm from outside. the LRU 14 generates 
get into the CAM 12. since there is no word in can:ies for all words in the logical gate 102 of the 
which a valid bit l2 is set in the CAM 12, the con- liO carry generadng part 76 because the CAM ll is 
tent addrelsable memory bit wire 30 becomes imc- fiilL As a result or this carry generation, or all 
tive, and a inil-bit is transmiUcd to tbe LRU circuit wonb of tbe LRU 14, the highest position carry 
14. At the same time, from the outside the data to wire M of only one word (in this example, the 
be written into the RAM 11 is transferred. and a word or which counter of LRU 14 changes from 7 
replace enable signal wire 86 becomes active. Here, 6S to R) is made active, and the counter valid bit 44 is 
at the LR.U 14, the LR.U replace word wire 2' is temporarily mict. and it ii transmitted to the LRU 
made active by the LRU replace word generating replace word 8Cfleraling part 71, and the LllU 
part 71 of the word located physically higher as replace word wire 2' is made 111etive. At the same 
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the carry generating part 76, and the generated carry is
transmitted to the counter pert 24 through the carry
wire 80, and the value of the counter is incremented by
1.

These actions of the LRU circuit are practically de- 5
scribed below. in short, it is intended to prepare for
updating the content of the logical address ofthe word
to the content ofthe logical address of the highest possi-
bility ofuse, by always recognizing in the TLB the most
recently used word, or, in other words, by always rec- 10
ognizing the least recently used word out of N words in
the TLB.,For this purpose, data oflogical addresses are
stored in N words in the TLB, and for example, when
the data of a certain word is used at the k-th time out of
N words, the value ofthe counter part 24ofthe LRU 14 15
is k. Accordingly, by the next command, if the logical
address of this k-th word is used, the counter part 24 of
this word is set to 0, and the counters of all words hay-
ing so far the values of0 to (k-1) are increased by 1, so
that the most recently used word can be always recog- 20
nized as the counter value becoaes 0, or the Ieast re-
cently used word can be recognized as the counter
value becomes N.

Meanwhile, the explanation of RAM 18 is omitted
because it is a very commoe one designed to deliver the 25
content to a certain address.

This bas been a briefexplanation ofan embodiment of
the TLB of this invention by CAM 12, LRU 14, and
RAM 18. Below is described the practical operation of
the TLB capable of identifying the process by this in- 30
vention, mainly relating to the LRU 14.

The circuit action, is explained in FIG. 2, PIG. 3, and.
data changes of the TLB in action are given in FIG, 4.
Here, the TLB is explained as 8 entries (8 words),

When the TLB capable of identifying the process of 35
this invention is operated, two cases are roughly consid-
ered.

()) Ordinary action (sot erased by process ID batch
reset wire 42, and valid bit 22 of CAM 12 and
counter valid bit 44 of LRU 14 are matched). 0

(2) Extraordinary action (erased by process ID batch
reset wire $2, and valid bit 22 of CAM 12 and
counter valid bit 44 of LRU 14 are not matched).

‘These actions are further described below.

4,910,668
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seen from one direction, while the counter valid bit
44 of the same word is set, and as a result of this
series of actions, the content of the TLB changes
from FIG, 4A to FIG. 4B.

GD Furthermore, when a new ID and a logic address
(D;, LOG) get into the CAM 12, the content

je memory hit wire 30 becomes inactive
again, and the CAM 12 indicates a niis-hit. At this
time, the carry generating part 76 of the word in
which the addresa was stared before generates a
carry, and the counter is increased by 1, and, the
word to be set this time is set in the same process as
in 2) above as a result of mis-hit, and the logical
address isnewly stored, At this time, the content of
the TLB changes from FIG. 4B to FIG. 4C. When
mis-hit is repeated several times, the same opera-
tions of i) and if) are repeated, and the content of
TLB becomes as in FIG. 40.

(Gi) Afterwards, nuppose the previously stored logi-
cal addresses (ID;, LOG) get in. At this time, the
CAM 12 makes the CAM hit wire 30 active, and
indicates that the logical address entered into the
LRU14 has been hit. The LRU 14 receives it, and
the comparator part 70 ofthe word which has been
hit by the CAM 12 transmits the dam of the
counter data part 62 to the counter reference Dit
wires 66. In the otherwords, the individual counter
data parts 62 and the counter reference bit wires 66
are compared, and when the value of the own
counter is larger than or equal to the value of the
counter reference bit wires 66 to be referred to, the
comparative word wire 68 is made active by this
comparatorpart 70, and this signal is transmitted to
the carry generating part 76. Receiving this signal,
at the carry generating part 76, if the counter valid
bit 44 has been set, a carry is generated, and the
carry is propagated to the carry propagation part
64 through the carry wire . As a result, in the
word in which a carry hes occurred, the counter is
increased by 1 only, but the counter value is not
changed in the word having a counter value of
larger than the bit word.

As for the counter of the hit word, the reset wire 82
is made active by the logical gate 114, and the value of

45 the counter is cleared. By these actions, when the hit
(1) Ordinary action

Forinitialization of the TLB, the batch reset wire 40
for initializing the valid bit 22 ia made active in the
CAM 12, and the LRU batch reset wire 46 in the LRU,

word is the second one from the top, the content of the
TLB changes from FIG. 4D to FIG. 4B.

When several of such addresses get in and hit and
mis-hit are further repeated, changing from FIG. 4E to

aod the value ofthe counter 24 and the counter bit 44 to 50 FIG. 4F, the TLB isfilled up, and the CAM full wire 41
see if the counter is effective or oot is reset, and the
TLB is initialized. At this time, the data holding cach
tlementofthe TLB becomes as shown in FIG. 4A. The
solid line in FIG. 4A. shows that the data is present, and
0 of the counter valid bit 44, valid bit 22, and counter 55
pert 24 indicates “reset” and the subsequent 1 denotes
“set” (valid).

@ When a new ID and a logical address (ID, LOG1)
get imto the CAM 12, since there is no word in
which a valid bit 22 is set ia the CAM 12, the con- 60
tent addressable memory bit wire 30 becomes inac-
tive, and a mis-hit is transmitted te the LRU circuit
14. At the same time, from the outside the data to
be written into the RAM 18 is transferred, and 2
replace enable signal wire 86becomes active. Here, 65
at the LRU 14, the LRU replace word wire 26 is
made active by the LRU replace word genersting
part 78 of the word located physically higher as

becomes an active state, which is received by the LRU
14.

Gv) In the filled state of the CAM 12 as shown in
FIG, 4%, when logical address process [Ds not
referred red to so far (D2, LOGo) enter, the CAM
12 transmits the mis-hit to the LRU 14 in the same
manner as mentioned above. When a replace signal
86 returns from outside, the LRU 14 generates
carries for all words in the logical gate 102 of the
carry generating part 76 because the CAM 12 is
full. As a result of this carry generation, of all
words of the LRU 14, the highest position carry
wire 84 of only one word (in this example, the
word of which counter of LRU 14 changes from 7
to 8) is made active, and the counter valid bit 44 is
temporarily reset, and it is transmitted to the LRU
replace word generating part 78, and the LRU
replace word wire 26 is made active. At the same
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time, the counter valid bit 44 is set again. Later, as 
£or the wOtda or which the LR.U repba: word winl 
l6 ill active, data ii writtcn into the CAM U and 
RAM 11. At this time, the content of the 11...B 
changes from FlG. 4F to FlG. 40. 

(2) Extnordinuy ai;tion 

8 
(I) If context switching should occur, it is not neces

sary to reset the content of 11...B. 
(2) The data. of only the UIIDCCcssary proces.,es can be 

crued. 
5 (3) It is posei.ble to store the data of different pro-

cesses having an identical physical address into the 
11...B. 

(i) Of the data stored sow in the 11...B,. if an IU1DCCCS- Owing to these effects (l) to (3). it is possible to use a 
sary process shonld occur, for cum.pie, supposing high speed tnndation loobside buffer (I"LB) very 
procesa ID1 is wmcccssary, the state changes limn 10 effectively on multiprocesscs, so that the processing 
FlG. 40 to FlG. 4H by using the circuit for miet- speed of the processor may be dramatically enhanced. 
ting the valid bit or the plunl words having the While specific cmbodimem or the invention have 
SIIDlC procca m and the proccsl m batch reset been illustrated arul dcscnoed bm:in, it is reali2ed that 
wn 4l. At this time. the l'CICt circuit 51 or the other modifications and changca will occur to those 
CAM U tums on only the tramistor conocctcd 15 skilled in the lrt. It is tbcrd'on: to be understood that 
only to the valid bit 2l having the proccss m to be the appended claiDD are intended to cover all modifica-
erucd,. arul the valid bit 2l ia raet. At this time, the tions and changes as fall within the true spirit arul scope 
PBNC 31 of the CAM U maka active and sm of the invention. 
only the word located at the highest poaitioD a We claim: 
seen limn ooc direction in the physical configura- 21> L An apparatus for converting a logical addrcsa out-
tion, out or the words being crucd. putted by a processor into an equivalent physical ad-

Hcrc. suppose the logical addrcll and proccu ID dress. said apparatu1 comprising: 
(I.Do, LOGs) to hit get into the CAM U. At this time, a content addressable memory; 
the LR.U 14 rcfcn to the CAM hit signal winl 30 aod a raudom. 11cccsa memory coupled to said content 
the counter valid bit 44, and since the values of all 2S addrcssable 1DC1110ry; and. 
couotcrs are legal, the opcratioll. iv) or the above ordi- a least m::ently med circuit coupled to said content 
nary acticm ii effected, and the content or the n..e is addressable memory; 
changed limn FlG. 4H to F10. 41. said content addressable memory includmg a means 

(tl) Finally, in this state, suppose the logical address for providing a hit word indication to the proces-
and procc:u m (10,LCX}io) to mis-hit the CAM lO sor, .said hit word indicanon indicating that a corrc-
gct in. spondiag identific:atioo number of a process being 

At this time, the PENC JI or the CAM U makes proccsscd by the proccsaor aod a corn:spondlng 
active only the word at the highest politioo as acen limn logical address of said process is stored in said 
one direction in the physical configurauoa. and make:I content addressable memory, and further indicat-
inactive the CAM full wire 4L At tbilJ time, the CAM 35 ing that the equivalent pb.ysical address slOffll in a 
hit winl 30 ill imdivc. corresponding word location of said random ac• 

In this state. the signal or PENC word wire 70 and ccsa memory is IICCCSliblc; 
the value or counter valid bit U arc entered into the said content addressable memory further including a 
logical gate US of the LR.U replace word generating means for providing a miss-hit word indication to 
part 11. Herc, in the word of which value of the counter 40 the proa:aor, said llliu-hit word indication indi,. 
valid bit U is "1" and PENC wont wire 40 is active, the eating the absence or a concsponding idcntifica-
output or the logical pte lll bccolDC!II active, llDd this tion llWDbcr and concspondiog logical addl'C!I of 
signal makes active the LRU hit word winl 92. As a said process, aad further indicating that the proccs,-
result, as mentioned in step iv) or ordinary action, the sor is to scan:h a main memory to locate the equiv-
n..e sets O the value of the counter of LRU 14 or the 4S a1ent physical addrca of the logical addl'csl, 
wont which bu been hit, • if the stored loaical addrcs wherein the logical addrcsl is stored in said content 
had been hit. and inm:ucs the counter value by 1 as for addressable memory at a word location indicated 
the words requiring increment. by aid 1cut n:cently med circuit. and wherein the 

At the same time, different limn step iv) of ordinary thus located physical address is stored in a corrc-
acuon. whea the LR.U replace enable signal 16 rctuma, 50 ,ponding word location of .said random 11CCC111 

the output or the LR.U replace word gcocrating part 711, memory; 
that ii, the LR.U replace word wire l6 becomes active. aid ooatent addressable memory further including: a 
By this active LR.U replace word winl 26, the data of logical address area for storing the logical address 
the CAM U and RAM 11 are updated. At this time, the of said process in each word location of said con-
content of the TI..B changcs u shown in F10. 4K. Thea 55 tent addrcluble memory; a procc:sa identification 
by ~ting suc:h miHlit, the logical addn:s,es causing number storage area ror storing the proccss idcnti-
mis-hit are stored in the place or the word where the ficatinn number in each word location of said COD-

valid bit 22 or CAM U is cleared. and the information tent addrcsuble memory; a valid bit for providing 
or the physical addrcucs to be converted is 5lol'Cd in the an indication of the validity of data stored in both 
proccsa m, RAM 11,. and as the LRU 14 goes on reset- 60 said logical addrcsa area and said proccs., idenlifica-
ting the counter value of the word, the content of the tion number stooge ara. in each word location of 
11...B changes from F10. 4IC to FlO. 4L. thcn:by re- said content addressable 1DCmOry; a word line for 
turning to the ordinary 11...B content. Hence, even after providing a matching word located during a search 
occurrcncc of cruurc by the process ID batch reset of said content addressable memory; a content 
wire 40, the unil'ormity or the TI..B may be maintained 65 addressable memory bit tine for indicating whether 
by the operation described above. said matching word exists in said content address-

By using this 11...B. the following effects an: ex- able memory, and a content addressable memory 
pcctcd. full line for providing an indication as to whether 

i 
i 

I 
I 
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time, the counter valid bit 44 is set again. Later, as
for the wordsofwhich the LRU replace word wire
26 is active, data is written into the CAM 12 and
RAM 18. At this time, the content of the TLB
changes from FIG. 4F to FIG. 4G.

(2) Extraordinary action

Gi) OF the data stored so far in the TLB, ifan unneces«
sary process should occur, for example, supposing
process ID;is unnecessary, the state changes from
FIG. 4G to FIG. 4H by using the circuit for reset-
fing the valid bit of the plural words having the
same process ID and the process ID batch reset
wire 42. At this time, the reset circuit 51 of the
CAM 12 turns on only the transistor connected
only to the valid bit 22 having the process ID to be
erased, and the valid bit 22 is reset, At this time, the
PENC 38 of the CAM 12 makes active and sets
only the word located at the highest position as

8
(1) If context switching should occur,it is not neces-

sary to reset the content of TLB.
(2) The dataof only the unnecessary processes can beerased.

5S (3) It ia possible to store the data of different pro-

esses having an identical physical address into the5B.

Owing to these effects (1) to (3), it is possible to use a
high speed translation lookaside buffer (TLB) very

I) effectively on multiprocesses, so that the processing
speed of the processor may be dramatically enhanced.

While specific embodiments of the invention have
been illustrated snd described herein, it is realized that
other modifications and changes will occur to those

15 skilled in the art. It is therefore to be understood that
the appended claims are intended to cover all modifica-
tions and changes as fall within the true spirit and scopeof the invention.

We claim:

seen from one direction in the physical configura- 201. An apparatus for convesting a logical address out-
putted by a processor into an equivalent physical ad-

 

tion, out of the words being erased.
Here, suppose the logical address and process ID

(De, LOGs) to hit get into the CAM 12. Atthis time,
the LRU 14 refers to the CAM hit signal wire 30 and
the counter valid bit 44, and since the values of all 25
counters are legal, the operation iv) of the above ordi-
nary action is effected, and the content of the TLB is
changed from FIG. 4H to FIG. 43.

Gi) Finally, in this state, suppose the logical address
and process ID (1D.LOG) to mis-hit the CAM 30
get in.

At this time, the PENC 38 of the CAM 12 makes
active only the wordat the highest position as seen from
one direction in the physical configuration, and mskes
inactive the CAM full wire 41. At this time, the CAM 35
hit wire 30 is inactive.

In this state, the signal of PENC word wire 70 and
the value of counter valid bit 12 are entered into the
logical gate 118 of the LRU replace word generating
pact 78. Here, in the word ofwhich valuc of the counter 4
valid bit 12 is “1” and PENC word wire 40 is active, the
output of the logical gate 118 becomes active, and this
signal makes active the LRU hit word wire 92. As a
teguit, as mentioned in step iv) of ordinary action, the
TLE sets 0 the value of the counter of LRU 14 of the 45
word which has been hit, as if the stored logical addrese
had been hit, and increases the counter value by 1 as for
the words requiring increment.

At the same time, different from step iv) of ordinary
action, when the LRU replace enable signal 86 returns, 50
the output of the LRU replaceword generating part 78,
that is, the LRU replace wond wire 26 becomes active.
By this active LRU replace word wire 26, the data of
the CAM 2and RAM 18 are updated. At this time, the
contentofthe TLB changes as shown in FIG. 4K. Then 55
by repeating such mis-hit, the logical addresses causing
mis-hit are stored in the place of the word where the
valid bit 22 of CAM 12 is cleared, and the information
ofthe physical addresses to be converted is stored in the
process ID, RAM 11, and as the LRU 14 goes on reset- 60
ting the counter value of the word, the content of the
TLB changes from FIG. 4K to FIG. 4L, thereby re-
turning to the ordinary TLE content. Hence, even after
occurrence of erasure by the process ID batch reset
wire 40, the uniformity of the TLB may be maintained 65
by the operation described above.

By using this TLB, the following effects are ex-
pected.

dress, said apparatus comprising:
a content addressable memory;
a random access memory coupled to said content

and,addressable memory;
a least recently used circuit coupled to said content

addressable memory;
said coatent addressable memory including 2 means

for providing a hit word indication to the proces-
sor,said hit word indication indicating that a corre-

logical address of said process is stored in said
content addressable memory, and further indicat-
ing that the equivalent physical address stored in a
corresponding word lecation of said random ac-
cess memory is accessible:

said content addressable memory further including a
means for providing a miss-hit word indication to
the processor, said miss-hit word indication indi-
cating the absence of a corresponding identifica-

How number and corresponding logical sddress ofsaid process, and further indicating that the proces-
sor is to search a main memory to locate the equiv-
alent physical address of the logical address,
wherein the logical address is stored in said content
addressable memory at a word location indicated
by said least recently used circuit, and wherein the
thus located physical address is stored in a corre-
spomling word location of said random access
memory;

said content addressable memory further including: a
logical address area for storing the logical address
ofsaid process in each word location of said con-
tent addressable memory; « process identification
aumber storage area for storing the process identi-
fication number in each word location of said con-
tent addressable memory; a valid bit for providing
an indication of the validity of data stored in both
said logical address area and said process identifica-
tion number storage area in each word location of
said content addressable memory; a word line for
providing a matching word located during a search
of said content addressable memory; a content
addressable memory bit line for indicating whether
said matching word exists in said content address-
able memory, and a content addressable memory
full line for providing an indication as to whether
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words in said content addresuble memory arc used wherein, when Yid least recentJy used circuit deter-
by referring to said valid bit area of each word mines that there is an absence of a matching word 
location of said content addressable memory; in said content addressable memory on the basis of 

said random access memory including a physical said content addressable memory bit line, and fur-
addresa area for storing the physical address of the 5 ther determines that said content addressable mem-
main memory to be aa:cssed by said procesaor; ory is fully occupied on the basis of said content 

said least recentJy used cin:oit including a counter addressable memory full line, the value stored in 
said counter data area and the carry area of each 

data area having a reset portion for indicating a word arc simultaneously increased by one, and the 
sequence of searching and reading of data of each 10 logical address and the process identification num-
word stored in said least recently used circuit; a ber received l'rom the processor arc set in the cor-
valid bit for indicating the validity of data stored in responding content addressable memory of the 
said counter data area, a counter data reference bit replace word generated in accordance with said 
line for providing counter data of a matching word replace word generating area by using a carry 
when searching said content addresuble memory 15 signal generated in said carry unit, and the physical 
and being commonly connected to the counter data address located by the processor in the main mem-
area of each word; a compantor area dispoaed in ory is set in the random access memory at a corre-
eacb word location for comparing the counter data sponding word location of said random acceM 

of the reference bit and the counter data of other memory, and 
words; a carry area dispolcd in each word for 20 wberem, when said least recentJy used circuit deter-
receiving a value stored in uid counter data area of mines that there is a matching word in said content 
each word, and for selectivr:ly varying said value addressable memory on the basil of said content 
by one, and for resetting said counter data area, and addressable memory bit line, said least recently 
a replace word generating area for specifying a used circuit receives said word line indicating the 
word to be input to said content addresuble mem- 25 matching word from said content addressable 
ory in accordance with a carry signal from said memory, and a value of said counter data of a cor-
carry area; responding word is transmitted to each word -

wherein, when said 1eut recently used circuit deter- through the counter data reference bit line, and the 
value of said counter data of said matching word 

mines that there is an absence of• matching word 30 and the value of the counter data of each other 
in said content addn:suble memory on the buis of word arc compared, and wherein the value of the 
said content addressable memory bit line, and fur. counter data of a word having a value smaller than 
tbcr detenninel that said content addreslable mem- that of the COW1ter data of the matching word is 
ory is fully unoccupied on the buis of said content increaed by one, and the counter data of the 
addreslable memory full line, the value stored in 35 matching word is rendered to a value of an initial 
said counter data area is increased by one, and the setting by said reset uniL 
valid ~t of said counter. data area of an unused 1 An apparatus aa recited in cwm i. further compris-
word is set, and the logical address and process ing a priority encoder for selecting one of the words in 
identification number received from the proces.,or which said valid bit is absent, and for transmitting the 
and the valid bit corresponding to the unused word 40 thus selected word to said least n:cently used circuit, 
an: set in said content addressable memory in a wherein, when there is an absence of a matching word 
corresponding word location, and a pbysical ad- in said content addressable memory, said least recently 
dress located by the processor in said main memory used circuit inputs the thus selected word specified by 
is set in said random accesa memory in a cone- said priority encoder. 
sponding word location, 45 • • • • • 

60 

65 
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words in said content addressable memory are used
by referring to ssid valid bit area of cach word
location ofsaid content addressable memory;

said random access memory including a physical
address area for storing the physical address of the
main memory to be accessed by said processor;

said least recently used circnit including 2 coun!
data area having a reset portion for indicating a
sequence of searching and reading of data of each
word stored in said least recently used circuit; a
valid bit for indicating the validity ofdata stored in
said counter data area, a counter data reference bit
tine for providing counterdata of a matching word
when searching said content addressable memory
and being commonly connected to the counter data
area of each word; a comparator area disposed in
each word location for compering the counter data
of the reference bit and the counter data of other
words; a carry area disposed in each word for
receiving a value stored in said counter data area of
each word, and for selectively varying said value
by one, and for resetting said counter data area, and
a replace word generating area for specifying a
word to be input to said content addressable mem-
ory in accordance with a carry signal from said
carry area;

wherein, when said least recently used circuit deter-
mines that there is an absence of a matching word
in said content addressable memory on the basis of
said content addressable memory bit line, and fur-ther determines that said content addressable mem-
ory is fully unoccupied on the basis of said content
addressable memory full line, the value stored in
said counter data area is increased by one, and the

20

EY

10
wherein, when said least recently used circuit deter-

mines that there is an absence of a matching word
in said content addressable memory on the basis of
said content addressable memory bit line, and fur-
ther determines that said content addressable mem-
ory is fully occupied on the basis of said content
addressable memory full line, the value stored in
said counter data arca and the carry area of cach
word are simultancously increased by one, and the
logical address and the process identification num-
ber received from the processorare set in the cor-
responding content addressable memory of the
teplace word generated in accordance with said
replace word generating area by using a carry
signal generated in said carry unit, and the physical
address located by the processor in the main mem-
ory is set in the random access memory at a corre-
sponding word location of said random access
memory, and

wherein, when said least recently used circuit deter-
mines that there is a matching word in said content
addressable memory on the basis of said content
addressable memory bit line, said least recently
used circuit receives said word line indicating the
matching word from said content addressable
memory, and a value of said counter data of a cor-
responding word is transmitted to each word
through the counter data reference bit line, and the
value of said counter data of said matching word
and the value of the counter data of each other
word are compared, and wherein the value of the
counter data of s word having a value smaller than
that of the counter data of the matching word is
increased by one, and the counter data of the
matching word is rendered to a value of an initial
setting by said reset unit.

 
 

valid bit of said counter data area of an unused 2. An apparatusas recited in claim 1, farther compris-
word is set, and the logical address and process—_ing a priority encoder for selecting one of the words in
identification number received from the processor=which said valid bit is absent, and for transmitting the
and the valid bit correspondingto the unused word 49 thus selected word to said least recently used circuit,
are set in said content addressable memory in 2=wherein, when there is an absence of a matching word
corresponding word location, and a physical ad- _—in said content addressable memory,said least recently
dress located by the processor m said main memory—used circuit inputs the thus selected word specified by
is set in said random access memory in 2 corfe- said priority encoder.s =

i sponding word location, 45
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terminal user to automatically surf valuable Web 
pages without any specified 
setting. 

SOLUTION: An access monitor unit 25 of a gateway 
system 80 detects the URL 
for Webs a user frequently accesses and manages the 
URL with a URL management 
table 30. A surfing unit 40 of the gateway system 
automatically surfs the Webs 
having the URL and stores the Web data in a cache 
server 50. The gateway 
system generate a management table that includes 
not only the frequency of the 
accesses but also data for the elapsed time from 
the most recent accessed time 
to the present time and can automatically surf a 
Web site being judged as the 
high priority site based on the management table. 
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AMENDMENT(S) TO THE CLAIMS: 

The following listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims on the 
application. All claims are set forth below with one of the following annotations. 

• (Original): Claim filed with the application. 

• (Currently amended): Claim being amended in the current amendment paper. 

• (Canceled): Claim cancelled or deleted from the application. No claim text is 
shown. 

• (Withdrawn): Claim still in the application, but in a non-elected status. 

• (Previously presented): Claim being added in the current amendment paper. 

• (Previously presented): Claim added or amended in an earlier amendment paper. 

• (Not entered): Claim presented in a previous amendment, but not entered or whose 
entry status unknown. No claim text is shown. 

The following listing of claims assumes the amendment submitted on 10 February 2004 

@J 008 

has been entered. ,----==-=:::..:===----------;;----------'·.:,: j,,,/h fh / 1. (Previously presented) A packet monitor for examining ackets passing through a 
, ii/(//(/ connection point on a computer network, each packets c orming to one or more 

protocols, the monitor comprising: 

I 
,! 

ll t: 

(a) a packet acquisition device coupled to the nnection point and configured 
to receive packets passing through the conne tion point; 

{b) a memory for storing a database comp · mg flow-entries for previously 
encountered conversational flows to wbi a received packet may belong, a 
conversational flow being an exchange one or more packets in any direction 
as a result of an activity corresponding o the flow; 

(c) a cache subsystem coupled to the ow-entry database memory providing for 
fast access of flow-entries from the ow-entry database; 

(d) a lookup engine coupled to the acket acquisition device and to the cache 
subsystem and configured to loo p whether a received packet belongs to a 
flow-entry in the flow-entry data ase, the looking up being the cache 
subsystem; and 

(e) a state processor coupled to the lookup engine and to the flow-entry-
database memory, the state p essor being to perform any state operations 
specified for the state of the ow starting from the last encountered state of the 
flow in the case that the pa et is from an existing flow, and to perform any 
state operations required fi r the initial state of the new flow in the case that the 
packet is from an existin/ flow. 

2. (Original) A packet monito,according to claim l, further comprising: 
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AMENDMENT(S) TO THE CLAIMS:

The following listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims on the
application. All claims are set forth below with one of the following annotations.

e (Original): Claim filed with the application.

e (Currently amended): Claim being amended in the current amendment paper.

« (Canceled): Claim cancelled or deleted from the application. No claim text is
shown.

»® (Withdrawn): Claim still in the application, but in a non-elected status.

e (Previously presented): Claim being added in the current amendment paper.

e (Previously presented): Claim added or amended in an earlier amendmentpaper.

e (Not entered): Claim presented in a previous amendment, but not entered or whose
entry status unknown. Noclaim text is shown.

Thefollowing listing ofclaims assumes the amendment submitted on 10 February 2004
has been entered.

protocols, the monitor comprising:

(a) a packet acquisition device coupled to the connection point and configured
to receive packets passing through the conne¢tion point,

(b) a memory for storing a database comprising flow-entries for previously
encountered conversational flows to which a received packet may belong, a
conversational flow being an exchangeofone or more packets in any direction
as a result of an activity corresponding fo the flow;

 

 

 

(c) a cache subsystem coupled to the fow-entry database memory providing for
fast access of flow-entrics from the flow-entry database;

(d) a lookup engine coupled to the packet acquisition device and to the cache
subsystem and configured to lookip whether a received packet belongsto a
flow-entry in the flow-entry database, the looking up being the cache
subsystem; and

(e) a state processor coupled to/the lookup engine and to the flow-entry-
database memory, the state processor being to perform any state operations
specified for the state of the flow starting from the last encountered state of the
flow in the case that the pagket is from an existing flow, and to perform any
state operations required fér the initial state of the new flow in the case that the
packetis from an existing flow.

2. (Original) A packet monitor/according to claim 1, further comprising:
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a parser subsystem coupled to the packet acquisition evice and to the 
lookup engine such that the acquisition device is coupl Ii to the lookup engine 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

via the parser subsystem, the parser subsystem confi d to extract identifying 
information from a received packet, 

wherein each flow-entry is identified by identifying inform. tion stored in the flow
entry, and wherein the cache lookup uses a function of the xtracted identifying 
information. 

(Original) A packet monitor according to claim 2, w rein the cache subsystem is 
an associative cache subsystem including one or more c ntent addressable memory 
cells (CAMs). 

(Currently amended) A packet monitor according t claim 2, wherein the cache 
subsystem includes: 

(i) a set of cache memory elements coupled t the flow-entry database memory, 
each cache memory element including an in ut port to input aB: flew a flow
entry and configured to store a flow-entry o the flow-entry database; 

(ii) a set of content addressable memory ce s (CAMs) connected according to 
an order of connections from a top CAM o a bottom CAM, each CAM 
containing an address and a pointer to o of the cache memory elements, and 
including: · 

a matching circuit having an nput such that the CAM asserts a 
match output when the input i the same as the address in the CAM 
cell, an asserted match output dicating a hit, 

a CAM input configured t accept an address and a pointer, and 

a CAM address output d a CAM pointer output; 

(iii) a CAM controller coupled to th CAM set; and 

(iv) a memory controller coupled t the CAM controller, to the cache memory 
set, and to the flow..-entry memo , 

wherein the matching circuit inputs of e CAM cells are coupled to the lookup engine 
such that that an input to the matching circuit inputs produces a match output in any 
CAM cell that contains an address eq al to the input, and 

wherein the CAM controller is confi red such that which cache memory element a 
particular CAM points to changes o er time. 

(Original) A packet monitor ac rding to c1aim 4, wherein the CAM controller is 
configured such that the bottom l\M points to the least recently used cache memory 
element. 

(Original) A packet monitor ccording to claim 5, wherein the address and pointer 
output of each CAM starting fr1m the top CAM is coupled to the address and pointer 
input of the next CAM, the fin~ next CAM being the bottom CAM, and wherein the 
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a parser subsystem coupled to the packet acquisition device and to the
lookup engine such that the acquisition device is coupled to the lookup engine
via the parser subsystem, the parser subsystem configuted to extract identifying
information from a received packet,

wherein each flow-entry is identified by identifying information stored in the flow-
entry, and wherein the cache lookup uses a function of the /extracted identifying

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

information.

3. (Original) A packet monitor according to claim 2, wherein the cache subsystem is
an associative cache subsystem including one or more content addressable memory
cells (CAMs).

4, (Currently amended) A packet monitor according t¢ claim 2, wherein the cache
subsystem includes:

{i} a set of cache memory elements coupled tO the flow-entry database memory,
each cache memory elementincluding an input port to input an-flew a flow-
entry and configured to store a flow-entry of the flow-entry database,

fib a set of content addressable memory cells (CAMs) connected according to
Wh an order ofconnections from a top CAM {fo a bottom CAM, cach CAM

containing an address and a pointer to oné of the cache memory elements, and
including:

a matching circuit having an/input such that the CAM asserts a
match output when the input is/the same as the address in the CAM
cell, an asserted match output indicating a hit,

a CAM input configured t6 accept an address and a pointer, and

a CAM address output

(iii} «aCAM controller coupled to thé CAM set; and

da CAM pointer output;

div) a memory controller coupled to the CAM controller, to the cache memory
set, and to the flow-entry memo

wherein the matching circuit inputs of the CAM cells are coupled to the lookup engine
such that that an input to the matching/circuit inputs produces a match output in any
CAM cell that contains an address eqyial to the input, and

 
wherein the CAM controller is configured such that which cache memory element a

3 particular CAM points to changes overtime.

rding to claim 4, wherein the CAM controlleris
configured such that the bottom GAM points to the least recently used cache memory
element.

6. (Original) A packet monitor according to claim 5, wherein the address and pointer
output of each CAM starting fr¢m the top CAM is coupled to the address and pointer
input of the next CAM,the findl next CAM being the bottom CAM,and wherein the
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CAM controller is configured such than when there is a cac 
1
e hit, the address and 

pointer contents of the CAM that produced the hit are put · the top CAM of the stack, 
the address and pointer contents of the CAMs above the '.AM that produced the 
asserted match output are sb.jfted down, such that the C are ordered according to 
recentness of use, with the least recently used cache me ory element pointed to by the 
bottom CAM and the most recently used cache memo element pointed to by the top 
CAM. 

7.-20. (Cancelled). 

21. (Currently amended) A packet monitor for ex · 'ng packets passing through a 
connection point on a computer network, each pac ts conforming to one or more 
protocols, the monitor comprising: 

a packet acquisition device coupled to 
to receive packets-passing through the c 

an input buffer memory coupled to 
the packet acquisition device; 

connection point and configured 
ection point; 

configured to accept a packet from 

a parser subsystem coupled to the · ut buffer memory, the parsing 
subsystem configured to extract select portions of the accepted packet and to 
output a parser record containing the elected portions; 

a memory to storing a database o one or more flow-entries for any 
previously encountered conversatio al flows, each flow-entry identified by 
identifying information stored in flow-entry; 

a lookup engine coupled to the output of the parser subsystem and to the 
flow-entry memory and confi to lookup whether the particular packet 
whose parser record is output b)I the parser subsystem has a matching flow
entry, the looking up using at le t some of the selected packet portions and 
determining if the packet is of existing flew flow; 

a cache subsystem coupled o and between the lookup engine and the flow
entry database memory provi ing for fast access of a set of likely-to-be
accessed flow-entries from t e flow-entry database; and 

a flow insertion engine c upled to the flow-entry memory and to the lookup 
engine and configured to c ate a flow-entry in the flow-entry database, the 
flow-entry including iden · ing information for future packets to be identified 
with the new flow-entry, 

the lookup engine configured su h that if the packet is of an existing flow, the monitor 
classifies the packet as belongi to the found existing fl.ow; and if the packet is of a 
new flow, the flow insertion en ine stores a new flow-entry for the new flow in the 
fl.ow-entry database, including dentifying information for future packets to be 
identified with the new flow- try, 

wherein the operation of the arser subsystem depends on one or more of the protocols 
to which the packet confo 

'L· :.' , •- '"" • •=., ,,,.,,,M '""" •• •·- ,,._ """ • "'"'"'"°"""'·'" • ~'"""'"' · c""'"""'"" · ""''""' ,_.,,.... 
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t CAM controller is configured such than when there is a cac fe hit, the address and
f pointer contents of the CAM that producedthehit are put in the top CAM ofthe stack,

the address and pointer contents of the CAMs above the QAM that produced the
asserted match outputare shifted down, such that the C. are ordered according to
recentness of use, with the least recently used cache memory element pointed to by the
bottom CAM and the most recently used cache memory element pointed to by the top
CAM.

: 7-20. (Cancelled).

wecateeoenteeet
al. (Currently amended) A packet monitor for ex:

connection point on a computer network, each pac
protocols, the monitor comprising:

ing packets passing through a
ts conforming to one or more

a packet acquisition device coupled to connection point and configured
to receive packetspassing through the c ection point;

an input buffer memory coupled to configured to accept a packet from
the packet acquisition device;

a parser subsystemcoupled to the input buffcr memory, the parsing
subsystem configured to extract selectéd portions of the accepted packet and to

 

 

 
 

 

output a parser record containing the selected portions; _

(wf a memory to storing a database of one or more flow-entries for any
previously encountered conversational flows, each flow-entry identified by
identifying information stored intheflow-entry;

A ‘ a lookup engine coupled to the/output of the parser subsystem and to the
flow-entry memory and confi to lookup whether the particular packet
whose parser record is output by/the parser subsystem has a matching flow-
entry, the looking up using at Jeast some of the selected packet portions and
determining if the packetis ofanexisting flew flow:

a cache subsystem coupledjto and between the lookup engine and the flow-
entry database memory providing for fast access of a set of likely-to-be-
accessed flow-entries from the flow-entry database; and

a flow insertion engine coupled to the flow-entry memory and to the lookup
engine and configured to create a flow-entry in the flow-entry database,the
flow-entry including identifying information for future packets to be identified
with the new flow-entry,

the lookup engine configured su¢h that if the packet is of an existing flow, the monitor
classifies the packet as belonging to the found existing flow; and if the packet is of a
new flow, the flow insertion engine stores a new flow-entryfor the new flow in the
flow-entry database, including jAdentifying information for future packets to be
identified with the new flow~

 
wherein the operation of the parser subsystem depends on one or more of the protocols

A to which the packet conforms.

: | |
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U22. (Currently amended) A monitor according to laim 21, wherein the 
lookup engine updates the flow-entry of an existing flow · the case that the lookup is 
successful. 

~23. (Currently amended) A monitor according to laim 21, further 
including a mechanism for building a hash from the se ted portions, wherein the 
hash is included in the input for a particular packet to e lookup engine, and wherein 
the hash is used by the lookup engine to search the fl w-entry database. 

~24. (Currently amended) A monitor accord.in to elaim 20 claim 21, further 
including a memory containing a database of parsi g/extraction operations, the 
parsing/extraction database memory:coupled to th parser subsystem, wherein the 
parsing/extraction operations are according to on or more parsing/extraction 
operations looked up from the parsing/extraction atabase. 

2425. (CWTently amended) A monitor accoJ.1 ing to claim. 33 claim 24, wherein the 
database of parsing/extraction operations inclu s information describing how to 
determine a set of one or more protocol depen nt extraction operations from data in 
the packet that indicate a protocol used in the ackeL 

~26. (Currently amended) A method ac rding to elaim 20 claim 21, further 
including a state processor coupled to the l up engine and to the flow-entry-
database memory, and configured to perfo any state operations specified for the 
state of the flow starting from the last enco tered state of the flow in the case that the 
packet is from an existing flow, and to pe rm any state operations required for the 
initial state of the new flow in the case the packet is from an existing flow. 

!l,627. (Currently amended) A metho according to Ellaim 2.5 claim 26, wherein the 
set of possible state operations that the s ate processor is configured to perform 
includes searching for one or more patt ms in the packet portions. 

,2,'.728. (Currently amended) A mo tor according to elaim 2S claim 26, wherein the 
state processor is programmable, the onitor further including a state 
patterns/operations memory coupled the state processor, the state operations 
memory configured to store a datab e of protocol dependent state patterns/operations. 

~29. (Currently amended) A ·tor according to elaim 2.5 claim 26, wherein the 
state operations include updating th flow-entry, including identifying information for 
future packets to be identified with the flow-entry. 

;!.930. (Currently amended) A thod of examining packets passing through a 
connection point on a computer n twork, each packets confonning to one or more 
protocols, the method comprisin 

(a) a packet acquisition device; 

(b) performing one or m re parsing/extraction operations on the packet to 
create a parser record c mprising a function of selected portions of the packet; 

(c) looking up a flow-e try database comprising none or more flow-entries for 
previously encounterr conversational flows, the looking up using at least 
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2422. (Currently amended) A monitor according to ela jaim 21, wherein the
lookup engine updates the flow-entry of an existing flow in the case that the lookup is
successful. .

22:23. (Currently amended) A monitor according to flake 20-claim21, further

including a mechanism for building a hash from the sefected portions, wherein the
hash is included in the input for a particular packet to fhe lookup engine, and wherein
the hash is used by the lookup engine to search the fl¢w-entry database.

2324, (Currently amended) A monitor according toela20-claim 21, further
including a memory containing a database of parsing/extraction operations, the
parsing/extraction database memory. coupled to the parser subsystem, wherein the
parsing/extraction operations are according to one/or more parsing/extraction
operations looked up from the parsing/extraction database.

2425. (Currently amended) A monitor accorfling to elaim-33-claim 24, wherein the
database of parsing/extraction operations includes information describing how to
determine a set of one or more protocol dependent extraction operations from data in
the packetthat indicate a protocol used in the packet.

2526. (Currently amended) A method according to slaim20-claim 21, further
tT including a state processor coupled to the lookup engine and to the flow-entry-
/ database memory, and configured to perform any state operations specified for the

state of the flow starting from the last encountered state of the flow im the case that the
packetis from an existing flow, and to perform any state operations required for the
initial state of the new flow in the case that the packet is from an existing flow.

2627. (Currently amended) A method according to claiva-25-claim 26, wherein the
set of possible state operations that the sfate processor is configured to perform
includes searching for one or more patterns in the packet portions.

2728. (Currently amended) A monitor according to elaim23-claim 26, wherein the
state processor is programmable, the monitor further includingastate
patterns/operations memory coupledjothe state processor, the state operations
memory configured to store a database of protocel dependentstate patterns/operations.

2829. (Currently amended) A mpnitor according to elaira25-claim 26, wherein the
state operations include updating the flow-entry, including identifying information for
future packets to be identified with/the flow-entry.

2930. (Currently amended) A method of examining packets passing through a
connection point on a computer network, each packets conforming to one or more
protocols, the method comprising:

{a) receiving a packet fromn a packet acquisition device;

{b) performing one or more parsing/extraction operations on the packet to
create a parser record cémprising a function of selected portions of the packet;

{c) looking up a flow-efitry database comprising none or more flow-entries for

previously speouaters conversational flows, the looking up using atleast

Moi
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some of the selected packet portions and determiq{ng if the packet is of an 
existing flow, the lookup being via a cache; / 

(d) if the packet is of an existing flow, classi 
found existing flow; and 

the packet as belonging to the 

( e) if the packet is of a new flow, storing a ne flow-entry for the new flow in 
the flow-entry database, including identifying information for future packets to 
be identified with the new flow-entry, 

wherein the parsing/extraction operations depend o one or more of the protocols to 
which the packet conforms. 

;;Q3 l. (Currently amended) A method accord· g to elaim 29 claim 30, wherein 
classifying the packet as belonging to the' found xisting flow includes updating the 
flow-entry of the existing flow. 

3+32. (Currently amended) A method ace ing to elaim 29 claim 30, wherein the 
function of the selected portions of the packet orms a signature that includes the 
selected packet portions and that can identify ture paekem packets, wherein the 
lookup operation uses the signature and whe in the identifying information stored in 
the new or updated flow-entry is a signature or identifying future packets. 

~33. (Currently amended) A method ccording to elaim 2.9 claim 30, wherein the 
looking up of the flow-entry database use a hash of the selected packet portions. 

~34. (Currently amended) A metho according to el&im. 29 claim 30, wherein 
step (d) includes if the packet is of an e sting flow, obtaining the last encountered 1 state of the flow and performing any st operations specified for the state of the flow 

1 starting from the last encountered state of the flow; and wherein step (e) includes if the 

@012 

I packet is of a new flow, perfonning state operations required for the initial state of 

"I ---------th--e-ne_w_fl_o_w_. _______ _,:_ ________ ~-------------, 
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some of the selected packet portions and determining if the packetis of an
existing flow, the lookup being via a cache; /

 

 

 

 

 

{d) if the packet is of an existing flow,classi
found existing flow; and

the packet as belonging to the

{e) if the packet is of a new flow, storing a new flow-entry for the new flow in
the flow-entry database, including identifying/information for future packets to
be identified with the new flow-entry,

wherein the parsing/extraction operations depend of one or more of the protocols to
which the packet conforms.

3031. {Currently amended) A method according to elaim-29-claim 30, wherein
classifying the packet as belonging to the found ¢xisting flow includes updating the
flow-entry of the existing flow. .

3432. (Currently amended) A method accofding to elaim29-claim 30, wherein the
function of the selected portions of the packet forms a signature that includes the
selected packet portions and that can identify future packers packets, wherein the
lookup operation uses the signature and wheycin the identifying information stored in
the new or updated flow-entry is a signature/for identifying future packets.

3233. (Currently amended) A method dccording to elaia-29-claim30, wherein the
looking up of the flow-entry database useg a hash of the selected packet portions.

3334. (Currently amended) A method according to elaim29-claim 30, wherein
step (d) includes if the packetis of an existing flow, obtaining the last encountered
state of the flow and performing any state operations specified for the state of the flow
starting from the last encountered state/of the flow; and wherein step (e) includes if the
packetis of a new flow, performing state operations required forthe initial state of
the new flow.
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REMARKS 

Claims 1-6 and 21-33 (including two claims numbered 21 prior to this amendment) are the 
claims of record of the application. A response to an office action was filed 10 February 
2004. 

The examiner has indicated to the undersigned that there were two claim 21s in the listing 
of claims in the response filed 10 February 2004. 

The present amendment corrects several typographical errors found in both the original 
application and the previous amendment filed on 10 February 2004. The present 
amendment assumes that the previous amendment has been entered. 

The undersigned discovered,the previous amendment incorrectly annotated claims 2-6 as 
"previously presented" instead of being annotated as "original." The present amendment 
correctly annotates the claims. 

The present amendment corrects the typographical error in the previous amendment of 
there being two claim 21 s. The second instance of claim 21 has been renumbered claim 22, 
and previous claims 22-33 have been renumbered to claims 23-34, respectively. In 
addition, newly numbered claims 22-24, 26--29, 31-34 have been amended to depend on 
the appropriate newly numbered claims. 

Claim 24 of the previous amendment was erroneously dependent on claim 33. The present 
amendment corrects this typographical error-newly numbered claim 25 depends on newly 
numbered claim 24. 

Minor typographical errors were found claims 4, 21, and newly-numbered 32. The present 
amendment corrects these typographical errors. 

No new matter has been added by this amendment. 

The Applicants believe that the remaining claims are allowable. Action to that end is 
respectfully requested. 

If the Examiner has any questions or comments that would advance the prosecution and 
allowance of this application, an email message to the undersigned at dov@inventek.com, 
or a telephone call to the undersigned at +1-510-547-3378 is requested. 

Address for correspondence: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Tel. +1-510-547-3378; Fax: +l-510-291-2985 
Email: dov@inventek.com 

~013 
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REMARKS

Claims 1-6 and 21-33 (including two claims numbered 21 prior to this amendment) are the
claims of record of the application. A response to an office action was filed 10 February
2004.

The examiner has indicated to the undersigned that there were twe claim 21sin the listing
of claims in the response filed 10 February 2004.

The present amendmentcorrects several typographical errors found in both the original
application and the previous amendment Hled on 10 February 2004. The present
amendment assumesthat the previous amendment has been entered.

The undersigned discovered.the previous amendment incorrectly annotated claims 2~6 as
“previously presented" instead of being annotated as "original." The present amendment
correctly annotates the claims.

The present amendment corrects the typographical error in the previous amendment of
there being two claim 21s. The second instance of claim 21 has been renumbered claim 22,
and previous claims 22~33 have been renumbered to claims 23-34, respectively. In
addition, newly numbered claims 22-24, 26-29, 31-34 have been amended to depend on
the appropriate newly numbered claims.

Claim 24 of the previous amendment was erroneously dependent on claim 33. The present
amendment corrects this typographical error-newly numbered claim 25 depends on newly
numbered claim 24,

Minortypographical errors were found claims 4, 21, and newly-numbered 32. The present
amendment corrects these typographical errors.

No new matter has been added by this amendment.

The Applicants believe that the remaining claims are allowable. Action to that end is
respectfully requested.

If the Examiner has any questions or comments that would advance the prosecution and
allowance of this application, an email message to the undersigned at dov @inventek.com,
or a telephonecall to the undersigned at +1-5 10-547-3378 is requested.

Respectfully Submitted,

Bek, Lo, 2004
Date Doy eld, Reg. No. 38687

Address for correspondence:
Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2
Oakland, CA 94618
Tel. +1-510-547-3378, Fax: +1-510-291-2985
Email: dov@inventek.com
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D Information Disclosure Statement D Small Entity Statement D 
D Certified Copy of Priority Document(s) D Request of Refund D 
D Response to Missing Parts/ Incomplete Remarks I Application 

D 
D D Response to Missing Parts ur.ider 37 

CFA 1.52 or 1.53 

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, ATTORNEY, OR AGENT/ CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS 

Firm or Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. N~~ 
Individual name 

Signature r~ 
/ 

Date Febru~2004 

ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDENCI(' 

Firm Dov Rosenfeld 
or 5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 

Individual name Oakland, CA 94618, Tel: +1·510-547-3378 

CERTIFICATE OF FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 

I hereby certify that this correspondence is belng facsimile transmitted with the United States Patent and Trademark Office at ,, 

Telephone number 703-872-9306 addressed to: Commissioner !or Pat , P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA February 20, 2004 
22313-1450 on this date: 

Date February 20, 2004 

A PACE 2113 • RCVO AT 2120/2004 2:20:511 PM [Eastern stamlard Time]• SVR:USPTO-EFXRF·113 • DNIS:87211306• CSID:151D21112!185 • DURATION (mm,ss):05-« 
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Assignment Papers After Allowance Communication
(for an Application) ta Group

Drawing(s) CO Appeal Communication to Board- of Appeals and Interferences

Liesnsing-related Papers Appeal Communication to Group
(Appeai Notice, Brief, Reply Bdap

Petition Routing Slip (PTO/SB/69} Proprietary Information
and Accompanying Petition
To Convert a Status Leiter

Provisional Appfication
Powerof Attomey, Revocation Additional Enciosure(s)
Change of Correspondence fe identify below):Address (please identify below):
Terminal Disclaimer

CJ Fee Attached(credit card form)
Amsndment (Supplementadment (Supple ry)

Cl | After Final

ol Cl Affidavits/declaration(s)
Extension of Time Request

Express Abandonment Request

Information Disclosure Statement Small Entity Staternent
NOOOOG0bae00

Certified Gopy of Priority Document(s) Request of Refund

Response to Missing Parts/ Incomplete
Application

oO | Response to Missing Parts under 37CFR 1.82 or 1.53

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, ATTORNEY, OR AGENT/ CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

Firm or Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 -
Individual name

Signature |eae
Date|FebragyeZO-7
ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDEN®

Firm Dov Rosenfeld

or 56507 College Avenue, Suite 2
individual name Oakland, CA 94618, Tel: +1-510-547-3378

 
1 hereby certify that this correspondence is being facsimile bransmitted with the United States Patent and Trademark Office at
Telephone number 703-872-9306 addressed to: Commissioner jor Patgnis, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA February 20, 2004
22313-1450onthis data: -
Type or printed name Dov Rosenfeld, Beetle38687
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Our Ref./Docket No: APPT-001-4 

IN THE UNITED STA TES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant(s): Sarkissian, et al. 

Application No.: 09/608266 

Filed: June30,2000 

Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE 
FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

Group Art Unit: 2662 

Examiner: Alan Nguyen 

TRANSMITTAL: SUPPLEMENTARY AMENDMENT 

P.O. Box No Fee Amendment 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Commissioner: 

Patent 

Transmitted herewith is a supplementary amendment for the above referenced application. 

This application has: 
a small entity status. If a claim for such status has not earlier been made, consider 
this as a claim for small entity status. 

_x_ No additional fee is required. 

Certificate of Facsimile Tnmsmission under 37 CFR 1.8 

I hereby certify that this response is being facsimile transmitted to the United States Patent and Trademark 
Office at telephone nwnber703-872-9306 addressed the Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on. u ;;}.() . ~ tr 

7 
Date: Signed:~· -- . Name: Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 

~003 
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Our Ref./Docket No: APPT-001-4 Patent

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 
 

 
 

Applicant(s); Sarkissian,et ai,

Application No.: 09/608266

Filed: June 30, 2000

Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE
FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW
RECORDS IN A NETWORK. MONITOR

Group Art Unit: 2662

Examiner: Alan Nguyen

TRANSMITTAL: SUPPLEMENTARY AMENDMENT 

P.O, Box No Fee Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Corumissioner:

Transmitted herewith is a supplementary amendmentfor the above referenced application.

This application has:
a small entity status. If a claim for such status has not earlier been made, consider
this as a claim for small entity status.

x. No additional fee is required.

 

  
 

Certificate ofFacsimile ‘Transmission under 37 CFR 1.8

L hereby certify that this response is being facsimile transmitted to the United States Patent and Trademark
Office at telephouc number 703-872-9306 addressed the Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on.

Date: FEzte- HO , ALO 9 . Signed:
Name: Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687
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SIN: 09/608266 Page2 

TOTAL CLAIMS NEWTOTAL NO.OFEXTRA EXTRA Cl.AIM 
PREVIOUSLY PAID FOR CLAIMS FEE 

TOTAL 20 
CLAWS 

INDEP. 3 
CLAIMS 

19 0 

3 0 

TOTAL CLAIM FEES PAYABLE: 

,,, ,:, ... , 
,,.,,,,.,·, 

$ 

$ 

> : I: ~' '.J' -~. ' 

__ Applicant(s) believe(s) that no Extension of Time is required. However, this 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

conditional petition_is _being made to provide for the possibility that applicant has 
inadvertently overlooked the'need for a petition for an extension of time. 

_x_ Applicant(s) hereby petition(s) for an Extension of Time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) of: 

__ one months ($110) _x_ two months ($420) 

__ two months ($930) __ four months ($1450) 

If an additional extension of time is _required, please consider this as a petition ther(?f6r. 

_x_ A credit card payment form for the required fee(s) is attached. 

_x_ The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of the following fees 
associated with this communication or credit any overpayment to.Deposit Account 
No. 50-0292 (A DUPLICATE OF nns TRANSMITTAL IS ATIACHED): 

_x_ Any missing filing fees required under 37 CPR 1.16 for presentation of 
additional claims. 

_x_ Any missing extension or petition fees required under 37 CFR 1.17. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

F.Jd-: 2--07. ioo 9 
Date 

Address for correspondence: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College Avenue,Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 . 
Tel. +1-510-547-3378; Fax: +1-510-291-2985 

Dov~ 

~004 
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S/N: 09/608266

TOTAL CLAIMS NEW TOTAL NO. OF EXTRA
PREVIOUSLY PAID FOR CLAIMS 

TOTAL CLAIM FEES PAYABLE: Da
____. Applicant(s) believe(s) that‘no Extension of Timeis required. However, this
~~conditional petitionisbeing made to provide for the possibility that applicant has

inadvertently overlooked the'need for a petition for an extension oftime.

X__ Applicant(s) hereby petition(s) for an Extension of Time under 37 CFR 1.136({a) of.
one months ($110) X_ two months ($420)

two months ($930) four months ($1450)

If an additional extension of time is required, please consider this as a petition therefor.

X_ Actedit card payment form for the required fee(s) is attached.

 

X_ The Commissioneris hereby authorized to charge paymentof the following fees
associated with this communication or credit any overpaymentto. Deposit Account

 No. 50-0292. (A DUPLICATE OF THIS TRANSMITTAL IS ATTACHED):

X_ Any missingfiling fees required under 377 CFR 1.16 for presentation ofadditional claims.

X_ Any missing extension orpetition fees required under 37 CFR 1.17

Respectfully Submitted,

° |
A. = |

tfx20,299¥o é (faH282084, Reg. No. 38687 3 *
| | 3 :
' Address for correspondence 3

Dov Rosenfeld 3
5507 College Avenue,Suite 2 S

Oakland, CA 94618 a
‘Tel. +1-510-547-3378; Fax: +1-510-291-2985 . €

\ = 3
Ba
“3

u a we
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Our Ref./Docket No: APPT-001-4 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant(s): Sarkissian, et al. 

Application No.: 09/608266 

Filed: June30,2000 

Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE 
FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

Group Art Unit: 2662 

Examiner: Alan Nguyen 

TRANSMITTAL: SUPPLEMENTARY AMENDMENT 

P.O. Box No Fee Amendment 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Commissioner: 

Patent 

' 
Transmitted herewith is a supplementary amendment for the above referenced application. 

This application has: 
a small entity status. If a clahn for such status has not earlier been made, consider 
this as a clahn for small entity status. 

No additional fee is required. 

/ 

Certilicate of Facsimile Transmission under 37 CFR.1.8 

I hereby certify that this response is being facsimile transmitted to the United States Patent and Trademark 
Office at telephone nwnber 703-872-9306 addressed the Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, 

"11005 

A1exandria,VA223l3-14S0on. / ~ 

Date; ~ ;;2,Q J:J.-00 1 Signed:_,_~~~----
:} Name:D~ 
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Our Ref./Docket No: APPT-001-4 Patent

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 Applicant(s): Sarkissian,et al.

Application No.: 09/608266

Filed: Jume 30, 2000

Title. ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE

FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW
RECORDSIN A NETWORK MONITOR

 
 

 
 

Group Art Unit: 2662

Examiner: Alan Nguyen

TRANSMITTAL: SUPPLEMENTARY AMENDMENT

P.O. Box No Fee Amendment
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

Transmitted herewith is a supplementary amendment for the above referenced application.
This application has:

a sinall entity status. If a claim for such status has not earlier been made, consider
this as a claim for smallentity status.

xX No additional fee is required.  
Certificate of Facsimile Transmission under 37 CFR 18

Thereby certify that this response is being facsimile transmitted to the United States Patent and Trademark
Office at telephone number 703-872-9306 addressed the Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on.

Date: E az 0 A Of Signed:_FF ~
\ . . Name: D enfeld, Reg. No. 38687
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TX/RX NO 
CONNECTION TEL 
SUBA.DDRESS 
CONNECTION ID 
ST. TIME 
USAGE T 
PGS. SENT 
RESULT 

INVENTEK 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 Collage Avenue, Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618, USA 
Phone: (510)547·3378; Fax: (510) 291-2985 
dov@inventek.com 

INVENTEK 
INVENTEK 
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Fax 

Patent Application Ser. No.: 09/608266 

Applicant(s): Sarkissian, etal. 

Re/JDocket No: APPT-001-4 

Examiner.: Alan Nguyen 

Filing Date: 'June 30, 2000 Art Unit: 2662 

TO:. 

Fax No.: 

DATE: 

FROM: 

RE: 

FAX COVER PAGE 

Commissioner for Patent~ 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313~1450 

United States Patent and Trademark Office 
(Examiner Alan Nguyen, Art Unit 2662) 

703-872-9306 

February 20, 2004 

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 

Response to Office Action 

Number of pages including cover: 

OFFICIAL COMMUNICATION 
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141001 
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INVENTEK
Dov Rosenfeld

§507 Collage Avenue, Sulte 2
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Patent Application Ser. No.: 09/608266 

 
Applicant(s): Sarkissian, et al.

Ref./Docket No: APPT-00[-4

Examiner.: Alan Nguyen  
 Filing Date: Jane 30, 2000 Art Unit: 2662

FAX COVER PAGE

TO: . Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

United States Patent and Trademark Office

(Examiner Alan Nguyen, Art Unit 2662)

Fax No.: 703-872-9306

DATE: February 20, 2004

FROM: Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687

RE: Response to Office Action @
Number ofpages including cover: &
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INVENTEK 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 

Oakland, CA 94618, USA 
Phone: (510)547-3378; Fax: (510) 291-2985 

dov@inventek.com 

Patent Application Ser. No.: 09/608266 

Applicant(s): Sarkissian, et al. 

Filing Date: June 30, 2000 

Fax 

Ref./Docket No: APPT-001-4 

Examiner.: Alan Nguyen 

Art Unit: 2662 

FAX COVER PAGE 

TO: 

Fax No.: 

DATE: 

· FROM: 

RE: 

Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

United States Patent and Trademark Office 
(Examiner Alan Nguyen, Art Unit 2662) 

703-872•9306 

February 26, 2004 

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 

Copy of Response to Office Action faxed February 20, 2004. 

Number of pages including cover: 15 

OFFICIAL COMMUNICATION 

Attached are 1) a response that was faxed with a proper certificate under 37 CFR 1.8 on February 20, 
2004 and 2) A confirmation from our fax machine that the 13 pages were properly received on 
February 20, 2004. 

Certificate or Facsimile Transmission under 37 CFR 1.8 

I hereby certify that this is betng facsimile transmitted to the United States Patent and Trademark Office at telephone 
number 703-872-9306 addressed the Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on. 

Date: Signed:-----------
Name: Amy Drury 
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Patent Application Ser. No.: 09/608266 Ref./Docket No: APPT-001-4 

 

 
 Applicant(s): Sarkissian,et al. Examiner.: Alan Nguyen

Art Unit: 2662  Filing Date: June 30, 2000

FAX COVER PAGE

TO: Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

: United States Patent and Trademark Office

i (Examiner Alan Nguyen, Art Unit 2662)

| Fax No.: 703-872-9306
j DATE: February 26, 2004

| ' FROM: Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687
RE: Copy of Response to Office Action faxed February 20, 2004.

Number ofpages including cover: 15

OFFICIAL COMMUNICATION4
4

4 Attached are 1) a response that was faxed with a propercertificate under 37 CFR 1.8 on February20,
2004 and 2) A confirmation from our fax machine that the 13 pages were properly received on

“ February 20, 2004.
! 7
i }
4

Certificate of Facsimile Transmission under 37 CFR 1.8

Thereby certify that this is being facsimile transmitted to the United States Patent and Trademark Office at telephone
number 703-872-9306 addressed the Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on.

Date: —. Signed:
Name: Amy Drury 
a
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INVENTEK 
Dov Rosenfeld 

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 

Oakland, CA 94618, USA 
Phone: (510)547-3378; Fax: (510} 291-2985 
dov@inventek.com 

Patent Application Ser. No.: 09/608266 

Applicant(s): Sarkissian, et al. 

Filing Date: June 30, 2000 

INVENTEK 
0 

"-Fax 

Ref./Docket No: APPT-001-4 

Examiner.: Alan Nguyen _ 

Art Unit: 2662 

FAX COVER PAGE 

TO: 

Fax No.: 

DATE: 

FROM: 

RE: 

~., .. 
'·---~ommissioner for Patents 

fO.Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

United States Patent and Trademark Office 
(Examiner Alan Nguyen, Art Unit 2662) 

703-872-9306 

February 20, 2004 

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 

Response to Office Action 

Number of pages including cover: 

OFFICIAL COMMUNICATION 

PLEASE URGENTLY DELIVER A COPY OF 
THIS RESPONSE TO 
EXAMINER ALAN NGUYEN, ART UNIT 2662 

Certificate of Facsimile Tralll!mission under 37 CFR L8 

@002 

I hereby certify that this response is being facsimile transmitted to the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 
telephone number 703-872-9306 addressed the Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

£,£ 20 1 :;J.oo;j 
7 

Signed: ~ 
Name;~~ 

on. 

Date: 
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Patent Application Ser. No.: 09(608266 Ref./Dacket No: APPT-001-4

  
y Applicant(s): Sarkissian, et al. Examiner.: Alan Nguyen .
. Filing Date: Jane 30, 2000 Art Unit: 2662
2

; FAX COVER PAGE
3 TO: “Commissioner for Patents
a P.O. Box 1450
% Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

4 United States Patent and Trademark Office
(Examiner Alan Nguyen, Art Unit 2662)

Fax No.: 703-872-9306

; DATE: February 20, 2004
4 FROM: Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 |
4 RE: Response to Office Action @®
3 Number ofpages including cover: &

Asie+al  
OFFICIAL COMMUNICATION |

tke13te
  
  
  

Zot PLEASE URGENTLY DELIVER A COPY OF
THIS RESPONSE TO

EXAMINER ALAN NGUYEN, ART UNIT 2662

  
 

 
Certificate of Facsimile Transmission under 37 CFR 1.8

 Thereby certify that this response is being facsimile transmitted to the United States Patent and Trademark Office at
telephone number 703-872-9306 addressed the Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450on. :

m. f.f.20,, 200 tot
Name; fsenteld, Reg. No. 38687
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TRANSMITTAL 
Application Number o...____..)08266 

FORM 
(to be usad for all C0"8Spondence after Initial fl/Ing) 

FIiing Date 30 Jun 2000 

First Named Inventor Sarkissian, Haig A. 

Group Art Unit 2662 

Examiner Name Alan Nguyen 

Attorney Docket Number APPT--001-4 

ENCLOSURES (check all that aoo/yJ 

D Fee Transmittal Form D Assignment Papers D After Allowance Communication 

(for an Application) to Group 

D Fee Attached D Drawlng(s) D Appeal Communication to Board 

(credit card form) of Appeals and Interferences 

!XI Amendment (Supplementary) D Licensing-related Papers D Appeal Communication to Group 
(Appeal Notice, Brief. Reply Brf6f) 

D D · After Final D Petition Routing Slip (PTO/SB/69) D Proprietary Information 
and Accompanying Petition 

D D Affidavlts/declaratlon(s) D To Convert a D Status Letter 

ProVislonal Application 

D Extension of Time Request D Power of Attorney, Revocation D Additional Enclosure(s) 
Change of Correspondence (please identify below): 
Address 

D Express Abandonment Request D Terminal Disclaimer D 
D Information Disclosure Statement D Small Entity Statement D 
D Certified Copy of Priority Document(s) D Request of Refund D 
D Response lo Missing Parts/ Incomplete Remarks I Application 

D 
D D Response to Missing Parts under 37 

CFR 1.52 or 1.53 

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, ATTORNEY, OR AGENT/ CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS 

Firm or Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 3~. 
Individual name - ~ 

Signature ~~ 
Date FebruA....&r:"2004 

ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDENCE 

Firm Dov Rosenfeld 
or 5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 

Individual name Oakland CA 94618, Tel: +1-510-547-3378 

CERTIFICATE OF FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being facsimile transmitted with the United States Patent and Trademark Olfice at 
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Our Ref/Docket No: APPT-001-4 Patent 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFF1CE 

Applicant(s): Sarkissian, et al. 

Application No.: 09/608266 

Filed: June 30, 2000 

Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE 
FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
RECORDS lN A NE1WORK. MONITOR 

Group Art Unit: 2662 

Examiner: Alan Nguyen 

TRANSMITTAL: SUPPLEMENTARY AMENDMENT 

P.O. Box No Fee Amendment 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Commissioner: 

Transmitted herewith is a supplementary amendment for the above referenced application. 

This application has: 
a small entity status. If a claim for such status has not earlier been made, consider 
this as a claim for small entity status . 

......x_ No additional fee is required . 

Certificate of Facsimile Transmission under 37 CFR LS 

I hereby certify that this response is being facsimile transmitted to the United States Patent and Trademark 
Office at telephone number 703-872-9306 addressed the Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on. 
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Name: Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 
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FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW
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TRANSMITTAL: SUPPLEMENTARY AMENDMENT

P.O. Box No Fee Amendment

Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

Transmitted herewith is a supplementary amendmentfor the above referenced application.

This application has: ‘
a small entity status. If a claim for such status has not earlier been made, consider
this as a claim for small entity status.

X_ No additional fee is required.

Certificate of Facsimile Transmission ander 37 CFR L8
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Office at telephone number 703-872-9306 addressed the Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450,
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TOTAL CLAIMS 
PREVIOUSLY PAID FOR 

TOTAL 20 
CLAIMS 

INDEP. 3 
CLATh1S 

INVENTEK 

Page2 

NEWTOTAL NO.OFEXTRA EXTRA CI.AIM 
CLAIMS FEE 

20 0 $ 0.00 

3 0 $ 0.00 

TOTAL CLAIM FEES PAYABLE: 0.00 

..2L_ Applicant(s) believe(s) that no Extension of Time is required. However, this 
conditional petition is being made to provide for the possibility that applicant has 
inadvertently overlooked the need for a petition for an extension of time. 

__ Applicant(s) hereby petition(s) for an Extension of Time under 37 CPR l.136(a) of: 
__ one months ($110) 

__ two months ($930) 

__ two months ($420) 

__ four months ($1450) 

If an additional extension of time is required, please consider this as a petition therefor. 

__ A credit card payment form for the required fee(s) is attached . 

..2L_ The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of the following fees 
associated with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 
No. 50~0292 (ADUPLICAIBOFTHIS TRANSMI'ITALIS ATTACHED): 

_x_ Any missing filing fees required under 37 CFR 1.16 for presentation of 
additional clai~. 

_x_ Any missing extension or petition fees required under 37 CPR 1.17. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

/.. 

fdr 
Date 

Address for correspondence: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College A venue,Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 
Tel. +1-510-547-3378; Fax: +1-510-291-2985 
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 NO. OF EXTRAathetigenem TOTAL CLAIMS NEW TOTAL
PREVIOUSLY PAID FOR CLAIMS FRE

TOTAL 20 20 $ 0.00
CLAIMS

INDEP. 3 3 $ 0.00
CLAIMS .

EXTRA CLAIM

 

  
 TOTAL CLAIM FEES PAYABLE:

X__ Applicant(s) believe(s) that no Extension of Timeis required. However,this
conditional petition is being made to provide for the possibility that applicant has
inadvertently overlooked the need for a petition for an extension oftime.

Applicant(s) hereby petition(s) for an Extension of Time under 37 CFR 1.136(a)of:

one months ($110) two months ($420)

two months ($930) four months ($1450)

If an additional extension oftime is required, please considerthis as a petition therefor.

  

A credit card payment form for the required fee(s) is attached.
X_ The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of the following fees

associated with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account
No. 50-0292, (A DUPLICATE OF THIS TRANSMITTAL IS ATTACHED):

X_ Any missing filing fees required under 37 CFR 1.16 for presentation of
additional claims.

X_ Any missing extension or petition fees required under 37 CFR 1.17.

Respectfully Submitted,

< :

Sh.20,200F
Address for correspondence:
Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue,Suite 2
Oakland, CA 94618
Tel. +1-510-547-3378; Fax: +1-510-291-2985
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TCYr AL CLAIMS NEW TOTAL NO.OPEXTRA EXTRACLAJM 
PREVIOUSLY PAID FOR CLAIMS FEE 

TOTAL 20 20 0 $ 0.00 
CLAIMS 

lNDEP. 3 3 0 $ 0.00 
CLAIM:s 

TOTAL CLAIM FEES PAYABLE: 0.00 

_x_ Applicant(s) believe(s) that no Extension of Time is required. However, this 
conditional petition is being made to provide for the possibility that applicant has 
inadvertently overlooked the need for a petition for an extension of time. 

__ Applicant(s) hereby petition(s) for an Extension of Time under 37 CFR 1.136{a) of: 

__ one months ($110) __ two months ($420) 

__ two months {$930) __ four months ($1450) 

If an additional extension of time is required, please consider this as a petition therefor. 

__ A credit card payment form for the required fee(s) is attached. 

_x_ The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of the following fees 
associated with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 
No. 50-0292 (ADUPLICA'IEOFTHIS TRANSMIITALIS ATTACHED): 

_x_ Any missing filing fees required under 37 CFR 1.16 for presentation of 
additional claims. 

_K_ Any missing extension or petition fees required under 37 CFR 1.17. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Address for correspondence: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College A venue,Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 
Tel. +1-510-547-3378; Fax: +1-510-291-2985 
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PREVIOUSLY PAID FOR CLAIMS FEE—_| $ 0.00

CLAIMS

INDEP.

CLAIMS

TOTAL CLAIM FEES PAYABLE: 
X_. Applicant(s) believe(s) that no Extension of Timeis required. However,this

conditional petition is being made to provide for the possibility that applicant has
inadvertently overlooked the need for a petition for an extension of time.

Applicant(s) hereby petition(s) for an Extension of Time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) of:

one months ($110) two months ($420)

two months ($930) four months ($1450)

If an additional extension of time is required, please consider this as a petition therefor.

 

A credit card payment form for the required fee(s) is attached.

X__ The Commissioneris hereby authorized to charge payment of the following fees
associated with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account
No. 50-0292 (A DUPLICATE OF THIS TRANSMITTAL IS ATTACHED):

xX Any missing filing fees required under 37 CFR 1.16 for presentation of
additional claims.

x. Any missing extension or petition fees required under 37 CFR 1.17.

Respectfully Submitted,

Fok 20, 2004 LE. :
Date Dov Rasénield, Reg. No. 38687

Address for correspondence:
Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue,Suite 2
Oakland, CA 94618
Tel. +1-510-547-3378, Fax: +1-510-291-2985
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE tpl't ./ . ~-.,:.·u'At 
Applicant(s): Sarkissian, et al. 

Application No.: 09/608266 

Filed: l"l'me 30, 2000 

Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR 
LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
RECORDS IN A NE1WORK MONITOR 

Group Art Unit: 2662 

Examiner: Alan Nguyen 

SUPPLEMENTARY AMENDMENT 

Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Commissioner: 

This is a supplementary amendment for the above reference application. 

Any amendments to tlie claims begin on a new page immediately after these introductory 
remarks. 

Tbe Remarks/arguments begin on a new page immediately after such amendments to the 
claims, if any. 

Certificate of Facsimile Transmission under 37 CFR 1.8 

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being Facsimile Transmitted to I.he U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office at telephone number 703-872-9306 addressed to Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on. 

&-0= 2-D d-Ql) 4 ./ 1 
Date: 

Name: Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 
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Our Ref./Docket No: APPT-001-4

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant(s): Sarkissian,e¢ al. Group Art Unit: 2662
Application No.. 09/608266 Examiner: Alan Nguyen
Filed: Juae 30, 2000

Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR
LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW
RECORDSIN A NETWORK MONITOR

SUPPLEMENTARY AMENDMENT

Comunissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

This is a supplementary amendmentfor the above reference application.

Any amendments te the claims begin on a new page immediately after these introductory
remarks.

The Remmarks/arguments begin on a new page immediately after such amendments to the
claims, if any.

Certificate of Facsimile Transmission under 37 CFR 18

Thereby certify that this correspondence is being Facsimile Transmitted to the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office at telephone number 703-872-9306 addressed to Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450,
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on.
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AMENDMENT(S) TO THE CLAIMS: 

The foUowing listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims on the 
application. All claims are set forth below with one of the following annotations. 

' • (Original): Claim filed with the application. 

• (Currently amended): Claim being amended in the current amendment paper. 

• (Canceled): Claim cancelled or deleted from the application. No claim text is 
shown. 

• (Withdrawn): Claim still in the application, but in a non-elected status. 

• (Previously presented): Claim being added in the current amendment paper. 

• (Previously presented): Claim added or amended in an earlier amendment paper. 

• (Not entered): Claim presented in a previous amendment, but not entered or whose 
entry status unknown. No claim text is shown. 

The following listing of claims assumes the amendment submitted on 10 February 2004 
J __ _::_:=:.:._-~h~as~b~e:!e~n:_:e~n~t'.!e~re~d.=-------------------------------- / 

I 
10 

1. (Previously presented) A packet monitor fqr examining packett passing through a ( , 
connection point on a computer network, each packets conforming to one or more ir· 
protocols, the monitor comprising: 

(a) a packet acquisition device coupled to the connection point and configured 
to receive packets passing through the connection point; 

(b) a memory for storing a database comprising flow-entries for previously 
encountered conversational flows to which a received packet may belong, a 
conversational flow being an exchange of one or more packets in any direction 
as a result of an activity corresponding to the flow; 

(c) a cache subsystem coupled to the flow-entry database memory providing for 
fast access of flow-entries from the flow-entry database; 

(d) a lookup engine coupled to the packet acquisition device and to the cache 
subsystem and configured to lookup whether a received packet belongs to a 
flow-entry in the flow-entry database, the looking up being the cache 
subsystem; and 

(e) a state processor coupled to the lookup engine and to the flow-entry-
database memory, the state processor being to perform any state operations 
specified for the state of the flow starting from the last encountered state of the 
flow in the case that the packet is from an existing flow, and to perform any 
state operations required for the initial state of the new flow in the case that the 
packet is from an existing flow. 

2. (Original) A packet monitor according to claim 1, further comprising: 
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AMENDMENT(S) TO THE CLAIMS:

The followinglisting of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims on the
application. All claims are set forth below with one of the following annotations.

° (Original): Claim filed with the application.

e (Currently amended): Claim being armended in the current amendment paper.

* (Canceled): Claim cancelled or deleted from the application. No claim textis
shown.

e® (Withdrawn): Claim still in the application, but in a non-electedstatus.

« (Previously presented): Claim being added in the current amendment paper.

* (Previously presented): Claim added or amendedin an earlier amendment paper.

« (Not entered): Claim presented in a previous amendment, but not entered or whose
entry status unknown. No claim text is shown.

Thefollowing listing ofclaims assumes the amendment submitted on 10 F.ebruary 2004ann has been entered.  

1. (Previously presented) A packet monitor for examining packet?passing through a
connection point on a computer network, each packets conformingto one or more
protocols, the monitor comprising:

 

{a) a packet acquisition device coupled to the connection point and configured
to receive packets passing through the connection point;

(b) a memory for storing a database comprising flow-entries for previously
encountered conversational flows to which a received packet may belong, a
conversational flow being an exchange of one or more packets in any direction
as a result of an activity corresponding to the flow;

| (c) a cache subsystem coupled to the flow-entry database memoryproviding for
fast access of flow-entries from the flow-entry database,

(d}—_a lookup engine coupledto the packet acquisition device and to the cache
subsystem and configured to lookup whethera received packet belongs to a
flow-entry in the flow-entry database, the looking up being the cache
subsystem; and

 
(e) a state processor coupled to the lookup engine and to the flow-entry- i

database memory, the state processor being to perform any state operations |
specified for the state of the flow starting from the last encounteredstate of the
flow in the case that the packet is from an existing flow, and to perform any
state operations required for the initial state of the new flow in the case that the
packetis from an existing flow.

2. (Original) A packet monitor according to claim 1, further comprising:
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a parser subsystem coupled to the packet acquisition device and to the . 
lookup engine such that the acquisition device is coupled to the lookup engine 
via the parser subsystem, the parser subsystem configured to extract identifying 
infonnation from a received packet, 

wherein each flow-entry is identified by identifying information stored in the flow
entry, and wherein the cache lookup uses a function of the extracted identifying 
information. 

3. (Original) A packet monitor according to claim 2, wherein the cache subsystem is 
an associative cache subsystem including one or more content addressable memory 
cells (CAMs). 

4. (Currently amended) A packet monitor according to claim 2, wherein the cache 
subsystem includes: 

(i) a set of cache memory elements coupled to the flow-entry database memory, 
each cache memory element including an input port to input aa flow a flow
entry and configured to store a flow-entry of the flow-entry database~ 

(ti) a set of content addressable memory cells (CAMs) connected according to 
an order of connections from a top CAM to a bottom CAM, each CAM 
containing an address and a pointer to one of the cache memory elements, and 
including: · 

a matching circuit having an input such that the CAM asserts a 
match output when the input is the same as the address in .the CAM 
cell, an asserted match output indicating a hit, 

a CAM input configured to accept an address and a pointer, and 

a CAM address output and a CAM pointer output; 

(iii) a CAM controller coupled to the CAM set; and 

(iv) a memory controller coupled to the CAM controller, to the cache memory 
set, and to the flow-entry memory, 

wherein the matching circuit inputs of the CAM cells are coupled to the lookup engine 
such that that an input to the matching circuit inputs produces a match output in any 
CAM cell that contains an address equal to the input, and 

wherein the CAM controller is configured such that which cache memory element a 
particular CAM points to changes over time. 

5. (Original) A packet monitor according to claim 4, wherein the CAM controller is 
configured such that the bottom CAM points to the least recently used cache memory 
element. 

6. (Original) A packet monitor according to claim 5, wherein the address and pointer 
output of each CAM starting from the top CAM is coupled to the address and pointer 
input of the next CAM, the final next CAM being the bottom CAM, and wherein the 

14) 010 
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a parser subsystem coupled to the packet acquisition device and to the ;
lookup engine such that the acquisition device is coupled to the lookup engine
via the parser subsystem, the parser subsystem configured to extract identifying
information from a received packet,

wherein each flow-entry is identified by identifying information stored in the flow-
entry, and wherein the cache lookupuses a function of the extracted identifying
information.

3. (Original) A packet monitor according to claim 2, wherein the cache subsystem is
an associative cache subsystem including one or more content addressable memory
cells (CAMs).

4, (Currently amended) A packet monitor according to claim 2, wherein the cache
subsystem includes:

@ aset of cache memory elements coupled to the flow-entry database memory,
each cache memory elementincluding an input port to input aa-flow a flow-
entry and configured to store a flow-entry of the flow-entry database;

Gi) a set of content addressable memory cells (CAMs) connected according to
an order of connections from a top CAM to a bottom CAM, each CAM

: containing an address and a pointer to one of the cache memory elements, and

(jf including:
| a matching circuit having an input such that the CAM asserts a
: | match output whenthe input is the same as the address in the CAM
h cell, an asserted match output indicating a hit,

a CAM input configured to accept an address and a pointer, and

a CAM address output and a CAM pointer output;

Gii) =aCAM controller coupled to the CAM set; and

(iv)|amemory controller coupled to the CAM controller, to the cache memory
set, and to the flow-entry memory,

wherein the matching circuit inputs of the CAM celis are coupled to the lookup engine
such that that an input to the matching circuit inputs produces a match output in any
CAM cell that contains an address equal to the input, and

wherein the CAM controller is configured such that which cache memory element a
particular CAM points to changes overtime.

5. (Original) A packet monitor according to claim 4, wherein the CAM controller is
configured such that the bottom CAM points to the least recently used cache memory
element.

6. (Original) A packet monitor according to claim 5, wherein the address and pointer
output of each CAM starting from the top CAM is coupled to the address and pointer
input of the next CAM,the final next CAM being the bottom CAM,and wherein the
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CAM controller is configured such than when there is a cache hit, the address and 
pointer contents of the CAM that produced the hit are put in the top CAM of the stack, 
the address and pointer contents of the CAMs above the CAM that produced the
asserted match output are shifted down, such that the CAMs are ordered according to 
recentness of use, with the least recently used cache memory element pointed to by the 
bottom CAM and the most recently used cache memory element pointed to by the top 
CAM. 

l
o. (Cancelled). 

~1 (Currently amended) A_p~Jc:Et!P-~.~!.~~-!:.~:.~x~!1:~:ng packetl_p~~ing tlµ:~~h -~ 
connection point on a ~()mp~t;r network, each packets conforming to one or more 
protocols; the monitor ccmtprising:'_, __ ,, --·- ...... ' -· . -- -·><--

a packet acquisition device coupled to the connection point and configured 
to receive packets-passing ttirough the connection point; 

an input buffer memory coupled to and configured to accept a packet from 
the packet acquisition device; 

a parser subsystem coupled to the input buffer memory, the parsing 
subsystem configured to extract selected portions of the accepted packet and to 
output a parser record containing the selected portions; 

a memory to storing a database of one or more flow~entries for any 
previously encountered conversational flows, each flow-entry identified by 
identifying information stored in the flow-entry; 

a lookup engine coupled to the output of the parser subsystem and to the 
flow-entry memory and configured to lookup whether the particular packet 
whose parser record is output by the parser subsystem has a matching flow
entry, the looking up using at ]east some of the selected packet portions and 
determining if the packet is of an existing flew flow; 

a cache subsystem coupled to and between the lookup engine and the flow
entry database memory providing for fast access of a set of likely-to-be
accessed flow-entries from the flow-entry database; and 

a flow insertion engine coupled to the flow-entry memory and to the lookup 
engine and configured to create a flow-entry in the flow-entry database, the 
flow-entry including identifying information for future packets to be identified 
with the new flow-entry, 

the lookup engine configured such that if the packet is of an existing flow. the monitor 
classifies the packet as belonging to the found existing flow; and if the packet is of a 
new flow, the flow insertion engine stores a new flow-entry for the new flow in the 
flow-entry database, including identifying information for future packets to be 
identified with the new flow-entry, 

wherein the operation of the parser subsystem depends on one or more of the protocols 
to which the packet conforms. 
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CAMcontroller is configured such than when there is a cache hit, the address and “
pointer contents of the CAM that produced the hit are put in the top CAM of the stack, 4
the address and pointer contents of the CAMs above the CAM that produced the
asserted match output are shifted down, such that the CAMsare ordered according to
recentness of use, with the least recently used cache memory elementpointedto by the
bottom CAM and the most recently used cache memory element pointed to by the top
CAM.

0. (Cancelled),

 

(Currently amended) Apacketmonitorforexamining packetgpassingthrough a a
connection point ona computerrnetwork, each packets conformingtcto one or more
protocols,the monitor comprising:~~" ~~ ~~~"~"

 
a packet acquisition device coupled to the connection point and configured

to receive packets -passing through the connection point;

an input buffer memory coupled to and configured to accept a packet from
the packet acquisition device;

a parser subsystem coupled to the input buffer memory, the parsing
subsystem configured to extract selected portions of the accepted packet and to
output a parser record containing the selected portions;

a memory to storing a database of one or more flow-entries for any
previously encountered conversational flows, each flow-entryidentified by
identifying information stored in the flow-entry;

a lookup engine coupled to the output of the parser subsystem and to the
flow-entry memory and configured to lookup whetherthe particular packet
whoseparser record is output by the parser subsystem has a matching flow-
entry, the looking up using at least some of the selected packet portions and
determiningif the packetis of an existing Hew flow;

a cache subsystem coupled to and between the lookup engine and the flow-
entry database memory providing for fast access of a set of likely-to-be-
accessed flow-entries from the flow-entry database; and

a flow insertion engine coupled to the flow-entry memory and to the lookup
engine and configured to create a flow-entry in the flow-entry database, the
flow-entry including identifying information for future packets to be identified
with the new flow-entry,

the lookup engine configured such that if the packet is of an existing flow, the monitor
ms classifies the packet as belonging to the found existing flow; and if the packetis of a

new flow,the flow insertion engine stores a new flow-entry for the new flow in the
flow-entry database, including identifying information for future packets to be
identified with the new flow-entry,

wherein the operation of the parser subsystem depends on one or moreofthe protocols
to which the packet conforms.
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~ u£ · (Currently amended) A monitor according to elaim 2.0 claim,2i wherein ~e 

Tiookup engine updates the flow-entry of an existing flow in the case that the lookup 1s 
s ccessful. , // 

°J ~ (Currently amended) A monitor according to ela:im 20 claim;{ further 
mcluding a mechanism for building a hash from the selected portions, wherein the 
hash is included in the input for a particular packet to the lookup engine, and wherein 
~e hash is used by the lookup engine to search the flow-entry database. ] 

{() ;g~- (Currently amended) A monitor according to elaim 20 claim jr'. further 
.r including a memory containing a database of parsing/extraction operations, the 

parsing/extraction database memory coupled to the parser subsystem, wherein the 
parsing/extraction operations are according to one or more parsing/extraction 
operations looked up from the parsing/extraction database. /'D 

/ / ~ (Currently amended) A monitor according to elaim 33 claim 2/, wherein the 
database of parsing/extraction operations includes information describfug how to 
determine a set of one or more protocol dependent extraction operations from data in 

e packet that indicate a protocol used in the packet. .. 1 
•It,-~ (Currently amended) A method according to claim 2-0 claim.;(, further 

· including a state processor coupled to the lookup engine and to the flo~ntry
database memory, and configured to perform any state operations specified for the 
state of the flow starting from the last encountered state of the flow in the case that the 
packet is from an existing flow, and to perform any state operations required for the 

· ial state of the new flow in the case that the packet is from an existing flow. 
/y 

'/ (J ~ (Currently amended) A method according to claim 25 claim 2t(" wherein the 
set of possible state operations that the state processor is configured toperform 
includes searching for one or more patterns in the packet portions. j-1,r 

'/ f ~-£. (Currently amended) A monitor according to elaim 25 claim 26, wherein the 
/~tate processor is programmable, the monitor further including a state 1 

patterns/operations memory coupled to the state processor, the state operations 
memory configured to store a database of protocol dependent state patterns/operations. 

,/ / Iv /.? ~,.22.- (Currently amended) A monitor according to olaim 2.5 claim;?: wherein the 
· state operations include updating the flow-entry, including identifying lnformation for 

future packets to be identified with the flow-entry. 

/& ;w.J{ (Currently amended) A method of examining packets p~sing through a 
connection point on a computer network, each packets conforming to one or more 
protocols, the method comprising: 

(a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device; 

(b) performing one or more parsing/extraction operations on the packet to 
create a parser record comprising a function of selected portions of the packet; 

(c) looking up a flow-entry database comprising none or more flow-entries for 
previously encountered conversational flows, the looking up using at least 

~012 
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gt : (Currently amended) A monitor accordingto elaim20-claim wn, wherein thelookup engine updates the flow-entry of an existing flow in the case that the fookupis
successful, ‘ 4

G 2224. (Currently amended) A monitor according to elaim20-claim 71, further
including a mechanism for building a hash from the selected portions, wherein the
hash is included in the input for a particular packetto the lookup engine, and wherein

the hash is used by the lookup engine to search the flow-entry database. q
© 2324. (Currently amended) A monitor according to claim20-claim2/, further

/ including a memory containing a database of parsing/extraction operations, the
parsing/extraction database memory coupled to the parser subsystem, wherein the
parsing/extraction operations are according to one or more parsing/extraction

operations looked up from the parsing/extraction database, /0
/(2425, (Currently amended) A monitor according to elaim-33-claim 24, wherein the

database of parsing/extraction operations includes information describing how to
determine a set of one or more protocol dependent extraction operations from data in

packetthat indicate a protocol used in the packet. : q
; iwi) SE 2596. (Currently amended) A method according to elaim20-claim 2/, further /

? ’ including a state processor coupled to the lookup engine and to the flow-entry-
database memory, and configured to perform any state operations specified for the

/ state of the flow starting from the Jast encountered state of the flow m the casethat the
i packetis from an existing flow, and to perform any state operations required for the

initial state of the new flow in the case that the packet is from an existing flow.

set of possible state operations that the state processor is configured to perform
includes searching for one or more patterns in the packet portions. iy

‘ 1f 2728. (Currently amended) A monitor according to elaim25-claim 26, wherein the
state processor is programmable, the monitor further including a state
patterns/operations memory coupledto the state processor, the state operations

“

fa 2627. (Currently amended) A method according to elaime25-claim w, wherein the /

memory configured to store a database of protocol dependent state palterns/operations. !/4

[S 2926. (Currently amended) A monitor according to elaim-25-claim 26, wherein the
state operations include updating the flow-entry, including identifying information for
future packets to be identified with the flow-entry.

/b 2930. (Currently amended) A method of examining packets passing through a
connection point on a computer network, each packets conforming to one or more
protocols, the method comprising:

(a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device;

(b) performing one or more parsing/extraction operations on the packetto
create a parser record comprising a function of selected portions of the packet;

(c) looking up a flow-entry database comprising none or more flow-entries for
previously encountered conversational flows, the looking up using at least

Pac) 3
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some of the selected packet portions and determining if the packet is of an 
existing flow. the lookup being via a cache; 

(d) jf the packet is of an existing flow, classifying the packet as belonging to the 
found existing flow: and 

(e) if the packet is.of a new flow, storing a new flow-entry for the new flow in 
the flow-entry database, including identifying information for future packets to 
be identified with the new flow-entry, · 

wherein the parsing/extraction operations depend on one or more of the protocols to 
whlch the packet conforms. /6, 

1 t1 ;lQ'l/ (Currently amended) A method according to claim 29 claim ~ wherein 
r~lassifying the packet as belonging to the found existing flow includes7i:pdating the 

flow-entry of the existing flow. · lb 
J ~ :.u.~ (Currently amended) A method according to claim. 29 claim , wherein the 

- /function of the selected portions of the packet forms a signature that i eludes the 
selected packet portions and that can identify future paeket6 packets, wherein the 
lookup operation uses the signature and wherein the identifying information stored in 
~ new or updated flow-entry is a signature for identifying future pack;g. 

1t1 ~. (Currently amended) A method according to elai~29 claim,i<('wherein the 
I king up of the flow.entry database uses a hash of the selected packet ortions. · 

i 
.1~ ~ (Currently amended) A method according to elaim 29 claim , wherein 
/' 

1 
step ( d) includes if the packet is of an existing flow, obtaining the last encountered 
state of the flow and performing any state operations specified for the state of the flow 
starting from the last encountered state of the flow; and wherein step ( e) includes if the 
packet is of a new flow, perfonning any state operations required for the initial state of 
the new flow. 
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some of the selected packet portions and determining if the packet is of an
existing flow, the lookup being via a cache;

(d) if the packetis of an existing flow, classifying the packet as belonging to the
found existing flow; and

(e) if the packetis of a new flow, storing a new flow-entry for the new flow in
the flow-entry database, including identifying information for future packets to
be identified with the new flow-entry,

wherein the parsing/extraction operations depend on one or more of the protocols to

which the packet conforms. WA
(Currently amended) A method according to claim29-claim 30, wherein

classifying the packet as belonging to the found existing flow includes updating the
flow-entry of the existing flow. le
. (Currently amended) A method according to elaima29-claim 38, wherein the
function of the selected portions of the packet forms a signature that includes the
selected packet portions and that can identify future packers packets, wherein the
lookup operationuses the signature and wherein the identifying information stored in

new or updated flow-entry is a signature for identifying future packgss.
3, (Currently amended) A method according to claim-29-claim 36, Wherein the
lopking up of the flow-entry database uses a hash of the selected packet ortions.

(Currently amended) A method according to claim29-claim 4 , wherein
. step (d) includes if the packet is of an existing flow, obtaining the last‘éncountered

state of the flow and performing any state operations specified for the state of the flow
starting from the last encountered state of the flow; and wherein step (¢) includes if the
packet is of a new flow,performing any state operations required for the initial state of
the new flow.
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REMARKS 

Claims 1-6 and 21-33 (including two claims numbered 21 prior to this amendment) are the 
claims of record of the application. A response to an office action ·was filed 10 February 
2004. 

The examiner has indicated to the undersigned that there were two claim 21s in the listing 
of claims in the response filed IO February 2004. 

The present amendment corrects several typographical errors found in both the original 
application and the previous amendment filed on 10 February 2004. The present 
amendment assumes that the previous amendment has been entered. 

The· undersigned discovered the previous amendment incorrectly annotated claims 2-6 as 
"previously presented" instead of being annotated as "original." The present amendment 
correctly annotates the claims. 

The present amendment corrects the typographical error in the previous amendment of 
there being two claim 21s. The second instance of claim 21 has been renumbered claim 22, 
and previous claims 22-33 have been renumbered to claims 23-34, respectively. In 
addition, newly numbered claims 22-24, 26-29, 31-34 have been amended to depend on 
the appropriate newly numbered claims. 

Claim 24 of the previous amendment was erroneously dependent on claim 33. The present 
amendment corrects this typographical error-newly numbered claim 25 depends on newly 
numbered claim 24. 

Minor typographical errors were found claims 4, 21, and newly-numbered 32. The present 
amendment corrects these typographical errors. 

No new matter has been added by this amendment. 

The Applicants believe that the remaining claims are allowable. Action to that end is 
respectfully requested. 

Jf the Examiner has any questions or comments that would advance the prosecution and 
allowance of this application, an email message to the undersigned at dov@inventek.com, 
or a telephone call to the undersigned at +l-510-547-3378 is requested. 

Address for correspondence: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College A venue, Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 

· Respectfully Submitted, 

~ -
Do~o.38687 

Tel. +1-510-547-3378; Fax: +1-510-291-2985 
Email: dov@inventek.com 
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REMARKS

Claims 1~6 and 21~33 (including two claims numbered 21 prior to this amendment) are the
claims of record of the application. A response to an office action was filed 10 February
2004.

The examiner has indicated to the undersigned that there were two claim 21s in the listing
of claims in the response filed 10 February 2004.

The present amendment corrects several typographical errors found in both the original
application and the previous amendmentfiled on 10 February 2004. The present
amendment assumes that the previous amendment has been entered.

Theundersigned discovered the previous amendment incorrectly annotated claims 2-6 as
“previously presented” instead of being annotated as "original." The present amendment
correctly annotates the claims.

The present amendmentcorrects the typographical error in the previous amendment of
there being two claim 21s. The second instance of claim 21 has been renumbered claim 22,
and previous claims 22~33 have been renumbered to claims 23-34, respectively. In
addition, newly numbered claims 22-24, 26-29, 31-34 have been amended to depend on
the appropriate newly numbered claims.

Claim 24 of the previous amendment was erroneously dependent on claim 33. The present

amendmentcorrects this typographical error-newly numbered claim 25depends on newlynumbered claim 24.

Minor typographical errors were found claims 4, 21, and newly-numbered 32. The present
armmendment corrects these typographical errors.

No new matter has been added by this amendment.

The Applicants believe that the remaining claims are allowable. Action to that end is
respectfully requested,

If the Examiner has any questions or comments that would advance the prosecution and
allowance of this application, an email message to the undersigned at dov@inventek.com,
or a telephonecall to the undersigned at +1-510-547-3378 is requested.

’ Respectfully Submitted,

-fgbr0,2e0/
Doy eld, Reg. No. 38687

 

Address for correspondence:
Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2
Oakland, CA 94618
Tel. +1-510-547-3378; Fax: +1-510-291-2985
Email: doy@inventek.com
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Our Ref./Docket No: APPT-001-4 
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0 

Patent 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant{s): Sarkissian, et al. 

Application No.: 09/608266 

FHed: June 30, 2000 

Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE 
FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

Group Art Unit: 2662 

Examiner: Alan Nguyen 

TRANSMITTAL: SUPPLEMENTARY AMENDMENT 

P.O. Box No Fee Amendment 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Coounissioner: 

Transmitted herewith is a supplementary amendment for the above referenced application. 

This application bas: 
a small entity status. If a claim for such status has not earlier been made, consider 
this as a claim for small entity status. 

_x_ No additional fee is required. 

Certificate of Facsimile Transmission under 37 CFR 1.8 

I hereby certify that this response is being facsimile transmitted to the United States Pa.tent and Trademark 
Office at telephone number 703-872-9306 addressed !he Comnrissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on. 

Date: 6.iJ ;z O ;)._ 00 1 :; Signed: ~ 
Name:~ 

la) 006 
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Applicant(s): Sarkissian, ef al.

Application No.: 09/608266

Filed: June 30, 2000

Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE
FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OFFLOW
RECORDSIN A NETWORK MONITOR

Group Art Unit: 2662

Examiner: Alan Nguyen

‘TRANSMITTAL: SUPPLEMENTARY AMENDMENT

P.O. Box No Fee Amendment :
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 !

Dear Commissioner:

Transmitted herewith is a supplementary amendmentfor the above referenced application.

This application has:
a small entity status. If a claim for such status has not earlier been made, consider
this as a claim for small entity status.

XxX No additional fee is required.  
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TOTAL CLA1MS NEW TOTAL NO.OFEXTRA BXTRACLAIM 
PRBV°IOUSLY PAID FOR CLAIMS FE!B 

TOTAL 20 20 0 $ 0.00 
CLAIMS 

INDEP. 3 3 0 $ 0.00 
CLAIMS 

TOTAL CLAIM FEES PAYABLE: 0.00 

_x_ Applicant(s) believe(s) that no Extension of Time is required. However, this 
conditional petition is being made to provide for the possibility that applicant has 
inadvertently overlooked the need for a petition for an extension of time. 

__ Applicant(s) hereby petition(s) for an Extension of Time under 37 CPR L136(a) of: 
__ one months ($110) __ two months ($420) 

_ two months ($930) _ four months ($1450) 

If an additional extension of time is required, please consider this as a petition therefor. 

__ A credit card payment form for the required fee(s) is attached. 

_x_ The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of the following fees 
associated with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 
No. 50-0292 (ADUPLICATEOFTHIS TRANSMITTAL IS AITACHED): 

_x_ Any missing filing fees required under 37 CFR 1.16 for presentation of 
additional claims. 

_x_ Any missing extension or petition fees required under 37 CFR 1.17. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

rd J--o, .;ioo cJ-
Date 7 

Address for correspondence: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College A venue,Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 
Tel. +1-510-547-3378; Fax: +1-510-291-2985 
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  ee‘AL CLAIMS|NewTorat|TOTAL NO, OF EXTRA EXTRASCLAIMeePAID KOR CLAIMS

TOTAL $ 0.00
CLAIMS

osCLAIM.

 
TOTAL CLAIM FEES PAYABLE:| 0.00

 
Applicant(s) believe(s) that no Extension of Time is required. However, this

conditional petition is being made to provide for the possibility that applicant has
inadvertently overlooked the need for a petition for an extension of time.

_____ Applicant(s) hereby petition(s) for an Extension of Time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) of:

__... one months ($110) _.._ wo months ($420)

____.._ two months ($930) ___.._ four months ($1450)

If an additional extension oftime is required, please considerthis as a petition therefor.

A credit card payment form for the required fee(s) is attached.

X__ The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge paymentof the following fees
associated with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account
No. 30-0292 (A DUPLICATE OF THIS TRANSMITTAL IS ATTACHED):

xX Any missing filing fees required under 37 CFR 1.16 for presentation of
additional claims.

X_. Any missing extension or petition fees required under 37 CFR 1.17.

Respectfully Submitted,

Fioh- 2.0, 200% _
Date Dov Roéséitield, Reg. No. 38687

Address for correspondence:
Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue,Suite 2
Oakland, CA 94618
Tel, +1-510-547-3378, Fax: +1-510-291-2985
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Applicant(s): Sarkissian et al. 

Serial No.: 09/608266 
Group Art Unit: 2662 

Filed: June 30, 2000 
Examiner: Alan Nguyen 
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} / A NETWORK MONITOR 

,., t::,t.i. 
1RADEM ~\\i-

Technology Center 2600 

Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

TRANSMITTAL: INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

Dear Commissioner: 

Transmitted herewith are: 

_K._ An Information Disclosure Statement for the above referenced patent application, 
together with PTO form 1449 and a copy of each reference cited in form 1449. 

X A payment for petition fees. 

_K._ Return postcard. 

_x_ The commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any missing fee associated 
with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 50-0292. 

A DUPLICATE OF nns TRANSMITTAL IS A TT ACHED 

Date: Ma.rub y, ?[XJ~ 

Correspondence Address: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College A venue, Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 
Telephone No.: +1-510-547-3378 

Respectfully submitted, 

Dov~ 
Attorney/Agent for Applicant(s) 
Reg. No. 38687 

Certificate of Mailing under 37 CFR 1.18 

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the Umted States Postal Service as first 
class mail in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 

22313-1450. ~ r,,. 
DateofDeposit: Marvb :1, l.nO~ Signature: v~ 

Amy Drury 
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Applicant(s): Sarkissian et al.
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Filed: June 30, 2000
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: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE q: STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND ECEIVED
Al, MAR ° 8m,°|UPDATES OF FLOW RECORDSIN oa
4% A NETWORK MONITOR

! Technology Center 2600

g Commissioner for Patents
4 P.O. Box 1450
i Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

TRANSMITTAL: INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Dear Commissioner:

 

i Transmitted herewith are:

X__ An Information Disclosure Statement for the above referenced patent application,
together with PTO form 1449 and a copyof each reference cited in form 1449.

xX A paymentfor petition fees.
Return postcard.

The commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any missing fee associated
4 with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 50-0292.

 

A DUPLICATE OF THIS TRANSMITTAL IS ATTACHED

. Respectfully submitted,
Date: _Maruh 4 LOOY
 

Dov Rosenfeld

q Attorney/Agent for Applicant(s)
x. Reg. No. 38687

7 Correspondence Address:
Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2
= Oakland, CA 94618
i . Telephone No.: +1-510-547-3378

Certificate of Mailing under 37 CFR L18

ire I herebycertify that this correspondenceis being deposited with the Umted States Postal Service asfirst
class mail in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA
22313-1450.

Date of Deposit: f y dy 4,Un0MnopDaa_   
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Serial No.: 09/608266 

Filed: June 30, 2000 

Group Art Unit: 2662 

Examiner: Alan Nguyen 

Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE 
STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND 
UPDATES OF FLOW RECORDS IN 
A NETWORK MONITOR 

RECEIVED 
MAR 1 2 2004 

Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 

Technology Center 2600 

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

Dear Commissioner: 

This Information Disclosure Statement is submitted: 

.. 

___ -_ under 37 CFR l.97(b), or 
(Within three months of filing national application; or date of entry of international 
application; or before mailing date of first office action on the merits; whichever 
occurs last) 

X under 37 CFR 1.97(c) together with either a: 
_ Certification under 37 CFR l.97(e), or 
2S_ a $180.00 fee under 37 CFR l.17(p) 
(After the CFR 1.97(b) time period, but before final action or notice of 
allowance, whichever occurs first) 

under 37 CFR 1.97(d) together with a: 
Certification under 37 CFR 1.97(e), and 

_ a petition under 37 CFR l.97(d)(2)(ii), and 
_ a $130.00 petition fee set forth in 37 CFR l.l7(i)(l) . 
(Filed after final action or notice of allowance, whichever occurs first, but before 
payment of the issue fee) 

.JL Applicant(s) submit herewith Form PTO 1449-Information Disclosure Citation together 
with copies, of patents, publications or other information of which applicant(s) are aware, which 8 
applicant(s) believe(s) may be material to the examination of this application and for which there j ~ 
may be a duty to disclose in accordance with 37 CFR 1.56. ~ 

Certificate of Mailing under 37 CFR 1.18 

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first 
class mail in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 
22313-1450. 
Date ofDeposit: M.Yu'h vfl 100i 
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Serial No.: 09/608266 Group Ast Unit: 2662

Filed: June 30, 2000

WEEcduneee
Examiner: Alan Nguyen

Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE

STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND

UPDATES OF FLOW RECORDSIN

A NETWORK MONITOR

2eee
RECEIVED

MAR 1 2 2004

Commissioner for Patents Technology Center 2600
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

LHpat
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 RnSowaa Dear Commissioner:

This Information Disclosure Statement is submitted:

7 __ under 37 CFR 1.97(b), or
(Within three months of filing national application; or date of entry of international
application; or before mailing date offirst office action on the merits; whichever
occurs last)

q X_ under 37 CFR 1.97(c) together with either a:
_... Certification under 37 CFR 1.97(e), or
2. a$180.00 fee under 37 CFR 1.17(p)
(After the CFR 1.97(b) time period, but before final action or notice of
allowance, whichever occurs first)

Le ____ under 37 CFR 1.97(d) together with a:
Cy _._ Certification under 37 CFR 1.97(c), and

___ a petition under 37 CFR 1.97(d)(2)(i), and
___ a $130.00 petition fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17()(1).
(Filed after final action or notice of allowance, whichever occursfirst, but before

paymentof the issue fee)

X_ Applicant(s) submit herewith Form PTO 1449-Information Disclosure Citation together 
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with copies, of patents, publications or other information of which applicant(s) are aware, which z
applicant(s) believe(s) may be material to the examination ofthis application and for which there 3 &. . . a a

may be a duty to disclose in accordance with 37 CFR 1.56. Zao
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SIN: 09/608266 0 
Page 2 IDS 

K__ (Cited in a related case) Each item of information contained in this information disclosure 
statement was first cited in a communication from the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office in a 
related application. The present application is related to such other applications by claiming 
priority of the same U.S. Provisional patent application. 

It is expressly requested that the cited information be made of record in the application and 
appear among the "references cited" on any patent to issue therefrom. 

As provided for by 37 CFR l.97(g) and (h), no inference should be made that the information and 
references cited are prior art merely because they are in this statement and no representation is 
being made that a search has been conducted or that this statement encompasses all the possible 
relevant information. 

Date: f::1 ()..(v1') L/, 7.,QOI..( 
l 

Correspondence Address: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 
Telephone No.: +1-510-547-3378 

Respectfully submitted, 

DovRoff: 
Attorney/Agent for Applicant(s) 
Reg. No. 38687 
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"SIN: 09/608266 O O
Page 2 IDS

X_ (Cited in a related case) Each item of information contained in this information disclosure
statement wasfirst cited in a communication from the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office in a
related application. The present applicationis related to such other applications by claiming
priority of the same U.S. Provisional patent application,

It is expressly requested thatthe cited information be made ofrecord in the application and
appear among the “references cited” on any patent to issue therefrom.

As provided for by 37 CFR 1.97(g) and (h), no inference should be madethat the information and
referencescited are prior art merely because they are in this statement and no representation is
being made that a search has been conducted orthatthis Statement encompasses all the possible
relevant information.

Respectfully submitted,Date:_M@h Y, 2004
vo

Dov Roséffeld

Attorney/Agent for Applicant(s)
Reg. No. 38687

Correspondence Address:
Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2
Oakland, CA 94618

Telephone No.: +1-510-547-3378
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A TTY. DOCKET NO. 

APPT-001-4 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT APPLICANT 

01P~ Sarkissian 

HAR o 8 20. 
~ ,e several sheets if necessary) FILING DATE .,, (ii 

~ '{jf. C) 

~ , 

~ # ~DEJ.tl\'1,-;..<.:s 
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INITIAL 
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AA 
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DOCUMENT 

NUMBER 
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6,330,226 Bl 

6,651,099 Bl 

6,424,624 Bl 

6,279,113 Bl 

6,363,056 Bl 

6,115,393 

4,972,453 

5,535,338 

5,802,054 

5,720,032 

DOCUMENT 

NUMBER 

30 Jun 2000 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS 

DATE NAME 

Sep. 23, $iullard 
2003 
Dec. 11, Chapman et al. 
2001 
Nov. 18, !Dietz et al. 
2003 
Jul. 23, iGaland et al. 
2002 
Aug. 21, Vaidya 
2001 
Mar. 26, Beigi et al. 
2002 
Sep. 5, Engel et al. 
2000 
Nov. 20, Daniel, III et al. 
1990 
crul. 9, Krause et al. 
1996 
Sep. 1, Bellenger 
1998 
!Feb. 17, Picazo, Jr. et al. 
1998 

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS 

PUBLl·CATION 

DATE COUNTRY 

et 

--\.. 
\. ) 

____ SHEET 1 OF_l_. 

\·-· 

al. 

SERIAL NO. 

09/608266 

AFr.FIV~[j 
GROUP 

2662 MAR 1 2 2004 

Technology Center 2 
FILING DATE 

CLASS SUB-CLASS IF APPROPRIATE 

709 237 Mar. 25, 
1999 

370 232 Jan. 27, 
1998 

709 224 Jun. 30, 
2000 

370 231 bet. 7' 
1998 

713 201 J'un. 4, 
1998 

370 252 P"ul. 15, 
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1989 
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1995 

370 401 Aug. 16, 
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395 200.2 Jan. 28, 
1997 

TRANS· 
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roo 

OTHER DISCLOSURES (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Place of Publication, Etc.) 
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i , · /'v r ~RL: http://'ll-.1WW.caida.org/outreach/papers/1999/GTrace/GTrace.pdf 

' w. Stallings. "Packet Filtering in the SNMP Remote Monitor." November 1994. 
AO Available on www.ddj.com, 

URL: http://'ll-.1WW.ddj.com/documents/s=l013/ddj9411h/941lh.htm 
,, i---. __ -t--1--------------------------------------------i --=----'--l...------------------.--------------------------1 :+:"" ~~ 
. :;-: 'EXAMINER. J~M'..t 

DATE CONSIDERE; j; '/ IO y 
J initial if citation-~idered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through c1tat1on 1f not in conformance 
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' Our Docket/Ref. No.: AP(_hOI-4 Patent 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant(s): Sarkissian et al. 

Serial No.: 09/608266 

Filed: June 30, 2000 

0 IP . le: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE 
S1RUCTUREFORLOOKUPS AND 
UPDATES OF FLOW RECORDS IN 
A NETWORK MONITOR 

Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Group Art Unit: 2662 

Examiner: Alan Nguyen 

RECEIVED 
MAR 1 2 2004 

Technolo center 2600 

TRANSMITTAL: INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

Dear Commissioner: 

Transmitted herewith are: 

__x__ An Information Disclosure Statement for the above referenced patent application, 
together with PTO form 1449 and a copy of each reference cited in form 1449. 

-2!:._ A payment for petition fees. 

Return postcard. 

__x__ The commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any missing fee associated 
with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 50-0292. 

A DUPUCATE OF THIS TRANSMITTAL IS ATTACHED 

Correspondence Address: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College A venue, Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 
Telephone No.: +1-510-547-3378 

Respectfully submitted, 

Dov~ 
Attorney/Agent for Applicant(s) 
Reg. No. 38687 

Certificate or Mailing under 37 CFR 1.18 

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first 
class mail in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 
22313-1450. 

L 
Date ofDeposit: t{f.l yr,h lf j ZQ1J1:-f 
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* Our Docket/Ref, No.: Ap Yo 1-4 CY Patent

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 
 

Applicant(s): Sarkissian etal.

Serial No.: 09/608266

Filed: June 30, 2000

: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE

Group Art Unit: 2662

Examiner: Alan Nguyen

 
STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND RECEIVED
UPDATES OF FLOW RECORDSIN

A NETWORK MONITOR MAR 12 2004

Technology Center 2600

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

TRANSMITTAL: INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Dear Commissioner:

Transmitted herewith are:

An Information Disclosure Statement for the above referenced patent application,
together with PTO form 1449 and a copyof each reference cited in form 1449.

xX

x A paymentfor petition fees.
Return postcard.

The commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any mussing fee associated
with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 50-0292.

A DUPLICATE OF THIS TRANSMITTAL IS ATTACHED

Date: Marth Y 2004
Respectfully submitted,

x
Attorney/Agent for Applicant(s)
Reg. No. 38687

  

Correspondence Address:
Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2
Oakland, CA 94618

Telephone No.: +1-510-547-3378

Certificate of Mailing under 37 CFR 1.18

Therebycertify that this correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service asfirst
class mail in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA
22313-1450.

Date of Deposit: Math4,(on Signature:'
;
i   
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Notice of A/lowability 
09/608,266 SARKISSIAN ET AL. 
Examiner 

Alan Nguyen 

Art Unit 

2662 

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address-
All daims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included 
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS 
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative 
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308. 

1. ~ This communication is responsive to 3/11/04. 

2. ~ The allowed claim(s) is/are 1-6 and 21-34, now renumbered 1-20, respectively. 

3. D The drawings filed on __ are accepted by the Examiner. 

4. D Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f). 

a) D All b) D Some* c) D None of the: 

1. D Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 

2. D Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __ . 

3. D Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the 

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 

• Certified copies not received: __ . 

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE" of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements 
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application. 
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE. 

5. 0 A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION must be submitted. Note the attached EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF 
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PT0-152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient. 

6. ~ CORRECTED DRAWINGS ( as "replacement sheets") must be submitted. 

(a) 1:21 including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review ( PT0-948) attached 

1) D hereto or 2) 1:21 to Paper No./Mail Date §. 

(b) D including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment/ Comment or in the Office action of 
Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

Identifying lndicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.114(c)) should be written on the drawings In the front (not the back) of 
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d). 

7. 0 DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the 
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL. 

Attachment(s) 
1. 0 Notice of References Cited (PT0-892) 5. D Notice of Informal Patent Application (PT0-152) 

2 0 Notice of Draftperson's Patent Drawing Review (PT0-948) 6. D Interview Summary (PT0-413), 

3.@ Information Disclosure Statements (PT0-1449 or PTO/SB/08), 
Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

7. 1:21 Examiner's AmendmenUComment 
Paper No./Mail Date lt 

4. 0 Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 8. 1:21 Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance 

of Biological Material 9. D Other __ . 

~ S Patent and Trademark Office 
TOL-37 (Rev. 1-04) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 10 
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Application No.

09/608,266 .
Examiner

SARKISSIAN ET AL.
Art Unit

2662

-- The MAILING DATEofthis communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All daims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSEDinthis application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communicationwill be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANTOF PATENTRIGHTS.This application is subject to withdrawal from issueattheinitiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

Notice ofAllowability

 Alan Nguyen

1. This communication is responsive to 3/11/04.

2. K] The allowed claim(s) is/are 1-6 and 21-34, now renumbered 1-20, respectively.

3. (J The drawingsfiled on are accepted by the Examiner.
 

4. Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).
a) Al _b)L1 Some* c)E) None ofthe:

1. Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3. [1 Copies ofthe certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceivedin this national stage application from the

international Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE”ofthis communication to file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENTofthis application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5. A SUBSTITUTE CATH OR DECLARATIONmust be submitted. Note the attached EXAMINER'S AMENDMENTor NOTICE OF
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PTO-152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient.

 
6. K] CORRECTED DRAWINGS (as “replacement sheets”) must be submitted.

(a) &] including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review ( PTO-948)attached

1) 7 hereto or 2) to Paper No./Mail Date 6.

(b) (J including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment / Commentorin the Office action of
Paper No./Mail Date :

Identifying indicia such as the application number(see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawingsIn the front (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

7.) DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATIONabout the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.
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1. Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5. [J Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO-152)
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Paper No./Mail Date .
3. {J Information Disclosure Statements (PTO-1449 or PTO/SB/08), 7.BdExaminer's Amendment/Comment

Paper No./Mail Date 9
4.1 Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 8. | Examiner’s Statement of Reasonsfor Allowance

of Biological Material 9. (J Other
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Application/Control Number: 09/608,266 

Art Unit: 2662 

DETAILED ACTION 

EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT 

Page2 

1. An examiner's amendment to the record appears below. Should the changes 

and/or additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment may be filed as provided 

by 37 CFR 1.312. To ensure consideration of such an amendment, it MUST be 

submitted no later than the payment of the issue fee. 

Authorization for this examiner's amendment was given in a telephone interview 

with Dov Rosenfeld on April 15, 2004. 

The application has been amended as follows: 

In the specification: 

On~ge-;fiine 8, -- U.S. patents and -- has been inserted between the words 

"following" and "U.S." 

On line 11, "Application Serial No. _! __ " has been replaced with -- No. 

6,651,099 --. 

.On lines 12 and 13, "filed June 30, 2000, Attorney/Agent Reference Number 

APPT-001-1," has been deleted. 

~ 5, "Application Serial No. _/ __ " has been replaced with -- No. 

6,665,725 --. 
/. 

/es 17 and 18, "filed June 30, 2000, Attorney/Agent Reference Number 

APPT-001-2," has been deleted. 

q_r, line 20, "_/ __ " has been replaced with -- 09/608, 126 --. 
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Art Unit: 2662

 
DETAILED ACTION

EXAMINER’S AMENDMENT

1. An examiner's amendment to the record appears below. Should the changes

and/or additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment maybefiled as provided

by 37 CFR 1.312. To ensure consideration of such an amendment, it MUST be

submitted no later than the payment ofthe issue fee.

Authorization for this examiner's amendment wasgivenin a telephoneinterview

with Dov Rosenfeld on April 15, 2004.

The application has been amendedasfollows:

in the specification:

On pagé4line 8, -- U.S. patents and -- has been inserted between the words
ia

“following” and “U.S.”

Online 11, “Application Serial No. / ” has been replaced with -- No.

 
6,651,099 --.

On lines 12 and 13, “filed June 30, 2000, Attorney/Agent Reference Number
APPT-001-1,” has been deleted.

Onlin 5, “Application SerialNo._/_~—” has been replaced with -- No.
6,665,725--.  

On |i eS17 and 18, “filed June 30, 2000, Attorney/Agent Reference Number |
APPT-001-2,” has been deleted.

On line 20," / "has been replaced with -- 09/608,126 --. 
---a
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Application/Control Number: 09/608,266 

Art Unit: 2662 
Page 3 

On·tines 22 and 23, "filed June 30, 2000, Attorney/Agent Reference Number 
~, 

APPT-001-3," has been deleted. 

On Jine· 24, "_/ __ " has been replaced with -- 09/608,267 --. 
/ 

,/ .. 
On Unes 26 and 27, "filed June 30, 2000, Attorney/Agent Reference Number 

./ 

APFT~001-5," has been deleted. 

/ 
'?Jl'f>age 2 line 21, "application_/ __ " has been replaced with -- No. 

6,65(~99 --. 

~ii,~~~· "Attorney/Agent Reference Number APPT-001-1," has been deleted. 

Onrg·~_; line 12, "Which" has been replaced with -- The--. 

~~13, "element a" has been replaced with -- element which a --. 

In the abstract: 
I 

On page 64 lineZ, "comprising" has been replaced with - includes--. 
) re 5, "including" has been deleted. 

g.,liine 7, "Which cache memory element" has been replaced with -- The cache 
,/ 

memory element which--. 

In the claims: 

In claim 1 line 2, "packets" has been replaced with -- packet --. /"' 
/ -

1r(clairr(21 line 2, "packets" has been replaced with -- packet--. /. -
Allowable Subject Matter 

I . 
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_Gatines 22 and 23,“filed June 30, 2000, Attorney/Agent Reference Number
APPT-001-3,” has been deleted.

On line24,“__/___" has beenreplaced with -- 09/608,267 -~-.

“on lines 26 and 27, “filed June 30, 2000, Attomey/Agent Reference Number
APPT-001-5,” has been deleted.

On-page 2 line 21, ‘application _/__” has beenreplacedwith -- No.
6,651,099 “.

Onvtine 23, “Attorney/Agent Reference Number APPT-001-1,” has been deleted.
On page 4 line 12, “Which” has been replaced with -- The --.

f “

On liné13, “element a” has been replaced with -- element which a -.

in the abstract:

On page 64 line2 “comprising” has been replaced with -- includes --.

optthe 5, “including” has been deleted.
Or/line 7, “Which cache memory element” has been replaced with -- The cache

memory element which --.

in the claims:

\In claim4line 2, “packets” has been replaced with -- packet --.
\Inclaim21 line 2, “packets” has been replaced with -- packet--.en
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Application/Control Number: 09/608,266 

Art Unit: 2662 

Claims 1-20 are allowed. 

0 

2. 

3. The following is an examiner's statement of reasons for allowance: 

Page4 

Claims 1, 7, and 16 are allowable over the prior art of record since the cited 

references taken individually or in combination fails to particularly disclose a packet 

monitor for examining packets passing through a connection point on a 

computer network, each packet conforming to one or more protocols, the monitor 

having a packet acquisition device to receive packets, an input buffer to accept 

packets, a parser subsystem to extract selected portions of the accepted packet. 

a memory for storing the flow-entries, a lookup engine configured to lookup 

whether the particular packet whose parser record is output by the parser 

subsystem has a matching flow-entry, a cache subsystem for access of a set of 

flow-entries, a flow insertion engine to create a flow-entry, the lookup engine 

configured such that if the packet is of an existing flow, it is monitored as so. and 

if it is a new flow, the insertion engine stores a new flow entry. It is noted that the 

closest prior art, Chang (US Patent 4,458,31 O) discloses a cache memory subsystem 

that utilizes the use of flow entries, but fails to show that the ability to distinguish 

conversational data flow. 

Conclusion 

4. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to Alan Nguyen whose telephone number is 703-305-0369. 

The examiner can normally be reached on 9am-6pm ET 
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Application/Control Number: 09/608,266 

Art Unit: 2662 
Page5 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Ricky Ngo can be reached on 703-305-4798. The fax phone number for the 

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9314. 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the 

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for 

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. 

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. 

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should 

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic 

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). 

AVN 
April 14, 2004 

RICKY NGO 
PRIMARY EXAMINER 
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B UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United Stal•• Patent and Trademark Office 
Adcms· COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

PO Box USO 
Alcxudri&, V1!J!UU.1223 l3·US0 
www.uspt<>.gov 

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE 

7590 

Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College Avenue 
Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 

04/20/2004 EXAMINER 

NGUYEN, ALAN V 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2662 , l) 

DATE MAILED: 04/20/2004 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRSTNAMED!NVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO 

09/608,266 06/30/2000 Haig A. Sarkissian APPT-001-4 9867 

TITLE OF INVENTION: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE S1RUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE PUBLICATION FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE 

nonprovjsional NO $1330 $0 $1330 07/20/2004 

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT. 
PROSECUTION .QN mE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. 
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON 
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308. 

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE 
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. 11US 
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT D.E. EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE 
REFLECTS A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE APPLIED IN THIS APPLICATION. THE PTOL-85B (OR 
AN EQUIVALENT) MUST BE RETURNED WITHIN THIS PERIOD EVEN IF NO FEE IS DUE OR THE APPLICATION WILL 
BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. 

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE: 

I. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above. 

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your current 
SMALL ENTITY status: 
A. If the status is the same, pay the TOT AL FEE(S) DUE shown 
above. 

B. If the status is changed, pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if 
required) and twice the amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above 
and notify the United States Patent and Trademark Office of the 
change in status, or 

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO: 

A. Pay TOT AL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or 

B. If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITY status before, or is now 
claiming SMALL ENTITY status, check the box below and enclose 
the PUBLICATION FEE and 1/2 the ISSUE FEE shown above. 

CJ Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status. 
See 37 CFR 1.27. 

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL should be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) with 
your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Even if the fee(s) have already been paid, Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be 
completed and returned. If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b" of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be 
completed and an extra copy of the fonn should be submitted. 

Ill. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to 
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary. · 

IMPORT ANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of 
lllaintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due. 

-t l'TOL-85 (Rev. 11/03) Approved for use through 04/30/2004. 
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Unitep STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO Box 1450Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450Www.aspie.gor

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEAND FEE(S) DUE

Dov Rosenfeld NGUYEN, ALAN V
$507 College Avenue
Suite 2 PAPERNUMBER

Oakland, CA 94618 2662 Ie
DATE MAILED:04/20/2004

  APPLICATION NO, FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR

09/608,266 06/30/2000 Haig A. Sarkissian APPT-001-4 9867
TITLE OF INVENTION: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR,

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE PUBLICATIONFEE TOTAL FEE(S} DUE DATE DUE

nonprovisional $1330 $1330 07/20/2004

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERETS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEIS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (F REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE
REFLECTS A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE APPLIED IN THIS APPLICATION. THE PTOL-85B (OR
AN EQUIVALENT) MUST BE RETURNED WITHIN THIS PERIOD EVENIF NO FEE IS DUE OR THE APPLICATION WILL
BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED.

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the SMALL ENTITYstatus shown above.

Ifthe SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your current If the SMALL ENTITYis shown as NO:
SMALLENTITYstatus:

A. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown A, Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or
above,

B. If the status is changed, pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if B.If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITY status before, or is now
fequired) and twice the amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above claiming SMALLENTITYstatus, check the box below and enclose
and notify the United States Patent and Trademark Office of the the PUBLICATIONFEEand 1/2 the ISSUE FEE shown above.
change in status, or Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status.

See 37 CFR1.27.

U. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL should be completed and retumed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO)with
your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE(if required). Even if the fee(s) have already been paid, Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be
completed and retumed. If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b" of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be
Completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted.

Tit. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER:Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
maintenance fees, It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.
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PART B- FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL 

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: ~ 

orfu 

Mail Stop ISSUE FEE 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
(703) 746-4000 

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks I through 4 should be completed where 
appropriate. All further correspondence includmg the Patent, advance orders and notification of mamtenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as 
indicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block I, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" for 
maintenance fee notifications. 

CURRENT OORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Not,o• Lqpbly mad-up with any com:ctlOI15 or use Block I) 

7590 

Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College Avenue 
Suite 2 

04/20/2004 

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the 
Fee(s) Transmittal. Tots certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying 
papers. Each add1nonal paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must 
have its own certificate of mailing or transmission. 

Certificate of Mailing or Transmission 

Oakland, CA 94618 

I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal IS be!D8 deposited with the United 
States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an enveloP.e 
addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimile 
transmitted to the USPTO, on the date indicated below. 

-·-·1 (S1gn11urc) 

(Date) 

APPLICATION NO. FILINODATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR A TIORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

09/608,266 06/30/2000 Haig A. Sarkissian APPT-001-4 9867 

TITLE OF INVENTION: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE 

nonprovisional NO $1330 

EXAMINER ARTUNIT 

NGUYEN, ALAN V 2662 

I. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37 
CFR 1.363). 

Cl Change of correspondence address ( or Change of Correspondence 
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached. 

PU13LJCA TION FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE 

$0 $1330 07/20/2004 

CLASS-SUBCLASS 

370-392000 

Cl "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form 
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer 
Number ii required. 

2. For printmg on the patent front page, list (I) the 
names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys or 
agents OR, alternatively, (2) the name of a single 
firm (having as a member a registered attorney or 
agent) and the names of up to 2 registered patent 
attorneys or agents. If no name 1s listed, no name 
will be printed. 

3 __________ _ 

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON TIIBPATENT (print or type) 

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent Inclusion of assignee data is only appropriate when an assignment has 
been previously submitted to the USPTO or is being submitted under separate cover. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an 11SSignment 
(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY) 

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent); 0 individual Cl corporation or other private group entity Cl government 

4a. The following fee(s) arc enclosed: 4b. Payment ofFee(s): 

Cl Issue Fee Cl A check in the amount of the fee(s) is enclosed. 

Cl Publication Fee Cl Payment by credit card. Form PT0-2038 is attached. 

Cl Advance Order- # of Copies--------- a The Director is hereby authorized by charge the required fee(s), or credit any overpayment, to 
Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy of thts form). 

Director for Patents is requested to apply the Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if any) or to re-apply any previously patd issue fee to the application identified above. 

(Authorized Signature) (Date) 

NOTE· The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (1f required) will not be accepted from an 
other tllan the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other p 
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office. 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to 
obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an 
application. Confidentiahty ts governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is 
estimated to take 12 minutes to com_plete, includmg gathering, p 'ng, and submitting the 
completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary d on the indivtdual 
case. Any comments on the amount of time you require t this form and/or 
suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief I ormation Officer, U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Qepartment of Commerce, Alexandria, Virgima 
22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. 
SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. 

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a 
collection of information unless it displays a valid 0MB control number. 

TRANSMIT THIS FORM WITH FEE(S) 

l'TOL-85 (Rev. 11/03) Approved for use through 04/30/2004. 0MB 0651-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEEomimissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

or Fax (703) 746-4000

INSTRUCTIONS:This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (i required). Blocks 1 through 4 should be completed whereappropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as
ins seated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a} specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS"formalntenance fee notilications.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note Legsbly mark-up woth any corrections or use Block 1)

 

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying

apers, Each additonal fr, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must
1590 04/20/2004 Babe its own certificate dfmailing ortransmission.

Dov Rosenfeld Certificate of Mailingor Transmission ed'with thI hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal 1s being deposited with the United
5507 College Avenue States Postal Service with sufficient postage forfirst class mail in an envelope
Suite 2 addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimile
Oakland, CA 94618 transmitted to the USPTO, on the date indicated below. (Depositor’s name}

 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

09/608,266 06/30/2000 Haig A. Sarkissian APPT-O01-4 9867
TITLE OF INVENTION: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY PUBLICATION FEE TOTAL FEE(S} DUE DATB DUE
NO $0  
 

nonprovisional $1330 $1330 07/20/2004

\ EXAMINER ART UNIT CLASS-SUBCLASS
NGUYEN, ALAN V 2662 370-392600

  
  

 
 

2. For printing on the patent front page, list (1) the
names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys or =}
agents OR, alternatively, (2) the name of a single
firrn (having as a member a registered attorney or 9
agent) and the names of up to 2 registered patent
attomeys or agents. If no name 1s listed, no name 4will be printed.

1. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37
CFR 1463).

Q Changeofcorrespondence address (or Change ofCorrespondence
Address form PTO/SB/1 22) attached.

"Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached, Use of a Customer
Numberis required,   

3, ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (printor type)
PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on thepatent. Inclusion of assignee data is only appropriate when an assignmenthas
been previously submitted to the USPTOoris being submitted under separate cover. Completion ofthis form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment,
(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE:(CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent); Qlindividual (] corporation or other private group entity O governmenteeaortaamenofaanertteeerracaoereanmeceatreeanoneaeamanceeeeeeeeneeoYmeeeee

4a. The following fee(s) are enclosed: 4b, Payment of Fee(s):
Q Issue Fee QO A check in the amount ofthe fee(s) is enclosed,
O Publication Fee O Paymentby creda card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.
Oi Advance Order ~ # of Copies. Q The Director is hereby authorized by charge the required fee(s), or credit an ayment, toCop Deposit Account Number. y 8 ‘enclose eee copy of this form . °

Director for Patents is requested to apply the Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if any) or to re-apply any previously paid issue fee to the application identified above,

(Authorized Signature) (Datc)

NOTE; The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone
other than the applicant; a registered atiomey or agent; or the assignee or other party ininterest as shownbythe records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

Thiscollection of information is required by 37 CFR. 1.311. The information is required to
obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an
Application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR1,14, This collection is
tstimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting thetompiecied application form to the USPTO, Time will vary depending upon the individualCase. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or
Suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Iniormation Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, Alexandria, Virginia22313-1450, DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS.
SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450,

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to acollection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.
TRANSMIT THIS FORM WITH FEE(S)
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NO. 

09/608,266 

7590 

Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College A venue 
Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 

Fil.,ING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR 

06/30/2000 Haig A. Sarkissian 

04/20/2004 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United Stat .. Patent and Trademark Office 
Addm.s: COMMISSIONER FOR PA TENTS 

PO Box 1450 
Alexandr!&, VJl'l!lrua223ll-l450 
www.1.15Pto,gov 

ATIORNEYDOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION NO 

APPT-001-4 9867 

EXAMINER 

NGUYEN, ALAN V 

ARTUNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2662 

DATE MAILED· 04/20/2004 

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b) 
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000) 

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is 652 day(s). If the issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the 
mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks ( six and a half 
months) after the mailing date of this notice, the Patent Term Adjustment will be 652 day(s). 

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that 
determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA. 

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval 
(PAIR) system (http://pair.uspto.gov). 

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of 
Patent Legal Administration at (703) 305-1383. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be 
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at (703) 305-8283. 
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DATE MAILED:04/20/2004

 
Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b} i

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is 652 day(s). If the issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the
mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half
months) after the mailing date ofthis notice, the Patent Term Adjustment will be 652 day(s).

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that
determines Patent Term Adjustmentis the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval
(PAIR) system (http://pair-uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of
Patent Legal Administration at (703) 305-1383. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be
directed to the Customer Service Center ofthe Office of Patent Publication at (703) 305-8283.
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ef 7

Application No.: 09/608,266 Certificate

Filed: June 30, 2000 Aug 1 7 2004

Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR of Correction
LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW

RECORDSIN A NETWORK MONITOR 
 

*

REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTIONS

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

' The above patent contains significant error(s) as indicated on the attached Certificate of Correction form
(submitted in duplicate).

XxX Such error(s) arose through the fault of the Patent and Trademark Office. It is requested that the
certificate be issued at no cost to the applicant.

However,if it is determined that the error(§) arose through the fault of applicant(s), please note
that such erroris of clerical error or minor nature and occurred in good faith and therefore issuance of
the certificate of Correction is respectfully requested. The Commissioneris authorized to charge
Deposit Account No. 50-0292 any required fee. A duplicate of this request is attached.

Sucherror(s) arose through the fault of applicant(s). A credit card charge form for the fee is
enclosed. Such erroris of clerical error or minor nature and occurred in good faith and therefore
issuance of the certificate of Correction is respectfully requested.

%

Sucherror(s) specifically:

In column 4,line 38, please change “part of the cache subsystem of the analyzer subsystem! * to --
part of the cache subsystem 1115 of the analyzer subsystem--.

Certificate ofMailing under 37 CFR 1.8
I hereby certify that this response is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as‘first class mail in an
envelope addressed to the CommissionerforPatents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on. 

ase

20 AUG 2004
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Our Ref./Docket No: APPT-001-4 Page2 

In column 5, line 28, please change "tha provides a framework" to --that provides a framework--. 

In column 5, line 30, please change "for understanding the functionaly" to --understanding the 
functionality--. 

In column 5, line 47, please change "may use a layerd model" to --may use a layered model--. 

In column 6, line 58, please change "buut that" to --but that--. 

In column 14, line 3, please change "or the or all the lookup tables for the is PRD" to --or all the 
lookup tables for the PRD--. 

In column 15, line 10, please change "described in FIG. 6 FIG. 6 is a flow chart" to --described in 
FIG. 6. FIG. 6 is a flow chart--. 

In column 28, line 34, please change "denoted "i1" 219" to --denoted "i1
" 21$)--. 

In column 29, line 16, please change "UDS for p1 that" to --UDS for p1 that--. 

In column 29, line 61, please change "and source address Sand C1," to --and source address S1 and 
Ci,--. 

In column 36, lines 39-41, please change "A packet monitor for examining packet passing through 
a connection point on a computer network, each packets conforming to" to -- A packet monitor for 
examining packets passing through a connection point on a computer network, each packet 
conforming to--. ' 

In column 37, lines 61-63, please change "A packet monitor for examining packet passing through a 
connection point on a computer network, each packets conforming to" to -- A packet monitor for 
examining packets passing through a connection point on a computer network, each packet 
conforming to--. 

The undersigned requests being contacted at (510) 547-3378 if there are any questions or clarifications, 
or if there are any problems with issuance of the Certificate of Correction. 

Aug. lO I 'LOO'-t 
Date 

Address for correspondence: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College A venue, Suite 2, 
Oakland, CA 94618 
Tel. (510) 547-3378; Fax:,(510) 2?1-2985 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Dov enfeld, Reg. No. 38687 
Agent of Record. 

08/31/2004 QTOLBERT 00000004 500292 09608266 
Sale Ref: 00000004 DAD: 500292 09608266 
01 FC:1811 100. 00 00 
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Our Ref./Docket No: _APPT-001-4 Page 2 

In column 5, line 28, please change “tha provides a framework”to --that provides a framework--.

In column 5, line 30, please change “for understanding the functionaly”to --understanding the
functionality--.

In column 5, line 47, please change “may usea layerd model”to --may use a layered model--.

In column 6,line 58, please change “buut that”to ~-butthat--.

In column 14,line 3, please change “orthe or all the lookuptables for the is PRD”to --or all the
lookup tables for the PRD--.

In column 15, line 10, please change “described in FIG. 6 FIG.6 is a flow chart” to --described in
FIG.6. FIG.6 is a flow chart--.

In column 28,line 34, please change “denoted “i,” 219” to --denoted “i!” 219--.

In column 29,line 16, please change “UDSfor p; that” to --UDSforp!that--.

In column 29,line 61, please change “and source address Sand C;,” to --and source address S; and
Ch.

In column 36,lines 39-41, please change “A packet monitor for examining packet passing through
a connection point on a computer network, each packets conforming to” to -- A packet monitorfor
examining packets passing through a connection point on a computer network, each packet
conformingto--. ‘

In column 37, lines 61-63, please change “A packet monitor for examining packet passing through a
connection point on a computer network, each packets conforming to” to -- A packet monitor for
examining packets passing through a connection point on a computer network, each packet
conforming to--.

The undersigned requests being contacted at (510) 547-3378 if there are any questionsor clarifications,
or if there are any problems with issuance of the Certificate of Correction.

Respectfully Submitted,

  fing. lo, Oo
Date Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687

Agent of Record.

Address for correspondence:
Dov Rosenfeld /
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2,
Oakland, CA 94618 : 08/31/2004 OTELBERT 90000004 500292 o9608REE =~

, Sale Refs :Tel. (510) 547-3378; Fax: (510) 291-2985 82 FeeiaisSOMOBIMsoutese  Oscoeabe&
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PTO/SB/44 (10-96) 
Approved for use through 6/30/99. 0MB 0651-0033 

, ,_.., __ 1he p . . Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
VI ..,.. apenMllk Redt.dion Act of 1995, no persoos ara required to respcn:J to a collection of information tneSS it cisplays a valid 0MB control 

number. 
/Also Form PT0-1050) 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

PATENT NO: 6,771,646 f> 1 

DATED : August 3, 2004 

INVENTOR(S) : Sarkissian, et al. 

It is certified that an error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent 
are hereby corrected as shown below: 

In column 4, line 38, please change "part of the cache subsystem of the analyzer subsystem" to -- part of 
the cache subsystem 1115 of the analyzer subsystem--. 

In column 5, line 28, please change "tha provides a framework" to --that provides a framework--. 

In column 5, line 30, please change "for understanding the functionaly" to --understanding the 
functionality--. 

In column 5, line 47, please change "may use a layerd model" to --may use a layered model--. 

In column 6, line 58, please change "buut that" to --but that--. 

In column 14, line 3, please change "or the or all the lookup tables for the is PRO" to --or all the'lookup 
tables for the PRO--. 

In column 15, line 10, please change "described in FIG. 6 FIG. 6 is a flow chart" to --described in FIG. 6. 

FIG. 6 is a flow chart--. 

In column 28, line 34, please change "denoted "i1" 219" to--denoted "i1" 219--. 

In column 29, line 16, please change "UOS for p1 thaeio --UDS for p1 that--. 

In column 29, line 61, please change "and source address Sand C1," to --and source address S1 and C1,-

-. 
In column 36, lines 39-41, please change "A packet monitor for examining packet passing through 
a connection point on a computer network, each packets conforming to" to -- A packet monitor for 
examining packets passing through a connection point on a computer network, each packet 
conforming to··: 

/ 

In column 37, lines 61-63, please change "A packet monitor tor examining packet passing through a 
connection point on a computer network, each packets conforming to" to -- A packet monitor for 
examining packets passing through a connection point on a computer network, each packet conforming 
to--. · 

MAILING ADDRESS OF S6:NDER (Atty/Agent of Record): 
Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 

Oakland, CA 94618 

PATENT NO: 6,n1.646 l3 J 
No. of additional copies 

2 0 AUG 2004 

i 
I 

.: 
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PTO/SB/44 (10-96)

Under the Paperwork Reduction Patent and TradernarkOffice. US. DEPARTMENT OFCOtmooeeefon Act . ind Trademark Office: U.S. MMEP of 1895, no parsons are required fo respond to a collection of information unlese it displays a valid ROE
number.

Aiso Form PTO-1080)

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO: 6,771,646 B!

DATED : August 3, 2004

INVENTOR(S) : Sarkissian,et al.

It is certified that an error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent
are hereby corrected as shownbelow:

in column 4,line 38, please change “part of the cache subsystem of the analyzer subsystem’to -- part of
the cache subsystem 1115 of the analyzer subsystem--.

In column 5,line 28, please change “tha provides a framework” to --that provides a framework--.

in column5, line 30, please change “for understanding the functionaly’ tounderstanding the
functionality--.

in column5,line 47, please change “may use a layerd mode!” to --may use a layered model--.

In column6,line 58, please change “buut that” to --but that--.

in column 14,line 3, please change “orthe orall the lookup tables for the is PRD”to --orall thelookup
tables for the PRD--.

In column 15,line 10, please change “described in FIG. 6 FIG.6 is a flow chart”to --described in FIG. 6.

FIG. 6 is a flow chart--.

In column 28,line 34, please change “denoted “i,” 219" to --denoted i”249--,

in column 29, line 16, please change “UDSfor p, that''to --UDSfor p' that--.
In column 29,line 61, please change “and source address Sand C,,” to --and source address S$, and C,,-

in column 36,lines 39-41, please change “A packet monitor for examining packet passing through
a connection point on a computer network, each packets conforming to” to -- A packet monitorfor
examining packets passing through a connection point on a computer network, each packet
conformingto--. L
In column 37, lines 61-63, please change “A packet monitor for examining packet passing through a
connection point on a computer network, each packets conforming to” to -- A packet monitorfor
examining packets passing through a connection point on a computer network, each packet conforming
to--.

 
MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER(Atty/Agent of Record):

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 PATENT NO:_6,771,646_(3 l
5507 College Avenue, Sulte2 No. of additional copies
Oakland, CA 94618

99 AUG 2004
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PTO/SB/44 (10-96) 
Approved for use through 6/30/99. 0MB 0651-oo33 

Under th P 
Patent and Trademark:Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

e ape!'M)rk Reduction fd of 1995, no persons are required to r8Spcni to a colleclioo of information unless It cisplays a valid 0MB control 
number. 

{Also Form PT0-1050) 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND.TRADEMARK OFFICE 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

PATENT NO: 6,771,646 {?I 

DATED : August 3, 2004 

INVENTOR(S) : Sarkissian, et al. 

It is certified that an error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent 
are hereby corrected as shown below: 

In column 4, line 38, please change "part of the cache subsystem of the analyzer subsystem" to -- part of 
the cache subsystem 1115 of the analyzer subsystem--. \) 

In column 5, line 28, please change ''tha provides a framework" to --that provides a framework--. ~ 

In column 5, line 30, please change "for understanding the functionaly" to --understanding the ~ 
functionality--. 

In column 5, line 47, please change "may use a layerd moder to --may use a layered model--. CJ 
In column 6, line 58, please change "buut that" to --but that--. 

In column 14, line 3, please change "or the or all the lookup tables for the is PAD" to --or all the looku~ 
tables for the PRO--. ~ \ G 
In column 15, One 10, please change "described in FIG. 6 FIG. 6 is a flow chart" to --described in FIG. 6. 

FIG. 6 is a flow chart--. 

In column 28, line 34, please change "denoted "i1" 219" to --denoted "i1" 219--. 

In column 29, line 16, please change "UDS for p1 that'' to --UDS for p1 that--. 

v 

~~ column 29, line 61, please change "and source address Sand C1," to --and source address S1 and 0. 
In column 36, lines 39-41, please change "A packet monitor for examining packet passing through 
a connection point on a computer network, each packets conforming to" to -- A packet monitor for \J 
examining packets passing through a connection point on a computer network, each packet 
conforming to--. 

In column 37, lines 61-63, please change "A packet monitor for examining packet passing through a 
connection point on a computer network, each packets conforming to" to -- A packet monitor for 
examining packets passing through a connection point on a computer network, each packet conforming 

~- 0 

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Atty/Agent of Record): 
Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 

Oakland, CA 94618 

PATENT NO: 6 771 646 ~f 
No. of additional copies 

2 O /\UG 21lil4 
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PTO/SB/44 (4 0-96)

Patent Approved foruse through6/30/99. OMB 0651-co33aperwork . and TrademarkOffice: U.S. NT OF COUnder the P, Reduction Act of 1895, no persons are required tO respond to a collection of information unless it displays avaid OMERCE
number,

Also Form PTO.1050'

UNITED STATES PATENT AND. TRADEMARK OFFICE
- CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO: 6,771,646 6!

DATED : August 3, 2004

INVENTOR(S) : Sarkissian, etal.

  
  
  
  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

It is certified that an error appear in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent
are hereby corrected as shown below:

in column 4,line 38, please change “part of the cache subsystern of the analyzer subsystem” to -- part of
the cache subsystem 1115 of the analyzer subsystem--.

in column 5, line 28, please change “tha provides a framework” to --that pravides a framework--. ©
in column5, line 30, please change “for understandingthe functionaly’ to --understanding the Nv
functionality--.

tn column5, line 47, please change “may use a layerd model” to --may use a layered model--. Cy
In column6,line 58, please change “buut that”to --but that--. ( ,aw

In column 74,line 3, please change “or the orall the lockup tables for the is PRD”to --or all the looku
tables for the PRD--. (,

In colurnn 15, line 10, please change “described in FIG. 6 FIG. 6 is a fiow chart” to --described in FIG. 6.  FIG. 6 is a flow chart--. vY
in column28,line 34, please change “denoted “i,” 219" to --denoted “"" 219--. vy
in column 29,line 16, please change “UDSforp, that” to --UDSfor p’ that--. wv

In column 29,line 61, please change “and source address Sand C,,” to --and source address S, andcy
in column 36, lines 39-41, please change “A packet monitor for examining packet passing through

a connection point on a cémputer network, each packets conforming to” to -- A packet monitorfor gS
examining packets passing through a connection point on a computer network, each packet
conforming to--.

in column 37, lines 61-63, please change “A packet monitor for examining packet passing through a
connection point on a computer network, each packets conforming to” to -- A packet monitorfor
examining packets passing through a connection point on a computer network, each packet conforming

to--. O

 
MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Atty/Agent of Record):

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 PATENT NO:__6,771,646 ia
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 No.of additional copies

Oakland, CA 94618 .
99 AUG 2004  
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Patent 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Sarkissian, et al. 

Assignee: Hi/fn, Inc. 

Patent No: 6,771,6461? \ 

Issue Date: August, 3, 2004 

Application No.: 09/608,266 

Filed: June 30, 2000 

Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR 
LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

SEP O 1 2004 

REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTIONS 

Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Commissioner: 

~/? 
! ~ 

,. ' 
p 

The above patent contains significant error(s) as indicated on the attached Certificate of Correction form 
(submitted in duplicate). 

_x_ Such error(s) arose through the fault of applicant(s). A credit card charge form for the fee is 
enclosed. Each such error is of clerical error or minor nature and occurred in good faith and therefore 
issuance of the certificate of Correction is respectfully requested. 

Such error(s) specifically: 

In column 37, line 54 (the 8th line of claim 6), kindly change "stack," to --set,--. 

In column 38, line 56 (the 151 line of claim 12), kindly change "A method" to --A monitor--. 

In column 38, line 64 (the 1st line of claim 13), kindly change "A method" to --A monitor--. 

, , , ,-..,. r r r r • ,. • r.r,. r ~,..., J r f I" 

·, :::·!'J/1.Llt.C Vl..'\.1\.1'.J\li:'.C: t•i1...l.t-~:t 

- ,, -· 
J\..'V.VV L!l 

Certificate of Mailing under 37 CFR 1.8 
I hereby certify that this response is beiQg deposited with the United States Postal Service as first class mail in an 
eo,clop, ,ddre,~d to th, Cornmisslo"" foe Patoo~. P .0. Box 1450, Alexond,~ 22313-1450 on. 

Dato, llu<1 · 7, 11 ]_o o'-1 . S,gn,d ~ 
Name: Amy Drury 
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émmateventor(s): Sarkissian,et al.

Assignee: Hi/fn,Inc.

Patent No: 6,771,646? |

Issue Date: August, 3, 2004

Application No.: 09/608,266

Filed: June 30, 2000

 
@ak Ref./Docket No: APP1-v01-4

Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR

LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW

RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR

Patent

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTIONS

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

The above patent contains significant error(s) as indicated on the attached Certificate of Correction form
(submitted in duplicate).

xX Such error(s) arose through the fault of applicant(s). A credit card charge form for the fee is
enclosed. Each such error is of clerical error or minor nature and occurred in good faith and therefore
issuance of the certificate of Correction is respectfully requested.

Such error(s) specifically:

In column 37, line 54 (the 8" line of claim 6), kindly change “stack,”to --set,--.

In column 38, line 56 (the 1"line of claim 12), kindly change “A method”to --A monitor--.

In column 38, line 64 (the 1line of claim 13), kindly change “A method”to --A monitor--.

a eee ree ne pear te4 THURVUMYYYE Dae

wet oe

Certificate of Mailing under 37 CFR 1.8

I hereby certify that this response is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as
envelope addressed to the Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on.

 Date: Pug. t] LOOM
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Name: Amy Drury
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Our Ref./Docket No: APrroOl-4 0 Page2 

The undersigned requests being contacted at (510) 547-3378 if there are any questions or clarifications, 
or if there are any problems with issuance of the Certificate of Correction. 

Address for correspondence: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College A venue, Suite 2, 
Oakland, CA 94618 
Tel. (510)547-3378; Fax: (510)291-2985 

Respectfully Submitted, 

eld, Reg. No. 38687 
Agent of Record. 

. I 
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Our Ref./Docket No: appears

The undersigned requests being contacted at (510) 547-3378if there are any questions or Clarifications,
or if there are any problemswith issuanceof the Certificate of Correction.

 
Page 2

Respectfully Submitted,

 27,2004
Date Dov R: eld, Reg. No. 38687

Agent of Record.

 

Address for correspondence:
Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2,
Oakland, CA 94618

Tel. (510)547-3378; Fax: (510)291-2985
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PTO/SB/44 (10·96) 

Approved for use through 6/30/99. 0MB 0651-0033 
Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Under the PapeMOlk Reduction M. of 1995, no persons are required to respord to a collection of information unless it displays a valid 0MB control 
number. 

(Also Form PT0-1050) 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

PATENT NO: 6,771,646 b\ 
DATED : August 3, 2004 

INVENTOR(S) : Sarkissian, et al. 

It is certified that an error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent 
are hereby corrected as shown below: 

In column 37, line 54 (the 8th line of claim 6), kindly change "stack," to --set,--. 

In column 38, line 56 (the 1st line of claim 12), kindly change "A method" to --A monitor--. 

In column 38, line 64 (the 1st line of claim 13), kindly change "A method" to --A monitor--. 

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Atty/Agent of Record): 
Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 

Oakland, CA 94618 

PATENT NO: 6 771 646 t} / 
No. of additional copies 
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PTO/SB/44 (40-96)
Approved for use through 6/30/09. OMB 0651-0033

_ Patent and Trademark Offica: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required fo respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB contranumber.

Also Form PTQ-1050

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO: 6,771,646 |

DATED : August 3, 2004

INVENTOR(S) : Sarkissian,et al.

It is certified that an error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent
are hereby corrected as shown below:

In column 37,line 54 (the 8" line of claim 6), kindly change “stack,”to --set,--.

In column 38, line 56 (the 1“line of claim 12), kindly change “A method” to --A monitor--.

In column 38,line 64 (the 1“ line of claim 13), kindly change “A method”to --A monitor--.

 

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER(Atty/Agent of Record): aDov Rosenfald, Reg. No. 38687 PATENT NO: 6,771,646 {
5607 Collage Avenue, Suite 2 No. of additional copies

Oakland, CA 94618
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• PTO/SB/44 (10 9 ) 
Approved. for use through 6/30/99. 0MB 0651-oot 

Patent and Trademark Office: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no peraons are required to l'8Sf))nd to a colleclkirt of information unless It displays a valid OfvB control 

number. 
/Also Form PT0-10501 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

PATENT NO: 6,771,646 0\ 
DATED : August 3, 2004 

INVENTOR(S) : Sarkissian, et al. 

It is certified that an error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent 
are hereby corrected as shown below: 

In column 37, line 54 (the 8th line of claim 6), kindly change "stack," to --set,--. ~ 

In column 38, line 56 (the 1st line of claim 12), kindly change "A method" to --A monitor--. ~ 

In column 38, line 64 (the 1st line of claim 13), kindly change "A method" to --A monitor-- .• ~, 
·~' 

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Atty/Agent of Record): 
Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 

Oakland, CA 94618 

PATENT NO: 6 771 646 /j \ 
No. of additional copies 
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Approved for use through 6/30/99. OMBcaso26)
Patent and Trademark Office: U.S, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1895, no persoris are required to respond to a collectidr of information unless It displays a valid OMB
nurnber,

Also Form PTO-1050)

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
- CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO: 6,771,646 (|

DATED : August 3, 2004

INVENTOR(S) : Sarkissian,et al.

It is certified that an error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent
are hereby corrected as shown below:

In column 37, line 54 (the 8"line of claim 6), kindly change “stack,” to --set,--. \
Tn column 38, line 56 (the 1“line of claim 12), kindly change “Amethod”to --A monitor--. x

\i

In column 38,line 64 (the 1“line of claim 13), kindly change “A method”to --A monitor--. &  
 

MAILING AODRESS OF SENDER (Atty/Agent of Record):
Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 PATENT NO:_6,771,646 B |
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 No. of additional copies
Oakland, CA 94618
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UNITED STATES r A TENT AND TRADEMARK. OFFICE 

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

PATENT NO. : 6,771,646 Bl 
DATED : August 3, 2004 
JNVENTOR(S) : Sarkissian et al. 

Pagel of 2 

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is 
hereby corrected as shown below: 

Column 4, 
Line 38, please change "part of the cache subsystem of the analyzer subsystem" to 
-- part of the cache subsystem 1115 of the analyzer subsystem --. 

/ 

Column 5, 
Line 28, please change "tha provides a framework" to -- that provides a framework--. 
Line 30, please change "for understanding the functionaly" to -- understanding the 
functionality--. 
Line 47, please change "may use a layerd model" to-- may use a layered model--. 

Column 6, 
Line 58, please change "buut that" to - but that--: 

.:::'.olumn 14. 
Line 3, please change "or the or all the lookup tables for the is PRO" to -- "or all the 
l·Jokup tables for the PRO--. 

Column 15. 
Line 10, please change "described in FIG. 6 FIG. 6 is a flow chart" to -- described in 
FIG.6. 
FIG. 6 is a flow cha&--. 

Column 28, 
Line 34, please change "denoted "it" 219" to-- denoted "i1

" 219 --. 

Column 29. 
Line 16, please change "UDS for p1 that" to -- UDS for p 1 that --. 
Line 61, please change "and source address Sand Ci," to - and source address S1 and 
C1, --. 

Column 36, 
Lines 39-41, please change "A packet monitor for examining packet passing through a 
connection point on a computer network, each packets conforming to" to -- A packet 
monitor for examining packets passing through a connection point on a computer 
network, each packet conforming to --. 
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CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 
PATENT NO. : 6,771,646 Bl Page 1 of 2
DATED : August 3, 2004 :
INVENTOR(S): Sarkissian etal.
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itis certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and thatsaid Letters Patentis
hereby corrected as shown below:

Column 4

Line 38, please change “part of the cache subsystem ofthe analyzer subsystem”to
-- part of the cache subsystem 1115 of the analyzer subsystem --.a

 

Column §

Line 28, please change “tha provides a framework”to -- that provides a framework --.
Line 30, please change “for understanding the functionaly”to -- understanding the
functionality --.
Line 47, please change “may use a layerd model”to -- may use a layered model ~.

 

Column 6,
Line 58, please change “buutthat”to -- but that --.

column 14

Line 3, please change “or the or all the lookup tables for the is PRD” to -- “or all the
Jookup tables for the PRD --.

 

Column i

Line 10, please change “described in FIG. 6 FIG.6 is a flow chart”to -- describedin
FIG. 6.

FIG.6 is a flow chart’-~.

Column 28

Line 34, please change “denoted “i,” 219”to -- denoted “i!”219 --.

 

Column 29

Line 16, please change “UDSforp, that” to -- UDS for p! that --.
Line 61, please change “and source address Sand C),” to -- and source address S; and
Cy.

 

Column 36,
Lines 39-41, please change “A packet monitor for examining packet passing through a
connection point on a computer network, cach packets conforming to”to -- A packet
monitor for examining packets passing through a connection point on a computer
network, each packet conforming to ~-.
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pATENTNO. 
DATED 
(NVENTOR(S) 

UNITED STA TES .e A TENT AND TRADEMARK. OFFICE 

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

: 6,771,646 Bl 
: August 3, 2004 
: Sarkissian et al. 

Page 2 of 2 

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is 
hereby corrected as shown below: 

Column 37, 
Lines 61-63, please change "A packet monitor for examining packet passing through a 
connection point on a computer network, each packets conforming to" to -- A packet 
monitor for examining packets passing through a connection point on a computer 
network, each packet conforming to --. 

Signed and Sealed this 

Twenty-first Day of September, 2004 

JONW.DUDAS 
Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 

L 
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UNITED STATES «ATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO.  : 6,771,646 B1 Page 2 of 2
DATED : August 3, 2004 .
INVENTOR(S) _: Sarkissian etal.

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is
hereby corrected as shown below:

Column 37

Lines 61-63, please change “A packet monitor for examining packet passing through a
connection point on a computer network, each packets conformingto”to -- A packet
monitor for examining packets passing through a connection point on a computer
network, each packet conformingto--.

  
dey»aBpeit.waa
aes
‘ Signed and Sealedthis

Twenty-first Day of September, 2004

WD
u JON W. DUDAS

Director ofthe United States Patent and Trademark Office
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UNITED STATES :ki:'ENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

PATENT NO. : 6,771,646 Bl 
DATED : August 3, 2004 

Pagel of l 

.INVENTOR(S) : Sarkissian et al. 

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said letters Patent is 
hereby corrected as shown below: 

Column 37, 
Line 54, kindly change "stack," to - set, --. 

Column 38, 
Lines 56 and 64, kindly change "A method" to -- A monitor --. 

Signed and Sealed this 

Sixteenth Day of November, 2004 

JONW.DUDAS 
Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 

~i 

L
,i~i. 
, ,!;A, 

~-------------------i 
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CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

 
  
 

   PATENT NO._: 6,771,646 B1 Page | of 1
DATED : August 3, 2004
INVENTOR(S) _: Sarkissian etal.  
 
 
 It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patentis

herebycorrected as shown below:  
  

 
  
 

Column 37,
Line 54, kindly change “stack,” to -- set, --. 

 
 

Column 38,
Lines 56 and 64, kindly change “A method”to -- A monitor--.

  
meamfe

feeWOogtat- an

Signed and Sealed this 
 Sixteenth Day ofNovember, 2004

om Woue
JON W. DUDAS

Director ofthe United States Patent and Trademark Office
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TO: ___ · ]Vlh'.:r _on_'notedatc):.._1-/-~/Jll/~fRt.No.~·.K2 .. !_If_ b lJ..iJ 11( 
.. T-Lea4erdn1Uals . • 0 -... , . . '· · ... -

INFO SUP-PLIED BY: { ' .· / ... . . . . ': 
. OAOU>RC lnla.J.s 

SECOND REQUEST (DIFFERENT CORRECITONS), SUPERSEDE ORRECONS~ERA TION 
(OAC OR LDRC, USE A RED PEN FOR COMPLETING INFO, ON TIIIS COVER ~HEET.) (ll~oo2 cbn) • 

Team Leader, an Office Automation Clerk may assist you by supplying data from CofC Database 
(Current & History), PALM, and copies from Intranet, to determine type of request (second request, 
supersede, and/or reconsideration) and to determine if there were any errors made in decisions and/or 
publishing are attributable. Team Leader, check appropriate boxes below, key record (if necess·ary) and 
fonvard to JCWS, to order file and assign file to an LIE, to EXPEDITE: 

Team Leader, DO NOT ORDER Frr..E. - . 

MRD (forrcques(~(fachcd(o(hiscovccshcct)! y 13 0 I ku4 (Team Leade~ have LDRC;stamp same ~RD on. 1050s.) 

File Charged to (in PALM): Date Charged to·:Loc.: 'i l 
Information re most recent record in CofC database(Check Current & Hist~n') 

MRD: [ / 9 O / ~oo L( Examiner (LIB's initials): 3 f 
Date Assigned: j [ / u / '}4~ ir Turned In: 8:: / '/ -, / rl.- c,O 'r 
CofC Issued: f I t9,t'l Oy(cofC Denied: / / Updated: Y / N Date: / / 

Patent number listed on C of C listing in OG ((drtlconc) Y / N 

· CofC Issued for this record is attached to patent on Internet (c:in:l~one) Y / N 

New/different correction(s}requested. Check Intranet or with RTIS. (circle one) Y / N 

A r=J Duplicate (same heading and corrections published/issued~ofC:on_I_!ltranet. '(dmc~1,e) Y / N 
Substitute or corrected request. Locate the original request( check with JC\VS and RTIS). · 

, econd Request (another) requesting new/different corrections or additional corrections. TEAM 
R, DO NOT ORDER Frr..E. If necessary, call attorney/applicant for assistance in de.termining if 

new/different -corrections. Team Leader, key-new a record on: , · /cf. ./ L . Place and'count with 

CofCs keyed, same week, determine and note in to upper right hand comer if"P", " ", or "RT.C". 
Mark through· any corrections on 1050, that were appropriately published; or JCWS assign to:. ___ _ 

0 Reconsideration O Supersede O SpecialCofC O Er:atum 0Expedite CofC 

Team Leader, determine if a Request for a Corrected CofC (Supersede) or Rec_onsideration, due 
to error in decisions or keying, attributable to (check the appropriate box, below): 

ORTIS 
Keying Error 

D LIE: D OFFICE . : D .ATTY. . 
LIE Processing or Error in Entry of Document 1.323 Considcrntwn 

Decision Error or Ex. Decision or Petition Required 
If errors are a~tributable to LIE, use guidelines for appropriately notifying the LIE and rccord~ng 
errors (make copies supporting that the LIE made error, attach copies to this cover sheet; kecpi.ng 
copies for your records, and fonvard copies to CBN, at the end of each month). 

0 JW or OL, locate request for CofC published on: / / and rctum to:--
(Circte OAC Inf(l:als) 

, 0 Team Leader keyed record on on: O Post ci1rd Printed by Tasnccm 
, i (futu Leaders, c:ive all second r-equests (o Tasnecnt. (o print a post card.) -

' 0 JCWS, order file and assign or reassign to LIB/to: /LIE, see yo~r '.l'e~m.Leader for _assist~ncc. 

Comments/ Instructions: _________________ ___:..:___·...,;;·-;.:,;n:.;..' .:..· ·.:..:..._:_.:._..;;.· :_. --

SEE REVERSE SIDE, FOR ADDITIONAL COMMENTS/INSTRUCTIONS) 

l 

l 
i 
.1 

I 
I 

I 
j 
1 

I 
i 
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bpDYyPat. Nos 2:@©)nee

SECOND REQUEST (DIFFERENT CORRECITONS), SUPERSEDEOR:RECONSIDERATION
(OAC OR LDRC, USE A RED PEN FOR COMPLETINGINFO, ON THIS COVER SHEET) (112002 cbn)

Team Leader, an Office Automation Clerk mayassist you by supplying data from CofC Database
(Current & History), PALM,and copies from Intranet, to determine type of request (second request,
supersede, and/or reconsideration) and to determi
publishing are attributable. Team Leader,check appropriate boxes below, keyrecord (if necessary)and.

ne if there were any errors made in decisions and/or

forward to JCWS, to orderfile and assign file to an LIE, to EXPEDITE. 

Team Leader, DO NOT ORDER FILE.
MRD (for request altached (0 thus cover shect) y [3320 / Zev (Team Leader have LDRC; stamp same MRD on1050s) .
File Charged to (in PALM): Date Charged toLoc:  / l
 Information re most recent record in CofC database(Check Current & History

iner (LI®’sinitials):SFP
 Date Assigned:a & / 24 / coyy Turned In:_§7Btyp aeooll

CofC Issued: [LAL CofC Denied: f / Updated: Y / N Date: f /

Patent numberlisted on C of C listing in OG (arde ane) Y/R

- CofC Issued for this recordis attached to patent on Internet (circle one) Y / N

New/different correction(s) requested. Check Intranet or with RTIS. Gideon Y / N

i Duplicate (same heading and corrections published/issued-CofC-onIntranet. (circteaney) Y / N_

i

MRD: { 20 / oo \ Exami

{t G Substitute or corrected request. Locate the
C econd Request (another) requesting new/d

original request(check with JCWS and RTIS).
ifferent corrections or additional corrections. TEAM

DER, DO NOT ORDERFILE, If necessary,call attorney/applicantfor assistance in determiningif
; new/different corrections. Team Leader, key. new a record on: //7- [o LEY. Place and‘count with

CofCs keyed, same week, determine and note in to upper right band corner if «p”, “ * or “RTC”.
Mark threugh-any corrections on 1050, that were appropriately published; or JCWSassign ta: 

C] Reconsideration[] Supersede [| S

 

pecial CofC (| Erratum []Expedite CofC
Team Leader, determine if a Request for a Corrected CofC (Supersede) or Reconsideration, duc

to error in decisions or keying, attributable to (check the appropriate box, below):

[|eas [| um:
Keying Error LIE Processing or

Decision Error

[| OFFICE [| ATTY.
Error in Entry of Docuniént 1.323 Considerations
or Ex. Decision ér Petition Required

If errors are attributable to LIE, use guidelines for appropriately notifying the LIE and reco rding
errors (make copies supporting that the LIE madeerror, attach copies to this cover sheet; keeping
copies for your records, and forward copies

| [| IW or OL,locate request for CofC
i (Circle OAC Initials)

Team Leader keyed record on on:
; (TeamLeaders, give all second requests Co Tasneem, (o print a post card.)

to CBN, at the end of each month).

published on: [ f and return to:__

[] Past card Printed by Tasneem

0 JCWS, orderfile and assign or reassign to LIE/to: /LIE, seeyour Team Leader for assistance
Comments/ Instructions:

i  
. _—

{ Q SEE REVERSE SIDE, FOR ADDITIONAL COMMENTSANSTRUCTIONS)
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Our Ref./Docket No: APProOl-4 
() 

Patent 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Inventor(s): Sarkissian, et al. 

Assignee: Hi/fn, Inc. 

Patent No: 6,771,646 0 \ 
Issue Date: August, 3, 2004 

Application No.: 09/608,266 

Filed: June 30, 2000 

Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR 
LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTIONS 

Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Commissioner: 

The above patent contains significant error(s) as indicated on the attached Certificate of Correction form 
(submitted in duplicate). 

_x_ Such error(s) arose through the fault of applicant(s). A credit card charge form for the fee is 
enclosed. Each such error is of clerical error or minor nature and occurred in good faith and therefore 
issuance of the certificate of Correction is respectfully requested. 

Such error(s) specifically: 

In column 37, line 54 (the 8th line of claim 6), kindly change "stack," to --set,--. 

In column 38, line 56 (the 1st line of claim 12), kindly change "A method" to--A monitor--. 

In column 38, line 64 (the 1st line of claim 13), kindly change "A method" to --A monitor--. 

Certificate of Mailing under 37 CFR 1.8 
I hereby certify that this response is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as first class mail in an 
envelope addressed to the Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on. 

Date: 
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| C) :: Our Ref./Docket No: appoui sf Patent
; IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

4 a
4 Inventor(s): Sarkissian,et ai.
‘ Assignee: Hi/fn, Inc.
4 Patent No: 6,771,646 P \
i Issue Date: August, 3, 2004
“4 Application No.: 09/608,266

5 Filed: June 30, 2000
: . Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR
: LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW

s RECORDSIN A NETWORK MONITOR

‘ REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTIONS
By

Commissioner for Patents

2 P.O. Box 1450
a Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

¥ Dear Commissioner:

H The above patent contains significant error(s} as indicated on the attached Certificate of Correction form
4 (submitted in duplicate).
u
i xX Sucherror(s) arose through the fault of applicant(s). A credit card charge form for the fee is
. enclosed. Each such erroris of clerical error or minor nature and occurred in good faith and therefore
# issuance of the certificate of Correction is respectfully requested.

4 Such error(s) specifically:
‘ In column 37, line 54 (the 8" line of claim 6), kindly change “stack,” to --set,--.

In column 38,line 56 (the 1“ line of claim 12), kindly change “A method”to --A moniter--.
‘
¥ In column 38,line 64 (the 1™ line of claim 13), kindly change “A method”to --A monitor--.

q
i]

# Certificate of Mailing under 37 CFR 1.8
3 I hereby certify that this response is being deposited with the United States Postal Service asfirst class mail in an

: envelope addressed to the Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on.

j Date:_—_fray.21,7004 Signed:
a Name: Amy Drury
os3
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Our Ref./Docket No: APP~l-4 0 Page 2 

The undersigned requests being contacted at (510) 547-3378 if there are any questions or clarifications, 
or if there are any problems with issuance of the Certificate of Correction. 

I 
Date 

Address for correspondence: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College A venue, Suite 2, 
Oakland, CA 94618 
Tel. (510)547-3378; Fax: (510)291-2985 

Respectfully Submitted, 

eld, Reg. No. 38687 
Age of Record. 
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The undersigned requests being contacted at (510) 547-3378if there are any questionsorClarifications,
or if there are any problemswith issuance of the Certificate of Correction.

Respectfully Submitted,
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| ODDate @ld, Reg. No. 38687_
of Record.

Address for correspondence:! Dov Rosenfeld
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2,
Oakland, CA 94618

Tel. (510)547-3378; Fax: (510)291-2985 
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Our Ref./Docket No: APPT-001-4 Patent 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Inventor(s): Sarkissian, et al. 

Assignee: Hi/fn, Inc. 

Patent No: 6,771,646 

Issue Date: August 3, 2004 

Application No.: 09/608,266 

Filed: June 30, 2000 

Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR 
LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTIONS 
Change of lnventorship 

Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-14 50 

Dear Commissioner: 

The above patent contains significant error(s) as indicated on the attached Certificate of Correction 
form (submitted in duplicate). 

Such error(s) arose through the fault of applicant(s). Payment for the fee is being submitted by EFS 
Web by credit card payment. Each such error is of clerical error or minor nature and occurred in good 
faith and therefore issuance of the certificate of Correction is respectfully requested. The correction 
does not involve changes which would constitute new matter or require re-examination. 

Such error(s) specifically: 

Kindly add William H. Bares, of 5063 Elester Drive, San Jose, CA 95124, a Citizen of US as 
third inventor. 

The change includes a change ofinventorship of an issued patent. As stated in MPEP 1412.04-1, 
correction of inventorship should be effected under the provisions of 35 USC 256 and 3 7 CFR 1.324 by 
filing a request for a Certificate of Correction if (A) the only change being made in the patent is to 
correct the inventorship; and (B) all parties are in agreement and the inventorship issue is not contested. 
The only change being requested is to correct the inventorship. All parties are in agreement and the 
inventorship issue is not contested. 

I) 

/1 
i ,.. : Certificate of Electronic filing by EFS Web 

I hete ce1ify that this response is being submitted via EFS Web on this day . 
I . 

Dat /6,November 2007 Signed: !Dov Rosenfeld/ Reg No. 38687 

I ( Name: Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 
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Inventor(s): Sarkissian, et al. /{

Assignee: Hi/fn, Inc. / /Patent No: 6,771,646 Hy
Issue Date: August 3, 2004

Application No.: 09/608,266

Filed: June 30, 2000

Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR
LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW

RECORDSIN A NETWORK MONITOR

REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTIONS
Change of Inventorship

 
 

Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

The above patent contains significant error(s) as indicated on the attached Certificate of Correction
form (submitted in duplicate).

Such error(s) arose through the fault of applicant(s). Payment for the fee is being submitted by EFS
Web by credit card payment. Each such error is ofclerical error or minor nature and occurred in good
faith and therefore issuanceofthe certificate of Correction is respectfully requested. The correction
does not involve changes which would constitute new matter or require re-examination.

Such error(s) specifically:

Kindly add William H. Bares, of 5063 Elester Drive, San Jose, CA 95124, a Citizen of US as
third inventor.

The change includes a change of inventorship of an issued patent. As stated in MPEP 1412.04-1,
correction of inventorship should be effected under the provisions of 35 USC 256 and 37 CFR 1.324 by
filing a requestfor a Certificate of Correction if (A) the only change being madein thepatentis to
correct the inventorship; and (B)all parties are in agreement and the inventorship issue is not contested.
The only change being requested is to correct the inventorship. All parties are in agreementand the
inventorship issue is not contested.

4

{i]/
i " Certificate of Electronic filing by EES Web

I here! i that this response is being submitted via EFS Web onthis day.
Signed:_ /Dov Rosenfeld/ Reg No, 38687
Name: Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687
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Our Ref./Docket No: APPT-001-4 Page 2 

Payment for the fees believed required is being submitted by EFS Web by credit card payment. 

The Office is hereby authorized to charge payment of any missing fees associated with this 
communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 50-0292. 

The undersigned requests being contacted at (510) 547-3378 if there are any questions or clarifications, 
or if there are any problems with issuance of the Certificate of Correction. 

26 November 2007 
Date 

Address for correspondence: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2, 
Oakland, CA 94618 
Tel.(510) 547-3378; Fax: (510) 291-2985 

Respectfully Submitted, 

/Dov Rosenfeld/ Reg. No. 38687 
Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 
Agent of Record. 
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Our Ref./Docket No: APPT-001-4 Page 2

Paymentfor the fees believed required is being submitted by EFS Webbycredit card payment.

The Office is hereby authorized to charge payment of any missing fees associated with this
communicationor credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 50-0292.

The undersigned requests being contacted at (510) 547-3378 if there are any questions orclarifications,
or if there are any problemswith issuanceof the Certificate of Correction.

Respectfully Submitted,

26 November 2007 /Dov Rosenfeld/ Reg. No. 38687
Date Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687

Agent of Record.

Address for correspondence:
Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2,
Oakland, CA 94618
Tel.(510) 547-3378; Fax: (510) 291-2985
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PTO/SB/44 (10-96) 

Approved for use through 6/30/99. 0MB 0651-0033 
Patent and Trademark Office. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Under 1he Pape!\Mll1( Reduction /!d <i 1995, no persons are required 1o respond ID a collection of ini:Jrmabon unless rr dispeys a vaid 0MB rontrd number. 

/Also Foll11 PT0-10501 

UNITED ST ATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

PATENT NO: 6,771,646 PAGE1of 1 

DA TED : August 3, 2004 

INVENTOR(S) : Sarkissian, et al. 

It is certified that an error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters 
Patent are hereby corrected as shown below: 

In the list of Inventors, add William H. Bares, of 5063 Elester Drive, San Jose, 
CA 95124, a Citizen of US as third inventor 

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Atty/Agent of Record): 
Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 

PATENT NO: 6 771 646 
No. of additional copies 
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CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

 
PATENT NO: 6,771,646 PAGE 1 of 1

DATED : August 3, 2004

INVENTOR(S) : Sarkissian, et al.

It is certified that an error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters
Patent are hereby corrected as shown below:

 

3 |
3 in the list of Inventors, add William H. Bares, of 5063 Elester Drive, San Jose,
i CA 95124, a Citizen of US as third inventor
f

"

345f#i&¥&4é3 MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER(Atty/Agentof Record):
; Rov Rosenfeid, Reg. No. 38687 PATENT NO: __6,771,646 i
3 5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 No. of additional copies
% Oakland, GA 94618
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/Also Form PT0-10501 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

PATENT NO: 6,771,646 PAGE1of 1 

DATED : August3,2004 

INVENTOR(S) : Sarkissian, et al. 

It is certified that an error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters 
Patent are hereby corrected as shown below: 

In the list of Inventors, add William H. Bares, of 5063 Elester Drive, San Jose, 
CA 95124, a Citizen of US as third inventor 

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Atty/Agent of Record): 
Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2 
Oakland, CA 94618 

PATENT NO: 6 771 646 
No. of additional copies 
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: DATED : August 3, 2004
INVENTOR(S) : Sarkissian,etal.

1. It is certified that an error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters
. Patent are hereby corrected as shown below:

: in thelist of Inventors, add William H. Bares, of 5063 Elester Drive, San Jose,
i CA 95124, a Citizen of US asthird inventor
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Our Ref./Docket No: APPT-001-4 Patent 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Inventor(s): Sarkissian, et al. 

Assignee: Exar Corporation 

Patent No: 6,771,646 

Issue Date: August 3, 2004 

Application No.: 09/608,266 

Filed: June 30, 2000 

Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE 
STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS 
AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
RECORDS IN A NETWORK 
MONITOR 

REQUEST TO CORRECT INVENTORSHIP 

Commissioner for Patent 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Commissioner: 

Applicant hereby petitions correcting inventorship for the above referenced issued patent. A request 
for a Certificate of Corrections is included herewith. 

Kindly add William H. Bares, of 5063 Elester Olive, San Jose, CA 95124, a Citizen of US as third 
inventor. 

Such error(s) in inventorship arose through the fault of applicant(s). Each such error is of clerical nature 
or minor nature and occurred in good faith and without any deceptive intention on the part of any one of 
the applicant(s), assignee(s), or the undersigned. The correction does not involve changes which would 
constitute new matter or require re-examination. Granting of this petition to correct inventorship is 
respectfully requested. 

Included with this request are: 

A request for a Ce1tificate of Corrections. 

A signed statement from William H. Bares, the inventor being added that the error of failing 
to include William H. Bares as an inventor of the patent occun-ed without any deceptive intent 
on the part of William H. Bares; 

...x._ Signed statement(s) from current named inventors that each either agrees to adding William 
H. Bares as inventor or has no disagreement with adding William H. Bares as inventor; 

A signed statement from Exar Corporation, the assignee of record agreeing to adding 
William H. Bares as inventor; 

A statement that the person signing on behalf of Exar, Inc., the assignee of record that such· 
person is authorized to sign, per 37 CFR 3.73; 

a 
,; , 
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Our Ref./Docket No: APPT-001-4 Patent

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
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Inventor(s): Sarkissian,etal. Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE '
: . ones STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS

Assignee: Exar Corporation AND UPDATES OF FLOW
Patent No: 6,771,646 RECORDSIN A NETWORK

MONITOR
Issue Date: August 3, 2004

Application No.: 09/608,266

Filed: June 30, 2000 
 
 

Commissioner for Patent :

P.O. Box 1450 3
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 :

Dear Commissioner:

Applicant hereby petitions correcting inventorship for the above referenced issued patent, A request
for a Certificate of Corrections is included herewith. Aewennenefeeedlame
Kindly add William H. Bares, of 5063 Elester Drive, San Jose,CA 95124, a Citizen of US as third
inventor.

Such error(s) in inventorship arose through the fault of applicant(s). Each such error is of clerical nature {
or minor nature and occurred in good faith and without any deceptive intention on the part of any one of
the applicant(s), assignee(s), or the undersigned. The correction does not involve changes which would
constitute new matter or require re-examination. Grantingof this petition to correct inventorshipis
respectfully requested.

Included with this request are:

xX A request for a Certificate of Corrections.

X.. A signed statement from William H. Bares, the inventor being added that the errorof failing
to include William H. Bares as an inventor of the patent occurred without any deceptive intent
on the part of William H. Bares;

X__ Signed statement(s) from current named inventorsthat each either agrees to adding William
H. Bares as inventor or has no disagreement with adding William H. Bares as inventor;

X_ A signed statement from Exar Corporation, the assignee of record agreeing to adding
William H. Bares as inventor;

X_A statementthat the person signing on behalf of Exar, Inc., the assignee of record that such
person is authorized to sign, per 37 CFR 3.73;

ee
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Our Ref./Docket No: APPT-001-4 Page2 

Declaration and Power of Attorney signed by William H. Bares; and 

__x_ Payment for the fees required (submitted by credit card payment via EFS Web). 

Thus, as stated in MPEP 1481.02, correction of inventorship should be effected under the provisions of 
35 USC 256 and 37 CFR 1.324 as this petition is accompanied by: 

(a) A statement from the person who is being added as an inventor that the inventorship e1mr 
occurred without any deceptive intention on his part; 

(b) A statement from the current named inventors agreeing to the change of inventorship. 

(c) A statement from the assignee of the parties submitting this petition, agreeing to the change of 
inventorship in the patent. 

Throughout pendency of this application, the Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge 
payment of any missing fee(s) or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 

No. 50-0292. 

The undersigned requests being contacted at (510) 547-3378 if there are any questions or 
clarifications, or if there are any problems with the petition to correct inventorship. 

August 18, 2012 
Date 

Address for correspondence: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2, 
Oakland, CA 94618 
Tel.(510) 547-3378; Fax: (510) 291-2985 

Respectfully Submitted, 

/Dov Rosenfeld/ Reg. No. 38687 
Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 
Agent of Record. 

l 

I 

I 

1 
l 
I 
1 

~ 
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 x Declaration and Powerof Attorney signed by William H. Bares; and

X__ Payment for the fees required (submitted by credit card payment via EFS Web).

Thus, as stated in MPEP 1481.02, correction of inventorship should be effected under the provisions of
35 USC 256 and 37 CFR 1.324 asthis petition is accompanied by:

(a) A statement from the person whois being added as an inventorthat the inventorship error
occurred without any deceptive intention on his part;

(b) A statement from the current named inventors agreeing to the change of inventorship.

(c) A statement from the assignee of the parties submitting this petition, agreeing to the change of
inventorship in the patent.

X__. Throughout pendencyofthis application, the Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge
payment of any missing fee(s) or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account

No. 50-0292.

The undersigned requests being contacted at (510) 547-3378if there are any questions or
clarifications, or if there are any problems with the petition to correct inventorship.

Respectfully Submitted,

August 18, 2012 /Dov Rosenfeld/ Reg. No. 38687
Date Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687

Agent of Record.

Address for correspondence;
Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2,
Oakland, CA 94618
Tel.(510) 547-3378; Fax: (510) 291-2985
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OurRef./DocketNo: APPT-001-4 Patent 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFF1CE 

Inventor(s): Sarkissian, et al. 

Assignee: Exar Corporation 

Patent No: 6,771,646 

Issue Date: August 3, 2004 

Application No.: 09/608,266 

Filed: June 30, 2000 

Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE 
STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS 
AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
RECORDS IN A NETWORK 
MONITOR 

REQUEST TO CORRECT INVENTORSHIP: 
STATEMENT FROM ASSIGNEE OF INVENTOR BEING ADDED 

Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Commissioner: 

Exar Corporation, a corporation incorporated in the state of Delaware, the Assignee of record of the 
above-referenced patent, agrees to adding William H. Bares, of5063 Elester Drive, San Jose, CA 
95124, a Citizen of US as the third inventor of the above referenced patent. 

The undersigned is authorized to sign on behalf of Exar Corporation, the assignee. 

Attached is a statement Wlder 37 CFR 3.73(b) that the subject application is indeed assigned to Exar 
Corporation. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

~ 1<. M~ o/t1J/1:;. 
Signature ~ -D-A~T-E~-----

Printed name: Thomas R. Melendrez 
Title: General Counsel, Secretary, and EVP Business Development 

1~ :,: > 
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Our Ref./Docket No: APPT-001-4 : Patent

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
 

Inventor(s): Sarkissian,er al. Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE
. , STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS

Assignee: Exar Corporation AND UPDATES OF FLOW
Patent No: 6,771,646 RECORDSIN A NETWORK

MONITOR
Issue Date: August 3, 2004

Application No.: 09/608,266

Filed: June 30, 2000

 
REQUEST TO CORRECT INVENTORSHIP:

STATEMENT FROM ASSIGNEE OF INVENTOR REING ADDED

Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

Exar Corporation, a corporstion incorporated in the state ofDelaware, the Assignee ofrecord of the
above-referenced patent, agrees to adding William H. Bares, of 5063 Elester Drive, San Jose, CA
95124, a Citizen of US as the third inventor ofthe above referenced patent.

The undersigned is authorized to sign on behalfofExar Corporation, the assignee.

Attached is a statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b)that the subject application is indeed assigned to Exar
Corporation.

Respectfully Submitted,

Signature DATE

Printed name: Thomas R.. Melendrez

Title: General Counsel. Secretary, and EVP Business Development

aeEERE|
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Inventor(s): Sarkissian, et al. 

Assignee: Exar Corp.oration 

Patent No: 6,771,646 

hsue Date: August 3. 2004 

Application No.: 09/608,266 

Filed: June 30, 2000 

Title: ASSOCIA TNE CACHE 
STRUCTUREFORLOOKlWS 
AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
RECORDS IN A NETWORK 
MONITOR 

PETITION TO CORRECT INVENTORSHIP: 
STATEMENT FROM INVENTOR BEING ADDED 

Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Commissioner: 

Patent 

With respect to the petition to correct inventorship in the above referenced patent by adding me: 

William H. Barei., of 1655 Parkview Green Circle, San fose, CA 95131, a Citizen of US 

as the !!!!!!I inventor, 

please note that the error of failing to include me a~ an inventor of the above referenced application 
and patent occurred without any deceptive intent on the part of me, William H. Bares. Furthermore 
note that the other inventors are indicating that they agree to this ~hange of inventorship. This patent 
and its. application has been assigned by me to Exar Corporation, the present assignee of record. Also 
included is a declaration signed by me and my Power of Attorney to Dov Rosenfeld to prosecute the 
application and Patent. Furthermore note that Exar Corporation., the assignee of record is indicating 
that it a.grees to this change of inventorship. 

Respectfully Subrniued, 

THIRD INVENTOR: 

~y'/~ 
Inv~ntor's Signature 

Inventor's Printed Name: William H. Bares 

Address for correspondence: 
Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2, 
Oakland. CA 94618 
Tel.(510) 547-3378; Fax: (510) 291-2985 

DATE 

• 
1 
.j 

J 
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Our Ref./Docket No: APPT-001-4 Patent

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
 

Inventor(s): Sarkissian, et ai. Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE

Assignee: Exar Corporation STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS
* AND UPDATES OF FLOW

Patent No: 6,771,646 RECORDSIN A NETWORK
MONITOR

Issue Date: August 3. 2004

Application No.: 09/608,266

Filed: June 30, 2000

 
PETITION TO CORRECT INVENTORSHIP:

STATEMENT FROM INVENTOR BEING ADDED

Comunissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

With respect to the petition to correct inventorship in the above referenced patent by adding me:

William H.Bares, of 1655 Parkview Green Circle, San Jose, CA 95131, a Citizen of US

as the third inventcr,

please note that the error offailing to include me, as an inyentor of the above referenced application
and patent occurred without any deceptive intent on the part of me, William H. Bares. Furthermore
note that the other inventorsare indicating that they agree to this change of inventorship. This patent
and its application has been assigned by me to Exar Corporation, the present assignee of record. Also
included is a declaration signed by me and my Power of Attorney to Dov Rosenfeld to prosecute the
application and Patent. Furthermore note that Exar Corporation, the assignee of record is indicating
that it agrees to this change of inventorship.

 

Respectfully Submitted,

THIRD INVENTOR:

GZtobe fF fm, <— plrolwra
Inventor's Signature DATE

Inventor's Printed Name: William H. Bares

Address for correspondence:
Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2,
Oakland. CA 94618

Tel.(510) 547-3378; Fax: (510) 291-2985
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1twentor(s): Saddssian, et al. ;!,; Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE 
STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS 

AsSignee: Hi/fu, Inc~ I AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
I RECORDS IN A NETWORK I MONITOR 

Patent No: 6.771,64-6 

Issue Date: August 3. 2004 

' 1 Application No.: 09/608,266 

Filed: June 30, 2000 

.r REQUEST TO CORRECT lNVENTORSHIP: 
! STATEMENT FROM CURRENT NAMED INVENTORS 

! 
j Commissioner for Patents 
f P.O. Box 1450 

Alexandria, VA 22313· l 450 

,: Dear Commissioner: 
~' 

We, the current named inventors of the above referenced patent agree to adding William H. Bares of 5063 
Elester Drive, San Jose, CA 9S 124, a Citizen of US as the third inventor of the above referenced patent 
and application. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Inventor's Printed Name: Hlis A, Smissitm 

SECOND INVENTOR: 

Inventor's Signature 

Inventor's Printed Name: Russell S. Die~ 

Address for correspondence: 

Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College Avenue, Suite 2, 
Oakland, CA 94618 
Tet(510) 547MJ378; Fax: (510) 291-2985 

DATE 

DATE 
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Our Ref./Doeket No: APPT:001-4) ) Patent
IN THE UNITED STATES FPATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICERAMAN SF TSATY UANEYLASISAGNORMIA, 1S JAROCRRIYRMANSMALSERENTSAAAESDASES ASREOSERNIAGENASESE

vaventar(s): Sarkissian, et al.
Aenianieration er anes inne aanaEREAAAANANMRA

Title: ASSOCIATIVEECACHELdAbiteraboadeiessntibns, STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS
Assignee: Hi/fh, Inc. | AND UPDATES OF FLOW
Patent No: 6,771,646 | RECORDS IN A NETWORK

| MONITOR
Issue Date: August 3, 2004

Application No.: 09/608,266
Filed: Fune 30, 2000

SPEAKER SRE ALIMAMAOa ATEELce News AWAaeTE EERE HENReeeg

REQUEST TOCORRECTINVENTORSHIP:
STATEMENT FROM CURRENT NAMED INVENTORS

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

We, the current named inventors of the above referenced patent agree to adding William H. Bares of 5063
Elester Drive, San Jose, CA 95124, a Citizen ofUS as the third inventor of the above referenced patent
and application.

Respectfully Submitted,

FIRST INVENTOR:Hen AebelSetederswitgSignature DATE
“ng

Inventor’s Printed Name: HaigA.Sarkissian

SECOND INVENTOR:

 

Inventor's Signature DATE

Inventor’s Printed Name: Russell 5. Dietz

Address for correspondence:

Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2,
Oakland, CA 94618
Tel.(510) 547-3378; Fax: (510) 291-2985
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Inventor(s): Sarkissian, et al. 

Assignee: Exar Corporation 

Patent No: 6,771,646 

Issue Date: August 3, 2004 

Application No.: 09/608,266 

Filed: June 30, 2000 

Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE 
STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS 
AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
RECORDS IN A NETWORK 
MONITOR 

REQUEST TO CORRECT INVENTORSHIP: 
STATEMENT FROM CURRENT NAMED INVENTORS 

Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Commissioner: 

Patent 

We, the current named inventors of the above referenced patent agree to adding 1655 Parkview Green Circle, 
San Jose, CA 95131, a Citizen of US as the third inventor of the above referenced patent and application. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

FIRST INVENTOR: 

Inventor's Signature DATE 

Inventor's Printed Name: Haig A. Sarkissian 

SECOND INVENTOR: 

j~' 
_ Dlg1tally signed by Dietz.Russell 

ON: dc=local, dc=sfnt, dc=amer, ou=Locat1ons, ou=US, ou=Redwood 
City> ou=Users.cn=Dletz.Russell,ema1l=Russell.DietZ@Safenet-lnc.com 

________ _:.____ ____ .~012.0B.:;:_.01'--'-10:..:2.:..::7:0"--7-=07..a.:OO'--' -------

Inventor's Signature 

Inventor's Printed Name: Russell S. Dietz 

Address for correspondence: 

Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College A venue, Suite 2, 
Oakland, CA 94618 
Tel.(510) 547-3378; Fax: (510) 291-2985 

DATE 
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Title: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE
STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS

AND UPDATES OF FLOW
RECORDS IN A NETWORK
MONITOR

Inventor(s): Sarkissian, et al. 
Assignee: Exar Corporation

Patent No: 6,771,646

Issue Date: August 3, 2004

Application No.: 09/608,266

Filed: June 30, 2000 

REQUEST TO CORRECT INVENTORSHIP:
STATEMENT FROM CURRENT NAMED INVENTORS

Commissionerfor Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

- Dear Commissioner:

We,the current named inventors of the above referenced patent agree to adding 1655 Parkview Green Circle,
San Jose, CA 95131, a Citizen of USasthe third inventor of the above referenced patent and application.

Respectfully Submitted,

FIRST INVENTOR:

Inventor's Signature DATE

Inventor’s Printed Name: Haig A. Sarkissian

SECOND INVENTOR:
} - Digitally signed by Dletz,Russell

Lf 7 ON: deslocal, de=sfnt, de=amer, ou=Locations, ou=US, ou=Redwoodfa ~ oy Gity, ou=Users, cn=Dietz,Russeli, email=Russell. Dietz@safenet-Inc.com. Date: 201 2.08,01 10 27:07 -07'00"

Inventor's Signature DATE

Inventor’s Printed Name: Russell S. Dietz

Address for correspondence:

Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue,Suite 2,
Oakland, CA 94618
Tel.(510) 547-3378; Fax: (510) 291-2985
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DECLARATION, Atl.orneyDocketNo. I APPT-001-4 

POWER OF ATTORNEY, AND Rrst Inventor I Haig A. Sarkissian 
AUTHORIZATION TO PERMIT Title ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR 

ACCESS FOR UTILITY PATENT LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW RECORDS 
APPLICATION IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

(37 CFR § 1.63) 

As a below named inventor. 1 hereby declare that: 

My residence/mailing address and citizenship are a.~ stated below next to my name: 

l believe I am the original, firnt and sole inventor (if only one name is listed below) or an original, first and joint inventor (if plural names are 
listed below) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on lhe invention entitled: 

ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

the specification of which is being submitted concurrently unless the following is checked or marled with an X: 
_X __ was filed on June 30, 2000 as US Application Serial No. 09/608.266 

I hereby state lhat I have reviewed and understood lhe contents of the above-identitied specification, including the claims. as amended by any 
amendment(s) referred to above. 1 m.:knowledge the duty to disclose all information known to me to be material to patentability a.\ defined in 37 
CFR 1.56. 

Authori7.ation To Permit Access To Application by Participating Offices 

The undersigned hereby grant(s) the USPTO aulhority to provide the European Patent Office (EPO), the Japan Parent Office (JPO), and any 
other intellectual property offices in which a foreign application claiming priority to the above-identified application is filed access to the 
above-identified patent application. See 37 CPR l.14(c) and (h). 

In accordance with 37 CFR l.l4(h)( 3), access will be provided to a copy of the applicalion-a.~-filed with respect to: I) the above-identified 
application, 2) any foreign application to which the above-identified application claims priority under 35 USC ll9(a)-(d) if a copy of the 
foreign application that satisfie.~ lhe certified copy requirement of 37 CFR 1.55 has been filed in the above-identified US application, and 3) 
any U.S. application from which benefit is sought in the above-identified application. 

In accordance with 37 CFR I .14(c), access may be provided to information concerning lhe date of filing the Authorization to Permit Access to 
Application by Participating Offices. 

Foreign Appllcation(s) and/or Claim of Fomgn Priority 

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code Section 119 of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor(s) 
certificate listed below and have also identified below any foreign application for patent or inventol(s) cei:tilicate having a filing date before 
that of the application on which priority is claimed: 

COUNTRY APPUCATION NUMBER DAlEFILED PRIORITY CLAIMED 35 U.S.C. 119 

~= NO: 

Provisional Application 
I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code Section I 19(e) of any United Stares provisional application(s) listed below: 

APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE 
60/141,903 June 30, 1999 

U.S. Priority Claim 
I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, Section 120 of any United States application(s) listed below and, insofar a.~ the 
subject matter of each of the claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided by the first 
paragraph of Title 35, United States Code Section 112, I acknowledge the duty to di.~close material information as defined in Title 37, Code of 
Federal Regulations. Section I .56(a) which occurred between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing 
date of this application: 

!APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILINGDAlE STA TIJS(patented/pendinW'abandoned) 

POWER OF ATTORNEY: 
As a named inventor. I hereby appo111t the following attorney(s) and/or agent(s) listed below to prosecute this application and transact all 
business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith: 

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38,687 
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DECLARATION,[attorneyDocketNo.|APPT-OOT-
POWER OF ATTORNEY, AND Haig A. Sarkiocian
AUTHORIZATION TO PERMIT ASSOCIATIVE GAGHE STRUCTURE FOR

ACCESSFOR UTILITY PATENT LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW RECORDS
APPLICATION IN A NETWORK MONITOR

 
As a below named inventor, | hereby declare that:

My cesidence/mailing address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name;

1 believe 1 am theoriginal, first and sole inventor (if only one name is listed below) or an original, first and joint inventor(if plural names are
listed below} of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is soughton the invention entitled:

ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOWRECORDSJN A NETWORK MONITOR

the specification of which is being submitted concurrently unless the following is checked or marked with an X:
x was filed on June 30, 2000 as US Application Serial No. 09/608,266

I hereby state that 1 have reviewed and understood the contents of the above-identitied specification, including the claims, as amended by any
amendment(s) referred to above. | acknowledge the duty to disclose all information known to me to be material to patentability as defined in 37CFR 1.56.

Authorization To Permit Access To Application by Participating Offices

  

The undersigned hereby grant(s) the USPTO authority to provide the European Patent Office (EPO), the Japan Patent Office (SPO), and any
otherintellectual property offices in which a foreign application claiming priority to the above-identified application is filed access to the
above-identified patent application. See 37 CFR t.14(c) and (h).

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(h)(3), access will be provided to a copy of the application-as-filed with respect to: 1) the above-identified
application, 2) any foreign application to which the above-identified application claims priority under 35 USC 119(a)-(d} if a copy of the
foreign application that satisfies the certified copy requirement of 37 CFR 1.55 has been filed in the above-identified US application, and 3)
any U.S. application from which benefit is sought in the above-identified application.

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(c), access may be provided to information concerning the date offiling the Authorization to Permit Access to
Application by Participating Offices.

Foreign Application(s) and/or Claim of Foreign Priority

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code Section 119 of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor(s)
certificate listed below and have also identified below any foreign application for patent or inventor(s} certificate having a filing date before
that of the application on which priority is claimed:

COUNTRY

 

  
Provisional Application

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code Section 119(e) ofany United States provisional application(s)listed below:

  
  

 APPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE
60/141 ,903 June 30, 1999

US. Priority Claim

I hereby claim the benetit under Title 35, United States Code, Section 120 of any United States application(s) listed below and, insofar as the
subject matter of cach of the claims ofthis application is not disclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided bythefirst
paragraph ofTitle 35, United States Code Section 112,1 acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as defined in Title 37. Code of
Federal Regulations, Section 1-56(a} which occurred between the tiling date of the prior application and the national or PCT internationalfiling
date ofthis application:

STATUS(pateated/pendinp/abandoned)PPLICATION SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE

POWER OF ATTORNEY:

As a named inventor. | hereby appoint the following attomey(s) and/or ageni(s) listed below to prosecute this application and transactall
business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith:

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg, No. 38,687
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Declaration and Power of Attorney (Continued) 
Gase No; APPT-001-4 
Page 2 of 3 

Send Correspondenre to: 

Cu~tomer number: 21921 

) 

Direct Telephone Calls or Emails To: 
Dov Ro~enfeld, Reg. No. 38,687 
Tel: (5 IOJ 547-3378 
Email: dov@inventek.com 

I authorize tht! abm,c-rcferenced attorney(s) and/or agent(s) to insert. on my behalf. the filing date and/or serial number above pertaining to this 
application. ii not known as ohhc d,1te of execution of this document. 

I hereby declare under penalty of pe1jury under the laws of the United States of America that all statements made herein ot my own knowledge 
are true and that all Matements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the 
knowledge that willful false ,1a1emen1s and the like so made are punishable by tine or imprisonment. or both. under Section 1001 of Title 18 of 
ihc United States Code and that ,uch willful fahe statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent bsued thereon. 

INVENTOR SIGNATURE($): 

NAME OF FIRST INVENTOR: I A petition has been filed for this unsigned inventor 

Given Name Haig A. I Family Name I Sarkissian 
(lirst and Ml) or Surname 

Inventor's I Signature Date 

Residence Cornwall on I Residence I New York I Residence I USA I us City Hudson State Country Citizenship 

Mailing 11 Braden Place 
Address 

Cornwall on I State I New York I Postcode/ I 12520 I USA 
City Hudson Zip Country 

NAME OF SECOND INVENTOR: 1- A petition has been filed for this unsigned inventor 

Given Name Rus1,ell S. I Family Name I Dietz 
(first and Ml) or Surname 

Inventor's I Signature Date 

Residence San Jo1,e I Residence I CA I Residence I USA I us City State Country Citizenship 

Malling 6475 Deer Hollow Drive 
Address 

San Jo,.e I State I CA I Postcode/ I 95120-1623 I USA 
City Zip Country 

ij 

l 
l 
' 
l 
] 

~ 
•I 

1 
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Declaration and Power of Attorney (Continued)
Case No; APPT-001-4

Page 2 of 3

 Send Correspondenceto: Direct Telephone Calls or Emails To:

Customer number: 21921 Dov Rosenfeld, Ree. No. 38,687
Tek: (510) 547-3378
Email: dov@inventek.com

  
  

 
t authonze the above-referenced attorney(s) and/or agent(s) to insert, on my behalf, the filing date and/or serial number above pertaining to thts
application, if not Known asof the date of execution ofthis document.

i hereby declare under penalty ofpe:jury under the laws ofthe United States of Americathat all statements made herein ot my own knowledge
are true and that all statements made on information and belief ure believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the
knowledge that wilful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both. under Section 1001 of Tide 18 of
the United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

INVENTOR SIGNATURE(S):

NAMEOF FIAST INVENTOR: _. A petition has been filed for this unsigned inventor

Given Name Haig A. Family Name|Sarkissian
(first and Mi) or Surname
inventor's
Signature

Residence Cornwallon|Residence New York Residence USA US
City Hudson State Country Citizenship
Mailing It Braden Place
Address

; Cornwall on|State New York Postcode!
City Hudson zip

NAME OF SECONDINVENTOR: _... A petition has beenfiled for this unsigned inventor

Given Name|Russell S. Family Name

(first and Ml) or Surname jInventor's .
Signature Date ?

US

 

 

 

  
 Residence San Jose Residence

City State Citizenship

Mailing 6475 Deer HollowDrive
Address

Sun Jose State CA Posteodat 95120-1623 USA i
City Zip Country ii

i
3
i
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Declaration and Power of Attorney (Continued) 
Case No; APPT-001-4 
Page 3 of 3 

NAME OF THIRD INVENTOR: _ A petition has been filed for this unsigned inventor 

Given Name William H. 
(first and Ml) 

Inventor's 
Signature 

Residence 
City 

Mailing 
Address 

City 

I 655 Parkvic\\ Grcc:n Circle 

San J o~e State CA 

Family Name Bares 
or Surname 

Residence 
Country 

Postcode/ 
Zip 

USA 

95131 

Date 

Citizenship 

Country 

us 

USA 

~} 

i 
I 
I 

I 
i 
~ 
! 
,i 
'i 

1 
! 
I 
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Declaration and Power of Attorney (Continued)
case No; APPT-001-4
Page 3 of 3

 
  
 
 
 

NAMEOF THIRD INVENTOR: ___A petition has beenfiled for this unsigned inventor

Given Name William H. Family Name|Bares
(first and Ml) or Surname

Inventor's 4 LZ /:Signature . 3 7 Ol IH,
Residence San Jose Residence CA Residence s Us
City State Country Citizenship

1655 Parkview Green Circle
Address

San Jose CA Postcode/ 95131 USA
City Zip Country
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PT 0186/96 (01 

Approved for use lhrough 0113112009 0MB -09) 
. US. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT. OF ~ 1-0031 

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of informabon unless it displays a valid 0MB cont I MERCE 
ro number. 

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73(b~ 

APPiicant/Patent Owner: First Inventor: Haig Sarkissian ; Assignee: Hifn, Inc. 

Aµplication No./Patent No.: 09/608,266 I 6,771,646 Filed/Issue Date: Filed 06-30-2000 / Issued 08-03-2004 

Titled: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW RECORDS IN A NETWORK 
MONITOR 

Exar Corporation a --------------------· corporation 

(Name of Assignee) (Type of Assignee, e.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency. etc. 

states that it is: 

1. ~ the assignee of the entire right, title, and interest in; 

2. D an assignee of less than the entire right, title, and interest in 
(The extent (by percentage) of its ownership interest is %); or ----

3. D the assignee of an undivided interest in the entirety of (a complete assignment from one of the joint inventors was made) 

the patent application/patent identified above, by virtue of either: 

A. D An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment was recorded in 
the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel , Frame , or for which a 
copy therefore is attached. 

OR 

B. ~ A chain of title from the inventor( s ), of the patent application/patent identified above, to the current assignee as follows: 

1. From: Sakissian and Dietz (Inventors) To: Apptitude, Inc -------------------
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel 011258 Frame0672 or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

2. From: Apptitude, Inc To: Hi/Fn, Inc 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel 028800 Frame 0034 or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

3. From: Hi/Fn, Inc To: Exar Corporation 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel 023180 Frame 0733 or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet(s). 

As required by 37 CFR 3.73(b)(1 )(i), the documentary evidence of the chain of title from the original owner to the assignee was, 
or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11. 

[NOTE: A separate copy (i.e., a true copy of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to Assignment Division in 
accordance with 37 CFR Part 3, to record the assignment in the records of the USPTO. See MPEP 302.08] 

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee. 

/Dov Rosenfeld/#38687 

Signature 

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 

Printed or Typed Name 

August 18, 2012 

Date 

Agent to Assignee 

Title 

This collectlon of information is required by 37 CFR 3.73(b). The information 1s required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which IS to file (and by the USPTO lo 
process) an apphcabon. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S C. 122 and 37 CFR 1 11 and 114 Th1scollecl10n 1s estimated to lake 12 m111utes to complete, including 
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application. form lo the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time 
you req ire to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing 1h15 burden, should be sent to the Chief lnlorma~on Olficer, U S. Patent and Trademark Office, Us 
Depa~nt of Commerce, P.O. Bo>< 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS SEND TO: Commissioner 

for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313•1450. 

/f you need assistance m completing the form, ca/11-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2. 
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Approved for use through 01/31/2009, omp "
. US. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. DEPARTMENT oF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control Number

STATEMENT UNDER37 CFR 3.73(b}    
  Applicant/Patent Owner. First Inventor: Haig Sarkissian ; Assignee: Hifn, inc.aaaAA

Application No./Patent No.: 09/608,266 i 6,771,646 Filed/Issue Date: Filed 06-30-2000 / issued 08-03-2004Leeseeeeneeeneenmnemmmmanaennennnnmi

  Titled: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW RECORDSIN A NETWORK
MONITOR  

 
 
 

  
  
fxar Corporation .a corporationi

(Name of Assignee}

 
(Type of Assignee, ¢.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency,etc.

 

 
 

states thatitis:

 4, the assignee ofthe entireright, title, and interestin;

2. CJ an assignee of less than the entire right,title, and interest in
(The extent (by percentage)of its ownership interest is 

   3. Cl the assignee of an undivided interestin the entirety of (a complete assignmentfrom oneofthe joint inventors was made)
the patent application/patentidentified above, by virtue of either:

  A. CI An assignmentfrom the inventor(s) of the patent application/patentidentified above. The assignment was recordedin
the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel . Frame , or for which a
copy therefore is attached.

  
  OR

B. A chain oftitle from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patent identified above, to the current assignee as follows: 
 

1.From: Sakissian and Dietz (Inventors) To: Apptitude, Inc  
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Ree! 011258 , Frame0672 , of for which a copy thereofis attached.

  
    

 
   
 
  

   

2 2.From: Apptitude, {nc To: Hi/Fn, ine
4 The document was recordedin the United States Patent and Trademark Office at
a Reel 028800 . Frame 0034 . Offorwhich a copy thereofis attached,
s 3.From: Hi/Fn, Inc To: Exar Corporation
Z BA The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at
i Reel 023180 Frame 0733 ; of for which a copy thereofis attached.
 
 

 

Additional documentsin the chainoftitle are listed on a supplemental sheet(s).~bupeks
As required by 37 CFR 3.73(b)(1)(i), the documentary evidence of the chain of title from the original owner to the assignee was,
or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.  [NOTE: A separate copy(/.¢., a true copy of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to AssignmentDivision in
accordance with 37 CFR Part 3, to record the assignmentin the records of the USPTO. See MPEP 302.08]  saeghiRootst

  The undersigned (whosetitle is supplied below) is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee.

iDov Rosenfeld/#38687 August 18, 2012  
  

 
ce

Signature Date

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 Agent to Assignee  
  ow Printed or Typed Name Title

This collection of mfommation js required by 37 CFR 3.73(b). The information 1s required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which 1s tofile {and by the USPTO to
process)an applcabon, Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S C. 122 and 37 CFR 111 and 114 This collection 1s estimated to take 12 minutesto complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amountof time

for suggestionsfar reducing thts burden, should be sent to the ChefInformation Officer, U S. Patent and Trademark Office, USyou require to complete this form and/ S ;
uo Department of Commerce, P.O. Bax 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS SEND TO: Commissioner

for Patants, P.O, Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

 

if you need assistance in completing ihe form, call 1-800-PTO-9199and select option 2.
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STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73(b) .: ADDITIONAL SHEET 

Applicant/Patent Owner: First Inventor: Haig Sarkissian; Assignee: Hif(l, Inc. 

Application No./Patent No.: 09/608,266 I 6,771,646 Filed/lssu~ Date: Filed 06-30-2000 / Issued 08-03-200 4 

Titled:, ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW RECORDS IN A NETWORK 
MONITOR · 

Exar Corporation 
--~~~"."'""~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-·a 

corporation 

(Name of Assignee) (Type of Assignee, e.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency, etc 

states that it is: 

1. IZJ the assignee of the entire right, title, and interest in; 
/ 

Continuing the chain of title from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patent identified above, to the current assignee 
as follows: 

4. From: Inventor: William H. Bares To: Exar Corporation 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel 028799 Frame 0658 , ·or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

X 

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee. 

/Dov Rosenfeld/#38687 August 18, 2012 

Signature 

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 

Pnnted or Typed Name 

Date 

Agent to Assignee 

Title 
This collection of information 1s required by 37 CFR 3.73(b) The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to 
process) an applicabon Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1 14 This collection lS estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including 
gathering, preparing, and submitbng the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case Any comments on the amount of lime 
you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief lnformaUon Officer, U S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. 
Department of Commerce, P.O Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 00 NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner 
for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alenndria, VA 22313-1450. . 

ff you need assistance in completing the foflTI, ca/11-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2 
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STATEMENT UNDER37 CFR 3.73(b) -- ADDITIONAL SHEETnnAUDITIORNALSE

 Applicant/Patent Owner. First Inventor: Haig Sarkissian; Assignee: Hifn, Inc.
Application No./Patent No.: 09/608,266 f 6,771,646 Filed/issue Date; Filed 06-30-2000 / Issued 08-03-2994ttt 004

Tiled: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW RECORDSINA NETWORK
MONITOR .

Exar Corporation corporation
(Name of Assignee)
 
 
 
  
 

 
 
 
  

  
 
  
 

 
 {Type of Assignee, ¢.9., corporation, partnership, university, government agency, etc 

states thatit is:  

1. DX] the assignee ofthe entire right,title, and interestin;a”

Continuing the chain oftitle from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patentidentified above, to the current assignee
as follows:

 

4.From: Inventor: William H, Bares To: Exar Corporation

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Real 028799 , Frame 0658 ; orfor which a copy thereof is attached.

a

The undersigned (whosetitle is supplied below)is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee. 
iDov Rosenfeld/H#38687 August 18, 2012 

Signature Date

Dov Rosenfeld, Reg. No. 38687 Agent to Assignee

Pnnted or Typed Name Title
This collectian af information 1s required by 37 CFR 3.73(b) The information ts required to obtain or retain a benofit by the public whichis tofile {and by the USPTO to
process) an applicahon Canfidentiality is governed by 35 USC. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1 14 This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete,including
gathering, preparing, and submithng the completed apphcation form to the USPTO, Time will vary depending upon the indwidual case Any carnments on the amountof lime
you require to complete this form and/or suggestions fer reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief [Information Officer, U S. Patant and Trademark Office, US.
Departmentof Commerce, P.O Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner
for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. .

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

‘ii

if you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-600-PTO-9199 and select option 2
|1

j
:
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 13529872 

Application Number: 09608266 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 9867 

) 

Title of Invention: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Haig A. Sarkissian 

Dov Rosenfeld 

-

5507 College Avenue 

Correspondence Address: Suite 2 

Oakland CA 94618 

us 510-547-3378 

-

Filer: Dov Rosenfeld 

Filer Authorized By: 

Attorney Docket Number: APPT-001-4 

Receipt Date: 18-AUG-2012 

Filing Date: 30-JUN-2000 

Time Stamp: 19:43:23 

Application Type: Utility under 35 use 111 (a) 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment yes 

Payment Type Credit Card 

.i 
Payment was successfully received in RAM $100 
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EFS ID: 13529872
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Application Number: 09608266

Canfirmation Number: 9867

BEWBAchs

 

  weealanAeole,OA:
ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW

 

itle o ion:Title of invention RECORDSIN A NETWORK MONITOR

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Haig A. Sarkissian

DovRosenfeld

5507 Collage Avenue

Correspondence Address: Suite 2

Oakland

us 510-547-3378

Filer: Dov Rasenfeld

Filer Authorized By:
 
 stinnhani.
  

  

Attorney Docket Number: APPT-001-4

Receipt Date: 18-AUG-2012 :

—
Filing Date: 30-JUN-2000 }

Time Stamp: 19:43:23

nmin i

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 17 1a}

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

Payment Type

Payment was successfully received in RAM

 

 
Credit Card
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-RAM confirmation Number 7463 

Deposit Account 500292 

- Authorized User ROSENFELD.DOV 

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows: 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees) 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F .R. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees) 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees) 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.20 (Post Issuance fees) 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges) 

File Listing: 

Document 
Document Description File Name 

File Size( Bytes)/ Multi Pages 
Number Message Digest Part/.zip (if appl.) 

APPT-001-4_CertificCorrection_ 
38502 

1 Request for Certificate of Correction no 3 
_2012-08-18.pdf 

1tk5Sl!l8>0dl902bff.a0dl90464e4Sf'2c6eal 
om, 

Warnings: 

Information: 

26599 

2 
Petition for review by the Technology APPT-001 ·4_PetitionAdd_2012 

no 2 
Center SPRE. -08-18.pdf 

llb781 f6db6ii3dceSdil:6J 12c1c370583bc73 
oa1di 

Warnings: 

Information: 

299711 

3 Miscellaneous Incoming Letter 
APPT-001·4_Statements_signe 

no 4 
d.pdf 

'112b0cl 3e4.dl!:61c72175c11904<:ifddt:5 
fJ17tia 

Warnings: 

Information: 

127415 

4 Oath or Declaration filed 
APPT·001-4_Bares_Declaration 

no 3 
_signed.pdf 

OIK83e4el2300c360d12fd7'412b7I06lf17 

""'" 
Warnings: 

Information: 

703714 

5 
Assignee showing of ownership per 37 APPT-001-4_37CFR373_signed. 

no 2 
CFR 3.73(b). pdf 

6Si27ca5'J942~ci'Se0200b4419J6befl 

"'"' 
Warnings: 

Information: 

30039 

6 Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf no 2 
f077b,Bii9d49rubaf948ib~dc3 

d6118 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 1225980 
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RAM confirmation Number | 7463
Deposit Account 500292

ROSENFELD,DOVAuthorized User

The Director of the USPTOis hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:
Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 CFR. Section 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 CFR. Section 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)

Chargeany Additional Fees required under 37 CFR. Section 1.19 (Documentsupply fees}

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 CFR. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges) 

 

  

  

 

Center SPRE.

Warnings:

information: 

Miscellaneous Incoming Letter  

Petition for review by the Technology  APPT-001-4_PetitionAdd2012
-O8-18.pdf
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... 
This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New Applications Under 35 u.s.c. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1,53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
u.s.c. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT /DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International Application Filed with the U SPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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New icati 35 U.S.C. 111

If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components fora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54)will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C, 371
Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903indicating acceptance of the application asa
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
if a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceipt will establish the internationalfiling date of
the application. 
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 09608266 

Filing Date: 30-Jun-2000 

Title of Invention: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Haig A, Sarkissian 

Filer: Dov Rosenfeld 

Attorney Docket Number: APPT-001·4 

Filed as Large Entity 

Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) Filing Fees 

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USO($) 

Basic Filing: 

Pages: 

Claims: 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition: 

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance: 

Certificate of correction 1811 1 100 100 

Extension-of- Time: 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Dov Rosenfeld 
S507 College Avenue, Suite 2 
Oakland CA 94618 

In re Application of: HAIG SARKISSIAN et al. 
Application No. 09608266 
Patent No. 6771646 

Filed: June 30, 2000 
For: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE 
FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

Commissioner for Patents 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

wwvv uspto.gi2v 

DECISION ON REQUEST FOR 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTIONS 
CHANGE OF INVENTORSHIP 

This is a decision on the petition under filed August 18, 2012, to correct inventorship under 37 
CFR 1.324. 

The petition is DISMISSED. 

A petition to correct inventorship under 37 C.F.R. 1.324 must be accompanied by: 
( 1) Where one or more persons are being added, a statement from each person who is being added 
as an inventor that the inventorship error occurred without any deceptive intention on his or her 
part; 
(2) A statement from the current named inventors who have not submitted a either agreeing to the 
change of inventorship or stating that they have no disagreement in regard to the requested change; 
(3) A statement from all assignees of the parties submitting a statement agreeing to the change of 
inventorship in the patent; and 
( 4) The fee set forth in § l .20(b ). 

The petition failed to comply with the item (2) above. The statement from current inventor Russell 
Dietz is defective as it does not identify the name and the correct address of the new inventor to be 
added. 

Telephone inquiries concerning this decision should be directed to Hassan Kizou at 571-272-3088. 
All other inquiries concerning the status of the application should be directed to Patent Application 
Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. 

/Hassan Kizou/ 

Hassan Kizou 
SPE, Technology Center 2400 
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Commissionerfor Patents
United States Patent and Trademark Office

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2
Oakland CA 94618

In re Application of: HAIG SARKISSIANet al.
Application No. 09608266
Patent No. 6771646 DECISION ON REQUEST FOR
Filed: June 30, 2000 CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTIONS
For: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE CHANGEOF INVENTORSHIP
FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW
RECORDSIN A NETWORK MONITOR

This is a decision on the petition under filed August 18, 2012, to correct inventorship under 37
CFR 1.324.

The petition is DISMISSED.

A petition to correct inventorship under 37 C.F.R. 1.324 must be accompanied by:
(1) Where one or more persons are being added, a statement from each person who is being added
as an inventorthat the inventorship error occurred without any deceptive intention on his or her
part;
(2) A statement from the current named inventors who have not submitted a either agreeing to the
change of inventorship or stating that they have no disagreementin regard to the requested change;
(3) A statement from all assignees of the parties submitting a statement agreeing to the change of
inventorship in the patent; and
(4) The fee set forth in § 1.20(b).

The petition failed to comply with the item (2) above. The statement from current inventor Russeil
Dietz is defective as it does not identify the name and the correct address of the new inventor to be
added.

Telephone inquiries concerning this decision should be directed to Hassan Kizou at 571-272-3088.
All other inquiries concerning the status of the application should be directed to Patent Application
Information Retrieval (PAIR) system.

/Hassan Kizou/

Hassan Kizou

SPE, Technology Center 2400
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Dov Rosenfeld 
5507 College A venue, Suite 2 
Oakland CA 94618 

In re Application of: HAIG SARKISSIAN et al. 
Application No. 09608266 ., 
Patent No. 6771646 
Filed: June 30, 2000 
For: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE 
FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

. Comm1ss1oner fo.r P;tents 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 

PO Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313_ 1450 

',t,/WW usoto g~ 

DECISION ON REQUEST FOR 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTIONS 
CHANGE OF INVENTORSHIP 

This is a decision on the petition under filed August 18, 2012, to correct inventorship under 3 7 
CFR 1.324. 

The petition is DISMISSED. 

A petition to correct inventorship under 37 C.F.R. 1.324 must be accompanied by: 
(1) Where one or more persons are being added, a statement from each person who is being added 
as an inventor.that the inventorship error occurred without any deceptive intention on his or her 

Part· , . 
(2) A statement from the current named inventors who have not submitted a either agreeing to the 
change of inventorship or stating that they have no disagreement in regard to the requested change; 
(3) A statement from all assignees of the parties submitting a statement agreeing to the change of 
inventorship in the patent; and 
(4) The fee set forth in§ l.20(b). 

The petition failed to c.omply with the item (2) above. The statement from current inventor Russell 
Dietz is defective as it does not identify the name of the new inventor to be added. 

Telephone inquiries concerning this decision should be directed to Hassan Kizou at 571-272-3088. 
All other inquiries concerning the status of the application should be directed to Patent Application 
Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. 

/Hassan Kizou/ 

Hassan Kizou 
SPE, Technology Center 2400 
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Dov Rosenfeld

5507 College Avenue, Suite 2
Oakland CA 94618

In re Application of: HAIG SARKISSIANetal.
Application No. 09608266 ”
Patent No. 6771646 DECISION ON REQUEST FOR
Filed: June 30, 2000 CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTIONS
For: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE CHANGEOF INVENTORSHIP
FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW
RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR

This is a decision on the petition under filed August 18, 2012, to correct inventorship under 37
CFR 1.324.

The petition is DISMISSED.

A petition to correct inventorship under 37 C.F.R. 1.324 must be accompanied by:
(1) Where one or more persons are being added, a statement from each person whois being added
as an inventorthat the inventorship error occurred without any deceptive intention on his or her
part; .
(2) A statement from the current named inventors who have not submitted a either agreeing to the
change of inventorship orstating that they have no disagreement in regard to the requested change;
(3) A statement from all assignees of the parties submitting a statement agreeing to the change of
inventorship in the patent; and
(4) The fee set forth in § 1.20(b).

Thepetition failed to comply with the item (2) above. The statement from current inventor Russell
Dietz is defective as it does not identify the name of the new inventor to be added.

Telephone inquiries concerning this decision should be directed to Hassan Kizou at 571-272-3088,
All other inquiries concerning the status of the application should be directed to Patent Application
Information Retrieval (PAIR) system.

‘Hassan Kizou/

Hassan Kizou

SPE, Technology Center 2400
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DOCKET NO.: 10354-00IGEN PATENT 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

In Re Application of: 

Haig A. Sarkissian, Russell S. Dietz 

Application No.: 09/608,266 

Patent No.: 6,771,646 

Confirmation No.: 9867 

Group Art Unit: 2662 

Issue Date: August 3, 2004 

Filing Date: June 30, 2000 Examiner: Alan V. Nguyen 

For: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF 
FLOW RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

Commissioner for Patents 
Office of Patent Publications 
ATTN: Certificate of Correction Branch 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Sir: 

REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 
PURSUANT TO 37 CFR § 1.322 & 37 CFR § 1.323 

It is respectfully requested that a Certificate of Correction be issued for the above-identified 
patent. The patent has three (3) errors that are the fault of the applicant. Applicant's errors 
occurred in good faith and are of a clerical or typographical nature, or minor character, and 
are not believed to constitute new matter or require examination. 

Enclosed herewith please find a completed Certificate of Correction form. 

The fee in the amount of$100.00 is attached. 

Date: September 4, 2013 

Meunier Carlin & Curfman, LLC 
817 W. Peachtree St., NW 
Suite 500 
Atlanta, GA 30308 
phone: (404) 645-7713 
fax: ( 404) 645- 7707 

Respectfully submitted, 

/Lawrence A. Aaronson/ 
Lawrence Aaronson 
Reg. No. 38,369 
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DOCKET NO.: 10354-001GEN PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

In Re Application of:
Haig A. Sarkissian, Russell 8. Dietz Confirmation No.: 9867 (fdo4Application No.: 09/608,266 Group Art Unit: 2662 o
Patent No.: 6,771,646 Issue Date: August 3, 2004 fp:
Filing Date: June 30, 2000 Examiner: Alan V. Nguyen (br
For: ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATESOF

FLOW RECORDSIN A NETWORK MONITOR

Commissioner for Patents
Office of Patent Publications
ATTN:Certificate of Correction Branch
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

 
= DearSir:

i REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION
Ba PURSUANT TO 37 CFR § 1.322 & 37 CFR § 1.323
qa It is respectfully requested that a Certificate of Correction be issued for the above-identified
a patent, The patent has three (3) errors that are the fault of the applicant. Applicant’s errors
s occurred in good faith and are of a clerical or typographical nature, or minor character, and

, are not believed to constitute new matter or require examination.
* Enclosed herewith please find a completed Certificate of Correction form.

The fee in the amount of $100.00 is attached.

e Respectfully submitted,
: Date: September4, 2013 /Lawrence A. Aaronson/ |}Lawrence Aaronson

Reg, No. 38,369
Meunier Carlin & Curfman, LLC :
817 W. Peachtree St., NW ,
Suite 500 I
Atlanta, GA 30308
phone: (404) 645-7713
fax: (404) 645-7707
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PTOISB/44 (09-07) 

Approved for use through 0813112013 0MB 0651-00 33 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Under the Paperwork Reducbon Act of 1995, no persons ara required to respond to a collect10n of mformal1on unless il displays a valid 0MB control number 
/Also Form PT0-1050; 

PATENT NO 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

6,771,646 

APPLICATION NO.: 09/608,266 

ISSUE DATE 

INVENTOR(S) 

August3,2004 

Haig A. Sarkissian, Russell S. Dietz 

Page _1_ of _2_ 

It is certified that an error appears or errors appear in the above-identified patent and that said letters Patent 
is hereby corrected as shown below: 

IN THE CLAIMS: 

Column 2, lines 58 and 59, claim 1 , change "to looking up being the cache subsystem" to --the looking up being 
via the cache subsystem--. 

Column 2, lines 65, 66 and 67, claim 1, change "perform any state operations required tor the initial state of the 
new flow in the case that the packet is from an existing flow" to --perform any state operations required for the 
initial state of the new flow in the case that the packet is not from an existing flow--. 

Column 2, line 7, claim 7, change "to storing" to --for storing--. 

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Please do not use customer number below): 

Meunier Carlin & Curfman, LLC 
817 W. Peachtree St., NW, Suite 500 
Atlanta, GA 30308 

This collection of information Is reqwred by 37 CFR 1 322, 1.323, and 1 324. The mfonnation 1s required to obtain or retain a benefit by the pubhc which 1s to file 
{and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confi_dentiallty is governed by 35 U.S C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is esllmated to take 1.0 hour to 
complete. including gathering, prepanng, and subm1tt1ng the_completed applicat1on.fonn to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case Any 
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this fonn and/or suggesUons for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P 0. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED 
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Attention Certificate of Corrections Branch, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, 
VA 22313-1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2. 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO - 6,771,646

APPLICATION NO.: 09/608,266

ISSUE DATE August 3, 2004

INVENTOR(S) Haig A. Sarkissian, Russell S. Dietz

itis certified that an error appears or errors appearin the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent
is hereby corrected as shown below:

IN THE CLAIMS: j

Column 2, lines 58 and 59, claim 1, change “to looking up being the cache subsystem”to --the looking up being
via the cache subsystem-~.

Column 2, lines 65, 66 and 67, claim 1, change “perform any state operations required for the initial state of the
new flow in the case that the packetis fram an existing flow” to --perform any state operations required for the
initial state of the new flow in the case that the packet is not from an existing flow--.

Column 2, fine 7, claim 7, change “to storing” to --for storing--.

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER(Please do not use customer number below):

Meunier Carlin & Curfman, LLC
817 W. Peachtree St., NW, Suite 500 |
Atlanta, GA 30308 j

This collection of information is required by a7 CFR 1 322, 1.323, and 1324. The information is recutred to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which 1s to file i
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is govemad by 35 U.S C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1.0 hour to :
complete, inchiding gathering, prepanng, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case Any 1comments on the amount of time you require to complete this formand/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be senito the Ctuef Information Officer, i
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commeme, PO. Sox 1450, Alexandra, VA 22313-1450 DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Attention Certificate of Corrections Branch, Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1456, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.

iyou need assistance in compieting the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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PATENT NO. 
APPLICATION NO. 
DATED 
INVENTOR(S) 

0 
UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

: 6,771,646 Bl 

: 09/608266 

: August 3, 2004 
: Haig A. Sarkissian and Russell S. Dietz 

Page I of I 

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below: 

IN THE CLAIMS: 

Column 36, lines 58 and 59, claim 1, change "to looking up being the cache subsystem" to 

--the looking up being via the cache subsystem--. 

Column 36, lines 65, 66 and 67, claim l, change "perform any state operations required for the initial 

state of the new flow in the case that the packet is from an existing flow" to --perform any state 
operations required for the initial state of the new flow in the case that the packet is not from an 

existing flow--. 

Column 38, line 7, claim 7, change "to storing" to --for storing--. 

Signed and Sealed this 
Fifteenth Day of October, 2013 

Teresa Stanek Rea 
Deputy Director of the United States Pa1e111 a11d Trademark Office 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE q
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

 pATENT NO. : 6,771,646 Bl Page 1 of ]
APPLICATION NO. : 09/608266
DATED : August 3, 2004
INVENTOR(S) : Haig A. Sarkissian and Russell S. Dietz

it is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below:
q

IN THE CLAIMS: Es
;

Column 36, lines 58 and 59, claim 1, change “to looking up being the cache subsystem” to }
--the looking up being via the cache subsystem--. H

és . Column 36, lines 65, 66 and 67, claim 1, change “perform any state operations required for the initial$.

EF. state of the new flow in the case that the packet is fromanexisting flow”to --perform anystate
‘ operations required fortheinitial state of the newflowin the case that the packet is not from an

existing flow--. 
‘ Column 38, line 7, claim 7, change “to storing” to --for storing--.

Seaaa
IsatME:
“aayaaai

MayoD,
rara
oeie

ait:

Signed and Sealedthis
Fifteenth Day of October, 2013

| LanJedts
‘Teresa Stanek Rea

: Deputy Directorofthe United States Patent and Trademark Office
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UNITED STATES PATEr,:l' AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
Certificate 

Patented: August 3, 2004 
Patent No. 6,771,646 Bl 

On petition requesting issuance of a certificate for correction of inventorship pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 256, it has 
bee~ found tha,t the above identified patent, through error and without any deceptive intent, improperly sets forth 
the mventorsh1p. Accordingly,}! is hereby certified that the correct inventorship of this patent is: Haig A. Sarkissian, Con wall 
on Hudson,-N'1 (US); Russell S. Dietz, San Jose, CA (US); and William H. Bares, San Jose, CA (US). 

Signed and Sealed this Twenty-eighth Day of October 2014. 
ROBERTO VELEZ 

Supervisory Patent Examiner 
Art Unit 26(>2 

Technology Center 2600 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Certificate

Patent No. 6,771,646 B1 Patented: August 3, 2004
35 U.S.C. 256,it hasOnpetition requesting issuance of a certificate for correction of inventorship pursuant tobeen found thatthe aboveidentified patent, througherror and without any deceptive intent, improperly sets forth

the inventorship.Accordingly, it is hereby certified that the correct inventorship of this patent is: Haig A. Sarkissian, Conwallon Hudson, Y (US); Russell $. Dietz, San Jose, CA (US); and William H. Bares, San Jose, CA (US).
Signed and Sealed this Twenty-eighth Day of October 2014.

. ROBERTO VELEZ
Supervisory Patent ExaminerArt Unit 2662

Technology Center 2600
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 

Application Number: 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 

Title of Invention: 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: 

Customer Number: 

Filer: 

Filer Authorized By: 

Attorney Docket Number: 

Receipt Date: 

Filing Date: 

Time Stamp: 

Application Type: 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment 

Payment Type 

Payment was successfully received in RAM 

RAM confirmation Number 

Deposit Account 

Authorized User 

File Listing: 

Document 
Number 
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16761243 

09608266 
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ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

Haig A. Sarkissian 

96039 

Lawrence Aaronson/Karen Carroll 

Lawrence Aaronson 

04-SEP-2013 

30-JUN-2000 

15:25:08 

Utility under 35 USC 11 l(a) 
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Electronic Funds Transfer 

$100 

2251 
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the US PTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503, 

New ARRlications Under 32 U.S.C. l 11 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1,53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued In due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International AJ,U~lication under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International A1u~lication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 O), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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If a new applicationis being filed and the application includes the necessary components fora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown onthis
Acknowledgement Receiptwill establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
if a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 37 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903indicating acceptance of the application asa
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in additionto the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the international Application Number
and of the international Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceipt will establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 09608266 

Filing Date: 30-Jun-2000 

Title of Invention: 
ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
RECORDS IN A NElWORK MONITOR 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Haig A. Sarkissian 

Filer: Lawrence Aaronson/Karen Carroll 

Attorney Docket Number: 

Filed as Large Entity 

Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) Filing Fees 

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USO($) 

Basic Filing: 

Pages: 

Claims: 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition: 

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance: 

Certificate of Correction 1811 1 100 100 

Extension-of-Time: 
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Attorney Docket No. 10354-00SUSl 

IN THE UNlTED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant 
Serial No. 
Filed 
Title 

Haig A. Sarkissian Art Unit 2662 
09/608,266 Examiner Nguyen, Alan V. 
June 30, 2000 Conf. No. . 9867 
ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF 
FLOW RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

Mail Stop Petition 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 223 i3-1450 

PETITION TO CORRECT INVENTORSHIP UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.324 

Dear Commissioner: 

Applicant hereby petitions correcting inventorship for the above referenced issued patent. A 
request for a Certificate of Corrections is included herewith. 

Kindly add William H. Bares, of 5063 Elester Drive, San Jose, CA 95124, a Citizen of US as 
third inventor. 

Such error(s) in inventorship arose through the fault of applicant(s). Each such error is of clerical 
nature or minor nature and occurred in good faith and without any deceptive intention on the part of 
any one of the applicant(s), assignee(s), or the undersigned. The correction does not involve changes 
which would constitute new matter or require re-examination. Granting of this petition to correct 
inventorship is respectfully requested. 

Included with this request are: 

X A request for a Certificate of Corrections; 

X A signed statement from William H. Bares, the inventor being added that the error of 
failing to include William H. Bares as an inventor of the patent occurred without any 
deceptive intent on the part of William R Bares; 

X Signed statement(s) from current named inventors that each either agrees to adding 
William H. Bares as inventor or has no disagreement with adding William R Bares as 
inventor; 
A signed statement from Packet Intelligence LLC, the assignee of record agreeing to 
adding William H. Bares as inventor; 
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Attorney Docket No. 10354-005US1

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
 

Applicant : Haig A. Sarkissian Art Unit - 2662
Serial No. : 09/608,266 Examiner : Nguyen, Alan V.
Filed ; June 30, 2000 Conf.No. : 9867 I fs

Title : ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF /FLOW RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR

Mail Stop Petition
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

 

Dear Commissioner:

Applicant hereby petitions correcting inventorship for the above referenced issued patent. A
request for a Certificate of Corrections is included herewith.

Kindly add William H. Bares, of 5063 Elester Drive, San Jose, CA 95124,a Citizen ofUS as
third inventor.

Sucherror(s) in inventorship arose through the fault of applicant(s). Each such erroris of clerical
nature or minor nature and occurred in good faith and without any deceptive intention on the part of
any one of the applicant(s), assignee(s), or the undersigned. The correction does not involve changes
which would constitute new matter or require re-examination. Granting of this petition to correct
inventorship is respectfully requested.

Included with this request are:

X A request fora Certificate of Corrections;

I A signed statement from William H. Bares, the inventor being added that the error of
failing to include William H. Bares as an inventor of the patent occurred without any
deceptive intent on the part ofWilliam H. Bares;

I Signed statemeni(s) from current namedinventors that each either agrees to adding
William H. Bares as inventor or has no disagreement with adding William H. Bares as
inventor;

A signed statement from Packet Intelligence LLC, the assignee of record agreeing to
adding William H. Bares as inventor,
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Applicant 
Serial No. 
Filed 
Page 

.. 

Haig A. Sarkissian 
09/608,266 
June 30, 2000 
2 of2 

Attorney Docket No. 10354-00SUS 1 

X A statement that the person signing on behalf of Packet Intelligence LLC the assignee of 
record that such person is authorized to sign, per 37 CFR 3.73; and 

Payment for the fees required (submitted by credit card payment via EFS Web). 

Thus, as stated in MPEP 1481.02, correction of inventorship should be effected under the provisions 
of 35 USC 256 and 37 CFR 1.324 as this petition is accompanied by: 

(a) A statement from the person who is being added as an inventor that the inventorship error 
occurred without any deceptive intention on his part; 

(b) A statement from the current named inventors agreeing to the change of inventorship. 

(c) A statement from the assignee of the parties submitting this petition, agreeing to the change 
of inventorship in the patent. 

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any missing fee(s) or credit 
any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 50-5226. 

The undersigned requests being contacted at (404) 645-7700 if there are any questions or 
clarifications, or if there are any problems with the petition to correct inventorship. 

Date: August 9, 2014 

Customer No. 96039 
docketing(m,mcciplaw.com 

404.645.7700 Phone 
404.645.7707 Fax 

Respectfully submitted 

MEUNIER CARLIN & CURFMAN, LLC 

/Lawrence A. Aaronson/ 
Lawrence A. Aaronson 
Reg. No. 38,369 
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Applicant : Haig A. Sarkissian Attorney Docket No, 10354-005USI
SerialNo. : 09/608,266
Filed : June 30, 2000
Page > 2of2

X  Astatementthat the person signing on behalf of Packet Intelligence LLC the assignee of
record that such person is authorized to sign, per 37 CFR 3.73; and

X Paymentfor the fees required (submitted by credit card payment via EFS Web).

Thus, as stated in MPEP 1481.02, correction of inventorship should be effected underthe provisions
of 35 USC 256 and 37 CFR 1.324 as this petition is accompanied by:

(a) A statement from the person who is being added as an inventorthat the inventorship error .
occurred without any deceptive intention on his part;

(b) A statement from the current named inventors agreeing to the change of inventorship.

(c) A statement from the assignee of the parties submitting this petition, agreeing to the change
of inventorship in the patent.

The Commissioneris hereby authorized to charge payment of any missing fee(s) or credit
any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 50-5226.

The undersigned requests being contacted at (404) 645-7700if there are any questions or
clarifications, or if there are any problems with the petition to correct inventorship.

Respectfully submitted

MEUNIER CARLIN & CURFMAN, LLC

Date: August 9, 2014 /Lawrence A, Aaronson/
. Lawrence A. Aaronson.

Reg. No. 38,369

 

Customer No. 96039

docksting@meciplaw.com
404.645.7700 Phone

404.645.7707 Fax
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
CERTIFICATE 

Patent No. 6,771,646 B 1 Patented: August 3, 2004 

On petition requesting issuance of a certificate for correction of inventorship pursuant to 35 U S.C. 256, it 
has been found that the above identified patent, through error and without any deceptive intent, improperly sets 
forth the inventorship. 

Accordingly, it is hereby certified that the correct inventorship of this patent is: Haig A. Sarkissian, Conwall on 
Hudson, NY (US); Russell S. Dietz, San Jose, CA (US); William H. Bares, San Jose, CA (US) 

'J Signed and Sealed this Twenty-eighth Day of October 2014. 
Roberto Velez 

Supervisory Patent Examiner 

Art Unit 2662 
Technology Center 2600 

, 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
CERTIFICATE

Onpetition requesting issuance ofa certificate for correction of inventorship pursuant to 35 U S.C. 256,it
has been found that the above identified patent, through error and without any deceptive intent, improperly sets
forth the inventorship.

Accordingly,it is hereby certified that the correct inventorship ofthis patent is: Haig A. Sarkissian, Conwall on
Hudson, NY (US); Russell S. Dietz, San Jose, CA (US); William H. Bares, San Jose, CA (US)

|
Patent No. 6,771,646 Bl Patented: August 3, 2004

i
” Signed and Sealed this Twenty-eighth Day of October 2014.
‘ Roberto Velez

Supervisory Patent Examiner
Art Unit 2662

Technology Center 2600 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

CERTIFICATE 

Patent No. 6,771,646 B2 
Patented: August 3, 2004 

On petition requesting issuance of a certificate for correction of inventorship 
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 256, it has been found that the above-identified patent, 
through error and without deceptive intent, improperly sets forth the 
inventorship. Accordingly, it is hereby certified that the correct inventorship 
of this patent is: 

William H. Bares from San Jose, California; Haig A. Sarkissian from San 
Antonio, Texas; Russell S. Dietz from San Jose, California. 

Roberto Velez 
Supervisory Patent Examiner 

Art Unit 2662 
Technology Center 2600 

EX 1019 Page 441

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

CERTIFICATE ||

Patent No. 6,771,646 B2
Patented: August 3, 2004

i

|

Onpetition requesting issuanceofa certificate for correction of inventorship |
pursuantto 35 U.S.C. 256,it has been foundthatthe above-identified patent, |
through error and without deceptive intent, improperly sets forth theinventorship. Accordingly,it is hereby certified that the correct inventorship |
of this patentis:

William H. Bares from San Jose, California; Haig A. Sarkissian from San
Antonio, Texas; Russell §. Dietz fromSan Jose, California.

Roberto Velez

Supervisory Patent Examiner
Art Unit 2662

Technology Center 2600
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Attorney Docket No. 10354-005US1 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant 
Serial No. 
Filed 
Title 

Haig A. Sarkissian Art Unit 2662 
09/608,266 Examiner Nguyen, Alan V. 
June 30, 2000 Conf. No. 9867 
ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF 
FLOW RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

Mail Stop Petition 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-14 50 

REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTIONS 
Change of Inventorship 

Dear Commissioner: 

The above patent contains significant error( s) as indicated on the attached Certificate of Correction 
form (submitted in duplicate). 

Such error( s) arose through the fault of applicant( s ). Payment for the fee is being submitted by EFS 
Web by credit card payment. Each such error is of clerical error or minor nature and occurred in 
good faith and therefore issuance of the certificate of Correction is respectfully requested. The 
correction does not involve changes which would constitute new matter or require re-examination. 

Such error(s) specifically: 

Kindly add William H. Bares, of 5063 Elester Drive, San Jose, CA 95124, a Citizen of US as 
third inventor. 

The change includes·a change ofinventorship ofan issued patent. As stated in MPEP 1412.04-I, 
correction of inventorship should be effected under the provisions of 35 USC 256 and 37 CFR 1.324 
by filing a request for a Certificate of Correction if (A) the only change being made in the patent is 
to correct the inventorship; and (B) all parties are in agreement and the inventorship issue is not 
contested. The only change being requested is to correct the inventorship. All parties are in 
agreement and the inventorship issue is not contested. 

This request for a Certificate of Corrections is accompanied by: 

X A request for change of inventorship; 

X A signed statement from William H. Bares, the inventor being added that the error of 
failing to include William H. Bares as an inventor of the patent occurred without any 
deceptive intent on the part of William H. Bares; 

1 
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Attorney Docket No. 10354-005U81 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant : Haig A. Sarkissian Art Unit : 2662
Serial No. ; 09/608,266 Examiner : Nguyen, Alan V.
Filed : June 30, 2000 Conf.No. : 9867
Title : ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF

FLOW RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR

Mail Stop Petition
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTIONS
Change of Inventorship

Dear Commissioner:

The above patent contains significant error(s) as indicated on the attached Certificate of Correction
form (submitted in duplicate).

Such error(s) arose through the fault of applicant(s). Payment for the fee is being submitted by EFS
Webby credit card payment. Each sucherroris of clerical error or minor nature and occurred in
good faith and therefore issuance ofthe certificate of Correction is respectfully requested. The
correction does not involve changes which would constitute new matter or require re-examination.

Such error(s) specifically:

Kindly add William H. Bares, of 5063 Elester Drive, San Jose, CA 95124, a Citizen of US as
third inventor.

The change includes a changeof inventorship ofan issued patent. As stated in MPEP 1412.04—I,
correction of inventorship should be effected underthe provisions of 35 USC 256 and 37 CFR 1.324
by filing a request for a Certificate of Correction if (A) the only change being madein the patent is
to correct the inventorship; and (B)all parties are in agreement and the inventorship issueis not
contested. The only change being requested is to correct the inventorship. All parties are in
agreement and the inventorship issue is not contested.

| This request for a Certificate of Corrections is accompanied by:

XA request for change of inventorship,|

X  Asigned statement from William H. Bares,the inventor being added that the error of
failing to include William H.Bares as an inventor of the patent occurred without any

i deceptive intent on the part of William H. Bares;
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Applicant 
Serial No. 
Filed 
Page 

0 
Haig A. Sarkissian 
09/608,266 
June 30, 2000 
2 of4 

Attorney DocketNo.10354-005US1 

X Signed statement(s) from current named inventors that each either agrees to adding 
William H. Bares as inventor or has no disagreement with adding William H. Bares as 

inventor; 

X A signed statement from Packet Intelligence LLC, the assignee ofrecord agreeing to 
adding William H. Bares as inventor; 

X A statement that the person signing on behalf of Packet Intelligence LLC, the assignee of 
record that such person is authorized to sign, per 37 CFR 3.73; and 

X Payment for the fees required ( submitted by credit card payment via EFS Web). 

The Office is hereby authorized to charge payment of any missing fees associated with this 
communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 50-5226. 

The undersigned requests being contacted at ( 404) 645-7700 ifthere are any questions or 
clarifications, or if there are any problems with issuance of the Certificate of Correction. 

Date: August 9, 2014 

Customer No. 96039 
.ctocketing<@.mcciplaw.com 
404.645.7700 Phone 
404.645.7707 Fax 

Respectfully submitted 

MEUNIER CARLIN & CURFMAN, LLC 

/Lawrence A. Aaronson/ 
Lawrence A. Aaronson 
Reg. No. 38,369 
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Applicant : Haig A. Sarkissian Attorney Docket No. 10354-005US1
Serial No. ; 09/608,266
Filed -  Jyne 30, 2000
Page : 20f4

X Signed statement(s) from current namedinventors that each either agrees to adding
William H. Bares as inventor or has no disagreement with adding William H. Bares as
inventor;

X A signed statement from PacketIntelligence LLC,the assignee of record agrecingto
adding William H. Bares as inventor;

X A statement that the person signing on behalf of Packet Intelligence LLC,the assignee of
record that such personis authorized to sign, per 37 CFR 3.73; and

X Paymentfor the fees required (submitted by credit card payment via EFS Web).

The Office is hereby authorized to charge payment of any missing fees associated with this
communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 50-5226.

 

The undersigned requests being contacted at (404) 645-7700ifthere are any questions or
clarifications, or if there are any problems with issuance ofthe Certificate of Correction.

Respectfully submitted

MEUNIER CARLIN & CURFMAN, LLC

Date: August 9, 2014 {Lawrence A. Aaronson/
Lawrence A. Aaronson

Reg. No. 38,369

 

Customer No. 96039
docketing@mcciplaw.com
404.645.7700 Phone

404.645.7707 Fax
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PTO/SB/44 (09-07) 

Approved for use through 08/31/2013. 0MB 0651-0033 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid 0MB control number. 
/Also Form PT0-1050) 

PATENT NO 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

6,771,646 

APPLICATION NO 09/608,266 

ISSUE DATE August 3, 2004 

INVENTOR(S) Sarkissian, et al. 

Page _1_ of _1_ 

It is certified that an error appears or errors appear in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent 
is hereby corrected as shown below: 

In the list of Inventors, add William H. Bares, of 5063 Elester Drive, San Jose, CA 95124, a Citizen of US as 
third inventor 

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Please do not use customer number below): 

Meunier Carlin & Curfman 
817 w. Peachtree St., NW, Suite 500 
Atlanta, GA 30308 

This collecbon of information 1s required by 37 CFR 1 322, 1 323, and 1 324. The information 1s required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which 1s to file 
(and by the USPTO to process) an apphcabon. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 114 This collection 1s estimated to take 1.0 hour to 
complete, including gathenng, prepanng, and submitting the .completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case Any 
comments on the amount of time you require lo complete lhts form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Olficer, 
us Patent and Trademark Office, U.S Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED 
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Attention Certificate of Corrections Branch, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, 

VA22313-1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, cal/ 1-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2. 

l 

.i 
} 

j 
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PTO/SB/44 (09-07)
Approved for use through 08/31/2013, OMB 0651-0033

U.S.Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. OEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no personsare required to respondto a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.‘Also Form PTO-1050

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION |

PATENT NO - 6,771,646

APPLICATION NO 09/608,266

ISSUE DATE August 3, 2004

INVENTOR(S) -  Sarkigsian, etal.

It is certified that an error appears or errors appear in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent
is hereby corrected as shown below:    
In the list of Inventors, add William H. Bares, of 5063 Elester Drive, San Jose, CA 95124, a Citizen of US as '
third inventor

HeponAEEtet 
MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER(Please do not use customer numberbelow):

Meunier Carlin & Curfman
817 W. Peachtree St, NW, Suite 500
Atlanta, GA 30308

This collection ofinformation ts required by 37 CFR 1 322, 1 323, and 1 324, The information's required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichts to file
(and by the USPTO !o process) an application. Confidentiality is govemed by 36 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 114 This collection 1s estimated to take 1.0 haur to
camplete, including gathenng, prepanng, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon theindividual case Any :
comments on the amountof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sentto the Chief Information Officer,
U.S Patent and Trademark Office, U.S Depariment of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Attention Cartificate of Corrections Branch, Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,

: VA 22313-1450,

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Anomey Docket N,L IO:.t;,4-0!l5USI 

IN THE l:NITED STATES PATE.NT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant 
Serini No. 
Filed 
Title 

Haig A. Sarki:-.sian An Unit 2662 
09/608,266 Examiner Nguyen, Alan V. 
June 30,2000 (\mt'. No. 9867 
ASSOClATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF 
FLOW RECORDS IN A NETWOR.K MONITOR 

Mail Stop Petition 
Commis~ioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1.i50 
Alexandria, VA 21313-1450 

REQUEST TO CORRECT lNVENTORSHlP~ 
STATEMENT FROM ASSIGNEE or INVENTOR ImING ADDEil 

Dear Commissioner: 

Packd lmelligence LLC, a corporation incorporntcd in the state of Te.'rn:,, the A:ssignee of record 
of the above-referenced parent, agrees ro adding Willh.tm H. Bares. of 5063 Ele:,tcr Drive, San 
Jose, CA 95124, a Citizen of US as the third inventor of the ubove referenced patent. 

The undersigned is authorized to sign on behalf of Packet lntelllgencc LLC, the a-;slguee. 

Attached is a statemem under 37 CFR 3.73(b) that the ~ubject application is indeed assigned to 
Pncket 1ntelligtnce LLC 

I r.; I 
0 , / 1

/,,J 
I I 

-------· -··-·····-.. ··--··-·-
Date 

Cm,t,imer No. 96039 
do..:kelJn_g_~~· ni.:1..·iplaw com 
4() .. J.,645.7700 Phone 
404.645 .7707 Fax 

Respectfully submitted, 

···'! / 

.,··';Jt·i .. ~(;&; A 
Signatur~ 
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Aueraey Docket No, 25400505!

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE i

Applicant: Haig A. Sark issian An Unit » 3662
Serial No. : 097608.266 Examiner > Nguyen, Alan V.
Filed » dune 30. 2000 Cont. No. + 9867 :
Fide ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOORKUPS AND UPDATES OF

FLOW RECORDS IN A NEPWORK MONITOR

Mail Step Petition
Commnissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1440

Alexandria, VA 22313-14350

REQUEST TO CORRECT INVENTORSHIP:
STATEMENT FROMASSIGNEE OF INVENTOR BEING ADDED  

Dear Commissioner:

Packet Intelligence LLC. a corporation incorporatedin the state of Texas. the Assignee of record i
of the above-referenced patent, agrees ro adding Willitm H, Bares, of 5063 Hester Drive, San
Jose. CA 95124, a Citizen of US asthe third inventorof the abovereferenced patent.

ii
t

The undersigned is authorized to sign on behalf of Packet intelligence LLC, the assignee.

Attached is a statement under 37 CPR 3.73(b) that the subject applicationis indeed assigned to
Packet Intelligence LLC,

 
Respectfully submitted,

 od Q ae
- ; i i ws Poo oe af

 

Date Signature 
Custamer No. 96039

7 docketineds nacelolanwcom
FE 404.645.7700 Phone

; 404,645.7707 Fax
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Applicant 
Serial No. 
Filed 
Title 

C) 

Attorney Docket No. 10354-00SUSI 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Haig A. Sarkissian Art Unit 2662 
09/608,266 Examiner Nguyen, Alan V. 
June 30, 2000 Conf. No. 9867 
ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOK UPS AND UPDATES OF 
FLOW RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

Mail Stop Petition 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR § 3.73(c) 

Packet Intelligence LLC states that it is: 

[gJ the assignee of the entire right, title, and interest; or 

D an assignee of an undivided part interest 

in the present patent application/patent by virtue of either: 

A. 

OR 

B. 

D An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified 
below. 

D 1. The assignment in the parent of the instant applications was 
recorded in the Patent and Trademark Office at: 

D 2. The assignment has not yet been recorded. A copy of the 
assignment is attached. 

A chain of title from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patent identified 
above, to the current assignee as shown below: 

I. From: Sakissian and Dietz (Inventors) To: Apptitude, Inc 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel 011258, Frame 0672. 

2. From: Apptitude, Inc To: Hi/Fn, Inc 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel.028800, Frame 0034. 

l 
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so ae 2

Attamey Docket No, !0354-005US1

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

Applicant : Haig A. Sarkissian Art Unit : 2662
Serial No, : 09/608,266 Examiner : Nguyen, Alan V.
Filed : June 30, 2000 Conf.No. °: 9867
Title : ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF

FLOW RECORDSIN A NETWORK MONITOR

Mail Stop Petition
Commissionerfor Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR § 3.73(c)

Packet Intelligence LLC states thatit is:

X the assignee ofthe entire right, title, and interest; or

[-} an assignee of an undividedpart interest

in the present patent application/patent by virtue ofeither:

A, C] An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified
below.

: Cj 1. The assignment in the parent of the instant applications was
“sy recorded in the Patent and Trademark Office at:

C] 2. The assignment has not yet been recorded. A copy of the
assignmentis attached.

ue OR

«pe? <e
: B. X A chain of title from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patent identified

above, to the currentassignee as shown below:

1. From: Sakissian and Dietz (Inventors) To: Apptitude, Inc

The document wasrecorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 011258, Frame 0672.

2. From: Apptitude, Inc To: Hi/Fn, Inc

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel.028800, Frame 0034. 
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Attorney Docket No. 10354-00SUSI 

3. From: Hi/Fn, Inc To: Exar Corporation 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel 023180, Frame 0733. 

4. From: William H. Bares (Inventor) To: Exar Corporation 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel 028799, Frame 0658. 

5. From: Exar Corporation To: Packet Intelligence LLC 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel 029737, Frame 0613. 

0 Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet. 

D Copies of assignments or other documents in the chain of title are attached. 

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is empowered to act on behalf of the 
assignee. 

-?:::.~ 4·H 
Date 

1> / tad /y I\ 1 r v,i,L,/ { 

Printed or Typed Name Title 

EX 1019 Page 447
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Attorney Docket No. 10354-005US1

3. From: Hi/Fn, Inc To: Exar Corporation

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 023180, Frame 0733.

4, From: William H. Bares (Inventor) To: Exar Corporation

The docurnent was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 028799, Frame 0658.

5. From: Exar Corporation To:Packet Intelligence LLC

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 029737, Frame 0613.

Cl Additional documents in the chain oftitle are listed on a supplemental sheet.

CJ Copies of assignments or other documents in the chainoftitle are attached.

The undersigned (whosetitle is supplied below) is empowered to act on behalf of the
assignee. ;

\Soliy f Lanelif glily
Signature Date

Brad ly A Br untl| AAA red: Member
Printed or Typed Name Title  
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Applicant 
Serial No. 
Filed 
Title 

0 
Attorney Docket No. I 0354-00SUS I 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Haig A. Sarkissian Art Unit 2662 
09/608,266 Examiner Nguyen, Alan V. 
June 30, 2000 Conf. No. : 9867 
ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF 
FLOW RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

Mail Stop Petition 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

PETITION TO CORRECT INVENTORSIDP: 
STATEMENT FROM INVENTOR BEING ADDED 

Dear Commissioner; 

With respect to the petition to correct inventorship in the above referenced patent by 

adding me: 

William H. Bares, of 1655 Parkview Green Circle, San Jose, CA 95131, a Citizen of US 

as the third inventor, 

Please note that the error of failing to include me as an inventor of the above referenced 

application and patent occurred without any deceptive intent on the part of me, William H. 

Bares. Furthermore note that the other inventors are indicating that they agree to this change of 

inventorship. This patent has been assigned by me to Packet Intelligence, LLC, who is now the 

present assignee of record. Furthermore note that Packet Intelligence, LLC, the assignee of 

record is indicating that it agrees to this change of inventorship. 

{ Signature Continues on Next Page} 
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Attorney Docket No, 10354-005US]

ereS verge

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE  Applicant : Haig A. Sarkissian Art Unit > 2662
Serial No. : 09/608,266 Examiner : Nguyen, Alan V. i
Filed : June 30, 2000 Conf.No.  : 9867 :
Title - ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF i |

FLOW RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR | i

Mail Stop Petition
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450 ‘
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

PETITION TO CORRECT INVENTORSHIP:
STATEMENT FROM INVENTOR BEING ADDED

Dear Commissioner;

With respectto the petition to correct inventorship in the above referenced patent by
adding me:

William H. Bares, of 1655 Parkview Green Circle, San Jose, CA 95131, a Citizen of US

as the third inventor,

Please note that the error offailing to include me as an inventor of the above referenced.

application and patent occurred without any deceptive intent on the part of me, William H.
Bares. Furthermore note that the other inventors are indicating that they agree to this change of
inventorship. This patent has been assigned by me to Packet Intelligence, LLC, whois now the
present assignee of record. Furthermore note that Packet Intelligence, LLC, the assignee of
record is indicatingthat it agrees to this change of inventorship.

{Signature Continues on Next Page}  
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Respectfully Submitted, 

THIRD INVENTOR: 

Inventor's Sign~ture 
Inventor's Printed Name: William H. Bares 

Address for correspondence: 
Customer No. 96039 
docketing(_@mcciplaw.com 
404.645.7700 Phone 

Attorney Docket No. 10354-00SUS I 

DATE 

l 
l 
I 
l 
J 
4 
J 
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Respectfully Submitted,

THIRD INVENTOR:

Inventor's Signature DATE
Inventor’s Printed Name: William H, Bares

Address for correspondence:
Customer No. 96039

docketing@mceciplaw.com
404.645.7700 Phone 
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.-\ttorriey Dock~, No. J 0.35-t-0()5US t 

IN THE Ut->i1TED STAI ES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Appli.:.-ant 
Stria! No. 
Fik:d 
'Tirl~ 

Haig A Sarldsshm An Unit 266.! 
09i60S.~~66 E:x~unmcr Nguyen, .:\[an V. 
June 30, 2000 Con( Nv. ; 9$67 
ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UFDA.TES OF 
FLO\V RECORDS !N A NET\\'ORK MONITOR 

:vlsii St,:>p Petition. 
Comrni-;sic1ner fbr Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Ale:,,andria, V/!, 22313-1450 

REOGEST TO CORRECT INVENTORSHIP: 
STA'.n:MENT FROM CURRENT NAMED INVENTORS 

Dear Commissioner: 

l .. th~ cum:nt named first inv~ntor c,ftbc above referenced pat~nt, agree to 1dding \Villiam H. 

lhres of 1655 Parkview Grten Cirde, S1n Jo~c, CA. 95131, a Citizen ofl)S, .:is the third inventor of 

the nbove refer<!nced patent and application. 

Respectfully Submind. 

·' • $ 

/r c~J--l~"----"' 
lnv~ritor'~ Slfjrw.ture' 
Inventor's P:finted Name: Haiu A. Sarkissian 

Address !<.)r c,)rrespondence: 
Customer No. 96G39 
JGd,di ng·{;:uicc ipbw .,:om 
404.64:5.770(1 Phone 
-l(M.6-l5.7707 Fax 
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Artomey Docket No. T8533400515f

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADRMARK OFFIC

  Applicant: Haig A. Sarkissia Art Unit 2 3882
Serial No. G9/608,266 Examiner : Nauyen, Sian ¥,
Filed : June 30, 2606 Cont No, 3 DSAT
Tile » ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTUREFOR LOQOKUPS AND UPDATES OF

FLOW RECORDS [NS A NEPWORK MONITOR

Mali Stayz Fetition
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Bax 1459
Alexandria, VA 22313-1480

REQUEST TO CORRECT INVENTORSHIP:

STATEMENT FROM CURRENT NAMED INVENTORS    

Dear Conunissioner:

L the carrent named first inventor of the abovereferenced patont, agree to adding Willlam H.ne

Bares of 1635 Parkview Green Circle, San Jose, CA, 99131, a Citizen of US, as the third inventor of

the above referenced patent and snpleation
Respeorufly Submited,

FIRST INVENFOR:
BH A
t| atis Lg

inventor's Stgratare DATE Jf
Inventor's Printed Name: Hala A, Sarkissian

‘a  

Address for correspondence:
Customer No. 96039

docheting’@inceiplaeam
404.845.7700 Phone

404 545.7707 Fax
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0 ,J 
Anoroey Docket No. 10354-00SUSl 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant 
Serial No. 
Filed 
Title 

Haig A. Sarkissian Art Unit 2662 
09/608,266 Examiner : Nguyen, Alan V. 
June 30, 2000 Conf. No. : 9867 
ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF 
FLOW RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

Mail Stop Petition 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

REQUEST TO CORRECT INVENTORSHIP: 
STATEMENT FROM CURRENT NAMED INVENTORS 

Dear Commissioner: 

I, the current named second inventor of the above referenced patent, agree to adding William 

H. Bares of 1655 Parkview Green Circle, San Jose, CA, 95131, a Citizen of US, as the third inventor 

of the above referenced patent and application. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

SECOND INVE~TOR: 

()fff~-£!(-·· 
Jh,?.-!f_ ~;f p ! I 

~~r's Signatur7·'---------

Inventor's Printed Name: Russell S. Dietz 

Address for correspondence: 
Customer No. 96039 
docketing@mcciplaw.com 
404.645.7700 Phone 
404.645.7707 Fax 

July 181h, 2014 

DATE 

l 
l 

I 
l 
j 
" 
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Attorney Docket No, 10354-005US1

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant : Haig A. Sarkissian Art Unit : 2662
Serial No. : 09/608,266 Examiner < Nguyen, Alan V.
Filed : June 30, 2000 Conf.No. ° 9867
Title ; ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF

FLOW RECORDSIN A NETWORK MONITOR

Mail Stop Petition
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

REQUEST TO CORRECT INVENTORSHIP:
STATEMENT FROM CURRENT NAMED INVENTORS 

Dear Commissioner:

I, the current named second inventor of the above referenced patent, agree to adding William

H.Bares of 1655 Parkview Green Circle, San Jose, CA, 95131, a Citizen of US,as the third inventor

ofthe above referenced patent and application.

Respectfully Submitted,

SECOND INVENTOR:

2? f /, Lap} se < ‘TF, July 18th, 2014?

Inventor's Signature” DATE
Inventor’s Printed Name: Russell S. Dietz

Address for correspondence:
Customer No. 96039

docketing@mcciplaw.com
404.645.7700 Phone

404.645.7707 Fax

Leensaosin,

iiTTTbeienestaeemmemcennintmenteMNESes
EReeTHEANOTNISTAAURMNnCitutiyNttantenerNOSDMEFSGGndianoo
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Attorney's Docket No.: 10354-00SUSl 

COMBINED DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY 

A:1 a below named inventor, I hereby declare that: 

My residence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name. 

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if only one name is listed below) or an original, 
first and joint inventor (if plural names are listed below) of the subject matter which is claimed and for 
which a patent is sought on the invention entitled, the specification of which: 

[] is attached hereto. 
[X] was filed on June 30, 2000 as Application Serial No. 09/608,266 and was amended on 

D was described and claimed in PCT International Application No. ___ _ 
on and as amended under PCT Article 19 on ______ _ 

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified 
specification, including the claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above. 

I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information I know to be material to patentability in 
accordance with Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations,§ 1.56. 

filed 

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, § l l 9(e)(l) of any United States 
provisional application(s) listed below: 

U.S. Serial No. Filing Date 
60/141,903 June 30, 1999 Expired 

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, § 120 of any United States 
application(s) listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims of this application is not 
disclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided by the first paragraph ofTitle 35, 
United States Code, § 112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information I know to be material to 
patentability as defined in Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, §1.56(a) which became available 
between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing date of this 
application: 

U.S. Serial No. Filing Date Status 
NIA NIA NIA 

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code, § 119 of any foreign 
application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate or of any PCT international application(s) designating at 
least one countty other than the United States of America listed below and have also identified below any 
foreign application for patent or inventor's certificate or any PCT international application(s) designating 
at least one country other than the United States of America filed by me on the same subject matter 
having a filing date before that of the application(s) of which priority is claimed: 

Country Application No. Filing Date __ _ Priority Claimed 
NIA NIA NIA D Yes []No 

l of3 

I 
I 
l 

I 
I 

I 
I 
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Attorney’s Docket No.: 10354-005US1

COMBINED DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY

Ags a below named inventor, J hereby declare that:

Myresidence, post office address andcitizenship are as stated below next to my name.

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor(if only one nameis listed below) or an original,
first and joint inventor(if plural names are listed below)of the subject matter which is claimed and for
which a patent is sought on the invention entitled , the specification of which:

[] is attached hereto.
[X] was filed on June30, 2000 as Application Serial No. 09/608.266 and was amended on

 

[] was described and claimed in PCT International Application No. filed
on and as amended under PCT Article 19 on

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified
specification, including the claims, as amended by any amendmentreferred to above.

T acknowledge the duty to disclose all information I know to be material to patentability in
accordance with Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, $1.56.

l hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, §119(e)(1) of any United States
provisional application(s) listed below:

U.S. Serial No. FilingDate Status
60/141,903 June 30, 1999 Expired

 

l hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, §120 of any United States
application(s) listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims ofthis applicationis not
disclosed in the prior United States application in the manner provided by the fixst paragraph ofTitle 35,
United States Code, §112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information I know to be material to
patentability as defined in Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, §1.56(a) which becameavailable
between the filing date ofthe prior application and the national or PCT internationalfiling date of this
application:
 

U.S. Serial No. Filing Date Status
N/A N/A N/A

J hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code, §119 of any foreign
application(s) for patent or inventor’s certificate or of any PCT international application(s) designating at
least one country other than the United States of America listed below and have also identified below any
foreign application for patent or inventor’s certificate or any PCT international application(s) designating
at least one country other than the United States of Americafiled by me on the same subject matter
having a filing date before that of the application(s) of which priority is claimed:
 

Country Application No. FilingDate Priority Claimed
N/A N/A N/A f]¥es [| No

1 of 3
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Attorney's Docket No.: 10354-00SUS 1 

I hereby appoint the following attorneys and/or agents to prosecute this application and to 
transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith: 

Lawrence A. Aaronson, Reg. No. 38,369 

Direct all telephone calls to LAWRENCE A AARONSON at telephone number 404-645-7713 . 

. Direct all correspondence to the following: 

96039 
PTO Customer Number 

I hereby declare that all statements made herein ofmy own knowledge are true and that all 
statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were 
made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or 
imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful 
false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patents issued thereon. 

Full Name of HAlG SARIGSSIAN 
Inventor: 

Inventor's Signature: Date: 

Residence Address: Conwall on Hudson, 

Citizenship: us 
Post Office Address: 11 Braden Place 

Conwall on Hudson, NY 12520 

Full Name of RUSSELL DIETZ 
Inventor: 

Inventor's Signature: Date: 
Residence Address: San 

Citizenship: us 
Post Office Address: 6475 Deer Hollow Drive 

San Jose, CA 95120 

2 of3 
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Attorney’s Docket No.: 10354-005US1

I hereby appoint the following attorneys and/or agents to prosecutethis application and to
transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith:

Lawrence A. Aaronson, Reg. No. 38,369

Direct all telephone calls to LAWRENCE A. AARONSONattelephone number 404-645-7713,

_ Direet all correspondenceto the following:

96039

PTO Customer Number

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and thatall
statements made on information andbelief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were
made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fme or
imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful
false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patents issued thereon.

Full Name of
Inventor:

Inventor’s Signature:
Residence Address:

Citizenship:
Post Office Address:

Full Nameof
Inventor:

Inventor's Signature:
Residence Address:

Citizenship:
Post Office Address:

ee

HAIG SARKISSIAN

Date: 

Conwall on Hudson, NY, US

US
11 Braden Place

Conwall on Hudson, NY 12520

RUSSELL DIETZ

Date:

San Jose, CA, US

Us
6475 Deer Hollow Drive

San Jose, CA 95120

2o0f3
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Full Name of 
Inventor: 

Inventor's Signature: 
Residence Address: 

Citizenship: 
Post Office Address: 

0 :.) 
Attorney's Docket No.: 10354-00SUS I 

WILLIAM BARES 

o/~ ~ ~ft/,r 
-=-sru---'11'='"0-'s'-e-, C-::'-:A-,-::u=s=------------- Date: --"'-'--_L.-----

us 
1655 Parkview Green Circle 
San Jose, CA, 95131 

3 of3 

\ 
j 

1 
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Full Name of

Inventor:

Inventor’s Signature:
Residence Address:

Citizenship:
Post Office Address:

 

QO yD
Attorney’s Docket No.: 10354-005US1

WILLIAM BARES

Welle 4 Date: Sy/1 / 14
San Jose, CA, US

US

1655 Parkview Green Circle

San Jose, CA, 95131

3 of 3
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

CERTIFICATE 

Patent No. 6,771,646 B2 
Patented: August 3, 2004 

On petition requesting issuance of a certificate for correction of inventorship 
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 256, it has been found that the above-identified patent, 
through error and without deceptive intent, improperly sets forth the 
inventorship. Accordingly, it is hereby certified that the correct inventorship 
of this patent is: 

William H. Bares from San Jose, California; Haig A. Sarkissian from San 
Antonio, Texas; Russell S. Dietz from San Jose, California. 

Roberto Velez 
Supervisory Patent Examiner 

Art Unit 2662 
Technology Center 2600 

EX 1019 Page 455

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

CERTIFICATE

Patent No. 6,771,646 B2
Patented: August 3, 2004

On petition requesting issuanceofa certificate for correction of inventorship
pursuant to 35 U.S.C, 256,it has been found that the above-identified patent,
through error and without deceptive intent, improperly sets forth the
inventorship. Accordingly,it is hereby certified that the correct inventorship
of this patentis:

William H. Bares from San Jose, California; Haig A. Sarkissian from San
Antonio, Texas; Russell S. Dietz from San Jose, California.

Roberto Velez

Supervisory Patent Examiner
Art Unit 2662

Technology Center 2600
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PTO/SB/44 (09-07) 

Approved for use through 08/3112013. 0MB 0651-0033 

. U.S. Patent and Trademark Office:. U.S. DEPART~ENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collecllon of information unless 11 displays a valid 0MB control number. 

{Also Form PT0-1050\ 

PATENT NO. 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

6, n1,646 b I 
APPLICATION NO . 09/608,266 

ISSUE DATE 

INVENTOR{$) 

August3,2004 

Haig A. Sark1ss1an, Russell S. Dietz 
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MEUNIER CARLIN & CURFMAN, LLC 
817 W. PEACHTREE STREET, NW, SUITE 500 
ATLANTA, GA 30308 

In re Patent No. 6,771,646 
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Appl. No: 09/608,266 
Filed: June 30, 2000 
For: C01Tection of Inventorship 

United States Patent and Trademark Office 
PO Box 1450 

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 
www.u~to.gov 

This is a decision on the petition filed August 9, 2014, to c01Tect inventorship under 37 CFR 
1.324. 
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The patented filed is being forwarded to Certificate of CoTI"ections Branch for issuance of a 
certificate naming only the actual inventor or inventors. 

/Roberto Velez/ 

Robe1to Velez 

Supervisory Patent Examiner Art Unit 2662 
Technology Center 2600 
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1 
ASSOCIATIVE CACHE STRUCTURE FOR 

LOOKUPS AND UPDATES OF FLOW 
RECORDS IN A NETWORK MONITOR 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

2 
TORING TRAFFIC IN A NE1WORK, to inventors Dietz, 
et al, describe.s a netwo~k moni~r ~ includes carrying out 
protocol specific operations on individual packets including 
extracting information from header fields in the packet to 

5 use for building a signature for identifying the conversa
tional flow of the packet and for recognizing future packets 
as belonging to a previously encountered flow. A parser 

This ap-pllcation claims the benefit of U.S. Pravh;ional · 1 d - · ... subsystem me u es a parser tor recogmzing miferent pai-
PatentApplication Ser. No.: 60/141,903 for METHOD AND terns in the packet that identify the protocols used. For each 
APPARA11JS FOR MONITORING TRAFFIC IN A NET- protocol recognized, a slicer extracts important packet ele-
WORK to inventors Dietz, et al., filed Jun. 30, 1999, the 10 ments from the packet. These form a signature (i.e., key) for 
contents of which are incorporated herein by reference. the packet The slicer also preferably generates a hash for 

This application is related to the following U.S. patents rapidly identifying a flow that may have this signature from 
and U.S. patent applications, each filed concurrently with a database of known flows. 
tlle present application, and each assigned to Apptitude, Inc., The flow signature of tlle packet, the hash and at least 
tlle assignee of the present invention: 15 some of the payload are passed to an analyzer subsystem. In 

U.S. Pat. No. 6,651,099 for METHOD AND APPARA- a hardware embodiment, the analyzer subsystem includes a 
11JS FOR MONITORING TRAFFIC IN A NETWORK, to unified flow key buffer (UFKB) for receiving parts of 
inventors Dietz, et al., and incorporated herein by reference. packets from the parser subsystem and for storing signatures 

U.S. Pat. No. 6,665,725 for PROCESSING PROTOCOL in process, a lookup/update engine (LUE) to lookup a 
SPECIFIC INFORMATION IN PACKETS SPECIFIED BY 20 database of flow records for previously encountered con-
A PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE, to inventors versational flows to determine whether a signature is from 
Koppenhaver, et al.,-fi.led and incorporated herein by refer- an existing flow, a state processor (SP) for performing state 
ence. processing, a flow insertion and deletion engine (FIDE) for 

u .S. patent application Ser. No. 09/608, 126 for inserting new flows into the database of flows, a memory for 
RE-USING INFORMATION FROM DATA TRANSAC-

25 
storing tlle database of flows, and a cache for speeding up 

TIONS FOR MAINTAINING STATISTICS IN NET- access to the memory containing tlle flow database. The 
WORK MONITORING, to inventors Dietz, et al., filed and LUE, SP, and FIDE are all coupled to the UFKB, and to the 
incorporated herein by reference. cache. 

U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/608,267 for STATE 30 Each flow-entry includes one or more statistical measures, 
PROCESSOR FOR PATTERN MATCHING IN A NET- e.g., the packet count related to the flow, the time of arrival 
WORK MONITOR DEVICE, to inventors Sarkissian, et al., of a packet, the time differential. 
and incorporated herein by reference. In the preferred hardware embodiment, each of tlle LUE, 

FIELD OF INVENTION 

The present invention relates to computer networks, spe
cifically to the real-time elucidation of packets communi
cated witllin a data network, including classification accord
ing to protocol and application program. 

BACKGROUND 

state processor, and FIDE operate independently from the 

35 
other two engines. The state processor performs one or more 
operations specific to the state of the flow. 

Because of the high speed that packets may be entering 
tlle system, it is desirable to maximize the hit rate in a cache 
system. 'Iypical prior-art cache systems are used to expedit-

40 ing memory accesses to and from Inicroprocessor systems. 
Various mechanisms are available in such prior art systems 

There has long been a need for network activity monitors. to predict the lookup such that the hit rate can be maximized. 
This need has become especially acute, however, given the Prior art caches, for example, can use a lookahead mecha-
recent popularity of tlle Internet and other interconnected nism to predict both instruction cache lookups and data 
networlcs. In particular, there is a need for a real-time 45 cache lookups. Such lookahead mechanisms are not avail-
network monitor that can provide details as to the applica- able for a cache subsystem for the packet monitoring appli-
tion programs being used. Such a monitor should enable cation. When a new packet enters the monitor, the next cache 
non-intrusive, remote detection, characterization, analysis, access, for example from the lookup engine, may be for a 
and capture of all information passing through any point on totally different conversational flow tllan the last cache 
the network (i.e., of all packets and packet streams passing 50 lookup, and there is no way ahead of time of knowing what 
through any location in the network). Not only should all tlle flow tlle next packet will belong to. 
packets be detected and analyzed, but for each of these Thus there is a need in the art for a cache subsystem 
packets the network monitor should delermine the protocol suitable for use in a packet monitor. One desirable property 
(e.g., http, ftp, H.323, VPN, etc.), the application/use witllin of such a cache system is a least recently used (LRU) 
the protocol (e.g., voice, video, data, real-time data, etc.), 55 replacement policy that replaces tlle LRU flow-entry when 
and an end user's pattern of use witllin each application or a cache replacement is needed. Replacing least recently used 
the application context ( e.g., options selected, service flow-entries is preferred because it is likely that a packet 
delivered, duration, time of day, data requested, etc.). Also, following a recent packet will belong to tlle same flow. Thus, 
the network monitor should not be reliant upon server the signature of a new packet will likely match a recently 
resident information such as log files. Rather, it should allow 60 used flow record. Conversely, it is not highly likely that a 
a user such as a network administrator or an Internet service packet associated with the least recently used flow-entry will 
provider (ISP) the means to measure and analyze network soon arrive. 
activity objectively; to custolnize the type of data that is A hash is often used to facilitate lookups. Such a hash may 
collected and analyzed; to undertake real time analysis; and spread entries randomly in a database. In such a case, a 
to receive timely notification of network probleI!lll. 65 associative cache is desirable. 

Related and incorporated by reference U.S. Pat. No. There thus is a need for a associative cache subsystem that 
6,51,099 for METHOD AND APPARA11JS FOR MONI- also includes a LRU replacement policy. 
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SUMMARY 

. Described herein is an associative cache system for look· 
mg up one or more elements of an external memory. The 
cache system comprises a set of cache memory elements 
coupled to the external memory, a set of content addressable 
memory cells (CAMs) containing an address and a pointer 
to o~ of the cache memory elements, and including a 
matching circuit having an input such that the CAM asserts 
a match output when the input is the same as the address in 
the CAM cell. The cache memory element which a particu· 
!ar CAM points to changes over time. In the preferred 
implementation, the CAMs are connected in an order from 
top to bottom, and the bottom CAM points to the least 
recently used cache memory element. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TIIE DRAWINGS 

4 
FIG. 11 is a functional block diagram of a hardware 

analyzer including a state processor that can form pan of an 
embodiment of the inventive packet monitor. 

FIG. 12 is a functional block diagram of a flow insertion 
5 and deletion engine process that can form part of the 

analyzer in an embodiment of the inventive packet monitor. 
FIG. 13 is a flowchart of a state processing process that 

can form part of the analyzer in an embodiment of the 
inventive packet monitor. 

10 FIG. 14 is a simple functional block diagram of a process 
embodiment of the present invention that can operate as the 
packet monitor shown in FIG. 1. This process may be 
implemented in software. 

15 
FIG. 15 is a functional block diagram of how the packet 

monitor of FIG. 3 (and FIGS. 10 and 11) may operate on a 
network with a processor such as a microprocessor. 

Although the present invention is better understood by FIG. 16 is an example of the top (MAC) layer of an 
referring to the detailed preferred embodiments, these Ethernet packet and some of the elements that may be 
should not be taken to limit the present invention to any 20 extracted to form a signature according to one aspect of the 
specific embodiment because such embodiments are pro- invention. 
vided only for the purposes of explanation. The FIG.17AisanexampleoftheheaderofanEthertypetype 
embodiments, in turn, are explained with the aid of the of Ethernet packet of HG. 16 and some of the elements that 
following figures. may be extracted to form a signature according to one aspect 

HG. 1 is a functional block diagram of a network embodi- 25 of the invention. 
ment of the present invention in which a monitor is con- FIG. 17B is an example of an IP packet, for example, of 
nected to analyze packets passing at a connection point the Ethertype packet shown in FIGS. 16 and 17 A, and some 

FIG. 2 is a diagram representing an example of some of of the elements that may be extracted to form a signature 
the packets and their formats that might be exchanged in according to one aspect of the invention. 
starting, as an illustrative example, a conversational flow 30 FIG. 18A is a three dimensional structure that can be used 
between a client and server on a network being monitored to store elements of the pattern, parse and extraction data-
and analyzed. A pair of flow signatures particular to this base used by the parser subsystem in accordance to one 
example and to embodiments of the present invention is also embodiment of the invention. 
illustrated. This represents some of the possible flow signa- FIG. 18B is an alternate form of storing elements of the 
tures that can be generated and used in the process of 

35 
pattern, parse and extraction database used by the parser 

analyzing packets and of recognizing the particular server subsystem in accordance to another embodiment of the 
applications that produce the discrete application packet invention. 
exchanges. FIG. 19 is a block diagram of the cacbe memory part of 

FIG. 3 is a functional block diagram of a process embodi- 40 ~ache subsystem of the analyzer subsystem of FIG. 11. 
ment of the present invention that can operate as the packet FIG. 20 is a block diagram of the cache memory control-
monitor shown in HG. 1. This process may be implemented ler and the cache CAM controller of the cache subsystem. 
in software or hardware. FIG. 21 is a block diagram of one implementation of the 

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a high-level protocol language CAM array of the cache subsystem 11l5. 
compiling and optimization process, whicll in one embodi- 45 
ment may be used to generate data for monitoring packets DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF nm 
according to versiom of the present invention. PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a packet parsing process used as Note that this document includes hardware diagrams and 
part of the parser in an embodiment of the inventive packet descriptions that may include signal names. In most cases, 
monitor. 50 the names are sufficiently descriptive, in other cases how-

FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a packet element extraction ever the signal names are not needed to understand the 
process that is used as part of the parser in an embodiment operation and practice of the invention. 
of the inventive packet monitor. Operation in a Network 

HG. 7 is a flowchart of a flow-signature building process . FIG_. 1 rep~sents a system e~bodiment of the present 
that is used as part of the parser in the inventive acket ss mvenlion that is referred to herem by the general reference 

nitor p numeral 100. The system 100 has a computer network 102 
mo · . . that communicates packets (e.g., IP datagrams) between 

FIG. 8 lS.a flowchart of a morutor l°:°kup and upctate variouscomputers,forexamplehetweentheclientsl04-107 
process that 1s used as part of the analyzer man embodiment and servers 110 and 112. The network is shown schemati-
of the inventive packet monitor. 60 cally as a cloud with several network nodes and links shown 

HG. 9 is a flowchart of an exemplary Sun Microsystems in the interior of the cloud. A monitor 108 examines the 
Remo~ Proc~ure Call appli~tion than may be recognized packets passing in either direction past its connection point 
by the mventlve packet momtor. 121 and, according to one aspect of the invention, can 

FIG. 10 is a functional block diagram ofa hardware parser elucidate what application programs are associated with 
subsystem including the pattern recognizer and extractor 65 each packet. The monitor 108 is shown examining packets 
that can form part of the parser module in an embodiment of (i.e., datagrams) between the network interface 116 of the 
the inventive packet monitor. server 110 and the network. The monitor can also be placed 
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SUMMARY

. Describedherein is an associative cache system for look-
ing Up one or more elements of an extemal memory. The
cache system comprises a set of cache memory elements
coupled to the extemal memory, a set of content addressable
memory cells (CAMs) containing an address and a pointer
fo one of the cache memory elements, and including a
matching circuit having an input such that the CAM asserts
4 match output when the input is the same as the address in
the CAM cell. The cache memory element which a particu-
lar CAMpoints to changes over time. In the preferred
implementation, the CAMs are connected in an order from
top to bottom, and the bottom CAM points to the least
recently used cache memory clement.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Althongh the present invention is better understood by
referring to the detailed preferred embodiments, these
should not be taken to limit the present invention to any
specific embodiment because such embodiments are pro-
vided only for the purposes of explanation. The
embodiments, in tum, are explained with the aid of the
following figures.

FIG.1 is 2 functional block diagram ofa network embodi-
ment of the present invention in which a monitor is con-
nected to analyze packets passing ai a connection point.

FIG. 2 is a diagram representing an example of some of
the packets and their formats that might be exchanged in
starting, as an illustrative example, a conversational flow
between a client and server on a network being monitored
and analyzed. A pair of flow signatures particular to this
example and to embodiments of the present inventionis also
illustrated. This represents some of the possible flow signa-
tures that can be generated and used in the process of
analyzing packets and of recognizing the particular server
applications that produce the discrete application packet
exchanges.

FIG. 3 is a functional block diagram of a process embodi-
mentof the present invention that can operate as the packet
monitor shown in FIG. 1. This process may be implemented
in software or hardware.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a high-level protocol language
compiling and optimization process, which in one embodi-
iment may be used to generate data for monitoring packets
according to versions of the present invention.

FIG.§ is a flowchart of a packet parsing process used as
part of the parser in an embodimentof the inventive packet
monitor.

FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a2 packet element extraction
process that is used as part of the parser in an embodiment
of the inventive packet monitor.

FIG.7 is a flowchart of a flow-signature building process
that is used as part of the parser in the inventive packet
monitor.

FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a monitor lookup and update
processthat is used as part of the analyzer in an embodiment
of the inventive packet monitor.

FIG.9 is a flowchart of an exemplary Sun Microsystems
Remote Procedure Cail application than may be recognized
by the inventive packet monitor.

FIG.10 is a functional block diagram of a hardware parser
subsystem including the pattern recognizer and extractor
that can form part of the parser module in an embodiment of
the inventive packet monitor.

15

20

45

60

65

FIG. 11 is a functional block diagram of 4 hardware
analyzer including a state processor that can form part of an
embodiment of the inventive packet monitor.

FIG. 12 is a functional block diagram of a flow insertion
and deletion engine process that can form part of the
analyzer in an embodiment of the inventive packet monitor,

FIG. 13 is a flowchart of a state processing process that
can form part of the analyzer in an embodiment of the
inventive packet monitor.

FIG. 14 is a simple functional block diagram of a process
embodiment of the present invention that can operate as the
packet monitor shown in FIG. 1. This process may be
implemented in software.

FIG. 15 is a functional block diagram of how the packet
monitor of FIG. 3 (and FIGS. 10 and 11) may operate on a
network with a processor such as a microprocessor.

FIG. 16 is an example of the top (MAC) layer of an
Etbemet packet and some of the elements that may be
extracted to form a signature according to one aspect of the
invention.

FIG. 17A is an example of the header of an Ethertype type
of Ethernet packet of FIG. 16 and some ofthe elements that
may be extracted to form a signature according to one aspectof the invention.

FIG. 178 is an example of an IP packet, for example, of
the Ethertype packet shown in FIGS, 16 and 17A, and some
of the elements that may be extracted to form a signature
according to one aspect of the invention.

FIG. 18A is a three dimensional structure that can be used
to store elements of the pattern, parse and extraction data-
base used by the parser subsystem in accordance to one
embodimentof the invention.

FIG. 188 is an alternate form of storing elements of the
Pattern, parse and extraction database used by the parser
subsystem in accordance to another embodiment of the
invention.

FIG. 19 is a block diagram ofthe cache memory part of
the cache subsystem of the analyzer subsystem of FIG. 11.nnnet

FIG. 20 is a block diagram of the cache memory control-
ler and the cache CAMcontroller of the cache subsystem.

FIG. 21 is a block diagram of one implementation of the
CAM array of the cache subsystem 1115.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Note that this documentincludes hardware diagrams and
descriptions that may include signal names. In most cases,
the names are sufficiently descriptive, in other cases how-
ever the signal names are not needed to understand the
operation and practice of the invention.
Operation in a Network

FIG. 1 represents a system embodiment of the present
invention that is referred to herein by the general reference
numeral 100, The system 100 has a computer network 102
thal communicates packets (e.g., IP datagrams} between
various computers, for example betweenthe clients 104-107
and servers 110 and 112. The network is shown schemati-

cally as a cloud with several network nodes and links shown
in the interior of the cloud. A monitor 108 examines the

packets passing in either direction past its connection point
121 and, according to one aspect of the invention, can
elucidate what application programs are associated with
each packet. The monitor 108 is shown examining packets
(Le., datagrams) between the network interface 116 of the
server 110 and the network. The monitor can also be placed
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5 6 
at other points in the network. such as connection point 123 terms "packet format" and "frame format," also referred to 
between the network 102 and the interface 118 of the client as "cell format," are generally synonymous. 
104, or some other location, as indi~ated schematically by Monitor 108 looks at every packet passing the connection 
connection point 125 somew~~Il? m n~twork 102. Not point 121 for analysis. However, not every packet carries the 
shown is a network packet acqumtlon device at the location 5 same information useful for recognizing all levels of the 
123 on the network for converting the physical infonnation protocol. For example, in a conversational flow associated 
on the network into packets for input into monitor 108. Such with a particular application, the application will cause the 
packet acquisition devices are common. server to send a type-A packet, but so will another. If, 

Various protocols may be employed by the network to though, the particular application program always follows a 
establish and maintain the required communication, e.g., 10 type-A packet with the sending of a type-B packet, and the 
TCP/IP, etc. Any network activity-for example an appli- other application program does not, then in order to recog-
cation program run by the client 104 (CLIENT 1) commu- nize packets of that application's conversational flow, the 
nicating with another running on the server llO (SERVER monitor can be available to recognize packets that match the 
2)-will produce an exchange of a sequence of packets over 
network 102 that is characteristic of the respective programs type-B packet to associate with the type-A packet If such is 
and of the network protocols. Such characteristics may not 15 recognized after a type-A packet, then the particular appli
be completely revealing at the individual packet level. It cation program's conversational flow has started to reveal 

itself to the monitor 108. may require the analyzing of many packets by the monitor . 
108 to have enough information needed to recognize par- Furthe~ packets may ne~ to _be ex~d befor~ the 
ticular application programs. The packets may need to be c~nversational. flo_w can be 1dentifi:d as bemg_ assoc1ate.d 
parsed then analyzed in the context of various protocols, for 20 ~Ith the application _Pro~ 'fypicallr, mom~or ~08. 1S 

example, the transport through the application session layer simultaneously also m partial complet1on of :dentifymg 
protocols for packets of a type conforming to the ISO other packet ~xchanges that_ are. parts of conversational fl~ws 
layered network model. ~~~tedab~th other _app~~ons. °n; ~pect.;: momto~ 

Communication protocols are layered, which is also is ~ts . ~ to. mamtam e ~tate O a o_w. e state o 
referred to as a protocol stack. The ISO (International 25 a flow 1s an ~~on of all previous events m the flow that 
Standardization Organization) has defined a general model lead to recogmtton of the content of all the protocol levels, 
tha provides a framework for design of communication ~.g., ~e l~O m~l pro~ocol levels. Another aspect o~ ~e 
protocol layers. This mooel, shown in table form below, mve;itton is formmg a signature of extracted ~h~s~c 
serves as a basic reference for understanding the functionaly portions of the_ packet that can be used to rapidly identify 
of existing communication protocols. 30 packets belongmg to the same flo':". 

ISO MODEL 

Layer FunctioWllity Example 

7 Application 
6 Presem.lllion 
5 Session 
4 Transport 
3 Network 
2 DlWL Link 

Physical 

Telnet. NFS, Novell NCP, HITP, H.323 
XDR 
RPC, NETB!OS, SNMP, etc. 
TCP, Novel SPX, UDP, etc. 
IP, Novell !PX, VIP, AppleTalk, etc. 
Network In!Ciface Cud (Hmlwmc In!ctface). MAC 
layer 
Ethernet. Token Ring, Frame Relay, ATM, Tl 
(Hardwmc Coiu=tion) 

In real-world uses of the momtor 108, the number of 
packets on the network 102 passing by the monitor 108's 
connection point can exceed a million per second. 
Consequently, the monitor has very little time available to 

35 analyze and type each packet and identify and maintain the 
state of the flows passing through the connection point. The 
monitor 108 therefore masks out all the unimportant parts of 
each packet that will not contribute to its classification. 
However, the parts to mask-out will change with each packet 

40 depending on which flow it belongs to and depending on the 
state of the flow. 

The recognition of the packet type, and ultimately of the 
associated application programs according to the packets 
that their executions produce, is a multi-step process within 

45 the monitor 108. At a first level, for example, several 
Different communication protocols employ different lev- application programs will all produce a first kind of packet 

els of the ISO model or may use a layerd model that is A first "signature" is produced from selected parts of a 
similar to but which does not exactly conform to the ISO packet that will allow monitor 108 to identify efficiently any 
model. A protocol in a certain layer may not be visible to packets that belong to the same flow. In some cases, that 
protocols employed at other layers. For example, an appli- so packet type may be sufficiently unique to enable the monitor 
cation (Level 7) may not be able to identify the source to identify the application that generated such a packet in the 
computer for a communication attempt (Levels 2-3). conversational flow. The signature can then be used to 

In some communication arts, the term "frame" generally efficiently identify all future packets generated in traffic 
refers to encapsulated data at OSI layer 2, including a related to that application. 
destination address, control bits for flow control, the data or 55 In other cases, that first packet only starts the process of 
payload, and CRC (cyclic redundancy check) data for error analyzing the conversational flow, and more packets are 
checking. The term "packet" generally refers to encapsu- necessary to identify the associated application program. In 
lated data at OSI layer 3. In the TCP/IP world, the term such a case, a subsequent packet of a second type--buut that 
"datagram" is also used. In this specification, the term potentially belongs to the same conversational flow-is 
"packet" is intended to encompass packets, datagrams, 60 recognized by using the signature. At such a second level, 
frames, and cells. In general, a packet format or frame then, only a fuw of those application programs will have 
format refers to how data is encapsulated with various fields conversational flows that can produce such a second packet 
and headers for transmission across a network. For example, type. At this level in the process of classification, all appli-
a data packet typically includes an address destination field, cation programs that are not in the set of those that lead to 
a length field, an error correcting code (ECC) field, or cyclic 65 such a sequence of packet types may be excluded in the 
redundancy check (CRC) field, as well as headers and process of classifying the conversational flow that includes 
footers to identify the beginning and end of the packet. The these two packets. Based on the known patterns for the 
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at other points in the such as connection point 123betweenthe network 102.ond the interface 118 ofthe client
104, or some other location, as indicated schematically by
connection point 125 somewhere in network 102, Not
shown is a network packet acquisiion device at the location
123 on the network for converting the physical information
on the network into packets for input into monitor 108. Such
packet acquisition devices are common.

Various protocols may be employed by the network to
establish and maintain the required communication, e.g.
TCPAP, etc. Any network activity—for example an appli-
cation program run by the client 104 (CLIENT 1) commu-
nicating with another running on the server 110 (SERVER
2)—will produce an exchange of a sequence of packets over
network 102 that is characteristic of the respective programs
and of the network protocols. Such characteristics may not
be completely revealing at the individual packet level. It
may require the analyzing of many packets by the monitor
108 to have enough information needed to recognize par-
ticular application programs. The packets may need to be
parsed then analyzed in the context of various protocols, for
example, the transport through the application session layer
protocols for packets of a type conforming to the ISO
layered network model.

Communication protocols are layered, which is also
referred to as a protocol stack. The ISO (international
Standardization Organization) has defined a general model
tha provides a framework for design of communication
protocol layers.Thismodel, shown in table form below,
serves as a basic reference for understanding the functionaly
of existing communication protocols. —

 

ISQ MODEL

Layer Functionality Example

7 Application Telnet, NFS, Novell NCP, HTTP, H.323
6 Presentation XDR
5 Session RPC, NETBIOS, SNMP, etc.
4 Transport TCP, Novel SPX, UDP, etc.
3. Network IP, Novell IPX, VIP, AppieTalk, etc.
2 Data Link Network Interface Card (Hardware Interface). MAC

layer
1 Physical Ethernet, Token Ring, Frame Relay, ATM, T1

(Hardware Connection) 

Different communication protocols employ different lev-
els of the ISO model or may use a layerd model that issimilar to but which does not exactly ator to the iSO
model. A protocol in a certain layer may not be visible to
protocols employed at other layers. For example, an appli-
cation (Level 7) may not be able to identify the source
computer for a communication attempt (Levels 2-3).

In some communication arts, the term “frame” generally
refers to encapsulated data at OSI layer 2, including a
destination address, control bits for flow control, the data or
payload, and CRC (cyclic redundancy check) data for error
checking. The term “packet” generally refers to encapsu-
lated data at OSI layer 3. In the TCP/IP world, the term
“datagram” is also used. In this specification, the term
“packet” is intended to encompass packets, datagrams,
frames, and cells. In general, a packet format or frame
format refers to how data is encapsulated with variousfields
and headers for transmission across a network. For example,
a data packet typically includes an address destination field,
a length field, an error correcting code (ECC)field, or cyclic
redundancy check (CRC) field, as well as headers and
footers to identify the beginning and end of the packet. The
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terms “packet format” and “frame format,” also referred to
as “cell format,” are generally synonymous.

Monitor 108 looks at every packet passing the connection
point 121 for analysis. However, not every packet carries the
same information useful for recognizing all levels of the
protocol. For example, in a conversational flow associated
with a particular application, the application will cause the
server to send a type-A packet, but so will another. If,
though, the particular application program always follows a
type-A packet with the sending of a type-B packet, and the
other application program does not, then in order to recog-
nize packets of that application’s conversational flow, the
monitor can be available to recognize packets that match the
type-B packetto associate with the type-A packet. If such is
recognized after a type-A packet, then the particular appli-
cation program’s conversational flow has started to reveal
itself to the monitor 108.

Further packets may need to be examined before the
conversational flow can be identified as being associated
with the application program. Typically, monitor 108 is
simultaneously also in partial completion of identifying
other packet exchangesthat are parts ofconversational ows
associated with other applications. One aspect of monitor
108 is its ability to maintain the state of a flow, Thestate of
a flow is an indication ofall previous events in the flow that
lead to recognition of the contentof all the protocol levels,
e.g., the ISO model protocol levels. Another aspect of the
invention is forming a signature of extracted characteristic
portions of the packet that can be used to rapidly identify
packets belonging to the same flow.

In real-world uses of the monitor 108, the number of
packets on the network 102 passing by the monitor 108’s
connection point can exceed a million per second.
Consequently, the monitor has very little time available to
analyze and type each packet and identify and maintain the
state of the flows passing through the connection point. The
monitor 168 therefore masks outall the unimportant parts of
each packet that will not contribute to its classification.
However, the parts to mask-out will change with each packet
depending on which fiow it belongs to and depending on the
state of the flow.

The recognition of the packet type, and ultimately of the
associated application programs according to the packets
that their executions produce, is a multi-step process within
the monitor 108. At a first level, for example, several
application programs will all produce a first kind of packet.
A first “signature” is produced from selected parts of a
packet that will allow monitor 108 to identify efficiently any
packets that belong to the same flow. In some cases, that
packet type maybesufficiently unique to enable the monitor
to identify the application that generated such a packet in the
conversational flow. The signature can then be used to
efficiently identify all future packets generated in traffic
related to that application.

In other cases, that first packet only starts the process of
analyzing the conversational flow, and more packets are
necessary to identify the associated application program. In
such a case, a subsequentpacket of a second type—buutthat
potentially belongs to the same conversational flow—is
recognized by using the signature. At such a second level,
then, only a few of those application programs will have
conversational flows that can produce such a second packet
type. At this level in the process of classification, all appli-
cation programs that are not in the set of those thatlead to
such a sequence of packet types may be excluded in the
process of classifying the conversational flow that includes
these two packets. Based on the known pattems for the
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protocol and for the possible applications, a signature is and other fields are used in monitor 300 to identify the fl 
produced that allows recognition of any future packets that There are other fields not important for identifying the 6 ow. 
may follow in the conversational flow. such as checksums, and those parts are not used for ide::: 

It may be that the application is now recognized, or fication. 
recognition may need to proceed to a third level of analysis 5 Parser subsystem 301 examines the packets using panem 
using the second level signature. For each packet, therefore, recognition process 304 that parses the packet and deter. 
the monitor parses the packet and generates a signature to mines the protocol types and associated headers for each 
determine if this signature identified a previously encoun- protocol layer that exists in the packet 302. An extraction 
tered flow, or shall be used to recognize future packets process 306 in parser subsystem 301 extracts characteristic 
belonging to the same conversational flow. In real time, the 10 portions (signature information) from the packet 302. Both 
packet is further analyzed in the context of the sequence of the pattern information for parsing and the related extraction 
previously encountered packets (the state), and of the pos- operations, e.g., extraction masks, are supplied from a 
sible future sequences such a past sequence may generate in parsing-pattern-structures and extraction-operations data-
conversational flows associated with different applications. base (parsing/extractions database) 308 filled by the com-
A new signature for recognizing future packets may also be 15 piler and optimizer 310. 
generated. This process of analysis continues until the The protocol description language (PDL) files 336 
applications are identified. The last generated signature may describes both patterns and states of all protocols that an 
then be used to efficiently recognize future packets associ- occur at any layer, including how to interpret header 
ated with the same conversational flow. Such an arrange- information, how to determine from the packet header 
ment makes it possible for the monitor 108 to cope with 20 information the protocols at the next layer, and what infor. 
millions of packets per second that must be inspected. mation to extract for the purpose of identifying a flow, and 

Another aspect of the invention is adding Eavesdropping. ultimately, applications and services. The layer selections 
In alternative embodiments of the present invention capable database 338 describes the particular layering handled by the 
of eavesdropping, once the monitor 108 has recognized the monitor. That is, what protocols run on top of what protocols 
executing application programs passing through some point 25 at any layer level. Thus 336 and 338 combined describe how 
in the network 102 (for example, because of execution of the one would decode, analyze, and understand the information 
applications by the client 105 or server llO), the monitor in packets, and, furthermore, how the information is layered. 
sends a message to some general purpose processor on the This information is input into compiler and optimizer 310. 
network that can input the same packets from the same When compiler and optimizer 310 executes, it generates 
location on the network. and the processor then loads its own 30 two sets of internal data structures. The first is the set of 
executable copy of the application program and uses it to parsing/extraction operations 308. The pattern structures 
read the content being exchanged over the network. In other include parsing information and describe what will be 
words, once the monitor 108 has accomplished recognition recognized in the headers of packets; the extraction opera-
of the application program, eavesdropping can commence. tions are what elements of a packet are to be extracted from 
The Network Monitor 35 the packets based on the patterns that get matched. Thus, 

FIG. 3 shows a network packet monitor 300, in an database 308 of parsing/extraction operations includes infor-
embodiment of the present invention that can be imple- mation describing how to determine a set of one or more 
mented with computer hardware and/or software. The sys- protocol dependent extraction operations from data in the 
tern 300 is similar to monitor 108 in FIG. l. A packet 302 is packet that indicate a protocol used in the packet 
examined, e.g., from a packet acquisition device at the 40 The other internal data structure that is built by compiler 
location 121 in network 102 (FIG. 1), and the packet 310 is the set of state patterns and processes 326. These are 
evaluated, for example in an attempt to determine its the diiferent states and state transitions that occur in different 
characteristics, e.g., all the protocol information in a multi- conversational flows, and the state operations that need to be 
level model, including what server application produced the performed (e.g., patterns that need to be examined and new 
packet 45 signatures that need to be built) during any state of a 

The packet acquisition device is a common interface that conversational flow to further the task of analyzing the 
converts the physical signals and then decodes them into conversational flow. 
bits, and into packets, in accordance with the particular Thus, compiling the PDL files and layer selections pro-
network (Ethernet, frame relay, ATM, etc.). The acquisition vides monitor 300 with the information it needs to begin 
device indicates to the monitor 108 the type of network of 50 processing packets. In an alternate embodiment, the contents 
the acquired packet or packets. of one or more of databases 308 and 326 may be manually 

Aspects shown here include: (1) the initialization of the or otherwise generated. Note that in some embodiments the 
monitor to generate what operations need to occur on layering selections information is inherent rather than 
packets of diiferent types-accomplished by compiler and explicitly described. For example, since a PDL file for a 
optimizer 310, (2) the processing-parsing and extraction of ss protocol includes the child protocols, the parent protocols 
selected portions--0f packets to generate an identifying also may be determined. 
signature-accomplished by parser subsystem 301, and (3) In the preferred embodiment, the packet 302 from the 
the analysis of the packets-accomplished by analyzer 303. acquisition device is input into a packet buffer. The pattern 

The purpose of compiler and optimizer 310 is to provide recognition process 304 is ~arried out by a pattern analrsis 
protocol specific information to parser subsystem 301 and to 60 and recognition (PAR) engine that analyzes and recognizes 
analyzer subsystem 303. The initiali7.ation occurs prior to patterns in the packets. In particular, the PAR locates the 
operation of the monitor, and only needs to re-occur when next protocol field in the header and determines the length 
new protocols are to be added. of the header, and may perform certain other tasks for certain 

A flow is a stream of packets being exchanged between types of protocol headers. An example of this is type and 
any two addresses in the network. For each protocol there 65 length comparison to distingnish an IEEE 802.3 (Ethemct) 
are known to be several fields, such as the destination packet from the older type 2 (or Version 2) Etbemet packet, 

also called a DIGITAL-Intel-Xerox (DIX) packet. The PAR 
(recipient), the source (the sender), and so forth, and these 

1 
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protocol and for the possible applications, a signature is
produced that allows recognition of any future packets that
may follow in the conversational flow. .

It may be that the application is now recognized, or
recognition may need to proceed to a third level of analysis
using the second level signature. For each packet, therefore,
the monitor parses the packet and generates a signature to
determine if this signature identified a previously encoun-
tered flow, or shall be used to recognize future packets
belonging to the same conversational flow. In real time, the
packet is further analyzed in the context of the sequence of
previously encountered packets (the state), and of the pos-
sible future sequences such a past sequence may generate in
conversational flows associated with different applications.
A new signature for recognizing future packets may also be
generated, This process of analysis continues until the
applications are identified. The last generated signature may
then be used to efficiently recognize future packets associ-
ated with the same conversational flow. Such an arrange-
ment makes it possible for the monitor 108 to cope with
millions of packets per second that must be inspected.

Another aspectof the invention is adding Eavesdropping.
In alternative embodiments of the present invention capable
of eavesdropping, once the monitor 108 has recognized the
executing application programs passing through some point
in the network 102 (for example, because ofexecution of the
applications by the client 105 or server 110), the monitor
sends a message to some general purpose processor on the
network that can input the same packets from the same
location on the network, and the processor then loads its own
executable copy of the application program and usesit to
tead the content being exchanged over the network. In other
words, once the monitor 108 has accomplished recognition
of the application program, eavesdropping can commence.
The Network Monitor

FIG, 3 shows a network packet monitor 300, in an
embodiment of the present invention that can be imple-
mented with computer hardware and/or software. The sys-
tem 300 is similar to monitor 108 in FIG. 1. Apacket 302 is
examined, e.g., from a packet acquisition device at the
location 121 in network 102 (FIG. 1), and the packet
evaluated, for example in an attempt to determine its
characteristics, ¢.g., all the protocol information in a multi-
level model, including what server application produced the
packet.

The packet acquisition device is a commoninterface that
converts the physical signals and then decodes them into
bits, and into packets, in accordance with the particular
network (Ethernet, frame relay, ATM,etc.). The acquisition
device indicates to the monitor 108 the type of network of
the acquired packet or packets.

Aspects shown here include: (1) the initialization of the
monitor to generate what operations need to occur on
packets of different types—accomplished by compiler and
optimizer 310, (2) the processing—parsing and extraction of
selected portions—of packets to generate an identifying
signature-—-accomplished by parser subsystem 301, and (3)
the analysis of the packets—accomplished by analyzer 303.

The purpose of compiler and optimizer 310 is to provide
protocol specific information to parser subsystem 301 andto
analyzer subsystem 303. Theinitialization occurs prior to
operation of the monitor, and only needs to re-occur when
new protocols are to be added.

A flow is a stream of packets being exchanged between
any two addresses in the network. For each protocol there
are known to be several fields, such as the destination
(recipient), the source (the sender), and so forth, and these

5
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and otherfields are used in monitor 300 to identify the tlo
There are other fields not important for identifying the flow.
such as checksums, and those parts are not used for identi.fication.

Parser subsystem 301 examines the packets using pattern
recognition process 304 that parses the packet and deter.
mines the protocol types and associated headers for cach
protocol layer that exists in the packet 302. An extraction
process 306 in parser subsystem 301 extracts characteristic

10 portions (signature information) from the packet 302. Both
the pattern information for parsing and the related extraction
Operations, eg., extraction masks, are supplied from a
parsing-pattern-structures and extraction-operations data-
base (parsing/extractions database) 308 filled by the com-

15 piler and optimizer 310.
The protocol description language (PDL) files 336

describes both patterns and states of all protocols that an
occur at any layer, including how to interpret header
information, how to determine from the packet header

20 information the protocols at the next layer, and what infor-
mation to extract for the purpose of identifying a flow, and
ultimately, applications and services. The layer selections
database 338 describes the particular layering handied by the
monitor. That is, what protocols run on top ofwhat protocols

25 at any layer level. Thus 336 and 338 combined describe how
one would decode, analyze, and understand the information
in packets, and, furthermore, how the information is layered.
This information is input into compiler and optimizer 310,

When compiler and optimizer 310 executes, it generates
30 two sets of internal data structures, Thefirst is the set of

parsing/extraction operations 308. The pattern structures
include parsing information and describe what will be
recognized in the headers of packets; the extraction opera-
tions are what elements of a packet are to be extracted from

35 the packets based on the patterns that get matched. Thus,
database 308 ofparsing/extraction operations includes infor-
mation describing how to determine a set of one or more
protocol dependent extraction operations from data in the
packet that indicate a protocol used in the packet.

40 The other internal data structure that is built by compiler
310 is the set of state patterns and processes 326. These are
the differentstates andstate transitions that occur in different

conversational flows, and the state operations that need to be
performed (c.g., patterns that need to be examined and new

4% signatures that need to be built) during any state of a
conversational flow to further the task of analyzing the
conversational flow.

Thus, compiling the PDL files and layer selections pro-
vides monitor 300 with the information it needs to begin

50 processing packets. In an alternate embodiment, the contents
of one or more of databases 308 and 326 may be manually
or otherwise generated. Note that in some embodiments the
layering selections information is inherent rather than
explicitly described. For example, since a PDL file for a

$5 protocol includes the child protocols, the parent protocols
also may be determined.

In the preferred embodiment, the packet 302 from the
acquisition device is input into a packet buffer. The pattern
recognition process 304 is carried out by a pattern analysis

6 and recognition (PAR) engine that analyzes and recognizes
patterns in the packets. In particular, the PAR locates the
next protocolfield in the header and determines the length
of the header, and may perform certain other tasks for certain
types of protocol headers. An example of this is type and

65 length comparison to distinguish an IEEE 802.3 (Bthernet)
packet from the older type 2 (or Version 2) Ethernet packet,
also called a DIGITAL-Intel-Xerox (DIX) packet, The PAR
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also uses the pattern structures and extraction operations 
database 308 to identify the next protocol and P3?1111eters 
associated with that protocol that enables analysis of the 
next protocol layer. Once a pattern ?r a se~ of Patterns has 
been identified, it/they will be associated wt~ a set of ~one 5 

or more extraction operations. These extraction operations 
(in +\.,,.. .f'n._... .-..f ,..0 9llID3Ilds and associated par-a-Ineters' ~1'"P 

pass'; ~~·iliev e;~tion process 306 implemented b; ~ 
extracting and information identifying (Ell) engine that 
extracts selected parts of the packet, including identifying 10 

information from the packet as required for recognizing this 
packet as part of a flow. The extracted information is put in 
sequence and then processed in block 312 to build a unique 
flow signature (also called a "key") for _this flow. A flow 
signature depends on the protocols used m the packet For 15 

some protocols, the extracted components may include 
source and destination addresses. For example, Ethernet 
frames have end-point addresses that are useful in building 
a better flow signature. Thus, the signature typically includes 
the client and server address pairs. The signature is used to 20 

recognize further packets that are or may be part of this flow. 
In the preferred embodiment, the building of the flow key 

includes generating a hash of the signature using a hash 
function. The purpose if using such a hash is conventional-
to spread flow-entries identified by the signature across a 25 

database for efficient searching. The hash generated is 
preferably based on a hashing algorithm and such hash 
generation is known to those in the art 

In one embodiment, the parser passes data from the 
packet-a parser record-that includes the signature (i.e., 30 

selected portions of the packet), the hash, and the packet 
itself to allow for any state processing that requires further 
data from the packet An improved embodiment of the parser 
subsystem might generate a parser record that has some 
predefined structure and that includes the signature, the 35 

hash, some flags related to some of the fields in the parser 
record, and parts of the packet's payload that the parser 
subsystem has determined might be required for further 
processing, e.g., for state processing. 

Note that alternate embodiments may use some function 40 

other than concatenation of the selected portions of the 
packet to make the identifying signature. For example, some 
"digest function" of the concatenated selected portions may 
be used. 

The parser record is passed onto lookup process 314 45 

which looks in an internal data store of records of known 
flows that the system has already encountered, and decides 
(in 316) whether or not this particular packet belongs to a 
known flow as indicated by the presence of a flow-entry 
matching this flow in a database of known flows 324. A 50 
record in database 324 is associated with each encountered 
flow. 

The parser record enters a buffer called the unified flow 
key buffer (UFKB). The UFKB stores the data on flows in 

10 
a known record is carried out by accessing the cache using 
the hash, and if the entry is not already present in the cache, 
the entry is looked up (again using the hash) in the external 
memory. 

Toe flow-entry database 324 stores flow-entries that 
include the unique flow-signature, state information, and 
extracted information from the packet for updating flows, 
and one or more statistical about the flow. Each entry 
completely describes a flow. Dalabase 324 is organized into 
bins that contain a number, denoted N, of flow-entries (also 
called flow-entries, each a bucket), with N being 4 in the 
preferred embodiment. Buckets (i.e., flow-entries) are 
accessed via the hash of the packet from the parser sub
system 301 (i.e., the hash in the UFKB record). The hash 
spreads the flows across the database to allow for fast 
lookups of entries, allowing shallower buckets. The designer 
selects the bucket depth N based on the amount of memory 
attached to the monitor, and the number of bits of the hash 
data value used. For example, in one embodiment, each 
flow-entry is 128 bytes long, so for 128K flow-entries, 16 
Mbytes are required. Using a 16-bit hash gives two flow
entries per bucket. Empirically, this has been shown to be 
more than adequate for the vast majority of cases. Note that 
another embodiment uses flow-entries that are 256 bytes 
long. 

Herein, whenever an access to dalabase 324 is described, 
it is to be understood that the access is via the cache, unless 
otherwise stated or clear from the context. 

If there is no flow-entry found matching the signature, i.e., 
the signature is for a new flow, then a protocol and state 
identification process 318 further determines the state and 
protocol. That is, process 318 determines the protocols and 
where in the state sequence for a flow for this protocol's this 
packet belongs. Identification process 318 uses the extracted 
information and makes reference to the database 326 of state 
patterns and processes. Process 318 is then followed by any 
state operations that need to be executed on this packet by 
a state processor 328. 

If the packet is found to have a matching flow-entry in the 
dalabase 324 (e.g., in the cache), then a process 320 
determines, from the looked-up flow-entry, if more classi
fication by state processing of the flow signature is neces-
sary. If not, a process 322 updates the flow-entry in the 
flow-entry dalabase 324 (e.g., via the cache). Updating 
includes updating one or more statistical measures stored in 
the flow-entry. In our embodiment, the statistical measures 
are stored in counters in the flow-entry. 

If state processing is required, state process 328 is com-
menced. State processor 328 carries out any state operations 
specified for the state of the flow and updates the state to the 
next state according to a set of state instructions obtained 
form the state pattern and processes database 326. 

The state processor 328 analyzes both new and existing 
flows in order to analyze all levels of the protocol stack, 
ultimately classifying the flows by application (level 7 in the 
ISO model). It does this by proceeding from state-to-state 
based on predefined state transition rules and state opera-
tions as specified in state processor instruction database 326. 
A state transition rule is a rule typically containing a test 
followed by the next-state to proceed to if the test result is 

a data structure that is similar to the parser record, but that 55 

includes a field that can be modified. In particular, one or the 
UFKB record fields stores the packet sequence number, and 
another is filled with state information in the form of a 
program counter for a state processor that implements state 
processing 328. 

The determination (316) of whether a record with the 
same signature already exists is carried out by a lookup 
engine (LUE) that obtains new UFKB records and uses the 
hash in the UFKB record to lookup if there is a matching 
known flow. In the particular embodiment, the database of 65 
known flows 324 is in an external memory. A cache is 
associated with the database 324. A lookup by the LUE for 

60 true. An operation is an operation to be performed while the 
state processor is in a particular state-for example, in order 
to evaluate a quantity needed to apply the state transition 
rule. The state processor goes through each rule and each 
state process until the test is true, or there are no more tests 
to perform. 

In general, the set of state operations may be none or more 
operations on a packet, and carrying out the operation or 
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operations may leave one in a state that causes exiting the are part of the same conversational flow have their state 
system prior to completing the identification, but possibly analysis continued from a previously achieved state. When 
knowing more about what state and state processes are enough packets related to an application of interest have 
needed to execute next, i.e., when a next packet of this flow been processed, a final recognition state is ultimately 
is encountered. AB an example, a state process (set of state s reached, i.e., a set of states has been traversed by state 
operations) at a particular state may build a new signature analysis to completely characterize the conversational flow. 
for future recognition packets of the next state. The signature for that final state enables each new incoming 

By maintaining the state of the flows and knowing that packet of the same conversational flow to be individually 
new flows may be set up using the information from recognized in real time. 
previously encountered flows, the network traffic monitor 10 In this manner, one of the great advantages of the present 
300 provides for (a) single-packet protocol recognition of invention is realized. Once a particular set of state transitions 
flows, and (b) multiple-packet protocol recognition offlows. has been traversed for the first time and ends in a final state, 
Monitor 300 can even recognize the application program a short-cut recognition pattern-a signature-can be gener-
from one or more disjointed sub-flows that occur in server ated that will Irey on every new incoming packet that relates 
announcement type flows. What may seem to prior art 15 to the conversational flow. Checking a signature involves a 
monitors to be some unassociated flow, may be recognized simple operation, allowing high packet rates to be success-
by the inventive monitor using the flow signature to be a fully monitored on the network. 
sub-flow associated with a previously encountered sub-flow. In improved embodiments, several state analyzers are run 

Thus, state processor 328 applies the first state operation in parallel so that a large number of protocols and applica-
to the packet for this particular flow-entry. A process 330 20 lions may be checked for. Every known protocol and appli-
decides if more operations need to be performed for this cation will have at least one unique set of state transitions, 
state. If so, the analyzer continues looping between block and can therefore be uniquely identified by watching such 
330 and 328 applying additional state operations to this transitions. 
particular packet until all those operations are completed- When each new conversational flow starts, signatures that 
that is, there are no more operations for this packet in this 25 recognize the flow are automatically genera!ed on-the-fly, 
state. A process 332 decides if there are further states to be and as further packets in the conversational flow are 
analyzed for this type of flow according to the state of the encountered, signatures are updated and the states of the set 
flow and the protocol, in order to fully characterize the flow. of state transitions for any potential application are further 
If not, the conversational flow has now been fully charac- · traversed according to the state transition rules for the flow. 
terized and a process 334 finalizes the classification of the 30 The new states for the flow-those associated with a set of 
conversational flow for the flow. state transitions for one or more potential applications-are 

In the particular embodiment, the state processor 328 added to the records of previously encountered states for 
starts the state processing by using the last protocol recog- easy recognition and retrieval when a new paclret in the flow 
nized by the parser as an offset into a jump table (jump is encountered. 
vector). The jump table finds the state processor instructions 35 Detailed Operation 
to use for that protocol in the state patterns and processes FIG. 4 diagrams an initialization system 400 that includes 
database 326. Most instructions test something in the unified the compilation process. That is, part of the initialization 
flow key buffer, or the flow-entry in the database of known generates the pattern structures and extraction operations 
flows 324, if the entry exists. The state processor may have database 308 and the state instruction database 328. Such 
to test bits, do comparisons, add, or subtract to perform the 40 initialization can occur off-line or from a central location. 
test. For example, a common operation carried out by the The different protocols that can exist in different layers 
state processor is searching for one or more patterns in the may be thought of as nodes of one or more trees of linked 
payload part of the UFK.B. nodes. The packet type is the root of a tree (called level 0). 

Thus, in 332 in the classification, the analyzer decides Each protocol is either a parent node or a terminal node. A 
whether the flow is at an end state. If not at an end state, the 45 parent node links a protocol to other protocols (child 
flow-entry is updated (or created if a new flow) for this protocols) that can be at higher layer levels. Thus a protocol 
flow-entry in process 322. may have zero or more children. Ethernet packets, for 

Furthermore, if the flow is known and if in 332 it is example, have several variants, each having a basic form.at 
determined that there are further states to be processed using that remains substantially the same. An Ethernet packet (the 
later packets, the flow-entry is updated in process 322. so root or level O node) may be an Ethertype packet-also 

The flow-entry also is updated after classification final. called an Ethernet Type/Version 2 and a DIX (DIGITAL-
ization so that any further packets belonging to this flow will Intel-Xerox packet)-or an IEEE 803 .2 packet Continuing 
be readily identified from their signature as belonging to this with the IEEE 802.3 packet, one of the children nodes may 
fully analyzed conversational flow. be the IP protocol, and one of the children of the IP protocol 

After updating, database 324 therefore includes the set of 55 may be the TCP protocol. 
all the conversational flows that have occurred. FIG. 16 shows the header 1600 (base level l) of a 

Thus, the embodiment of present invention shown in FIG. complete Ethernet frame (i.e., packet) of information and 
3 automatically maintains flow-entries, which in one aspect includes information on the destination media access control 
includes storing states. The monitor of FIG. 3 also generates address (Ost MAC 1602) and the source media access 
characteristic parts of packets-the signatures-that can be 60 control address (Src MAC 1604). Also shown in FIG. 16 is 
used to recognize flows. The flow-entries may be identified some (but not all) of the information specified in the PDL 
and accessed by their signatures. Once a packet is identified files for extraction the signature. 
to be from a known flow, the state of the flow is known and FIG. 17 A now shows the header information for the next 
this knowledge enables state transition analysis to be per- level (level-2) for an Ethertype packet 1700. For an Ether-
fonned in real time for each different protocol and applica- 65 type packet 1700, the relevant information from the packet 
tion. In a complex analysis, state transitions are traversed as that indicates the next layer level is a two-byte type field 
more and more packets are examined. Future packets that 1702 containing the child recognition pattern for the next 
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operations may leave one in a state that causes exiting the
system prior to completing the identification, but possibly
knowing more about what state and state processes are
needed to execute next, i.¢., when a next packet of this flow
is encountered. As an example, a state process (set of state 5
Operations) at a particular state may build a new signature
for future recognition packets of the next state.

By maintaining the state of the flows and knowing thal
new flows may be set up using the information from
previously encountered flows, the network traffic monitor 10
300 provides for (a) single-packet protocel recognition of
flows, and (b) multiple-packet protocol recognition of flows.
Monitor 300 can even recognize the application program
from one or more disjointed sub-flows that occur in server
announcement type flows. What may seem to prior art 1
monitors to be some unassociated flow, may be recognized
by the inventive monitor using the flow signature to be a
sub-flow associated with a previously encountered sub-flow.

Thus, state processor 328 applies the first state operation

wn

to the packet for this particular flow-entry. A process 330 20
decides if more operations need to be performed for this
state. If so, the analyzer continues looping between block
330 and 328 applying additional state operations to this
particular packet until all those operations are completed-
that is, there are no more operations for this packet in this 25
state. A process 332 decidesif there are further states to be
analyzed for this type of flow according to the state of the
flow and the protocol, in order to fully characterize the flow.
If not, the conversational flow has now been fully charac-

12

are part of the same conversational fow have their state
analysis continued from a previously achieved state. When
enough packets related to an application of interest have
been processed, a final recognition state is ultimately
reached, ic, a set of states has been traversed by state
analysis to completely characterize the conversational flow.
The signature for that final state enables cach new incoming
Packet of the same conversational flow to be individually
recognized in real time.

In this manner, one of the great advantages of the present
inventionis realized. Once a particular set ofstate transitions
has been traversed forthefirst time and endsinafinal state,
a short-cut recognition paitern—a signature—can be gener-
ated that will key on every new incoming packet that relates
to the conversational flow. Checking a signature involves a
simple operation, allowing high packet rates to be success~
fully monitored on the network.

In improved embodiments, several state analyzers are run
in parallel so that a large number of protocols and applica-
tions may be checked for. Every known protocol and appli-
cation will have at least one unique set of state transitions,
and can therefore be uniquely identified by watching such
transitions.

When each new conversational flow starts, signatures that
recognize the flow are automatically generated on-the-fly,
and as further packets in the conversational flow are
encountered, signatures are updated and the states of the set
ofstate transitions for any potential application are further

* traversed according to the state transition nules for the flow.
terized and a process 334 finalizes the classification of the 30
conversational flow for the flow.

In the particular embodiment, the state processor 328
Starts the state processing by using the last protocol recog-
nized by the parser as an offset into a jump table (jump
vector). The jumptable finds the state processor instructions 35
to use for that protocol in the state patterns and processes
database 326. Most instructions test something in the unified
flow key buffer, or the flow-cntry in the database of known
flows 324,if the entry exists. The state processor may have
to test bits, do comparisons, add, or subtract to perform the 40
test. For example, a common operation carried out by the
state processor is searching for one or more patterns in the
payload part of the UFKB.

Thos, in 332 in the classification, the analyzer decides
whether the flow is at an end state. If not at an end state, the 45
flow-entry is updated (or created if a new flow) for this
flow-entry in process 322.

Furthermore, if the flow is known and if in 332 it is
determined that there are further states to be processed using
later packets, the flow-entry is updated in process 322. 50

The flow-entry also is updated after classification final-
ization so that any further packets belonging to this flow will
be readily identified from their signature as belongingto this
fully analyzed conversational flow.

After updating, database 324 therefore includesthe set of 5:
all the conversational flows that have occurred.

Thus, the embodiment of present invention shown in FIG.
3 automatically maintains flow-entries, which in one aspect
includes storing states. The monitor of FIG. 3 also generates
characteristic parts of packets—the signatures—that can be 60
used to recognize flows. The flow-entries may be identified
and accessed by their signatures. Once a packetis identified
to be from a knownflow,thestate of the flow is known and
this knowledge enables state transition analysis to be per-
formed in real time for each different protocol and applica- 65
tion. In a complex analysis, state transitions ate traversed as
more and mere packets are examined. Future packets that

5

The new states for the flow—those associated with a set of
state transitions for one or more potential applications—are
added to the records of previously encountered states for
easy recognition and retrieval when a new packet in the flow
is encountered.

Detailed Operation
FIG,4 diagrams an initialization system 400 that includes

the compilation process. That is, part of the initialization
generates the pattern structures and extraction operations
database 308 and the state instruction database 328. Such
initialization can occur off-line or from a central location.

The different protocols that can exist in different layers
may be thought of as nodes of one or moretrees of linked
nodes. The packet type is the root of a tree (called level 0).
Each protocol is either a parent node or a terminal node. A
parent node links a protecol to other protocols (child
protocols) that can be at higher layer levels. Thus a protocol
may have zero or more children. Ethernet packets, for
example, have several variants, each having a basic format
that remains substantially the same. An Ethernet packet(the
root or level @ node) may be an Ethertype packet—also
called an Ethernet Type/Version 2 and a DIX (DIGITAL-
Intel-Xerox packet}—or an IEEE 803.2 packet. Continuing
with the IEEE 802.3 packet, one of the children nodes may
be the IP protocol, and oneof the children of the IP protocol
may be the TCP protocol.

FIG. 16 shows the header 1600 (base level 1) of a
complete Ethernet frame (i.c., packet) of information and
includes information on the destination media access control
address (Dst MAC 1602) and the source media access
control address (Src MAC 1604). Also shown in FIG. 16 is
some (but notall) of the information specified in the PDL
files for extraction the signature.

FIG. 17A now showsthe header information for the next

level (level-2) for an Ethertype packet 1700. For an Ether-
type packet 1700, the relevant information from the packet
that indicates the next layer level is a two-byte type field
1702 containing the child recognition pattern for the next
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level. The remaining information 1704 ~s shown hatched Note that generating the packet parse and extraction 
because it not relevant for this level. The bst 1712 shows the operations builds and links the three dimensional structure 
possible children for an EthertYPe packet as indicated by (one embodiment) or the or all the lookup tables for the is 
what child recognition pattem is found offset 12. FIG. 17B PRO. · -·-.------- ·· · · · 
shows the structure of the header of one of the possible next s Because of the large number of possible protocol trees and 
levels, that of the IP protoeol. The possible children of the subtrees, the compiler process 400 includes optimization 
IP protocol a.re shown in table 1752. that compares the trees and subtrees to see which children 

The pattern, parse, and extraction database (pattern rec- share common parents. When implemented in the form of 
ognition database, or PRD) 308 generated by compilation the LUT's, this process can generate a single LUT from a 
process 310, in one embodimen~ is in the form of a three 10 plurality of LUT's. The optimization process further 
dimensional structure that provides for rapidly searching includes a compaction process that reduces the space needed 
packet headers for the next protocol. FIG. 18A shows such to store the data of the PRD. 
a 3-D representation 1800 (which may be considered as an As an example of compaction, consider the 3-D structure 
indexed set of 2-D representations). A compressed form of of FIG. 18A that can be thought of as a set of 2-D structures 
the 3-D structure is preferred. 15 each representing a protocol. To enable saving space by 

An alternate embodiment of the data structure used in using only one array per protocol which may have several 
database 308 is illustrated in FIG. l8B. Thus, like the 3-D parents, in one embodiment, the pattern analysis subprocess 
structure of FIG. 18A, the data structure permits rapid keeps a "current header'' pointer. Each location (offset) 
searches to be performed by the pattern recognition process index for each protocol 2-D array in the 3-D structure is a 
304 by indexing locations in a memory rather than perform- 20 relative location starting with the start of header for the 
ing address link computations. In this alternate embodiment, particular protocol. Furthermore, each of the two-
the PRD 308 includes two parts, a single protocol table 1850 dimensional arrays is sparse. The next step of the 
(PT) which has an entry for each protocol known for the optimization, is checking all the 2-D arrays against all the 
monitor, and a series of Look Up Tables 1870 (LUT's) that other 2-D arrays to find out which ones can share memory. 
are used to identify known protocols and their children. The 25 Many of these 2-D arrays are often sparsely populated in that 
protocol table includes the parameters needed by the pattern they each have only a small number of valid entries. So, a 
analysis and recognition process 304 (implemented by PRE process of "folding" is next used to combine two or more 
1006) to evaluate the header information in the packet that 2-D arrays together into one physical 2-D array without 
is associated with that protocol, and parameters needed by losing the identity of any of the original 2-D arrays (i.e., all 
extraction process 306 (implemented by slicer 1007) to 30 the 2-D arrays continue to exist logically). Folding can occur 
process the packet header. When there are children, the PT between any 2-D arrays irrespective of their location in the 
describes which bytes in the header to evaluate to detemline tree as long as certain conditions are met. Multiple arrays 
the child protocol. In particular, each PT entry contains the may be combined into a single array as long as the individual 
header length, an offset to the child, a slicer command, and entries do not conflict with each other. A fold number is then 
some flags. 35 used to associate each element with its original array. A 

The pattern matching is carried out by finding particular similar folding process is used for the set of LUTs 1850 in 
"child recognition codes" in the header fields, and using the alternate embodiment of FIG. l8B. 
these codes to index one or more of the LUT's. Each LUT In 410, the analyzer has been initialized and is ready to 
entry has a node code that can have one of four values, perform recognition. 
indicating the protocol that has been recognized, a code to 40 FIG. 5 shows a flowchart of how actual parser subsystem 
indicate that the protocol has heen partially recognized .301 functions. Starting at 501, the packet 302 is input to the 
(more LUT lookups are needed), a code to indicate that this packet buffer in step 502. Step 503 loads the next (initially 
is a terminal node, and a null node to indicate a null entry. the first) packet component from the packet 302. The packet 
The next LUT to lookup is also returned from a LUT lookup. components are extracted from each packet 302 one element 

Compilation process is described in FIG. 4. Toe source- 45 at a time. A check is made (504) to determine if the 
code information in the form of protocol description files is load-packet-component operation 503 succeeded, indicating 
shown as 402. In the particular embodiment, the high level that there was more in the packet to process. If not, indi-
decoding descriptions includes a set of protocol description eating all components have been loaded, the parser sub-
files 336, one for each protocol, and a set of packet layer system 301 builds the packet signature (512}-the next stage 
selections 338, which describes the particular layering (sets so (FIG. 6). 
of trees of protocols) that the monitor is to be able to handle. If a component is successfully loaded in 503, the node and 

A compiler 403 compiles the descriptions. The set of processes are fetched (505) from the pattern, parse and 
packet parse-and-extract operations 406 is generated (404), extraction database 308 to provide a set of patterns and 
and a set of packet state instructions and operations 407 is processes for that node to apply to the loaded packet 
generated (405) in the form of instructions for the state ss component. The parser subsystem 301 checks (506) to 
processor that implements state processing process 328. determine if the fetch pattern node operation 505 completed 
Data files for each type of application and protocol to be successfully, indicating there was a pattern node that loaded 
recognized by the analyzer are downloaded from the pattern, in 505. If not, step 511 moves to the next packet component. 
parse, and extraction database 406 into the memory systems If yes, then the node and pattern matching process are 
of the parser and extraction engines. (See the parsing process 60 applied in 507 to the component extracted in 503. A pattern 
500 description and FIG. 5; the extraction process 600 match obtained in 507 (as indicated by test 508) means the 
description and FIG. 6; and the parsing subsystem hardware parser subsystem 301 has found a node in the parsing 
description and FIG. 10). Data files for each type of appli- elements; the parser subsystem 301 proceeds to step 509 to 
cation and protocol to be recognized by the analyzer are also extract the elements. 
downloaded from the state-processor instruction database 65 If applying the node process to the component does not 
407 into the state processor. (see the state processor 1108 produce a match (test 508), the parser subsystem 301 moves 
description and FIG. 11.). (510) to the next pattern node from the pattern database 308 
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level. The remaining information 1704 is shown hatched
because it not relevantfor this level. The list 1712 showsthe
Possible children for an Ethertype packet as indicated by
what child recognition pattem is found offset 12. FIG, 178
showsthestructure of the header of one ofthe possible next
levels, that of the IP protocol. The possible children of the
IP protocol are shown in table 1752.

Thepattern, parse, and extraction database (pattern rec-
ognition database, or PRD) 308 generated by compilation
process 316, in one embodiment, is in the form of a three
dimensional structure that provides for rapidly searching
packet headers for the next protocol. FIG, 18A shows such
a 3-D representation 1800 (which may be considered as an
indexed set of 2-D representations). A compressed form of
the 3-D structure is preferred.

An alternate embodiment of the data structure used in
database 308 is illustrated in FIG, 18B. Thus, like the 3-D
structure of FIG. 18A, the data structure permits rapid
searches to be performed by the pattern recognition process
304 by indexing locations in a memory rather than perform-
ing address link computations,In this alternate embodiment,
the PRD 308 includes twoparts, a single protocol table 1850
(PT) which bas an entry for each protocol known for the
monitor, and a series of Look Up Tables 1870 (LUT"s) that
are used to identify known protocols and their children. The
protocol table includes the parameters needed by the pattern
analysis and recognition process 304 (implemented by PRE
1006) to evaluate the header information in the packet that
is associated with that protocol, and parameters needed by
extraction process 306 (implemented by slicer 1007) to
process the packet header. When there are children, the PT
describes which bytes in the header to evaluate to determine
the child protocol. In particular, each PT entry contains the
header length, an offset to the child, a slicer command, and
some flags.

The pattem matching is carried out by finding particular
“child recognition codes” in the header fields, and using
these codes to index one or more of the LUT’s. Each LUT
entry has a node code that can have one of four values,
indicating the protocol that has been recognized, a code to
indicate that the protocol has been partially recognized
(more LUT lookups are needed), a code to indicate that this
is a terminal node, and a null node to indicate a null entry.
The next LUT to lookupis also returned from aLUTlookup.

Compilation process is described in FIG. 4. The source-
code information in the form of protocol descriptionfiles is
shown as 402, In the particular embodiment, the high level
decoding descriptions includes a set of protocol description
files 336, one for each protocol, and a set of packet layer
selections 338, which describes the particular layering (sets
of trees of protocols) that the monitoris to be able to handle.

A compiler 403 compiles the descriptions. The set of
packet parse-and-extract operations 406 is generated (404),
and a set of packet state instructions and operations 407 is
generated (405) in the form of instructions for the state
processor that implements state processing process 328.
Data files for each type of application and protocol to be
recognizedby the analyzer are downloaded from the pattern,
parse, and extraction database 406 into the memory systems
ofthe parser and extraction engines. (See the parsing process
500 description and FIG, 5; the extraction process 600
description and FIG. 6; and the parsing subsystem hardware
description and FIG. 10). Data files for each type of appli-
cation and protocol to be recognizedbythe analyzer are also
downloaded from the state-processor instruction database
407 into the state processor. (see the state processor 1108
description and FIG. 11.).
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Note that gensrating the packet parse and extraction
operations builds and links the three dimensional structure
(one embodiment) or the or all the lookup tables for the is
PRD,SeeCOMT NTeeyy
~ Because ofthe large number ofpossible protocoltrees and
subtrees, the compiler process 400 includes optimization
that compares the trees and subtrees to see which children
share common parents. When implemented in the form of
the LUT's, this process can generate a single LUT from a
plurality of LUT’s. The optimization process further
includes a compaction process that reduces the space needed
to store the data of the PRD.

As an example of compaction, consider the 3-D structure
of FIG. 18A that can be thought of as a set of 2-D structures
each representing a protocol. To enable saving space by
using only one array per protecol which may have several
parents, in one embodiment, the pattern analysis subprocess
keeps a “current header’ pointer. Each location (offset)
index for each protocol 2-D array in the 3-D structure is a
relative location starting with the start of header for the
particular protocol, Furthermore, each of the two-
dimensional arrays is sparse. The next step of the
optimization, is checking all the 2-D arrays against all the
other 2-D arrays to find out which ones can share memory.
Manyofthese 2-D arraysare often sparsely populated in that
they each have only a small number of valid entries. So, a
process of “folding” is next used to combine two or more
2-D arrays together into one physical 2-D array without
losing the identity of any of the original 2-D arrays (..e., all
the 2-D arrays continue to exist logically). Folding can occur
between any 2-D arrays irrespective of their location in the
tree as long as certain conditions are met. Multiple arrays
may be combined into a single array as long as the individual
entries do not conflict with each other. A fold numberis then

used to associate each element with its original array. A
similar folding process is used for the set of LUTs 1850 in
the alternate embodiment of FIG. 18B.

In 410, the analyzer has been initialized and is ready to
perform recognition.

FIG. 5 shows a flowchart of how actual parser subsystem
.301 functions. Starting at 501, the packet 302 is inputto the
packet buffer in step 502. Step 503 loads the next (initially
the first) packet componentfrom the packet302. The packet
components are extracted from each packet 302 one clement
at a time. A check is made (504) to determine if the
load-packet-component operation 503 succeeded, indicating
that there was more in the packet to process. If not, indi-
cating all components have been loaded, the parser sub-
system301 builds the packet signature (512)—thenext stage
FIG. 6).

If acomponent is successfully loaded in 503, the node and
processes are fetched (505) from the pattern, parse and
extraction database 308 to provide a set of patterns and
processes for that node to apply to the loaded packet
component. The parser subsystem 301 checks (506) to
determine if the fetch pattern node operation 505 completed
successfully, indicating there was a pattern node that loaded
in 505. If not, step 511 moves to the next packet component.
If yes, then the node and pattern matching process are
applied in 507 to the componentextracted in 503. A pattern
match obtained in 507 (as indicated by test 508) meansthe
parser subsystem 301 has found a node in the parsing
elements; the parser subsystem 301 proceeds to step 509 to
extract the elements.

If applying the node process to the component does not
produce a match (test 508), the parser subsystem 301 moves
(510) to the next pattem node from the pattern database 308
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and to step 505 to fetch the next node and process. Thus, parser record that includes a signature, the hash and at least 
there is an "applying patterns" loop between 508 and 505. parts of the payload. In 802 those elements are shown in the 
Once the parser subsystem 301 completes an the patterns form of a UFKB-entry in the buffer. The LUE, the lookup 
and has either matched or not, the parser subsystem 301 engine 314 computes a "record bin number'' from the hash 
moves to the next packet component (511). s for a flow-entry. A bin herein may have one or more 

Once all the packet components have been the loaded and "buckets" each containing a flow-entry. The preferred 
processed from the input packet 302, then the load packet embodiment has four buckets per bin. 
will fail (indicated by test 504), and the parser subsystem Since preferred hardware embodiment includes the cache, 
301 moves to build a packet signature which is described in all data accesses to records in the flowchart of FIG. 8 are 
fKL.!. FIG. 6 is a flow chart for extracting the informati;;;:; 10 stated as being to or from the cache. 
from whicfi to build ilie packet signature. The flow starts at Thus, in 804, the system looks up the cache for a bucket 
601, which is the exit point 513 of FIG. 5. At this point from that bin using the hash. If the cache successfully 
parser subsystem 301 has a completed packet component returns with a bucket from the bin number, indicating there 
and a pattern node available in a buffer (602). Step 603 loads are more buckets in the bin, the lookup/update engine 
the packet component available from the pattern analysis 1s compares (807) the current signature (the UFKB-entry's 
process of FIG. 5. If the load completed (test 604), indicat- signature) from that in the bucket (i.e., the flow-entry 
ing that there was indeed another packet component, the signature). If the signatures match (test 808), that record (in 
parser subsystem 301 fetches in 605 the ex.traction and the cache) is marked in step 810 as "in process" and a 
process elements received from the pattern node component timestamp added. Step 811 indicates to the UFKB that the 
in 602. If the fetch was successful (test 606), indicating that 20 UFKB-entry in 802 has a status of "found." The "found" 
there are extraction elements to apply, the parser subsystem indication allows the state processing 328 to begin process-
301 in step 607 applies that extraction process to the packet ing this UFKB element The preferred hardware embodi-
component based on an ex.traction instruction received from ment includes one or more state processors, and these can 
that pattern node. This removes and saves an element from operate in parallel with the lookup/update engine. 
the packet component. 25 In the preferred embodiment, a set of statistical operations 

In step 608, the parser subsystem 301 checks if there is is performed by a calculator for every packet analyzed. The 
more to extract from this component, and if not, the parser statistical operations may include one or more of counting 
subsystem 301 moves back to 603 to load the next packet the packets associated with the flow; determining statistics 
component at hand and repeats the process. If the answer is related to the size of packets of the flow; compiling statistics 
yes, then the parser subsystem 301 moves to the next packet 30 on differences between packets in each ditection, for 
component ratchet. That new packet component is then example using timestamps; and determining statistical rela-
loaded in step 603. As the parser subsystem 301 moved tionships of timestamps of packets in the same direction. 
through the loop between 608 and 603, extra extraction The statistical measures are kept in the flow-entries. Other 
processes are applied either to the same packet component statistical measures also may be compiled. These statistics 
if there is more to extract, or to a different packet component 35 may he used singly or in combination by a statistical 
if there is no more to extract processor component to analyze many different aspects of 

The extraction process thus builds the signature, extract- the flow. This may include determining network usage 
ing more and more components according to the informal.ion metrics from the statistical measures, for example to ascer-
in the patterns and extraction database 308 for the particular tain the networlc' s ability to transfer informal.ion for this 
packet. Once loading the next packet component operation 40 application. Such analysis provides for measuring the qual-
603 fails (test 604), all the components have been extracted. ity of service of a conversation, measuring how well an 
The built signature is loaded into the signature buffer (610) application is performing in the network, measuring network 
and the parser subsystem 301 proceeds to FIG. 7 to complete resources consumed by an application, and so forth. 
the signature generation process. To provide for such analyses, the lookup/update engine 

Referring now to FIG. 7, the process continues at 701. The 45 updates one or more counters that are part of the flow-entry 
signature buffer and the pattern node elements are available (in the cache) in step 812. The process exits at 813. In our 
(702). The parser subsystem 301 loads the next pattern node embodiment, the counters include the total packets of the 
element. If the load was successful (test 704) indicating flow, the time, and a differential time from the last timestamp 
there are more nodes, the parser subsystem 301 in 705 to the present timestamp. 
hashes the signature buffer element based on the hash so It may he that the bucket of the bin did not lead to a 
elements that are found in the pattern node that is in the signature match (test 808). In such a case, the analyzer in 
element database. In 706 the resulting signature and the hash 809 moves to the next bucket for this bin. Step 804 again 
are packed. In 7fYT the parser subsystem 301 moves on to the looks up the cache for another bucket from that bin. The 
next packet component which is loaded in 703. lookup/update engine thus continues lookup up buckets of 

The 703 to 707 loop continues until there are no more 55 the bin until there is either a match in 808 or operation 804 
patterns of elements left (test 704). Once all the patterns of is not successful (test 805), indicating that there are no more 
elements have been hashed, processes 304, 306 and 312 of buckets in the bin and no match was found. 
parser subsystem 301 are complete. Parser subsystem 301 If no match was found, the packet belongs to a new (not 
has generated the signature used by the analyzer subsystem previously encountered) flow. In 806 the system indicates 
303. 60 that the record in the unified flow key buffer for this packet 

A parser record is loaded into the analyzer, in particular, is new, and in 812, any statistical updating operations are 
into the UFKB in the form of a UFKB record which is performed for this packet by updating the flow-entry in the 
similar to a parser record, but with one or more different cache. The update operation exits at 813. A flow insertion/ 
fields. deletion engine (FIDE) creates a new record for this flow 

FIG. 8 is a flow diagram describing the operation of the 65 (again via the cache). . . 
lookup/update engine (LUE) that implements lookup opera- Thus, the update/lookup engme ends with a UFKB-entry 
tion 314. The process starts at 801 from FIG. 7 with the for the packet with a "new" status or a "found" status. 
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and to step 505 to fetch the next node and process. Thus,
there is an “applying patterns” loop between 508 and 505.
Once the parser subsystem 301 completes all the pattems
and has cither matched or not, the parser subsystem 301
moves to the next packet component (511).

Once alj the packet components have been the loaded and
Processed from the input packet 302, then the load packet
will fail (indicated by test 504), and the parser subsystem
301 moves to build a packet signature which is described in
FIG. 6 FIG. 6 is a flow chart for extracting the information
from whichto buildthepacket signature. The flow starts at
601, which is the cxit point 513 of FIG. 5. At this point
parser subsystem 301 has a completed packet component
and a pattern node available in a buffer (602). Step 603 loads
the packet componentavailable from the pattern analysis
process of FIG. 5. If the load completed(test 604), indicat-
ing that there was indeed another packet component, the
parser subsystem 301 fetches in 605 the extraction and
process elements received from the pattern node component
in 602, If the fetch was successful (test 606), indicating that
there are extraction elements to apply, the parser subsystem
301 in step 607 applies that extraction process to the packet
component based on an extraction instruction received From
that pattem node. This removes and saves an clement from
the packet component.

In step 608, the parser subsystem 301 checks if there is
more to extract from this component, and if not, the parser
subsystem 301 moves back to 603 to load the next packet
component at hand and repeats the process. If the answer is
yes, then the parser subsystem 301 movesto the next packet
component ratchet. That new packet component is then
loaded in step 603. As the parser subsystem 301 moved
through the loop between 608 and 603, extra extraction
processes are applied either to the same packet component
if there is more to extract, or to a different packet component
if there is no more to extract.

The extraction process thus builds the signature, extract-
ing more and more components according to the information
in the patterns and extraction database 308 for the particular
packet. Once loading the next packet component operation
603 fails (test 604), all the components have been extracted.
The built signature is loaded into the signature buffer (610)
and the parser subsystem 301 proceeds to FIG. 7 to complete
the signature generation process.

Referring now to FIG.7, the process continues at 701. The
signature buffer and the pattern node elements are available
(702). The parser subsystem 301 loads the next pattem node
element. If the load was successful (test 704) indicating
there are more nodes, the parser subsystem 301 in 705

- hashes the signature buffer element based on the hash
elements that are found in the pattern node that is in the
element database. In 706 the resulting signature and the hash
are packed. In 707 the parser subsystem 301 moves on to the
next packet component which is loaded in 703.

The 703 to 707 loop continues until there are ne more
patterns of elements left (test 704). Once all the patterns of
elements have been hashed, processes 304, 306 and 312 of
parser subsystem 301 are complete. Parser subsystem 301
has generated the signature used by the analyzer subsystem
303.

A parser record is loaded into the analyzer, in particular,
into the UFKB in the form of a UFKB record which is
similar to a parser record, but with onc or more different
fields.

FIG. 8 is a flow diagram describing the operation of the
lookup/update engine (LUE)that implements lookup opera-
tion 314. The process starts at 801 from FIG. 7 with the
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parser record that includes a signature, the hash and at least
parts of the payload. In 802 those elements are shown in the
form of a UFKB-entry in the buffer. The LUE,the lookup
engine 314 computes a “record bin number” from the hash
for a flow-entry. A bin herein may have one or more
“buckets” each containing a flow-entry, The preferred
embodiment has four buckets per bin.

Since preferred hardware embodimentincludes the cache,
all data accesses to records in the flowchart of FIG. 8 are
stated as being to or from the cache.

Thus, in 804, the system looks up the cache for a bucket
from that bin using the hash. If the cache successfully
retums with a bucket from the bin number, indicating there
are more buckets in the bin, the lookup/update engine
compares (807) the current signature (the UFKB-entry’s
signature) from that in the bucket (i.¢., the flow-entry
signature). If the signatures match (test 808), that record (in
the cache) is marked in step 810 as “in process” and a
timestamp added. Step 811 indicates to the UFKB that the
UFKB-entry in 802 has a status of “found.” The “found”
indication allowsthe state processing 328 to begin process-
ing this UFKB element. The preferred hardware embodi-
ment includes one or more state processors, and these can
operate in parallel with the lookup/update engine.

Tn the preferred embodiment, a setofstatistical operations
is performed by a calculator for every packet analyzed. The
statistical operations may include one or more of counting
the packets associated with the flow; determiningstatistics
related to the size ofpackets of the flow; compiling statistics
on differences between packets in each direction, for
example using timestamps; and determining statistical rela-
tionships of timestamps of packets in the same direction.
Thestatistical measures are kept in the flow-entries. Other
statistical measures also may be compiled. These statistics
may be used singly or in combination by a statistical
processor component to analyze many different aspects of
the flow. This may include determining network usage
metrics from the statistical measures, for example to ascer-
tain the network's ability to transfer information for this
application. Such analysis provides fer measuring the qual-
ity of service of a conversation, measuring how well an
application is performing in the network, measuring network
resources consumed by an application, and so forth.

To provide for such analyses, the lookup/update engine
updates one or more counters that are part of the flow-entry
(in the cache) in step $12. The process exits at 813. In our
embodiment, the counters include the total packets of the
flow, the time, and a differential time from the last timestamp
to the present timestamp.

It may be that the bucket of the bin did not lead to a
signature match (test 808). In such a case, the analyzer in
809 moves to the next bucket for this bin. Step 804 again
looks up the cache for another bucket from that bin. The
lookup/update engine thus continues lookup up buckets of
the bin until there is either a match in 808 or operation 804
is not successful (test 805), indicating that there are no more
buckets in the bin and no match was found.

If no match was found, the packet belongs to a new (not
previously encountered) flow. In 806 the system indicates
that the record in the unified fow key buffer for this packet
is new, and in 812, any statistical updating operations are
performed for this packet by updating the flow-entry in the
cache, The update operation exits at 813. A flow insertion/
deletion engine (FIDE) creates a new record for this fow
(again via the cache).

Thus, the update/lookup engine ends with a UFKB-entry
for the packet with a “new” status or a “found”status.
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Note that the above system uses a hash to which more is checked in a second stage. The first stage is the only 
than one flow-entrY can match. A longer hash may be used protocol level that is not programmable. The second stage 
that corresponds to a single flow-entry. In such an has two full sixteen bit content addressable memories 
embodiment, the flow chart of FIG. 8 is simplified as would (CAMs) defined for future protocol additions. 
be clear to those in the art. s Tous, whenever the PRE recognizes a pattern, it also 
The Hardware System generates a command for the extraction engine (also called 

Each of the individual hardware clements through which a "slicer") 1007. The recognized patterns and the commands 
the data flows in the system are now described with refer- are sent to the extraction engine lOU':1 that extracts informa-
ence to FIGS. 10 and 11. Note that while we are describing tion from the packet to build the parser record Thus, the 
a particular hardware implementation of the inventt·on operations of the extraction engine are those carried out in 10 blocks 306 and 312 of FIG. 3. The commands are sent from 
embodiment of FIG. 3, it would be clear to one skilled in the PRE 1006 to slicer 1007 in the form of extraction instruction 
art that the flow of FIG. 3 may alternatively be implemented pointers which tell the extraction engine 1007 where to a 
in software running on one or more general-purpose find the instructions in the extraction operations database 
processors, or only partly implemented in hardware. An memory (i.e., slicer instruction database) 1002. 
implementation of the invention that can operate in software 1s Thus, when the PRE 1006 recognizes a protocol it outputs 
is shown in FIG. 14. The hardware embodiment (FIGS. 10 both the protocol identifier and a process code to the 
and 11) can operate at over a million packets per second, extractor. The protocol identifier is added to the fl.ow sig-
while the software system of FIG. 14 may be suitable for nature and the process code is used to fetch the first 
slower networks. To one skilled in the art it would be clear instruction from the instruction database 1002. Instructions 
that more and more of the system may be implemented in 20 include an operation code and usually source and destination 
software as processors become faster. offsets as well as a length_ The offsets and length are in 

FIG. 10 is a description of the-parsing subsystem (301, bytes. A typical operation is the MOVE instruction. This 
shown here as subsystem 1000) as implemented in hard- instruction tells the slicer 1007 to copy n bytes of data 
ware. Memory 1001 is the pattern recognition database unmodified from the input buffer 1008 to the output buffer 
memory, in which the patterns that are going to be analyzed 25 1010. The extractor contains a byte-wise barrel shifter so 
are stored. Memory 1002 is the extraction-operation data- that the bytes moved can be packed into the flow signature. 
base memory, in which the extraction instructions are stored The extractor contains another instruction called HASH. 
Both 1001 and 1002 correspond to internal data structure This instruction tells the extractor to copy from the input 
308 of FIG. 3. 1ypically, the system is initialized from a buffer 1008 to the HASH generator. 
microprocessor (not shown) at which time these memories 30 Thus these instructions are for extracting selected element 
are loaded through a host interface multiplexor and control (s) of the packet in the input buffer memory and transferring 
register 1005 via the internal buses 1003 and 1004. Note that the data to a parser output buffer memory 1010. Some 
the contents of 1001 and 1002 are preferably obtained by instructions also generate a hash. 
compiling process 310 of FIG. 3. The extraction engine 1007 and the PRE operate as a 

A packet enters the parsing system via 1012 into a parser 3S pipeline. That is, extraction engine 1007 performs extraction 
input buffer memory 1008 using control signals 1021 and operations on data in input buffer 1008 already processed by 
1023, which control an input buffer interface controller PRE 1006 while more (i.e., later arriving) packet informa-
1022. The buffer 1008 and interface control 1022 connect to ti.on is being simultaneously parsed by PRE 1006. This 
a packet acquisition device (not shown). The buffer acqui- provides high processing speed sufficient to accommodate 
sition device generates a packet start signal 1021 and the 40 the high arrival rate speed of packets. 
interface control 1022 generates a next packet (i.e., ready to Once all the selected parts of the packet used to form the 
receive data) signal 1023 to control the data flow into parser signature are extracted, the hash is loaded into parser output 
input buffer memory 1008. Once a packet starts loading into buffer memory 1010. Any additional payload from the 
the buffer memory 1008, pattern recognition engine (PRE) packet that is required for further analysis is also included. 
1006 carries out the operations on the input buffer memory 45 The parser output memory 1010 is interfaced with the 
described in block 304 of FIG. 3. That is, protocol types and analyzer subsystem by analyzer interface control 1011. Once 
associated headers for each protocol layer that exist in the all the information of a packet is in the parser output buffer 
packet are determined. memory 1010, a data ready signal 1025 is asserted by 

The PRE searches database 1001 and the packet in buffer analyzer interface control. The data from the parser sub-
1008 in order to recognize the protocols the packet contains. so system 1000 is moved to the analyzer subsystem via 1013 
In one implementation, the database 1001 includes a series when an analyzer ready signal 1027 is asserted. 
of linked lookup tables. Each lookup table uses eight bits of FIG. 11 shows the hardware components and dataflow for 
addressing. The first lookup table is always at address zero. the analyzer subsystem that performs the functions of the 
The Pattern Recognition Engine uses a base packet offset analyzer subsystem 303 of FIG. 3. The analyzer is initialized 
from a control register to start the comparison. It loads this ss prior to operation, and initialization includes loading the 
value into a current offset pointer (COP). It then reads the state processing information generated by the compilation 
byte at base packet offset from the parser input buffer and process 310 into a database memory for the state processing, 
uses it as an address into the first lookup table. called state processor instruction database (SPID) memory 

Each lookup table returns a word that links to another 1109. 
lookup table or it returns a terminal flag. If the lookup 60 The analyzer subsystem 1100 includes a host bus interface 
produces a recognition event the database also returns a 1122 using an analyzer host interface controller 1118, which 
command for the slicer. Finally it returns the value to add to in tum has access to a cache system l11S. The cache system 
the COP. has bi-directional access to and from the state processor of 

The PRE 1006 includes of a comparison engine. The the system 1108. State processor 1 108 is responsible for 
comparison engine has a first stage that checks the protocol 65 initializing the state processor instruction database memory 
type field to determine if it is an 802.3 packet and the field 1109 from information given over the host bus interface 
should be treated as a length. If it is not a length, the protocol 1122. 
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Note that the above system uses a hash to which more
than one flow-entry can match. A longer hash may be used
that corresponds to @ single flow-entry. In such an
embodiment, the flow chart of FIC.8 is simplified as would
be clear to those in the art.
The Hardware System

Hach ofthe individual hardware elements through which
the data flows in the system are now described with refer-
ence to FIGS. 10 and 11. Note that while we are describing
a particular hardware implementation of the invention
embodiment of FIG.3,it would be clear to one skilled in the
art that the flow of FIG. 3 may alternatively be implemented
in software running on one or more general-purpose
processors, or only partly implemented in hardware An
implementation of the invention that can operate in software 1
is shown in FIG. 14, The hardware embodiment (FIGS. 10
and 11) can operate at over a million packets per second,
while the software system of FIG. 14 may be suitable for
slawer networks. To one skilled in the art it would be clear
that more and more of the system may be implemented in
software as processors becomefaster.

FIG. 10 is a description of the-parsing subsystem (301,
shown here as subsystern 1000) as implemented in hard-
ware. Memory 1001 is the pattern recognition database
memory, in which the patterns that are going to be analyzed
are stored. Memory 1002 is the extraction-operation data-
base memory, in which the extraction instructions are stored.
Both 1001 and 1002 correspond to internal data structure
308 of FIG. 3. Typically, the system is initialized from a
microprocessor (not shown) at which time these memories
are loaded through a host interface multiplexor and control
register 1005 via the internal buses 1603 and 1004. Notethat
the contents of 1001 and 1002 are preferably obtained by
compiling process 310 of FIG.3.

A packetenters the parsing system via 1012 into a parser
input buffer memory 1008 using conirol signals 1021 and
1023, which control an input buffer interface controller
1022. The buffer 1008 and interface control 1022 connect to

a packet acquisition device (not shown). The buffer acqui-
sition device generates a packet start signal 1021 and the
interface control 1022 generates a next packet(i.c., ready to
receive data} signal 1023 to control the data flow into parser
input buffer memory 1008. Once a packetstarts loading into
the buffer memory 1008, pattern recognition engine (PRE)
1006 carries out the operations on the input buffer memory
described in block 304 of FIG. 3. That is, protocol types and
associated headers for each protocol layer that exist in the
packet are determined.

The PRE searches database 1001 and the packet in buffer
1008 in order to recognize the protocols the packet contains.
In one implementation, the database 1001 includes a series
of linked lookup tables. Each lookup table useseight bits of
addressing. The first lookup table is always at address zero.
‘The Pattern Recognition Engine uses a base packet offset
from a control register to start the comparison. It loads this
value into a current offset pointer (COP), It then reads the
byte at base packet offset from the parser input buffer and
uses it as an address into the first lookup table.

Each lookup table returns a word that links to another
lookup table or it returns a terminal flag. If the lookup
produces a recognition event the database also returns a
command for the slicer. Finally it returns the value to add to
the COP.

The PRE 1006 includes of a comparison engine. The
comparison engine hasafirst stage that checks the protocol 65
type field to determineif it is an 802.3 packet and the field
should be treated as a length.If it is not a length, the protocol
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is checked in a second stage. The first stage is the only
protocol level that is not programmable. The second stage
has two full sixteen bit content addressable memories
(CAMs) defined for future protocol additions.

Thus, whenever the PRE recognizes a patiern, it also
generates 4 cormmand for the extraction engine (also called
a “slicer’) 1007. ‘The recognized patterns and the commands
are sent to the extraction engine 1007 that extracts informa-
tion from the packet to build the parser record. Thus, the
operations of the extraction engine are those carried outin
blocks 306 and 312 of FIG. 3. The commands are sent from
PRE 1006 to slicer 1007 in the form ofextraction instruction
pointers which tell the extraction engine 1007 where to a
find the instructions in the extraction operations database
memory (i¢., slicer instruction database) 1002.

Thus, when the PRE 1006 recognizes a protocolit outputs
both the protocal identifier and a process code to the
extractor. The protocol identifier is added to the flow sig-
nature and the process code is used to fetch the first
instruction from the instruction database 1002. Instructions
include an operation code and usually source and destination
offsets as well as a length. The offsets and length are in
bytes. A typical operation is the MOVE instruction. This
instruction tells the slicer 1007 to copy n bytes of data
unmodified from the input buffer 1008 to the output buffer
1010, The extractor contains a byte-wise barrel shifter so
that the bytes moved can be packed into the flow signature,
The extractor contains another instruction called HASH.
This instruction tells the extractor to copy from the input
buffer 1008 to the HASH generator.

Thusthese instructions are for extracting selected clement
(s) of the packet in the input buffer memory and transferring
the data to a parser output buffer memory 1010. Some
instructions also generate a hash.

The extraction engine 1007 and the PRE operate as a
pipeline. Thatis, extraction engine 1007 performs extraction
operations on data in input buffer 1008 already processed by
PRE 1006 while more (i.c., later arriving) packet informa-
tion is being simultaneously parsed by PRE 1006. This
provides high processing speed sufficient to accommodate
the high arrival rate speed of packets,

Once all the selected parts of the packet used to form the
signature are extracted, the hash is loaded into parser output
buffer memory 1010. Any additional payload from the
packetthat is required for further analysis is also included.
The parser output memory 1010 is interfaced with the
analyzer subsystem by analyzer interface control 1011. Once
all the information of a packetis in the parser output buffer
memory 1010, a data ready signal 1025 is asserted by
analyzer interface control. The data from the parser sub-
system 1000 is moved to the analyzer subsystem via 1013
when an analyzer ready signal 1027 is asserted.

FIG. 11 shows the hardware components and dataflow for
the analyzer subsystem that performs the functions of the
analyzer subsystem 303 of FIG. 3. The analyzer is initialized
prior to operation, and initialization includes loading the
state processing information generated by the compilation
process 310 into a database memory for the state processing,
called state processor instruction database (SPID) memory
1109.

The analyzer subsystem 1100 includes a host businterface
1122 using an analyzer hostinterface controller 1118, which
in turn has access to a cache system 1115. The cache system
has bi-directional access to and from the state processor of
the system 1108. State processor 1 108 is responsible for
initializing the state processor instruction database memory
1109 from information given over the host bus interface
1122.
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With the SPID 1109 loaded, the analyzer subsystem 1100 all CAM contents are shifted down. Thus, the cache is an 
receives parser records comprising packet signatures and associative cache with a true LRU replacement policy. 
payloads that come from the parser into the unified flow key The LUE 1107 first processes a UFKB-entry, and basi-
buffer CUFKB) 1103. UFKB is comprised of memory set up cally performs the operation of blocks 314 and 316 in FIG. 
to maintain UFKB records. A UFKB record is essentially a 5 3. A signal is provided to the LUE to indicate that a "new" 
parser record; the UFKB holds records of packets that are to UFKB-entry is available. The LUE uses the hash in the 
be processed or that are in process. Furthermore, the UFKB UFKB-entry to read a matching bin of up to four buckets 
provides for one or more fields to act as modifiable status from the cache. The cache system attempts to obtain the 
flags to allow different processes to run concurrently. matching bin. Ha matching bin is not in the cache, the cache 

Three processing engines run concurrently and access 10 1115 makes the request to the UMC 1119 to bring in a 
records in the UFKB 1103: the lookup/update engine {LUE) matching bin from the external memory. 
1107, the state processor (SP) 1108, and the flow insertion When a flow-entry is found using the hash, the LUE 1107 
and deletion engine (FIDE) 1110. Each of these is imple- looks at each bucket and compares it using the signature to 
mented by one or more finite state machines (FSM's). There the signature of the UFKB-entry until there is a match or 
is bi-directional access between each of the finite state 15 there are no more buckets. 
machines and the unified flow key buffer 1103. The UFKB If there is no match, or if the cache failed to provide a bin 
record includes a field that stores the packet sequence of flow-entries from the cache, a time stamp in set in the flow 
number, and another that is filled with state information in key of the UFKB record, a protocol identification and state 
the form of a program counter for the state processor 1108 determination is made using a table that was loaded by 
that implements state processing 328. The status flags of the 20 compilation process 310 during initialization, the status for 
UFKB for any entry includes that the LUE is done and that the record is set to indicate the LUE has processed the 
the LUE is transferring processing of the entry to the state record, and an indication is made that the UFKB-entry is 
processor. The LUE done indicator is also used to indicate ready to start state processing. The identification and state 
what the next entry is for the LUE. There also is provided a determination generates a protocol identifier which in the 
flag to indicate that the state processor is done with the 25 preferred embodiment is a "jump vector" for the state 
current flow and to indicate what the next entry is for the processor which is kept by the UFKB for this UFKB-entry 
state processor. There also is provided a flag to indicate the and used by the state processor to start state processing for 
state processor is transferring processing of the UFKB-entry the particular protocol. For example, the jump vector jumps 
to the flow insertion and deletion engine. to the subroutine for processing the state. 

A new UFKB record is first processed by the LUE 1107. 30 If there was a match, indicating that the packet of the 
A record that has been processed by the LUE 1107 may be UFKB-entry is for a previously encountered flow, then a 
processed by the state processor 1108, and a UFKB record calculator component enters one or more statistical measures 
data may be processed by the flow insertion/deletion engine stored in the flow-entry, including the timestamp. In 
1110 after being processed by the state processor 1108 or addition, a time difference from the last stored timestamp 
only by the LUE. Whether or not a particular engine has 35 may be stored, and a packet count may be updated. Toe state 
been applied to any unified flow key buffer entry is deter- of the flow is obtained from the flow-entry is examined by 
mined by status fields set by the engines upon completion. looking at the protocol identifier stored in the flow-entry of 
In one embodiment, a status flag in the UFKB-entry indi- database 324. H that value indicates that no more classifi-
cates whether an entry is new or found. In other cation is required, then the status for the record is set to 
embodiments, the LUE issues a flag to pass the entry to the 40 indicate the LUE has processed the record. In the preferred 
state processor for processing, and the required operations embodiment, the protocol identifier is a jump vector for the 
for a new record are included in the SP instructions. state processor to a subroutine to state processing the 

Note that each UFKB-entry may not need to be processed protocol, and no more classification is indicated in the 
by all three engines. Furthermore, some UFKB entries may preferred embodiment by the jump vector being zero. If the 
need to be processed more than once by a particular engine. 45 protocol identifier indicates more processing, then an indi-

Each of these three engines also has bi-directional access cation is made that the UFKB-entry is ready to st.art state 
to a cache subsystem 1115 that includes a caching engine. processing and the status for the record is set to indicate the 
Cache 1115 is designed to have information flowing in and LUE has processed the record. 
out of it from five different points within the system: the The state processor 1108 processes information in the 
three_engines, external memory via a unified memory con- 50 cache system according to a UFKB-entry after the LUE has 
trailer (UMC) 1119 and a memory interface 1123, and a completed. State processor 1108 includes a state processor 
microprocessor via analyzer host interface and control unit program counter SPPC that generates the address in the state 
(ACIC) 1118 and host interface bus (HIB) 1122. The ana- processor instruction database 1109 loaded by compiler 
lyzer microprocessor (or dedicated logic processor) can thus process 310 during initialization. It contains an Instruction 
directly insert or modify data in the cache. 55 Pointer (SPIP) which generates the SPID address. Toe 

The cache subsystem 1115 is an associative cache that instruction pointer can be incremented or loaded from a 
includes a set of content addressable memory cells (CAMs) Jump Vector Multiplexor which facilitates conditional 
each including an address portion and a pointer portion branching. The SPIP can be loaded from one of three 
pointing to the cache memory (e.g., RAM) containing the sources: (1) A protocol identifier from the UFKB, (2) an 
cached flow-entries. The CAMs are arranged as a stack 60 immediate jump vector form the currently decoded 
ordered from a top CAM to a bottom CAM. The bottom instruction, or (3) a value provided by the arithmetic logic 
CAM's pointer points to the least recently used (LRU) cache unit (SPALU) included in the state processor. 
memory entry. Whenever there is a cache miss, the contents Thus, after a Flow Key is placed in the UFKB by the LUE 
of cache memory pointed to by the bottom CAM are with a known protocol identifier, the Program Counter is 
replaced by the flow-entry from the flow-entry database 324. 65 initialized with the last protocol recognized by the Parser. 
This now becomes the most recently used entry, so the This first instruction is a jump to the subroutine which 
contents of the bottom CAM are moved to the top CAM and analyzes the protocol that was decoded. 
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With the SPID 1109 loaded, the analyzer subsystem 1100
receives parser records comprising packet signatures and
payloadsthat come from the parser into the unified flow key
buffer (UFKB) 1103, UFKB is comprised of memory set UP
to maintain UFKB records. A UFKB recordis essentially 2
Parser record; the UFKB holds records of packets that are to
be processed or that are in process. Furthermore, the
provides for one or more fields to act as modifiable status
flags to allow different processes to run concurrently.

Three processing engines ron concurrently and access
records in the UFKB 1103: the lookup/update engine (LUE)
1107, the state processor (SP) 1108, and the flow insertion
and deletion engine (FIDE) 1110. Each of these is imple-
mented by one or more finite state machines (FSM’s). There
is bi-directional access between each of the finite state
machines and the unified flow key buffer 1103. The UFKB
record includes a field that stores the packet sequence
number, and another that is filled with state information in
the form of a program counter for the state processor 1108
that implements state processing 328. The status flags of the
UFKB for any entry includes that the LUE is done and that
the LUE is transferring processing of the entry to the state
processor. The LUE done indicator is also used to indicate
what the next entry is for the LUE. There also is provided a
flag to indicate that the state processor is done with the
current flow and to indicate what the next entry is for the
state processor. There also is provided a flag to indicate the
state processor is transferring processing of the UFKB-entry
to the flow insertion and deletion engine.

A new UPKB recordis first processed by the LUE 1107.
A record that has been processed by the LUE 1107 may be
processed by the state processor 1108, and a UFKB record
data may be processed by the flow insertion/deletion engine
1110 after being processed by the state processor 1108 or
only by the LUE. Whether or not a particular engine has
becn applied to any unified flow key buffer entry is deter-
mined by status fields set by the engines upon completion.
In one embodiment, a status flag in the UFKB-entry indi-
cates whether an entry is new or found. In other
embodiments, the LUE issues a flag to pass the entry to the
state processor for processing, and the required operations
for a new record are included in the SP instructions.

Note that each UFKB-entry may not need to be processed
by all three engines. Furthermore, some UFKB entries may
need to be processed more than once by a particular engine.

Each of these three engines also has bi-directional access
to a cache subsystem 1115 that includes a caching engine.
Cache 1115is designed to have information flowing in and
out of it from five different points within the system: the
three_engines, external memory via a unified memory con-
troller (UMC) 1119 and a memory interface 1123, and a
microprocessor via analyzer host interface and control unit
{ACIC) 1118 and host interface bus (HIB) 1122. The ana-
lyzer microprocessor (or dedicated logic processor) can thus
directly insert or modify data in the cache.

The cache subsystem 1115 is an associative cache that
includes a set of content addressable memory cells (CAMs)
each including an address portion and a pointer portion
pointing to the cache memory (¢.g., RAM)containing the
cached flow-entries. The CAMs are arranged as a stack
ordered from a top CAM to a bottom CAM. The bottom
CAM’s pointer points to the least recently used (LRU) cache
memory entry. Whenever there is a cache miss, the contents
of cache memory pointed to by the bottom CAM are
replaced by the flow-entry from the flow-entry database 324,
This now becomes the most recently used entry, so the
contents of the bottom CAM are moved to the top CAM and
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all CAM contents ace shifted down. Thus, the cache is an
associative cache with a truc LRU replacement policy.

The LUE 1107 first processes a UFKB-entry, and basi-
cally performs the operation of blocks 314 and 316 in FIG.
3. A signal is provided to the LUE to indicate that a “new”
UFKB-entry is available. The LUE uses the hash in the
UFKB-entry to read a matching bin of up to four buckets
from the cache. The cache system attempts to obtain the
matching bin, If a matching bin is not in the cache, the cache
1115 makes the request to the UMC 119 to bring in a
matching bin from the external memory.

Whena flow-entry is found using the hash, the LUE 1107
looks at each bucket and compares it using the signature to
the signature of the UFKB-entry until there is a match or
there are no more buckets.

If there is no match,or if the cache failed to provide a bin
offlow-entries from the cache, a time stamp in set in the flow
key of the UFKRB record, a protocol identification and state
determination is made using a table that was loaded by
compilation process 310 during initialization, the status for
the record is set to indicate the LUE has processed the
record, and an indication is made that the UFKB-entry is
teady to start state processing. The identification and state
determination generates a protocol identifier which in the
preferred embodiment is a “jump vector’ for the state
processor which is kept by the UFKB for this UFKB-entry
and used by the state processor to start state processing for
the particular protocol. For example, the jump vector jumps
to the subroutine for processing the state.

Tf there was a match, indicating that the packet of the
UFKB-entry is for a previously encountered flow, then a
calculator component enters one or more statistical measures
stored in the flow-entry, including the timestamp. In
addition, a time difference from the last stored timestamp
may be stored, and a packet count may be updated. Thestate
ofthe flow is obtained from the flow-entry is examined by
looking at the protocol identifier stored in the flow-entry of
database 324. If that value indicates that no more classifi-

cation is required, then the status for the record is set to
indicate the LUE has processed the record. In the preferred
embodiment, the protocol identifier is a jump vector for the
state processor to a subroutine to state processing the
protocol, and no more classification is indicated in the
preferred embodiment by the jump vector being zero. If the
protocol identifier indicates more processing, then an indi-
cation is made that the UFKB-entry is ready to start state
processing and the status for the record is set to indicate the
LUE has processed the record.

The state processor 1108 processes information in the
cache system according to a UFKB-entry after the LUE has
completed. State processor 1108 includes a state processor
program counter SPPC that generates the address in the state
processor instruction database 1109 loaded by compiler
process 310 during initialization. It contains an Instruction
Pointer (SPIP) which generates the SPID address. The
instruction pointer can be incremented or loaded from a
Jump Vector Multiplexor which facilitates conditional
branching. The SPIP can be loaded from one of three
sources: (1) A protocol identifier from the UFKB, (2) an
immediate jump vector form the currently decoded
instruction, or (3) a value provided by the arithmetic logic
unit (SPALU) included in the state processor.

Thus,after a Flow Key is placed in the UFKB by the LUE
with a known protocol identifier, the Program Counter is
initialized with the last protocol recognized by the Parser.
This first instruction is a jump to the subroutine which
analyzes the protocol chat was decoded.
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The State Processor ALU (SPALU) contains all the process is exited at 1313. The state processor 1108 can now 
Ari~etic, Logical and String Com~are fun~tions necessary obtain another unified flow key buffer entry to process. 
to unplement the State Processor mstructions. The main If at 1309 it is determined that processing for this flow is 
blocks of the SPALU are: The A and B Registers the not completed, then in 1310 the system saves the state 
Instruction Decode & State Machines, the String Refe;ence 5 processor instruction pointer in the current flow-entry in the 
Memory the Search Engine, an Output Data Register and an current flow-entry. That will be the next operation that will 
Output Control Register be performed the next time the LRE 1107 finds packet in the 

The Search Engine in tum contains the Target Search UFKB that matches this flow. The processor now exics 
Register set, the Reference Search Register set, and a processing this particular unified flow key buffer entry at 

Compare block which compares two operands by exclusive- IO 
13

~te that state processing updates information in the 
or-ing them together. unified flow key buffer 1103 and the flow-entry in the cache. 

Thus, after the UFKB sets the program counter, a Once the state processor is done, a flag is set in the UFKB 
sequence of one or more state operations are be executed in for the entry that the state processor is done. Furthermore, If 
state processor 1108 to further analyze the packet that is in the flow needs to be inserted or deleted from the database of 
the flow key buffer entry for this particular packet. 15 flows, conttol is then passed on to the flow insertion/deletion 

FIG. 13 describes the operation of the state processor engine 1110 for that flow signature and packet entry. This is 
1108. The state processor is entered at 1301 with a unified done by the state processor setting another flag in the UFKB 
flow key buffer entry to be processed. The UFKB-entry is for this UFKB-entry indicating that the state processor is 
new or corresponding to a found flow-entry. This UFKB- passing processing of this entry to the flow insertion and 
entry is retrieved from unified flow key buffer 1103 in 1301. 20 deletion engine. 
In 1303, the protocol identifier for the UFKB-entry is used The flow insertion and deletion engine 1110 is responsible 
to set the state processor's instruction counter. The state for maintaining the flow-entry database. In particular, for 
processor 1108 starts the process by using the last protocol creating new flows in the flow database, and deleting flows 
recognized by the parser subsystem 301 as an offset into a from the database so that they can be reused. 
jump table. The jump table takes us to the instructions to use 25 The process of flow insertion is now described with the 
for that protocol. Most instructions test something in the aid of FIG. 12. Flows are grouped into bins of buckets by the 
unified flow key buffer or the flow-entry if it exists. The state hash value. The engine processes a UFKB-entry that may be 
processor 1108 may have to test bits, do comparisons, add or new or that the state processor otherwise has indicated needs 
subtract to perform the test. to be created. FIG. 12 shows the case of a new entry being 

The first state processor instruction is fetched in 1304 30 created A conversation record bin (preferably containing 4 
from the state processor instruction database memory 1109. buckets for four records) is obtained in 1203. This is a bin 
The state processor performs the one or more fetched that matches the hash of the UFKB, so this bin may already 
operations (1304). In our implementation, each single state have been sought for the UFKB-entry by the LUE. In 1204 
processor instruction is very primitive (e.g., a move, a the FIDE 1110 requests that the record bin/bucket be main-
compare, etc.), so that many such instructions need to be 35 tained in the cache system 1115. If in 1205 the cache system 
performed on each unified flow key buffer entry. One aspect 1115 indicates that the bin/bucket is empty, step 1207 inserts 
of the state processor is its ability to search for one or more the flow signature ( with the hash) into the bucket and the 
(up to four) reference strings in the payload part of the bucket is marked "used" in the cache engine of cache 1115 
UFKB entry. This is implemented by a search engine using a timestamp that is maintained throughout the process. 
component of the state processor responsive to special 40 In 1209, the FIDE 1ll0 compares the bin and bucket record 
searching instructions. flow signature to the packet to verify that all the elements are 

In 1307, a check is made to determine if there are any in place to complete the record. In 1211 the system marks the 
more instructions to be performed for the packet. H yes, then record bin and bucket as "in process" and as "new" in the 
in 1308 the system sets the state processor instruction cache system (and hence in the external memory). In 1212, 
pointer (SPIP) to obtain the next instruction. The SPIP may 45 the initial statistical measures for the flow-record are set in 
be set by an immediate jump vector in the CU1TC11tly decoded the cache system. This in the preferred embndiment clears 
instruction, or by a value provided by the SPALU during the set of counters used to maintain statistics, and may 
processing. perform other procedures for statistical operations requires 

The next instruction to be performed is now fetched by the analyzer for the first packet seen for a particular flow. 
(1304) for execution. This state processing loop between so Back in step 1205, if the bucket is not empty, the FIDE 
1304 and 1307 continues until there are no more instructions 1110 requests the next bucket for this particular bin in the 
to be performed. cache system. H this succeeds, the processes of 1207, 1209, 

At this stage, a check is made in 1309 if the processing on 1211 and 1212 are repeated for this next bucket. ff at 1208, 
this particular packet has resulted in a final state. That is, is there is no valid bucket, the unified flow key buffer entry for 
the analyzer is done processing not only for this particular 55 the packet is set as "drop," indicating that the system cannot 
packet, but for the whole flow to which the packet belongs, process the particular packet because there are no buckets 
and the flow is fully determined. ff indeed there are no more left in the system. The process exits at 1213. The FIDE 1110 
states to process for this flow, then in 1311 the processor indicates to the UFKB that the flow insertion and deletion 
finalizes the processing. Some final states may need to put operations are completed for this UFKB-entry. This also lets 
a state in place that tells the system to remove a flow-for 60 the UFKB provide the FIDE with the next UFKB record. 
example, if a connection disappears from a lower level Once a set of operations is performed on a unified flow 
connection identifier. In that case, in 1311, a flow removal key buffer entry by all of the engines reqnired to access and 
state is set and saved in the flow-entry. The flow removal manage a particular packet and its flow signature, the unified 
state may be a NOP (no-op) instruction which means there flow key buffer entry is marked as "completed." That 
are no removal instructions. 65 element will then be used by the parser interface for the next 

Once the appropriate flow removal instruction as specified packet and flow signature coming in from the parsing and 
for this flow (a NOP or otherwise) is set and saved, the extracting system. 

{ ! 
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The State Processor ALU (SPALU) contains al) the
Arithmetic, Logical and String Compare functions necessary
to implement the State Processor instructions. The main
blocks of the SPALU are: The A and B Registers, the
Instruction Decode & State Machines, the String Reference
Memory the Search Engine, an Output Data Register and an
Output Contre! Register

The Search Engine in turn contains the Target Search
Register set, the Reference Search Register set, and a
Compare block which compares two operands by exclusive-
or-ing them together.

Thus, after the UFKB sets the program counter, a
sequence of one or more state operations are be executed in
state processor 1108 to further analyze the packetthat is in
the flow key buffer entry for this particular packet.

FiG. 13 describes the operation of the state processor
1108. The state processor is entered at 1301 with a unified
flow key buffer entry to be processed. The UFKB-entry is
new or corresponding to a found flow-entry. This UFKB-
entry is retrieved from unified flow key buffer 1103 in 1301.
In 1303, the protocol identifier for the UFKB-entry is used
to set the state processor’s instruction counter. The state
processor 1108 starts the process by using the last protocol
recognized by the parser subsystem 301 as an offset into a
jumptable. The jump table takesus to the instructions to use
for that protocol. Most instructions test something in the
unified flow key buffer or the How-entry if it exists. The state
processor 1108 may haveto test bits, do comparisons, add or
subtract to perfonn the test.

The first state processor instruction is fetched in 1304
from the state processor instruction database memory 1109.
The state processor performs the one or more fetched
operations (1304). In our implementation, each single state
processor instruction is very primitive (e.g., a move, a
compare, etc.), so that many such instructions need to be
performed on each unified flow key buffer entry. One aspect
of the state processor is its ability to search for one or more
(up to four) reference strings in the payload part of the
UFKE entry. This is implemented by a search engine
component of the state processor responsive to special
searching instructions.

In 1307, a check is made to determine if there are any
moreinstructions to be performed for the packet. If yes, then
in 1308 the system sets the state processor instruction
pointer (SPIP) to obtain the next instruction. The SPIP may
be set by an immediatejump vector in the currently decoded
instruction, or by a value provided by the SPALU during
processing.

The next instruction to be performed is now fetched
(1304) for execution. This state processing loop between
1304 and 1307 continues until there are no more instructions

to be performed.
Atthis stage, a check is made in 1309 if the processing on

this particular packet has resulted in a final state, That is, is
the analyzer is done processing not only for this particular
packet, but for the whole flow to which the packet belongs,
and the flow is fully determined. If indeed there are no more
States to process for this How, then in 1311 the processor
finalizes the processing. Some final states may need to put
a State in place that tells the system to remove a flow—for
example, if a connection disappears from a lower level
connection identifier. In that case, in 1311, a flow removal
state is set and saved in the flow-entry. The flow removal
state may be a NOP (no-op)instruction which meansthere
are no removal instructions.

Once the appropriate flow removal instruction as specified
for this flow (a NOP or otherwise) is set and saved, the
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processis exited at 1313, The state processor LLO8 can now
obtain another unified flow key buffer entry to process.

If at 1309 it is determined that processingfor this How is
not completed, then in 1310 the system saves the state

rocessorinstruction pointer in the current flow-entry in the
current flow-entry. That will be the next operation that will
be performed the nexttime the LRE 1107 finds packetin the
UFKS that matches this flow. The processor now exits
processing this particular unified flow key buffer entry at
1313.

Note that stale processing updates information in the
unified flow key buffer 1103 and the flow-entry in the cache.
Once the state processor is done, a flag is set in the UFKB
for the entry that the state processor is done. Furthermore, If
the flow needsto be inserted or deleted from the database of

flows, control is then passed on to the flow insertion/deletion
engine 1110 for that flow signature and packet entry. This is
done bythe state processor setting anotherflag in the UFKB
for this UFKB-entry indicating that the state processor is
passing processing of this entry to the flow insertion and
deletion engine.

The flow insertion and deletion engine 1110 is responsible
for maintaining the flow-entry database. In particular, for
creating new flows in the flow database, and deleting flows
from the database so that they can be reused.

The process of flow insertion is now described with the
aid of FIG. 12. Flowsare grouped into bins ofbuckets by the
hash value. The engine processes a UFKB-entry that may be
new orthat the state processor otherwise has indicated needs
to be created. FIG. 12 showsthe case of a new entry being
created. A conversation record bin (preferably containing 4
buckets for four records) is obtained in 1203. This is a bin
that matches the hash of the UFKB,so this bin may already
have been sought for the UFKB-entry by the LUE. In 1204
the FIDE 1110 requests that the record bin/bucket be main-
tained in the cache system 1115. If in 1205 the cache system
1115 indicates that the bin/bucketis empty, step 1207 inserts
the flow signature (with the hash) into the bucket and the
bucket is marked “used” in the cache engine of cache 1115
using a timestampthat is maintained throughout the process.
In 1209, the FIDE 1110 compares the bin and bucket record
flow signature to the packet to verify that all the elements are
in place to complete the record, In 1211 the system marks the
record bin and bucket as “in process” and as “new”in the
cache system (and hence in the external memory). In 1212,
the initial statistical measures for the flow-record are set in

the cache system. This in the preferred embodimentclears
the set of counters used to maintain statistics, and may
perform other procedures for statistical operations requires
by the analyzer for the first packet seen for a particular flow.

Back in step 1208, if the bucket is not empty, the FIDE
1110 requests the next bucket for this particular bin in the
cache system.If this succeeds, the processes of 1207, 1209,
1211 and 1212 are repeated for this next bucket. If at 1208,
there is no valid bucket, the unified flow key buffer entry for
the packetis set as “drop,” indicating that the system cannot
process the particular packet because there are no buckets
left in the system. The processexits at 1213. The FIDE 1110
indicates to the UFKB that the flow insertion and deletion

operations are completed for this UPKB-entry. ‘Thisalso lets
the UFKB provide the FIDE with the next UFKB record.

Oncea set of operations is performed on 4 unified Now
key buffer entry by all of the engines required to access and
manage a particular packet and its flow signature, the unified
flow key buffer entry is marked as “completed.” That
element will then be used by the parser interface for the next
packet and flow signature coming in from the parsing and
extracting system.
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All flow-entries arc maintained in the external memory update engine 1107 and the flow insertion/deletion engine 

and some are maintained in the cache 1115. The cache 1110 are in another FPGA. The sixth FPGA includes the 
system 1115 is intelligent enough to access the flow database cache system ll15, the unified memory control 1119, and the 
and to understand the data structures that exists on the other analyzer host interface and control 1118. 
side of memory interface 1123. The look.up/update engine 5 Note that one can implement the system as one or more 
1107 is able to request that the cache system pull a particular VSLI devices, rather than as a set of application specific 
flow or "buckets" of flows from the unified memory con- integrated circuits (ASIC's) such as FPGA's. It is antici-
troller lll9 into the cache system for further processing. The pated that in the future device densities will continue to 
state processor 1108 can operate on information found in the increase, so that the complete system may eventually form 
cache system once it is looked up by means of the look.up/ 10 a sub-unit (a "core") of a larger single chip unit 
update engine request, and the flow insertion/dele~on e~ Operation of the Invention 
1110 can create new entries in the cache system if required FIG. 15 shows how an embodiment of the network 
based on information in the unified flow key buffer 1103. monitor 300 might be used to analyze traffic in a network 
The cache retrieves information as required from the 102. Packet acquisition device 1502 acquires all the packets 
memory through the memory interface 1123 and the unified IS from a connection point 121 on network 102 so that all 
memory controller 1119, and updates information as packets passing point 121 in either direction are supplied to 
required in the memory through the memory controller 1119. monitor 300. Monitor 300 comprises the parser sub-system 

There are several interfaces to components of the system 301, which determines flow signatures, and analyzer sub-
external to the module of FIG. U for the particular hardware system 303 that analyzes the flow signature of each packet. 
implementation. These include host bus interface llll, 20 A memory 324 is used to store the database of flows that are 
which is designed as a generic interface that can operate with determined and updated by monitor 300. A host computer 
any kind of external processing system such as a micropro- 1504, which might be any processor, for example, a general-
cessor or a multiplexor (MUX) system. Consequently, one purpose computer, is used to analyze the flows in memory 
can connect the overall traffic classification system of FIGS. 324. As is conventional, host computer 1504 includes a 
11 and 12 into some other processing system to manage the 25 memory, say RAM, shown as host memory 1506. In 
classification system and to extract data gathered by the addition, the host might contain a disk. In one application, 
system. the system can operate as an RMON probe, in which case the 

The memory interface ll23 is designed to interface to any host computer is coupled to a network interface card 1510 
of a variety of memory systems that one may want to use to that is connected to the network 102. 
store the flow-entries. One can use different types of 30 The preferred embodiment of the invention is supported 
memory systems like regular dynamic random access by an optional Simple Network Management Protocol 
memory (DRAM), synchronous DRAM, synchronous (SNMP) implementation. FIG. 15 describes how one would, 
graphic memory (SGRAM), static random access memory for example, implement an RMON probe, where a network 
(SRAM), and so forth. interface card is used to send RMON information to the 

FIG. 10 also includes some "generic" interfaces. There is 35 network. Commercial SNMP implementations also are 
a packet input interface 1012-a general interface that available, and using such an implementation can simplify 
works in tandem with the signals of the input buffer interface the process of porting the preferred embodiment of the 
control 1022. These are designed so that they can be used invention to any platform. 
with any kind of generic systems that can then feed packet In addition, MIB Compilers arc available. An MIB Com-
information into the parser. Another generic interface is the 40 piler is a tool that greatly simplifies the creation and main-
interface of pipes 1031 and 1033 respectively out of and into tenance of proprietary MIB extensions. 
host interface multiplexor and control registers 1005. This Examples of Packet Elucidation 
enables the parsing system to be managed by an external Monitor 300, and in particular, analyzer 303 is capable of 
system, for example a microprocessor or another kind of carrying out state analysis for packet exchanges that are 
external logic, and enables the external system to program 45 commonly referred to as "server announcement" type 
and otherwise control the parser. exchanges. Server announcement is a process used to ease 

The preferred embodiment of this aspect of the invention communications between a server with multiple applications 
is described in a hardware description language (HDL) such that can all be simultaneously accessed from multiple cli-
as VHDL or Verilog. It is designed and created in an HDL cnts. Many applications use a server announcement process 
so that it may be used as a single chip system or, for instance, so as a means of multiplexing a single port or socket into many 
integrated into another general-purpose system that is being applications and services. With this type of exchange, mes-
designed for purposes related to creating and analyzing sages are sent on the network, in either a broadcast or 
traffic within a network. Verilog or other HDL implemcn- multicast approach, to announce a server and application., 
talion is only one method of describing the hardware. and all stations in the network may receive and decode these 

In accordance with one hardware implementation, the ss messages. The messages enable the stations to derive the 
elements shown in FIGS. 10 and 11 are implemented in a set appropriate connection point for communicating that par-
of six field programmable logic arrays (FPGA's). The ticular application with the particular server. Using the 
boundaries of these FPGA's are as follows. The parsing server announcement method, a particular application com-
subsystem of FIG. 10 is implemented as two FPGAS; one municates using a service channel, in the form of a TCP or 
FPGA, and includes blocks 1006, 1008 and 1012, parts of 60 UDP socket orportasinthelPprotocol suite,orusing a SAP 
1005, and memory 1001. The second FPGA includes 1002, as in the Novell IPX protocol suite. . ... 
1007, 1013, 1011 parts of1005. Referring to FIG. 11, the The analyzer 303 is also capable of ~~mg out m-
unified look-up buffer 1103 is implemented as a single stream analysis" of p~ket exchan~cs. The ID-stream analy-
FPGA. State processor 1108 and part of state processor sis" method is used e1th~ as a pnmary o~ secondary reco~-
instruction database memory 1109 is another FPGA. Por- 65 nition process. ~ a ~ proce~s, m-~~ analysis 
tions of the state processor instruction database memory assists in extrac~ detailed info~atlon ":hie~ will be us~ 
1109 are maintained in external SRAM's. The look.up/ to further recogruze both the spcc1fic application and appli-
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All flow-entries are maintained in the external memory
and some are maintained in the cache 1115. The cache
System 1115is intelligent enough to access the flow database
and to understand the data structures that exists on the other
side of memory interface 1123. The lookup/update engine
1107 is able to requestthat the cache system pull a particular
flow or “buckets” of flows from the unified memory con-
troller 1119 into the cache system for further processing, The
State processor 1108 can operate on information found in the
cache system onceit is looked up by means of the lookup/
update engine request,and the flow insertion/deletion engine
1110 can create new entries in the cache system if required
based on information in the unified flow key buffer 1103.
The cache retrieves information as required from the
memory through the memory interface 1823 and the unified
memory controller 1119, and updates information as
required in the memory through the memory controller 1119.

There are several interfaces to components of the system
external to the module of FIG. U1 for the particular hardware
implementation. These include host bus interface 1122,
which is designed as a generic interface that can operate with
any kind of external processing system such as a micropro-
cessor or a multiplexer (MUX) system. Consequently, one
can connectthe overall traffic classification system of FIGS.
11 and 12 into some other processing system to manage the
classification system and to extract data gathered by the
system,

The memory interface 1123 is designed to interface to any
of a variety of memory systems that one may want to use to
store the flow-entries. One can use different types of
memory systems like regular dynamic random access
memory (DRAM), syschronous DRAM, synchronous
graphic memory (SGRAM),static random access memory
(SRAM), and so forth.

FIG. 10 also includes some “generic” interfaces. There is
a packet input interface 1012—-a general interface that
works in tandem with the signals of the input buffer interface
control 1022. These are designed so that they can be used
with any kind of generic systems that can then feed packet
information into the parser. Another generic interface is the
interface ofpipes 1031 and 1033 respectively out of and into
host interface multiplexor and control registers 1005. This
enables the parsing system to be managed by an extemal
system, for example a microprocessor or another kind of
external logic, and enables the external system to program
and otherwise control the parser.

The preferred embodimentof this aspect of the invention
is described in a hardware description language (HDL) such
as VHDL or Verilog.It is designed and created in an HDL
so that it may be used as a single chip system or,for instance,
integrated into another general-purpose system that is being
designed for purposes related to creating and analyzing
traffic within a network. Verilog or other HDL implemen-
tation is only one method of describing the hardware.

In accordance with one hardware implementation, the
elements shown in FIGS. 10 and 11 are implemented in a set
of six field programmable logic amays (FPGA’s). The
boundaries of these FPGA's are as follows. The parsing
subsystem of FIG. 10 is implemented as two FPGAS; one
FPGA, and includes blocks 1006, 1008 and 1012, parts of
1005, and memory 1001. The second FPGAincludes 1002,
1007, 1013, 1011 parts of 1005. Referring to FIG. 11, the
unified look-up buffer 1103 is implemented as a single
FPGA. State processor 1108 and part of state processor
instruction database memory 1109 is another FPGA. Por-
tions of the state processor instruction database memory
1109 are maintained in extemal SRAM’s. The lookup/
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update engine 1107 and the flow insertion/deletion engine
1110 are in another FPGA. The sixth FPGA includes the
cache system 1115, the unified memory control 1119, and the
analyzer host interface and control 1118.

Note that one can implementthe system as one or more
VSLI devices, rather than as a set of application specific
integrated circuits (ASIC's) such as FPGA's. It is antici-
pated that in the furure device densities will continue to
increase, so that the complete system may eventually form
a sub-unit (a “core”) of a larger single chip unit.
Operation of the Invention

FIG, 15 shows how an embodiment of the network
monitor 300 might be used to analyze traffic in a network
102, Packet acquisition device 1502 acquiresall the packets
from a connection point 121 on network. 102 so that all
packets passing point 121 in either direction are supplied to
monitor 300. Monitor 300 comprises the parser sub-system
301, which determines flow signatures, and analyzer sub-
system 303 that analyzes the flow signature of each packet.
A memory 324 is used to store the database of flows that are
determined and updated by monitor 300. A host computer
1504, which might be any processor, for example, a general-
purpose computer, is used to analyze the flows in memory
324. As is conventional, host computer 1504 includes a
memory, say RAM, shown as host memory 1506, In
addition, the host might contain a disk. In one application,
the system can operate as an RMONprobe, in which case the
host computer is coupled to a network interface card 1510
that is connected to the network 102.

The preferred embodiment of the invention is supported
by an optional Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) implementation, FIG. 15 describes how one would,
for example, implement an RMONprobe, where a network
interface card is used to send RMON information to the

network. Commercial SNMP implementations also are
available, and using such an implementation can simplify
the process of porting the preferred embodiment of the
invention to any platform,

In addition, MIB Compilers are available. An MIB Com-
piler is a tool that greatly simplifies the creation and main-
tenance of proprietary MIB extensions.
Examples of Packet Elucidation

Monitor 300, and in particular, analyzer 303 is capable of
carrying out state analysis for packet exchanges that are
commonly referred to as “server announcement” type
exchanges. Server announcement is a process used to ease
communications between a server with multiple applications
that can all be simultaneously accessed from multiple cli-
ents. Many applications use a server announcement process
as a means of multiplexing a single port or socket into many
applications and services. With this type of exchange, mes-
sages are sent on the network, in either a broadcast or
multicast approach, to announce a server and application,
and all stations in the network may receive and decodethese
messages. The messages enable the stations to derive the
appropriate connection point for communicating that par-
ticular application with the particular server. Using the
server announcement method, a particular application com-
municates using a service channel, in the form of a TCP or
UDPsocketor port as in the IP protocol suite, or using a SAP
as in the Novell IPX protocolsuite. . ;

The analyzer 303 is also capable of carrying out “in-
stream analysis”of packet exchanges. The “in-stream analy-
sis’ method is used either as a primary or secondary recog-
nition process. As a primary process, in-stream analysis
assists in extracting detailed information which will be used
to further recognize both the specific application and appli-
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cation component. A good example of in-stream analysis is invention, is salvaged and maintained in the database of 
any Web-based application. ~or ex~pl~, the commonly flow-entries in the system. Because the announcement is 
used PointCast Web informauon applicauon can be recog- sent to one or more stations, the client involved in a future 
nized using this process; during the initial connection packet exchange with the server will make an assumption 
between a PointCast server and client, specific key tokens 5 that the information announced is known, and an aspect of 
exist in the data exchange that will result in a signature being the inventive monitor is that it too can make the same 
generated to recognize PointCast assumption. 

The in-stream analysis process may also be combined Sun-RPC is the implementation by Sun Microsystems, 
with the server announcement process. In many cases Inc. (Palo Alto, Calif.) of the Remote Procedure Call (RPC), 
in-stream analysis will augment other recognition processes. 10 a programming interface that allows one program to use the 
An example of combining in-stream analysis with server services of another on a remote machine. A Sun-RPC 
announcement can be found in business applications such as example is now used to explain how monitor 300 can 
SAP and BAAN. capture server announcements. 

"Session tracking" also is known as one of the primary A remote program or client that wishes to use a server or 
processes for tracking applications in client/server packet ts procedure must establish a connection, for which the RPC 
exchanges. The process of tracking sessions requires an protocol can be used. 
initial connection to a predefined socket or port number. This Each server running the Sun-RPC protocol must maintain 
method of communication is used in a variety of transport a process and database called the port Mapper. The port 
layer protocols. It is most commonly seen in the TCP and Mapper creates a direct association between a Sun-RPC 
UDP transport protocols of the IP protocol. 20 program or application and a TCP or UDP socket or port (for 

During the session tracking, a client makes a request to a TCP or UDP implementations). An application or program 
server using a specific port or socket number. This initial number is a 32-bit unique identifier assigned by ICANN (the 
request will cause the server to create a TCP or UDP port to Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers, 
exchange the remainder of the data between the client and www.icann.org), which manages the huge number of param-
the server. The server then replies to the request of the client 25 eters associated with Internet protocols (port numbers, 
using this newly created port. The original port used by the router protocols, multicast addresses, etc.) Each port Mapper 
client to connect to the server will never be used again on a Sun-RPC server can present the mappings between a 
during this data exchange. unique program number and a specific transport socket 

One example of session tracking is TFTP (Trivial File through the use of specific request or a directed announce-
Transfer Protocol), a version of the TCP/IP FfP protocol 30 ment. According to ICANN, port number 111 is associated 
that has no directory or password capability. During the with Sun RPC. 
client/server exchange process of TFTP, a specific port (port As an example, consider a client (e.g., CLIENT 3 shown 
number 69) is always used to initiate the packet exchange. as 106 in FIG. 1) making a specific request tn the server 
Thus, when the client begins the process of communicating, (e.g., SERVER 2 of FIG. l, shown as 110) on a predefined 
a request is made tn UDP port 69. Once the server receives 35 UDP or TCP socket. Once the port Mapper process on the 
this request, a new port number is created on the server. The sun RPC server receives the request, the specific mapping is 
server then replies to the client using the new port. In this returned in a directed reply to the client. 
example, it is clear that in order to recognize TFTP; network 1. A client (CLIENT 3, 106 in FIG. 1) sends a TCP packet 
monitor 300 analyzes the initial request from the client and to SERVER 2 (110 in FIG. 1) on port ID, with an RPC Bind 
generates a signature for it. Monitnr 300 uses that signature 40 Lookup Request (rpcBindLookup). TCP or UDP port ID is 
to recognize the reply. Monitor 300 also analyzes the reply always associated Sun RPC. This request specifies the 
from the server with the key port information, and uses this program (as a program identifier), version, and might 
to create a signature for monitoring the remaining packets of specify the protocol (UDP or TCP). 
this data exchange. 2. Tbe server SERVER 2 (110 in FIG. 1) extracts the 

Network. monitor 300 can also understand the current 45 program identifier and version identifier from the request. 
state of particular connections in the network. Connection- The server also uses the fact that this packet came in using 
oriented exchanges often benefit from state tracking to the TCP transport and that no protocol was specified, and 
correctly identify the application. An example is the com- thus will use the TCP protocol for its reply. 
mon TCP transport protocol that provides a reliable means 3. Tbe server 110 sends a TCP packet to port number ID, 
of sending information between a client and a server. When 50 with an RPC Bind Lookup Reply. The reply contains the 
a data exchange is initiated, a TCP request for synchroni- specific port number (e.g., port number 'port') on which 
zation message is sent. This message contains a specific future transactions will be accepted for the specific RPC 
sequence number that is used to track an acknowledgement program identifier (e.g., Program 'program') and the protn-
from the server. Once the server has acknowledged the col (UDP or TCP) for use. 
synchronization request, data may be exchanged between 55 It is desired that from now on every time that port number 
the client and the server. When communication is no longer 'port' is used, the packet is associated with the application 
required, the client sends a finish or complete message to the program 'program' until the number 'port' no longer is to be 
server, and the server acknowledges this finish request with associated with the program 'program'. Network monitor 
a reply containing the sequence numbers from the request. 300 by creating a flow-entry and a signature includes a 
The states of such a connection-oriented exchange relate to 60 mechanism for remembering the exchange so that future 
the various types of connection and maintenance messages. packets that use the port number 'port' will be associated by 
Server Announcement Example the network monitor with the application program 'pro-

The individual methods of server announcement proto- gram'. 
cols vary. However, the basic underlying process remains In addition to the Sun RPC Bind Lookup request and 
similar. A typical server announcement message is sent to 65 reply, there are other ways that a particular program-say 
one or more clients in a network. This type of announcement 'program' -might be associated with a particular port 
message has specific content, which, in another aspect of the number, for example number 'port'. One is by a broadcast 
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announcement of a particular association between an appli- 206-209 are exchanged, e.g., in an exemplary Sun Micro-
cation service and a port number, called a Sun RPC port- systems Remote Procedure Call protocol. A method embodi-
Mapper Announcement. Another, is when some server-say ment of the present invention might generate a pair of flow 
the same SERVER 2-replies to SOIIU: client-sar CLIENT signatures, "signature-1" 210 and "signature-2" 212, from 
I-requesting some portMapper assigrunent with a RPC s information found in the packets 206 and 207 which, in the 
portMapper Reply. Some other client-say CLIENT example, correspond to a Sun RPC Bind Lookup request and 
2-might inadvertently see this request, and thus know that reply, respectively. 
for this particular server, SERVER 2, pi>lt ~umber 'port' !s Consider first the Sun RPC Bind Lookup request. Sup-
associated with the application service program · I~ is k t 206 from 
desirable for the network monitor 300 to be able to associate pose pac e corresponds to such a request sent 
any packets to SERVER 2 using port number 'port' with the JO ~LIENT. 3 to S1?RVER 2. This packet contains important 
application program 'program'. . . information tllat is used in building a signature according to 

FIG. 9 represents a dataflow 900 of some operations m the an aspect of the invention. A source and destination network 
monitor 300 of FIG. 3 for Sun Remote Procedure Call. address occupy the first two fields of each packet, and 
Suppose a client 106 (e.g., CLIENT 3 in FIG. 1) is com- according to the patterns in pattern database 308, the flow 
municating via its interface to the network n8 to a server 15 signature (shown as KEYi 230 in FIG. 2) will also contain 
no (e.g., SERVER 2 in FIG. 1) via the server's interface to these two fields, so the parser subsystem 301 will include 
the network n6. Further assume that Remote Procedure these two fields in signature KEY 1 (230). Note that in FIG. 
Call is used to communicate with the server no. One path 2, if an address identifies the client 106 (shown also as 202), 
in the data flow 900 starts with a step 910 that a Remote the label used in the drawing is "Ci". If such address 
Procedure Call bind lookup request is issued by client 106 20 identifies the server 110 (shown also as server 204), the label 
and ends with the server state creation step 904. Such RPC used in the drawing is "S 1 ". The first two fields 214 and 215 
bind lookup request includes values for the 'program,' in packet 206 are "Si" and "C 1" because packet 206 is 
'version,' and 'protocol' to use, e.g., TCP or UDP. The provided from the server 110 and is destined for the client 
process for Sun RPC analysis in the network monitor 300 106. Suppose for this example, "Si" is an address nurneri-
includes the following aspects.: 25 cally less than address "Ci". A third field "p 1

" 216 identifies 
Process 909:Extract the 'program,' 'version,' and 'proto- the particular protocol being used, e.g., TCP, UDP, etc. 

col' (UDP or TCP). Extract the TCP or UDP port In packet 206, a fourth field 217 and a fifth field 218 are 
(process 909) which is 111 indicating Sun RPC. used to communicate port numbers that are used. The 

Process 908:Decode the Sun RPC packet. Check RPC conversation direction determines where the port number 
type field for ID. If value is portMapper, save paired 30 field is. The diagonal pattern in field 217 is used to identify 
socket (i.e., dest for destination address, src for source a source-port pattern, and the hash pattern in field 218 is 
address). Decode ports and mapping, save ports with used to identify the destination-port pattern. The order 
socket/addr key. There may be more than one pairing indicates the client-server message direction. A si:icth field 
per mapper packet. Form a signature (e.g., a key). A denoted ''ii'' 219 is an element that is being requested by the 
flow-entry is created in database 324. The saving of the 35 client from flieserver. A seventh field denoted "s1 a" 220 is 

/ 
request is now complete. the service requested by the client from server no. The 

At some later time, the server (process 907) issues a RPC following eighth field "QA" 221 (for question mark) indi-
bind lookup reply. The packet monitor 300 will extract a cates that the client 106 wants to know what to use to access 
signature from the packet and recognize it from the previ- application "s1a". A tenth field "QP" 223 is used to indicate 
ously stored flow. The monitor will get the protocol port 40 that the client wants the server to indicate what protocol to 
number (906) and lookup the request (905). A new signature use for the particular application. 
(i.e., a key) will be created and the creation of the server Packet 206 initiates the sequence of packet exchanges, 
state (904) will be stored as an entry identified by the new e.g., a RPC Bind Lookup Request to SERVER 2. It follows 
signature in the flow-entry database. That signature now a well-defined format, as do all the packets, and is trans-
may be used to identify packets associated with the server. 45 mitted to the server no on a well-known service connection 

The server state creation step 904 can be reached not only identifier (port lll indicating Sun RPC). 
from a Bind Lookup Request/Reply pair, but also from a Packet 200 is the first sent in reply to the client 106 from 
RPC Reply portMapper packet shown as 901 or an RPC the server. It is the RPC Bind Lookup Reply as a result of 
Announcement portMapper shown as 902. The Remote the request packet 206. 
Procedure Call protocol can announce that it is able to 5o Packet 207 includes ten fields 224-233. The destination 
provide a particular application service. Embodiments of the and source addresses are carried in fields 224 and 225, e.g., 
present invention preferably can analyze when an exchange indicated "Ct" and "S 1", respectively. Notice the order is 
occurs between a client and a server, and also can track those now reversed, since the client-server message direction is 
stations that have received the announcement of a service in from the server no to the client 106. The protocol "p 1

" is 
the network. 55 used as indicated in field 226. The request "i 1" is in field 229. 

The RPC Announcement portMapper announcement 902 Values have been filled in for the application port number, 
is a broadcast Such causes various clients to execute a e.g., in field 233 and protocol "p2

" in field 233. 
similar set of operations, for example, saving the informa- The flow signature and flow states built up as a result of 
lion obtained from the announcement The RPC Reply this exchange are now described. When the packet monitor 
portMapper step 901 could be in reply to a portMapper 60 300 sees the request packet 206 from the client, a first flow 
request, and is also broadcast. It includes all the service signature 210 is built in the parser subsystem 301 according 
parameters. to the pattern and extraction operations database 308. This 

Thus monitor 300 creates and saves all such states for signature 210 includes a destinat!-on ~d a .source address 
later classification of flows that relate to the particular 240 and 241. One aspect of the mv~ntlon is that the flow 
service 'program'. 65 keys are built _consistently in .a parttcular order ~o matter 

FIG. 2 shows how the monitor 300 in the example of Sun what the direction of conversanon. S~veral mechaJ?1SIDS may 
RPC builds a signature and flow states. A plurality of packets be used to achieve this. In the parttcular embodiment, the 
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alnouncement of a particular association between an appli-
cation service and a port number, called a Sun RPC port-
Mapper Announcement. Another, is when some server-say
the same SERVER 2—replies to some client—say CLIENT
1—requesting some portMapper assignment with a RPC
portMapper Reply. Some other client—say CLIENT
2—might inadvertently see this request, and thus know that
for this particular server, SERVER 2, port number ‘port’ is
associated with the application service ‘program’. It is
desirable for the network monitor300 to be able to associate

anypackets to SERVER 2 using port number‘port’ with theapplication program ‘program’.
FIG.9 represents aaatiow900 of some operations in the

monitor 300 of FIG. 3 for Sun Remote Procedure Call.
Suppose a client 106 (¢.g., CLIENT 3 in FIG. 1) is com-
municating via its interface to the network 118 to a server
110 (e.g., SERVER 2 in FIG, 1) via the server's interface to
the network 116. Further assume that Remote Procedure
Call is used to communicate with the server 110. One path
in the data flow 900 starts with a step 910 that a Remote
Procedure Call bind lookup request is issued by client 106
and ends with the server state creation step 904. Such RPC
bind lookup request includes values for the ‘program,’
‘version,’ and ‘protocol’ to use, e.g., TCP or UDP. The
process for Sun RPC analysis in the network monitor 300
includes the following aspects.:

Process #0%:Extract the ‘program,’ ‘version,’ and ‘proto-
col’ (GDP or TCP). Extract the TCP or UDP port
(process 909) which is 111 indicating Sun RPC.

Process 908:Decode the Sun RPC packet. Check RPC
type field for ID, If value is portMapper, save paired
socket (i.e., dest for destination address, src for source
address). Decode ports and mapping, save ports with
socket/addr key. There may be more than one pairing
per mapper packet. Form a signature (e.g., a key). A
flow-entry is created in database 324, The saving of the
request is now complete.

At some later time, the server (process 907) issues a RPC
bind lookup reply. The packet monitor 300 will extract a
signature from the packet and recognize it from the previ-
ously stored flow. The monitor will get the protocol port
number (906) and lookupthe request (905). A new signature
(Le., a key) will be created and the creation of the server
state (904) will be stored as an entry identified by the new
signature in the flow-entry database. That signature now
may be used to identify packets associated with the server.

‘The server state creation step 904 can be reached not only
from a Bind Lookup Request/Reply pair, but also from a
RPC Reply portMapper packet shown as 901 or an RPC
Announcement portMapper shown as 902. The Remote
Procedure Call protocol can announce that it is able to
provide a particular application service. Embodiments of the
present invention preferably can analyze when an exchange
occurs between a client and a scrver, and also can track those
stations that have received the announcementof a service in
the network.

The RPC Announcement portMapper announcement 902
is a broadcast. Such causes various clients to execute a

similar set of operations, for example, saving the informa-
tion obtained from the announcement. The RPC Reply
portMapper step 901 could be in reply to a portMapper
request, and is also broadcast. It includes all the service
parameters.

Thus monitor 300 creates and saves all such states for

later classification of flows that relate to the particular
service ‘program’.

FIG. 2 shows how the monitor 300 in the example of Sun
RPC builds a signature and flow states. A plurality of packets
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206-209 are exchanged, ¢.g.. 11 an exemplary Sun Micro-
systems Remote Procedure Call protocol. A method embodi-
tment of the present invention might generate a pair of flaw
signatures, “signature-1” 210 and “signature-2” 212, from
information found in the packets 206 and 207 which, in the
example, correspond to a Sun RPC Bind Lookuprequest and
reply, respectively.

Consider first the Sun RPC Bind Lookup request, Sup-
pose packet 206 corresponds to such a request sent from
CLIENT 3 to SERVER 2. This packet contains important
informationthat is used in building a signature according to
an aspect of the invention. A source and destination network
address occupy the first two fields of each packet, and
according to the patterns in pattem database 308, the flow
signature (shown as KEY1 230 in FIG. 2) will also contain
these two fields, so the parser subsystem 301 will include
these two fields in signature KEY1 (230). Note that in FIG.
2, if an address identifies the client 106 (shownalso as 202),
the label used in the drawing is “C,”. If such address
identifies the server 110 (shownalso as server 204), the label
used in the drawing is “S,”. The first two fields 214 and 215
in packet 206 are “S,” and “C,” because packet 206 is
provided from the server 110 and is destined for the client
106. Suppose for this example, “S,” is an address numeri-
cally less than address “C,”. A third field “p'” 216 identifies
the particular protocol being used, ¢.g.. TCP, UDP, ete.

In packet 206, a fourth field 217 and a fifth field 218 are
used to communicate port numbers that are used. The
conversation direction determines where the port sumber
field is. The diagonai pattern in field 217 is used to identify
a source-port pattern, and the hash pattern in field 218 is
used to identify the destination-port pattern. The order
indicates the client-server message direction. A sixth field
denoted “i,” 219 is an elementthat is being requested by the

ChentfromtheServer. A seventh field denoted “s,a” 220 is
the service requested by the client from server 110. The
following eighth field “QA” 221 (for question mark) indi-
cates that the client 106 wants to know what to use to access

application “s,a”. A tenth field “QP” 223 is used to indicate
that the client wants the server to indicate what protocol to
use for the particular application.

Packet 206 initiates the sequence of packet exchanges,
c.g., a RPC Bind Lookup Request to SERVER 2.It follows
a well-defined format, as do all the packets, and is teans-
mnitted to the server 110 on a well-kmown service connection
identifier (port 111 indicating Sun RPC).

Packet 207 is the first sent in reply to the client 106 from
the server. It is the RPC Bind Lookup Reply as a result of
the request packet 206.

Packet 207 includes ten fields 224-233, The destination
and source addresses are carried in fields 224 and 225, e.g.
indicated “C,” and “S,”, respectively, Notice the order is
now reversed, since the client-server message direction is
from the server 110 to the client 106. The protocol “p’”is
used as indicated in field 226. The request “i*”is in field 229.
Values have been filled in for the application port number,
e.g., in field 233 and protocol “p””in field 233.

The flow signature and flow states built up as a result of
this exchange are now described. When the packet monitor
300 sees the request packet 206 from theclient, a first flow
signature 210 is built in the parser subsystem 301 according
to the pattern and extraction operations database 308. This
signature 210 includes a destination and asource address
240 and 241. One aspect of the invention is that the flow
keys are built consistently in a particular order no matter
what the direction of conversation. Several mechanisms may
be used to achieve this. In the particular embodiment, the
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num~cally lower address is always plac~ before the Thus the flow signature for the recognition of application 
numencally higber address. Such least to highest order is "al" is automatically set up by predefining what packet-
used to get the best spread of signatures and hashes for the exchange sequences occur for this example when a rela-
lookup operations. In this case, therefore, since we assume tively simple Sun Microsystems Remote Procedure Call 
"Si"<"C " the order is address "Si" followed by client 5 bind lookup request instruction executes. More complicated 
address ·!c'" The next field used to build the signature is a exchanges than this may generate more than two flow 
protocol fieid 242 extraeted from packet 206' s field 216, and signatures and their corresponding states. Each recognition 
thus is the protocol "p 1

". The next field used for the may involve setting up a complex state transition diagram to 
signature is field 243, which contains the destination source be traversed before a "final" resting state such as "sti" in 
port number shown as a crosshatched pattern from the field 10 field 255 is reached. All these are used to build the final set 
218 of the packet 206. This pattern will be recognized in the of flow signatures for recognizing a particular application in 
payload of packets to derive hoV.: this packet or sequence of the future. 
packets exists as a flow. In practice, these may be TCP port 
numbers, or a combination of TCP port numbers. In the case The Cache Subsystem 
of the Sun RPC example, the crosshatch represents a set of Referring again to FIG. 11, the cache subsystem 1115 is 
port numbers of ups for p

1 
that will be used to recognize 15 connected to the lookup update engine (LUE) 1107, the state 

this flow (e.g., port 111}. Pon 111 indicates this is Sun RPC. processor the state processor (SP) 1108 and the flow 
Some applications, such as the Sun RPC Bind Lookups, are insertion/deletion engine (FIDE) 1110. The cache 1115 
directly detenninable ("known") at the parser level. So in keeps a set of flow-entries of the flow-entry database stored 
this case, the signature KEY-1 points to a known application in memory 1123, so is coupled to memory 1123 via the 
denoted "a1

" (Sun RPC Bind Lookup), and a next-state that 20 unified memory controller 1119. According to one aspect of 
the state processor should proceed to for more complex the invention, these entries in the cache are those likely-to-
recognition jobs, denoted as state "stn" is placed in the field be-accessed next 
245 of the flow-entry. It is desirable to maximize the hit rate in a cacbe system. 

When the Sun RPC Bind Lookup reply is acquired, a flow 'fypical prior-an cacbe systems are used to expedite memory 
signature is again built by the parser. This flow signature is 25 accesses to and from microprocessor systems. Various 
identical to KEY-1. Hence, when the signature enters the mechanisms are available in such prior art systems to predict 
analyzer subsystem 303 from the parser subsystem 301, the the lookup such that the hit rate can be maximized. Prior an 
complete flow-entry is obtained, and in this flow-entry caches, for example, can use a lookahead mechanism to 
indicates state "stv"· The operations for state "stn" in the predict both instruction cache lookups and data cache look-
state processor instruction database 326 instructs the state 
processor to build and store a new flow signature, shown as 30 ups. Such lookahead mechanisms are not available for the 
KEY-2 (212) in FIG. 2. This flow signature built by the state packet monitoring application of cache subsystem 1115. 
processor also includes the destination and a source When a new packet enters the monitor 300, the next cache 
addresses 250 and 251, respectively, for server "Si" fol- access, for example from the LUE 1107, may be for a totally 
lowed by (the numerically higher address) client "C

1 
". A different flow than the last cache lookup, and there is no way 

protocol field 252 defines the protocol to be used, e.g., "p2
" 35 ahead of time of knowing what flow the next packet will 

which is obtained from the reply packet A field 253 contains belong to. 
a recognition pattern also obtained from the reply packet In One aspect of the present invention is a cache system that 
this case, the application is Sun RPC, and field 254 indicates replaces a least recently used (LRU) flow-entry when a 
this application "a2

". A next-state field 255 defines the next cache replacement is needed. Replacing least recently used 
state that the state processor should proceed to for more 40 flow-entries is preferred because it is likely that a packet 
complex recognition jobs, e.g., a state "st1

". In this particular following a recent packet will belong to the same flow. Thus, 
example, this is a final state. Thus, KEY-2 may now be used the signature of a new packet will likely match a recently 
to recognize packets that are in any way associated with the used flow record. Conversely, it is not highly likely that a 
application "a2,,'. Two such packets 208 and 209 are shown, packet associated with the least recently used flow-entry will 
one in each direction. They use the particular application 45 soon arrive. 
service requested in the original Bind Lookup Request, and Furthermore, after one of the engines that operate on 
each will be recognized because the signature KEY-2 will be flow-entries, for example the LUE 1107, completes an 
built in each case. operation on a flow-entry, it is likely that the same or another 

The two flow signatures 210 and 212 always order the engine will soon use the same flow-entry. Thus it is desirable 
destination and source address fields with server "Si" fol- 50 to make sure that recently used entries remain in the cache. 
lowed by client "Ci". Such values are automatically filled in A feature of the cache system of the present invention is 
when the addresses are first created in a particular flow that most recently used (MRU) flow-entries are kept in 
signature. Preferably, large collections offlow signatures are cache whenever possible. Since typically packets of the 
kept in a lookup table in a least-to-highest order for the best same flow arrive in bursts, and since MRU flow-entries are 
spread of flow signatures and hashes. 55 likely to be required by another engine in the analysis 

Thereafter, the client and server exchange a number of subsystem, maximizing likelihood of MRU flow-entries 
packets, e.g., represented by request packet 208 and remaining in cacbe increases the likelihood of finding flow 
response packet 209. The client 106 sends packets 208 that records in the cacbe, thus increasing the cache hit rate. 
have a destination and source address Sand C , in a pair of Yet another aspect of the present cacbe invention is that it 
fields 260 and 261. A field 262 defines ilie ~col as "p2

", 60 includes an associative memory using a set of content 
and a field 263 defines the destination port number. addressable memory cells (CAMs). The CAM contains an 

Some network-server application recognition jobs are so address that in our implementation is the hash value asso-
simple that only a single state transition has to occur to be ciated with the corresponding flow-entry in a cache memory 
able to pinpoint the application that produced the packet. (e.g., a data RAM) comprising memory cells. In one 
Others require a sequence of state transitions to occur in 65 embodiment, each memory cell is a page. Each CAM also 
order to match a known and predefined climb from state- includes a pointer to a cache memory page. Thus, the CAM 
to-state. contents include the address and the pointer to cache 
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memory. As is conventional, each CAM cell includes a 
matching circuit having an input The ~ash is presented to 
the CAM's matching circuit input, and if the hash matches 
the hash in the CAM, the a match output is asserted 
indicating there is a hit The CAM pointer points to the page 
number (i.e., the address) in the cache memory of the 
flow-entry. 

Each CAM also includes a cache address input, a cache 
pointer input, and a cache contents output for inputting and 
outputting the address part and pointer part of the CAM. 

The particular embodiment cache memory stores flow
entries in pages of one bucket, i.e., that can store a single 
flow-entry. Thus, the pointer is the page number in the cache 
memory. In one version, each hash value corresponds to a 
bin of N flow-entries (e.g., 4 buckets in the preferred 
embodiment of this version). In another implementation, 
each hash value points to a single flow record, i.e., the bin 
and bucket sizes correspond. For simplicity, this second 
implementation is assumed when describing the cache ms. 

Furthermore, as is conventional, the match output signal 
is provided to a corresponding location in the cache memory 
so that a read or write operation may take place with the 
location in the cache memory pointed to be the CAM. 

One aspect of the present invention achieves a combina
tion of associatively and true LRU replacement policy. For 
this, the CAMs of cache system ms are organized in what 
we call a CAM stack (also CAM array) in an ordering, with 
a top CAM and a bottom CAM. The address and pointer 
output of each CAM starting from the top CAM is connected 
to the address and pointer input of the next cache up to the 
bottom. 

In our implementation, a hash is used to address the cache. 
The hash is input to the CAM array, and any CAM thar has 
an address that matches the input hash asserts its match 
output indicating a hit When there is a cache hit, the 
contents of the CAM that produced the hit (including the 
address and pointer to cache memory) are put in the top 
CAM of the stack. The CAM contents ( cache address, and 
cache memory pointer) of the CAMs above the CAM that 
produced are shifted down to fill the gap. 

If there is a miss, any new flow record is put in the cache 
memory element pointed to by the bottom CAM. All CAM 
contents above the bottom are shifted down one, and then 
the new hash value and the pointer to cache memory of the 
new flow-entry are put in the top-most CAM of the CAM 
stack. 

In this manner, the CAMs are ordered according to 
recentness of use, with the least recently used cache contents 
pointed to by the bottom CAM and the most recently used 
cache contents pointed to by the top CAM. 

Furthermore, unlike a conventional CAM-based cache, 
there is no fixed relationship between the address in the 
CAM and wha1 element of cache memory it points to. 
CAM's relationship to a page of cache memory changes 
over time. For example, at one instant, the fifth CAM in the 
stack can include a pointer to one particular page of cache 
memory, and some time later, that same fifth CAM can point 
to a different cache memory page. 

In one embodiment, the CAM array includes 32 CAMs 
and the cache memory includes 32 memory cells (e.g., 
memory pages), one page pointed to by each CAM contents. 
Suppose the CAMs ar~ numbered CAMo, C~ 1, ... , 
CAM 31, respectively, with CAMo the top CAM m the array 
and CAM31 the botto~ CAM. 

The CAM array 1s controlled by a CAM controller 
implemented as a stare machine, and the cache memory is 
controlled by a cache memory controller which also is 
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32 
implemented as a state machine. The need for such control-
lers and how to implement them as state machines or 
otherwise would be clear to one skilled in the art from this 
description of operation. In order not to confuse these 
controllers with other controllers, for example, with the 
unified memory controller, the two controllers will be called 
the CAM state machine and the memory state machine, 
respectively. 

Consider as an example, that the state of the cache is thal 
it is full. Suppose furthermore that the contents of the CAM 
stack (the address and the pointer to the cache memory) and 
of the cache memory a1 each page number address of cache 
memory are as shown in the following table. 

CAM Hash Cache Point Cache Addr. Contents 

CAMo hasbo pageo pageo entryo 
CAM 1 hash, page, page, entry, 
CAM, hash, page, page, entry, 
CAM, hash, page, page, entry, 
CAM.. bash, page. page. entry• 
CAM, bash, page, page, entry, 
CAM,, hash,; pag .. page. entry6 
CAM, lwh, page, page, entry, 

CAM,. lwh,. page,. page,. entry,. 
CAM 30 hash,o page,. page,o entry'° 
CAM" hllh31 page,, page,, entry31 

This says thal CAM 4 contains and will match with the 
hash value hash4 , and a lookup with hash 4 will produce a 
match and the address page 4 in cache memory. Furthermore, 
page 4 in cache memory contains the flow-entry, entry 4 , thar 
in this notation is the flow-entry matching hash value hash 4 • 

This table also indicates that hasho was more recently used 
than hash 1, hash5 more recently than has~, and so forth, 
with hash31 the least recently used hash value. Suppose 
further that the LUE ll07 obtains an entry from unified flow 
key buffer ll03 with a hash value hash31. The LUE looks up 
the cache subsystem via the CAM array. CAM 31 gets a hit 
and returns the page number of the hit, i.e., pag~ 1. The 
cache subsystem now indicates to the LUE 1007 tha1 the 
supplied hash value produced a hit and provides a pointer to 
page 31 of the cache memory which contains the flow-entry 
corresponding to hash 31, i.e., flow31. The LUE now retrieve 
the flow-entry flow31 from the cache memory a1 address 
page 31. In the preferred embodiment, the lookup of the 
cache takes only one clock cycle. 

The value hash31 is the most recently used hash value. 
Therefore, in accordance with an aspect of the inventive 
cache system, the most recently used entry is put on top of 
the CAM stack. Thus hash31 is put into CAMo (pointing to 
page 31), Furthermore, hash30 is now the LRU hash value, so 
is moved to CAM31. The next least recently used hash value, 
hash29 is now moved to CAM 30, and so forth. Thus, all 
CAM contents are shifted one down after the MSU entry is 
put in the top CAM. In the preferred embodiment the 
shifting down on CAM entries takes one clock cycle. Thus, 
the lookup and the rearranging of the CAM array to maintain 
the ordering according to usage recentness. The following 
table shows the new contents of the CAM array and the 
(unchanged) contents of the cache memory. 
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CAM Hash Cache Point Cache ruldr. Contents 

34 
address in the cache memory. Thus, implementing a true 
LRU replacement policy includes flushing out the LRU 
cache memory entry and inserting a new entry into that LRU 
cache memory location pointed to by the bottom CAM. The 

CAM,. bash., page .. 
CAM 1 llsb,, pageo 
CA.~ ha.it, page, 
CAM, hash, page, 

CAM.. bash, page, 
CAM, hash. page, 

pageo 
page, 
p~ 
page, 
page.. 
page, 

Cllliyo 
cntty, 
entry2 
entry, 
entry• 
entry5 

5 CAM entry also is modified to reflect the new hash value of 
the entry in the pointed to cache memory element. Thus, 
hash value hasti,.3 is put in CAM31 and flow.entry entry 43 is 
placed in the cache page pointed to by CAM 31. The CAM 
array and now changed cache memory contents are now 

CAM. hash, page, page, entry, 10 
CAM7 bash,, page. page, Clllry7 

... 
CAM,. hash2.1 page,. page,. entry29 

CAM'° wh,. Pll!IC:!9 P"8"30 entry30 

CAM,, bash.., pag"3o page,, Clllry31 

15 

To continue with the example, suppose that some time 
later, the LUE 1007 looks up hash value hash5• This pro
duces a hit in CAM;.; pointing to page 5 of the cache memory. 
Thus, in one clock cycle, the cache subsystem 1115 provides 
LUE 1007 with an indication of a hit and the pointer to the 20 
flow-entry in the cache memory. The most recent entry is 
hash 5, so hash5 and cache memory address page6 are entered 
into CA.Mo, The contents of the remaining CAMs are all 
shifted down one up to and including the entry that con
tained hash 5 • That is, CAM 7 , CAM 8 , ••• , CAM 31 remain 2.5 
unchanged. The CAM array contents and unchanged cache 
memory contents are now as shown in the following table. 

CAM Hash CaclJc Point Cache Addr. Contents 

CAM,, h.uhs page, pageo cnny. 
CAM, hash,, page,, page, entry, 
CAM2 hasho pageo page, entry, 
CAM. bash, page, page. cntty, 
CAM. hash,. page, page. entry. 
CAMs bash, page, page, entry, 

CAM. hash., page. page,. cntty. 
CAM, !who PllllCii page, cnlry7 

CAM,,. hash,. page,. page,,, cntty29 
CAM.., bash,,, p~ page,,, cntty30 
CAM" hash,., page,., page,, cnlcy31 

Thus in the case of cache hits, the CAM array always 
keeps used hash values in the order of recentness of use, with 

30 

35 

40 

CAM Huh Cache Point CacheAddr. Content> 

CAM,, hash, page, pageo entryo 
CAM, ruuh:., page,, page) entry, 
CAM, hasbo pageo page, entry2 
CAM, bash, page, page, entry, 

CAM. bash:, page, page, entry, 
CAM, bash, page, page, entry, 
CAM6 hash.. page, page. entry, 
CAM, hash,; page. page, entry7 

CAM,, hash,.. page,. PllflC':29 entry29 
CAM.., bash,, page,., page.., entry., 
CAM31 bub.., page,a page,, entry., 

Note that the inserted entry is now the MRU flow-entry. 
So, the contents of ~ 1 are now moved to CA.Mo and !he 
entries previously in the top 30 CAMs moved down so that 
once again, the bottom CAM points to the LRU cache 
memory page. 

CAM 

CA.Mo 
CAM1 

CAM, 
CAM, 
CAM• 
CAM5 

CAM. 
CAM, 

CAM.,, 
CAM,o 
CAM,, 

Hash 

hash.., 
hash, 
bash,, 
hasbo 
bash, 
hash,. 
bash, 
lwb.. 
bash,; 

a.:he Point 

page,., 
page, 
page,, 
page,, 
page, 
page, 
page, 
page, 
page,. 

page,. 
page:., 

Cache Addr. 

pageo 
page, 
page, 
page, 
page. 
page, 
page, 
page, 

1"'1!"2, 
pag"3o 

Contents 

entry0 

entry, 
entry, 
entry, 
entry, 
entry, 
entry, 
entry, 

the most recently used hash value in the top CAM. 45 
The operation of the cache subsystem when there is a Note that the inserted entry is now the MRU flow-entry. 

cache hit will be described by continuing the example. So, the contents of CAM31 are now moved to CA.Mo and !he 
Suppose !here is a lookup (e.g., from LUE 1107) for hash entries p~viously in ~ top 30 ~s moved . 
value hasti,.

3
• The CAM array produces a miss that causes in In addition to looking up e_ntnes of datl:b9:1e 324 via the 

a lookup using the hash in the external memory. The specific 50 cache subsystem lllS for n:tneval of an existing flow-entry, 
operation of our specific implementation is that the CAM the !-UE! SP, or FIDE engines also may update ~e .flow-
state machine sends a GET message to the memory state entrtes via the cache. As such, th~e may ?e entries m the 

. . . . cache that are updated flow-entnes. Until such updated 
mac~ that results m a memory lookup usmg the hash Vlll entries have been written into the flow-entry database 324 in 
the umlied m~m'?fY controller (UMC) lll9. Howe~er, o~er external memory, the flow-entries are called "dirty." As is 
~ans of achievmg a memory lookup wh~ there 1s a nnss 55 common in cache systems, a mechanism is provided to 
m the CAM m:ay would be clear to those m ~e art. indicate dirty entries in the cache. A dirty entry cannot, for 

The lookup m the flow-entry database 324 (1.e., external example, be flushed out until the corresponding entry in the 
memory) results~ a hit or a miss. Suppose that the ~ase database 324 has been updated. 
324 of flow-entnes does not have an entry matching hash Suppose in the last example, that the entry in the cache 
value hash,.3 • The memory state machine indicates the miss 60 was modified by the operation. That is, hash43 is in MRU 
to the CAM state machine which then indicates the miss to CA.Mo, CA.Mo correctly points to page 30 , but the informa· 
the LUE 1007. Suppose, on the other hand that there is a tion in pag~ 0 of the cache, entry 4 3, does not correspond to 
flow-entry-entry 43 -in database 324 matching hash value entry43 in database 324. That is, the contents of cache page 
hash 43 • In this case, the flow-entry is brought in to be loaded page 30 is dirty. There is now a need to update the database 
into tlte cache. 65 324. This is called backing up or cleaning the dirty entry. 

In accordance with another aspect of the invention, the As is common in cache systems, there is an indication 
bottom CAM entry CAM 31 always points to the LRU provided that a cache memory entry is dirty using a dirty 
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CAM Hash Cache Point Cache Addr. ContentsANTRALTENORS

CAM, hasha,=pOgea Bast catty
CAM, hashy BAEC page, entry,
CAM, hash, page, page, entry
CAM, hash, pagez Pages cntrys
CAM, hash, pages pagts entry,
CAM, hash, PARE. apes entry,
CAM, hashs PAEEs page, cnirys
CAM, hash, pasts page, entry,

CAMz, —satg,©BAB P2Etay entry9
CAMgy Lashes BABEa9Bagesy entryay
CAMs, hasty, BABEa0 pages, entry; 

To continue with the example, suppose that some time
later, the LUE 1007 looks up hash value hash,. This pro-
duces a hit in CAM, pointing to page, of the cache memory.
Thus, in one clock cycle, the cache subsystem 1115 provides
LUE 1007 with an indication of a hit and the pointer to the
flow-entry in the cache memory. The most recent entry is
hashg,so hash, and cache memory address page, are entered
into CAM). The contents of the remaining CAMs are all
shifted down one up to and including the entry that con-
tained hash,. That is, CAM,, CAMs, ..., CAM, remain
unchanged. The CAM array contents and unchanged cache
memory contents are now as shown in the following table.

 

 CAM Hash Cache Point Cache Addr. Contents

CAM, hash, pages PARES entry
CAM, hashs, Pages, page, entry,
CAM, hash Page page, entry,
CAM, hash, page; pages cunys
CAM, hash, page: page, entry,
CAMs hash, page, pages cnirys
CAM, hash, pages Paks entry,
CAM, hash, Pages Page, entry,

CAM hashos Pages Pageas entryzg
CAMsy hash —»-Paftay PABEI0 eRtTyse
CAMS, hashyg Pagero Pages; entry;
 

Thus in the case of cache hits, the CAM array always
keeps usedhash values in the order ofrecentnessofuse, with
the most recently used hash value in the top CAM.

The operation of the cache subsystem when there is a
cache hit will be described by continuing the example.
Suppose there is a lookup (e.g., from LUE 1107) for hash
value hash,,. The CAM array produces a miss that causes in
a lookup using the hash in the external memory. The specific
operation of our specific implementation is that the CAM
state machine sends a GET message to the memory state
machine that results in a memory lookup using the hash via
the unified memory controller (OMC) 1119. However,other
means of achieving a memory lookup whenthere is a miss
in the CAM array would be clear to those in the art.

The lookup in the flow-entry database 324 (i.c., external
memory)results in a hit or a miss. Suppose that the database
324 of flow-entries does not have an entry matching hash
value hash,,. The memory state machine indicates the miss
to the CAM state machine which then indicates the miss to

the LUE 1007. Suppose, on the other hand that there is a
flow-entry-—entry,,—in database 324 matching hash value
hash,,. In this case, the flow-entry is broughtin to be loaded
into the cache.

In accordance with another aspect of the invention, the
bottom CAM entry CAM,, always points to the LRU

15

30

5

45

63

address in the cache memory. Thus, implementing a tue
LRU replacement policy includes flushing out the LRU
cache memory entry and inserting a new entry into that LRU
cache memory location pointed to by the bottom CAM. The
CAM entry also is modified to reflect the new bash value of
the entry in the pointed to cache memory element. Thus,
hash value hash,, is putin CAM,, and flow-entry entry,,, is
placed in the cache page pointed to by CAM 31. The CAM
array and now changed cache memory contents are now

 

 

 

CAM Hash Cache Point Cache Addr. Contents

hashs pages Bagty eatryy
CAM, hashs; Pages: page, entry,
CAM, hash, Page page, catrys
CAM, hash; page, pages entry,
CAM, page, page, entry,
CAMs bash, pages pages cnttys
CAMs hash, page, pasts CHET,
CAM, bash, ages page, entry;

CAMas hash, Pages Pagers cnIry29
CAMs hashys=PageayPEREreeniry4s
CAMs; bashys Bases pages; entry,

Note that the inserted entry is now the MRU flow-entry.
So, the contents of CAM,, are now moved to CAM, and the
entries previously in the top 30 CAMs moved downsothat
once again, the bottom CAM points to the LRU cache
memory page.

 

 CAM Hash Cache Point Cache Add. Contents

bast, Pagan Paseo entry
CAM, hash, Pages Page, entry,
CAM, hash, Pages; page, entry,
CAM, hasho pagts Pages entry,
CAM, hash, page, pages cniTy,,
CAMs hash, AEC, Pages sntrys
CAM, hash, pages Page, entrys
CAM; hash, BARE, pages entrys

hash, PARES ae os

CAMzy BagC29 entryz5
CAMag hash,,=pageay Pagesg entry,
CAM, hashys=pag PREC, ently, 

Note that the inserted entry is now the MRU flow-entry.
So, the contents of CAM,, are now moved to CAM, andthe
entries previously in the top 30 CAMs moved

In addition to looking up entries of database 324 via the
cache subsystem 1115for retrieval of an existing fow-entry,
the LUE, SP, or FIDE engines also may update the flow-
entries via the cache. As such, there may be entries in the
cache that are updated flow-entries. Until such updated
entries have been written into the flow-entry database 324 in
external memory, the flow-entries are called “dirty.” As is
common in cache systems, a mechanism is provided to
indicate dirty entries in the cache. A dirty entry cannot, for
example, be flushed out until the corresponding entry in the
database 324 has been updated.

Supposein the last example, that the entry in the cache
was modified by the operation. That is, bash,, is in MRU
CAMg, CAMg correctly points to pages, but the informa-
tion in pages, of the cache, entry,,, does not correspond to
entry,, in database 324. That is, the contents of cache page
Pages, is dirty. There is now a need to update the database
324. This is called backing up or cleaning the dirty entry.

As is common in cache systems, there is an indication
provided that a cache memory entry is dirty using a dirty

—a4
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flag. In the preferred embodiment, there is a dirty flag for between these elements. The signal names are self-
each word in cache memory. explanatory, and how to implement these controllers as state 

Another aspect of the inventive cache system is cleaning machines or otherwise would be clear from the description 
cache memory contents according to the entry most likely to herein above. 
be first flushed out of the cache memory. In our LRU cache 5 While the above description of operation of the CAM 
embodiment, the cleaning of the cache memory entries array is sufficient for one skilled in the art to design such a 
proceeds in the inverse order of recentness of use. Thus, CAM array, and many such designs are possible, FIG. 21 
LRU pages are cleaned first consistent with the least like- shows one such design. Referring to that figure, the CAM 
-airoocHhat- these are the entries likely to be flushed first. array 2005 comprises one CAM, e.g., CAM[7] (2107), per 

In our embodiment, the memory state machine, whenever 10 page of CAM memory. The lookup port or update port 
it is idle, is programmed to scan the CAM array in reverse depend which of the LUE, SP or FIDE are accessing the 
order of recentness, i.e., starting from the bottom of the cache subsystem. The input data for a lookup is typically the 
CAM array, and look for dirty flags. Whenever a dirty flag ha:ih,. and shown as REF-DATA 2103. Loading, updating or 
is found, the cache memory contents are backed up to the evicting the cache is achieved using the signal 2105 that both 
database 324 in external memory. !5 selects the CAM input data using a select multiplexor 2109, 

Note that once a page of cache memory is cleaned, it is such d~ being ~e hit page or the LRU page (the bottom 
kept in the cache in case it is still needed. The page is only CAM m according to an aspect of the invention). Any 
flushed when more cache memory pages are needed. The loading is done via a 5 to 32 decoder 2111. The results of the 
corresponding CAM also is not changed until a new cache CAM lookup for all the CAMs in the array is provided to a 
memory page is needed. In this way, efficient lookups of all 20 32-5 low to high 32 to 5 encoder 2113 that outputs the hit 
cache memory contents, including clean entries are still 2115, and which CAM number 2117 produced the hit. The 
possible. Furthermore, whenever a cache memory entry is CAM hit page 2119 is an output of a MUX 2121 that has the 
flushed, a check is first made to ensure the entry is clean. If CAM data of each CAM as input and an output selected by 
the entry is dirty, it is backed up prior to flushing the entry. the signal 2117 of the CAM that produced the hit. Mainte-

The cache subsystem 1115 can service two read transfers 25 nance of dirty entries is carried out similarly from the update 
at one time. If there arc more than two read requests active port that coupled to the CAM state machine 2001. A MUX 
at one time the Cache services them in a particular order as 2123 has all CAMs' data input and a scan input 2127. The 
follows: MUX 2123 produces the dirty data 2125. 

Although the present invention has been described in 
(1) LRU dirty write back. The cache writes back the least 

30 
terms of the presently preferred embodiments, it is to be 

recently used cache memory entry if it is dirty so that understood that the disclosure is not to be interpreted as 
there will always be a space for the fetching of cache limiting. Various alterations and modifications will no doubt 
misses. become apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art after 

(2) Lookup and update engine 1107. having read the above disclosure. Accordingly, it is intended 
(3) State processor 1108. 

35 
that the claims be interpreted as covering all alterations and 

(4) F1ow insertion and deletion engine 1110. modifications as fall within the true spirit and scope of the 
(5) Analyzer host interface and control 1118. present invention. 
(6) Dirty write back from LRU -1 to MRU; when there What is claimed is: 

is nothing else pending, the cache engine writes dirty 1. A packet monitor fpr,examinin~ket passing througli_ 
entries back to external memory. 40 ! co~tion Poin! .• ~!:.a -~~.P~t~. ne!w_ork, each ]!iic"Ret§ 

FIG. 19 shows the cache memory component 1900 of the £<?ii2.~g.tP, one or more protocols, the monifor compris-
cache subsystem 1115. Cache memory subsystem 1900 ing: -
includes a bank 1903 of dual ported memories for the pages (a) a packet acquisition device coupled to the connection 
of cache memory. In our preferred embodiment there arc 32 point and configured to receive packets passing through 
pages. Each page of memory is dual ported. That is, it 45 the connection point; 
includes two sets of input ports each having address and data (b) a memory for storing a database comprising flow-
inputs, and two sets of output ports, one set of input and entries for previously encountered conversational flows 
output ports are coupled to the unified memory controller to which a received packet may belong, a conversa-
(UMC) 1119 for writing to and reading from the cache tional flow being an exchange of one or more packets 
memory from and into the external memory used for the 50 in any direction as a result of an activity corresponding 
flow-entry database 324. Which of the output lines 1909 is to the flow; 
coupled to UMC 1119 is selected by a multiplexor 1911 (c) a cache subsystem coupled to the flow-entry database 
using a cache page select signal 1913 from CAM memory memory providing for fast access of flow-entries from 
subsystem part of cache system 1115. Updating cache the flow-entry database; 
memory from the database 324 uses a cache data signal 1917 55 ( d) a lookup engine coupled to the packet acquisition 
from the UMC and a cache address signal 1915. device and to the cache subsystem and configured to 

Looking up and updating data from and to the cache lookup whether a received packet belongs to a flow-
memory from the lookup/update engine (LUE) 1107, state entry in the flow-entry database, to looking up being the 
processor (SP) 1108 or flow insertion/deletion engine cache subsystem; and 
(FIDE) 1110 uses the other input and output ports of the 60 (e) a state processor coupled to the lookup engine and to 
cache memory pages 1903. A bank of input selection mul- the flow-entry-database memory, the state processor 
tiplexors 1905 and a set of output selector multiplexors 1907 being to perform any state operations specified for the 
respectively select the input and output engine using a set of state of the flow starting from the last encountered state 
selection signals 1919. of the flow in the case that the packet is from an existing 

FIG. 20 shows the cache CAM state machine 2001 65 flow, and to perform any state operations required for 
coupled to the CAM array 2005 and to the memory state the initial state of the new flow in the case that the 
machine 2003, together with some of the signals that pass packet is from an existing flow. 

/ 
/_, 
/ 
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flag. In the preferred embodiment, there is a dirty flag for
each word in cache memory. _ .

Another aspectof the inventive cache system is cleaning
cache memory contents accordingto the entry most likely to
be first flushed out of the cache memory. In our LRU cache
embodiment, the cleaning of the cache memory entries
proceeds in the inverse order of recentess of use. Thus,
LRU pagesare cleaned first consistent with the least like-
-Hhood that these are the entries likely to be flushed first.

Tn our embodiment, the Memory state machine, whenever
it is idle, is programmed to scan the CAM arrayin reverse
order of recentness, i.e., starting from the bottom of the
CAM array, and look for dirty flags. Whenever a dirty flag
is found, the cache memory contents are backed upto the
database 324 in external memory.

‘Note that once a page of cache memory is cleaned,it is
keptin the cachein caseit is still needed. The pageis only
flushed when more cache memory pages are needed. The
corresponding CAM also is not changed until a new cache
memory page is needed.In this way,efficient lookupsofall
cache memory contents, including clean entries are still
possible. Furthermore, whenever a cache memory entry is
flushed, a check is first made to ensure the entry is clean. If
the entry is dirty, it is backed up prior to flushing the entry.

The cache subsystem 1115 can service two read transfers
at onetime. If there are more than two read requests active
at one time the Cacheservices them in a particular order as
tuilows:

(1) LRU dirty write back. The cache writes back the least
recently used cache memory entry if it is dirty so that
there will always be a space for the fetching of cachemuSSECS.

(2) Lookup and update engine 1107.
(3) State processor 1108,
(4) Flow insertion and deletion engine 1110.
(5) Analyzer host interface and control 1118.
(6) Dirty write back from LRU —1 to MRU; whenthere

is nothing else pending, the cache engine writes dirty
entries back to external memory.

FIG. 19 shows the cache memory component 1900 of the
cache subsystem 1115. Cache memory subsystem 1900
includes a bank 1903 of dual ported memories for the pages
of cache memory.In our preferred embodimentthere are 32
pages. Each page of memory is dual ported. Thatis, it
includes twosets ofinput ports each having address and data
inputs, and two sets of output ports, one set of input and
output ports are coupled to the unified memory controller
(UMC) 1119 for writing to and reading from the cache
memory from and into the external memory used for the
flow-entry database 324. Which of the outputlines 1909 is
coupled to UMC 1119 is selected by a multiplexor 1911
using a cache pageselect signal 1913 from CAM memory
subsystem part of cache system 1115. Updating cache
memory from the database 324 uses a cache data signal 1917
from the UMCand a cache address signal 1915.

Looking up and updating data from and to the cache
memory from the lookup/update engine (LUE) 1107, state
processor (SP) 1108 or flow insertion/deletion engine
(FIDE) 1110 uses the other input and output ports of the
cache memory pages 1903_ A bank of inputselection mul-
tiplexors 1905 anda set of output selector multiplexors 1907
respectively select the input and output engine using a set of
selection signals 1919.

FIG. 20 shows the cache CAM state machine 2001
coupled to the CAM array 2005 and to the memory state
machine 2003, together with some of the signals that pass

15

25

35

36

between these elements. The signal names are self-
explanatory, and how to implement these controllers as state
machines or otherwise would be clear from the description
herein above.

While the above description of operation of the CAM
array is sufficient for one skilled in the art to design such a
CAM array, and many such designs are possible, FIG. 21
shows one such design. Referring to that figure, the CAM
array 2005 comprises one CAM,e.g., CAMI7] (2107), per
page of CAM memory. The lookup port or update port
depend which of the LUE, SP or FIDE are accessing the
cache subsystem. The inputdata for a lookupis typically the
hash, and shown as REF-DATA 2103. Loading, updating or
evicting the cacheis achieved using the signal 2105 that both
selects the CAM input data using a select multiplexor 2109,
such data being the hit page or the LRU page(the bottom
CAM in according to an aspect of the invention). Any
loading is done via a 5 to 32 decoder 2111. Theresults of the
CAM lookupfor all the CAMsin the array is provided to a
32-5 low to high 32 to § encoder 2113 that outputs the hit
2115, and which CAM number 2117 produced the hit. The
CAM hit page 2149 is an output of a MUX 2121that has the
CAM data of each CAM as inputand an output selected by
the signal 2117 of the CAM that produced the hit. Mainte-
nance ofdirty entries is carried out similarly from the update
port that coupled to the CAM state machine 2001. A MUX
2123 has all CAMs’ data input and a scan input 2127. The
MUX 2123 producesthe dirty data 2125.

Although the present invention has been described in
terms of the presently preferred embodiments, it is to be
understood that the disclosure is not to be interpreted as
limiting. Various alterations and modifications will no doubt
become apparentto those of ordinary skill in the art after
having read the above disclosure. Accordingly,it is intended
that the claims be interpreted as coveringall alterations and
modifications as fall within the true spirit and scope of the
present invention.

Whatis claimed is:

1.A packet monitor for examiningpacket passing through
a connection pointon a computernetwork,eachpackets
Conforming to one or moreprotocols, the monitor compris-
ing:

(a) a packet acquisition device coupled to the connection
point and configured to receive packets passing through
the connection point;

(b) a memory for storing a database comprising flow-
entries for previously encountered conversational flows
to which a received packet may belong, a conversa-
tional flow being an exchange of one or more packets
in any direction as a result of an activity corresponding
to the flow;

(c) a cache subsystem coupledto the flow-entry database
memory providing for fast access of flow-entries from
the flow-entry database;

(d) a lookup engine coupled to the packet acquisition
device and to the cache subsystem and configured to
lookup whether a received packet belongs to a flow-
entry in the flow-entry database, to looking up being the
cache subsystem; and

(e) a state processor coupled to the lookup engine and to
the flow-entry-database memory, the state processor
being to perform any state operations specified for the
state of the flow starting from the last encounteredstate
ofthe flow in the case that the packetis from an existing
flow, and to perform any state operations required for
the initial state of the new flow in the case that the

packetis from an existing flow.
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2. A Packet monitor according to claim 1, further com

prising: 
a parser subsystem coupled to the packet acquisition 

device and to the lookup engine such that the acquisi
tion device is coupled to the lookup engine via the 5 
parser subsystem, the parsi:r subsystem c~nfigured to 
extract identifying infonnat10n from a received packet. 

wherein each flow-entry is identified by identifying infor
mation stored in the flow-entry, and wherein the cache 
lookup uses a function of the extracted identifying informa- 10 
tion. 

3. A packet monitor according to claim 2, wherein the 
cache subsystem is an associative cache subsystem includ
ing one or more content addressable memory cells (CAMs). 

4. A packet monitor according to claim 2, wherein the 
15 

cache subsystem includes: 
(i) a set of cache memory elements coupled to the 

flow-entry database memory, each cache memory ele
ment including an input port to input a flow-entry and 
configured to store a flow-entry of the flow-entry 20 
database; 

(ii) a set of content addressable memory cells (CAMs) 
connected according to an order of connections from a 
top CAM to a bottom CAM, each CAM containing an 
address and a pointer to one of the cache memory 25 
elements, and including: 

38 
an input buffer memory coupled to and configured to 

accept a packet from the packet acquisition device; 
a parser subsystem coupled to the input buffer memory, 

the parsing subsystem configured to extract selected 
portions of the accepted packet and to output a parser 
record containing the selected portions; 

a memory ro storing a database of one or more flow
entries for any previously encountered conversational 
flows, each flow-entry identified by identifying infor
mation stored in the flow-entry; 

a lookup engine coupled to the output of the parser 
subsystem and to the flow-entry memory and config
ured to lookup whether the particular packet whose 
parser record is output by the parser subsystem has a 
matching flow-entry, the looking up using at least some 
of the selected packet portions and determining if the 
packet is of an existing flow; 

a cache subsystem coupled to and between the lookup 
engine and the flow-entry database memory providing 
for fast access of a set of likely-to-be-accessed flow
entries from the flow-entry database; and 

a flow insertion engine coupled to the flow-entry memory 
and to the lookup engine and configured to create a 
flow-entry in the flow-entry database, the flow-entry 
including identifying information for future packets to 
be identified with the new flow-entry, 

the lookup engine configured such that if the packet is of an 
existing flow, the monitor classifies the packet as belonging 

a matching circuit having an input such that the CAM 
asserts a match output when the input is the same as 
the address in the CAM cell, an asserted match 
output indicating a hit, 

a CAM input configured to accept an address and a 
pointer, and 

a CAM address output and a CAM pointer output; 
(iii) a CAM controller coupled to the CAM set; and 

30 to the found existing flow; and if the packet is of a new flow, 
the flow insertion engine stores a new flow-entry for the new 
flow in the flow-entry database, including identifying infor
mation for future packets to be identified with the new 

(iv) a memory controller coupled to the CAM controller, 35 
to the cache memory set, and to the flow-entry memory, 

wherein the matching circuit inputs of the CAM cells are 
coupled to the lookup engine such that that an input to the 
matching circuit inputs produces a match output in any 
CAM cell that contains an address equal to the input, and 40 

wherein the CAM controller is configured such that which 
cache memory element a particular CAM points to changes 
over time. 

5. A packet monitor according to claim 4, wherein the 
CAM controller is configured such that the bottom CAM 45 

points to the least recently used cache memory element. 

flow-entry, 
wherein the operation of the parser subsystem depends on 
one or more of the protocols to which the packet conforms. 

8. A monitor according to claim 7, wherein the lookup 
engine updates the flow-entry of an existing flow in the case 
that the lookup is successful. 

9. A monitor according to claim 7, further including a 
mechanism for building a hash from the selected portions, 
wherein the hash is included in the input for a particular 
packet to the lookup engine, and wherein the hash is used by 
the lookup engine to search the flow-entry database. 

10. A monitor according to claim 7, further including a 
memory containing a database of parsing/extraction 
operations, the parsing/extraction database memory coupled 
to the parser subsystem, wherein the parsing/extraction 
operations are according to one or more parsing/extraction 

6. A packet monitor according to claim 5, wherein the 
address and pointer output of each CAM starting from the 
top CAM is coupled to the address and pointer input of the 
next CAM, the final next CAM being the bottom CAM, and 
wherein the CAM controller is configured such than when 
there is a cache hit, the address and pointer contents of the 
CAM that produced the hit are put in the top CAM of the 
stac}s the address and pointer contents of the CAMs above 
the CAM that produced the asserted match output arc shifted 
down, such that the CAMs are ordered according to recent
ness of use, with the least recently used cache memory 
element pointed to by the bottom CAM and the most 
recently used cache memory element pointed to by the top 
CAM. 

50 operations looked up from the parsing/extraction database. 

7. A packet monitor fo!_ ex~g_pa.c~~fill 
~tion po~ .. on _a c.C?.°:1.E.utcer net~~~·--~h packeU 
conforming toone or more protocols, the momtor compris-
~--· 

a packet acquisition device coupled to the connection 
point and configured to receive packets passing through 
the connection point; 

11. A monitor according to claim 10, wherein the database 
of parsing/extraction operations includes information 
describing how to determine a set of one or more protocol 
dependent extraction operations from data in the packet that 

55 indicate a protocol used in the packet. 
12. A method according to claim 7, further including a 

state processor coupled to the lookup engine and to the 
flow-entry-database memory, and configured to perform any 
state operations specified for the state of the flow starting 

60 from the last encountered state of the flow in the case that the 
packet is from an existing flow, and to perform any state 
operations required for the initial state of the new flow in the 
case that the packet is from an existing flow. 

13. A method according to claim 12, wherein the set of 
65 possiblestate ~erations that the state processor is config

ured to perform includes searching for one or more patterns 
in the packet portions. 

~ l . 

/ 

I 
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14. A monitor according to claim 12, wherein the state identifying information for future packets to be iden-

processor is programmable, the monitor further including a tified with the new flow-entry, 
state patterns/operations memory coupled to the state wherein the parsing/extraction operations depend on one or 
processor, the state operatiom memory configured to _store a more of the protocols to which ~e packet co~orms.. . 
database of protocol dependent state patterns/operations. s 17. A method according to claun 16, :w~erem cl3:5sifymg 

15. A monitor according to claim 12, wherein the state the packet as belonging to the fo~~ ensting flow mcludes 
operations include updating the flow-entry, including iden- updating the flow-entry of the enstmg flow. 
tifying information for future packets to be identified with lS. A method according to claim 16, wherein the function 
the flow-entry. 

1 
of the selected portions of the packet forms a signat~ tJ_iat 

16. A method of examining packets passing through a o includes the selected packet portions and ~at can 1den~fy 
connection point on a computer network. each packets future packets, wherein the lookup operatt?n uses th~ s1g-
conforming to one or more protocols, the method compris- nature and wherein the identifying information st~red _m ~e 
ing: new or updated flow-entry is a signature for identifying 

(a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device; future packets. 
(b) performing one or more parsing/extraction operations 

15 
19. A method according to claim 16, wherein the looking 

on the packet to create a parser record comprising a up of the flow-entry database uses a hash of the selected 
function of selected portions of the packet; packet portions. 

(c) looking up a flow-entry database comprising none or 20. A method according to claim 16, wherein step (d) 
more flow-entries for previously encountered Conver- 20 includes if the packet is of an existing flow, obtaining the last 
sational flows, the looking up using at least some of the encountered state of the flow and performing any state 
selected packet portions and determining if the packet operations specified for the state of the flow starting from the 
is of an existing flow, the lookup being via a cache; last encountered state of the flow; and wherein step (e) 

(d) if the packet is of an existing flow, classifying the includes if the packet is of a new flow, performing any state 
packet as belonging to the found existing flow; and 25 operations required for the initial state of the new flow. 

(e) if the packet is of a new flow, storing a new flow-entry 
for the new flow in the flow-entry database, including * * * * * 
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14. A monitor according to claim 12, wherein the state
processor is programmable, the monitor further including a
state patterns/operations memory coupled to the state
processor, the state operations memory configured to store a
database of protocol dependent state patterns/operations.

15. A monitor according to claim 12, wherein the state
operations include updating the flow-entry, including iden-
tifying information for future packets to be identified with
the flow-entry.

16. A method of examining packets passing through a
connection point on a computer network, each packets
conforming to one or more protocols, the method compris-
ing:

(a) receiving a packet from a packet acquisition device;
(b) performing one or more parsing/extraction operations

on the packet to create a parser record comprising a
function of selected portions of the packet,

(c) looking up a flow-entry database comprising none or
more flow-entries for previously encountered conver-
sational flows, the looking up using at least someof the
selected packet portions and determining if the packet
is of an existing flow, the lookup being via a cache;

(d) if the packet is of an existing flow, classifying the
packet as belonging to the found existing flow; and

(e) if the packetis of a new flow, storing a new flow-entry
for the new flow in the flow-cntry database, including

25

40

identifying jnformation for future packets to be iden-
tified with the new flow-entry,

wherein the parsit) extraction operations depend on one ormore of theie to which the packet conforms.
17. A method according to claim 16, wherein classifying

the packet as belonging to the found existing flow includes
updating the flow-entry of the existing flow.

18. A method according to claim 16, wherein the function
ofthe selected portions of the packet forms a signature that
includes the selected packet portions and that can identify
future packets, wherein the lookup operation uses the sig-
nature and wherein the identifying information stored in the
new or updated flow-entry is a signature for identifying
future packets.

19. A method accordingto claim 16, wherein the looking
up of the flow-entry database uses a hash of the selected
packet portions.

20. A method according to claim 16, wherein step (@)
includesifthe packet is of an existing flow, obtainingthe last
encountered state of the flow and performing any state
operationsspecified for the state ofthe flow starting from the
last encountered state of the flow; and wherein step (3)
includesif the packet is of a new flow, performing any slate
operations required for the initial state of the new flow.

* * + ~*~ *
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